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Meeting of parluvnetit.— State of the Continent — France — 
Spazg -- Portugal—.Italy— Turkey— Germany — Swit-
zerland — Holland — Russia = Prussia.—Parliamentary 
discussions on the preliminary treaty-Ir on the convention 
with the. northern powers. — Measures adopted. for the 
security of the country. 

. , 	 . 
THE king, having called together the parliament C•11 A P. 

on the 29th of. October, announced, in his LXX. 

speech from the throne, that the important nego- 1801. 

ciations in which he was engaged 'at the close of 
the  former session, ,had been brought tp a favour-
able conclusion. The differences with the northern . 
powers bad been adjusted by a convention with 
the emperor of Russia,.to which the kings of Den-
mark and Sweden had expressed their readiness to 
accede.. By this convention the essential rights for 
which Great Britain had contended were secured ; 
and provision was made that the exercise of them, 
should be attended with as little molestation as 

te.tingenf.  

*tossible to the subjects of the contending parties. 
f jhelitninaries 	of 	peace had also been 	ratified 
?etween his majesty and the French republic, and 
he trusted that this arrangement, while it maul- 
fested the justice and moderation of his views, 

voj,. vi. 	 )3 • 	 would • 

   
  



q HISTORY OF THE 
C H A P. would be found conducive to the substantial interests LXX. of this country, and honourable to. the British 

1801. .chcter. 	After expressing his heartfelt gratitude w 
• to 71 wine Providence for the bleising of a plentiful 

harvest, and applauding the temper and fortitude 
manifested by the nation; under .a complication of 
difficulties, he acknowledged .in the warmest terms 
the eminent services performed by the navy and 
army, particularly in the -expulsion of the French 
froth Egypt. The conclusion of this speech deserves 
to be recorded.; because,, while it does honour to 
the paternal feelings of the sovereign, it contains 
the avowal of a sacred principle4  which no monarch 
of Great Britain, worthy.of the tithi, Can willingly 
consent to abandon.' " It is my first wish and most 
fervent prayer, that any people may experience the 
reward they have so well merited, in a full enjoy= 
ment of the blessings of peace, in a progressive 
increase, of the national commerce, credit, 	and 
resources, 	and ' above 	all, 	in 	the 	undisturbed 
possession of their • religion, 	laws, 	and' liberties, 
under the safe-guard and protection of that consti-
tution which it has been the great object of all our".  
efforts to preserve, and which itis our most sacred 
duty to transmit unimpaired to our descendants." 

THE addresses were voted in both houses without 
a division; but in -the commons some animadver-
sions were made, that portended considerable discus-
sion. on the preliminary treaty; copies of which, and 
of the convention with Russia, were presented on 
the following day. 	The debates which theft took 
place, related;  not merely to the treaty itself, but 
,to other compacts negotiated between France . and 

Affairs of the 'continental powers, by which she had -been 
the conti- 
nent. and was still seeking to consolidate the prepon-

derating dominioh which her arms had acquired. 
it may be useful, though not very gratifying, briefly 
to consider these transactions, becalise they greatly 

. 	. . 	affect 

   
  



REIGN OF GEORGE III. $ 
affect 	the 	momentous question that • was now c ft A P. 
agitated in the councils"of Great Britain. 	• LXX. ' 

ON the 21st of March, a secret treaty was signed 1801. 

at Madria by Godoy, Prince of the Peace; and secre:trena- Lucien Buonaparte, in 'whiCh the king of Spain ka
b 	

nd ncea 
engaged that the reigning duke of Parma should Spain. 

• renounce his duchy and all its dependencies in. fa- 
your of the French republic. 	The grand duchy 
of Tuscany, which the grand duke had renounced, 
and of which the cession to France had been gua- 
ranteed by the emperor of Germany, was to be 
given to the son of the duke of Parrna, 'as an in-
demnification for the territories ceded by the in-
fant, his father, and in fulfilment of another treaty 
concluded between Spain and the French republic, 
ceding to the latter power the possession of Louis- 

• 

, 

Louisiana 
Wm. 	The prince of Parma.  was to be acknow- ceded  bj 
ledged sovereign of all the territories of the grand 
duchy, excepting part of the isle of Elba, to be 
retained by France ; and he was to receive as an 
indemnity the country of Piombino, 	which be. 
longed to the king of Naples. 	In July, the prince, 
protected by a body of French troops, commanded 

Fr
p
ance 

Prince of 
:aearitZ.  

by general Murat, 'took pogsession of his dome- king of 

nions, and assumed the title .of king of Etruria ; 
and Europe beheld the singular spectacle of a 

Etruria, 

• 
Bourbon prince elevated to a throne under the 
auspices of the French 	republic. 	This vassal 
sovereignty was purchased by the cession of Parma, 

• 

Elba, and Louisiana. 	 • . 
MEANTrME the court of Madrid, having, at the 

instigation of France, declared war against Portu-
gal, a Spanish army under GOdoy entered that . 
Country, and soon reduced all the strong places in 
the province of Alentejo. 	On the 6th of June Treaty be. 
preliminaries of peace were signed at Badajoz, by rirgrda 
which the fortres''s and district of Olivenza were 
ceded to Spain, and the. ports of Portugal were 
closed against the English.. The French govern- 

tugh. 

B 2 	 'Tient 
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• LXX. • ment refused to concur in this treaty, -under the 
that Spain was bound not to., make peace pretext 

1801. with Portugal, unless certain places in th*t country 
were' allowed to be garrisoned by France 'until & 

• general peace. 	A division of French troops ad- 
• vanced from Salamanca, and laid siege t9' Almeida., 

The Portuguese were encouraged' to a -brave resist: 
ance by pecuniary, succours from their ancient ally, 
and an epedition was sent from England to protect 

' the island of Madeira ; but they at length found it 
. 	- necessary to negotiate. 	On flip 1.9th of September, 

only two days before the signature of preliminaries 
between 	Great Britain and France; 	the latter 

Portugal_ 	- power exacted from Portugal a treaty by •.which 
'Zincroesieleill ier  she agreed to shut her ports against English vessels . ports both 'of war and trade, and 'open them.to those. of 
against the 
English. France, as well as.to consent to a reduction of her 

limits in South America, for. the extension of; the 
.French territory in Guiana. 	• 	.• 

Affairs of 
the French f*.  

• • 

. -ON the side of Italy, the power and influence 
.of the French were. predominant. 	.They .elaimed 
the merit of having exercised great forbearance 
toward the king of Naples, , in demOiding only the 
port of Otranto as necessary to their #designs in 
the. east, .since Malta had been occupied by the 
British. • To the states of the pope they paid a 
dutiful.regard, by leaving them in, .all'their inte-
grity,• maintaining only a garrison. in Ancona to 
preserve the communication with their army :if the 
south. 	The Cisalpine and Ligurian republics, 
whose independence had been guaranteed at Lune-
ville, were ,preparing to ensure it, by imploring 
Buonaparte to unite the office of president over 
them 	with his 	more 	sacred functions 	as .first 
consul of Fiance. 	Lucca was occupied in depre- 
cating his vengeance, by .re-organizing her insti-
tutions 'ten the approved republican model ; and 
four thousand .Frenchmen were. to keep Le0orn 

.' 	for 
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for the' king of-Tuscany, until his majesty should c ICA P. 
organise a national army. LXX. 

THE pacification of France with the Porte- exhi- 1801. 

bitted an ingenious specimen of diplomacy. On the :Lac: be- 
9th of October, two days after the, ratification of France and 
preliminaries with Great Britain by Buonaparte, a7 
treaty was executed at Paris, between the minister 
for foreign -affitirs, apd .a Turkish agent, named 

the Porte. 

Esseyd Ali, who on this occasion was prompted to 
assume the functions of . ambassador, by which 
treaty the French consented to evacuate Egypt, 
(having been already expelled 'by the English,) 
and to acknowledge the Seven Islands, under a k.i-
pu' lation that the treaties before the war should be 
renewed in full force, and that France should enjoy 
throughout Turkey, her former rights of commerce 
and navigation, in.common with the most favoured 
nations. 	In this treaty-the Porte was to acknow- 
ledge the guaranty of the French republic as, well 
as that of Russia, for the Ionian Islands ; and Eng- • 
land was not even mentioned. 	It has been ob- 
served,, that extraordinary means were used to keep 
*qm the Turkish , agent and his suite all intern-
genCe of recent events,in order that France might 
assume the .credit of having introduced into the 
preliminaries with Great Britain, the fifth, article, 
which stipulates that Egypt shall be restored to the 
sublime Poite, whose territories ' and • posses;ons 
shall bea,preserved entire, such as they existed be-
fore the war. • 

IN Germany the ascendancy of France, and the Trace 
'cohsequerit depression of the house of A ustria were in.  Greanr-ce  
particularly manifested. 	By' the treaty of Lune- 
vale the republic had acquired in full sovereignty 
the country and domains situated on the left bank 
of the Rhine from.  the frontier of *Switzerland to 
that, of Hollarid, which formerly belonged to the 
empire ; and by another -article in the same treaty, 
the  princes and states who bad sustained Josses by 

• 13 3 	 "this 

many. 
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C 14 A P. this cession, were to receive indemnities taken from 
_LI-(x* from the whole of the empire, according to arrange- 

1801. ments to be determined in a diet held at Ratisbon. 
In the, discussions which, took place there the 
French governinent professed to fake no immediate 
concern ; but in reality they exerted their influence 
to benefit those members of the Germanic body 
who were devoted to their interests, at the expense 
of' those who were hostile ; and they were particu- 
larly disposed to favonp Bavaria. 	Unhappily the 

• jealousy of Prussia against Austria afforded them 
the means of fomenting those divisions which they 
deemed necessary for maintaining what was termed 
a just equilibrium in Germany.. By their treaty 
with Russia%  concluded a week after that with 

. England, they sought to repair those disappoint-
ments which they had sustained in the death of the 
emperor Paul, and to lead his youthful successor 

' into a concurrence with Prussia, for the further- 
ance of their future schemes of policy. 	• 

In Switzer- 
laud, 

In ii., 
laud. 

SWITZERLAND, distracted by dissensions between 
the Helvetic government, which -was entirely. in, 
the French interests, . and the democratic states,' 
who iniisted on the restoration of their ancient laws 
and 	constitution, was but too likely to 'yield to 
those dictates .which under the semblance of me-
diation, Buonaparte might prescribe to her, 

TiiE Dutch, in obedience to the intimations of 
the French cabinet, had accepted a new constitu-
tion, evidently framed on the same revolutionary 
model which had served for so many others, but 

its avowed objects) liberty and equality. 	At the 
more effectually calculated than them all, to defeat

orce 

 

solicitation of the Batavian government the first 
consul consented to reduce the protecting f  
stationed in their territory from twenty-three thou-
sand to ten thousand men. 

WHILE pursuing their' schemes of aggrandize- 
ment in Europe, the French were intent on acquir- 

ing 
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ing•the ascendancy in the western world. 	A pow- 
erful armament' was in preparation, for the avowed 
purpose of subduing the revolted colony of St. Do- 

c- r-r A p, 
-"lc 
1801. 

mingo, but there„%vas little doubt that its ulterior Views of 
objects were the occupation of the ceded territory 
of Louisiana and. the consequent-establishment of 

yziecceen  
theP wast  

a power in the West Indies which might at a future 
period enable them to give the law in that quarter, 
both to Great Britain and the United States. 	' ' 

Indi",  

Sucit was the system of policy pursued by France 
after her splendid career of conquest; and such 
was the imposing attitude in which she stood, while 
extending the hand of amity to Great Britain. 	She 
had reduced Spain to the condition of a tributary 
ally; she had enthralled Italy ; she had 'cajoled the 
Ottoman Porte ' • she had discomfited and humbled 

' Austria ;, she had disorganized the Germanic Jody ; 
she had overawed Prussia.; 	she had conciliated. 
Russia ; she had planted around her frontier a van-
guard of dependent republics, over which she .held 
unlimited control ; and which, as they Were her tri-
butaries in peace, must .become her auxiliaries in 
war: 	And finally, she had. entered into a treaty 
with Great Britain, of w hich the basis, in regard to her-
self and her allies, was the uti possidetis, and in regard 
to her rival, with few exceptions, the status Ow ante. 
bellum. 	In the parliamentary discussions which Debates: 
took Place on this treaty, the number of those who on the 

it; was necessarily very small, in corn- 
parison with the majority, consilino• of three dis-
tinct parties in the state, who stooepledged to de- 
fend it. 	These were, the adherents of ministry ; the 
friends of Mr. Pitt ; and the whigs, who, under their 
leader, Mr. Fox, had uniformly contended against 
the  policy of the late adminstration, 	Yet the ar- 
guments of the small phalanx who were now stig-
matized as the war-party were of sufficient force to 
shake the confidence of those who,, participating in 
the  sanguine eitultation of the people on their re- 

treaty. 

B 4 	 lease 
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C H A P. lease frimn the burthen of protracted and expensive Lxx. 	"hostilities, .predicted that the peace- .would be as 

1801:-  permanent as it Was honourable. 	In the house of 
. peers, Lord Grenville censured the terms of the 

objections. treaty 	as 	disadvantageoug to . the • country, 	and 
fraught with national humiliation. 	He drew a pa- 
rallel between the two contracting parties, and after 
appreciating the acquisitions ofFran ce, observed that 
olkour side we had to boast successes no less brilliant 
arid striking. 	We had multiplied -our colonies, and 
our navy rode invincible. We bad captured Malta; 
we had occupied Minorca, and shut up she Medi7  
terranean against the navies of France and Spain. 
In the East Indies, we had ,pvery thhig except Ba-
p:via; and that possession would have ben ours, but 
it was net worth the cost of an expedition. We had 
the Cape of Good Hope ; if not the only1  at leait• 
an important key to the East. 	We possessed the 
most desirable of the West India islands, and on 
the continent of South America, the valuable settle-
ments of Surinam and Demerara. *If colonial ac-
quisitions were not the main objects of the war, yet 
they were. highly essential, as they enabled us to 
cripple the maritime strength of the enemy by con- 
tracting her commerce. 	These possessions should 

.have been held as pledges of indemnity, and still 
more, as pledges of security; and if the conti-
nent of Europe could not have been restored to 
its former state, they ought to have been retained 
as a counterpoise to the power of France. 	In 
the West Indies we had ceded all our conquests 
except Trinidad ; and for this we had given in 
exchange the valuable island of Martinique. 	In 
the 	Mediterranean, where 	we possessed every 
thing; we had given up all except Gibraltar. 	Malta 
we had surrendered, and had reserved its future 
protection for subsequent discussion ; yet iio ar-
rangement respecting that island could replace us 
in the situation.in which we stood'before the war. 

As 
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As the treaty did not specify who the protecting c H A

SP. 
power was to be, it would be indecorous in him to • 
say more upon that subject; but in any contest " 
with that "lower; he would bold this important for-
tress as a pledge for our acquiescence in any de- 
mands which might be made. 	Having noticed 
the unsatisfactory guaranty 	for . Portugal, 	and, 
the 	omission 	of 	an,  effectual 	stipnlation 	for 

isca. 

Naples, he• observed, that if we had negociated on 
a footing 	of equality, 	he 	saw no reciprocity; 
all the sacrifices were made on our part, and' none 
On that of the othd contracting -parties. 	If the 
peace was not a measure of necessity, was it one. 
of security ? 	Were tjle disadvantages of the war 
More than the advantages of peace ? 	He could net 
think so ; in his opinion our dangef was greater 
than ever. 	He would not •suppose "the threat of 
invasion to influence it; but if it did, that threat 
would be repeated whenever the enethy had a point 
to carry. 	By the peace we had removed every se- 
curity which we before possessed. 	Malta, Minorca, 
the Cape of Good Hope, Cochin, all were surren-
dered; and our only security was the word of the 
goV'ernment of Fiance. 	 . 

- 

. 
.To 	objections, the reply on the part of .these .Defence of 

ministers was, that 'the war had been carried on 
until it was liopeles to proceed. 	We had entered 
into the contest to guard the country against prin- 
ciples which had been designedly propagated fbi 
the purpose of overturning the constitution ; and 
we had been successful ; because those principles 
no longer existed to any attnt that could be at- 
tended-  with danger. 	The aim of ministers_ had 
been to render the peace, if not very honourable, 
at least secure and lasting ; and their predecessors 
hail often declared that they had no other object 
in view. 	With respect to the cession of Malta, it 
eould.not endanger our security in the Waiter-
ranean, bin ,c the isle Was to be placed under the 

guaranty 

the""ty- 

. 
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c.if2A P. guarinty of a third power ; arid there was no use 
.I-".  iii maintaining a naval station there, if we could 

1801. not-command the commerce of that sea. 	In ad- 
verting to the West Indies, it was urged, that go., 
vernment would have retained Martinique in pre-
ference to Trinidad, had it been in •tbeir power ; 
but as that object was unattainable, was it neces-
sary to.recur to the alternative of spending thirty 
millions more, that ministers might be'able to. ask 
themselves, that day twelve-months, how many more 
years were to pass away before peace could be 
made ? 	On what terms, it was asked, would the 
opponents of the treaty consent to a peace ? 	The 
restoration 44t' the ancient monarchy of France was 
doubtless a desirable object; but if the existing 
government of that country was an evil, how was 
it to be reiiidtied ? 	It could not be done without. 
a great coalition of the Europeap powers ; and 

-.when such a combination -did exist, it was able to 
effect nothing. 	On the other hand, to, have.in- 
sisted on 'carrying on the war until France should 
be reduced within her ancient limits, would have 
been oil, the part of ministers a criminal waste of 
blood and treasure. 	The present peace might not 
be glorious, but it was a peace.whicb would ecute 
the substantial interests of the country. 

Arguments n1 the house of commons lord.Hawkesbury pur- 
li.}:ke,_ .sued am  similar line of argument, and in defending 
bury- the peace, urged three main considerations, the 

time, the tone, and the terms• of the treaty. 	We 
had negotiated at a period when our triumphs 
were complete, andlYwhen it was becoming in the 
spirit and magnanimity of the government and 
people to listen to the voice of peace. 	We had 
maintained a dignified and independent tone, and 
had successfully resisted every idea of humiliatio.n, 
both with respect to ourselves and our friends. 
As to the terms, it would, be found, that toward 
Our allies we 	had maintained the characteristic 

good 
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.good faith of 'the- country. 	We had generously .c H A ,.P. 
released. 

	

	in connection with us from their 	IAX powers 
engagement's, when they were exposed to danger. 	1801. 
To Pprtugal every assistance had been given con-, 
sistent with our strength and with her interests. 
Naples had'not only obeyed the call of France in ex-' 
eluding our shipping from her ports, but had joined 
in an alliance which would have warranted a declar-
ation of war ; yet we had interfered in her favour, 
and had obtained the restoration of her dominions, 
and the• re-establishment of her 	independence. 
For the Ottoman Porte we obtained not only,the 
restitution of all her dominions and territories, but 
the 'renunciation by France, of acquisitions that . would have threatened the independence of' the 
Turkish empire. 	France 	had ceded :Venice to 
Austria; and in return, Austria had ceded the Ex- 
Venetian. or Ionian 'islands to France, 	These 
islands, which from  their situation Might in such 
hands have been productive of mach danger to the 
Porte, had been abandoned by the French repub-
lic, and their, independence had been recognised. 
With respect to the stadtholder and the king of 
Sardinia, though .not bound by any obligation of. 
strict faith to them, yet this country had done.all 
for them which was possible. 	An arrangement Ili 
favour of the stadtholder had, at our instance, been 
commenced at Berlin; but, from various causes, it 
had been withdrawn. 	In favour of Sardinia we' 
had also interfered, although she had abandoned 
the coalition, and had entered into an offensive 
alliance with France. 

'ON the subject of cessions, he could not perceive 
that any which-we had made, either in.  the East or 
West Indies, were to be regretted ; especially when 
counterbalanced with the acquisition of Ceylon 
and Trinidad. 	Of' those in the Mediterranean, 
Malta was of more importance as a fortress than as 
a coMmercial emporium. 	Minorca we bad all%ays 

conquered 
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ec 11,A P. conquered when we pleaSed, and had always re-, 

L X X. stored it at the conclusion of peace. 	Iii proceeding , 
to •estimate the relative power of Great Britain and 
France, he observed, that the commerce and the 

'8" 
theme

te of  
tive 

power of 'maritime strength of this country had progressively 
Great Bri-
tain and -mcreased.dufing the war, while the Manufhdures 
France. - and trade of Frarice had been depressed to the' 

fewest degree ; and were she to' direct hpr whole 
attention to the recruiting and augmentation of 
her navy, she could not, for many years, cope with 
that of Great Britain. 	In conclusion, his lordship 
.declared, that nothing had been left undone, in 
exertion, in perseverance, and in moderation, to 
secure to -the country that blessing, of which she 
was *so much in wane 	We had been engaged in 
a.most tremendous, conflict, but we had come out 
of it with honour and advantSge. 	The situation of 
Europe and that of Great 'Britain, he ;,dmitted, 
might stir]. appear critical 5 yet he hoped that in a 
sound 	system-  of policy, 	uniting firmness with 
moderation, a counterpoise -might always be found 

. to every danger, and a remedy fbe every evil. 	. 
MR- THOMAS GRENVILLE took an entirely differ-

ent view of the provisions in this treaty, to which 
he considered that the term honourable had been 

The peace most absurdly' applied. 	No peace was safe that 
considered 
insecure. ;vas not honourable, and no peace,honourable which 

was not safe ; -but unfortunately this 'peace was 
-neither ; nor could any peace be honourable which 
gave us territories that did-not belong to the power 
by whom-  they were given. 	Ile strongly appre- 
hended that if the ddfinitive treaty were completed, 
it would place us in a state of war with France in 
twelve months. 	Could peace be good if its dur- 
ation were so short ? 	It would. reduce us to the 
necessity of dismantling our navy, and disbanding 
our army. 	It had deprived us of all our military 
points and stations ; and, notwithstanding all our 
economy, our condition Would be indeed deplora. 

ble, 
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Me, .if France, . in the Course of twelve months, C II A P. 
should take us unprepared, and direct her whole LXX. 
force against us. 	Lord Castlereagh saw no cause 
to participate in. these apprehensjong. 	If France 
thought proper to commence a fresh war, we 
should be found capable of again repelling her 
attacks. 	The peace yould try France i and it 
was.  fair to give her a trial. . The question under 
consideration 	was, whgther in all circumstances, 

180h . 

England ought to have continued the war? 	She 
had in this defensive contest, not only poured forth 
her own blood and treasure, but had offered .to 
Europe the means of preservation. 	When the con- 
federacy of powers on the continent was dissolved, 
it became necessary for Great. Britain to make 
peace, if it could be .done, on Calm consistent 
with safety and independence. 	France had cer- 
tainly attained'a degree of power which could not 
lint create uneasiness in the mind of every thinking.  

• man ; while Great Britain, with a navy, all-power- 
. ful as it was, could not affect France on the conti- 

nen t, 	unless assisted 	by a confeder4cy of the 
continental states. 

Ma. PITT.considered, that, after the events which sentiments 
had taken place in Europe, the question of peace ') „ c4;tler;„liZ: 
or war with Great Britain became a question of 
tel'1118 only. • He would not aver that this peace 
fully answered all his wishes, but the government 
had undoubtedly endeavoured to obtain the best 
terms they could; and the difference between them, 

the peace. 

"and those of retaining all we had given up, would 
not have justified ministers in protracting the war. 
The ministers had acted rightly in stipulating for 
the retention of those acquisitions which were [lest 
calculated to confirm and secure oar ancient terri- 
tories. 	They had wisely preferred the possessions 
'in the East and West Indies to those in the Medi-
terranean, as the trade to the latter sea waq com- 

pa rati‘ ely 
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C H A P. 4 ratively of small impoftance. 	With 	respegt to 

L XI 'Malta, 	he 	considered it. consistent will sound 
• 1801. policy rather to put ,that island tinder the`gUaranty , 

of a third power, capable of protecting it, than by 
retaining it ourselves to provoke the jealousy bf the 
enemy. . He regretted that a more definitivF arrange-
ment could not have been made 'respecting that 
important place ;_ but pnless'we litid.beeir. prepared 
to say we would retain it ourselves, he did not 
know any better plan tlian to rendel• it inde- 
pendent. 	 . 	. 

on the 
colonial 
cessions, 

IN adverting to the more remote cessions, he 
considered that the value of the Cape, though great, 
was far inferior to that of Ceylon, which he re-
garded as most essential to the security of our 
Indian possessions. 	With respect to Cochin, for 
which the French, in 1796,•  had stipulated in their 
negotiation with lord Mahnibury, its importance' 

.had been infinitely diminished' by our subsequent 
acquisition of Tippoo's dominions, and it was no . 
longer a frontier post. 	In the West Indies we 	. 
retained Trinidad, 	the most valuable of all the 
islands which the fortune of war had put into our 
hands. 	It had always been his 'opinipli, that if it 
came to be A question merely of terms between 
England and France, we ought to retain possession 
of one great naval station in the Wedt Indies. 	Of 
these stations- there were four, Guadaloupe, Mar-
tinique, St. Lucie, and Trinidad ; pl•these Trini-
dad and Martinique were the best, kind the former 
was the better of the two. 	 • 	• 

Conduct of MR. PITT TrOCeeded to examine the conduct wd 
taGirneattowitid-  had pursued m 'reference to our allies. 	For the 
her allies. Porte we had obtained the evacuation of Egypt, 
The Porte' ant the integrity of her dominions. 	There was 

another point obtained, to which, in his opinion,. 
sufficient importance had not 'been attached; the 
establishment of an infant power, the republic of 

Ionian isles. the' Seven Islands, which would otherwise perhaps 
4 	 have 
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lave fallen 'under the dominion of France ; this 
•was an acquisition of great importance to us, and 

c LI A P. 
LXX. 

might Prove 'not inferior to the possession of Malta,  
itself. Mention had been made of a treaty between 

. 	l821. 

• France and the Porte, by which the evacuation of 
Egypt was.sripulated for ; but no one could doubt 
that the deliverance of that country had , been 
effected by the brilliant achievements of our army 
and navy, and no, diplomatic artifice of that kind 
could derogate from the merit of this.country. 

Fon Napes:who had been compelled to reiin- Napiesnna 
quish her engagerrients with us, we were not bound 
to do any thing ; and in •the present situation of 

Sardinia. 

Europe. any guaranty of her dominions on our part 
must be unavailing. • Sardinia was in the same pre-
dicament ; and unless it could be maintained ttlat 
we were to arbitrate the affairs of the continent, we 
were not bound to interfere in her favour. 	IF our 
influence was inefficient in Switzerland,-how could 
we procure the. restoration.of Piedmont, annul the 
Cisalpine and Ligurian republics, and replace Italy 

*in its former condition ? 	' 	 . . 	. 	- 

POR,TUGAL had sustained great misfortunes ; but 
if it was right in her to demand to be released 
from her engagements with us, and if it was.right 
in us to consent to it, then we were clearly absolved 
from any obligation to her. 	Much had been said 
on the acquisitions of .France from Portugal by an 
alteration in the limits of Guiana ; but it should 
be recollected that a South American and an Euro-
pean river were materially different, and that the 

Portugal. 

• 

. banks of a river on the former continent were often 
little different from the coasts of an ocean; 	It had 
been  said, You affect to guarantee the integrity 
of Portugal; but it is only after France and Spain 
have  taken every 'thing they wished for. 	TI • 0 	 This 
however was not correct. 	The treaty of Badajoz 
did not give to France all she desired ; because 
France, bya subsequent treaty, extorts another ces, 

sion 
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C H A pp_ sion of still greater impOrtance to. her. 	What 
LX X: happens then ? Portugal has 	up this second given 
tsw. 	-. ifortion of her territory by force; when you inter-

fere and cancel the second treaty, and bring them 
lyck to the stipulations of the first. 	To yogi then 
Portugal owes this difference in the limits of her 
South American empire; and to her you have acted 
-not only with good faith, but with dignified liber- 
ality. 	 . 	. 	 ' 

The prince 
of Orange. 

• Eort the Prince of Orange, the only remaining ally, 
unparalleled exertibns had been made to restore to 
him his dominions ; and on the present occasion, 
His interests had not' been: neglected ; they were 
at this moment the subject of negotiation, and 
assurances had been.given that he would receive 
An indemnity. . 

Remarks 
on the 	. 
colonial 
cessions. 

IT had been assumed that we ought to have 01., 
tamed something.to  balance the great power which 
France had. acquired ; that we had given France 
the means of augmentipg her maritime strength, 
and in fart had signed the deatri-warrant of ,the • 1  country. 	But, if we had retained all our conquests ' 
it would not have made any difference to us hr 
point of security ; these islands would not have 
enabled us to counterbalance the power which 
France. had acquired on the continent ; they might 
have given us a little more wealth, but this would 
have beeri badly purchased. by a little More war. 
Our resources were still great, but they ought not 
to be lavished away in continuing a.contest with 
the certainty ofenormous expense. 	We might sit 
down in a worse relative sittkation than at present, . 

' the object not attained, our security not effected. 
On the general point of balancing powers .on the 
continent, it was undoubtedly right,' that if the 
French had conquered much, we ought also to en-
deavour to retain much ; but in 'treating, with 
France, we were not to ,consider what France had 
gained_ from other countries, but what was the re- 

8 	 lative 
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lative situation between us and France. 	It would CHAP 
be but bad reasoning, if one power were to say to 	- LXX. 
another, you are much 'too powerful for us ; we 	1801. 

have not the means of reducing that power by 
• force, and therefore you must cede 0 us a portion 
of your territories, in order to make us equal in 
point of strength. 	This might indeed be desirable; 
but.many things might be wished for, which were 
hardly to be expected. 	He did not mean to assert 
that we should not have beep justified in'asking 

-for more; but, that we should have obtaiiied more, 
or that we ought to have continued the war for the. 
purpose of augmenting our possessions, was a pro-
position to which he could not give his assent. 
• 'THE great object of the war on our part, was Main object 
&fence for ourselves and for the rest of the world. of  the war. 
To accomplish such security, we certainly did look 
for the subversion of that government, which Was 
founded on revolutionary principles ; but' we had 
never insisted, as a sine quel non, upon the restor. 
ation of monarchy in France, though that was most 
consistent with the interests and security of this 
country ;  and he should ever lament that the efforts 
of*other European powers were not correspondent 
with our own, for the accomplishment of so great a 
work. 	In 'relinquishing those hopes, we had the 
satisfaction of knowing that the fever of revolution 
had subsided, that jacobinism had been deprived of 
its fascination, and that its Mischievous tendency 
had been manifested in such a way, as would afford 
a memorable lesson to the world.. 	. . .  

HE could not participate in the gloomy appre. Power of, 
hensions of those wit° thought that France had far "LT' pla:i  
outgrown this country in power and dominion, with that of 

England would alvyays be able to check the ainhi- trance. 
tiOus projects of France, and to give that degree of 
assistance to the rest of Europe which had been 
afforded, though unfortunately not with the' desired 
effect, in the late ,contest. 	But in considering the 

VOL. VI. 	 c 	 immense 
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ellA P. immense acquisitions made by France, it was but 
117....w fair to weigh against them her losses in population;t  

isoi, 	iif commerce, in 'capital, 'in industry. 	After this 
Oinparison the augmentation of her power would 
4ipt i?O‘ so enormous as some persons had appre- 
hefiVd. - When be. took into consideration the 
gitiatalth of our own country, and the natural 
andflegitimate growth of that wealth, he could .not 
but entertain the hope, founded in justice, and. in 
nature,•of its solidity; 	This hope was strengthened 
3y epllatetal considerations, wben he looked to' the 
great increase of our maritime power and to the 
recent' achievements of our army. There were two 
events which had especially contributed to this con- 
s6lidation of our strength, the destruction of Tippoo 
Sultan's power in India, and that crisis of peril in* 
the sister kingdom, which, iii stimulating to great 
and noble exertions, had led to that happy unioli, 
which added more to the power and strength of the 
British empire than all the conquests of France 
could impart to that republic, one and indivisible. 
He hoped that every measure would be adopted 
*ilia prudence could suggest, to do away animo- 
sities between the two countries, and to obviate every 
cause .of animosity by sincerity-on our part. - This, 
however, 	was not to be done by paying abject 
court to France. We must depend for our security 
only upon ourselves ; and with respect to the dis- 
position manifested by the government of that 
country, he was inclined to hope all that was good, 
but he'was. bourld to act as if he feared the con- . 
trary. 	 * 

sentinipts• 	Ma. Fox expressed his hearty approbation of the 
91 Air. FOA peace as being honourable, though not glorious ; for on the 
peace. 	no peace could be glorious which did not follow a 

0aloriott war. 	The great points for consideration 
were, whether peace 	on the conditions obtained 
was preferable to war ; and whether' better terms 
could have been procured, We had gainecl Ceylon 

and 
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and Trinidad ; nor did he regret the Cape, as from , c H A P. 
Its destination we •should, without expense, insure "X' 
all the benefits which it is talplated to afford. 	If 
any part of the cessions were to be regretted, it 
must be Malta, because a place of such strength 
and importance in the Mediterranean .would be 
highly beneficiallo our interests in any future war ; 
but -as We could produce no pressure upon. France, 
perhaps it 	Vetter not to risk the rupture of the 
ilegdcifttionhy insisting on an advantageous article 
which the pride or prejudiceq of the enemy would 
have led him to refuse. 	 • 

1801. 

. 

...AFTER some observations from. other members, 
the motion for an address was carried without a *divi-
sion ; brit,-  on the following day, when the _report 
bwas brought up, the debate was renewed with ' 	• 
unexpected vigour.. Mr. Windham pronounced an 
energetic protest against the peace, founded in a 

The treaty 
re e

i‘einr.stiwidnidy. 
great measure on the arguments which has been 
used on the preceding night. Baying animadverted 
on the terms of the treaty as they affected the 

ham. 

.ilignity and security 	of England, ho `estimated 
its results as !they affected France, 	and reviewed 
the extent of power and territory actually remain- 
ing in her hands. 	She possessed the whole of 
Europe, .with the exception of Russia-and Austria. 
If .some parts 	of Germany, and 	the northern 
courts of Denmark and Sweden were tiot fairly 
described as being immediately under her 	obitrol, 
that consideration must be balanced by contem-
plating her influence with those governments, and 
her commanding position with r&spect to Austria, se-
cured by the possession of Switzerland and Mantua, 
which had afforded her a. direct inlet into the do- 
'minions of that power. 	In Asia she had Pouch- 
Cherry, Mahe, Cochin, Negapatam, and the Spice 
Islands. 	In Africa she had the Cape of Good 

	

Hope, 0oree, and Senegal. 	In the Mediterranean 
she tad every port anepost, NI'ith the exception of 

	

c 2 	 Uibraltar • ; 
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CHA P. Gibraltar, 	including the invaluable and inipreg-.• 

LXX. nable isle of Malta. 	In the West Indies she had 
1801. St. Domingo, Martiniqiie, St.. Lucie, GuadalOupe, 

Tobago, Curacao; 	in . North America, St.. Pierre 
and Miquelon, with a right to the fisheries in the 
fullest extent to which -they were ever. claimed, 
toirether yrith Louisiana (as was supposed)„ a word 
dreadful to be pronounced to all..who' considered 
the consequences 'with which that cession was 
pregnhnt., In .South America she had Stirinajn; 
Demarara, Berbiee, and Essequibo, taken by us 
and now ceded ; and, in consequence of her fraudu., 
lent, treaty with Portugal, a tract' of country ek- , 
tending to 	the 	Amazon, and giving 	her 	the 
command of the entrance into that river. . Such 
was the grand and comprehensive circle into which • 
the new Roman empire might be soon expected to 
spread,, now that peace • had removed all obstacles, 
and opened to France a safe and easy passage into 
the three remaining quarters of the globe. 

To the mighty dangers with which England was 
threatened by this enormous power, ministers op:• 
•pOsed, as a greater security, our wealth ; but When-
we had surrendered our aims, .and laid down our 
fortresses, could our wealth afford us any protec- 
tion ? 	Even' our commerce would not be left to 
its natural' course. 	It had been argued that the 
peace, such as it was, must be contrasted with the 
continuance of war. 	Were we then to forget that,, 
it was at the option of the enemy at any moment 
to convert this peace into a new war ? The treaty, • 
on their part, 	might, if they chose, be nothing 
more than a piece of legerdemain to possess theni-
selves.of Malta, recover twenty or thirty :thousand 
seamen, and otherwise strengthen themselves for 
a renewal of the war with decided advantages. 

lie declares Mn. WINDHAM denied the assertion of certain 
tatnitli.ect 

 advocates 	 ♦ of the, peace, who maintained. that our 
neea- great object, security, hadbeen gained, Bonaparte, 

who 
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. who held. absolute rule in France,. would suppress c n A P. 
among his own 

	

	those jaeobinicarprinciples 	LXX  people 
which had helped him to the throtie ; but he would 	isoi., 

' encourage the diffusion of than among other na-
tions, and promote insurrection against all • esta-
blished governments for the purpose- of realizing 
his own views of aggrandizement. All these views 
tended*to one point, of which he never lost sight, 
the destruction of this country • and to this VII his 
measures would be directed,"ioth in peace and 
in war. 	His hive of its 	accomplishment was 
strengthened by the remembrance of his past suc-
cesses, and by experience in the superiority'of Ns 
policy over that of his late adversaries on the con- 
tinent. 	" When I look," Said Mr. Windham, "-at 
the 'conduct of the French revolutionary rulers, as 
compared with that of their opponents ; when I 
see the grandeur' of their designs ; the wisdom of 
their 	plans.; the 	steadiness • of their exe-cution; 
their boldness in acting, their constancy in en: 
during ; their contempt of all small obstacles and 
temporary embarrassments ; their inflexible deter-
mination to perform such and such things ; and 
the powers which they have displayed in'acting up 
to that detentiination ; when I contrast these with 
the narrow views, the paltry interests, the °tea.: 
sional expedients, the desultory wavering conduct, 
'the want of all right keling and, just .conception 
that characterise so generally the governments 
and, nations opposed to them, I confess I sink down 
in despondency, and am fain to admit, that if they' 
shall have conquered the world, it will be by qua- 
lities by whidh they deserve to conquer it." 	In 
'this view of the subject, he insisted that we were 
still in elect at war ; and the only question was, 
whether the war that would henceforward proceed 

' tinder the name of peace, was likely to prove less 
Operative and fatal than that which had hitherto 

lied in its natural and ordinary shape. 	We 
OPP 	 (7 3 	 were 
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C H A F. were in a state of aimed truce ; and then the only - 
Lx-x' questions would be, at what price, we purchased 
isoi., plis truce ; whaat our condition would be while it 

should last ; and in what state .it was likely to leave 
us, should it terminate otherwise than we were 
willing to suppose. 	.• 

The treaty • AFTER various observations for and against the 
t fe

c
n
b
d
a
e
n
d_h y peace by different members, the debate was closed 

cellor of the 
exchequer. 

by the chancellor opt' the exchequer, who justified 
the 	parallel 	wilier had 	been 	drliwn 	between 
the present treaty and • the projet of Lille, con-
tending that, those who approved .that measure 
could. not censute the present.. On a fair com-• 
parison of political power and'influencc, it would 
hot be fotind that with all her recent acquisitions, 

could claim the advantage over England ; .France 
,and he desired those who had doubts on. this point 
to look at the state of our armies and navy, and 
consider their achievements ; to contemplate our 
national commerce, resources, and wealth; and 
above all, our inestimable.  constitution. 	In mak- 
ing a parallel of this kind we must not omit the 
extent of our 'dominions and possessions as well at 
home as abroad ; and then let the national cha-
racter.of both countries IA cast-into'the scale, a&l.' 
nowise and candid man could hesitate in pro-
nouncing  on which side the balance muse pre:  
pontlerate.• 	- 	: 	 . • 

Defects of . ALTHOUGH the conduct of ministers was ap- 
te treaty.  proved by a large majority in both' houses,. yet the 

discussions tended to repress the exultation whicti 
the people manifested on the cessation of long pro-
tracted hostilities,, and to abate tDe hopes which 
they had formed of a safe and permanent peace: 
The terms which had in the first instance been • 
conceded to liarance•seemed an acknowledgmept of 
her ascendancy, while they bespoke a conscious- • 
ness of adversity and distress on the part of Eng- 
land ; ...and firmly as the ministers adhered to the 

genes al 
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genetal principles laid down in the .outset of the CHAP 
negotiation, they suffered some imperfections to. 	Lxx. 
remain in Old articles ultimately adopted which - 	1801. 
could hardly fail to occasion subsequent disputes. - 

.The arrangement respecting Malta was censured 
as 	culpably indefinite, 	because the.  importance 
which France attached to that island.  plainly 'Shewed ' 
that she was intent on annexing it to her dominions, 
and was therefore anxious that the stipulation re-
specting it should be so framed as to, leave her A 
plausible pretext for that annexation. 	The com- 
plaint against- ministers was, that instead oP detect- 

- ing and resistingthe artifices employed with this 
view, theylad coincided in them ; and it was fur-
ther urged that on a.gpneral view of the treaty in 
all its bearings, it appeared to have been proposed, 

-.if not. solicited by England, on terms which she 
Was but too willing to adniit at the dictation of her 
ambitious rival. 	They had been prompted, it was 
said, by two great parties- in the state, to make 
peace ; and yielding to this suggestion as well as 
to the strong impulse of poptilarfeelikr they had 
hastened to make it on tip best terms they edtild 
obtain. 	An imperious necessity for this measure.  
was moreover imputed to theni, which could not 
be openly avowed. 	The public finances were in 
great confusion i there were enormous deficiencies 
in the civil list ; and the accumulated arrear of 
debt, for which the income tax was pledged, could 
no longer remain unfunded. 	With the depression 
of the stocks from a continuance of war,and the ad-
dition of the sinking fund created with every loan *, 
which could not in that case have been changed 
without great danger to public credit, the chancel-
lor of the exchequer must have found taxes in tper- 
petuity to the' amount of five or six millions. 	At 
a period when the hope of a continental alliance had 

* Annual Register, 1802. 
• s 4,  vanished 
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c HA P. vanished, the prospect of relief from these exigent 
• LXX. cies by 0 popular -,a measure as that of terminating 

18" 	.'the war, would naturally operate as a strong in-
ducement to pacification, even at the price of con-
cessions, which were stigmatized; as exceeding the: 
just line of moderation which the honour and dig. 
nity of the country prescribed. 

Debate on 
the conven- 
don with 

THE convention which terminated the 'dispute 
with the northern powers, afforded another topic 

Russia, of censure to the new opponents of ministers. 	In 
Nov. 13. the house of peers lord Grenville resisted the mo-

tion fof an address, proposed. b,y lord Darnley, on 
the ground that it was inconvenient and *unex. • 
ampled to call on the house for approbation of the 
treaty before the terms of the accession of Sweden 
and Denmark were known.' 	In examining the 
tenor and effect of the articles, 	he referred 'to. 
corresponding provision's in the two hostile con-
ventions of ' armed neutrality in 1780 and 186o, 
and sheweci that those compacts had been followed 
in the presZmt 'instance with a scrupulous and ser-
vile exactness wherever they could be made, fo 
apply.. 	We stood therefore iii the face of Europe, 
no ,conger ,as resisting; but as acceding to the 
treaties of armed 	neutrality, 	with .modifications 
indeed on some important:points, but 'sanctioning 
by this concession the general:weight and au thority 
of transactions; which we had hitherto considered 
as gross viplations of public law, as manifest incli-
cations of hostile purpose,' and as sufficient grounds 
to justify on our part the extremities of war itself: 
In the first place, he contended that the terms of 
the treaty did not, in a manner sufficiently explicit, 
prevent neutrals from undertaking even the French, 
or dty,other coasting trade, in time of war; and. 
and he pressed this objection the more earnestly, 
because the stipulation was 	froin the flostile ,copied 

.1780. treaty of 	On the proposition which•opposed 
the pretension, that free bottoms make free goods, 

. • 	he 
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R5 
he admitted that as to Russia; .the pkesenE conven- 
tion seemed to have obtained a recognition of the 

c Ii. A p. 
LXX  

and 	equitable principle .asserted by Great 1§94,  
'Britain . -Britain ; andiNvith respect to Sweden ,pd Denmarli, 
as far as the public faith of nations coulct be .consi-
dered binding, the stipulation was contained in our • 
treaty with both those - powers. 	On the point said.. 
relating to contraband of war, the negociation had. 
hot placed us on a like footing a advantage and 

'tel ttene:i 
neutral 

security. 	By a commercial treaty with Russia, re- 
mewed in 1797 for ten years, we had by a tempo-
rary stipulation admitted tile subjects of the Rus-
sian empire to carry, in their Qwn ships, naval stores 
to the ports of our enemies. 	-This permission was 

Privileges. 
. 

.now made perpetual, and might eventually be exer- 
cised to an extent' highly prejudicial *to • our most 

• 

, important interests. 	By another article in the Pre- 
sent convention, it was provided that the privileges 
of neutrality should be allowed to such'vessels only 
as had 	on board a captain and 	one-half their 
crew composed of the subjects of the power whose 
flag they bear. 	The proportion of hostile seamen 
heretofore petmitted had bepn only one-third ; but 
it was now augmented to a degree which would 
greatly multiply the opportimities pf fraudulently 
disguising the real property of the ves-el, and of 
controlling .the conduct of the remainder of the 
crew. • Thtre was, moreover, a most exceptionable 
ambiguity in the clause, for it stipulated that this 
compact should not prejudice the particular, trea-
ties of the contracting parties with other powers. 
On the subject bf maritime blockade the provisions on mini- 
were transcribed, with a variation of only a single 
word, from corresponding articles in the two c.ogr• 
ventions of the armed neutrality. 	Those 4taftles 
had declared that no ports should be considered as 
blockaded, unless where the attackins'power should 
maintain a siiinutron constantly station'ed before 
and sufficiently hear to create an evident 	i 	ge

it
r
, 

in 

t2r:  block- 
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CH A P. in entering. 	"In the'present treaty the 'contracting 

'x''' partres I had 	Substituted, ', or sufficiently near,"  
etoi. doubtless intending, by-this minutechange, to esta- 

Wish in their full extent the Oritreiples 	which 
Great Britain had maintained oh 	this great ques. 
Lion,and which tire article; as it originally stood 
in the two neutral conventions, was ,designed coal. 
pletely . to subvert. 	The mention of attacks in 
that article seemed to sanction an unfounded opi=
nion, that; a power blockading a port by sea,, must, 
like a land force, have some view of reducing it to 
subjection. 	If the stipulation thtis modified, were 
to be understood as iwplying that a blockade should 
continue so long only as danger actually existed, 
and be considered as raised .when the danger ceased 
even for a shorLinterval, it would tend, to the ut- 

On the 

rearsb of 

most confusion. 	On the right of searching neutral, 
ships

' he observed that it could 'be useful only as 
it facilitated the exercise of other rights ; as it led.' 
to the detection of frauds, acid the prevention of 
.unlawful commerce ; and .as it afforded the Means 
of ascertaining those facts 'wliich would justify de- 
tention, 	seiAire :and . confiscation. . It would be 
therefore of 'little value if we were henceforth to 

• continue to neutrals the advantages which this con- 
vention guaranteed 	to them. 	When we had 
opened to them the coasting and colonial trade of 
our enemies, zvhat should we gain by the right 
of ascertaining that they availed themselves largely 
of that permission ? 	Or when' we had admitted 
that a port blockaded only by a cruising squadron, 
is open to the. trade of neutrals; what purpose 
would it answer to know the name of every vessel 

'5aitling with such a .destination ? • The claim of the 
nearal league of MO confined the examination 
'to a bare perusal of the papers of the neutral ,ships, 

' which papers were fin' that purpose to be comm. 
• nicated.by the neutral officer to the belligerent on 

board his own vessel, 	The same Course of proceed- . 
ing 
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ing was here stipulated, and it was added that.no. d li A P. 
farther search should take place unless some-valid 	LXX. 

180h 	' -motive of •suspicion should exist. 	Hitherto thd 	. 
practice. had been, that the commanding officer 
going on board a neutral ship examined her papers, 
her crew and eargo, and questioned -the men ; and 
if he saw reasonable presumption of unlawful con-
duct, detained the ship ; but by the present treaty, 
the suspicion must precede the inquiry ; and what 
Was there in the appearance of a .ship to create 
suspicion in an officer who had never becit on 
board,. but viewed her from a telescope, beyond 
the range of cannon-shot ? 	It was, ,he contended, 
but too manifest that while we had in words esta-
blished the right of visiting ships under neutral 
convoy, we had in fact .so limited and circum-
scribed the practice, as utterly to renounce every • 
bcheficiai purpose to which it ever could, by any 
possibility be applied, 	There -cS.7as another objec- 
tionable article which would alone prove the Ile: • 
cessity of proceediwg by farther .negociation to ' 
explain the ambiguities and, correct the errors with 
which the 	treafy unfortunately abounded. 	In . 
every transaction on subjects of this nature, but 
more especially in those in which we limit by new 
stipulations the exercise of our ancient rights, it 
ought to be the object of our particular attention 
to prevent all possibility of converting our special 
engagements into general rules, 	applicable alike 	. 
to all countries. 	By some fatality it had hap- 
pened that we had done the very reverse of all 
this. 	Adopting the clause inserted in the con- 	. 
ventibns of the armed neutrality, we bad declared 
that all the stipulations to which we had' now ac-
ceded should be regarded as permanent, and should 
serve as a constant rule to the contracting powers 
id' matters  of commerce and. navigatiori. 

THE lord chancellor observed, that the words of-Defence o 
the treaty did not in any manner bear the interpre„,the treaty. 

station 
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Cl! A P. ,tation which had just been put upon -them.' 	The • LXX. nation had gained the great objects for which she 

2801, 	had contended ; namely, that free bottoms did not, 
anake free gbods ; that ships of war had the right 
of search ; that the blockade of ports should be 
recognised .As .legitimate ; that the exercise of these 

• rights should be regulated upon clear, intelligible, 
-kid liberal rules ; and, what was of more conse-
quence than all, that any .casual violation of them 
should not be 	cause of quarrel, but should be the 
subject of amicable adjustment. 	So far from con- . 
curring in the objections made to particular ex- 
pressions, .because they were taken with 	some 
variation frbm the convention of the neutral powers, 
he declared that he liked them the better for being 
so taken. 	The variation shewed that we dick not . 
recognise the doctrine as 'there assumed. 	Thu's, in 
regard to the words, -" free navigation tp the.ports 
and upon the casts," it was manifest that we did 
not mean that they should enjoy free navigation to 
and from, the ports of an. enemy. In the dame way, 
the conjunction or, in the article recognising the 
right of blockading pOrts, was allthat we could de-
sire, since it established the doctrine, that' if our 
squadron was stationary off a port, or sufficiently 
near to create ,an evident danger of entering, such 
poll was to be considered in a state of blockade. 

HE denied that a neutral power could set up any' 
'such pretension as that of carrying on the coasting 
trade 'in time of war. 	The clear understanding 
betweep the parties was, 'that when a Russian ship 

. should .happen to take in a;cargo, part of 'which • 
was to be delivered at one port in the enemy's 
country,•and part in another port, such ship should 
be at liberty to put in at the several ports where 
she was to deliver the several parts of her cargo. 
Btit if it should appear that at any of those parts 
she took in .any part of the enemy's property, for 
the  purpose of conveying it to othOr ports ; if, 

ill 
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in short, she should attempt to carry on a coasting c H A P. 
trade for the enemy; that cargo should be liable to 	LXX. 

search and confiscation. 	With•irespect to the colo- 	1801. 

nial trade, he would ask, whether, if it had been in-
tended to give up a right of such essential value as , 
the one in question, some notice would, not have 
been taken of it in the treaty ? 	He had no doubt 
that the clear understanding was, that the right 
should not be given up,; and A farther. explanation 
might still be had upon the subject'. The interpret-
ation which lord Grenville had given of 'that part 
of the treaty which related to the contraband.trade, 
was, he contended, not correct. 	It had been af- 
firmed, that.a foundation was thiis laid for a con-
traband commerce, which all other neutral nations 
would think they had a right to carry on ; 'butthis. 
was a specific treaty confined to Russia alone ; it 
had nothing to do with any treaty hereafter 'to be 
concluded with Denmark or Swederi, and could 
never hereafter give dither Holland or America 
the right of carrying on such a commerce. 	The 
objections.which had been made to the article rela, 
tive to' the right of search on the part of Great 
Britain, did not apply to. the right itself, but to an 
undue detention after the search was made. 	.The 
captain of the belligerent power would have the 
right to go on board the ship that guarded the con- 
voy. 	If he had then no motive of suspicion he 
might go.  away ; if he had sufficient motive, he was 
not bound to declare what it .1vas, tut might pro- 
ceed to his search. 	If the result- should shew that 
there had been, no justifiable motive for the clten- . 
tion of the vessel; he was responsible for what he 
had 'done, to hi; country, and to no other power. 
Under the present stipulation therefore, a search 
Might still be made ; and there.would be as little 
danger now a's formerly; of a contraband trade in 
neutral vessels. 	The ground of suspicion nmst 
necessarily depend upon the discretion of the otfi, 

cer, 
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c n.  A 13. cer, awl be Ntas to determine from other circum, 
`X, stances besides the examination of-papers, whether 

or not he had good cause to make 4 search. - isoi. 
Address-on THESE were 'the principal arguments' used on.the 
the conven- occasion, and after some remarks from lord Hof- 
`'°n voted. laud and lord 	 , guloTave the address was agreed tct 0  

Without a division.* In the house of commons, 
;where the discussions took a similar course, lad 
Tlawkesbury replied to the objections urged by 
Mr, Grey and. lord Temple ; and the treaty was 

. warmly applauded by Mr.. Erskine, Sir William 
Scott, ,end Mr. Tierney, aniong so large a majority 
of members as rendered a' division on the address 
unnecessary.  

Amount of MEANWHILE the necessary precautions had been 
'vat and  , military 
force re- 

taken fdr the security of the country in the event 
of -tiny interruption of the pacific measures which 

tained, were in progress. 	The naval and military forces 
which it wag judged expedient to tetain, consisted 
of 130,000 seamen, including marines ; 58,718 laud 
troops for Great Britain, and 18,660 troops for 
Ireland. 	The militia, until the peace, were to be 
3.112500, and some general regulations were to be 
offered to the consideration of parliament respecting 

Thanks to thakportion of the military force. 	The gallant and 
the army 
and navy, meritorious services of the .army and navy were 

acknowledged by unanimous votes of thanks in 
both houses. 	Earl St. Vincent mentioned, in terms 
of high cbmmendatim, the spirited conduct of sir 
James 8fiumartz, in the action with the united 
fleets of France and Spain off Gibraltar; and this 
just tribute of applause was seconded by lord 
Nelsbn, who added that he was not surprised at the 
matchless skill and intrepidity of Nis gallant friend, 
when he considered the professional, school in which 
he had 'been bred, under lord Howe, lord Hood, 
lord Bridport, 	and his ,noble friend the earl St. 
Vincent. 	Similar - thanks were moved to Captains 
1-1,pod 4nd Keates, and the other officers wIlo dis- 

ringuished 
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toguisned themselves in that engagement. 	The c 1.1  A P. 
vote of gratitude to sir John Hely Hutchinson and LXX. 

. 18" :the deliverers okEgyRt from the French, included 
•by name the several. officers t)f highest rank, and 
mentioned in.general terms the non-commissioned- 

.officers' and . privates: 	Lard Hobart, on whom 
devolved: the gratifyiiig duty of originating this 
vote, took occasion to commend the judicious and 
w.ell-timed measure adopted by the marquis Wel-
lesley of sending from India a reinforcement -lo-
co:operate with our army in the deliveiance of 
Egypt 
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' CHAP. LXXI. 

Missiori of the marquis Cornwallis as minister plenipotentiary. 
— Congress at Amiens. — French expedition to St. Do- 

' 	mingo. --. Bonaparte president of the Italian republic. — 
His arbitrwy measures in Switzerland. — Negotiations. — _ 
.DgIA itive treaty..— Separate article between' France and 
the Batavi an republic. — Accession of Sweden and 'Den- 

• a mark to the convention between Greqt Britain and Russia. 
• —Budget for the year.—.Debate on the treaty.=- Lord 
" Whitworth ambassador to France. — Appropriation by 

Spain of revenues, belonging to the 'knights of Malta.— 
Disputes between England and France concerning that 
island.— Meeting of parliament.— Despard's conspiracy. 

"a—Sebastiani's mission to the Levant.— The King's message 
. to parliament recommending warlike preparations. — At- 

tempted adjustment of differenceS.—Decloration of war:  

c it A P. IN the beginning of November, the marquis Corn- 
LXXL 	*wallis, who had been appointed.  his Majesty's 
1801. 	minister plenipotentiary for negotiating the defint: 

	

qrmar- 	five treaty of peace' with France and her allies, Con- 

	

' wallisap- 	prdceeded to Paris, where he was received with 
pointed pie- marked distinction, 	and after 	a short residence nipotentiary 	 • , , 
to negociate tnere, repaired to Amiens, the place appointed fora  
the deEni- 	the conferences. 	- n his arrival, he was joined by.  five treaty. 

the 
	. . 	O 

first consul's brother, 	Joseph Bonaparte, to 
whose management the interests of France were on 
this occasion entrusted ; but he had to await, for a 
considerable time, the arrival of the Dutch and 
Spanish ministers, Mr. Schimmelpenninck and Don 
Nicolas de Azara; and after the negociations had 
actually 'Commenced, he encountered many unex- 
petted obstacles, which shewed that . the principal 
orthe three parties, with whoa 	he had.to treat, 

was 
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was in no haste to complete the amicable arrange. C It A P. 
ments which had been begun. .' 	;* 

LXXI. 

THE French goyernment, intent on their own 	1801; 
schemes of policy, obviously regarded the pacific.•Int% 
ation with Great Britain, as an affair of inferior im- govern- 
portance.• 	After the cessation of hostilities, 13ona. 
parte had not 'for a moment relaxed his efforts to 
realise two great projects, the - reduction of Italy 
and Switzerland under his despotic sway, and the 

went,  

. 

. re-establishment of slavery and the slave trade in 
the French' West Indies. 	Althouglt the former 
project was contrary to express stipulations in the 
treaty of Luneville, he apprehended no resistance 
on the- part of Austria to its accomplishment ; 
but the latter demanded a strong' military and na- 
val force. 	The formidable expedition, Nyhicli he 

been for some time 'preparing at the ports of 
tote West

had 

' 

Indim 
Brest, Rochefort, and L'Orient had not escaped the 
anxious vigilance of the British government ; 'and 
he found it necessary to transmit to them express 
assurances that its purpose was to take possession 
of the colonies, and suppress the insurrection. 	He 
sought to eitiell the revolutionary spirit, which his de-
moctatic predecessorS had propagated in that quarter, 
and which had animated the negroes of St. Do-
mingo under Toussaint Louverture, and those of 

. Guadaloupe under Pelagic, to assert and vindicate 
their claims to liberty and equality as members of 
the indivisible French Republic. 	He was desirous 
to put an end to a state of anarchy, which was 
pregnant with the most appalling dangers; not only 
to the French colonists, but to those of very other 

• 

European power. 	The British ministry, receiving 
these assurances, consented to the sailing 'of the 
armament before the conclusion of the definitive 
treaty ; and accordingly a fleet of eighteen French 
and five Spanish ships of the'line, having on 'board 
925,000 troops under general Le Clerc, put to sea on 
the  14th of December. 	Admiral Mitchell, who 
was then stationed at Bantry Bay, with seven. sail 
• VOL, VI. 	 D 	 of 
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C u  t P. 'of the line, was ordered to follow them, and observe 

-LXXI
= their motions. A mutiny broke out among the men 

isoie in some of those vessels, which, however was soon 
suppressed, and the squadion proceeded to the 
West Indies to reinforce the protecting fleets on 
that station. 	 • 

1802. AhANTIME the 	negociation of the definitive Delays in' 
the negoci- treaty was delayed' by the absence of the Spanish 

• 
aAm
donien

at
s. minister, Azara, who'did not arrive at Amiens until • the 29th of January ; and a transaction took place, • 
. in this interval which materially altered.the basis 

• on which the 	preliminaries 	had • been settled; 
Bonaparte Bonaparte' having convoked an assembly of Cis- 
president of 
the 'Italian alpineldeputies .at Lyons, and having sent his mi.- 
republic. mister, Talleyrand, to confer with them, arrived in 

• that city on the 11th of January, and after many 
pompous ceremonials received an address from a 
committee of the deputies,. declaring that the only 
method by which the Cisalpine republic could 
secure its independence would be to submit it to a 
man who, by the ascendency of his name and power, 
might place it in the rank which became its 
grandeur. 	The deputies, unable to find such a man 
among themselves, expressed their ardent wisli that 
general. Bonaparte would continue to govern it, 
and cause it to be acknowledged by all the powers 
of Europe. 	In his reply he informed them, .that • 
the appointments which he had made of persons to . 
fill the high magisterial offices of their country, 
were completely independent of all idea of party, 
of all spirit of locality; tut that as to the office of 
president, .he had not found any man .among them 
who would have sufficient claim to the public 
opiniOn, who would be sufficiently independent of 
the spirit of locality, and who, in fine; had rendered 

.services so important as to merit from his country 
so great a trust. 	In complying with their wishes 
he avowed his' determination to continue, as long 
as circumstances might require it, the tare of their 

• affairs, 
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*affairs. 	A constitution for the republic was then C it A P. 
promulgated, and Bon'aparte was declared presi- __LXXI. 
dent. 	He was to exercise his functions for ten 	i802. 
years, and to be indefinitely re-eligible. 	' 

ONE of his first adts,• after being invested with Bol ii apartes 
this .new authority, Nirai to issue a proclamation, in monatesit:_ 
which, 	anticipating the 	alarm likely to prevail fluence of 
among .the states of Europe," he laboured to show re  MC 
that 	France, by attaching to herself the Italian republics. 
republic, had made iro addition to her influence. ' 
In 1788 she exercised considerable' control over 
the republic of Venice, who by her situation was 
necessarily hostile ; over the king of Naple's, on 
account of the family compact ; and over the king 
of Sardinia, because he was bound to her, not only, 
by his, nahility tO defend Savoy and' Nice, but by 
double alliances, and still more by the pretensions 
of Austria to Montferrat. 	At 'the present period 
Venice belonged to the emperor ; and the ilunily - 

:compact with Naples was no more. 	In these cir-
cumstances, if the Italian republic did not become 
the sure and faithful ally of France, the political 
state of Europe would be at the disposal of Austria, 
"who held the key of the Adriatic, and indeed of 
Italy. 	The same reasoning was applied in relation 
to the affairs of France with Germany. 	In acquir- 
ing the four departments of the Rhine, she found 
no • compensation for the accessions which her 
neighbours had secured by the partition of Poland. 
Through that partition she had seen a.natural ally 
not only withdrawn ii•om- the balance of Europe, 
but even appropriated by those pOwers whom she 
should have assisted to keep within bounds.. 	In 
the ecjuilibrium of the affairs of Germany it was 
affirmed that France had rather lost than gained.; 
and if she had been obliged to acquiesce in the par-
tition of Poland, without obtaining either Belgium 
or the four departments of the Rhine, slit would 
have ceased to be a power of the first rank. 	Tile 

1) 2 	 PLtrailel 
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C H A P. parallel was carried farther, by an allusion to the LXXI. extinction of Tippoo Saib's•power in India, and the 
.18?2. consequent augmentation of the English dominions 

in that peninsula. 	The proclamation concluded by 
declaring that no nation ever showed so much 
moderation as France; that her object was to 

.preserve a just equilibrium in the affairs of Europe ; 
and that, in her recent measures for the attainment 
of that object, she had gained no new accession of 
influence, but had merely maintained her former 
rank. • 

ins con- ' THESE professions of moderation were strangely 
wards
ductto

iwi• ,.. 
xerland. 

at variance with the measures adopted by Bona-
parte, for subverting the independence of Switzer- 
land. 	He bad already annexed. the Pays de Vaud 
to the Frelich dominions ; and early in February 
he sent general Thureau into the adjacent state of 
the Valais;, who 'suppressed all the constituted au-
thorities, and possessed himself of the public treasury 
and the archives of government. 	A communiation 
of the most menacing nature, was at the same-  time 
sent from the first consul to the canton of Berne ; 
and all Switzerland began to apprehend, either her 
speedy reduction liy force of arms, or the imposi-
tion of a constitution, which would eventually 
degrade her into a province of France. 	• 

ncsacnnes-  policy. WHILE Bonaparte was thus extending his autho-
rity abroad, he was no less occupied with :the 
internal arrangements of his dominions. 	Chambers 
of commerce and agriculture 	were established 
throughout the reptiblic, and societies were organ- 

. ised for the encouragement of arts and manufac-
tures, while the most decided, and, indeed, hostile 
rivalry was manifested against the continental trade. 
of Great Britain. 	Our intercourse with Genoa, 
with Piedmont, with Tuscany, and with Spain, 
was shackled with the severest prohibitions; and in 
the north of Europe, the same system of exclusion' 
was ei)forced. 	British goods were refused all 

transit 
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' transit through the states of Holland, and there c n A P.' 
were strong reasons for apprehending that our fu- 	Lxxr 
ture connection with Germany would be controlled 	Iv% 
by a rival, who,, while a pacification .was pending, 
did not ,think it necessary to dissemble his invete- 
rate animosity. 	• 	 • • 

THE negociations at Amiens had now lingered :i'legint;of 
three months, and from the alarming increase of Frapo. 
power which France had acquired during that pe- _ 
nod, it was manifest that they had been  
designedly on her part, to afford time for the ac-
complishment of those projects which had already 
so essentially altered the basis established by the 
preliminaries. 	The British government, therefore, liZe:ry' 
deemed it necessary to counteract this temporising rtateur a, 
policy by strong and decisive measures ; they sus- govern. 
pended the reduction of the sea and land forces, menu 
which had already proceeded to a considerable ex- 
tent; and in the beginning of March, issued orders 
for fitting out and victualling the whole of the men 
of war at Portsmouth capable of being sent to sea. 
A strong fleet of observation was already in the 
West Indies, and a squadron had sailed from the 
Mediterranean, in consequence of the -departure of 
Gantheaume with a reinforcement destined for St. 
Domingo. 	Admiral Cornwallis_ commanding the 
Channel fleet, dispatched from Torbay, six sail of 
the line on a cruize ; the greatest activity prevailed 
throughout the naval establishments of the country ; . 
and'every step was taken far an immediate renewal 
of hostilities. 	These 	warlike 	preparations, 	by 
alarming France for the safety.of so large a propor-
tion of her maritime force then absent from her 
ports, accelerated her decision in favour of peace, 
though they did not• compel her to moderate her 
pretensions ; and on the 25th of March, the defi. finitive 

treaty. pitive treaty was signed.  
;
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THE 	following is 	an 	abstract of its 	articles. 

Grey 	Britain restored to France, Spain, and  the 
P s 	 batavian 
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CHA'r Batavian republic all her conquests during the war,' 
with the exception of Ceylon and Trinidad, which 

lso. . - were respectively ceded ,to her by the two latter 
powers. 	The territories and possessions of Portu- 
gal were secured to her as before the war, except 
that a new. limit was drawn between French and 
Portuguese Guiana. 	The territories of the sublime 

Arnmge-  anent re. 
specting 

Porte were maintained in their integrity. 	Malta, 
Gozo, and Corilino were to be restored to the 

Malta. 	• knights of- St. John of Jerusalem, to be held by 
them on the conditions existing before the war, 
and under .the following stipulations ; the knights 
were invited. to return to Malta as soon as the ex-
change should have taken place, and there elect a 
grandt.ina'ster ; no individual belonging to England 
or France was to be admitted into the order : a 
Maltese langue was to be established for admission, 
to which no proofs of nobility should be required; 
half of the • civil, judicial, and other employments 
depending on the government, were to be filled by 
inhabitants of the island ; the British troops were 
to evacuate Malta within three months from the 
exchange of the ratifications, or earlier if possible ; 
and at that epoch it was to be given up to the order 
of St. John, provided the grand-master, or commis-
saries fully authorised, were then present to take 
possession, and provided 2000 Sicilian troops, which 
the king of Naples was to be invited to send, 
should have arrived there : these troops were to 
remain a year, or longer if at its expiration the 
Maltese troops should not be competent to garri-
son it themselves; the neutrality of Malta. to be 
proclaimed 'and its independence guaranteed, by 
Great Britain, France, Spain, Austria, Russia, and 
Prussia; the ports to be opefi to the commerce and 
navigation of all nations except the states 'of Bar- 

other stf. bary. 	The French agreed to evacuate Naples and 
4'ulati'lle• the Roman States, and the English to evacuate 

Porto Ferrajo, and generally all the ports and 
islands 
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islands occupied by them in the Mediterranean and C TOLP' 
L  the Adriatic. 	The fisheries on the coasts of New- 

foundland and the adjacent .islands, as 'well as in' jos. 
the gulf of St. Lawrence, were to be placed on the 
same footing as before the war. The French fisher. 
men of Newfoundland, and the inhabitants of the 
islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon were allowed to 
cut wood in the bays of Fortune and Despair for the 
period of one year from the ratification of the 
treaty. 	The branch of the house of Nassau, for. 
merly established in the United Provirices, having 
sustained losses, as well with respect to private pro. 
.perty, as by the change of constitution, was to re. 
ceive an equivalent compensation. 	The evacu. 
ations, cessions, and restitutions, stipulated in the 
treaty, were to be executed in Europe within a 
month ; on the continent and seas of America and 
-Africa within three months.; on the continent and 
seas of Asia within six months, afterthe ratification, 
except in case of a special reservation. 

ON the 5.7th of March, two days after the signa- separate 
ture of the treaty, a separate aaicle was added to article' 
it, by the ministers of the contracting powers, by 
which it was agreed, that the omission of titles 
which might have taken place in the treaty should 
not be prejudicial to the powers or persons Con- 
cerned ; and that the English and French Ian. . guages used in all the copies, should not be quoted 
as a precedent,' or in any manner prejudice the 
Contracting parties whose language had not been 
used. 	. 	• 	 . 

ON the same day a separate convention was C011. Convention 
cluded between France and tha Batavian republic, between 

in which the thinister of 't4 former power, in virtue Brruana. 
of special instructions ftom his government, de- 
clared it to be understood that the indemnity sti- 
pulated in favour of the house of Nassau should 
not on 'any account or in any manner be at the 
Chop of the Batavian republic. 	And the pleni: 

D 4. 	 p 
OtelltiarY 
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C H A r. potentiary of the Batavian 'republic accepted' that 
LX Mot declaration as explanatory of the eighteenth article .'"4 . 
1802. 	' 	, of the treaty. 	 .. . 

Accession d, V
, 

N the 30th of March the courts of Sweden and. . 
Sweden and  Denmar k  
to the con-  
vendor'.  
with Rus-
ails.. 

Denmark formally acceded -to the convention which., 
had been concluded between Great Britain and 
Russia ; and a:declaration was at the sane time 
issued by the court of St. Petersburg, announcing 
itg abandonment of the system of armed neutrality, 
not only as a code of maritime law, but even in its 
more limited import, 	as a specific engagement 
between Russia and the other confederates. 	Thus 
Great Britain renewed her amicable relations with 
the other powers of Europe, while concluding a 
peace with France ; and in the immense sacrifices 
which she made to procure that peace she gave an 
unequivocal pledge of her sincere wishes for its 
continuance. 	, 	. 	 • 

radiamen- ' I 	the British parliament great anxiety had pre- 
tarY Pr°-  ' - :ling. m.  vailed respecting the issue of the •negociations at 

Amietis, and all affairs were considered of inferior 
importance compared with the great question of 
peace or war.. A motion, made by Mr. Manners 
Sutton, solicitor-general of the prince of Wales; 
,Concerning the claims ' of his royal highness to 
arrears due from the revenue of Cornwall, led to 
the appointment of a committee to investigate 
them; but, in a subsequent discussion the house, on 
the motion of the chancellor of the exchequer, 
passed to the other orders of the day. 

Budget. .FRom the uncertainty that existed, whether the 
country would have to provide for a war or a peace 
establishment, the 'budget for the year was not 
brought forward until the 5th of April. 	It was the 
greatest which had ever been opened, since, besides 
the loan to cover ,the expenses of the year, the 
minister announced his intention of abolishing the 
income tax, and of funding .the fifty-six millions 
with Ivhich it Was charged, 	The 'total sum to be 

fink(' 
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funded. amounted, to nearly- ninety-eight millions ; 

interest of which was to be provided lw new 
c  HAP.1the L'"' 	. 

taxes to the amount of 3,211,202/. 	The branches 
of revenue on which . these 	taxes were to be 
imposed were malt, hops; and beer, two millions ; 
assessed taxes one million ; 	exports and: imports 

1802• 

'One million, 	Twenty-five millions were to be raised 
by way of loan. 	The national debt was stated at 
500 millions. 	The resolution§ upon the budget 
were agreekto without a division. 	; 	 . 

TilE debate respecting the definitive treaty took Debate OU 

place in both houses on the 25th May. 	The 
ministry encountered.  little resistance in point of 
numbers ; 	but the arguments of.  the war-party 
derived additional force from the aggressions which 
had been committed by France since the signature 
of the preliminaries, and from her manifest design 

tt t",),i; 

.to exclude the commerce of this country from the 
continent of Europe. 	By the appropriation of the 

. 

Cisalpine republic she had acquired a direct control 
over the kingdom of Naples, and was thus enabled 
.to convert to her own advantage the inconclusive 
and disputable arrangements which had been made 

.respecting the disposal of Malta. 	In animadverting Objections 
on this part of the treaty, lord Grenville observed; w  ,14 	1.4. envnte that few things could be more absurd than to place to the  
that island under the guaranty of six powers, who arnres

.dee 
could not be expected to agree on any one point 
relating to it. 	The treaty professed to restore it 
to the order of St. John: this was still more absurd; 
for how could it be said that such au order was in 

Dxla.mg  

. existence when almost all their fund§ had been con- 
fiscated. 	'The expenses of the order of Malta, 
Chiefly in fortifications and garrisons, on an average 
of the last ten 	years, had been 130,0001. per 

. annum. 	Their revenues from the island of Malta 
amounted to only 31,0001., and only 80001. came 
into the coffers of the knights. 	Of the revenues 
which Supported the order, France, at the time 'of 

the 
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0, rir A F. the suppression Of the French langue•114c1 con- . 
x,xxi* 

, 7.--i•- -  fiscated 58,0004 	annually, and Spain had con- 
ism fiscated 27,Q00/. 	The property of the order in 

Lombardy and Piedmont had also been confiscated, 
go that of their former income of 180,0001. only 
27,000/. was now left; a revenue evidently insuf-
ficient to keep up'the fortifications or maintain We 
security, of the island. 	The order of Malta 'was 
therefore extinct as' a power, anemust necessarily 
come under the ' influence and into ate pay of 

To other France. 	In adverting to other. points * of the 
gleintLly. • treaty, he observed, that our sovereignty in India 

had not been recognised, while the Cape of Good 
Hope, a station of the first- importance to that 
sovereignty, had been ceded. 	In the Mediter- 
ranean, 	where our 	naval superiority was most 
important, we had dispossessed ourselves, not only 

, of Malta, but of Minerca,; and even of the isle of. 
Elba, which France wanted, merely to exclude us 
from the port 	of Leghorn.' 	Every object of 
importance, obtained by the valour f.f our navy, 
•had been ceded to France; and: ministers had at 
the Lame time disclaimed the plea of necessity for 
peace, .which 	could 	alone 	have justified 	such.  
enormous sacrifices: 	He concluded by moving an 
address, pointing out the dangers to which this 
country was exposed in consequence of the sacri-
fices which she had made, without any adequate 
compensation on the part of France, and praying 
his majesty to settle, by an amicable ,arrangement, 
those points which the definitive treaty had left 
unsettled. 	This address. was negatived by 1c22. 
votes against 16; and that which was moved in the 
other house by Mr. Windham was.  also rejected by 
the still greater majority of 276 against 20. 

Augment- 
ation of 
military 
force. . 

THE remainder of the session was occupied by. 
a great variety of public business, among which, a 
most important act was passed for consolidating the 
existing militia laws, and for augmenting that force 

to 
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to 70,000 men, -the pitoportion for Scotlind being c H A D.  
'fixed at 10,000. The parliament was prorogued on --LXXI* 
the 28th of June, and shortly afterwards dissolved.. 
by proclamation. 	 . 	. 	. 

1802. 	' 

TIIE re-establishment ' of amity between Great Inter- 
Britain and France was not immediately confirmed chamat  ' 
by an interchange of embassies. So early as April, 
indeed, the king had appointed lord Whitworth'as 
his minister• at the consular court, and general An-
dreossi had been nominated• at the same period as 
reproselttative of the French .republic at the court 
of St. James's ; but their respective departure was 
delayed until the month of November. 	This delay 
gave rise to a multitude of anxious conjectures ; ' 
and, considered with relation to the policy pursued 
by France, it offered no favourable augury of her 
pacific' disposition. • The dissensions by which the 

dors.. 

Helvetic republic was distracted, having induced 
its government to solicit the mediation of France, - 
Bonaparte, availing himself of so plausible a pre- Bonaparte 
text, sent an army into Switzerland, and issued an 
arrogant proclamation, commanding the senate to 

sendarm;ir,,„ 
Switzer- 

' assemble at Berne, anti to send deputies to Paris; 
ordering at the same time all authorities consti-
tuted since the commencement of the tYoubles to 

land' 

. cease to act, and all armed bodies to disperse. The 
• diet of Schweitz, however, as the supreme repre- 
sentative body of the Swiss union, 	remained at 
their post, hoping for the interference of foreign 
powers ; but, of these Great Britain alone mani- 
fested an interest in their behalf. 	An English re- 
sident was sent to Constance, empowered to pro. 
liaise pecuniary assistance if the people Averedeter-
mined to defend their country ; but the approach 
of the French -troops had compelled the diet to dis-
solve ; Aloys Reding, and other patriots, . were 
arrested and imprisoned; and the independence of 
Switzerland, which had been guaranteed in the 
treaty of Luneville, was annihilated by the power 

whosq 
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c H A P. whose mediation she had solicited. 	In September, . 
LXXI. 	Piedmont was formally annexed to Trance,. .and 

1802. 	. Turin, its capital; was degraded into a provincial 
Piedmont 	city Of the republic. In October, the king of Spain, 
Friume. "° at the suggestion of the French government, ath• 

nexed to the royal domains all the property of tli 
• knights of.Malta in his dominions, and declared 

Knights of himself grand-master of the order in Spain. 	Thus 
Malta di- 
Ininished by the order of St. John was diminished by the sup- 
the RIP' f  pression of three longues, those of Arragon, Castile, 
pression 

° 	and Navarre; and thus..was. the treaty of.Amiens 
Jangues. 	vitiated ; because that order was now no longer the 

corporate body to Whom, by the. tenth article of the 
treaty, tlid islarid of Malta was to be ceded in full 
sovereignty. 	About the same period the long_ 

German 	pending affair of the German indemnities was set- 
indemnities 
settled, 

	tied upon a plan *drawn Up by the ministers of 
Russia and France, the mediating powers, and 
adopted in a definitive 4conclusion of the 	diet 
of Ratisbon. 	Th6e indemnities were so appor- 
tioned as to favour the views of France, by the 
aggrandizement of Prussia and Bavaria, the reduc-
tion of Austria, and the disunion of the smaller 
states of Germany. 	While thus extending his 
influence 'abroad; Bonaparte aimed to consolidate 
his power and exalt his authority at home. 	Ice 	• 
re-established 	the 	Roman 	Catholic religion in 
France, under the express sanction of the pope, 
and he issued a decree of amnesty in favour of 
emigrants, who would return within a stipulated 
time, and remain under surveillance or special in- 

Bonaparte 	spection for ten years. - Thiis secure of popularity, 
consul for 	he claimed• the suffrages of the French, to prolong life. 

his consulate for life; and after securing his election, 
procured a vote from the senate, 'empowering him 
to appoint a successor. 	To give splendour to his 

• irew dignity, he instituted a republican order of 
Legion of pobility, under the title of the legion of honour, the 
IRmour 
ingituted, 	members of which were to be nominated from 

. 	 • 	the 
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the military men on whom he had conferred hono- C H A P. 
rary. distinctions, and from all 	who had 	LXXL  .citizens 
distinguished themSelves by their knowledge or 	1802. 

talents, or by their eminence in the administration 
of justice. 	Their *oath, required them to erase 

.-every vestige.of the feudal system, and to maintain 
the strictest fidelity to the indivisible French re- 
public, and to himself as its chief. 	He imposed a' consular 
new constitution on France, by which he invested 'Ms" 
himself with the right of making. war or peace ; of 	• 
ratifying treaties; of pardoning in all cases ; of no- 
minating all inferior officers ; of appointing by his 
own absolute authority, forty of the one hundred 
and twenty members composing the senate; and of 
prescribing to that body the subjects on which alone 
it was competent to deliberate. 	The other depart- 
ments of the state were equally subservient to his 
will ; so that„ havincr. utterly-destroyed the liberty 
of the press, he might be said to govern the re-
public by means of an enormous standing army, 
and a 	numerous 	inquisitorial police. 	At this 
juncture nothing seemed to be wanting to his pro- 
sperity, but the success of his expedition to the 	. 
West Indies. 	Guadaloupe had indeed been re- Affairs of 
covered after many 'sanguinary conflicts; and in tY,rne  7estil  

St. Domingo various advantages Jiad been obtained.  Indies. 
over the negroes, which ended in the submission 
of Toussaint Louverture, under promise of pardon. 
In violation of this promise, he was senb captive to 
France, and was never afterwards heard of. 	The 
other chiefs, indignant at the treachery practised on 
their leader, again united in insurrection against 
the French army, enfeebled by the ravages of the 
yellow fever, and a most sanguinary wdrfare ensued. 
put however anxious Bonaparte might be for the 
recovery of 	St. Domingo, his attention was at 
present less occupied with the affairs of that colony 
than with the revival.of his schemes respecting the 
Mediterranean. 	As a preparatory step to their 

develop. 
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C if A P. development,' he 	dispatched a Corsican officer, , 

I_?---Lx-E named Sebastiani, in the ostensible character: of a - 
• Ism. commercial agent, on a political tour in the Lefant, 

to ascertain the consequences produced by recent 
events, and to seize every opportunity for promoting.  
the French interests in that region? 	It may be 
mentioned, as a matter of subordinate importance, 
that soon after the pacification of Amiens a treaty 
had been concluded with the dey of Tunis, by 
which the republic was recognised throughout that 

. , state as the most favoured nation: 	. 
Litigation 
between 
England 
and France 

IN the transactions* that took' place between 
Great Britain and Francef  it soon became manifest 
that the change from war to peace was merely, a 

pecting res
lta. Ma liti- transition from active hostility to acrimonious 

gation. 	The .ehief topic of •dispute was Malta, 
which the British government Were desirous to re-
tain„until a substantial guaranty could be procured 
for its independence ; while Bonaparte, adhering . 
to the 	positive 	stipulations 	respecting 	it, 	and 
evading or -disregarding the conditions with which 
they were. coupled, 	insisted 'on 	its evacuation. 
Various expedients were proposed for obviating the 
difficulties 'which impeded the fulfilment of this 
article of the treaty; but the protracted discussions 

,to which they led.were attended with no beneficial 
result. 	Meanwhile

' 
 ministers had adopted a Mea- 

sure which placed them in a most delicate and 
embarrassing predicament. 	'on the violation of 
the Swiss.  territory by a French army, perceiving 
the strong sensation which that event produced • in 
the Batavian republic, they deemed it necessary, in' 
the event of a war, to have in their possession 
some of thoie conquests which had beeii ceded at 

The British the treaty of Amiens. 	Orders were therefore de- 
iss ; , to 
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Cape. 

spatched to tile English commander at the Cape of 
Good Hope, and also in .the islands'of Martinique, 

• .St. Lucie, Tobago, and Curacao, and.'the Dutch 
settlements at Surinam, to delay, the restitution of 

those 
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those colonies till further orders. 	As most of the c II A r. 
Rene?' possessions had. been already ceded, these LXXI. 

precautions principally affected the Mitch ; and in 
case of a spirited resistance to the military occupa.. 
tion of Holland by France, they might certainly. 
have been of essential service. 	But the' ndeperid- 
cuce of Switzerland, and the deliverance 'of Hol- 

1802. 

land, becoming hopeless, it was found expedient to Counter- 
rescind the orders which had been sent for the re- op 

 r
a 

 a
xe 

 ts;  
tention of the colonies, and instructions .to that eflect the 
effect.were despatched on the 15th of NoVembek. cessi°n• 
'Great doubts were entertained whether these in- • 
strnctions wpuld arrive at the important settlement 
of the Cape, in time to prevent an act of direct 
'hostility, which might have thrown on Great Bri-
tain the odium of violating the treaty of Amiens. 
• THE new parliament assembled on the 16th. of meetingd 
November, and on the 9.3d his majesty opened the th !'"' 
session in a speech from the throne. 	After allud- 
ing, in congratulatory terms, to the Internal pro-
sperity of the country, he observed, that in his in-
tercourse with foreign powers, he had been actuated 
by a sincere desire for the maintenance of peace ; 

parcImment. 

' but that it was nevertheless impossible for him to 
lose sight of that established and wise system of 
policy by which the interests of other states are 
connected with our own; and that he could not be 
indifferent to any material change in the relative 
condition and strength of those states. He declared 
that his conduct would be invariably regulated by 
.a due consideration of the actual 	situation 	of 
Europe, and by a watchthl solicitude for the per- 

' rnanent welfare of his people ; and he expressed 
his conviction that parliament would concur with • 
him in the opinion, that it was- necessary to adopt 
those means of security which were best calculated 

• to-  afford the prospect ~of preserving the blessings rte r
u
r m 

was 
peace. The presage conveyed in this intimation aop

on of

a
t. 

 

was soon afterwards confirmed by pi ()post& for ati  
aturniellt. the forces. 0 . 
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C H A P. augmenting the naval and military force of the Tocxr. country. 	The attention of parliament, until the 

1802 	' Christmas recess, was chiefly occupied by financial 
arrangements, and by as bill introduced into the 
house of peers by lord. Pelham, 	for appointing 
commissioners to enquire into frauds and abuses 
existing-in the naval departments. 

Despard's THIS month of November was signalised by the 
ccnisPfrao'• discovery of a treasonable conspiracy against the 

government, Tomented„by Colonel Marcus Despard. 
He and several of his accomplices' were tried, and 
found guilty in the following February, and the sen-. 
tense of the law was executed on him, and six 
other per'son's. 	' 	"- ,- 

French THE' question 	 Malta was only one _cOncerning 
agents sent to reside in among many points,' on which Bonaparte mani- , 	, 	, 
the British testecr a disposition to give the law to this country... 
s a'p°rte• While he enforced the prohibitions which had been 

• imposed oil British commerce during 'the war, with 
increased rigour and severity, he •appointed a num-
ber of agents to reside in' the sea-port towns of 
Great Britain and Ireland, who, under the pro-
fessed character of consuls, intrusted with the 
trading interests of France, were furnished with 
Secret instructions directing them to obtain sound-
ings of the harbours, and tq, procure military stir- 

Bonaparte veys of their respective places of destination. 	He 
requires the adherents 
of the 

required that the adherents of the Bourtsons should 
be sent away from England, and that it should be 

Bourbons 
to.be sent 
from Eng- 

'recommended to the princes Of that house to repair 
to Warsaw, 	the residence of the head of their.  

, land. family. 	He demanded that the British govern.. 
ment should adopt efictual measures to check' 
the animadversions promulgated iii the English 
journals, 	and in various occasional publications; 
•complaining,• with childish petulance, that every 
wind which blew from England breathed nothing 
but hostility against hirri; and forgetting, in this 
vain attempt to control a free press, that almost 

the 
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. the only liberty he allowed to. the press of prance e it A P. 

that of abusing the English 	 and. I'xxi* was 	 government 
people. 	After the interposition of this. country in.. 	1802. 
favour of Switzerland, lie distinctly advanced the 
principle, that his Britannic majesty had no right 
to complain of the conduct or interfere with the 
proceedings of France on any point which did not 
form a part of the stipulations of the treaty of 
Amiens '• a principle utterly at variance with that 
on which the treaty itself was founded, did con- 
trary to the established law of nations. 	But, CVOn 
allowing that unjust and extravagant pretension, 
he had encroached on the stipulations in question Great Bri. 
to an extent which rendered it necessary for Great tfit litu lie; 
$ritain to demand a renewal of the treaty on other manding.a 
terms. 	She had agreed to restore Malta to the 	th"'f e treaty. 
order of St. John of Jerusalem, cousistin er of the 
langues of Arragon, 	Castile, Germany, Bavaria, 	• 
and Russia, to which a Maltese langue was to -be 
added. 	After the treaty, two of the contracting 
parties, France and Spain, had destroyed the in-
tegrity of the order as a corporate body, and had 
appropriated the revenues necessary to maintain 
their independence. 	The 'French government had 
also instigated the elector of Bavaria to sequestrate 
the property of the order within his territories, and 
had not only sanctioned, but encouraged the in-
tention entertained by the emperor Alexander, of 
separating from it the Russian langues. 	- . 

THE views of Bonaparte in pursuing this sinister.. igel 	. 
course of polity soon became manifest. . On the Sebastiani's  
30th Of January, he published, in his -official jour- hie mission 
nal; the Moniteur, a report made 'to him by his  to the 
agent Sebastiani, on returning from his mission to Levant.  
the Levant. 	That document contained the most 

. unwarrantable charges and insinuations against the 
• Vitish government, and.ao-b  ainst their forces sta- tioned in Egypt ; - it represented the state of that 
country to be such, that six thousand French 

VOL. VI. 	 E 	 tr00/3 
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C H A P. troops would-  suffibe•to conquer it ; and asserted, • 

LXXI. -- in explicit terms, that the. Ionian islands would 
1803. declare themselves French as soon as an opportu- 

nity should offer. 	This was no equivocal an- 
nouncement of the mode in which the first consul. 
was preparing to dipose of the eighth and ninth 
articles of the treaty of Amiens, which stipulated 
the integrity of the Turkish empire, and the inde- 

Interview . pendenco• of the Seven Islands. 	He disclosed his 
' between 

Bonaparte views still more plainly in an interview with the 
and Lord BlitiSlInalllbaS40f, lord Whitworth. • Iri enume- 
whitw"th• rating the provocations which he pretended to 

bAve received from England, he laid'peculiar stress 
on the retention of Malta, in which he declared 
that no consideration on earth should induce hirer , 
to- acquiesce ; adding, that of the two, lw would 
rather see- the. British in possession of the Faux- 
bourg St: Antoine than of that island. 	Adverting 
to the British garrison in Alexandria; he•said-, that 
instead of being a means of protecting %Egypt, it 
only furnished him a pretext for invading it. 	Tliis 
he should not do, hecause he did Snot think it worth 
the risk of a war, in which he might perhaps be 
considered the aggressor, and by which he should 
lose more than be could -gain, 	sincot sooner or 
later, Egypt wduld belong to France, either by 
the falling to pieces of the Turkish empire, or by 
some arrangement !cwith the Porte.- 	He demanded 
in •the most peremptory manner, the evacuation of 
Malta, or the renewal of war, threatening that if 
recourse was had to the latter alternative, he would 
risk his life and reputation in the arduous enter- 
prise 9f •invading England. 	Coupling with 'this , 
threat an alluring intimation of the benefits that 
might be • expected from a concurrence in his po-
licy, he said, that if he had not felt the enmity of 
the British government on• every occasion since the 
treaty of Amiens, there would have been nothing 
that he would not have done to prove his desire to 

conciliate; 
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Conciliate ; participation in indemnities, ef,s well as in C Het P. 
influence, on the continent; treaties of commerce; in -__1 -J2--- 
short; any thing that could have given satisfaction,. 	iso-3., 
or have testified his friendship. • Thus the treaty of 

'Amiens was to have been converted into a 'tempo-
rary expedient to be modifiedeaccording to his good 
pleasure; and Great Britain, if she' seconded his ag-
gressions on the continent, was to have been ad- 
mitted to a share of the spoil. 	That he Considered 
her as reduced to this state of subserviency was evi-
denffrom .an act of government, containing a view 
of the state of the republic, which lie published im-
mediately after this interview, and in which he as-
serted, ." with conscious pride, that England alone 
.could not maintain a struggle with France." 

AFTER this insult, the ministers of Great Britain Kings 
message to were tompelled to alter the tone of conciliation parliament 

which they had hitherto-maintained in their ipter_ 8th march. 
course with the French government. 	On the 8th 
of March his majesty sent a message to parliament, 
announcing that very considerable military pre-
parations were carrying on in the ports of France 
and Holland ; and that he had therefore judged it 
,expedient to adopt additional measures of precau- 
tion for the security of his dominions. 	It was 
added, that though the preparations referred to 
were avowedly directed, to colonial service, yet as 
discussions of great .importance were then%ubsist- 
ing

•  between his majesty and the French govern, 
ment, the result of which must be uncertain, it 
was necessary to make such provision as circum-
stances might require, to enable him to support 

• the honour of his crown and the essential interests 
of hi; people. 	An address was unanimously voted, 
and' a resolution was afterwards passed for raising 
10,000 additional seamen, including  8,400 marines. 
Another message to parliament announced the 
1611g's intention to call out the militia. 	If these 

. 

	

	 measures were adoptt d in conse-, precautionary 
E 	 , tinenc 
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qiience of intelligence, announcing the retention of 
the Cape, they were most unfortunately timed ; 

1403. for in a few days after the, promulgation of the . message, an official account arrived or the sur- , 
render 'of that settlement to the Dutch, pursuant to • 
the counter-orders. 	• 7 	. 	 . 

*Effect of THE French 'government, when 	informed of the message in France. these warlike preparations, expressed their . asto- 
nishment at the motives assigned for them. 	They 
denied-  that they liad any armaments in progress, 
except that at Helvoetsluys, which wag evidntly 
destined for colonial purposes, and which, in con-
sequence of.  the' king's 'message to parliament, 
should be countermanded. 	But they added, that 
if satisfactory explanations on that measure were 
not given, and if the.  arming of England actually 
took place, it would be natural that the first consul 
should move 20,000 men- into Holland, form an 
encampment on the frontiers of Hanover, continue 
the military occupation of Switzerland,',   and ad- 
vance a fresh force upon Italy. 	Not confining 
himself to this threat of visiting neutral states with 
the vengeance he.  meditated against England, Bo-
naparte, in a court.held at the Thuilleries; accosted 
lord Whitworthe under considerable agitation, and 
uttered a bitter and insulting invective.against the . 
British government, in the- presence of all the 
fOreigft . ambassadors. 	An indirect apology 

.
was 

_afterwards made for this rudeness ; but the parti-
culars of the scene were introduced into. a scan-
dalous manifesto, which the French resident, at 
liarnbuigh caused to be published in the official 
journal of 'that city. 	When a remonstrance was 
made on this repetition of the insult, the Vrench 
government disavowed the conduct of their agent ; 
but the scandal contained in the paper had already 
been circulated throughout EuroN. 

Negoci. 
ations pro. 
fretted, 	terminate 

IT was now supposed that the negotiations world 
in a renewal of war; but they were 

_ 	 protracted 
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protracted until the month of May. . Various 'ar..: c ii A P. 
rangements were proposed by the British govern- 	LXXI.* 

ment, 	for settling . the grand point -of dispute 	1803. 
concerning Malta ; but they were successively met 
by objections, which gave rise to. fresh discussions. 

AT length, when lord Whitworth was On the eve 
of quitting Paris, Bonaparte induced him to delay 
his departure, by announcing that he had a commu- 
nication to .make of the greatest importance. 	He prewar-
professed his willingness af0 consent that .Malta rr "'gam 
should be placed in the hands of one of the three Zits pro: 
powers who : had 	guaranteed its 	independence, posed. 
either -Austria, Russia; or Prussia, provided that 
some minor arrangements respecting its guaranty 
were. established. 	In the dispatch containing a 
reply to this proposition, lord Whitwotth was in-
formed, that if his majesty could be disposed to' 
waive his demand' for a temporary occupation of the 
island, the emperor of Russia would be the only 
sovereign, to whom, in the present state of Europe 
:be could consent that it should' be assigned, •and 
that his majesty had certain and authentic inform-
ation, that the emperor of Russia would, on no 
account, consent to garrison Malta. 	In these cir- 
cumstances, his majesty adhered to the project 
already delivered as his ultimatum, stipulating for 
th6 occupation of Malta during a term of ten years, 
provided that his Sicilian majesty could IN induced. 
to cede the island of Lampedosa for a valuable 
consideration. 	At the end of that period, Malta 
was .to be surrendered to the inhabitants, and de-,  
dared an independent state, and-  au arrangement 
was to be made in the interim for the estAlishment 
of the order of St. John in some other part of Eu- 
rope. 	To obviate, however, an objection on the 
side of Prance, it was now proposed, that the definite 
term of years might be inserted in a secret article, 
and the temporary occupation would thus be made 
to depe141. on the actual state of Lampedosa. 	This 

E d 	 oVetture 
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. 	. 	 . 	. 
c if A i overtute was met by the offer of a counter-project, 

	

LX.X I.. 41.101iCil 	lotd Whitworth, being instructed to avoid 
Ism 	•,-67:Cry, thing which would protract the negociation, 

'ilidrnot feel authorised to receive. 	Iiavigg bbtaib- 
etillis passports, -he quitted Paris,. and..arlived in 
Lohdon on the 19th of May. His majesty's declar-

Declaration ation ee war against France had been issued On. of war. 	 • the day preceding. 
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CHAP. LXXII, 

State of the naval and military force of the country on the 
renewal of hostilities.-.-Discussions on the late nea

°
ociation. 

—Hanover seized by the French.— War declared by Eng-
land against flit Batavia,: republic,— English residents in 
France detained as prisoners eue- war.—Supplies jar the 
year. —Insurrection in Ireland.— Blockade of the Elbe 
and Weser.— Successes in the West Indies. —Capture of 
the French army in Si. Domingo. — Glorious campaign 
in hha.—Parliamentary afiairs.— Illness and recovery 
of the Icing.—Change of administration and return-of Mr. 
Pitt to office.—Murder-of the:duke .14Enghien.--a- Nomin-
rition of Bonaparte as emperor of the French. 

AFTER the promulgation of his majesty'S theS- C H A P. 
same on the 8th of March, the ministers had Lxxii. 

found it necessary to make overtures to Mr. Pitt, 
inviting his return to ()Kee ; on the .rejection of 

1803. 
overtures 

which, some changes took place in the cabinet,. t°01. nlivirn.isgt7 
that did not tend to strengthen the hands of govern- 
inent. 	In the period of suspense which preceded 
the declaration of war, the measures adopted, in 
contemplation of that event, were scarcely made. 
quate to the urgency of the occasion, and in the 
most important branch of the service, they were 
lamentably deficient. 	The inquiry into abuses ex- 

rejected. 

State of the 
V.  ting in the naval department had led to a system 
of economical retrenchment, which had been so 
rigorously enforced, that, on the renewal of hostili-
ties, the royal arsenals were not provided with the 
quantity of stores necessary for the equipment of 
the flqt i  and in the bustle of preparation many 
shlPs were sent to sea which were actually in a 

CotirSe 
• of repair. 	With respect. to the military 

Li t 	 forcc 

navii force; 

of the 
army. 
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C H A r• force of the country, the augmentations proposed, 
LXXII. were limited to the purposes of defensive warfare. ' 

18oz.* 
Conduct of 

THE discussions which took plabe in parliament . 
on the 23d of May: respecting the late negocia. 

ministers 1. 
opprovedby 
parliament,  

• WO, terminated in a general approval of the con- 
duct pf ministers; and addresses were voted, strong-
ly concurring in the sentiments communicated in 
the royal declaration. 	An amendment moved in 
the house of peers by lord King,• proposing the 
omission of expressions, imputing to France. the 
guilt of breaking the treaties, was negatived by a 
majority of 142 against 10... In the commons Mr. 
Grey moved an amendment, assuring his majesty of 
their.support in the war, but disapproving the con-
duct of ministers, which was rejected by 398 votes 
against 6'. 	Some days afterwards, a proposition 
was made by Mr4Fox, for au address, advising -his 
Majesty to accept the proffered mediation of the 
emperor of Russia ; but it was withdrawn in con., 
sequence of a declaration from lord Hawkesbury 
that' the government-would be ready to accept the 
mediation, but that in the meantime it would begin-, 
expedient to suspend the measures adopted for the 
prosecution of the war. 

Prepara- 
bons of the 
enemy.. 

HITHERTO those measures had by no means kept 
pace with the prompt and vigorous exertions.of.the 
enemy. 	A few days' after his majesty's message in 
March, admiral Linois was despatched from Brest 
for the East Indies, with a strong squadron, having 
6000 troops on board, who were destined not only 
to strengthen the French colimies, but also to rein- 
force the Dutch garrison at the Cape. 	Orders 
were issued to increase the forces .of the republic 
to 480,000 men ; • the army of Italy was consider,  
ably' augmented ; 	and . large 	detachments were 	' 
pushed forward upon Tarentum and on all the 
strong posts in the kingdom of Naples which lay 
on the Adriatic.. 	During the protracted iiegocia,  
tions, reinforcements were ordered into Holland,  

and 
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and a powerful army was collected on the frontiers C H A P. 
of Hanover. On the 9,5th of May, general Mortier, 
from his head-quarters at Coeverden, summoned 

LXXII. 

1805; 
the electorate to surrender -; it being the determine 'Seizure of 
ation of the first consul to occupy :that Country aa 	. 
as a pledge for the restoration of Malta agreeably to 
•the:conditions of the treaty of Amiens. The Hano-
verian army made dispositions for a brave resistance, 
which, however, proved ineffectual against so over- 
whelming a force ; 	and the invaders ultimately 
took possession -of the entire electorate, and the 
strong places dependent upon it, together with all 
the artillery, baggage and ammunition. 	By this 
flagrant violation of the German empire, they were' 
enabled to control the navigation of the Elbe and 
Weser, and to levy considerable contributions, un-
der the shape of loans, on the rich Hanse-towns of 
Hamburg and Bremen. 	 •  

IT soon became manifest 	that other nations Great Bri- 
would •be involved in the contest between France 
and Great Britain. 	On the 17th of June the ling 

leen cle
w
- 

ar 
 

against 

annQuhced to parliament that he had communicated 
to. the Batavian government his disposition to 
respect 	their 	neutrality, 	provided 	th6 	French 
government would do the like, and would with- 

1-""d* 

'. draw their forces from the Dutch territory; but as 
. this proposal had not been 'complied with, he had 

judged it expedient to recall his minister from the - 
Hague, and to issue letters of Marque and reprisal • z? against the Batavian republic. 	In conformity to 
another message on the following day, 	recom- 
mending a large additional force to. be raised for 
the 'defence of the country, the ministers proposed 
to levy an army of reserve, consisting .of 50,000 
men; their services during the war to extend to 

Arnyie 
"" • 

Great Britain, 	Ireland, 	and the islands of the 
Channel. 	Various objections, were urged in both 
houses against the bill ; but it passed without a 

. .011, 	and in the course of the yession was  
dIVIS1 	 • 	• 	f°110Wed 
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C H A r4 followed by another, enabling his majesty to raise Lxxy+ a levy en .masse .of all his subjects in case of 
180.5. invasion: • The necessity of such a levy, however, 

Levy en was superseded by the renewal of volunteer asso- rt:I:use. ciations throughout the kingdom, in _such aug-
mented numbers, that in a short time the,45gregate 
of this description of force amounted to 300;000. 
men. 	This manifestation of spirit in the people 
was caused by the preparations made by Bonaparte 
for executing his threatened descent on the shorts 
of England: 	He had • collected a vast flotilla at 
Boulogne, and had assembled an army, which was 
held•in _readiness to embark on the first favourable 

• opportunity? 	If, as it has been asserted, he never 
serjously meditated so desperate an enterprise, he 
committed a great political mistake in rousing by 
this formidable demonstration the energies of his 
.aDthgonist. . The, mistake was 	the more unfor-
tunate for his purposes, because Great Britain was 
the only European power which detained -a free 
constitution. 	 . 

English re- THESE preparations for invasion had been, pre- 
sidents in 
France de- ceded by an act which savoured more of malice 
tained as than of mere political hostility. 	He arrested as 
prisoners or prisoners of war all the English between the ages 

• - 
MT,  

of eighteen and sixty, and others holding any com.• 
mis3iOn from the king,'who were resident in France -
at the time wten war was declared; and he detained 
them to answer. for those French citizens who 
might have been made prisoners by, English ships 
before that declaration was issued. 	They had pre-
viously received assurances that they should enjoy 
the protection of•the French government as fully 
after the departure of the English ambassador as 
before, and were resting on the faith of those 
assurances, when, by a remorseless violation of the 
laws of hospitality, they were doomed to an inde- 
finite captivity, since, as the British government 

could not include them in exchanges, they could 
only 
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only hope to be released on the termination of' the 'c 1.1 A P. 
war. 	. 	 LXX IL 

IN. producing the budget for this year, the chan- 	1805. 
ccllor of the exchequer proposed to raise, by an Budget-
increase on the customs, and duties Dn sugar, ex- 
ports, cotton, and tonnage, above two millions an-  

• nually, and by new duties on the excise •of teA4  
wine, spirits, and malt, he calculates on six mil- 
lions more. 	He then presented a plaeof a tax on 
property and income, the net produce of which he . 
estimated at 4,700,o0o1., 	niakini in the 	whole 

. 12,704,000/. annually for war -taxes, to. expire six 
months aftel' a peace. 	. 	 • 

AN insurrection broke out in Ireland on the 23d.  1.112u!reo• 
of July, which, from its supposed connection with urund. 
the projects of the enemy, created considerable 
alarm. _ Its instigators were.a band of political en-
thusiasts, whose director and principal mover was 
Mr. Robert Emmett, a young man of promising . 
talents, and a brilliant imagination. 	They hall fbim." 
ed the ,design or establishing an independent Irish.  
republic, and hoped to accomplish it by striking a 
decisive blow in the capital, possessing themselves 
ofthe seat of government, and proclaiming the new 
constitution which they had prepared. 	The asmed 
mob collected for this purpose, marched through 
the principal streets of Dublin unresistea on their . 
way to the Castle ; but they soon lost all sense of 
subordination to their leaders, and meeting a car- Assassin. 
riage, in which were lord Kilwarden and his ne- ia„tzirL 
phew, Mr. Wolfe, they dragged them from it, and warden. 
butchered them on the spot. 	There was one cir- 
cumstance attending this act of atrocity, which 
shewed that the infatuation of popular fury could 
not wholly extinguish the instinctive generosity of 
the Irish. 	The daughter of the venerable and ill- 
fated nobleman was likewise in the carriage ; and lo  his earnest appeal to their 	humanity, 
replied, 	that that 	they would. sacrifice 	him and tits 
male companion ; but they must spare the la.d.Y. 

They 
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C H A P. They then desired the distracted daughter to es- 
Lxxik. cape as well as she could, and saferqd hey to' 

1803. pass through their entire column withoueinjuFy or. 
interrpption. 	•The rioters were at length.  dispersed 
by'about 120 'soldiers, and the whole insurrection 
'was speedily extinguished. 	On the communication' 
of this event to parliament, a bill was passed. for 
trying the rebels by martial law, and another for sus- 
pending the habeas corpus act in Ireland. 	Several 
leaders of the insurrection, among whom was Em- 
mett, having been- 	apprehended, were tried for 
high treason in Dublin by special commission, and 
underwent the sentence of the law. 	' 	• 

Blockade of ' 	IN consequence of the seizure of Hanover by 
the Elbe 
and Weser. France, and the interruption of our commerce on 

the Elbe and Weser, the British government ap-
pointed a' squadron to blockade the mouths of 
those rivers. 	This spirited measure, which was in 
some degree a retaliation on Germany for permit- 

'fink the violation of its territory,. occasioned such 
distress to the Hanse towns of 11‘mlaurg atad. Bre-
men, that they appealed to the king of Prussia, as 
protector of the neutrality of the northern part of 
the 'empire; but .he declined to interfere; and the 
French were .thus left to pursue their iniquitous 
exactions with impunity. 

Exactions • THOSE exactions were not confined to the small 
of Bona- parte  from  states of the north of Germany. Bonaparte having 
Holland, compelled the Batavian and Italian republics to be- 
Italy, 

• Spain, and come parties in the war, imposed on them their full 
Portugal. share of its burdens • and he drew pecuniary assist-

ance' from Spain and Portugal in so open and ex-
tensive a manner, that it rested entirely with the 
generosity of Great Britain whether they should 
not be considered .as involved in actsaof direct hos- 

Louisiana Wit . y 	The supplies to his treasury-  deriyed from 
sold by 
France to these sources were augmented by the sale of Lour- 
teUslifed ,

siana to the Upited States for three millions of dolt 
Jar's; and thus a territory obtained from Spain in 

. 	exchange 
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exchange for the possessions of his neighbours, was c il A 1,. 
transferred for a valuable consideration to' a power 	"xi'. 
from whom he would have been unable to with- 	1803. 
liold it. 	• 	• 	 . 
. , WHILE completing their arrangements' for inter. 
nal security, the British government did not neg-
lect to assail the enemy in the only vulnerable part 
of his dominions. 	An expedition was dispatched 
on the 20th of June from Barbadoes, under the 
command of lieutenant-general Grinfield and corn- 
dore good, against St. Lucie. 	They effected a Capture  of 

.landing on the 21st, drove in the advanced posts itt;ttrie  
of the French; took the town of Castries, and British; 
summoned the French general Nogues• to surrender 
at. discretion. 	On his refilsal to accede to tliose 
terms, general Grinfield directed an attack on -the 
fort of Morne Fortunee, which was carried next 
morning in the most gallant manners This exploit, 
which produced the unconditional surrender of the 
island, was attended by a circumstance highly ho, 
nourable to the British character. 	Notwithstand; 

.ing the obstinacy of the enemy in abiding the con-
sequences Of an assault, not a single Frenchman was 
jdilled or wounded after the works had been carried. 
On the 1st of July general Grinfield directed his 
forces against Tobago, which capitulated without re- 

• sistance. 	In September, the Dutch colonies of De- or Deme- 
, merara, Essequibo, and Bernice, surrendered to a ZZE:6,17.  

' . 'detachment sent against them after the capture of lerbice, 
the last-mentioned island.. 	 • 

To these successes of the British arms may be Surrender 
added, that of compelling the Frencli to abandon .tech  
the valuable colony of St. Domingo. 	The 'negro (irmyin St. 
chiefs, Dessalines, Clervaux, and Christophe, who  Domingo. 

. headed the insurgents in the northern part of the 
island, invested Cape Francois, the head-quarters 
of general Le Clerc, who was then dying of the lever 
which tad so much exhausted his army. 	On his 
decease, general no.cliambeau succeeded to the 

command, 
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C IT A P. command, in circumstances of great difficulty"; Isis 
LXXII. -illeitiit; of defence consisting merely in the strength 

180.3 a tl4e fortifications and in the facilities that existed 
of" Transporting detachments from one point .to 
another, hpthe line of posts on the coast that were. 
occupied by the French. 	These facilities were 
destroyed'ob the renewal Of war, and the conse-
quent blockade of the Cape and all the principal 
positions by British squadrons. 	Several places sc., 
cessively fell into the hands of the insurgents 5" 

u
Snd 

fort Dauphin, 
''
mpost from which supplies of provi- 

sions were furnished to 	the head-quarters, was. 
taken by the English. 	Cape Francoisiewes. soon 
afterwards completely invested by Dessalines, with 
wiioni Rochambeau atJength entered into a nego-
ciatioi2, Proposing to give tip the place on being 
Allowed to carry off the. garrison.. At this june, 
tare, the, blockading squadron entered the roads, 
and a capitulation was signed, by which all the 
ships of war and merchant vessels belonging to 
France were to be surrendered to the British, who 
were to receive the garrison as prisoners of war. 
Thus the French lost all their possessions in the 
island.except.the city of St. Domingo, the capital 
of that part which formerly belonged to Spain. 
The negro chieftains issued a proclamation,. de-
claring  the island free and independent. 

Successesof 
the British 
arms in 
India. 	. 

THESE successes were but of secondary import',  
ante, compared with the brilliant triumphs achieveci• 
by the British arms in India, under tile able and 
vigorous administra!ioli of the marquis Wellesley. 

AT the pZ1iod when, his comprehensive measures 
had effected the downfal ofi the Mysorean usurper, 
and rescued the nizam of the Deccac from the 
dangerous and rapid increase of French influences 
a considerable degree of internal commotion pre' 
vailed in the Mahratta states: 	It is to be presumed, 
that after the revolution, which had reduced the 
hereditary mon,arch to the condition of a notnipaL 

sovereign, 
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sovereign, his prime-minister, the peishtva, whose c 11 A It  
office also became hereditary, was acknowledged by 	LXXI I. 
the whole Mahratta confederacy as his representative, 	1803. 
and their supreme head. 	He established himself at Mahratta  
Poonah,in the centre of a valuable territory, partly racy

. 
 

wrested from the rajah of Sattarah, his sovereign; 
and enlarged by acquisitions from the neighbouring 
princes. 	Bhoonsla, .the commander of the rajah's 
forces, followed the example of the peishwa, and 
made himself independent in Berar; 	Holkar, a dis- 
tinguished military chieftain, fotmded a dominion on 
'similar principles, in the fertile province of Malwa ; 
the wIperie. of Candeish became subject to the cele-
brated Warrior, Ranojee Scindia; and a similar 
usurpation in the Guzzerat subjected that province 
to the family of Gurkwar. 	Thus among five chiefs, 
the peishwa, Bhoonsla, Holkar, Scindia, and Gurk-
war, were the Mahratta dominions divided, while. 
the rajal*df Sattarah was confined within his capi- 
tal, 	in a state of subjection to his minister the 
peishwa, sovereign of 'Jonah..  

As an union of the different states of the Mali- .Cliances 
ratta empire would Nave been dangerous to the wettwh:.  p 

 - British interests in India, it had been the policy of 
the successive governors-general, to contract sttch 
alliances with the peishwa, as might, preserve him 
independent, and thus effectually counteract the 
projects of the more ambitious chieftains. 	On 
thi principle, the marquis Cornwallis in 1789, had' 
concluded the treaty of Poonah, which was after-
wards frustrated by the ambition and rapacity of 
Dowlut Rao. Scindia, who had t ucceeded Madha-
gee Scindia in 1794,, and whose conduct tended to 
&your the designs of France against the Britisti 
emilire  in India. 	In pursuance of tile same course' 
of policy which had distinguished the gun eranmit 
•of his predecessor,' the marquis Wellesley formed 
an alliance with the peishwa, and with the nizarn 
of the Deccan; against Scindia, Holkar, and the ra., 

3 ah 
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c H A P.' pin ofBerar, supported by the French general 
LXXII. Perron. 	The peislivra having in 1802.been expel- 

1803, led from his dominions by Holkar, negotiated a 
subsidiary treaty with the English company, which 
was concluded at Bassein, on the last .day of the 
year. 	Agreeably to a stipulation in this treaty, a 
plan for the restoration of tbe peishwa was adopted, 
and immediately carried" intO 'effect. 	Orders were 
dispatched to•general Stuart, commanding at Hur-
ryhur, directing him to detach from the main body, 
a considerable force, for the purpose of advancing 
into the Mahratta dominions. 	The coop t and of 
this detachment was confided by lord 4'.. 	•- 	to 
major-general Arthur Wellesley, whose extensive 
local knowledge and personal influence among the 
Mahratta chieftains, were peculiarly calculated to 
insure success to the intended operations. 	Holkar 
.having precipitately retreated at the approach of, 
the British, general Wellesley advarteecr rapidly to 
Poonah, which was re-entered by its sovereign on 
the 13th of May.. Meanwhile, Scindia and the 
rajah of Berar were negotiating ,an alliance with 
Holkar, of which the governor-general having at 
length obtained positive evidence, •it was resolved 
to employ the whole military force in the three 
presidencies, Madras, Bombay, 	and Bengal, to 
break a confedericy rendered particularly dafige-
rous by the junction of Perron, who had obtained 
'almost the power and inflitence of a sovereign 
prince, and possessed an army trained in European 
discipline. 	It was a fortunate occurrence, 	that 
the French adiniral Linois, on arriving with a rein-
forcement of French troops before Pondicherry, 
was prev.ented from forwarding them, and that on 

• the arrival of intelligence of the renewal of hatili- 
J  ties, all those whom he landed were made prisoners 
of war.. 

siiiitary 
operations. 

WHILE negotiations were carrying on with the 
confederate chieftains, a vast plali of operations. 

was 
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was formed by the British, for a combined attack, 
on the united armies in the Deccan, on Perron's 

c it -A. P. LXXII. 
1803. establishment in the Douab ; and on every assail- 

able point in the vast territories of Scindia and the 
Berar 	rajah in Hindostan. 	When 	the 	period 
arrived for commencing hostilities, general Welles-
ley, ,who was.opposed to the two latter chieftains, 
marched against the fortress of Ahmednughur, 
which he reduced on the 12th of August, and. then . 
advanced to Aurungabad. 	On the 28d of Septein- victory or 
ber he extended. .the foundation of his military re- walk  
Down by a complete- victory at Assaye, over the 
combinslicnerny, commanding more than six times 
the number of his own army. 	In the mean while 
the Bombay army had been successful in the . Guz- 
zerat and speedilygained possession of the territories 
of Scindia in that province. 	In the months of Sep- 
teniber and October the town and province of Cut-
tack were wrested from the rajah of Berar by a force 
under the command of lieutenant-colonel-Harcourt. 

at Assay!. 

In the North of India, general Lake, at the head of 
the Bengal. army,.reduced the 'strong fortress of 
Ally.  Ghur, after urging to a precipitate retreat the 
forces commanded by Perron, who from that mo-
ment lost his reputation and influence in India, and 
forfeited the confidence which the native powers 
had reposed in him. . Pursuing his-successes, the 
British general adVanced towards the* city of Delhi, 
and gave battle to the army of Scindia, commanded 
by Louis Bourguien, and, after a-severe conflict, ob-
tained a complete victory, which prevented the 
release of the mogul emperor Shah Aulum. 	He 
then reduced the fort of Agra, and on the 1st of 
November defeated the remainder of Scindia's 
forces, in which were fifteen of Perron's regular 
battalions, at Laswaree. 	Meantime general Welles- 
ley, following up his victory at Assaye, drove the 
rajah of Berar into his own territories, and encoun-
tering him on the 28th of November .in the plains Victory at 

VOL. VI. 	 P 	 of Arran; 
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CH A P. 
LXXII. of Argaum, achieved another splendid victory ; 

which was followed by the capture of Gamil Ghur, 
,1805,  one of the strongest fortresses in India. 	These 

successes, compelled the rajah to sue for peace, 
which was concluded on the 17th of December. 
.By its conditiOns he renounced the confederacy 
against the British; ceded the province of Cuttack, 
with some other territories, and engaged never to 
take into his service the subject of any state at war 
with the English. 	His example was speedily fol- 
lowed by Scindia, who, entering into similar engage-
ments respecting the Shah, and the employment of 
foreigners, ceded all his•forts, territdries and rights 
in the Douab, and in the districts northward.  of the 
.dominions of the rajahs of Jeypoor- and Judpoor,  
together with Baroach in the Guzzerat and Ahmed: 
nughur in the Deccan. Thus, after a glorious cam-
paign  of five months, was dissolved this powerful 
confederacy, by a treaty, which extended and con- 

' solidated the dominion of the British, while it an-
nihilated the influence of the French in India. 

War in DURING this war, hostilities broke out in Ceylon, 
Ceylon. between the British, and the king of Kandi, who 

.had refused to give satisfaction for the seizure of 
some property belonging to the former. - Tile king 
fled from his capital'on the approach of the army 
sent against it; and his throne was occupied by a new 
claimant, who purchased his elevation by a grant of 
territory. 	The exiled monarch agreed to an armis- 
tice; and afterwards, taking advantage of the absence 
of the British forces, who had been withdrawn in 
consequence of sickness, he invested the fort of Kan-
di, and after promising a safe retreat to the garrison, 
murdered the new king and about 170 Europeans,  
He afterwards invaded the British possessions, and 
met with a severe repulse ; but he succeeded ill 
re-establishing himself on the throne of Kandi. 

meeting  of ON the meeting ofparliament in November, the 
parliarnenti principal topics of the speech from 'the throne 

were, 
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were, the .successes in the West Indies, the sup- c H A p. 

of the Irish insurrection, and the conclu- 	LXXII, pression 
MR of a convention with Sweden, for the adjust- 	1803. 

ment of certain differences arising from an article 
in the treaty of 1661, relative to maritime rights. 
In reference to the threat of invasion, the king 
declared, that as he and his brave and loyal people 
were embarked in one common cause, it was his 
fixed determination, if occasion should arise, to 
share their exertions and .dangers in defence of 
their constitution, religion, laws, 	and independ- . 	•  
Once. 

AFTER' the usual addresses had been voted, acts Suspension 
were passed for continuing the suspension of the ocforp

haubseas
act 

habeas corpus, and the existence of martial law in in Ireland 

Ireland ; and as the pfobable duration of the war continued' 

demanded an augmentation of the army, troops 
were voted to the amount of 1529,000 men for 
Great Britain and Ireland, 	and 38,600 for the 
colonies and dependencies, exclusive of India. On 
this occasion Mr. 'Windham inveighed with great 
acrimony against the military system adopted by 
ministers, and pointed out the inferiority of. vo. 
lunteer associations and 	bodies of reserve,: to a 
regular army of genuine soldiers, disciplined for 
offensive as well as defensive warfare. 	In con- 
nection with these military arrangements, a bill 
was introduced on the 1st of February for conso- 	1804. 
lidating and explaining the existing laws relative 
to the volunteers. 	In the course of the debates to 
which it gave rise, Mr. Pitt proposed that this 
description of force should be subjected to stricter 
discipline and more active service, that it might 
be more nearly assimilated with the regular army; 
but his amendments were rejected, though nqt by 
a large  majority. lness ON the 14th of February his. majesty was tal‘rie  recovery eve and ry of 
suddenly ill while at the queen's palace, arid til e the king, 

public sympathy was deeply excited by an "PPre- 
1' 	 hension 
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C H A P. hension of the return of the malady by which he LXXII. had. been formerly afflicted. 	The attack, however, 

1804. Was so slight that there was no necessary suspen-
sion of the royal functions ; and in the course of 
a month the symptoms of convalesdence were so 
decided as to afford hopes of a rapid and complete 
restoration of health. 

Mr. mei ON the 15th of March, Mr.' Pitt moved for 
ith' r inot 	- the Aden an enquiry into the administration of the navy. 

oistratIon 
of the navy. 

He called for the production of an account stating. 
the number of ships and armed vessels in commis-
sion at three different periods, 1793, 1801, and 
1803 ; from which he thought the result'would be 
a conviction, that considering the existing dangers 
of the country, , its naval resources were more in-
adequate at the present thdn at any former period. 
The board of admiralty had considered gun-boats 
peculiarly serviceable for resisting invasion .; yet, 
in the course of a year they had built only twenty-
three, while the enemy in the 'same period had 
constructed nearly a thousand. 	From the period 
when hostilities were renewed, our navy ought to 
have been increasing instead of diminishing ; not-
withstanding which, government had only con-
tracted for the building of two ships of the line in 
the merchthit yards, when it was well known that 
during a war the building of ships was always 
nearly suspended in 'the king's yards, which were 
then wanted for repairing damages which our ships 
might sustain in the service. 	It was also worthy 
of remark,. that in the first year of the late war, our 
naval establishment was increased from 16,000 to 
76,000 seamen ; 'whereas, having begun the pre-
sent war with an establishment'of 50,000, we had 
auvented them in the course, of the first year to 
only 86,000 men. 	Mr. Tierney in resisting this 
attack, enumerated the, efficient naval force, and 
asserted that it was adequate to all the purposes 
both of defence and aggression. 	Some of his 

statements 
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statements were controverted by admiral Berkeley, 	It A P. .-c 

LXXII2, who urged the necessity of immediate enquiry.-.  
Mr. Sheridan vindicated the admiralty, and hinted 	I804. 
that lord St. Vincent had rendered himself obnox-
ious• by his laudable zeal in the correction of 
abuses, and his hostility to all corrupt' and frau- 
dulent 'practices. 	In that .eulegy Mr. Fox con- 
curred, but he was disposed to believe that the 
maritime defence of the country 'had been ne- 
glected. 	The motion was negatived by the small 
majority of 71, which indicated that the influence 
of ministers Was on the decline.  

This change became more 'apparent in a division Declining 
on Mr. Fox's motion for an improvement in the in!lu.ence of 

defensive system of th8 country ; and in that which 
took place on, the following day (April 25), in a 
committee on the army-of reserve suspension bill, 
when the ministerial majority was reduced to 87. 
Mr. Addington then determined on retiring from 
administration, after he had adjusted the financial 
concerns of the year. The supplies were estimated 
at thirty-six millions for Great Britain alone • and 
the ways and means consisted of certain additions 
to the war-taxes, a loan of ten millions, and a vote 
of credit of two millions and a half. 	The corre- 
sponding resolutions were agreed to. 	On the 8d 
of May, the thanks of both houses were voted to 
the civil and military .officers and the army in 
India, on the motion of ministers ; and this was 
their last act. 	On the 12th, it was announced, that Resign. 
Mr. Addington had resigned the office of chancel- litrd1.°"1.6  
for of the exchequer, and that Mr. Pitt was nomin- and Limn.  
ated his successor. 	 . 	of Mr. Pitt 

to office. 
THE nation conceived 'great hopes from this Affairs of 

transfer of the helm of government into the hand France. 
of so able and experienced a statesman, at a crisis 
when the .contest with France was likely to become 
more arduous in consequence of the change which 
was taking place in that country. 	On the occur. 

r 3 	 renees 
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Lx NIT.' . 

iso4.- 
sary to bestow a brief notice. 	Early in February, 
a plot was detected at Paris, the object of whidh 

conspiracy was to subvert the consular government. • The prip- 
of Georges. cipal persons accused' were general 	Pichegru, 

Georges, a-Chouan leader, mid Lajolais his con- 
fident. 	General Moreau was so far implicated in 
the conspiracy as to have had some secret inter- 
views with Pichegru since his return to Paris. 	On 
the testimony of an agent of the parties who had 
been apprehended near Calais, Moreau and Lajo-
lais were Arrested. Pichegru and Georges for some 
time eluded the search of the police, but were dis- . 
covered, and committed to prison. 	The plot was 
attributed. to the machinations of the-English .go-
vernment ' • and. On its disclosure, the senate, the 
legislative body, and the tribunate, sent deputations 
to Bonaparte,- imploring him to take proper mea-
sures for the preservation of a life so dear to France. 
Georges and some of his accompliceswere publicly 
executed ; but a different fate was reserved for 
Pichegru, who was found strangled in prison, by 
his own hand, according to the government report ; 
which, 	however, 	was not universally credited. 
General Moreau, who could not have been sacril 
ficed without giving great offence to the army,. by 
whom he was sincerely beloved, was permitted to 
pass into Spain, from whence he embarked for the 
United States. 

Arrest and 
m  thurdu e 	f r o  e dke . 
d'Engiden. 

BONAPARTE sealed the suppression of this conspi-
racy by an act which has fixed an indelible, stain on 
his character. The duke d'Enghien, eldest son of 
the duke of Bourbon, after serving with distinction 
in the emigrant regiment of Conde, had retired, 
when it was disbanded, to Ettenheim, in the electo- 
rate of Bavaria. 	While residing there, little appre- 
hensive of an attack upon his person, he was seized 
on the 15th of March by a body of French cavalry, 
who bad passed the Rhine on the preceding eight, 

• under 
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under the command of Caulaincoart, an aide-de. 
camp of Bonaparte, and was instantly conveyed to 

d,tt A P. _pow.  _ 
the castle of Strasburg. 	On the 17th, he 'was sent 
forward to Paris, in consequence of orders received 
by telegraph, and after an uninterrupted journey of 
four hundred miles, was lodged in the prison of the 

1804. 

Temple ; from whence, without an interval of re.; 
pose, he.  was hurried away to the castle of Vin-
cennes, where he was taken before a military com-
mission, composed of persons devoted to Bonaparte, 
and selected by Murat. 	He was charged with 
having borne arms against the French republic ;. 
with having offered his services to the English go-
vernment, placed himself at the head of a body of 
French emigrants in Fribourg and Baden, 'main 
tained a correspondence in Strasburg in favour of 
England, and promoted the conspiracy " planned 
by the English " against the first consul. 'On each 
of these charges, the court, in the course of two 
hours: without calling for evidence, pronounced 
him guilty, and passed on him the sentence of 
death. 	He was confined in a dungeon until the 
following night, when Murat arrived at the castle, 
accompanied by E. Mortier, Duroc, Hulin, and 
Louis Bonaparte. 	A guard of mamalukes, who. 
had escorted Murat, were the torch-bearers at the 
execution, which was to be perpetrated by Italian 
grenadiers. The duke, who throughout this cruelly 
prolonged torture had displayed the greatest firm-
ness and equanimity, met his death with the same 
nobleness of soul. 	He was shot in the wood of 
Vincennes, and his corpse, being placed in a coffin 
partly filled with lime, was interred in the garden 
of the castle. 	It has been said that Josephine 
Bonaparte, aware of the meditated outrage, inter,  
ceded on. behalf of the devoted victim to her hus-
band; but her tears failed to soften the heart of 
that sordid, unprincipled, and remorseless man. rro smother the indignation excited throughout 

' 4 	 Europe  
Plots se, 
cribed by 
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C Ir A P. Europe by this atrocity, and to pm-occupy the 
1,XXII. ground of complaint, the French government pub- 

iso4. listed the discovery of another 1plot, in 	which 
the French they implicated.  the British minister at the court of 
toe 	 ri- 
tish 

th 
 envoy& 

-a i inunich,. Mr. Drake, and the envoy to the elector 
in Ger- of Wurtemberg, Mr. Spencer Smith; a mass of • 
many'. documents and intercepted Totters were produced, 

from which it appeared that Mr. Drake had incau-.  
tiously .given•some attention to the representations 
and projects of the infamous Mehee de la Touche, 
who had obtained access to him, and had made a 
tender of his services. 	Having laid this Snare, the. 
man ieported to the French government the result 
of his intrigues. The originals of the correspondence 
were communicated to the elector of Bavaria, who 
directed his minister, the baron de Montgelas, 
to express his regret that his capital should have 
been the• central point of a correspondence so in-
consistent with the mission with which Mr. Drake 
was charged, and declaring  that it was impossible 
for him to have any communication with Mr. 
Drake, or to receive him at his court. 	On this in- 

• timation, the British envoy found it impossible to 
continue his residence in the Bavarian territories ; 
and Mr. Spencer Smith, on receiving a similar no- 
tification from the elector of Wirtemberg, 	was 
also under the necessity of quitting Stutgard. 	As 
the papers repecting this transaction were widely 
distributed throughout Europe, it became neces-
sary for the British government to vindicate itself 

Vindication from the charged .which they contained. 	A cir- of the Bri- 
tish govern. 
ment. 

cular letter was accordingly addressed by lord b ✓ 
Hawkesburyto.the different foreign ministers resi-
dent in London, which, in repelling the imputation 
of countenancing projects of assassination, main-
tained the right of belligerent powers' to avail 
themselves of any discontents . existing 	in 	the 
countries 	with which 	they 	may be at 	war. 
'e exercise.of this right was fully anctipned theby 
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the actual state of the French nation, and by the C H A P: 
conduct of its government, who had ever since LXXIL 

the commencement of the war maintained a corn- 
munication with the disaffected in his majesty's do-
minions, and had assembled on the coast of France 
a body of Irish rebels for the purpose of aiding 
their designs. 	And if any accredited minister at a 
foreign court had held correspondence. with persons 
in France,: with a view to obtain information of 
the projects of the French government, he had done 
no more than ministers, under similar circumstances, 
had uniformly been considered as having a right 
to do. 	These arguments were combated in a circu- 
lar 'note from M. Talleyrand, addressed to the French 

1804. 

Reply of 
the French.  

.diplomatic agents, who were authorised to declare 
to the governments where they resided, that Bona-
parte would not recognise the English diplomatic 
body in Europe, so long as the British government 
did not abstain from charging its ministers with 
any warlike agency, and did not restrain them 
within the limits of their functions: 

THE French people were' taught to' infer from Bonaparte 
these plots, the necessity of investing their first 
magistrate with higher functions ; and accordingly 
the senate, on the 27th of March, proposed to 
nominate him hereditary emperor. 	Their address 
was followed by others from the armies, the mu- 
nicipality of Paris, and various public bodies. 	On 
the 1st of May, a member of the tribunate; named 

nominated 
emperor. 

Curee, submitted to that body a propositionfor con-
ferring on Napoleon Bonaparte the rank and title of 
emperor of the French, and of making the said rank 
and title hereditary in his family, according to the 
laws  .of primogeniture. 	The only man who op- The nomin- 
Posed it was Carnot : he remarkedthat the liberty 
of Rome perished as soon as Cwsar had usurped 
absolute power, and enquired whethei it were not 
to destroy Bonaparte's own work, to render France 
his  private patrimony. 	After the peace of Amiens. 

h§ 

ation oe; 

camou 
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6 it A P. he had the choice of a republic or a monarchy; 
LXXIL but he swore to defend the former, and to respect 

1$0¢: 	the wishes of France, who had made him her 
guardian. 	 The establishment of a new dynasty 
would place obstables in the way of a general peace; 
and if its recognition were to be extorted front 
foreigti powers by force of arms, the security of 
France might be endangered for an empty title. 
This address was answered by vehetnent animad-
versions on his own conduct during the revolution, 
and by expressions of astonishment at his opposition 
to a measure which alone could prevent the return 
of the miseries which that revolution had occa- 
sioned. 	The proposition being adopted on the 
following day, a decree framed in consequence- 
Was transmitted to the senate, and on the 18th of 
May an organic consult= was issued, entrusting 
the government of the republic to the emperor 
Napoleon Bonaparte, and empowering him, if he 
should have no male issue, to adopt an heir from 
the children and grandchildren of his brothers, 
Joseph and Louis. 	Thus, a revolution, unprece- 
dented in the history of mankind, :terminated in 
the establishment of a military despotism, which 
not only quenched the flame of liberty in France, 
but threatened to extinguish it in every quarter of 
the globe. 
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CHAP. LXXIII. 
New ministry.— Abolition of the slave-Ix-ado postpoized. — 

Plan ,Tor the military defence of the countxy.— Indies 
Budget.— Prorogation of parliament. — Dispute between 

- France and Russia. = Supineness of Prussia and the Ger- 
• man states. — Remonstrance (.21 the kin° of Sweden. — Dis- 

pitte.1 of Austria with Bavaria. — Subserviency of Spain to 
France. — Expostulation of the:British minister.--,,  Arma-
ments in the Spanish ports. -.... Naval affairs. — Recapture 
of Gore& — Repulse of Linois.— Capture of Surinam. — 
Operations on the coast of France. — Catamaran expe-a 
dition. — Detention of Spanish treasure-ships.— Negoci-
ations at Madrid continued. — Spain declares war against 
England. — Measures of France for improving her marine. 
—She obtains the cession of Genoa. -.—Seizure of sir George 
?unzbold by the French. — Coronation of Bonaparte. — 

War in India. — Marquis Cortrwallis ;appointed governor-
general. 

IN the formation of a new cabinet Mr. Pitt was c H A- P. 
authorised to make proposals to lad Grenville LXXIII. 

and all the friends with whom he had of late been. 2804. 
accustomed to vote, with the exception of Mr. Overture  of 
'Fox. 	The answer of his lordship was, that they trr rciPeent°. 
saw no hope of any effectual remedy to the mis- viner  
chiefs resulting from a weak and inefficient adminis- 
tration, but by uniting in the.public service as large 
a portion as possible, of the weight, talents, and 
character, to be found in public men of all descrip. 
tions, 	and without any exception. 	Entertaining 
that opinion, they agreed in deciding that they 
ought not to accept the proposals, on the principle 
of exclusion avowed in them. 	The nation was 
thus disappointed in the hopes excited by the pro. 
spect of such an union ; and contemplating the in- 

creming 

jecte  
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C H A P. creasing dangers and difficulties of the war,' beheld 
LXXIII. 

1804, 
. 

Member/1 °f 

with- anxious solicitude the partial change of ad-
ministration which ensued on the rejection of these 
overtures. • It had been confidently_ predicted that 
if Mr. Pitt, lord Grenville, and Mr. Fox, could 
have acted in perfect concert, they might have 
restored the balance of Europe. 	. 	., 

Txi following members of Mr. Addington's ad- 
the former 
ministry 

. ministration retained theire 	stations under the new 
who retain' 
ad their 
stations 

arrangement: the duke Of Portland, president of 
the council;. lord Eldon, chancellor ; the earl of 

under Mr' Westmorland, lord 	seal ;, the earl of Chatham; privy Pitt. master-general of the .ordnance, and lord Castle- 
reagh, president of the board of.control. 	Lord 
Hawkesbury passed from the office of foi•eign af- 

New mem- 
bers of the 
cabinet. 

fairs to the home department. 	The new members 
were, Mr. Pitt, first lord of the treasury and chan-
cellor of the exchequer ; lord Melville, first lord of 
the admiralty; lord. Harrowby, secretary for foreign 
affairs ; lord Camden, secretary for the department 
of war and colonies; and lord Mulgrave, chancellor 
of the duchy of Lancaster, with a seat in the cabinet. 
The government of Ireland remained unchanged, 
with the exception of Mr:Wickham, chief secre-
tary, who retired in ill health, and was succeeded by 
sir Evan Nepean. 	The following 	new • appoint- 
ments took plabe in the subordinate offices of 
government : 	Mr. William Dundas, secretary at 
war ; Mr. Canning, treasurer of the navy ; 	Mr. 
George Rose and lord Charles Somerset, joint pay- 
masters of the forces;. the duke of Montrose, joint 
paymaster-general ; Mr. IluSkisson and Mr. Stur-
ges Bourne, secretaries to the treasury. 

Progress of THE proceedings in parliament sustained little measures 
for the abo- interruption from these ministerial changes. 	Some 
lition of the progress was made toward 'the abolition of the 
Slave trade. Slave trade, by the appointment of a committee, 

on the motion of Mr. Wilberforce, to consider the 
propriety of introducing a ))ill for die attainment 

of 
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of that object after a time to be limited. 	The bill C H 	-P. 

accordingly, and after 	through 	LXXIir. 
was .framed. 	 passing 
two stages was committed by a majority of seventy- 
nine votes to twenty ; but on account of the late-
ness of the season, the enactment was postponed 
until next session. 	 • 

Hoc 

' 
ONE of the first .measures instituted by the new Plan for 

minister, related to the military defence of the reiceTil 
country. 	He proposed to remove the difficulties the country. 
of recruiting for the regular army, by destroying 
the competition which existed between those who 
offered bounties for the limited service,. and those 
who recruited for the general service. 	He also 
proposed that an 'additional force should be created, 
of such nature and quality as would render the 
troops of the line more disposable • and enable the 
government to interfere with effect,' in case any 
favourable opportunities should occur on the con- 
tinent of Europe. 	By supplying 'the deficiency of 
the number appointed to be raised under the army-
of-reserve act, and by reducing the militia to its 
ancient establishment, he calculated on procuring 
an annual supply of 1Q,000 recruits to the regular 
army. 

To render the ballot less burthensome on indivi-
duals than it was under the former act, and at the 
same time, to encourage and oblige the parishes to 
furnish their respective quotas, he wished to impose 
on such as failed a certain fine, which .was to go 
into the general recruiting fund. 	The " additional 
force" thus created, was to serve for five years, but 
not to be sent abroad ; it was to be auxiliary to the 
regular army, and to form a stock, from which 
that army might be recruited. 	Mr. Windham con- 
sidered this measure as an injudicious mixture of 
voluntary and compulsory service. 	He knew of 
no legal mode which parish officers had to find the 

• he thought they must have retourse to Men , . 
• racr and high bounties ; and he did not believe 

Cflillr 	°. 	 that 
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. 	IMTQIIN QV  Tgg 
P. that to attach battalions of men so raised ' tq .regu- 

Lx'u• lar battalions, would be any encouragement to 
Leos. them to enlist; as it confined them to the one batta- 

lion to which they were attached: 	He considered 
that the military strength of the country would be 
less improved by making every man a soldier, than 
by. placing thc regular armies on the best possible 
Footing. 	The 'bill 61140Untered much opposition 
in its successive stage4 but was atlength passed-. 

India ON the 10th of July, the India budget was budget. produced in the house of commons by loid Castle-
reagh, who represented the affairs of the coinpany 
ps affected both by the European war, and by the 
hostilities against the Mahrattas.• 	From the state. 
inent of their accounts, it appeared that the debt 
bad increased within the last year, 1,229,821/., that 
their assets had increased 1,959,3961., leaving the' 
net improvement for the year 729„n5/. 	When hp 
had before stated the expectation that 'the company 
entertained, 	of being able to pay the annual 
500,0001. to gpvernment, it was on a presumption 
of the continuance of peace, and in a posture 'of 
affairs very different from the present. 	Lord Ar- 
chibald Hamilton observed, that the house was 
annually amused with splendid promises of the 
extinction of the company's 'debt, 	and of the 
approach of that 'era, when India would-  contribute 
to the expenses of the empire. 	On the contrary, 
the debt which was last year 18 millions, had now 
increased to 19 millions. 	Mr. Francis thought, 
that the mischief was in a state of progression, and 
that every year would find our affairs deteriorated. 
At the renewal of the company's charter, it had 
been expressly provided that the country should 
receive half a million annually ; and yet, after the 
first year, this sum was never paid. 	It was strange, 
that out of a territorial revenue of 13 millions, and 
a flourishing home-trade, there 	was not surplus 
enough to pay a sum so comparatively trifling. 

The 
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The deficiency demanded the most serious "mves4- 
gation of parliament. 	It had been the constant clilxil l' 
practice for the last twenty-one years, and appear. 
pa to be a regular. system with those who produced 
the India accounts, to announce the approach of 
prosperity, by estimates rated higher than subses 
quent events had justified. 	Mr. Charles Grant 
asserted from .his own" positive knowledge, that the 
company's affairs were in a much better state at the 
present period, than in the year 1793. 	After some 
explanations from lord Castlereagh, the resolutions 
were agreed to in the committee. 	On the day ap. 
pointed for discussing 	them, 	lord 	Castlereagh 
entered into a very (retailed statement, to' prove, 
that neither he 'nor his predecessor had ever held 
out any promises that would not have been fulfilled, 
if iit had not been for wars. that could not have 
been foreseen. 	He concluded by moving, that the 
proper officer should be directed to lay before the 
house, an account of the revenue, and charges of 

1804. 

India, for the last ten years, distinguishing each 
year ; and after a long conversation, .the motion was 
carried without a division. 	 • . 

PARLIAMENT was prorogued mrthe 31st of July,- Prorog- 
when the king, after applauding the measures which 
had been adopted forresisting the threatenedinvasion, 
expressed a hope that the exertions and example of 
this country might by their influence on other na-
tions, lead to the re-establishment of a.  system that 
would oppose an effectual barrier to those schemes 
of unbounded ambition and aggrandisement, which 
threatened to overwhelm the continent of Europe. 

e"°°
rat:Lt. 

To realise this hope of a coalition against France, 
the minister redoubled his efforts for the augment- 
ation of the regular army, and for the restoration of 

Measures 
trot= 
lathe court- 

the navy to that state, which might afford to our 
future allies the surest prospects of support artcl co- 
operation. 	Happy would it have been for the 
great cause, if he had taught them to depend more 

upon 

try.  
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upon these aids, than upon the subsidies, which 
he  prepared to lavish with so unsparino-

b 
 and indis- 

1804. criminate a hand. 	It was no easy task to repair 
the mischiefs which the late system of economy 
had occasioned in every department Of the naval 
administration. 	The deficiency of stores. may be 
appreciated from the single fact, that even the 
hemp, which the vigilance of the former admiralty 
had amassed, was sold at the peace, on the pretext 
that it was notworth the.expense of warehouse-room; 
and agents from France were the principal pur- 
chasers. 	The different convoys were unprotected; 
the commerce of Great Britain in every sea was 
exposed to the'insult and depredations of the ene-
my ; and the means for blockading'the hostile ports 
were reduced to a shattered and mutilated fleet, 
inadequately manned by mariners, whom privation 
and rigorous discipline had not wholly disgusted 
with the service. 	On tl* appointment of lord 
Melville to the admiralty a total change.of system 
took place : the arsenals were replenished; orders 
were given for the construction of men of war and 
frigates in the king's yards, and the practice was 
,revived of contracting for the building of others 
in the merchants' yards ; the pressing urgency for 
a strong reinforcement to the fleets was supplied 
by the purchase of East-India ships ; and the most. 
judicious preparations were made for restoring to 
each vessel in the service its full complement of 
men. 	This rapid augmentation of maritime force 
was evidently prompted by the changes, which were 
now taking place in the foreign relations of Great 
Britain. 

Ramon- AFTER the arrest and murder of the duke d'Eng- 
gran ce of 
Russia on 
the murder 

hien, the emperor of Russia caused a strong re-
monstrance to be presented to the French govern- 

or the duke 
d'Enghien. 

ment4 and called upon the princes of the German 
empire to demand satisfaction for that gross viola.. 
tion of its neutrality. 	The French government 

replied, 
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replied, 	 that the emperor of Germany .by•observing, cHA 

'um'
R  

and the king of Prussia, most concerned in the 
fate of Germany, had understood that the French 
government were authorised in arresting, at two 
leagues from the' frontier, French rebels, who by 
their conduct had placed themselves out of the 
protection of the law of nation's. 	The first consul 
had no account to render to the emperor of Russia, 
on a point which in no wise concerned his interests; 
and he enquired what need there could'be of empty 
pretences, if the intentions of his imperial majesty 
were to form a new coalition. 	He accused Russia 
of protecting French emigrants, who were forming-
plots against him ; and in avowing' his repugnance 
to a war with that power, declared that he 1.1.Ould• 
prefer it to t state,  of things derogatory to the sta- 
tion which France held in Europe. 	'A recrimin- 
ative correspondence ensued on various points of 
dispute ; and at .length, the Russian charge d'af-
faires at the court of France, demanded his pas-
ports. 

1804. 

. 

THE appeal of Alexander to the diet of Ratisbon supineness 
failed to abuse the spirit of the Germanic body. 
The king of Prussia, whose 	 north influence in the BlaPirhu:"  

German 
of the empire was decisive, evinced no disposition 
to resist the aggressions of Bonaparte; and his 
minister, in conjunction with that Of' Baden, merely 
expressed a hope that the first consul would, of 
himself, give such a full and satisfactory explanatibn 
respecting the seizure of the duke cl:Enghien, as 
might entirely correspond with tl)e views of the 
emperor of Russia. • The great majority of the 
other states, fearful of the renewal of a contest in 
which they inight risk more than they could hope 
to gain, 	maintained an infieNible silence. 	The 

states.  

Prot est or 
king of Great Britain reminded the diet that a still th"ng a  
b the independence of Germany, had. been committed 
neater violation of the treaty of Lunevilele

le,catnocrl electorate 
b 	in 	her 	unjustifiable 	seizure of the 

G 

Great Bri-

:VI: a 
against 

of Hanover. 
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C H A Pi electorate of Hanover. 	The king of Sweden, as 
LXIII. duke of Pomerania, exptessed in still stronger 

me. termsi  his abhorrence of the conduct of France, 
•.Remon- 

the of  
the king of 

which he considered as doubly. injurious to himself, 
in his quality of .a member. of the Germanic body, 

Sweden' and in his sovereign capacity of guarantee for the 
treaty of Westphalia, These spirited remonstrances, 
from sovereigns who might safely defy the resent-
ment of France, were not likely to be imitated by 

. princes whose territories lay at her mercy ; 	and 
accordingly the few who declared themselves on 

. this occasion adopted the cautious and quiescent 
policy of Brandenburg and laden.. But. though 
the influence -of France seemed to be thus para-
mount:in Germany, it was not so absolute as to 
leave her at full liberty to direct het* whole force 
aOinst England. 	In protesting against the out- 
rage committed against the law of.  nations, the 
emperor of Russia had pressed for the execution of 
a treaty, of which the objects were a guaranty of 
the independence of Naples, and an indemnity to 
the king of Sardinia; and these demands provoked 
the first consul to remove into Italy some of the 
battalions destined for the invasion of England. 

Dispute of 
Austria 
with 
	

aya. 
 

ria• 	• 

• MEANWHILE Austria  had been 	employed in 
repairing the losses which her armies had sustained 
in the late war, 'and in placing her military esta- 
blishments on the best possible footing. 	She had 
been involved in a dispute with the elector of 
Bavaria, who, either stimulated by France, or cal. 
culating on Tier support, had oppressed the eques-
trian order in his newly acquired territories of 
Franconia, 	On 	the' appeal of that body, the 
emperor sent. a dignified and energetic remonstrance 
to the court of Munich, and at the same time 
assured' the complainaets of his support. 	This 
mark of decision served to convince Bonaparte that 
there was a line beyond which his aggressions must 
not pass, so long as he 'deemed it prqdent to con. 

tinue 
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tinue at peace' with Austria; and he . therefore 

.
Lri

x.t
ir
t 

expressed his displeasure at • the conduct of • the 
elector of Bavaria; and thus the affair terminated. 	.1804. 
In the course of the year the emperor Francis, in Frauds 

i
a

, 
 

consequence as it should seem of the assumption of rya  
imperial dignity by the French consul, caused him— mirror or 
self 	to 	be. proclaimed 	hereditary 	emperor 	of Austria  
Austria. 	 - 	. 	 . 

WHILE the course of affairs in one part of the subseivi- 
continent 	took 	a 	direction 	favourable 	to 	the envy ofcitio 
interests of Great Britain, a change was operating France. 
in another quarter, which threatened to involve her 
in extended hostilities. 	Since the renewal of war, 
Spain had maintained an 	oitetsible neutrality, 
while she continued to serve as the secret ally 
and vassal of France. 	By the treaty pf St. Ude. 
fonso, concluded in 1796, she had covenanted.to 
furnish a stated contingent of naval and military 
force for the prosecution of any war in which the 
French republic might think proper to engage ; 
and she specifically surrendered any right or pre-
tension 'to enquire into the nature, origin, or justice 
of that war. 	:This acknowledgment of unqualified 
vassalage, gave Great Britain_an ineontestible right 
to declare-to Spain, that unless she renounced the 
treaty;  or gave assurancessthat she would not per-
form the obligations'of it, she could- not he consi- 
dered as a neutral power. 	For prudential reasons, Forbear. 
and from motives of forbearance, 	Great Britain oGorecoatorBri. 
abstained from exercising the right in its full ex- rain toward 

tent ; 	and 	in consequence 	of assurances 	of a e.  
pacific 	disposition on the 	part 	of the 	Spanish 
government, she did not insist on a distinct and 
formal renunciation of the treaty. 	NO express 
demand of succour seems to have been. made by 
France until July 1803; and on the first notification 
of the 	war,. Mr. Frere, 	the 	British 	minister at 
Madrid, was led to believe that his catholic ma-
jesty' did riot think himself necessarily bound by 

V 4 	 the 
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c ir A P. the mere fact of a war between Great Britain and 
Lxxim France, to fulfil the stipulations of the treaty of 

1804. St: Ildefonso. 	In the month of October a conven- 
Spain en= tion was 	by which Spain agreed to pay to .signed, 
gages to 
supply 
France's" 
money !it  
lieu of mi- 

France a certain sum monthly in lieu of naval and 
military succours ; but of the amount of that sum 
no official information was given. 	.The British 

litary aid• ambassador made known to the Spanish govern-
merit, that a subsidy as larse as that which they were 
supposed to have engaged to pay to France, far 
exceeded the bounds of forbearance, and could 
only be connived at as a temporary expedient. . 

ance  stritem°n* of  
Great Bri- 

He.  was afterwards instructed to protest against the 
convention as a 'violation of neutrality, and a justi- 

vain on this 
viola
neutralit 

tion of 
y . 

fiable cause of war 
' 
• and to declare, that if perse- 

vered in, ,it would be so 	considered ; 	that the 
entrance 'Of any French troops into Spain must be 
refused ; that any naval preparation would be • a 
great cause of jealousy, and any attempt to give 
naval assistance to France would be an immediate 
cause of war ; that the Spanish ports must remain 
open to British commerce ; arid that British ships 
muse have equal.treatment with those of France. 
He was also instructed, if any French troops en-
tered Spain, or if he received authentic inform- 
ation of any naval armaments preparing for the 
assistance of•France, to leave Madrid, and to give 
immediate notice to the British naval commanders, 
that they might proceed to hostilities.without the 
delay that might be occasioned by a reference 
home. 	Considerable discussions had taken place 
before the 	receipt of these ' instructions, which 
were dated 21st of January, 1 804 ; and Mr. Frere 
declared that all further forbearance on the part 
of England must depend on 	the cessation 	of 
naval armaments,' and a prohibition of the sale of 
Prizes in the Spnish ports. 	On the second of 
these points a satisfactory answer was given, and 
orders were issued accordingly; on the first, a re- 

Terence 
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ference was  made to former declarations; but to 
a. question concerning a 'disclosure of the treaty 

cy__4_?. LX Mir. 

1804. by France, no satisfactory answei was ever given. 
In the, month of July, the Spanish government Armaments 
gave assurances of faithful and settled neutrality, 
and disavowed any oiders to arm in their ports ; 
but ih the subsequent month it tVas ascertained by 
the British admiraL commanding the ships off yer-
rol, that reinforcements of soldiers and sailors had 
arrived through Spain for the French fleets at that 
port and Toulon. 	On this intelligence, Mr. Frere 
presented two notes to the Spanish ministers ; but 
ii o answer was received to either of them. 	To- 
wards the end of September, 	it was discovered. 
that very considerable armaments were preparing 
in the principal ports of Spain ; that three first-rate 
ships of the line had been directed to sail from 

spy h  
ports. 

- 

Cadiz, and that orders had been given to arm the 
packets as in time of war. 	No satisfactory explan- 
ations were given to the enquiries .and represent-
ations grounded on this intelligence ; whilst, under 
cover of his Britannic majesty's forbearance, the 
French government had continued to receive con-
siderable remittances of treasure, and had multi- 
plied thd facilities 	of. receiving other 	supplies. 
Strong measures of precaution were consequently Blockade 
adopted, and in particular the British admiral oft by the  Bd. 
Ferrol was instructed to prevent any Spanisji ships 
of war from quitting that port, or any additional 
ships of war from enterinc,  it. 	At the same time, 
orders were issued to all admirals and commanders, 
to exercise a scrupulous and indulgent forbearance 
toward the Spaniards, and to avoid by all means 
consistent.with the attainment of their object, any 
act of violence or hostility. 	Official notice was 
given to the court of Madrid of these precautions, 
with an assurance that Great Britain still felt an 
earnest desire to maintain a good understanding 
with Spqin ; but this could be only on condition 

tih.  . 

. 

G 	 that 

   
  



86 _ 	HISTORY OF THE 
C H A P. that she abstained from all hostile preparations, and 
LXxIII. made a full and explicit disclosure of the natiae 

1804. add extent of her engagements with France, which 
had hitherto been so frequently and so fruitlessly de-
manded. The precautions were deemed indispensa-
bly necessary to guard again4t the augmentation by 
Spain of her meads of naval preparation during the 
discussion, and against the pbssible consequences of 
the safe arrival of the expected American treasure 
in the Spanish ports; an event which had in former 
times become the epoch of the termination of dis-
cussions and the commencement of hostilities on 
the part of Spain. 	She had bOund herself not only 
to pay an annual subsidy to France, but, whenever 
it should be deemed necessary, to assist that power 
with all her forces; and it was in the sole option 
of Bonaliarte to determine at what period she 
should pass into the 'condition of an active auxiliary 
from that of a tributary vassal, to which he had 
reduced her in common with Holland, Portugal, 
and Naples;  

THE year 18044 was not distinguished by any 
very important achievements, either military or 

Capture of naval. 	In January, 	the English settlement at 
Gorie. Gorge, on the coast of Africa, was taken by a small 

trench force underthe chevalier Mahe. 	On the 

' 

7th of March, captain Dixon, 	of his. majesty's 
frigate.the Inconstant, with a store ship and some 
sloops under his command, arrived off the island, 
and suspecting that it had fallen into the hafids of 
the enemy, sent his first lieutenant to ascertain the 
fact. 	As that officer neither returned nor made 
the preconcerted signal, the captain commenced 
hostilities by cutting a ship out of the harbour, and 
stationing his small force in such a position as to 
cut off all succours fromSenegal. 	On the follow- 
ing morning, as he was preparing to attack the 
town, he was agreeably surprised to see the Eng- 
lish colours hoisted over the French; and shortly 

afterwards 
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afterwards received information that the garrison 

c II 4 r 
had capitulated'to the officer sent- on shore. Thus; 	

X
I 

without a blow being struck, the settlement was 	1804. 
recovered, and three hundred black and white • 
troops were captured. 

IN the Indian seas, an affair took place, -which Repulse °r 
afforded a very gratifying proof of British spirit and camputin 7  
intrepidity. 	Admiral Linois, who, after his escape Dance' 
from Pondicherry, had plundered the settlement of 
Bencoolen; and committed many depredations on 

.the company's trading vessels in those seas, was 
encouraged by his 	uninterrupted 	successes, to 
cruize near the straits of Malacca, for the purpose 
of intercepting the homeward-bound China ships. 
On the 14th of February, a fleet of fifteen company's 
ships and twelve country ships, under the command 
of captain Dance, who being senior, acted as com-
modore, came in sight of this hostile squadron, 
consisting of- a line of battle ships, three frigates 
and a brig. 	Captain Dance immediately made 
signal to form a line of battle in close order. 	At 
sunset the enema were close up in the rear, and 
the country ships were then placed by the com- 
modore on the lee-bow, for better protection. 	On 
the 15th, at day-break, the enemy were three.miles 
to windward, lying to ; both fleets now hoisted 
their respective colours, and at one in the afternoon, 
captain Dance, not wishing to wait an attack, and 
apprehensive that his rear might, be cut off, made 
signal to tack, bear down on the French line, and 
engage them in succession. 	In prompt and exact 
conformity to this order, the company's fleet bore 
down upon the 	enemy under a press of sail. 
Admiral Linois then closed his line, and opened a 
fire upon the headmost ships, which reserved theirs 
for a nearer approach . but before the first three 
could gtt into action, die enemy's squadron hauled 
their wind and stood away to the eastward under 
all the sail they could set. 	At two the commodore 

0 4 	 Made 

   
  



88 . 	.,HISTORY OF THE 
C-H A P. made the signal for a general chase, and pursued 
LXXIII. 'his dismayed antagonist for two Hours. 	He then 

1804. confirmed his voyage and brought his fleet safe to 
. England. 	For his gallant conduct in having put 

to flight a French admiral, commanding ships of 
war superior in force and in men, and in thus pre-
serving from capture a property valued at a million 
and a half sterling, he participated with the various 
commanders and their brave crews, the munificent 
rewards of the East India Company,. and received 
the well merited honour of knighthood at his. 
majesty's hands.  

Capture of 
Surinam. ON the 5th of May the Dutch settlement of 

Surinam capitulated to a force sent from Barbadoes 
under the command of sir Charles Green and com- 
modore Hood. 	The colony, with the ships of war, 
artillery, stores, &c., was given up to his Majesty, 
the troops were made prisoners of war, and the in-
habitants to, their great satisfaction; were placed 
under the protection of the British government. 

Operations SEVERAL operations were undertaken against the 
on the 
Of France, 

coast . enemy's armaments on the coasts of France and 
Holland ; but they generally proVed abortive. 	On 
the 16th 9f May an attempt was made by sir 
Sidney Smith, in the Antelope frigate, with some 
sloops of war, to prevent the junction of the flotilla 
from Flushing with that at Ostend. 	The failure 
of success was attributed to the want of gun-boats. 
Fifty-nine sail of the Flushing division reached 
their destined port in safety, and the English force, 
after the falling of the tide, were obliged to haul 
off into deep water, with a loss of about fifty men 
killed and wounded. 	In August an attack was 
made by captain Owen on the flotilla anchored in 
the road of Boulogne, with but indifferent success; 
and those of captain Oliver, made about the same 
period at Havre, failed of their object, ald pro-
duced no other result than some damage occasioned 
by.  the.  explosion of shells in the town. 	In  the 

beginnirig 
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beginning of October, so great a proportion of the 
enemy's flotilla had assembled at Boulogne, that the 
alarm of invasion :became universal in England; 
and ministers- were induced to sanction a project 
which had been submitted to theni for destroying 
the whole armament, by means of copper vessels of 
an oblong form, filled with combustibles, and so 
constructed as to explode by clock-work in a given 
time. 	These vessels, called catamarans, were to be 
towed and fastened under the bottoms of the 
enemy's gun-boats, by a man in a small raft, who 
being seated up to the chin in water, might possibly 
elude detection in a dark night. 	Fire-ships of 
various constructions were also to co-operate in the 
attack. 	The experiment was to be made under 
the direction of lord' Keith, who.was to cover the 
smaller force with his powerful .squadron i and the 
appearance of about 150'sail of the hostile flotilla 
in the outer road of Boulogne presented a favour-
able opportunity for executing an enterprise re- 
specting which the 	public 	curiosity had 	been 
straitly excited. 	On the 2d of October. lord 

c H A P. 
L_  

1804. 

Keith anchored at about a league and a half from 
the north* to the west of the port, and the requisite 
preparations were made for commencing the attack 
at night. 	So strongly were ministers interested in 
its success, that Mr. Pitt and several other members 
of the cabinet were induced to witness the scene 
from the elevation of Walmer Castle. 	At a quarter 
past nine the first detachment of 'fire-ships was 
launched, under a heavy fire frotri the advanced 
force, which was answered by a tremendous one 
from the hostile batteries. 	The vessels of the 
flotilla opened a passage for them as they approach-
ed, and so completely avoided them, that they 
passed into the rear of the line without doing any 
damage. 	At half-past ten the first uplosion ship 
blew up, producing an immense column of fire, but 
no mischief either tothe ships or the batteries. 	A 

second_ 
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C H A P. second, a thitd, 'and a fourth, succeeded rid better; 
f,xxIII and at length, when twelve had been exploded, the 

1804. engagement ceased, about four in the morning, and 
the English smaller vessels drew off without the 
loss of a man. 	No perceptible destruction had been 
effected, except of two brigs and some small craft, 
which seemed to be, missing in the morning. 	The 
enemy acknowledged a loss of twenty-five men ,in 
killed and wounded: 	Thus terminated, to the con- 
fusion of the projectors and the disappointment of 
the public, an expedition prepared at greater ex-
pense than the merits of the plan, on mature exa-
mination might have warranted. 

Detention THE remonstrances -with Spain having failed to 
of Spanish  treasure.. rouse that devoted country from the abject state of 
ships. vassalage to which it had been reduced by an im- 

becile 	and corrupt 	administration, 	the British 
government issued orders for the detention of such 
Spanish ships of war homeward bound as contained 
bullion or treasure. 	Pursuant to these orders, cap- 
tain Graham Moore was detached from the Chan-
nel fleet to cruize off Cadiz with the Indefatigable 
and three other frigates. 	On the 5th of October 
he fell in with four large. Spanish frigates steering 
for that port. 	At his approach they formed the 
line of battle a-head ; 	and held on their course 
without .Fegarding his summons to shorten sail, 
which he gave on placing each, of his ships along- 
side one of theirs. 	He fired a shot across the fore. 
poop of the second, which.  bore a rear admiral's 
flag, and this 'had the desired effect of bringing 
them tcia parley. 	He then sent ail officer to inform 
the admiral that his orders were to detain the squad-
ron ; that it was his earnest wish to execute them 
without bloodshed, but that the determination on 
the part of the Spaniaids must be made instantly. 
An unsatisfactory answer having been returned, a 
close battle ensued, and in less than 'ten minutes, 
the admiral's second a-stern, Lag Mercedes, blew up 

with 
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with a tremendous explosion. 	The Other Spanish c n A.P. 
frigates. struck in succession, after. a considerable "m"..  
loss. in killed and wounded: 	A. most afflicting 
calamity attended the loss-  of 'the Mercedes. 	A 
gentleman of rank, who was going to Spain in that 
ship with his whole family, consisting of his lady, 
four daughters, and five sons, had passed with of 
of the latter on board another frigate, before the 
action commenced ; and they had there the horror 
of witnessing the dreadful catastrophe, which in an 
instant severed from them their dearest relatives, 
and deplfm.,cd them of a fortune which had been 
saved during twenty-five years of service. 	On the 
passage to England, Captain Moore did all in his 
power to mitigate their affliction ; and their pecu-
liar claims on the consideration of the British 
government were not disregarded. 	The cargoes s5f 
the captured vessels were of immense value, con-
sisting of gold and silver bullion and rich merchan- 
dise. 	The seizure ought to have been preceded 
by a declaration of war , and it should have been 
effected with such a superiority of force as would 
have precluded all hope of successful resistance. 

1804. 

. 

Tins event did not occasion a rupture of the Neg oci..  

negociations at Madrid. 	On the With of October, 
the Biitish chargé d'affaires presented to the Span- 
ish minister a note, in which three conditions were 
insisted on, as preliminary to the appointment of 
a minister from Great Britain to settle other matters 
which remained for discussion. 	He demanded that 
the orders given at Ferrol, Cadiz, and Carthagena 
should be countermanded, as well for the equip-
ment of ships of war in those ports as for their re-
moval from one port to the other ; that the arma- 
ment should be discontinued, 	and the establish- 
ment of-ships of wat replaced on its former footing, 
at the commencement of hostilities between Great 

at_implt 
' ontinnued. 

Britain and France ; 	and that a full disclosure 
should be made of the existing engagements and 

future 
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411 A P. future intentions of Spain with respect to France. 
.LXXIII. From the above period.  until the Qd .of November 

1804. the discussions continued with little variation in their 
tenour, .of urgent demands of satisfaction on one 

Spain de. side, and evasive replies on the other. 	The British 
war  clamsst  again 

England. 
charooi d'affaires left Madrid on the 14th of Decem- 
ber, 	his catholic majesty having• declared war 
against England on the Nth. 	During the whole 
negotiation no mention whatever had been made of 
the detention of the treasure-ships, and the rupture 
ultimately took place on grounds distinct from, and 
totally unconnected with that measure. 	,It was a 
necessary consequence of the arbitrary conduct of 
France in compelling Spain to violate conditions, 
on which, according to distinct and repeated notice 
ftoin England, depended the continuance of peace. 
This indeed was not the only act by which she tes-
tified.-an implicit subserviency to the will of her 
ambitious neighbour. 	When Bonaparte had sold 
Louisiana to the United States, the Spanish minis-
ter proteked against the transfer on the ground that 
France had not fulfilled those conditions of the 
private treaty on which she was to receive that ter. 
ritory from Spain. 	This protest was seconded by 
preparations for resisting by force of arms the- oc: 
cupation of it liy the Americans ; but his catholic 
majesty was obliged to bow to the authoritative 
interposition of Bonaparte, and acquiesce in the 
cession. 

Measures of FRANCE had now at her disposal the fleets of her 
France for 
the im-
provement 

tributary ally, and was thus enabled to cope on less 
unequal terms than formerly with the navy of 

of her ma- 
rine. 

Great Britain. She had in the meantime neglected 
no means for the improvement and augmentation 
of her own marine. 	By a convention, concluded 
op the QOth of October, she obtained from the Li-
gurian reiublic, in exchange for some commercial 
advantages of a very equivocal nature, the service of 
six thousand seamen during the war, and the use 

- 	 of 
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of the, harbours, arsenals, and dock-yards. 	Thus 
the port of Genoa was virtually ceded.to her, un- 

c fl A P, 
LX XIIr 

der . an engagement that the Ligurian republic 1804. 
should at its own expense enlarge the basinTor the 
reception of ten sail of the lisle e, which were to be 
immediately constructed.  

'Genoa 
ced ea to her   

THE rising hostility of Russia and Sweden in. seizure of 
creased the jealousy entertained by the French go- 
verment against the influence of England on the 

truGemig: 
by the 

continent, and, under the pretext of frustrating a 
conspiracy, they committed another insult on the 
rights of neutral states. 	On the 25th of October, 
sir George Rutnbold, the Engligh chargé d'affaires 
in the circle of Lower Saxony, was seized at his 
country house near Hamburg by a party of French 
troops, who had crossed the Elbe for the purpose; 
he was' conveyed to Paris, imprisoned iii the temple, 
and released only on signing a parole not to return 
to Hamburg,' or reside within a certain distance of 
the Ptench territories. 	Concerning this outrage, 
an, application was made by the British minister 
for .foreign affairs to the cabinet of Berlin ; but a 
remonstrance from that quarter had already been 

French.  

• 

Made with success, for the liberation of the envoy. 
After in vain applying for the restitution of his pa- 
pers, he was conveyed to Cherbourg, and sent by a 
flag of truce on board the Niobe frigate, which car- 
ried him to Portsmouth. 	. • 

TOWARD the end of the year, Bonaparte received commotion 
the imperial crown of the French cepublic f'rom 
the hands of the Pope; who had been. sent for 
fron) Rome to perform the ceremony ; and Dessa-
lines, the negro chief of St. Domingo, dignified him-
self by assuming the title of emperor of Hayti. 

 per:"  - 

IN India, the peace which had crowned the sue- in n
r
s
n
t
--  

c
lyar 

cesses of the late glorious campaign, was inter- H o I
in 
 ri  r . 

rupted by the intrigues and aggressions of Jeswunt - 
Rao Holkar, an adventurer, who, having usurped 
the dominions of his brother, and renounced his 

allegiance 
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C II.A P. *man. allegiance to the.peishwa, laid claim to possessions 
which would have ensured to him an ascendancy in 

1804. the Mahratta empire. 	After a fruitless negocra-
tion for the purpose of inducing him to withdraw 
within his own territories, the governor general de- 

. termined to chastise his arrogance by force of arms: 
The troops in the Deccan, under general Wellesley, 
reduced the fortress of Chandore,•and other strong 
places which he held in that country, while the 
commander-in-chief; lord Lake by a series of skil-
ful and rapid movements, compelled his cavalry, 
and infantry to risk encounters, which ultimately 
led to his discomfiture, . On the 13th of November, 
a large force of his' infantry-4  consisting of twenty-
four battalions, occupying a strong position near 
Deeg, supported by a body of irregular cavalry, and 
by 160 pieces of ordnance, was totally routed by 
general Fraser, who fell in the.moment of victory. 
On the 17th, after a rapid and extraordinary march 
with The reserve of the army, lord Lake surprised 
the main force of the hostile cavalry, commanded 
by Holkar in person,. near the city of Feruckabad, 
and obtained a complete victory, capturing the 
whole of his baggage and destroying great numbers 

. of Ms' troops, While the chieftain himself escaped 
with great difficulty from the field. 	This splendid 
success would have decided tlfe contest, had not 
the .unexpected defection of the rajah of Blnirt-
pore, in violation of a strict alliance with the Bri-
tishi enabled the fugitive to repair his desperate 
fortunes. 	 • 

Marquis A change was now about to take place in the 
Cornwallis 

P 	
ntecl 

8goPv°iernor- 
general 0f  India. 

government of India. 	The marquis.Welleslei had 
long expressed his desire.to return to England, and 
was now waiting the arrival of his successor, the 
marquis Cornwallis, who was appointed governor-
general on the Q4th of December. 
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' CHAP. LiXIV. 

Lord Sidmouth joins the ministty. — Letter to the king front 
Bonaparte. — Reply of ministers. —, Parliamentary dis- 
i•ussions on the overture — on the rupture with -Spain: — . 
Budget. — Catholic petitions. — ride of credit. — .Pro- 
ceedings ag,dinst lord Melville. — Secession of lords Sid- 
mouth and Buckinghamskirefrom administration. -r- French. 
Meets put to sea.—,  Lord Nelson pursues them to and from 
the West Indies. — Engagement of sir Robert Calder with 
Villeneuve. — Victory of Trafalgar and death of Lord 
Nelson. — Continental coalition. — Neutral policy of Prus- 
sia. — Bonaparte takes the field against the Austrians. — 
urrender of gene;al Mack. — Bonaparte enters Vienna 

— marches into Moravia. — Operations of the Austrians 
in Italy and the Tyrol. — Battle of Austerlitz. — Armistice. 
— Peace of Presburg. — Treaty between France and Prus-
sia.— Bonaparte's declaration against the Neapolitan dy-
nasty.;—.Illness and death of Mr. Pitt. 

TO strengthen the hands of government, or rather' c H A P. 
to diminish the force of opposition, a reconci- LXXIV. 

liation was effected between Mr. Pitt and the late 1805. 
premier, who was raised to the peerage, under the Lord Sid- 
title of viscouat Sidmouth, and introduced into the m'IlledaP. 
cabinet as president of the council, in the room of Pprc'elldent of 
the duke of Portland. 	Lord Mulgrave succeeded the council. 

lord Harrowby as secretary for foreign affairs, and 
the earl of Buckinghamshire was appointed chan- 
cellor of the duchy of Lancaster. 	Several others 
of lord Sidmouth's friends were admitted into the 
privy council. 

DURING the confidential intercourse which nil- Lotter •to
t 

 

nisters were now carrying on with "thecourt of }4:27,1 
St. Petersburg, they were surprised by an overture parte. 
from France, in the shape of a letter from Bona. 

Parte 
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c H A P. parte to the king. 	It expressed a wish for peace, 
LXXIV. and deprecated the continuance of hostilities, as 

1805. tending to a useless effusion -of blood. 	" Your 
majesty," said Napoleon, " has gained more within 
ten years, both in territory and riches, than-the 
whole extent of Europe. 	Your nition•is at the 
highest point of prosperity; what can it hope-from 
war ?• To form a coalition with some powers on 
the continent ? 	The continent will remain tran- 
quil ;. a coalition can only increase the 	prepon- 
derance and continental greatness of Vrance.—To 

.renew intestine troubles ? 	The times are yo lager 
the saiiie.—To destroy our finances ? 	Finances 
founded on a flourishing agriculture can never be 
destroyed..--7To take from France her colonies ? 
The colonies are to France only a secondary ob-
ject ; and does not your majesty already posses's 
more than you know how to preserve ?—If your 
majesty would but reflect, you must perceive that 
the war is without an object, without any presum- 
able result. to yourself. 	Alas 1 what a melancholy 
prospect, ' to cause two nations to fight, merely for 
the lake of fighting ! • The world is sufficiently 
large for our two nations to live in it : and reason 
is sufficiently powerful to discover means of recon-
ciling every thing, when the wish for reconciliation 
exists on both sides." 	This general avowal of a 
pacific disposition 	was 	unaccompanied by any 
proposal of terms ; it evinced no change iu the de-
termination recently announced to the legislative 
body, .that France would never accept any other 
conditions' than those of the treaty of Amiens ; and 
it contained no renunciation of those schemes of 
aggrandisement, of which the manifest object was, 
to ruin the interests, and destroy the influence of 

Reply of 
the British  govern. 
went. 

Great Britain on the continent. 	The reply to this 
overture, which was given in. a note from lord 
Mulgrave to M. Talleyrand, announced, that the 
king was most desirous to avail himself of the first 

oppor- 
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opportunity, to procure again. for his subjects the 
advantages of a peace which might. not be incoth- 

c n A P. • Lxxiv. 
patible with the permanent security and essential 
interests of his dominions. 	But as this end could 
be attained only' by arrangements for the future 
security and tranquillity of Europe; he felt it impos-
sible to gis-ie a more particular answer to the -
overture, until he ' had communicated with the 
pbivers of the continent, with whom be was en-
gaged .in confidential relations, and in particular 
with the emperor of Russia. . 

' 1805. 

THE session of parliament commencedon tht Discussions 
15th of January, by a speech from the throne, in teipvti-the 

 which this correspondence formed a prominent 
topic : and strong animadversions were made on 
the conduct of France towards the continent,, as 
evincing a detei•mination to violate every principle 
of public law or civilised usage which impeded 
the career of its ruler towards an uncontrolled.  pre- 
dominance, if not to universal dominion. 	After 
the usual addresses had been voted, the general 
course of business was resumed, and one of the 
the first measures adopted was a continuation of 
the suspension of the habeas corpus act in Ireland. 

overture. 

An animated discussion took place respecting the on tiferiip. 
rupture with Spain, and it ended in the passing of reai:ith 
addresses applauding the conduct of government 
in that transaction. 	A bill for the abolition of the 
slave trade was rejected in the house of commons 
by seventy-seven .votes against seventy. 	In the 
budget, which was opened on the 18th of Febru-
ary, the minister stated the joint charge of supplies 
for Great Britain and Ireland at forty-four millions 
and a half. 	A loan was net,00ciatecl of twenty 
millions for England and two and a half for Ire- 
land; 	several new war-taxes were imposed; an 
augmentation of one-fourth was laid on the pro-
perty-tax : and an increase of one-half in the duty 
on salt was proposed; but being `strongly vbiected 

11 void- VI. 	 to, 

P  

pudget. 
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.ctIAP. to, it was modified by an exemption in favour of Lxxiv. the fisheries. 	Petitions were presented to both 

1805. houses from the Roman ca,tholics of Ireland, pray-, - 
Catholic ing relief from civil disabilities ; they gave rise 
petitions. to very interesting discussions, but the minister 

declared that existing circumstances were unfa-
vourable.to the claims preferred in them, and they 
were rejected by considerable majorities. .- On the 
19th of Rine,. in- consequence of •a royal message 
relative to negotiations pending with some of the 

Vote of 
"edit' 

• 

continental powers, . a sum not exceeding three . millions and a half was granted to his majesty, to 
enable him to enter into shell engagements, .and 
to take such measures as the exigencies of affairs 
might demand. 	Parliament, on the ieth of Jury, 
was prorogued by commission.  

Proceed- riN the course of this session proceedings *eie 
ings against lord Mel- ' 
yule. • 

instituted against a member 	of administration, 
which for a-lolig time very strongly engaged the 
attention of the public. 	On the Gth of April, 
Mr. Whitbread, 	pursuant to a former notice, 
brought under the consideration of the house of 
commons 4ie tenth report of the commissioners of 
naval enquiry. 	Iii 1785, Mr. Henry Dundas, after, 
wards viscount Melville,.was treasurer of the navy, 
and he supported an act for regulating that office. 
By an order of council the salary attached to it 
was raised from 20001. to 40001. per annum, and 
this advance was to be in lieu of all profits, fees, 
and emoluments which the treasurer might before 
have derived from the public money in his hands. 
Although .the act was passed in July, it was not 
Until the following January that the balances were 
paid into the bank agreeably to the terms of the 
act, and this delay in the transfer was- ascribed to 
motives of private interest. 	The charges brought 
by Mr. Whitbread 	against lord Melville 	were 
classed under three heads; first, his having applied 
the money 9f thO•pUbliC to other uses than those 

of 
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of the naval department, in express- contempt of cHkr 
the act of parliament, and. in gross violation of his___,_ 
duty; second, his connivance in a system of pecu7 	isos. 
lation pursued by an individual for whose. condtrct 	- 
in the •use of the public money he was deeply re-
sponsible ; and third; his participation in that sys- 
tem. 	Mr. Whitbread observed, that the commis- 
sioners of naval enquiry had discovered deficiencies, 
for a number of years, in.  the treasurer's depart- 
ment, amounting to 674,000/. a-year. 	It then 
became necessary to call lord Melville and Mr. 
Alexander Trotter,• the 	navy paymaster at the 
above period, before them. 	Lord Melville could 
not answer, because he had destroyed the docu-
ments; and Mr. Trotter could only answer that 
some advances had been made to other depart-
ments, the amount of which he could not tell. 
Mr. Trotter, 	it 	appeared, had opened five- -dif- 
ferent •accounts ; 	his 	own account; his account 
as 	paymaster 	of 	the 	navy, 	his 	broker's 	ac- 
count, 	and 	the 	account of 	Mr. Jellico, 	the 
deputy-paymaster. 	When asked for what they 
were intended, he bad the assurance to tell the 
commissioners that they had no right to interfere 
in his Private affairs. 	He was also found to have 
'bought largely in the funds for the purpose of 
selling again to advantage, 	and lord Melville, to 
whom the official responsibility attached, was never 
known to interfere, although the speculations, if 
unlucky, might have occasioned an enormous loss 
of public money. 	No explanation relative to these 
transactions could be obtained from the broker, 
Mark Sprot, who had been counselled by his legal 
adviser to maintain a religious silence. 	After con- 
trasting the reserve of the ex-treasurer with the 
open disavowal made by his successors of any 
emolument from the application of the funds en-
trusted to them, Mr. Whitbread proposed a serieS 
of resolutions, adapted to the c_.: ii eumstances of the 

1-1 	 case 
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C H A P. case which he had developed. 	Mr. Pitt remarked, 
Lxxiv. that there was nothing in .the report of the com- 

1805. 	missioners which could imply that any mischief 
• had arisen to the public from the transactions in 

question, or 'that the delay of even a single day 
had occurred in the discharge of any of the de- 
mands of the.seamen. 	He proposed, as an amend- 
ment, that the report should be referred to a select 
committee ; but afterwards withdrew it, on the sug- . 
gestion of Mr. Fox; 	anti 'moved the previous 
question. 	On a division, there appeared 216 votes 
for, and.216 against Mr. Whitbread's.motion, and. 
the speaker gave the casting vote in its ,favour. 
Mr. -Whitbread then proposed an address to his 
majesty for the removal of lord Melville from his 
presence and councils for ever; but the considera-
tion of it was postponed until the following Wed-
nesday, and the house was then informed that the 
first lord of the admiralty had resigned his office, 
and that Mr. Trotter had been dismissed from his 
post of paymaster of the navy. - A debate ensued 
respecting another address to the throne, and it 
was at length unanimously agreed, that the reso-
lutions of the former night should be laid before 
his majesty by the whole house, 	On the 11th of: 
June, previously to Mr. Whitbread's motion for an 
impeachment, lord Melville obtained permission 
to address the house of commons on the subject of 
the reports of the commissioners. 	Ile acknow- 
ledged that the money entrusted to him had been 
occasionally appropriated to other public purposes; 
but he solemnly denied having derived any private 
benefit from it, or having in any degree partici-
pated in the profits made by Mr. Trotter • he at 
the same time confessed that he had applied the 
sum of 10,0001. in a way, which, consistently with 
private. honour and public duty, .he never could 
and never would reveal. 	Having concluded his 
address, 	he immediately. withdrew. 	Mr. Whit- 

bread's 
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bread's motion for an impeachment was in the first c H A i'.' 
instance negatived, and an amendment, moved by Lxxiv. 
Mr. Bond, for a criminal prosecution-was adopted; 	1805. 
but on the 25th Mr. •Levcester. moved that the 
house should pursue the torMer course. 	Accord- Lord Mei.: 
ingly'Mr. Whitbread went to the bar of the house pviellaeetZ by 
of lords on the following day, accompanied by a, bre/W  Arr. Whit-
great number of commoners, and impeached Henry 
viscount Melville of high crimes and misdemean- 
ours. 	A bill was afterwards passed, for indemni-
fying Mr. Trotter ,..and others, giving evidence in 
the case. 	4 	 . 	. 	• 	 • 

AT a period when France had obtained a great Secession 
• accession of maritime force, and when the hope of ttrth 

 
a continental alliance rested chiefly on the success-  and Buck-
ful exertions of Great ' Britain by sea, Mr. Pitt Thith,,M„, 
severely felt the loss of a colleague who had so adminisra-
wisely and vigorously directed the naval adminis- 'I' 
tration of the country. 	His chagrin might be in 
some degree augmented by the secession of lord 
Sidmodth and the earl of Buckinghamshire, who 
resigned their respective offices on the loth of 
July, and were succeeded in them by earl.Camden 
and lord Harrowby. 	On the resignation of lord. 
Melville the affairs of the admiralty had been en- 

-trusted to sir Charles Middleton, a very old and 
experienced officer in the civil department of the 
navy, who was elevated to the peerage under the 
title of lord Barham. 	He pursued without devia-
tion the salutary measures of his predecessor for 
restoring the fleet to that state of efficiency which 
might enable it to cope with and vanquish the 
united navies of France and Spain. 

MEANWHILE the movements of the enemy in. The French 
fl eets put to dicated a determination to realise the haughty in, 	sea. 

menace of Bonaparte, that the ocean was no more 
to belong  to England. 	Early in the year a squa- 
dron of six sail of the line and two frigates, which 
had been blockaded for more than two yea" in 

1;3 	 itochetbrt 1 
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q It A P. Rochefort, found means.to elude the British force LX ly. stationed off that port, and put to sea. 	On the 

1805: i5th.of March, the Toulon fleet, of eleven sail of 
the line, 	under admiral Villeneuve; quitted the 
.harbour without being perceived by the squadron 

toici Nei- under lord Nelson, who, preferring active warfare 
son sails in to a rigorous blockade, was then cruizing at some 
the To .distance; in the hope of inviting the enemy to an 
Beet. open engageMent. 	Apprehending another attempt 

upon Egypt, lord Nelson proceeded to Alexandria, 
and not finding them there, pursued. his search 
throughout the Mediterranean; finally taking his 
*tation in the Sicilian seas. ' -Villeneuve, a few. days 
after his departure from Totilon encountered a 
violent storm, in which his fleet suffered so much 
'that he deemed it .prudent to return to port to 

Operations refit. 	The Rochefort squadron had proceeded to 
of the the West Indies, and made a descent on the island Rochefort 
squadron in 
the West 

of Dominica, which was ably resisted by general 
P'evost, the 	and the hostile force re-governor; Indies, embarked, after exacting a contribution from the 
inhabitants of Roseau, and setting fire to the town. 
The squadron-  then proceeded to .the. island of St. 
Christopher's, and there levied a ,contribution of 
18,0064 sterling, burnt some merchantmen, and, 
again put to sea. 	On the arrival of admiral 
Cochrane, with six sail of the line, it sailed preci-
pitately. for France, and arrived in safety, having 
escaped the different English fleets then at sea, and 
some detachjnents which were cruizing expressly to 
cut off its retreat. 	- 

'h0  Tou- THE alarm in the public mind' respecting the 
ion Beet • dangers 'which threatened the West Indies had 
*lei"  scarcely subsided when intelligence was received 
vin.  that the Toulon fleet was again at sea. 	Villeneuve 

sailed on the 30th of March to Carthagena, with 
the intention of strengthening himself by the acces-
sion of the Spanish ships of war in that port, but 
not finding them ready for sea, he pursued his 

course 
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course unmolested to Cadiz, .and there obtained a 	•?• .A. t 
reinforcement of one French 'and. six Spanish men LXXIV, 

of war. 	-Sir. John Orde, 'who blockaded that port 	1805. 
with a squadron of five ships, thought it prudent to 
retire, and succeeded in joining the fleet off Brest 
under lord Gardner. 	Villeneuve directly pro- 
ceeded to the. West Indies with an accumulated 
armament of eighteen. sail of the line, carrying a 
force of 10,000 veteran soldiers, in a. perfect state 
of egnipinent, besides their Tull complement of 
seamen.  

MEANTIME lord Nelson was cruizing 	in the Lord Nel- 
Mediterranean, and it was not until the middle of for to 
April that he received information of the departure 

Iud  
west 

of the French fleet from that sea. 	He immediately 
proceeded to the straits of Gibraltar, and anchored 
in the bay of Tetuan on the.Darbary coast. 	From 
various accounts which .reached him on that station 
he concluded thitt'the combined force of the enemy 
was destined for the West Indies; and thither he 
determined to proceed,, though his fleet consisted 
of only ten sail of the line, which had been cruizing 
for more than two years. 	He could expect no 
reinforcements from the blockading squadron off 
Brest, since the enemy's fleet of seventeen sail in 
that port had made a demonstration of putting to • 
sea, but had returned without risking an engage- 
ment, 	satisfied. with having thus 	distracted* the 
attention of the British: 	He arrived off Barbadoes 
on the 4th of June, and there learned that the com-
bined. fleet under Villeneuve had reached Marti-
nique about three weeks before, and, with the 
.exception of an attack on the Diamond rock by a 
force sent for the purpose, had. remained inactive 
during that interval. 	This inertness was ascribed 
partly to the sickly state of the men on board and 
partly to a misunderstanding between the French 
and Spanish admirals. 	•Hearing_that Gravioa, after 
separating his fleet from that of his colleague, had 

H Is 	 sailed 
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C H A P. saileclon a secret expedition, lord Nelson proceeded ,raxxiv. to Trinidad, and finding no enemy there, steered. 

1805. for. the island of Grenada, which he reached on the 
gth of June. - He there learned that the hostile 
armaments, again acting in conjunction, had sailed 
that very morning from Martinique, and had taken 
a course to the northward. 	Proceeding to Antigua, 
which he apprehended would he.  the 	point of 
attack, he received accounts to which at first he 
could scarcely give credit, that the enemy, disMayed 
at his arrival, and profiting by the delay in his 
pursuit, arising from uncertain information,' had 
betaken themselves to a dastardly flight, and were 

Pursues the French 
fleets to . 

then in full sail for Europe. 	Taking with him the 
Sliaftiate ship of the-line, which had joined him on 

Europe' this station, the hero pursued the fugitive fleets 
across the, Atlantic, and on the 27th of July 
arrived off Cadiz. 	Finding that the enemy.  had 
not arrived at that port, ' he • sailed for Cape St. 
Vincent, and subsequently traversed the Bay of 
Biscay, but without meeting his antagonists. 	He 
then directed his course to the north-west coast of 
Ireland; and being again disappointed he resolved 
on returning to England, after dispatching nine 
ships of the line to reinforce lord Gardner off Brest, 
in which port'hejudged it possible that the hostile 
fleets might attempt to take refuge. 

Engage- 
ment of sir 

yILLENEUVE with his fleet, now augmented to 
R. Calder twenty sail of the line, French and Spanish, fell in 
with vale- 
neuve. 

with the English squadron consisting of fifteen sail, 
under sir Robert Calder, which was cruizing off 
Cape Finisterre. 	This encounter took place on the 
22d of July, three days after lord Nelson reached 
Gibraltar, oh his return from the "West Indies. 	Sir 
Robert Calder attacked the enemy and took two 
ships, but froth the foggy state of the weather he 
deemed it necessary to bring to the squadron and 
cover them. 	On the following day Villeneuve re-
peatedly bore up: in order of battle, and as often 

hauled 
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hauled his wind, on perceiving no disposition to 
renew the engagement. 	On the 21th he bore away 

c 1r A p. 
LXXIV  . eh  

to the southeastward under easy sail. 	This result 
greatly disappointed the public, and the murmurs 
of disapprobation' were so loud and general, that 
the British admiral returned to England and .de= 
manded a court-martial. 	He was reprimanded, 
not for fear or-cowardice, but for an error in judge-
ment in not having done his utmost ,to take or 
destroy every ship of the enesiy which it was his 
duty. -to engage. - The hostile fleets having reached 

iaos. 

Ferrol in safety and there augmented their force to 
twenty-seven sail of the line, proceeded to Cadiz, 
and entered that port on the 27th of August, The 

. small squadron under admiral Collingwood not 
offering .any opposition ; which indeed would have 
been equally rash and ineffectual against so over- 
whelming a force. 	 • . 

LORD NELSON, on his arrival in London was Lord Net. 
received with those honours which be had so justly ranain 
merited by his intrepid exertions, and was appointed quest of the 
to the command of an armament of sufficient force 
to cope with those of the enemy in any quarter of 
the world to which they might be destined.. He 
hoisted his flag on board the Victory, at Portsmouth, 
on the 11th of September, and put to sea on the 
following day, without waiting for five ships of the 
line which were preparing to sail with him. 	Hay. 
ing taken the commaftd of the -fleet under admiral 

enemy' 

Collingwood, on the coast.of Spain, he resumed his 
former tactics, and, instead of blockading the port 
of Cadiz, stationed his 	main 	force near cape 
St. Mary's, and established a line of frigates to 

• observe and communicate the movements of the 
enemy.. 	In the middle of October, on being ap-
prized that a reinforcement of seven sail of the line 
would speedily join him.  from England, he detached 
admiral Louis, with six ships of the line, on a par-
ticular service, and this bold manoeuvre was per. 

formed 
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• CHAP. formed in so open a manner, that it had the desired 
. Lxxl v. effect of inducing the enemy to put to sea. .On 

- i8os. 	tne 21st of October, the combined fleets, consisting 
Battle 4.0 	of eighteen French and fifteen Spanish ships, wqre 

"Trafogar• .descried of cape 	Trafalgar, sailing toward the 
straits of Gibraltar., 	The ..Eiiglish fleet, which had 
received the expected reinforcement, and cottsistld 
of twenty-seven sail' 	of the line, gore up in tAo 
columns as they formed in the order of sailing, 
conformably to instructions issued by the 'hdpairal 
in contemplation 	of an engagement. 	In • t, 
instructions he 	directed the captains to loo 

ese 
to .  

their particular line as their rallying point, n but 
if the signals should not be clearly understood, no 
captain, could do very wrong if he should place his' 
ship alongside one of the enemy.P 	Lord Nelson, 
who headed the weather column, was to attack the 
hostile line near the centre, while admiral Coiling- 
wood, who conducted the leeward columnt  was to 
break it if possible at a considerable distance fi:oi- 
the extreme rear, and thus, it was hoped, the victory
would be decided ere the van could be brought to 
succour the ships engaged. 	The last telegraphic 
signal issued by the great commander on going 
into action was "England expects every man to do 
his duty." 

VILLENEUVE, believing that the English fleet 
consisted of Only twenty-one 	sail, 	originally in- 
tended to attack them with an equal number of 
vessels, while twelve of his select ships, acting as a 
body of reserve, were to ' bear down and double 
upon the British line after the action had com- 
menced. 	On perceiving, however, the real force 
with which he •114d to contend, he arranged his 
ships in one line, forming a crescent convex to lee- 
ward. 	The cpnflict began about noon, when ad- 
iniral Collingwood, in the Royal •Sovereign, gal- 
lantly entered into action about the twelfth ship 
from the enemy's rear, leaving his van unoccupied : 

the 
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the succeeding ships broke through in all parts c LXXIVH  A P. 
a-stern of their leaders, ' and engaged their antago- 
nists at the muzzles of their guns. 	Lord Nelson, 	180. 
on board the Victory, directed his attack on the 
enemy's line between the tenth and. eleventh ships 
in the van; but findijg it so close, that there was 
hot room to pass, he ordered his ship to.be run on 
bOard .  the Redoutable, opposed to him ; 	his se- 
cond, the Temeraire, engaged the 'next ship in the 
enemy's line, 	and the otheifs singled,- out their 
adversaries in succession according to the order of 
battle. 	During nearly four hours 	the conflict 
was tremendous, particularly in that part of the line 
where the commtnder-in-chief had commenced 
the onset. 	The 'glum of his ship repeatedly set fire 
to the Redoutable, and the British seamen were 
employed at intervals during the beat of the fight 
in throwing buckets of water on the spreading 
flames, which might else have-involved both ships 
in destruction. 	About three in.the afternoon; the 
Spanish admiral, with ten sail of the line, joining 
the frigates to leeward, bore away for Cadiz ; ten 
minutes afterwards, five of the headmost ships of 
the enemy's van, under admiral Dumanoir, tacked, 
and stood to windward of the British line ; the 
sternmost was taken, but the others escaped. 	The 
heroic exertions of the British were rewarded by 
the capture of nineteen ships of the line, with the 
commander-in-chief Villeneuve and two . Spanish 
admirals. 	The tempestuous weather which came 
on after the action rendered it necessary to destroy 
most of these prizes, and only four were carried 
into Gibraltar. 	The fugitive ships under Duma- 
noir were captured off Ferrol, on the 4th of No-
vember, by'a squadron under the command of sir 
Richard Strachan. 

THE loss of the victors in the battle of Trafidgar 
ivas estimated at 1.587 men killed and wounded ; 
but the national regrets on ;the effusion of so much 

brave 
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C H A P. brave blood were absorbed in the greater sorrow 
LXXIV. caused by the fall of the commander-in-chief, who 

isos. was mortally wounded by a musket-shot from the 
Victoryand ship with which he was closely engaged. 	He sur- 
death of 

5013. A 

Continental 

lord Icel.  vived the battle about two hours ; and the .pain of 
his last moments was soothed by the glad tidings 
that the hostile flags were sstriking around him ; 
when; after breathing his thanks to heaven for 
being enabled once more to do this duty to his 
country, he expired without a groan. 	Thus died 
the valiant lord. Nelson, after a victory which 
utterly blasted the hopes of Bonaparte for the sub-
jugation and ruin of England. 

IT is painful to record, after this splendid achieve- 
coalition. 	' ment, the failure of a coalition against the predatory 

domination of the French armies on the continent. 
Alliance A treaty of concert was concluded at St.•Peters- 
betwee and 
Russia  burg on the 11th of April, between his Britannic 
Great Bri. majesty aild the emperor of Russia, by- which they 
Lain.  agreed to employ the most prompt and efficacious 

means to form a 40-enerai league of the states of 
Europe.;. and for the accomplishment of that end, 
to collect together a force, which;  independently of 
the succours furnished by Great Britain, 	might 
amount to 500,000 men. 	The objects proposed to 
be effectpd by this league were, the establishment 
of the independence of the republics of Holland. 
and Sysitzeriand 0.the re-establishment of the king 
of Sardinia M Piedmont with as large an accession 
of territory as circumstances would permit; the 
future security of the kingdom of Naples ; the 
evacuation of Italy and Elba' by the-French forces ; 
and the establishment of an order of things in 
Europe which might effectually guarantee the secu-
rity and independence of the different states, and 
present a solid barrier against future usurpations. 
His Britannic majesty engaged to contribute to the 

• common efforts by employing his forces both by 
sea and land, as well as by furnishing vessels for 

the 
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the transport of troops ; and to assist the different c Ta A P. 
powers by subsidies, which should correspond with .LXXiv.  

'18os. the amount of their respective forces so employed. 
It was mutually agreed, that, in the event of such a 
league, no pbace should be made with France but 
with the common consent of all the confederated . powers. 	Sweden and Austria manifested a dispo. 
sition to become members of this alliance, provided 
its objects could not be attained! by pacific mea-
sures ; and conformably to this condition a Russian 
envoy, baron Novosiltzoff, was appointed to pro-
ceed to Paris. 

IT was in contemplation of such a confederacy, 
that the .British parliament, toward, the close of the . the 

Opinion 
Mr. Fox

coati- 

of 
on 

session, had placed the sum of three millions and a 
half at the disposal of his majesty. 	On-that" occa- 
sion Mr. Fox observed, that if it were meant to 
engage the co-operation of Russia, the prevailing 
opinion was, that that power could do nothing 
without the assistance of Prussia and of Austria ; 
and of either of these, be saw-no hope whatever. 

tion. 

As to Prussia, he thought that there was reason rather 
for fear than for hope ; and if Austria were to 
move, the experience of the past afforded ground 
to apprehend that she would lie obliged to submit 
to whatever terms the enemy might dictate. 	if 
she chose the alternative of holding out to the last, 
there would be danger 'of the total extinction of 
the second power in -Europe ; and if she chose the 
more probable 'alternative, of treating for peace, we 
should then be- driven, after all our efforts and ex-
pense, either to make a separate peace, or to carry 
on a defensive war. 	It' a well-connected alliance 
touia be formed with Russia, Austria, Prussia;and 
the other powers of Europe, it would afford hopes 
that we might obtain reasonable terms of peace; 
but in any other sort of alliance, he could see no,  
hope whatever. 	his opinion was,. that in,tead of 
declining to treat, we should have offered to France 

reasonable 
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C H A P. reasonable terms of peace. 	If they were accepted, 
LXXIV.- 
.,...—..... a great object would be gained ; and if rejected, the 

...-48o5. more reasonable they were, the more would., the 
rejection tend to rouse the indignation of all 
Europe: '  

Neutral' THESP apprehensions. were but too fully justified 
policy of 
Prussia. 

. by the event. 	Actuated th. jealousy of Au*cria, 
_ by fear of France, and perhaps by the hope of be-

coming arbiter in the contest, the court of Berlin 
pursued a course of policy alike injurious to its own • 
interests, and to the cause of independence on the 
continent. 	The other powers, calculating on its 
eventual co-operation, precipitately availed them-
selves of a pretext, which was soon afforded, for 
making warlike demonstrations. Bonaparte, having 
crowned himself king of Italy, at Milan, annexed 

. 
Genoa to•France. 	On the intelligence of this act, 
the Russian envoy, then at Berlin, on his way to 

Accession 
of Austria 
to the 
league be- 
tween 
Gre€t Bri- 
taro and 
Russia. 

Vienna, 'vitas recalled; and the formal accession, of 
Austria to ;the league was declared in a treatjr, 
signed on the 0th of August, at St. Petersburg. 
About the same period, -the Austrian ambassador 
at Paris addressed a note M. Talleyrand, express- 
inn the anxious desire of his court, to concur with b 
the courts of Londop and St.Petersburg in their en- • 
deavours to promote a general reification, at the 
'time when the overtures from Russia were broken 
off by the recent changes ,in Italy, and professing 
its readiness to assist in the renewal of conciliatory 
measures. 	M. Talleyrand replied, 	that neither 
England nor Russia could act efficiently against 
France, without the co-operation of Austria or 
Prlissia ; that the latter power was the steady ally 
of Prance, while Austria was engaged in extensive 
military preparations, 	which were evidently the 
result of a concerted plan., fie demanded a dis-
continuance of these preparations, a reduction of 
her military fo!se to the peace establishmeht, and 

a de- 
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A declaration to England, of her 'unshaken deter- C H A i,. 
mination to preserve an exact neutrality. LXXIV.  

the 31st of August, an official declaration .Ox 180$. 
was made at Vienna, •by the Rusian ambassador, 
announcing the acquiescence of the emperor Alex- 

Declaration 
Ike ,R 

ander, in the renewal of negociations for peace ; sador at 
and adding that he. 	had, as a measure of precaq- 
tion, caused two armies of 50,090 men each to 
march to the Danube, which he should recall as 
soon as the desired sectifity of the European states 
should be obtained. 	A lsecond-note was transmitted 

"n' 

corre- 
from:Vienna to the French government, on .the ;3peotwndeeennce 

Sd of September, repeating the pacific intentions Austriaind 
already avowed, And complaining of the gross  
violation, which , Bonaparte 	had 	committed on. 
the tteaty of Luneville : 	it also alluded to 	re- 
cent aggressions, and particularly,. to air encamp-
ment of 30,000 men on the plain of Marengo, and 
another of 40,000 on the frontiers of Tyrot and 
the Venetian provinces. 	These -acts imposed on 
the emperor of Austria the necessity of arming ; 
not with hostile views, but to ensure, in conjunc-
tion with Russia, the general' tranquillity and  se- 
curity of the continent. 	During the recriminatory 

France.  

Warlike 
correspondence which 	ensued, 	Bonaparte unre. Patriemr-of  
wittingly continued his preparations for offensive 
warfare. 	He issued a decree for recruiting the 
armies by a conscription of 60,000 men ; he broke 
up the camp at Boulogne,. and caused the fOrce 
destined for the invasion of England to luiston by 
forced marches to the frontier of Germany ; he 
ordered the greater part of his troops in Holland 
and'Hanover, to proceed iu the same direction, 
with equal celerity, and by the most direct routes; 
and sent strong reinforcements into Italy. 	These 

Bonaparte. 

Conduct of 
1110VerilelltS were professedly designed to succour witina:z 
his ally, the elector of Bavaria, whom the Austrians 
had summoned to join them with his troops, en-
forcing their demand by occupying his territories, 

where 

ria. 
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o H A P. where they made severe exactions. 	The elector 
Lx x iv. retired from Munich.to Wurtzburg, and his forces 

1805. retreated into Franconia. 	On receiving this intel-
ligence, -Bonaparte prepared' to take the field in 

- person, and caused the senate to pass a decree for 
The French raising §0,000 additional conscripts. Having crossed . 
Amy emus the  the Rhine at Kehl, he found himself at the head of 
Rhine. 150,000 RIM under the command of marshals 

Bernadotte, Marmont, Divoust, Soult, Ney, • and 
Lannes, and by It series of .bold and rapid Move-
ments, he placed this great force between Vienna 
and the positions occupied by the' Austrian 'army 
under general Mack. 	That army, consisting of 
nearly 90,000 men, dispersed over a wide extent of 
country, was beaten in detail, and reducgd to 
80,000, who, with their commander, were blocked .. 

Surrender up in Ulm. 	On the 17th of October, Mack agreed 
of general 
Mack, to surrender, stipulating, however that the capitu- 

• lation should not be carried into effect before noon, 
on the 25th i ana that if an Austrian or Russian 
army should arrive, 	in sufficient force' to raise,the 
blockade at midnight on that date, the garrison 
should be released from its engagements. 	Impa- 
tient at the 	delay consequent 	on 	this proviso, 
Bonaparte, on the 19th, invited. Mack to an inter-
view ; the result of which was, the surrender of-the 
army on the 20th, with the mere condition, that 
Ney, with his division, consisting of twelve• regi-
ments of infantry, and four of cavalry, should not 
advance beyond ten leagues from Ulin and ifs 
environs, before 	the 2.5th, at midnight, the day 
fixed by the former capitulation. 	The whole of 
the Austrian troops laid. down.their arms, and sur- 

. rendered themselves prisoners of war, with all their 
. artillery and magazines:  

Russia re- 
mains nett- 
tral. 

Tins disastrous opening of the campaign blighted 
the hopes which the allies had begun to form, of 
the co-operation of Prussia. 	Frederick William 
had 'been provoked to some shew of indignation by 

the 
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the march of FrenCh troops through part of his c it A P. 
territory without askin 	permission, and. was dis- LXXiir. 
posed to resent the insult; but on learning the fate 
of Mack's army, he relapsed into passive neutrality. 

1805. 

Bonaparte, secure from molestation from that poten-
tate, directed his march on the Austrian capital. 
To protect his flanks and rear he caused the divi-
sion under Mortier on the left bank of the Danube 
to watch the motions of the Austrians in Bohemia, 
under the arch-duke Ferdinand. 	His right was 
protected by Ne57, who ascended the Lech to the 
frontiers. of the Tyrol, and opposed the corps sta-
tioned in that country under the archduke John. 
His communication with France was secured by a Bonaparte 
strong force under Auereau, which had crossed b 
the Rhine, and occupied the parts of Suabia con- 
tiguous to the lake of Constance. 	The army 
directly opposed to him, when reinforced by the 
first column of the Russians, did not exceed forty- 
five thousand men. 	Unable to defend the passage 
of the Inn, it retreated step by step, on Vienna. 

marches on 
Vienna. 

Bonaparte was enabled to establish his head-quarters 
at Brannan on the 30th of October, and in the fbl- 
lowing week he transferred them to Lintz. 	Here he 
received proposals on the part of the emperor of 
Germany and his allies, for an armistice of a few 
weeks as a preliminary for a -negociation towards a 
general peace. 	In the conditions on which he ex- 
pressed his willingness to accept .this offer he as- 
sumed the tone of a conqueror. 	He demanded 
that the Austrian monarch should cause the allied 
troops to return home ; that the Hungarian levy 
should be disbanded, and that the duchy of Venice 
and the Tyrol should be occupied by the French 
army. 	.0n the departure of the envoy bearing 
this answer he continued his operations. 

THE emperor Francis, 	perceiving the danger 
which threatened his capital, retired, with1 ; ,; .1. 	court, 

or  oM 
trip retires 

to Brunie, in Moravia ; and the greater part of the 
voL. vi. 	 I 	 nobility 

into 111o.  

ravill' 
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01H A P. nobility fled into Hungary. 	The Prpncli oeoupied txxill. Vienna on the 18th, andfound there an immense 

1805. quantity of military Stores and ammunition, 	to- • 
TheFrench geth6r with a numerous artillery. 	From the thus- 
enter 
Vienna. kets in the arsenal Bonaparte ordered fifteen 010I.P. 

sand to be presented to the eleetor of Bavaria; and 
also restored to him the artillery taken on former 
occasions from the electorate. 	Great requisition§ 
of wine and clothing were made for the use of the 
French armies. 	 t_ 

Bonaparte ON the 14th, Botiap.arte, Who, af ter his entry into 
marches 
into Mo- • 
ravia. 

the capital bad retired thence to theimperial palace 
of Schoenbrunn, received a deputation of the titi-
tens, .and told them that they might assure the peo- 
ple of Vienna of his protection. 	He passed through 
the city on the following day to join the main army 
in'Moravia, which was advancing in such rapidity 
• that the. Austrian court found it necessary to retire 
from Brunn to Olmutz. 	The Russians, who had 
crossed theDannbe at Krems, were tetiring through 
that country to unite with •the forces under the 
command of the emperor. 	After suffering severely 
in two spirited actions at Hollbrunn and Gunters-
doff, their army retreated through Znaim to Brunn, 
which they were compelled to evacuate on the 18th, 
leaving large quantities of amrnunition and provi-
sions: Bonaparte established his head-quarters there 
on the 20th, and his main army took up a position 
at Withau, in face of the Austro-Russian army 
posted on the plains of Ohnutz. 

operations MEANW1-IILE .the archduke Charles, who at' the 
hdu arc 

or theke  
Charles in 

head of seventy-five thousand men on the Adige, 
was opposed to a French army of ninety thousand 

Italy; 	. under Massena, deteriniried, after a severe but un- 
successful conflict, 	to hasten to the relief of the 

of the capital. 	The archduke John, severely pressed in 
Irldtthe 
Tyrol' 

the Tyrol, adopted the same resolution, and, 	After 
encountering many difficulties, the two brothers 
effected a junction at Laybacb in Carniola. 	Mas. 

Lena, 
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sena, tvhci had advanced closely in pursuit, took up a 17 It P. 
positions with the view of occupying their attention; txxr v.  
and established a t brnmunication with the corpii of 1805. 
Ney and Marmont, who; after the reduction.  of the 
Tyrol, approached the Danube, to support the main 
body of the French army. 	Augereau remained in 
Suabia, as well to insure the communications with 
France, as to make head agaihst a corps of Rug- 
sians assembled in Franconia. 	Davonst, whd, after 
the capture of Vienna, had marched to Presburg 
to negociate for the*  neutrality of Hungary, pro.: 
b6edect With his corpS to the main army, which *as 
ho vi preparing for a general action. 

THAT 	army, 	with 	the late 	reinforcements, Amount of 
amounted to about 80,000 Men, well appointed and   

ors 
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in a high state of discipline. 	The forces of the those of the 
fillies 	consisted of 52,000 Russians, and 	17,000 all'. 
Attstrians, under the command of general K.utusoff, 
and prince John of Lichtenstein. 	The Austrian 
troops were chiefly new levies; and among the 
Russians the scarcity of provisions was so great 
that for nearly two days preceding the battle they 
had nothing to eat. 	Their draught horses, ex- 
hausted by .famine, were scarcely able to draw the 
artillery. 	It should seem, therefore, that necessity 
urged their general to risk an engagement at a 
i_nrie when in other circumstances he might have 

had every thing to hope from procrastination. 	At 
the same time the artifices of his opponent created 
a belief that he was in a still More desperate pre- 
dicament. 	He affected to pay serious attention to 
the overtures of counts Stadion and Giulay, who 
were 	commissioned, by the emperor of Austria, 
to propose a renewal of negociations; especially as 
at this period count Haugwitz arrived at Vienna 
with offers of mediation from the king of Prussia. 
After an attack on his advanced posts by the 
Russians, he ordered his army to retreat in the 

12 	 night, 
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1805. 

night, and take up a strong position near Austerlitz, 
which he shewed much eagerness in fortifying. 

ENCOURAGED by these symptoms of intimidation, 
Prepar- the allies determined to act on the offensive, and 
ations for a 
general en- 
gagement• 

having made:  heir dispositions for turning the right 
wing of the enemy, commenced a general attack at 
day-break on the 2c1 of December. 	To accomplish 
its main object; their left was obliged to take a 

Battle of circuitous route ; and Bonaparte, 	perceiving that 
Austerlitz. it became more distant from the centre as. it ad- 

vanced, 	immediately put in" motion the • massive 
columns which he had hitherto kept together, and 
directed them. against the main body and right, 
wing of the allies, leaving their other division to 
pursue its purpose of turning the French army in a 
position which it had now ceased to occupy. 	He 
succeeded in, completely insulating the centre of 
the allies, and, by possessing himself of the heights 
of Pratzen, decided the fate of the day. 	The 
Russians made many brave but fruitless efforts to 
retrieve their mistakes, and at nightfall retreated 
upon Boscovitz covered by the Austrian cavalry. 
The conclusion of the battle was remarkable ; at 
two in the afternoon, when the French were vic-
torious along the rest of the line, the right wing of 
their army, occupying the heights before Austerlitz, 
which the opponents had quitted in advancing, 
changed its front, and descended in its turn to attack 
the left wing of the allies. 	The loss of the latter in 
killed, wounded, and prisoners was estimated at a 
fourth part of their force, together with their artillery 
and baggage ,. and such was the number of wounded 
upon the field, that they could not all be dressed 
until two days after the battle. 

Armistice. At night the 'emperor Francis sent prince John 
of Lichtenstein to the French head-quarters to pro- 
pose an armistice. 	He arrived Ian the evening of 
the 8d, and it was agreed that a suspension of 
hostilities should commence on the following day. 

An 
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An interview subsequently took place between the ell A P. 
Austrian monarch and Bonaparte, in the open air, 	LXXIV  
at awindmill near the village of Nasedlowitz. 	The 	1805. 
result of the conference was communicated to the 
emperor Alexander bran Austrian general, accom- 
pamedby the French general Savary. 	He received 
them with pOliteness, but neither made any positive 
objection, nor expressed his concurrence in the 
arrangement which they were instructed to an- 
nounce. 	The terms of the armistice were, that the 
French army should remain in possession of all its 
conquests, in Moravia, Hungary, Austria, the north 
of Italy and Bohemia, until the conclusion of a 
definitive peace, or the rupture of negotiations; and 
that. in the latter case, hostilities should not recom-
mence until the "expiration of-fourteen- days. . It 
was further stiptilated that the Russian army should 
evacuate the Austrian states, Moravia and Hungary, 
within fifteen days, and Gallicia within a month, 

'retiring by prescribed routes ; that there should' be 
no levy or insurrection in Hungary, no extraordinary 
raising of troops in .Bohemia; no admission of a 
foreign army into the territory of the house of 
Austria; and finally, that negotiators should meet 
without delay to form a definitive treaty. 	The The empe- 
emperor 	Alexander, 	deeming 	these 	conditions tear

, wiut: 
 

derogatory to the dignity of his throne, and the draws from 
the A"' interests of his allies;  refused to become a party to 	 ia 

them ; and on the 6th of December caused his army • 
tr

•
a states. 

to withdraw from the Austrian states. 
IF the emperor Francis vas imprudent in giving impolicy of 

battle at Austerlitz, he was No less impolitic in ac- tterl' 
cepting the conditions imposed by his victorious 
adversaries. 	Before the arrival of intelligence an- success of 
nouncing the . armistice, the archduke Ferdinand, 'Lek eat; 
who commanded a corps of 20,000 Austrians in Bo- (how* 
hernia, attacked and defeated with considerable loss, 
0, corps of Bavarians, under general Wrede, and was 
rapidly advancing in the rear of the French army.  
Aln105t at the same period the archduke Charles 1 3 	 advanced 
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C ET 4 P. advanced from Hungary,' within 4, day's march of .Lxxp. Vienna, with his army in excellent order, amounting 

ts4 to $0,0P0 men '• and on'summoning the city to sur- 
Advance render, was informed of the suspension of hostili- 

the  archduke ties. 	Severe must have been the mortification of . 
Charles on this gallant prince and his brave .compapions .in 
Vienna. arms, to find their country, tp whose'deliverance 

they were hastening, prostrate and bound at the 
foot of- a man, who in the hour of triumph suffered 
no generous impulse to soften his political resolves, 
but proceeded with inexorable deliberation to despoil. 
his victim and appropriate or partition the plunder. 

Treaty of A DEFT1`1TIVE treaty was signed at Presburg on 
Presburg. the Q6th of December, by which the' emperor of 

Germany recognised Bonaparte as king of Italy, 
and renounced in his favour the 'Venetian territo-
ries ceded to Austria by the treaties of Campo For- 

. mio and tuneyille. 	ile ceded to the kin of Ba- 
iraria the margraviate of Burgau, the principality 
of 	ichstadt, the country of Tyrol, and the lord• 
ships of Voralberg. 	His possessions in Franconia, 
Suabia, and Bavaria, were divided between the king 
of Bavaria, the king of WirteMberg, and tile elector 
of Baden. 	The county of Salzburg and of Berch7  
toldsgaden belonging to archduke .  Ferdinand, were 
incorporated with the Austrian empire, and the 
archduke received from the king of Bavaria in 
compensation the territory of Wurtzburg. 	The 

. total cessions of Austria by this treaty were esti, 
mated at 1297 square miles, containing a popu- 

- lation of q,716,000 souls ; and the consequent loss 
of revenue was estimated at 16 millions of florins, 
About .1,600,000 sterling. 	These estimates afibrd 
but imperfect data for calculating the diminution 
of power and influence which she sustained in 
abandoning her possessions on the side of Italy, 
and in relinquishing to the vassals of her victorious 
rival the line of country through which she for= 
pierty . maintained her .connection with Switzer-
land. 

WHILE 
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WITILgr Austria was purchasing a peace on these c H A P. 

humiliating terms, a treaty was concluded at Vienna LXXIV. 
between France and Prussia, the ostensible ob- 	1805. 
ject of which was,. to secure the tranquillity of the 'Treaty at 

north of Germany, 	It stipulated that Bonaparte vbel,„enenean  
.should suspend. the march of his army against Ha- France and 

newer, and send. no more troops into that country, Prussia.  
and that the forces of the allies Should be with- 
drawn 

 
and replaced by Prussians. 	The whole of Hanover 

the electorate wa§ in consequence occupied by the ttora;:„„„rld  
troops of Frederick William, with the exception of 
Hameln, where the French retained a garrison, and 
of Lauenburg, which Was held by the Swedes. 	In 
exchange for Hanover, Prussia ceded Anspach and. 
Bayreuth in Franconia, Cleves in Westphalia, and 
Neufchatel and Valengin in Switzerland. 

BONAPART 	was not plow in manifesting the ab.: Bonaparte's 
ec!ra

st
ti
t 

 solute authority- which he had acquired over the ad 
	a

ri 
	z  

affairs of Italy, 	On the morning after the sigua- Neapolitan 
ture of the treaty of Presburg, he issued a, prQ,. dynasty' 
clamation from his head-quarters at Vienna, de-
claring that the Neapolitan dynasty had ceased to 
reign. 	This act of vengeance was grounded on 
the alleged violation of a treaty concluded on the 
8th of October, by which the French agreed to 
withdraw their troops from the territory of the 
king of Naples, who on his part engaged to remain 
neutral during the war, and td repel by force any 
encroachment on his neutrality. 	He had per-
mitted the landing of a • Russian force of 14,000 
men, and of a body of English, amounting to about 
1,0,000, and had made preparations for carrying on 
active hostilities in concert with them. 	The ex-
pedition was said to have been undertaken to 
create a diversion in favour of the Austrians in 
the north of Italy, a service which might have 
been of some avail, if its destination had been to 
Venice. 	After the disaster in Moravia, the em- 
peror Alexander dispatched orders for his troops 
in the  Neapolitan territory to re-embark and re- 

z4 	 turn 
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C H A 1'. turn to Corfu ; and the British general sir James 
LXXIV. Craig, withdrew with his forcesintO Sicily. 

1806. 'THE total failure of the continental coalition 
Illness and greatly augmented the doom and disquietude which 
Dlr. Pitt. had begun to prevail in England in consequence 

of the alarming illness of Mr. Pitt.' At the close 
:of the former session of parliament this distin-
guished ,statesman had been compelled, by the 
decline of a constitution originally 	delicate, 	to 
relinquisli all active share in public business, and 
retire to Bath ; from whence he returned in the 
commencement of the year, in kstate ofdebility and 
exhaustion, augmented by anxiety and disappoint- 
ment. 	He expired on the g3d of January;  in the 
47th year of his age, after' having directed the. 
affairs of this country for a longer period than any 
former minister. 	Under his auspices her maritime 
supremacy was confirmed by a series of most 
splendid victories ; her colonial acquisitions were 
greatly extended ; but her public burthens, were 
enormously augmented. 	Hd laboured successfully 
to preserve her from the contagion of the revolu-. 
tionary principles which desolated France, 	and 
exerted himself with equal zeal, but with less suc-
cess, in resisting the military despotism by which 
that power threatened to subjugate the continent. 
As a financier, he displayed great ability in the 
accumulation of public resources;_ but h may be 
questioned whether he displayed great political 

, wisdom in the distribution of them. 	In forming 
continental alliances he relied too implicitly on the 
influence of money for ensuring to Great Britain 

' that ascendancy in foreign courts to which by her 
• generous aid she was entitled. 	But whatever may 

have been his errors, he is entitled to the praise of 
upright, of magnanimous intention ; and in review-
ing.  his unwearied exertions for the public service 
during a period of unexampled, difficulty, it may bQ 
truly said, " non sibi sed rqtrici Walt.", , 
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CHAP. LXXV. 

Change of ministry.--Overture from France..—Negociation. 
—Mr. Windham's military plan.—Financial measures. — 
Regulations to prevent- abuses in the public service. — Pro-
gress. of tl e. bill for the abolition of the slave trade. — 
• India budget. — Trial and acquittal of lord Melville. — 
Prorogation of parliament. — Campaign in Calabria.— 
Joseph Bonaparte proclaimed king of Napless — Operations 
of sir Sidney Smith. — Expedition under Sir John Stuart. 
— Battle of Maida. — Effect of the victcny.— Dispute 
between the French and Russians in the Adriatic. — Pro-
gress of the negociation with the French government. 
.Prussia required by France to accept Hanover in full sove-
reignty. — Hostility between England and Prussia. — 
Policy of Bonaparte. — Confedera44 of the Rhine. — 
Preliminaries signed between France and Russia. — The 
emperor of Austria resigns his office as emperor of Ger-
many. 

CON .the death of Mr. Pitt; the king proposed to 
appoint lord • Hawkesbury his successor, but 

*c H A P. 
LXXV  
um 

Formation 0  

that nobleman deeming the post too arduous, was 
permitted to retire from administration, and re- 
ceived the Ntardenship of the Cinque Ports as a 
mark of the royal regard. 	Lord Grenville was 
thenthen consulted by his majesty on the formation of ministry 
a new ministry, and no objection was made to his z=tetto 
proposal of taking the advice of Mr. Fox on that lla an vile a 

. In the course of the negociation, intima- 
tions were given on the part of the new candidates 
for office that certain changes might be necessary 
in the department of the army under the superin-
ten dance of the duke of York ; but strong objec-
tions Were made to 'them, and the arrangements 
were on the point of being abruptly termivated. 

Mr. Fox. 

At 
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C HAP., At length, on the 3d of. February, lord Grenville LXXV. was called to another audience, and it was arranged 

fses. 	that there should be no changes in the government 
of the army without his majesty's knowledge and 
approbation: 	The following 	appointments then 
took place : lord Erskine, lord high chancellor ; 
earl Fitzwilliam, lord president of the council ; ' lord 
Sicimptith, priv'y seal ; lord Grenville, first lord pf 
the treasury ; lord- Howick, first lord of the admi-
ralty; the earl of Moira, mastur-general of the ord- . 
'lance ;. 	earl Spencer, secretary of stAe for the 
home department ; Mr. Fox, secretary of state for 
foreign affairs ; 	Mr. Windham, secretary of state 
for the department of war and colonies ; lord 
-lenry Petty, chancellor of the exchequer. 	The 
lord chief justice, Ellenborough was admitted to a 
seat in the cabinet. 	The duke of .Bedford went to .
Ireland as lord lieutenant, accompanied by Mr. 41- 
liot as chief secr,etark. 	Mr. George Ponsonby was 
appointed • chancellor. and keeper of the seals in 
Ireland, and sir John Newport, chancellor of the 
Irish exchequer. 	Mr. Sheridan 	succeeded Mr. 
Canning as treasurer of the navy ; general Fitzpa-
trick was appointed •secretary at war ; sir Arthur 
figott and sir Samuel Romilly, attorney and soli- 
citor general. 	Numerous other appointments tools 
place in the subordinate offices of government i and 
It was remarked, that so complete a ckange had pot 
been effected since the commencement of Mr. Pitt's 
first administration. 	In reference to the principal 
station in the cabinet, a parliamentary arrangement 
became necessary. 	On his accession to power, 
lord Grenville held the office of auditor of the ex-
chequer; which is incompatible with the functions 
of a lord of the treasury. 	As it was not to be ex- 
pected that he would resign a place which he held 
for life, in consideration of his appointment to one 

from is,hich he might be removed at the pleasure 
of the crown, a bill was passed, enabling the Auditor 

of 
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of the exchequer, if appointed a lord of the treasury, 
to accept that office .without-forfeitipg the auditog„ 

c H A p, 
LW* 
- iso,s". - 

. 
ship  ; mid that this might be done without injury.  to 
the public, he was empowered to name a trustep.for 
the latter 'office, who should. be  responsible to the.  
auditor for the salary, and tq the public for the exe- , 	_  
cution of the duty.  

ABOUT ten days after these appointments, a ne- ?vertu,e 
goeiation took.place with France, which was no less 
singular in its commencement, than fruitless in its 
result. 	A Frenchman, calling himself Gevrilliere, 
obtained access to Mr. Fox, and after some unitn- 
portant conversation, disclosed to him a.  plan for as- 
sassinating Bonaparte. 	Mr. Fox instantly Ordered 
the wretch from his presence ; but on reflection, 
thought it proper that he shoulib4oheld in durance, 
until such infor4tion could be given tq Op French 
government as might prevent the perpetration of 
his crime. 	The short and simple statement which 

.; :ranInce. 

Ncogn"i a ti 	- ' 

Mr. Fox transmitted of the whole ME* drew from 
M. Talleyrand a well-merited compliment tq his 
honour and generosity, accompanied by an extract, 
in .the way of news from Paris, ..of Bonaparte's 
speech to the legislative body, in which hp avowed 
his readiness to conclude peace; taking for its basis 
the stipulations of the treaty of Amiens. 	Mr. Fox 
answered this overture by objecting to that basis as 
vague and uncertain, and by proposing, as the only 
principle 	of negotiation 	worthy of two great 
powers, that it should be the object of each party 
to obtain a peace, honourable for both, and•for 
their respective allies, and at the same time of a 
nature to secure, as far as might be in their power, 
the future tranquillity of Europe. 	He then de- 
Oared that England would not treat, still less con-
clude upon any thing, but in concert.with the em-
peror Alexander; and proposed that while waiting 
the actual inten7ention of a Russian plenipotentiary;  
they might discuss the principal points, and make 

some 
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c if A P. some provisional arrangements. 	He concluded by 
LXXV. allowing the sincere disposition of England for 

1806. peace ; and added, with becoming frankness and 
spirit, that ." with the resources that we possess, it 
is most assuredly not on our own account that we 
heed fear the continuance of the war. 	Of all the 
nations of 'Europe, England perhaps is that which 
suffers the least by its prolongation ; but we ,do 
not the less commiserate the misfortunes of others." 
In the correspondence which ensued,-Talleyrand 
endeavoured with much ingenuity to represent 
Russia as interposing. its authority between tivo 

.great rations fully competent to adjust their own 
differences, while Mr. Fox insisted on her being a 
party in the question, and an ally of Great Britain, 
whose • interests fiweNe inseparablg from her own. 
He explicitly stated that his majesty was willing to 
negociate conjointly with Russia, but would not 
consent to negociate separately. 	As no immediate 
answer was given to his despatch, this first overture 
might be considered as having terminated with no 
other result than that of manifesting a spirit of 
conciliation, which was considered a great advance 
toward peace. 	A pause took •place .in the discus- 
sions, which enabled the English cabinet to ascer-
tain with greater precision the views and inten-
tions of the court of St. Petersburg. 

Mr. r. yin.4:  WHILE their attention was thus occupied by 
ta,7 ph:.  . foreign affairs, the new ministers did not neglect 

to mature those measures which they stood pledged 
to adopt, 	for the improvement of the military 
system. 	On the 3d of April, Mr. Windham in- 
troduced this subject to the notice of the commons, 
by observing, that the defence and security of a 
state must depend entirely on the strength and 
efficiency of its regular army; that the raising and 
recruiting of such a force could be effected only by 
two modes, force or choice ; 	and that, as the 
former mode was peculiarly unfitted to England, 

our 
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our means of procuring soldiers consisted exclu- cli A P. 
sively in voluntary enlistment. 	To render these LXxv. 

means productive, it was necessary to improve the 
condition of a soldier, and raise it to a competition 
with the trades and occupations in which the la- 
bouring classes usually employ themselves. 	Of 
two expedients which offered themselves, the most 
simple -and obvious was an increase of pay ; but he 
objected to this, as tending to proinote licentious-
ness restrainable only by a severity of discipline, 
which might discourage enlistment. 	tie. therefore 
preferred the alternative of altering the condi-
ditions of the service, and proposed that soldiers 
should in future engage for a term of years; instead 
of enlisting for life. 	For the infantry this term was 
to. be divided into three periods, of seven years 
each ; and for the cavalry and artillery, the first 
period was to be ten years, the second six years, 
and the third five years. 	At the 	end of each 
period, the soldier should have a right to claim his 
discharge, and be entitled to certain advantages 
propOrtioned to the length of service. With respect 
to the existing army, 	Mr. Windham considered' 
that in strict justice it was entitled to no other 
conditions than those on which the soldiers com-
posing it had engaged to serve ; but he was dis-
posed to make an increase in their favour of the 

ism 

Chelsea allowance, and to extend to those who had 
served seven years the addition of sixpence, and to 
those who had served fourteen years the addition 
of a shilling to the Week's pay. 	No man, however, 
of those in the army, would be entitled to his dis-
charge till after the expiration oftwenty-one years of 
service. He concluded by moving the repeal of the 
additional force act ; and the bill which he intro-
duced for that purpose, after encountering very 
strenuous opposition from the late ministers, was 
finally passed. 	The plan of limited service Was Terms of 
introduced on. the 30th of May in a committee of 

the 
Ivi

ce,
tnuted ser 
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E h A P. the whole Mouse, by the insertion of a 	'Clatise to 
LXI.V. that effect in the mutiny bill. 	It was not Suffered 
1806. to pass *ithOut strong animadversions froth the 

opponents of the former measure, who were pro- 
bably stimulated to a pertinacious resistance by a 
keeret conviction that it was not proposed with the 
bordial approbation of the king: 	A bill was alSO 
introduced for training to arms a certain numbei of 
men, not exceeding 5200,000, out of those liable to 
serve in the militia ; the clays of training not to 
exceed twenty-fotir, and the term of service being 
limited to one year. 	Under an appreheit§tim bf 
immediate ini7Stioii, 	the persons' liable td Seive 
;night be embodied by his majesty's Orders ; and in 
Case of an actual descent, might be marched to any 
part of the coast. 	Ili the cour§e of these tnilitary 
arrangements, a treasure Was adopted,. which. gave 

Bill re- 
specting to- 
reign troops 
in England. 

. 

rise to mtich speculation. When ministers came into 
office, they found that a greater number of foreign 
troops had been enlisted and brought into the king-
dom than the law authorised ; they therefore applied, 
on the 27th of February, for a bill to indemnity the 
advisers of that measure ; and as it would have been 
inexpedient to,disband these troops, and almost im-
practicable to send them away, his majesty was em-
powered to retain them in the country, and to 
increase them petmanently to 16,000 men. 	It was 
Much regretted that the necessity should have 
arisen of maintaining an armed force of foreigneks, 
connected with the country by no tie except an 
unlimited obedience to the crown. 

Financial IN raising the ways and means for the year, the 
measures. ministers adhered scrupulously to the principles 

laid down and followed 	by 	Mr.. Pitt; 	profess- 
ing at the same time, a more rigid economy, 
and a stricter attention 10 the refOrm of abuses. 
On the 28th of March, lord Henry Petty opened 
the budget, by stating that the unredeethed na- 
tional debt of Great Britain and ireland amounted to 

nearly 
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neatly 6.16 millions, And the tedeethed debt td 127 e.ft 4,P. 
Ibilliotik the annual charges being nearly 27 hill. 
Bons and a half. 	The requisite supplied on account 
bf Great Britain, were estimated at+ 43,618,472/4  
and among the propoSed ways and means, the most 
considerable were, a loan of eighteen.millions, and 
ati augmentation of the War-taxes to 19,500;000L, 
to' be 

	

	principally by raising the property .effected 

'Ism 

-tax from six and a half to ten per cent. chargeable 
on all property above fifty pounds a-year. 	This 

• financial measure, though approved by the-  late 
Ministers and their adherents, was peculiarly obnox-
ious .to those members of parliament who *ere 
said to belong to the independent interest; and 
they inveighed against the harshness and rigour of 
its -provisions. 	Various modifications were pro- 
posed, of which the greater part were rejected, as 
tending to diminish the productiveness of the tax, 
and .to destroy its efficacy. . 

AMONG the provisions for cohering the interest 
of the loan, Was a tax uptiti pig iron, which the 
chancellor rated at 500,0001., but it excited such 
serious complaints among the persons engaged in 
the trade, that he was induced to substitute for it, 
a tax upon private brewers, which raised a Still 
louder outcry in the country. 	Disappointed in 
both these expedients, he found it necessary to 
propose an addition of ten per cent. to. the assessed 
taxes, which was allowed without Opposition. 

THE budget for Ireland vas opened by sir John Budget for 
Newport, on the 7th of May. 	It appeared that 
the supply voted for Ireland, was 8,975,1911.; and 
the ways and means provided by the chancellor of 
the exchequer were estimated at 9,181,4551. 	The 

Ireland. 

• loan, which was for two millions, had been raised 
at seven shillings per cent. less than the loan for 
England, and this circumstance was regarded as a 
symptom of the growing prosperity of Ireland, and 
of the confidence reposed in its government. 

ix 
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C H A P. IN conformity with the 'declared - intention of 
LXXV. ministers, some salutary regulations were adopted, 

for the prevention of abuses in various departments 28°6. 
measures 
for the pre-
venticin of 
abuses in 
the public 
service; 

of the public. service. 	By an act for regulatintsa. 
the office-of treasurer of the ordnance, the balances 
of that office were ordered to be deposited at the 
bank of England, and the payments to be made' by 
drafts upon that establishment. For the small sums 
payable on the treasurer's petty account, issues 
were to. be made from the bank, on the requisition 
of the board of ordnance, and were to be applied 
to no purposes whatever, except those authorised 
by law. 	By subsequent acts, the same principle 
was extended to the excise and customs, to the 
stamp and post offices, and to the office of surveyor- 
general of the woods and forests. 	An act was also 
passed, for increasing the Salaries, and abolishing 
the fees of the custom-house officers of the port of 

for expedit- 
ing the set-
tlement of 
public ac- 
counts. 

London. 	Judicious measures were adopted for 
expediting and securing the regular settlement of 
public accounts, of which, on the appointment of 
the new ministry, the amount not audited was said 
to extend to 5344 millions. 	Of this enormous ar- 
rear, however; it Was shewn by Mr. Rose,That the 
greater part had been substantially and effectually 
examined ; and the Chancellor of the exchequer 
admitted, that no very large sums were really due 
to the nation, from the officers of the different de- 
partments. 	But as the cause of such an accumu- 
lation 	of inaudited 	accounts, 	arose 	from 	the 
imperfection of the provisions for compelling pub-
lic accountants to produce their accounts before 
the auditors, it appeared highly necessary that a 
defect, affording so dangerous an incentive to mal- 
versation and fraud, should be 	remedied ; and 
accordingly, no measures of administration were 
more popular than those which were directed to 
that object. 

Free inter- change of OF the comin ercial laws passed durimr tbii ses,  0 
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sion, one •of the most important was, 	an act 
permitting the free interchange of grain between 

c H A  p. 
LXXV-• 

Great Britain aild Ireland, without any bounties or 1806. 
duties, or any restraints' whatever. 	'By the .oper- grain be- 
ation of this law, the corn-trade between the two 
countries: was placed 	on 	the same footing as 

=alit Bri-
min and 

that between the different counties of Eifgland. Ireland. 

An act was also passed for regulating the inter- Act regula- 
course between the West Indies and the -United cuonif inse  t- 
'States, the object of which was, 	legalize, under tween the 
certain restrictions, the trade in lumber and provi- „„:11:e"" 
sions carried on 	by neutrals 	with 	the British 
colonies. 	It vested a discretionary power .in 'his 
majesty to permit this trade, with the proviso, that 
no commodities, staves and lumber only excepted, 
should be imported, which were not of the growth 
and produce.of the countries to which the neutral 
vessels belonged; and that they should not export 
the indigenous products of the colonies. 

United 
state' 

DbRLNG this session considerable 	pras .progress Bill for the 
made toward the accomplishment of that truly .=itt'vne_i'f 
glorious undertaking the abolition of the slave-. 
trade. 	A bill was brought in by the attorney- 
general, sir Arthur Pigott, and passed without 
much opposition, which prohibited, under strict 
penalties, the exportation of slaves from the British 
colonies after the 1st of January 1807 ; and inter,. 
dieted all his majesty's subjects, resident either at 
home or 'in our foreign settlements, ' front being in 
any way accessary to the supply of foreign coun-
tries with slaves after that period. • A subsequent 
act prohibited, under severe penalties, all British 
vessels from being engaged in the African slave-
trade, which had not been actually employed in 
that trade before the 1st of August, 1806, or which 
had not been under contract for such employment 
befbre the 10th of June of that year. 	The next 

trade. 

Resolution 
measure was a resolution, which was moved by e

y
d by 

i
n
v
r 

Mr. Fox, and which may be said to have closed the Mr. 	ox. 
VOL, VI. 	 k 	 l'arliQlellt. 
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C II A P. parliamentary career of that. great statesman. , The- LXXV. words of the resolution were if that this house con- 
ism ceiving the African slave-trade to be contrary to 

the principle's of justice, 	humanity, and sound 
policy, will; with all practicable expedition, take 
effectual measures for, abolishing the said trade, in 
such manner and at such period asmay be deemed 
advisable." 	It was carried in the commons by 
114 votes against 15; and in the lords, after a con-
ference, by 41 votes against 20 ; after which an' 
address was carried .from both houses to the king, 
beseeching him to take such measures as might 
appear-most effectual for obtaining, by negotiation, 
the concurrence and concert of foreign powers in 
the abolition of the slave-trade, and in the execution, 
of the regulations adopted for that purpose. 	. 

India • 
budget. 

• 

VARIOIN 	discussions arose during this session,  - 
respecting the affairs of India. 	The budget was 
produced on the' 10th of July, and from, the per-., 
spiquous statements of lord Morpefli, it appeared 
that the finances of ON company were tiff from 
'prosperous. The charge, exceeded the revenue by 
2,851,745/. ; a great diminution had taken place in 
the annual oaccount, and it was generally admitted 
that the debts in 	India might be estimated at.  
30,000,0001., of which 17,000,0001. were payable 
in England, at the option of the holders of the 
securities.  

Trial of No transaction in parliament excited greater 
lord NW- 
vine. interest in the public mind at this season than the 

trial of lord Melville, which commenced on the 
29th of April, in Westminster Hall. 	The articles 
of impeachment, which were ten in number, con- 

Charges. tained three principal charges. 	The first was, that 
befbre the 10th of January,. 1786, he had, contrary 
to the obligation imposed on him by the warrant 
appointing him treasurer of the navy, applied to. 
his private use and profit various sums of public 
movy entrusted to him in thiit qapacity. 	The 

second 
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J. second *as, that after the passing of the act of par- 

isf 
illt.vP. liament, in 1785, for better regulating the office of 

treasurer of the navy, he had, in violation of that- 
act, permitted Trotter, the navy paymaster, illegally • 
to take from the bank of England, for other than 
immediate application to the purposes of thd ser-
vice, large sums of the monies issued to the bank 
on account bf the treasurer of the navy,, and to 
place those sums in the hands of his private banker, 
in his own name, and subject to his sole control 
and disposition. The third was, that he had fraudu-
lently and corruptly permitted Trotter to apply the 
money, so abstracted illegally from the bank •of 

-1806. 

England, to purposes of private use and emolu-
ment, and had himself fraudulently and corruptly 
derived profit from those sums. 	Ten days were 
employed by the managers in bringing forward 
and examining their evidence, as 	also 	by the 
speeches of Mr. Whitbread, -Who opened the case, 
and of the solicitor-general, sir Samuel Romilly, 
who recapitulated the evidence. 	The •cpunsel for 

.lord Melville occupied three days in the defence; 
oil the two following days the managers delivered 
their reply, on the part of the commons, die legal 
argument. being conducted by the attorney-general, 
and the observations on the defence being left to., 
Mr. Whitbread. 	On the 16th day of the  trial. 
sentence was pronounced, and on each of the 
charges lord Melville was found not guilty by a 
majority of the peers. 	It was observed that the 
impeachment was injudiciously framed, the same 
charge 	beim).

b 	
frequently 	repeated 	in 	different 

articles, andane -article often containing several 
charges. 	These defects operated in favour of the 
defendant by diminishing the apparent number *of 
those who pronounced him guilty. 	Some of them, 
though they agreed on the facts .on which they 
founded that decision, differed so width in their 
construction of the articles of impeachment, that, 

Acquittal. 

Is. 	 meanings 
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c H A P. meaning to find hini guilty on the . same fact, .the 
LXXV. voted him guilty on different articles. 	Accord- 

1606. 	ingly, though 59 out • of 135 peers voted 	lord- 
-Melville guilty of high crimes and misdemeanours, 
there were not more than fifty-four who agreed in 
finding him guilty of any one article as charged by 
the commons. 	It was also remarked that the 
accusation of fraud and corruption was not borne. 
out by etidence ; and a peer, highly distinguished 
for his legal knowledge, who voted for the acquittal; 
admitted that if • the impeachment had been for 
culpable negligence in the discharge .of duty, and 
for criminal indulgence toward the paymaster of 
the navy, he must have pronounced lord Melville 
guilty of the charges. 

Prorog- 	_ 	AFTER a lonab  and busy session, the parliament 
anon of 
parliament. was prorogued on the 23d of July, by commission. 

In. the speech of the lord chancellor, by command 
of his majesty, allusion was made to the discussions 
pending with France ; .but no very sanguine hopes 
were atibrded of a sincere disposition for peace on 
the part Of that power. 	The course of events, 
indeed, was such as to render the probability of an 
arrangement for the security of the continent still 
more remote. 

Campaign 	THE French army which had invaded Naples 
in Calabria.*was sufficiently powerful to establish Joseph Bo- 

naparte on the throne of that kingdom. 	Several 
of the nobility attended the king  and queen with a 
part of the army when they retired to Palermo ; 
while others who had enjoyed the favour and con-
fidence of the court, took an early opportunity of 
'conforming to the new crder of things. 	The heir 
apparent retired into his' dukedom of Calabria, 
where the Fkeneh emigrant general Damas was 
endeavouring to rouse the. people against their 
invaders. 	They were followed by a consiacrable 
force under liegnier, who defeated them at Campo 
Tenese, and speedily seduced the province. 	The 

whole 
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whole kingdom was subjected to the French,-  except c tt A p. 
a small place in ulterior Abruzzo, and the fortress LXXV.  

1806. of Gaeta, which was gallantly defended by the 
Once of Hesse Philipsthal. On the 30th of March, Joseph Bo. • 
Joseph Bonaparte caused himself to be proclaimed !ler Zr 
ling, and' exacted oaths of fidelity from the con- king of 
stituted authOrities. 'This usurpation provoked the 
exiled family to make some attempts fbr the re. 
covery of their dominions ; and they found means 
to foster the spirit of resistance which the people 
manifested against 	the French, 	particularly in 

1Va
P1' 

Abruzzo'and Calabria. 	The project of expelling 
the invaders, even by a general insurrection, was 
wild and visionary ; but great reliance was placed 
on the co-operation of the English. 	About the 
middle of April, sir Sidney Smith arrived at Pa: 
lermo in the Pomp& of 81, guns, and took the 
command of a squadron of five ships of the line, 
besides frigates, transports, and gun-boats, destined 
for the defence of Sicily. 	He sailed with this*  
force along the coast of Italy, and commenced his 
operations by introducing stores and ammunition 
into Gaeta. 	Leaving there a frigate with a flotilla 
of gun-boats to assist in the defence of the place, 
he sailed toward Naples, and spread such alarm 
along the coast, 	that the French 	removed the 
capital part of their battering • train 	from 	the 
trenches betbre the besieged fortress. 	On arriving 
off Naples, the English admiral found the city 
illuminated in compliment to the new sovereign ; 
and he • might have disturbed the festivities, but, 
humanely abstaining from an assault in which the 
inhabitants, and not the invaders, would have been 
the greatest.  sufferers, he took possession of the 
isle of Capri. 	In proceeding southward he ha: 

Operations,  
(Ifeysirsmst 

rassed the communications of the enemy along the 
shore, so as greatly to obstruct their operations 
against Gaeta, whicli was the main object of the 
expedition. 	On his return to Palermo, their Ni. 

K 5 	 ciliaii 
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C II A P. cilian majesties invested him with most ample au- 
LXXV. thority in Calabria, and created him viceroy 'of 
1606. that province. 	He succeeded in distributing arms, 

ammunition, and .money among the Calabrians ; 
but soon found that there was no hope of rousing 
them to a formidable resistance against the French 

. Expedition without the presence of an' English force. 	Sir 
r j°hn  `'i sir John 

Stuart John Stuart, who had succeeded general Craig in 
• the command of the troops in Sicily, was•unwilling 

to endanger the safety of that island by undertak-
ing an expedition to the main land, which on the 
most favourable suppositiOn, could scarcely be c:c-
pected to reinstate the royal family, even in a part 
of their continental dominions. 	Yielding at length 
to their urgent solicitations, enforced by flatter-
ing accounts of the disposition of the Calabrians, 
he determined to employ a part.of his army in a 
descent on their territory, hoping, that if success 
attended his ,first operations, he might be able at all 
events (o destroy the stores and ammunition pre-
pared there by .the enemy for the invasion of Sicily 
He disembarked on the first of July in the gulf of 
St. Eufemia, near the northern frontier of lower 
Calabria. 	Encountering little opposition from the 
French, who bad not yet collected their forces, he 
he issued proclamations, inviting the Calabrians to 
join the standard of their lawful sovereign, and 
and offering arm and ammunition for their de- 
fence; but very few obeyed the summons. 	Dis- 
appointed in his expectations, he was hesitating 
whether to reimbark his troops, when he received 
intelligence that general Regnier was encamped at 
Maida, ten miles distant, with an army nearly 

. equal to his own, and was in daily expectation of 
Battle of reinforcements. 	Being determined to give battle, 
Braid ' 46  he advanced the next morning, July 4th, and found July. 

the French in a strong position below the village, 
having the river Lamato in front, and their flanks 
strengthened by a thick invervious underwood. 

I 	Haying 
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Having received the erected detachments their t tr A 1,.. 
whole force amotinted to 7000 men; while that of LXX v. 
the British did not exceed 4800, 	Regnier, con- 
fident in his superiority of; numbers, 'and affecting, . 
in -common with his troops, an unqualified con- 
tempt of the .assailants, quitted 	his strong po- 
sition, 	and descended 	to meet 	them 	on 	the 
plain. The English, surprised, but not dismayed, at 
the unexpected augmentation of his force advan-
ced with alacrity to the attack, which was cora- 
menced by their right. 	After some firing, both 
sides Wepared for close combat; 'but the French, 
astonished at the firmness displayed by the English, 
gave way when the bayonets began to cross, betook 
themselves to flight, . and in a short time were 
touted 'and dispersed with great slaughter. 	They 
made an effort with their right to retrieve the 
honour of the day; but they were bravely ands 
steadily resisted; their cavalry, in attempting to 
turn the left flank of the English, were thrown.  

ism 

. 

Defeat of 
into disorder by an unexpected fire from the 20th 
regiment, which came up at this critical 'juncture : 

the French. 

the rout now became general, and the whole French 
army precipitately abandoned the field, with the 
loss of about 700 men killed and 1000 taken pri- 
soners. 	Their total loss was estimated by Sit John 

. 

Stuart at not less than 4000 men. The English had 
only 45 men killed and 282 wounded , and this 
result is consonant with the military maxim, that in 
close engagements the slaughter is most consider-
able after the moment of defeat, and the more de-
cisive the victory, the smaller is the loss of the 
victots. 	This brilliant action, though it did not Effect of 
lead to the recovery of Naples, preserved Sicily 
from invasion. 	The French -evacuated Upper and 

the victory. 

Lower Calabria, abandoning their cannon, stores, 
and ammunition ; they were harassed in their re-
treat by the insurgent peasantry, on whom they 
ferociously retaliated by laying waste their villages  

K 't 	 ' 	*With 
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with fire and sword. 	deneral Stuart, howeVer, 
aware that his small force would be inadequate to 
the permanent defence of the country, retired with 

The British.  it-to Sicily, leaving a garrison in the strong fort of 
return to 
Sicily. y.  

Sc lla, ivhich had surrendered to one of his. offi- 
cers. 	The fall of Gaeta, which took place soon 
after the battle of Maida, set at liberty a. force of 
16,000 men, previously employed in besieging it, to 
act against the Calabrians, in conjunction with the 
powerful army under Massena, who was sent to 

. subdue them, and who slowly effected his purpose, 
enforcing the despotic authority with which he 
was invested, by all the rigours of military law. 

operations or Massena 
in Calabria. 

He was ineffectually resisted by the irregular armed 
force called the masse, consisting of the most indi-
gent and wretched of the Calabrian peasantry, led 
by desperadoes whom the Sicilian government had 

'released from" the galleys, to keep alive the insur- 
rection, and render desperate the chance of accom- 
modation with the enemy. 	In their indiscriminate 
excesses they plundered and abused their own 
countrymen, and sacrificed many victims to private 
resentment under the mask of public duty, not- 

, withstanding the humane interposition of the Brit- 
ish who 'remained at Scylla. 	From this mode of 
warfare no beneficial results could be expected. 
On his return to Messina, sir John Stuart found 
lieutenant-general Fox, who had recently arrived 
from Gibraltar, to take the command in chief of the 
British forces in Italy, and who entrusted to him 
the direction of a -  second expedition in Calabria, 
which he readily undertook; but on the junction 
of reinforcements under sir John Moore, his Senior 
officer, he obtained leave to return to England. 

Second ex- his gallant successor was despatched to recon- 
pedition 
relinquish- ed• 

noitre the coast, and confer with sir Sidney Smith 
concerning future operations ; but the result of his 
enquiries was unfavourable to any new expedition 
in Italy, and general Fox, steadily discountenancing 

the 
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the unwise projects of.thezourt of Palermo, refused e u A P. 
to risk the preservation of Sicily by embarking in LXXV.  

1806, so hopeless an enterprise. 	. 	 . 
DURING these transactions a dispute took place Dispute 

between the French and the Russians in the Adria. bFeretwneg the 
tic. 	The 'territory.  of Cattaro in Dalmatia, with Russians14 
its fine harbour,to the southward of Ragusa, had thtro:t  ri' 
been ceded by Austria to Frapce in the treaty of a  
Presburg, and was to be occupied within six weeks 
after the ratification. 	As the French. functionaries 
did not arrive at the expiration of that time, a Rus-
sian agent persuaded the inhabitants, who were 
chiefly Greeks, that the Austrians would be justified 
in evacuating the place and leaving it to the first 
occupant. 	Encouraged by this assurance, and by 
the arrival of a Russian ship of the line from Cor-
fu, they prepared to occupy the forts, in conjunc-
tion with a band of Montenegrins ; but the Aus-
trian garrison held out until the arrival of the com-
missary general Ghisilieri, who, instead of continu- 
ing the defence, resigned the 	 lace to the natives, 
and they transferred it to the Russians. 	The 
French on .their arrival compensated themselves 
for their disappointment by taking possession of 
Ragusa, where the Russians and Montenegrins be-
sieged them, but were compelled to retire on the 
arrival of general Molitor with a large army from 
Dalmatia. 	They were afterwards defeated by Mar. 
mont, but they retained possession of Cattaro and 
Castelnuovo. 

MEANWHILE the negociations continued between Progress of 
Gieat Britain and France ; but the continental po.. 
licy of the latter power was such as to extinguish 

atts ge!f 
tween 

every hope that might have been formed of a satis- 
factory issue. 	In occupying Hanover, the king of 

:Mr 
France, 

Prussia had shewn a disposition to hold that elec., 
torate conditionally until the conclusion of a peace 
between England and France. 	This reservation 
did not please Boriaparte, who rejected with  this. 

daill 
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C II A P. damn the proposal of altering the arrangements 

made at Vienna, and dictated new terms, by which •LXXv. 
ism 	Prussia was to accept the sbvercignty of Hanover, 

Prussia re- and he himself was to have the right of making 
Lit% 	peace or war. . The treaty was signed on the 15th 
accept.tia, of February, and immediately carried into execu- iLmvm

e_ 
	tion. 	On the 18th the Prussians evacuated Wesel; 

reigntY." 	on. the 21st the French troops were withdrawn 
from Hameln ; and on the 24th Bernadotte took 
possession of Anspach and Bayreuth for the king 

• of Bavaria, to whom • those provinces were tranS- 
Measurs 	ferred by France. 	On the 28th of March a pro- 
of the king . 
of Prussia 	CIamation was issued by count Schulemburg, in the 
against the• name of the king of Prussia, ordering the ports and Bri tish 
trade. 	rivers opening into the German ocean to be closed 

against British shipping and trade, in the same 
manner as when Hanover was occupied by French' 
troops : and 'on the 1st of April a patent appeared 
under the authority of the same monarch, formally 
annexing the electorate of Hanover to his other 
dominions, on the pretence, that belonging to the 
emperor ,Napoleon by right •of conquest, it had 
been transferred to Prussia in consideration of the 

Retaliation cession of three of her provinces to France. 	The of the 	 ri- 
tish govern.. indignity offered to Great Britain by these proceed- 
ment. 	ings against her commerce demanded prompt and 

efficient measures of retaliation. 	Accordingly, the 
rivers Ems, Weser, Elbe, and Trave were blockaded; 
a general embargo was laid on all Prussian vessels 
in British harbours, and the English mission at Ber- 
lin. was recalled. 	The royal message, which an- 
nounced these measures to parliament on the 21st 
of April, was answered by unanimous addresses of 
thanks from both houses ; and on this occasion the 
strongest 	animadversions were directed 	against 
Prussia for her abject subservience to the injustice 

Remark of and rapacity of the French ruler. 	In reference to 
Dlr. Fox on 
the transfer her acceptance of Hanover from Napoleon, under 
of Hanover 
to Prussia, an ackpowledgment of his right of conquest, Mr, 

- 	 Fox' 
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Fox observed, that no example could be found in 
all the histories of war, and 'no mention had ever 

c li A P. 
---Lxxv* 
1806. 

. 

been made by writers on the law of nations, of any 
power having. a right to receive .as a present a 
country occupied during a war by one of the belli- 
gekent powers, but not ceded by the other. 	He re- . probated with equal severity the principle lately 
acted upon in Europe of transferring the subjects 
of one prince to another in the way o equivalents, 
and under the pretext of convenience and mutual 
accommodation. 	The 	wildest 	schemes, 	he - ob., 
served, that were ever before broached, would not 
go so tilt' t,0 shake the foundations of all established 
governments as this new practice. 	This just and 
energetic censure, though delivered in general 
.terms, applied with peculiar force to the Machia. 
velian policy of Bonaparte. 	It was consonant with Policy of 

his inordinate ambition, with *his haughty contempt 
for mankind, and with his habits of life, that be 
should weaken the powers of the continent-by un-
dermining existing establishments, and by dissoly. 
ing the social ties which bound men together ; and. 
that he' should transfer whole -communities and 
even nations from one sovereign to another, in as 
arbitrary a manner as he would distribute or change 
the appointments in his own armies. 	By the. same 
principle he managed his senate, his council of 
state, and every other department of his govern- 
ment ; and it was sarcastically observed by one of 
his own ministers, that his whole system both of 
rule and conquest was founded on the simple ex. 
pedient of forming men into regiments. 

Bonapa3e" 

, 

. 

His conduct toward Prussia became more im. 
perious and arrogant in proportion to the emus- 
slow' which she made to propitiate his good, will. 

His con 
to~

__A 
trutssio7 

Of the three provinces, Anspach, Bayreuth, and 
Cleves, which he obtained from her in exchange 
for Hanover, he transferred the two former to the 
elector of Bavaria, on condition of receiving the 

duchy 
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C H.  A P. duchy of Berg, which, together with that of Cleves, 
LXXV. he 	conferred on his brother-in-law, Murat. 	In ' 
18?6.. treating with the cabinet of St. James's he made 

go:bf.:  tor 
berg and 

no scruple of offering to the king of. Great Britain 
the complete restitution of his electoral dominions ; 

4tieve8 °n  Slurat. 0  • and during the negociations which were at the same 
Offers. to time carried on between Talleyrand and the 'Rus7  
restore Ha- sian minister D'Oubril, at Paris, lie distinctly inti- 
ng of mated that if the emperor Alexander were desirotts 
Great Bri. tan, of annexing any part of Polish Prussia to his do-

minions, no opposition would be made to such a 
project on the part of France. 	Availing himself 
of the pretext affbrded by the occupation of, Cat-
taro, he not only withheld Braunau from Augtria, 
but maintained a large army in the free towns and 
states of Suabia and Franconia, for the'purpose of.  
overawing Prussia, while be carried into effect a 
scheme for subverting the ancient constitution of 
the German empire. • 

Confede. THIS scheme was developed by the conclusion 
n'thinek'nathe  R of a treaty for establishing what was called the con- 

federation of the Rhine.. 	The members of this 
confederation were, the emperor of the. French 
repulllic, the kings of Bavaria and Wirtemberg, 
the archbishop of Ratisbon, 'the elector of Baden, 
the duke of Berg, the landgrave of Hesse Darms- 
tadt, and several.  minor German princes. 	By the 
articles of the compact these princes, separating 
themselves from the Germanic empire, and renounc-
ing all connection with it, appointed a diet to meet 
at Frankfort to manage their public concerns and 
settle their differences ; 	and chose Bonaparte for 
their protector. 	They established among them- 
selves a federal alliance, by which, if one of them 
engaged in a continental war, all the others 'were 
bound to take part in it, and to contribute their 
contingent of troops in the following proportions : 
Rance two-hundred thousand ; Bavaria thirty thou-
sand ;; Wirtemberg twelve thousand; Baden three 

thousand ; 
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thousand ; 	Berg five thousand: 	Darmstadt four c u A P. 
thousand ; Nassau, Hohenzollern, and others four 	LXXV. 

thousand ;*making a total of two-hundred and fifty-. 	180& 
eight thousand men.. 	It was settled that none of 
the members of the confederacy should be' depen 
dent on any foreign power, or enter into any serf 
vice but that of the confederated states and their 
allies ; neither was any member to alienate the 
:whole or any part of his dominions except in their 
favour. 	Other German princes and states might 
be admitted into the confederacy whenever it should 
be found consistent with the general interest. 	A 
great number of petty princes and counts were 
deprived of their ancient rights of sovereignty ; 
and these, without equivalent or indemnity, were. 
transferred to the members of this federal- union. 
The imperial city of Nuremberg was given to the 
king of Bavaria, and that of Frankfort on the 
Maine to the archbishop of Ratfsbon, formerly 
elector and arch-chancellor of the empire, and now 
Kince primate of the confederation of the Rhine. 

THREE days after the conclusion of this import  Prelimina- 
tant treaty, preliminaries of peace we •e signed at I 	signed

e 
Paris between France and Russia.. Bonaparte then France and 
signified to the Austrian monarch that he must pre- Russia',  
rare to lay aside the title of Emperor of Germany . 
and accede to the new arrangements which were 
on the eve of being promulgated at. Ratisbon. 
Conformably to this mandate, Francis resigned his Francis ft. 
office and title,. and annexed his German provinces Zslig:thhi: 
and states to the empire of Austria. 	On the 1St.empire. 	• 
of August the confederates announced to the diet 
of Ratisbon their separation from the empire, and 
a note was presented in the name of the French 
ruler, declaring that he no longer acknowledged 
the existence of the Germanic constitution. 
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CHAP. LXXVI. 
- 	. Confederation of the northern states of Germany, under the 

protection of' Prussia, frustrated by Bonaparte.— Prussia.. 
prepares for war.:—State of the negociatiott between Great 
Britain and France.--tHew affected by the preliminaries 
between France and Russia. -- Mission of lord Lauderdale 
to Paris. — The emperor Alexander refuses to mtfly the 
preliminaries.—Bonaparte quits Paris for the army.— 
Lo4id Lauderdale returns to England. — Temporising po-, licy of Prussia. —Her tardy application to Russia for aid. 
—Measures toward a reconciliation with Great Britain. 

• — Evasive policy respecting Hanover.— Situation of the 
. Prussian army.—Movements of the French. — Battle of 

Auerstadt or ;Jena. - -- Thfeat of the Prussians. =- The 
French enter Berlin.-- Retreat of Blucher.= Bonaparte 
gains over the Saxons.— Fall of Ike Prussian fortresses. — 
7he elector of Ilesse Cassel expelled from his dominions.— • 
The French seize Hamburg.—Bonaparte's Berlin decree. 
— The lei vg of Prussia retires to Konigsberg.— Advance 
of the Russians. — Repulsed by the French. — Bonaparte 
at 11-arsaw. 

C 11 A P. IN acceding to so important a. change
p  

	in the em- 
LXXVI. 	• n  

• . 	i 	1   e, thy king of Prussia had entertained the hope 
igos. 	of forming a confederation of states in the north of 

Thekirre  Germany, of which he should be the protector. Frussh, s 
project of a• Bonaparte favoured that hope as long as it suited 
confedo- 	his 	 ; ration in 	views 	but having secured-  the submission of 
the north of Austria, he 	declared 	that .from 	deference 	to 
GermanY. 	England he could not allow the Hanse towns to 
Frustrated 	be included in the northern confederacy, and that by Bona- 
parte. 	he was determined to take them under his own 

protection. 	lie also declared that his 	sense of: 
justice and his respect for the law of nations would , 
not permit him to tolerate any compulsory measures 

for 
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for attaching.' independent princes to that league.; c H A P. 

and that as the wise sovereign who governed _Lxxvi. 
. 	1806. 	• Saxony seemed 	unwilling to contract.  the new 

obligations which Prussia wished to inipose on him, 
France. could not see him enslaved or forced to act 

-against the interests of' his people. 	The elector of 
Hesse Cassel was invited to renounce his connection. 

-with a pbwer incapable of serving 'him, and to join 
the confederation of the Rhine ; the remaining 
possessions of the prince of Orange, brother-in-law 
of the king of Prussia, were offered to him on that. 
condition ; and when he rejected these tempting 
proposals, a resolution was passed, by which he 
was cut off from access to part of his own states. 

THESE ,and other humiliating insults excited a Prussiapre. 
general feeling of resentment in Prussia; and the 
court, the army, and the nation called, oudly for 

tr for. 

,war. 	Complaints were every where heard of the 
.extortions practised 	by the 	French 	armies 	in 
ccimany, and of the intolerable.burthens to which 
they subjected the inhabitants. 	Instances of atro- 
cious cruelty were not wanting to aggravate these 
complaints ; and particular indignation was mani- Murder of 
&seed at the murder of Palm, a bookseller of opraz obi  
Nuremberg, who was arrested by order of the Bonaparte. 

French governmjnt, hurried away to Braunau, tried 
by a court martial, and shot, for an alleged libel on 
Bonaparte. "It is for Prussia," exclaimed.herpatriots, 
"to avenge these outrages, and to make common 
cause with the people of Germany, impatient to 
shake off the galling yoke of their oppressors." 
Yielding to the impulse of popular feeling, the 
vacillating, or, as Bonaparte called it, the incon_ 
ceivable cabinet of 	Berlin, 	adopted a decided 
change of policy ; the army was placed on the war 
*establishment ; .and the king of Prussia, though 
against his better judgement, prepared to enter into 

a contest single-handed, with Napoleon and his 

allies. 	 THE 
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C H A P. THE state, of affairs between Great Britain and 
• ',XXVI. Fiance was materially ,affected by the separate 

ism treaty concluded between M. Talleyrand and the 
State of_tho'r  Russian minister D'Oubril. 	The negotiations had 
;31111::4 ° n  originally been carried on through the medium of 
Great 	 ri- 
tain and 
France. 

lord Yarmouth, who being one of the English • 
residents detained at the commencement of hosti- 
lities, had obtained 	his 	liberation through the 

• • intercession. of Mr. Fox, and on his 	return to 
Communi- England, had been entrusted with a confidential 
Aca'''"gh  rou 
lord Yar- 

.communication given verbally from the French 
minister. 	It contained three specific offers ; the 

mouth. restoration of Hanover ; the possession of Sicily on 
the principle of the uti possidetis ; and a facility in 
the arfailgement of the form of treating, which, 
without recognising the claim of a joint negociation, 
would not impair the advantages which Great 
Britain and Russia might derive from their close, 
Connection and alliance. 	These proposals were. 
deemed so favourable that the British cabinet loss 
no time in dispatching lord Yarmouth t9 Paris, to 
announce their willingness to comment p a nego- 
elation on the basis contained in them. 	On his 
first interview with M. Talleyrand after his return, 
that minister receded from his proposal respecting 
Sicily, alluded to further demands; and represented. 
the necessity of treating with some person duly 
authorised and empowered. 	This first deviation 
from the original overtures, was received by the 
British cabinet as ominous of the total failure of 
the negociation. 	Lord Yarmouth was instructed 
'to make the re-admission of Sicily the sine gull non 
of the production of his full powers, which, to 
avoid all appearance of cavil, were conveyed to 

The to- him without delay. 	Meanwhile the Russian mi- 
gap :minify.  nister, D'Oubril, who had arrived at Paris, so flur 
pterergitary 
treaty, and 

from acting in concert with the British cabinet, 
been prevailed on by the French negotiators had ret

P
urns o' 

s' 	et " burg, 
to acquiesce_ 	in the demands of Bonaparte. 	Having 

Signed 
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signed a preliminary treaty on the 20th of July, 

145 
c rt A  p:  ‘ 

without• commimicating.to lord Yarmouth some of LXXVI. 

the most material articles; he hastened back to isos. 
' St. Petersburg to communicate' the results of his 
mission. 	By the same arts which had gained this 
diplomatic victory, the French ministers caused 

Jord Yarmouth to produce his full powers before the 
basis of the negotiation had been again recognised, 
and before the impression produced on the British 
cabinet by the precipitate conduct of D'Oubril 
had been ascertained. 	It now became necessary Lord Lau: 
to send. from 	England another negotiator, lord 
Lauderdale, fully instructed in the sentiments of 
his majesty's government on all the various.points of 
discussion that might arise.• By the appointment 
of this nobleman, the personal friend and .political 
adherent of Mr. Fob:, whose health was now rapidly 
declining, the cabinet gave an efficient pledge of 
their determination to promote -his views and to 
follow the course of his policy. 	 • 

to Parrs. 

LORD LAUDERDALE, On his arrival in Paris, en- The empe. 
deavoured to bring back the French government r

a
o
n
r
d 
 Alex- 

to the basis of the uti possidetis ; but the two- ruses to 
ciators, Champagny and Clarke, constantly evaded 
the acknowledgement of having in the first instance 

=rim_ 
ed by 

proposed that principle. 	They contrived, however, 
various pretexts for delay, 	until it became the 
policy of Great Britain, as well as of France, to 
await the. decision of the court of St. Petersburg- 
on the preliminaries arranged with D'Oubril. 	On 
the 	3d of September 	official 	intelligence 	was 

D'Oubril.  

•brought to Paris, that the emperor Alexander had 
refused to ratify them. 	Talleyvand with great 
apparent frankness communicated this information 
to the English plenipotentiary, and assured him 
that France was now disposed to make peace with 
England on more favourable terms than she other- .England 
wise would have been disposed to admit. 	As it 

t
r

r
e
e
f
a
uses

t 
 to 

soon became obvious that these terms were.  re- ?Melly efPrOa; 
L 	 qu1red VOL. VI. Russia. 
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C,. TI A Pliired Lxxvi.o.  
to be purchased by the abandonment of 

ussia, the British cabinet honourably determined 
ism 	' not to entertain them. 	A 'series of unsatisfactory . 

Bonaparte discussions ensued, which lasted until Bonaparte 
for uits P"6.  
army,
f 	the 

24th 
left Paris for the Rhine, accompanied by Talley- . 	: 
rand, and one of. the plenipotentiaries, general 

. Sept. . 

. 

Clarke. 	Champagny, who remained • to conduct • 
the .negotiation, was neither authorised.  to Jelin:. 
quish the 'claims of Joseph Bonaparte upon Sicily, 
nor td.acquiesce,in such an arrangement as would 

.Lord Lau- derdaie re-
turns to 

have. satisfied :tilt court of 'St. Petersburg. 	The 
tlego*Ciation being at an end, lord Lauderdale ile- 

England. manded his passports, and returned to England. 
Temporiz- MEANWHILE, the court of Berlin bad pursued a 
"g policy  of Prussia. 1 emporising line of policy, which eventually tended 

to increase its embarrassments. 	Lucchesini, who 
had been long the Prussian minister at Paris, when 
he foresaw that war between France and Prussia 
was inevitable, liad recourse to a diplomatic .arti- . 
ace, by which one of his dispatches, full of com-
plaints against the French government, 'fell into 
their' hands. 	dmputing to his misrepresentations 

• the disputes existing between the two governments, 
they demanded his recall. • The court of Berlin, 
exulting in, the success of a stratagem which had 

' been adopted to give a false direction to the sus-
picions of the French, complied with the depiand, 
and sent to Paris general Knobelsdorf, a man sin-
cerely attached to peace, and blind to the political 
deception of which he was made the instrument. 

• He arrived on tte 7th of September, and delivered 
a letter from his Prussian majesty to Bonaparte;' 
couched in the most amicable terms, which• was 
answered 	by 	in•ofessions 	of friendship 	perhaps 
equally sincere. 	On the 11th a note was addressed 
to Knobelsdorf by Talleyrands  complaining of the 
warlike preparatiwis of Prussia, which were pub- 
licly deelared at Berlin to be 	directed against 
France ; in reply to which, assurances were given 

that 
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that those prep (rations 'arose from a •Misunder- ciAlxArt  

- -- standing, wfifch would, doubtless, be speedily re- 
moved. 	While this show' of riegociation was con- . 1806. 

Ainued, Botialiarte, having summoned the confe-
derates of the. Rhine to furnish theii. contingents,. 

*.repaired to the army, and. it was not until a week 
after his departure from Paris that Prussia threw 

'off the mask: 	A note-was presented by Knobels- 
o
Demands 

dorf on the 1st of October, demanding as a pre- froinntss  
litninary to negotiation, 	that the whole of the' Franc" 
French troops. should instantly re-pass the Rhine ; 
that no obstacle should be raised by France to the 
formation of a. northern confederacy, including all 
the German states not named in the fundamental 
apt of the. confederation of the Rhine ; and that, 
the basis of negotiation should be the separation of 
the Wesel. from the French empire;  and the re:  
•eccupation of the Three Abbeys' by the Prussian 
troops. 	To these demands no answer wa4 vouch- 
safed by Bonaparte - but Talleytand dexterously 
availed himself of diem in demonstrating that 'if 
France had been willing to gratify the.unjust am-
bition of Prussia at the expense of her weaker 
neighbours, the flames of war would not have been 
rekindled on the continent. 

'TBE only power f'rom which the court of Berlin Her tardy 
' could expect to derive effectual aid was Russia ; atoPtcsastiiaon 
but although Frederick William had, in the month for assist. 
ofbAugust, imparted to the emperor Alexander.the 
state of his relations with France, no intimation had 
been given of an approaching war, nor was any 
measure adopted for obtaining his assistance until 
the 18th of September, when count Kruscmark was 
sent to St. Petersburg, charged with such a com- 
mission. 	lie arrived on .the 30th; and orders for 

""• 

-marching were immediately sent to the Russian 
army in Poland. 	Those orders could not arris e 
until the 6th of October ; nor could the arms be 
expected. to reach the scene of action before' the 

L '2 	 middle  
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c x A P. middle of November, so that Prussia found herielf 
LXXVL oblicrPed•to contend, unsupported for a' whore month,  against her 	adversary. 	• 	• powerft4 . 	1806. 

31/CASUTeS • AT the period of count KrusemarMs mission to. 
""Ard' recenetli- St. Petersburg, a communication was made to Mr. 
ntion w„itil 

at 	n% Gre 	io 
. Ash'. 

Thornton, 	the British 	minister 	at 	Hamburgh,.. 
announcing the disposition of his Prussian majesty 

I. to. accomModate his differences with the king of 
Great Britain, and expressing a desire that some 

' • • 
Lord IVIor- 

functionary might be authorised to open a nego- 
ciation. 	The English ministry immediately sent 

Pea' tent te the Prus- 
..sian head- • 

quarters. 
lord Morpeth to the Prussian head-quarters ; and 
he arrived there on the eve of a great battle which 
was expected to deckle the fate of the campaign, 
a period particularly unfavourable to negociation. 
The Prussian ministers would not give any specific 
pledge respecting Hanover, since, if victory de- 
clared 	for them, 	that electorate might still 	In . 
theirs; 	.and 	if their 	army were •defeated, 	any 
engagements which might have been contracted 
with England would be likely to operate to their. 
prejudice in treating for peace. 	This cold and 
cautious 'dikrust was surely unnecessary towards a 
power which had evinced the qincerity of its friend.. 
ship by immediately raising the blockade .of the 
ports and rivers of Prussia. 

Situation Of THE scene of the approaching conflict wad in • 
the 13" plan array. Upper .Saxony. 	Early in October the head-quar- 

ters of the Prussians were at Naumburcr
.

, where their 
principal 	magazines were 	collected; 	and 	their 
forces extended along the country bordering.on the 
Saale. 	The general staff was transferred to Weimai; 
on the 10th; and the position of the army was - 
nearly as follows:-The left, commanded by prince 
Hohenlolie, under whom were general Tanenzien 
and 	prince Lewis of Prussia, occupied 	Saalfeld, . 
&Weitz, and Hof; and its advanced posts extended 
to Muncliberg and enlmbach. 	The centre, com-
manded by the duke of Brunswick, general Mollen- 

dorf, 
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d'orf,•and the king.  in person,•was distributed in the. c n A P. 
neighbourhood' of Erfurt, 	Weimar, Gotha, and LXXV.I. 

Eisenach ; and its vanguard, under the .duke of 1806. 

Saxe-Weimar, was stationed at MeinithAen. 	The 
right, commanded by general Ruchel., extended to 
Muhlhausen. 	Tlie reserve, under prince .Eugene 
of Wirtenaberg, w'as on the march from Custrin, 
and' a separate' corps, which had been stationed at 
Gottingen, under general Blucher, was likewise 
advancing to join the main army. 	The elector of 
Hesse was suffered 	to 	remain neritral; 	but the 

• Saxons served as auxiliaries, and were stationed in 
the left, under prince Hohenlohe. 	The whole 
force, amounting to 150,000 men, was entrusted to i 
the command of the duke of Brunswick, who, at 
the advanced age .of seventy-one, was to -ernploy 
the military science which be had acquired in the 
school of the great Frederic in • competition with 
the. modern tactics so 	successfully pursued by 
Bonaparte and his marshals. 	 , 

. 	THE French, who had. for some time been con- positions  
centrating their forces at Bamberg, advanced on the and  fir/re- 

	

- 8th, in- three divisions. 	The right, consisting of the' 	mth nire,ich. 
two corps d'armee, under Soult and Ney, with a 
division of Bavarians, joined at Bayreuth, and from 
thence marched .against Hof. 	The centre, - com- 
manded 	by 	Murat, 	Bernadotte, 	and Davoust, 
marched to Croirack, and from -thence to 'Saalburg 
and Schleitz. 	The left, under Launes and Auge- 
reau, advanced from Schweinefurt upbn Coburg, 

• Graffenthal, and Saalfeld. 	By these movements, 
the left wing of the Prussians, which extended to 
a greatAistance from their centre, was, exposed to 
the attack of the whole French army. 	Aware of 

. their danger, the division stationed on the extremi. 
ty of the line at Hof, fell back upon Schleitz, on the 
approach of Soult,'who seized their magazines, and 
pressed forward to Plauen, in Upper Saxony. ±Z)1-
lowed by Ney at the distance of half a day's march. 

L 3 	 The 
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C H A P. The, French centre +assed the Saaie at Saalburg, 
VI. LXX" moved upon Schleitz, discomfited a body 'of 10,000 

- 	1806. Eittosians, stationed' there under Tauenzien, lind 
Adveinced• on the 11th to Gera, within six, hours' 
march of Naumburg, where the principal magazines 
of the Prussians were deposited. • Tire operations of 
the left wing of the French were- no less successful. 
Lannes entered Coburg on the 8th;.passe'd through 
Graffenthal, and on the 10th attacked at Saalfeld 
the advanced guard of prince Hohenlohe, COM-
maKidefi by prince Louis of Prussia, whom he com-
pletely defeated, taking thirty pieces of cannon, , 
and about .one thousand prisoners. 	,Prince Louis 
fell in the action. By these movements, the French, 
after turning the left of their adversaries, became 
masters of their magazines, and 'placed themselves 
between the Prussian grand army, and the cities of 
Berlin and Dresden. 	'On the .12th, Davoust took 
possession of Nauinburg, and burnt the magazines., 
The Prussians, thus cut off from their resources,` 
had no alternative, but to fight or starve. 	The bar- 
ren country of Weimar afforded no means for sub-
sisting so large an army 5 the provisions and forage 
were completely exhausted ; and when arrange-
ments were made on the 13th for a general battle, 
the men had been without food, and the horses 
without corn, for twenty-four hours. 	 • 

Battle of THE French army extended frqm Naumburg to 
Auerstadt 
or Jena, Kahla, along the Saale, its centre being at Jena. 
14th Oct. The Prussians, who had been directing their whole 

force towards one point, were assembled between 
Auerstadt, Weimar, and Jena. 	The two armies 
were separated by the heights of the Saale, which 
seemed to' afford an impregnable position to the 
Prussians, and to present an insuperable barrier to 

,the French. 	But the Prussian generals, 	satisfied 
'with guarding the high road between Weimar and . 
Jena, left the most important passes of the Saale 
unoccupied ; and their adversaries taking advan- 

tage 
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tare of -this oversight were actively employed dur- 
lug the night in securing those points, and in trans- • 

C II A r. 
Lx  xvr. 

porting cannon to defend them, 1806. 
AT day break, the light troops belonging to the 

French centre, opened a brisk. fire upon the Prus-
sians; which drove them from their advanced posi-. 
tions, and enabled the Rench line to extend itself 
on the plain in order of battle. 	The Prussian 
troops • of the left, amounting to about fifty thou-
sand men, were dispatched early in the morning, 
towards Naumburg, to take possession of the' de-
files of Kocsen ; but they fbund, them occupied' by 
Davoust, whom in eleven • successive attacks they 
vainly attempted to dislodge. 	Their centre, con- • 
sisting of eighty thousand men, was opposed to the 
French centre.at Jena ; but their right, amounting 
to twelve thousand men, under general Ruchel, had 
not effected its j unction ; and their rearguard, former.' 
ly their vanguard, commanded by the duke of Saxe- 
Weimar, was still at Meinungen, thirty miles distant 
from the field • of battle. 	When the morning fog 
cleated away, the two armies beheld each other at 
the distance of less than 	cannon-shot. 	Some 
French battalions advanced to occupy a small vil; 
lage, and were supported by Lannes, 'while -Soult 
made a movement toward a wood on his right, 
which was in possession of the Prussians; another 
corps of whom, being directed toward the French 
left, were encountered by Augereatt 	In less than 
an hour the action became general. 	The Prussian 	- 
infantry fought with great con rage and firmness; but 
their cavalry was too much exhausted and dispirited 
to maintain its ancient reputation. Both armiesnia-
ncRuvred with the same precision as on a field-day, ; 
but the French disconcerted the Prussians by the 
rapidity of their evolutions; and their artillery was 
terribly destructive. Soult, having carried the wood, 
after a combat of two hours, 	pressed fors ard, 

the same instant the French reserve, both and 'it 	 L 4. 	 cavalry 
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* " A  P' cavalry. '0 LXXVL ., 
and infantry, advanced to the front line, 

and threw the Prussians into disorder. 	They ral- 
lied, and maintained the action for about an hour, 180f 

Defeat of 
the Pnts_ 
sians. 

when a second reserve, composed of the dragoons 
and cuirassiers, under.  Murat, made a tremendous- . charge, 	which decided, the 	engagement. 	The 
Prussians endeavoured to form themselves , into 
square battalions ; but; their ranks were broken : 
artillery, cavalry, and Infantry, were thrown into 
confusion, and in their flight through Weimar were 
joined by the remains of their left wing, which had 
been discomfited by Davoust. This junction served 
only to augment the 'confusion, and the troops , 
were compelled to seek safety by a precipitate 
flight. 	The king himself was forced to quit the 
high road, and at the head of a small body of ca- 

Losses in valry, to escape.  across the country. 	According to. 
the battle. 	. the French accounts, the Prussians, in- this decisive 

battle, lost more than twenty thousand in killed 
and wounded ; from thirty to forty thousand pri-
soners, three hundred pieces of cannon, and sixty 
standards. 	Above twenty generals and lieutenant- 
(T .r, enerals were among the captives. 	The duke of 
Brunswick And lieutenant-general Schmettau were ' 
mortally wounded. 	The estimate in point of num- 
bers may be exaggerated ; but from, the results,_ 
which immediately ensued, the victory was one of 
the most decisive which had ever been gained by 
the Trench arms. 

Surrender 
of general 
Nollendorf 
and thee 

ON the clay after the battle, general Mollendorf 
and the prince of Orange, who had effected their 
retreat to Erfurt with 14,000 men, surrendered by 

Ijra cge. capitulation, and gave up to the French a -park of 
P,20 pieces of artillery, with ammunition and valu- • 
able magazines. 	On the 17th, prince Eugene of 

• Wirtemberg, who was hastening from Custrin with 
the Prussian reserve, was defeated at Halle by Ber-
nadotte, who captured 5000 men and 31 pieces of 
cannon, 	The corps of Davoust entered Berlin on 

. 	 the 
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the 25th,, and• was next day followed by that of • 

Augereau. 	On the 	day, Bonaparte had preceding 
C H A P. ixxvr. 

arrived at Potsdam, where he stopped to view the "ism • 
apartments, "and visit the tomb 'of the great Fretle- The French 

rick. 	He ordered the sword .and scarf of that enter 
er- 

monarch, together with the colours which he took Trophies 
in the seven years' war, to be sent as trophies to the seized aile  
hotel of the invalids at Paris. 	On the 27th, be at Potsdam. 
'made his public entry into Berlin, and next day 
-gave audiences to the foreign ministers of powers 
in .amity with Prance, as well as to the civil authori -
ties of the city, and other public functionaties. 

MEANTIME, the wreck of the Prussian army, col- copitu- 
lected at Magdeburg, under prince Hohenlohe, 1ptenelio- 
was making an unsuccessful attempt to gain the 
banks of the Oder. 	With a tome of about 40,000 
men, including the Prussian guards Who had escap-
ed from the battle of 'Auerstadt, he directed his 
march toward Stettin, 	and by making various 
detours to avoid the advanced forces of the enemy, 
at length gained Prenzlau, where, after an engage-
ment against superior numbers, he found himself 
obliged to capitulate on the 28th, with the whole 
forces under his immediate command, amounting 
to about 17,000 men. 	On the following day, a 
body of 6000 men, belonging to his army, were 
forced to surrender. 	The troops forming his rear, 
under the command of general Blucher had reach- 
ed Boitzenberg, and were preparing to march for 

henlehe. 

Retreat of 
Blucher.. 

PrenzTau on the morning of the 29th, when intelli-
gence arrived of the surrender of the main body. 
Blucher changed his route in the direction of Stre-
litz, in the hope of falling in with the corps of 
10,000 men, under the duke of Weimar, which had 
not been engaged in the battle of Auerstadt, and 
had since been attempting to cross the Elbe. 	This 
junction he fortunately effected, 	and found the 
dukes corps strengthened, by a third, under the 
(:onunand of the duke of Brunswick Oels ; but he 

now 
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 71k P, pow received the unwelcome news, .that Soult had 
crossed the Elbe with his army, anti was posted be- 

.1806. tween him and that river. 	Having taken the 
'command of .the three corps, Blucher resolved on 
attempting the passage of the Elbe at tauenbag, 
to reinforce the Prussian garrisons in Lower Saxony. 
The French 'corps under Bernadotte pressed upon 
his rear; that of Souk intercepted his communica-. 
tion *itl1 Lauenburg ; while a third,'under Murat,-
advancing on his right along the skirts of Swedish. 
Pomerania, prevented him from seeking refuge 

Throws with his army under the wOls of Stralsund. - Ha- rself into  Lbeck. rassed on all sideS, he threw himself into Lubeck; 
..... i.ht1t his indefatigable enemy forced one of the gates 

of the city;- a combat ensued in the streets and 
squares, 	in, which the Prussians were defeated, 
many of their army cut to pieces, and 4000 made 
prisoners. 	The unfortunate and unoffeudilig citi,  
zees of Lubeck suffered all the horrors incident to a 
place taken by storm, and were exposed for some 
hours, to the wanton cruelty and rapacity of the 
conquerors. 	Blucher 	effected 	his 	retreat, 	and 

• reached the frontiers of Holstein with 10,000 men, 
the small remains of his army, where, not venturing 

Is obliged to violate the Danish territory, and being unable 
to &linen" 	 • der. • 

to 'cope `Pith an enemy so far superior in numbers, 
he'was obliged to surrender. 	Thus terminated the 
vigorous and persevering exertions of this gallant 
veteran, to retrieve the fortunes of his master : and 

• his was the last corps of Prussians which remained 
in arms on the German side of the Oder. 	• 	• 

Bonaparte TIIE policy of the conqueror had already alien- 
ghe S
ains "et . taxons ated their auxiliaries. 	Before the battle of Auer. 

stadt, Bonaparte addressed a proclamation to the.  
Saxons in the Prussian army, with the view of ex-
citing the distrust of their friends ; and imme-
diately after the victory he liberated 6000 prison-
ers on their parole not to serVe against the French, 
whose sole object, he declared, was to preserve the 

• independ. 
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independence of the Saxon nation against tlie awl• c ki A P. 
bitious designs of Prussia. 	He sent an amicable "xvL  
message to the elector, which induced that prince 	ism 
to'relinquish his intention of flying from Dresden, 
to renounce his connection with Prussia, and t4o 
conclude a treaty of peace and alliance with France. 
Saxony, however,, was laid under heavy contribu,  • 
Lions for the. support of the French, army; and 
Leipzig, 	one of the most considerable marts in 
Germany, was occupied by a division under gene-
ral Macon, who instituted a rigorous search for 
British merchandize. 	' 	.. 	. 	• MosT of the fortified places in 	Prussia were 	Fall of the 
yielded without a struggle ; and those best sIl i  D - forrtresss.  esn  . 
plied with the means of defence were commonly-
the first to surrender. Spandau and Stettin.opened 
their gates almost as soon as tbey were invested ; 
and Magdeburg, with a garrison of 2(2,000 men, 
capitulated to Ney, after a few bombs had been 
thrown into the city. 	;Hameln, the chief fortress 
in Hanover, having a garrison of 9000 men, with 
provisions and ammunition for six months, surren-
dered to a force consisting of two Dutch regi-‘ 
mehts and a single regiment of French light infan- 
try. 	These were part of a small army under Louis 
Bonaparte, which had penetrated into the elector-
ate after reducing the Prussian provinces of West- 
phalia. 	Emden and East Friesland were occupied 
by another force under general D4ndels. 

THE elector of Hesse Cassel fbunds himself des- The elector 
tined to participate in the humiliation of the Prus- °Cfarsel ere,  
sian monarch. 	He was expelled from his capital pelled from 
and dominions by an army under Mortier; on the t„dri-
pretext that he had revived his ancient treaties of 
subsidy with England, and had committed certain 
acts which were inconsistent with his avowed neu- 
trality. 	The fortresses of Hanau 	and Marburg 
were ordered to be destroyed ; the magazines and 
arsenals to be removed; and the nessian troops to 

be 
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C iT A.P. be_disarmcd and disbanded.. The heavy contribut 
Lxxvi• tions imposed on the people, excited them in some 

1896. plates to rise against their oppressors ; but their • 
resistance had no other result than to aggravate the 
hardships of a country under military occupation. 	• 

The Erencli 'HA VI?,e:G. reduced Hesse, and taken formal pos- 
°".PY • striburg, 
igth Nov. 

• 

session of Hanover, Mortier occupied Hamburg, 
and issued_ an / order for .the sequestration of all 
English produce and manufactures found in the 
city. 	The merchants and bankers were required 
to exhibit statements of the quantity of such pro-
perty, or oi the funds arising from its sale, in their 
possession-;' compliance was extorted by the threat 
of domiciliary visits ; and summary punishment 
by martial law was denoun.ced against those who 
should make false returns. The English merchants 
remaining in Hamburgh were put under arrest, and 
though afterwards released on their parole, remained. - 
under military inspection, and were liable to be 
sent to Verdun. 	Warned, however, by the fate of . 
Leipzig, the greater number of them had already 
disposed of their 	property, and arranged their 
affairs; and the French, in ruining the trade of 
Hamburg, obtained less plunder than they expect- 
ed. 	The greater portion of it consisted of grain, 
which was sat to headquarters, where a scarcity 
began to be apprehended. 

jo„,warte,„ 'Inn spoliation of this free city was the prelude 
Berlin de- 
cree. . 

to a decree issued by Bonaparte at Berlin on the 
QOtlf of November, interdicting all commerce and 
correspondence between the countries under •his 
control and the British islands, winch lie declared 
to be in a state of blockade. 	All subjects of Great 
Britain found in countries occupied by French troops 
were to be treated as prisoners of war ; all Englisli 
property to be seized as lawful pi;ize ; all commerce . 
in English produce and manufactures was prohi-
bited; and all' vessels touching at England or any 
English colony were excluded from every harbour 

under 
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under the control of prance. He declared that the 
regulations of this decree should be regarded as a 

c H A t.. 
Lxxvt. 

• fundamental law of the French empire, until Eng- 
land should recognise the law of war to be, by sea 
us by land, in ,no case applicable to ,private' pro-
perty or to individuals not bearing arms, and until 
she should confine the right of maritime blockade 
to fortified places, actually invested by a sufficient 
force. 	This violent decree, and the apprehension. 
of retaliatory measures on the part of England, 
occasioned great dismay in the commercial cities 
of the continent; and deputations were sent to 

7737-̀c.. 

Bonaparte, 	not only from Hamburg, but from 
.Nantes, Bourdeaux, and other commercial ports 
of France, praying for some relaxation of a jaw 
which threatened them. with ruin. 	He was. inex- 
orable ; and when informed' that numerous bank-
ruptcies were daily taking place, he replied, " So 
much the better; the more bankruptcies will there 

His reply 
t
d
o various 

be among' the enemy : England must be humbled, 
though we reduce commerce to its state in the 

freporz,,, 
ere 

fourth century, and exchange linen for cattle, and 
corn for cloth." 	But though ostensibly tenacious 
of a measure which he had rashly adopted, he soon 
saw the expediency of tolerating the infringement 
of it, and of permitting a precarious commerce in 
the ports of France and Holland to be purchased 
by the bribery of his officers ; a subterfuge which 
his own caprice could revoke, and which was• not 
inconsistent with the meanness and rapacity of his 
ambition. 

cs' 

• 

AFTER the disastrous battle of Auerstadt, the icing  of 
Ling of Prwssia had retired to Kccnigsberg; from Lulisie," 
whence he sent a plenipotentiary to the French nigsberg. 
bead-quarters to negociate a peace; but that result 22d Oct. 
was rendered hopeless by the exorbitant demands 
of his haughty enemyf  now in the full career Of 

icissisnfirut: t  
to negoci! 

sUCCCSS. 	'hie terms on which even an armistice 
offered, were so unreasonable, that Frrederic was 	 IN dliata 

ate a Peace. 
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C 11 A P. William resolved to abide the ddperate chance .of LXXVI. 

180a • 

war rather than submit to them. 	Meantiine the 
French, with unremitting activity, were preparing' 
to e4tend theit operations beyond the Oder. 	The 
corps under •the command of Davoust entered 

Jerome BO- Posen on the 10th 'of .  November.; and Jerome 
.„aLftertkes  • Bonaparte, at the head of an army of Wirtem- 
-tre4.ee Mergers and Ilavarians, 'undertook the conquest of 

e" ' -Silesia, where success promised to be edsy, since 
there was no army to Contend..with, and the for-
tified places were ill provided with tile means of 
defence. 	He however encountered greater resist-
ance tan he expected: Great Glogau, with azar-
rison of only 2.500 men, held out till the 29th ; and' 
Breslau, though bombarded for more than three • 
weeks, did not capitulate, until the 7th of January z  

Advance ot 
1807. 	, 

GENERAL 13ENIGSEN, at the head of the advanced 
s any

us- Russian army, lad_ already entered Warsaw ; but 
on receiving accurate information of the force - 
opposed to him, he deemed it prudent to evacuate 
that city, and retreated beyond the Narew, where 
he effected a junction with the division under 
130xhocvden. 	On the arrival of further reinforce-
ments under.  Kamenskoi, who had been appointed 
commander-in-chief, the Russians again began to 
advance, and fixed their head-quarters at Pultusk. 

Movements 
of the 
French.. 

Meantime the French having established a chain of 
posts from Poland to the heart of Germany, and 

' made other judicious dispositions, moved forward 
to bring their' adversaries to a general engagement. 
Their right, consisting of the divisions of Lannes 
and Davoust, commanded by Bonaparte in person, 
crossed the Narew and gained a most favourable 
position for attacking the left flank of the Russians. 
The corps of AOgereau traversed the Vistula at 
Zakrocum, and that of Soult at Polock. 	The 
left, 	under Ney, Bessieres, and Bernadotte, ad- 
vanced from Thorn to. Sierpsk, and by a rapid 

Movement 
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movement cut off the communication of the Prus- C n A P. 
sians with their allies,' who experienced a series of ILX_X___.\7 .!:  . 

reverses, which occasioned the cominander, Kamen- 
skoi, to quit the army and retire to Ostrolenka. 

1806. 

The command.of the aussian army devolved on 
Nnigspn 	and 	Buxhoevden, • the.  foymer : being 
stationed at PHltusk, and the -latter at Golomyn. .. 
They were both attacked on the 26th, and driven' Repulse of 
from their positions, after a loss, according to the sians.Rus.  
French accounts, of eighty pieces of cannon, all 
their 	ammunition, 	and-12,000 men 	in 	killed,- 
wounded, -and prisoners. 	The French troops then 
went into cantonments, and Bonaparte returned to 

. 

Warsaw. 
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CHAP. LXXVII. 
• • 

Neutrality of Austria. — War between Russia and Turkey. 
— King of Sweden declares war against France. — Polley 
of Denmark.— Louis Bonaparte proclaimed king of Hol- 
land. — Conduct of the Spanish government.— The French 

• threaten to invade Portugal. — Earl St. Vincent's mission.  
to the Tagus. — Acne of the negotiations at Lisbon. — Dis- 
cussions between Great Britain and the United States.— 
Conferences between British and American commissioners 
in London. — Treaty concluded, which the American presi- 
dent• refuses to ratify:— Operations of the British navy.— 
Capture of Linois. --t Cape of Good Hope taken by the 
British. — Expedition of sir Iloilze Popham to the river 
Raft. — Buenos Ayres. taken — recovefed by the Spa- 
niards.— Failure of Miranda's expedition to the Caracas. 
— Insurrection in Hayti ; Christophe raised to the head of 
the government. — Affairs of India — death of the marquis. 
Cornwallis—insurrection of the sepoys — lord Minto ap- 
pointed governor-general. — Illnes4 and death of Mr. Fox 
— consequent 'cha

t 
 nges in the cabinet. 

CHAP. DURING LXXVII. Austria 
this campaign the course pursued by 

bad been that of a prudent and cautious 1806. 	neutrality. When the war between Prussia and 
Au
Conduct of France stria. becaMe inevitable, she assembled a power- 

• ful army on the frontiers of Bohemia ; but at the 
•same time declared to the belligerent powers, that 
her sole intention "was to maintain inviolate the in- 
tegrity of her territories. 	When the Prussians 
were driven beyond the Oder, Bonaparte caused 
his minister at Vienna to demand the recall of this 
army to its former quarters'; and Fifa were the 
relations between Austria and •Rus,itt, 	that. the 
demand was complied with. Disputes having arisen . 	. 

between 
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between the court of St. Petersburg and. the Otto..- 
man Porte respecting Wallachia and Moldavia, a 

c ii A-P,- 
LxXVIT  

1806. 
War 11-
si
twaelitus, 
Turkey. 

Russian army` under general Michelson had en-, 
terqd the latter province, and had taken possession, 
of Bender,.Chotziiii, and Jassy. The grand seignor, 
reluctantly yielding to the popular voice, issued a 
formal declaration of war against Russia, • and hos-
tile preparations were vigorously made both by sea 
and'land. 	Paswan Oglou; formerly pursued as a 

'rebel, 	was invested with legitimate authority in 
the pachalik of Widin ; and Mustapha ,Bairactar, 
the ayan of Rushuk, was commissioned to oppose 

.ike farther progress of the invaders: 	He was un- 
able to prevent their irruption into Wallachia, and 
their occupation of Bucharest, its capital, from 
whence they sent detachments in all directions, 
threatening to join the revolted Servians under 
Czerni 	George, who, 	after 	repeated 	successes 
against the Turks, were .besieging Belgrade. 	This .Dangerous 
was a crisis of danger to the Ottoman empire 1.; Zzetil-n- , 
Egypt being in a state of anarchy ; Mecca and. 
Medina in the hands of the Wehabites ; Bagdad 
independent; the Servians nearly masters of their 
fruitful province ; the janizaries discontented with 
the new European tactics,and the divansitsolf dis-
tracted by the opposite factions of France and 

of the 
Forte.  

.England. 	To add to the alarms which prevailed AnEngli;b 

at Constantinople, an English squadron of three sjounasatraonntLat 
sail of the line and four frigates, coinmanded• by 
admiral Louis, passed. the Dardanelles, and anchored 
befq,re Constantinople. 	Italinski, the Russian mi- 
nister at the Porte, embarked on board one of these 
ships, and Mr. Arbuthnot, the English ambassa-
dor, took the same opportunity of quitting a capital 
where the French interests, under the management 
of Sebastiani, began to acquire the ascendancy. 

 other states of Europe the events which 

nople. 

king' Thewfig- 
took place, though not wholly uninteresting, were took leilaresen  
but of secondary tinportance to the great conflict war agAinst 

VOL. VI. 	 Itl 	 • 	in France, 
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in Poland. The chivalric king of Sweden, who .CHAR 
1-xxvir• had 	hitherto displayed his hostility to France in 

1806. 	angry manifestoes, had at length at opportunity. 
of. actual combat with his powerful adversary. 
Through his .envoy at Hamburkh, propo'sals fiacj 
been made to him by Bonaparte for a separate ne-
gociation ; but the overture, though coupled with 
expressions of personal esteem, and. consideration, 
was rejected math- disdain. 	In consequence,* to. 
ward the end of December, a small army under 
Mortier marched to the frontier of Pomerania to 
lay siege to Stralsund and expel the Swedes from.  
the isle of Rugen. 	 . • 

Policy of 	DENMARK, persevering in that. system of new,  
Denmark. 	trality which 	was best adapted. to her 	limited 

resources; and to the 	 elfare of her people, derived 
some advantages Trom the recent changes in the 
north of Germany, and appropriated a great part 

. of the trade lirlalch had hitherto been carried bn 
under Prussian colours and through Prussian ports. 
On the dissolution of the Germanic constitution, 
the king of Denmark formally annexed Holstein 
to his dominions as an integral part of the Danish 
monarchy, and declared it to be for ever separated 
fiom the t mpire of Germany.• 	 • 

Louis ilo- 	IN the course of this year Bonaparte abolished 
Impute prodaima the republican constitution of the United Prb- 
iing.of 	vinces, and placed over them his brother Louis as Holland.. 	lieutenant-governor, with-the title of king. 	He 

also strengthened Ins connection with Bavaria by 
procuring the union of a princess of that hpuse 
with his stepson Eugene Beauharnois, whom he 
adopted as his successor in the kingdom of Italy. 

Principaii-. That his imperial state might be duly upheld by 
ties and 	subordinate dignities,. he 	created 	a number 	of 
duchies 
created by 	duchies in the countries conquered, by France, 
Napoleon. and chiefly in Italy, which he conferred op the 

civil and military officers who bad distinguished 
theillsclves in his . service, 	Bethier was created 

- 	prince 
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prince of Neufchatel ; Bernadotte, .prince of Ponte d H A P. 
Clirvo ; and Tall eyrand, prince of Benevento.. Many LX_XVI I. 

of -the marshals and generals were raised to the 	1806* 
rank of dukes. 	Bonaparte's sister, .Paulina, the 
wife of the prince Borghese, receiyed the prin. 
cipality.oFGuastalla r and his uncle, cardinal Fesch, 
was appointed coadjutor and successor of the Arch- . . bishop of Ratisbon. 

SPAIN continued to languish under the wretched .Conduct 
administration of Godoy, prince of the Peace.:ever 

of 

When that minion of the court was informed of ment. . 
the negociation between France and England, he 
manifested.great chagrin on receiving no invitation 
to become a party in the affair; and his indignation 
was increased on learning the secrdt articles con-
cluded between Talleyrand and the Russian mi-• 
nister D'Oubril, by which it appeared that Bona- 
parte had 	transferred the 	Balearic isles to -the 
duke of Calabria, without even. communicating 
his design to the court of Madrid. 	In the first 
ebullition of his anger, he issued proclamations, 
appealing to the patriotism of the Spaniards, and 
ordering a cdhsiderable augmentation of the army 
;and militia, while he prepared for the renewal of 

amicable communications with Great Britain by 
opening.  a confidential intercourse with the court 
of Lisbon. 	These projects were-frustrated by .the 
disasters of Prussia. 	On learning the result of the 
battle of Auerstadt, Godoy hastily countermanded 
the warlike preparations, which he alleged to have 
been rendered 'necessary by a menaced invasion of 
Andalusia with an army of Moors at the instigation 
of England. 	Bonaparte, penetrating this Shallow 
pretext, suppressed his resentment, and approving 
the conduct of his {illy, demanded an auxiliary 
force of Spanish troops to cooperate in his northern 
campaign ; and accordingly 16,000 men, under the 
command of the marquis ofRomana, were placed 
at his disposal, 	 . 

x 2 	 AS 
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C H A P. 
LXXVII. 

As the French had given various indications 
during the summer, 	of an .intention, to invade 

isos. Portugal, the British government adopted prompt 
TheFreuch and efficacious measures for the protection of that 
threaten t°' invade 
t 	

nor country. 	Earl St. Vincent, than commanding the 
Channel Channel fleet, was ordered to the Tagus .with•  a 

EaFf SG squadron of gix sail of the line; 	and within ten 
Vincent's mission to  days after' the menace had been held out to the 
the Tagus. negociators at Paris, he anchored before .British 

Lisbon. 	A large and well-appointed military force 
was collected and embarked at Plymouth, for the 
same deitination ' • but as its sudden appearance in • 
Portugal would have compromised that country, it 
was judged expedient that the earl of Rosslyn, .to 
whom the command was entrusted, should proceed 
with his staff to the Tagus, and in conjunction with 
the admiral, enter into a negotiation with the court 
of Lisbon on the best means of averting the threat- 
ened danger. 	They were to offer the disposable 
resources af England, naval, 	military, and pecu- 
niary, for the defence of the territory ; ?nd if the 
means for that object should be still deemed inade-
quate, lord St. Vincent Was to engage that the whole 
of his fleet, with the army already embarked, should. 
be  empldyed in securing for the Portuguese govern- 
ment a safe retreat in Bra'zil. 	If, 11/ the 	third 
place, the court 'of 'Lisbon, 	disposed .neither to 
resist nor to fly, 	should determine passively 	to 
abide the consequences of invasion, then on the 
actual violation of the territory it would become 
necessary to prevent the fleet from• falling into his 
hands. 	. 

Issue Of Tna negotiations were commenced at Lisbon 
the negoci-  
ations at 
Lioon. 

in the beginning of September, but.since the issu-
ing of the instructions a considerable change had 
taken place in .the affairs of the north. 	The re-
fusal of the Emperor Alexander to ratifyD!Oubril's. 
treaty, the hostile preparations of Prussia, and the.  

. equivocal 	neutrality 	of Austria,. 	induced 	the 
French 
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French government to liostpone_ the invasion of C H A P. 
Portugal ; the march of troops to Bayonne was Lxxvir• 
countermanded; general Junot, the ambassador ap- 
pointed to Lisbon?  was sent to the army in Germany; 
a large force of Spanish auxiliaries had beeli ordered 
to the North and Bonaparte with his ministers had 
quitted Ptiris. to take the field against Ppussii. 	On 
receiving intelligence of these events, 	the court 
of Lisbon deemed it advisable bo longer to request 
the protection of the Buitish fleet, or to §olicit k 
military force for the defence of Portugal, which, 

'in existing circumstances, would be of no service, 
and might- giKe umbrage to the Spanish .govern. 
ment. 	The troops, therefore, which had. been col- 
lected for that object, were disembarked at Ply-
mouth ; lord St. Vincent returned to his station off 
the 'Tagus, 'and lord Rosslyn sailed for England, 

1806.  

' 

• charged with the most cordial assurances of the 
prince regent's gratitude to the British government, 
and with the strongest protestations of attachment 
to so filithful an ally. . 

THE amity subsisting between Great Britain and Diseutsions 
the United States was interrupted by that collision ewiten3ri.  
of interests, which so frequently occurs in the relay 

,tions of a belligerent with a neutral power. 	The 
complaints 	of the Americans 	Were prinFipally 
directed to our practice of impressing British sea-
men found on board their merchant-vessels on the 
high seas ; to our violation. of their neutral rights 
by the seizure and condemnation of their vessels 
engaged in legitimate commerce ; and to our in. 
fringement of their maritime jurisdiction on their: 

tr
itaetes.

0 
and 

ted 

own coasts. 	With respect to the first grievance, it 
was urged, that native Americans were impressed 
on prvtence of their being Englishmen, and were 
forced to serve in the British navy; and that from 
the similarity of character and identity of language 
in both nations, these mistakes even with the fairest 
intentions could not always be avoided. 	The reply 

Di 3 	• 	 Was. 
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C H A P. was,• that Great Britain could not relinquish for a 
LXXVII• moment the right of impress, unless some unexcep- 

1806: tionable plan could be devised for attaining' the 
same end by means less violent, and less liable to 
abuse ; that the difficulty of distinction vas no argu-
ment against the right, thigh a good reason for 
caution and • reserve in its exercise ; 	and that 
America, in complaining of the evil, was bound to 
propose a practicable remedy. 	The. public mind 
in the United States was so inflamed with :exag-
gerated reports, representing thousands of captured.  
citizens, as compelled to serve in the British navy,' 
that some of the popular leaders went so far as to 
deny the right of impress, aild•a bill on this prin-
ciple was brought into congress ; but it was rejected 

- by the senate as tending to place the two countries 
mission in a state of hostility. 	A special , mission wa's al). fivm Ame- 
rice to poi pointed to England for the adjustment of all exist-' 
England
for the ad - 
justment of 

ing differences, among which this was represented 
as foremost in importance. 	The second ground of 

the differ- . owes. 

. 

complaiht arose from a concession granted to the 
Americans during the late war, by which they 
were allowed to trade with the colonies of the 
enemy for articles intended for domestic consump- 
tion, 	which, if• no demand existed in their own, 
markets, might 'be re-exported to any port not in- 
vested by our blockading squadrons. 	Discussions' 
had arisen respecting the extension of this indul-
gence ; but they ceased at the peace of Amiens ; 
and when war was renewed between Great Britain 
and France, it was generally understood in America, 
that in this intercourse with a belligerent, the mere 
act of landing the goods and paying the duties in 
the neutral country was sufficient to break the con-
tinuity of the voyage, and legalise the trade.. Act-
ing on this interpretation, the American merchants 
graduallyextendecl their speculations, and pursued 

New them without interruption until 1805, when the 
wounds of 
decision in British Admiralty courts adopted a new ground, of 

decision 
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decision, which instantly exposed the whole.Of the cnAn 
neutral trade to seizure and. confiscation. 	Proof  %XXVI/. 

of payment of duties in America, was pronounced 	 1806. 
to' be 	no 	evidence 	of 	a bond fide importation,.the British 
because, under the revenue laws established in that IT 	,1" —e tra-e of 
country, payment- of duties is commutable for se- neutrals.: 
curity by bonds ; and the merchant who re-exports • 
goods previously imported, is entitled to debentures 
payable on the-same days.with•the bonds, and made 
out for the same sums, with a dedution of three 
and a-half per cent. in &your of government. The 
British tribunals, consistently with the spirit of their 
former decisions, maintained that the neutral trade 
.was not legalised by this operation ; and the Ame-
rican merchants, .seeing their vessels captured and. 

. carried into our ports for adjudication, complained. 
,loudly of the harshness, yiolence, and injustice of 	.. 
our proceedings. 	Congress passed a non-import- Non.im. 
ation act against British manufactures, to take effect rtrtatt 
at a fixed period ; and in the mean time instruc. by cPoassn. 
tions were sent to the commissioners to demand' gees• 
from the British government some clear and precise 
rule for regulating their trade with the colonies of 
the enemy. • To the third ground of complaint, 
in which the Americans demanded to have their 
maritime jurisdiction defined and respected, no 
reasonable objection could be entertained. Through 
an unfortunate accident an American seaman was 
killed, within sight of New York, by A shot from the 
J3ritish armed vessel the Leander ; and this cab)* 
pity happening during the heat of an election, be- 
came a matter of notoriety. 	The people construed 
it into a violation of the respect due to their terri-
tory, and the executive felt it necessary to establish 
some regulations oit a point already settled by the 
law of nations. 	• - 

THE conferences for the adjustment of these Confer. 
points of dispute were opened in London, by lords eenopen. 
Holland and Auckland on the part of Great Bri. Loudon 

Bi 4 	 fain)  between 
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C H A P. 
Lxxvii. taro,and by Messrs. Monroe and Pinckney on that 

of America. 	A sincere disposition was manifested 
1806. on both sides to establish a lasting friendship lntween . 

British and the two countries on terms mutually aclvantageoug ; 
American • „mini, 
sioner.s. 

and this conciliatory spirit was especially evinced 
by the American commissionersovhen after some 

Arrange-  ,rent re- 	• 'deliberations respecting an efficient substitute for . 
specting the practice of impressment, they consented, though 
Soh f  
ar; 

• • 
in opposition to theii instructions, to pass to the 
other snbjects, of negotiation, on receiving from 
lords Holland and Auckland, an official assurance 
thSt the right should be exercised with great cau-
tion, that care should be taken to preserve the 
citizens of the United States from molestation or. 
injury, and immediate redress afforded on repre- 
sentation of any injury sustained. 	The other ques- . 

.; (ions were brought to a more decisive and satisfac-, 
&Ionia' tory issue. 	On the subject of intercourse with the 
intercourse; colonies of the enemy and the trade thence arising, 

a clear and precise rule was established for defining 
*the difference between a continuous and an inter-, 
rupted. voyage ; 	arid it was expressly stipulated 

• that on the re-exportation of goods actually im- . 
ported, there should remain after the drawback a 
duty to be paid of one per cent. ad  valorem, on all 
articles of the growth, produce, and manufacture 
Of Europe, and a duty of not less than two per 
cent. ad  valorem on all articles of colonial produce. 

Maritime The maritime jurisdiction of the United States was 
jurisdiction 
of the 
Visited 

guaranteed ; and, in consideration of the peculiar 
circumstances of the American coast, an extension, 

States. of that jurisdiction to the distance of.five miles 
from shore, was conceded by both !parties on' cer- 

lir. leffer- 
son refi"es  . 

taro conditions, and under certain limitations. The 
treaty 	included 	some 	commercial 	stipulations 

treaty 	
r fy the framed for the reciprocal advantage of the two 

countries, but the American president, Mr. Jeffer.• 
son thought proper to withhold from it his ratifi. 
cation, 
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I'm successes • of the British navy were neces- ,c 14 A P. 

' sarily less splendid than those obtained in the pre- LXXVII. 

ceding year. 	A squadron of five sail of the line be- 1806. 
longing to the fleet Which escaped froth Brest, in Pe- °fPtehratrs 
cember 1805, was encountered by sir John Thomas Zisn navy:.  
Duckworth in the West Indian seas;. and after a fu-
rious action, three of the ships remained prizes to 
the English ; the otheetwo were driven on shore 
and burned. 	Another squadron of the same fleet 
under Villaumez, consisting of six sail of the line, 
which had been destined, for the Cape of Good 
Hope, and had altered its course to the West In-
dies, took refuge in Martinique, and thence sailed' 

.to the northward, followed by Admiral Cochrane, 
'who, having only four ships, could not risk an en:. 
gagement. 	Villaumez, to frustrate the'vigilonce of 
the various squadrons in search of him, found iene-• 
cessary to disperse his ships in various directions; his.  

• 

.own vessel, the Foudroyant, reached the Havanna?' 
in a shattered condition ; three were destroyed on 
the American coast ; another effected its escape 
into Bregt ; and the Veteran,,74, commanded by 

• 

Jerome Bonaparte, which had beeri the first to se-
parate, was fortunate enough to reach the coast of 
Brittany, and was stranded in the small harbour of 
Concarneau. 	The captain and crew got on shore. 

THE French admiral Linois, returning home from capture or 
a Jong cruize in the Indian seas, was intercepted.  
by sir John Borlase Warren, and brought to Eng-
land with the Marengo of 80 guns, and the Belle 

Lin°i'' 

Poule of 4a, the only ships remaining under his . 
command.  

FIVE large frigates and two corvettes, with troops Of four 
on board for the West Indies, were met on the clay 
after their escape from Rochefort by a British 
squadron under commodore sir Samuel Flood, who 
after a running fight of several hours, captured 
four of them. 	The gallant commodore received a 

_ 	 severe 

Frb27filsr, 
ratnuel 
Ii"d' 
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C H A P. severe wound, which repdered necessary the ampu- . Lxxvir. tation of his right arm. 

1806. THE Dutch settlement at the Cape of Good 
Capture of Hope, capitulated on the 5th of January to a mili- 
the "Pe  of• Good tar y and naval force, under the, command. of sir 
Hope. David Baird ,and sir Home Popham. 	The latter' 
Expedition 
of sir

li
llome 

Pop,ant to 
the river . 

officer then undertook an expedition to the river 
Plate, and prevailed on h14 colleague to allow a 
body of troops under the command of general Be- 

Plate. resfbrd, to assist in the adventure. In the beginning 
of June he entered the river Plate, and on the 24th 
effected a landing at quilmes, about twelve miles 
from the city of Buenos Ayres. 	His whole military 
force, which had received a trifling augmentation. 

• at St. Helena, did not exceed 1600 men, including' 
marines. 4 body of Spaniards, posted on a height at 

• a distance, fled at the first fire, leaving their artillery 
.' behind them ; and no formidable resistance being. 

Capture of afterwards offered, general Beresfovl entered the- 
Auenos 
Ayres. city, on the 27th; the viceroy having fled to Cor-

dova, with the small force under his command. 
This easy capture was ascribed to the absence of 
the regular troops, who were stationed at Montevi-
deo and Maldonado, and whose attention was occu-
pied by the demonstrations which sir home Pop-, 
ham made with the line of battle ships of the 
squadron. 	Favourable terms were granted to the 
people of Buenos Ayres, and private property of 
every kind was respected i specie belonging to the 
government, of a very considerable amount, was 
sent to England.. The news was received with the 
highest exultation ; and the extravagant hopes to 
which it gavd rise were rather encouraged than 
checked by a circular letter from sir Horne Pop-
ham to the principal Mercantile and manufacturing 
towns, expatiating on the advantages likely to ac-
crue to the commerce of Great Britain from this 
conquest. 	The popular delusion revived the fable 
of El Dorado, and gave rise to speculations no less 

. 	 absurd. 
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absurd in their objects than in their .disproportion. c H A P. 
ate extent/ 	commodities were assorted for export. 	XXVIr. ,• 
ation which had never been heard of in the coun.. 	1806. 
tries for which which thee were destined; axes 
were made for breaking rocks, and cutting from 
them veins of solid gold ; and skates and coffin. 
furniture were packed for 'the use of a 'people 
whose rivers are never frozen,,and who consigh the • 
dead in grave-clothes to their native earth.. Dur- The city 
ing this rage for commercial enterprise in England, =el.-
the city of Buenos Ayres was recovered• by the. na- niards. 
tives under the direction of Liniers, a French co- 
lonel in the Spanish service ; 	the troops under 
general Beresford were forced to surrender, and, 
contrary to the terms of capitulation, were detained 
as prisoners of war and sent up the country. 	Sir 
Home Popham, who continued to blockade the. 
river, till the arrival of troops from the Cape, made 
an unsuccessful attempt on Montevideo, and after- 
ward took possession of Maldonado, 	where he 
awaited further reinforcements from England. 

SUCH was the result of an unauthorised exvedi. Expedition 
tion, hazarded op the presumption that it might °tof :I: c:14..  
'favottr a project for the emancipation of the Span- racas. 
ish colonies which had been repeatedly submitted 
to the notice of Mr. Pitt by general Miranda. 
That officer, disappoin.ted at length in his hope of 
direct assistance from. England, applied 	to the 

. United States, and was permitted to fit out an ex-
pedition at New York, consisting of an armed 
Vessel of 18 guns, and two small schooners, having 
on board about 360 adventurers of different na- 
tions, 	With this small force 116 undertook to plant 
the standard of, independence in his native country 
the Caracas, and after sustaining a reverse near 
Puerto Cabello, which compelled him to retire to. 
Trinidad, at length effected. a landing at Vela de 
Coro. 	The people of the country abandoned their 
habitations, arid fled at his approach ; and as his Its failure. 

• Prodama. 
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.0 II A P. proclamatiogs, failed to rouse tlieir patriotism, he LXXVII. - abandoned the enterprise, reimbarked for Aruba, 

ises. ,:and thence returned to Trinidad. 	• 
Insurrec- 	DURING these transactions on the Spanish main, 
tion in 	aninsurrection broke out in Hayti, in which Des- Hayti. salines, the emperor, was killed by the negroes, 

whom he had•provoked by his cruelty and oppres- 
.Christophe sion.' 	His 	successor, 	Christophe, 	assumed the 
=It humbler title of chief of the kovernment, mid in 
govern. 	that capacity opened the commerce of his domi- 
ment. 	nioDs to neutral nations by a proclamation distin-

guished for its liberal spirit and enlightened views. 
Affairs of 	IN 	India,' the expectations 	which 	had been. 
t'et, a 	founded on the administration 	of the marquis 
the marquis -Cornwallis, were frustrated by the death of that Cornwallis. nobleman at Gazypoor, in Benares, while on• his 

progress to take the command of the army, for the 
purpose of chastising Scindia, Who had recently 
manifested a disposition to recommence hostilities, 
and of reducing Holkar to submission. 	The func- 
tions of governor-general devolved on sir George 
Ballow, as second in council, who exerted himself 
in realising the political views communicated to 
him by his predecessor. 	Peace was signed' with- 
Scindia on .the 22d of November ; and with Holkar • 

Insurrec- 	on the 24th of December, 1805. 	The tranquillity 
d'nathe 	thus established in India .was interrupted in the sepoye. 

following July by an insurrection of the sepoys or 
native troops in the pay of the company, - who,' at 
two o'clock in the morning of the 10th, attacked' 
the European barracks at oVellore, containing four 
companies of the 69th regiment, upon whom they 
poured a destruct e fire through every door and 
window, and massacred 164 men, besides officers, 
before they were quelled by a regiment of dragoons, 

. Symptoms of dtsatfeetion appeared in other quar-
ters, which it required the M.Osf prompt and vigog- 

• ous measures to subdue. 	The origin of these dis- 
contents WO a rumour which, bad been industriously 

propagated 
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propagated among the sepoys, that it was the wish' c H A P. 
of the British government to convert them by. LXXVIL 

forcible means to Christianity, and which was said. 
to have been strengthened by an attempt to change 
the sepoy turban into something resembling the 
helmet of the EuropeanJight infantry. 

1806. 

SOME discussions arose at honie between the LordMinto 
,company and the government; respecting the pro- 
pdsal for recalling sir George Barlow, and appoint- 
ing the earl of Lauderdale, to the government of 

agPorvetTir., 
general. 

India ; but the court of directors,, when his lordship 
declined to urge his pretensions, acquiesced it the 
appointment of lord Minto to that high office. 

.t.4 THE period.was now approaching at which Hines; of 
'British nation was to be deprived of one of its. Mr.  Fox; 
-brightest ornaments. 	Mr. Fox, who, oil hls.acces- 
sion to office, was labouring under indisposition, 
had been disabled .during the summer from•attend-' 
ing to public business : the rapid progress of his, 
disease, a dropsy, 	baffled all the applications •of 
medical skill, and hd expired on the 13th of Sep- 
tember, in the 57th year of his age. 	The public 
regret for his loss subdued for a time the conflict-
ing prejudices of party, and an unanimous homage 
was paid to those great and amiable qu'idities which 
won the cordial affection of his friends, and the 
generous admiration of his adversaries. 	As esena- 
tor, li.e was distinguished alike fbr the comprehen-
siveness of his views, the liberality of•his principles, 
the pdrsuasive and convincing force of his elo-
quenct ; as a minister of state, he displayed in the 
management of public affairs the same tiOle siml 
plicity which characterised his . conduct in private 
life ; and, he had sense and spirit to prefer  the 
direct course of English plain dealing to the •spe- 

His death. 

'cious professions, the cautious wiles, the timid un-
wprthy chicanery, the sinister reservations, and Ore 
'over-reaching craft, which arc but too commonly 
regarded .as the perfection of modern diplomacy. 

Though 
• 
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C it A ri  Though the sincere advocate of peace, he,uniform- 
LXXVII. ly deprecated the purchase of that blessing by the 

1806. slightest sacrifice of•national honour ; his firm ad. 
herence to the principles of the constitution was 
no less conspicuous than his zeal; for the cause of 
liberty.; 4nd he yindicated.the rights of the people 
as the, surest basis of the strength and prosperity of. 
his country. 

Consequent 
changes in 
the cabinet:  

' 

ON the death of this lamented statesman sonie 
new arrangements became necessary among the 
members of administration. 	Lord Howick . Was 
appciinted secretary for foreign affairs ; Mr. Thomas 
Grenville succeeded him as first lord of the ad= 
ipiralty • ,Mr. Tierney became president of the 
board of control, to which the former gentleman' 

' hid. been *appointed on the nomination of lord 
Minto to the government of India; lord Sidmouth 

*was president -of' the council in the room.of earl 
. Fipwilliam, who retired in ill health ; and the 
vacant office of privy seal was assigned to lord 
Holland. 	These changes were rather unexpectedly 
followed by a dissolution of parliament; but this 
appeal to the people procured for ministers no great 
accession of strength in the house of commons. 
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. 
CHAP. LXXVIII. 

Meeting of parliament. —: King's speech.. Discussions on 
the negotiation with France. — Measures for a vigorous 

• prosecution of the war.— Budget. — Lord H. Petys plan 
of finance. — Abolition of the slave trade. — Bill for the 
relief of catholics introduced by lord ilowick.— Motion 
relinquished.— Change of administration. — Explanation 
given by lords Grenville and Howick of the proceedings in 
the cabinet which occasioned their dismissal.—Mr. Bankes's 
motion respecting offices in reversion, and debate respecting 
the chancellorship of the duchy of Lancaster offered tb Mr.b  
Percenal. fin• life. — Catholic question-revived on the motion• 
of Mr. Brand respecting the pledge required front the late 
ministers. — Result of the investigation into the conduct 
of the princess of Wales. — Militwy operations under the 
direction of the late ministry. — Expedition to the Darda-
nelles —to Egypt—to the river Plate.— Capture of Mon-
tevideo.— Operations against Buenos Ayres. — The British 
troops evacuate both banks of the river. — Disgrace of 
Whitelocke. — Progress of war 	on' the continent.— 
Battle of Eylau.— Of Friedland. — Armistice.— Treaties 
of Tilsit between France, Russia, and Prussia. — The 
&vcdes evacuate Pomerania.— Losses sustained by Prussia. 

. 
THE new parliament assembled on.  the 15th of c it A P. 

December, and .was opened on the 19th by cm- LXXVIII. 
mission. 	The Speech alluded to the recent ne. 1806. 
gociations with France, and stated that his majesty's Meeting of 

endeavours for the restoration of general tranquillity Zii7ent. 
had been disappointed by the ambition arid injustice  spell! 
of the enemy, who had re-kindled a most calamitous 
war ill Europe.• 	In reference to Pruisia, it was 
observed, that the resolution at length adopted by 
that power of 	 Tarandise. i? 	resisting the 'system of at.,„,  

iv tigat 
Tied 'Germany with so 	

had Merit which threatened   
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c if A P. had not been previously concerted with his majesty; 
Lxxvm. nor had any satisfaction 	been 	offered for the 

mos. aggressions which had placed the two countries, 
reat Britain and Prussia) in a state of mutual 

hostility; yet.his majesty had not hesitated to adopt 
the measure's best calculated to unite their councils 
and interests against the common enemy ; but un-
happily the rapid course of events had .raised 
insurmountable difficulties against the execution of 
that purpose. 	Great satisfliction was expressed, 
that under a complication of disasters,_ and in the 
most trying circumstances, the:good faith of the 
allies remained unshaken. 	The conduct of the 
king of Sweden had been distinguished by the 
most honourable firmness ; and the happy union 
subsisting between Great Britain and Russia had. 
.been cemented by reciprocal proofs of attachment. 
and confidence. : In the debates which ensued, 
Mr. Cannirig severely animadverted on the foreign 
policy of ministers ; 	but the 	addresses 	passed 
without a division, and after unanimous votes of 
thanks to the brave men who conquered at Maida, 
parliament adjourned for the holidays. 

. 	1807. On the 2d of.January, lord Grenville called the 
Discussions 
on the late attention of the peers to the papers laid before 
negoci- them respecting the late negotiation with France ; 
ation with 
France. and after an elaborate exposition of the course 

pursued by government, moved' an address to his 
majesty, testifying regret that his pacific endeavours 
should have been f'rustrated, and assuring hint of 
cordial support and assistance in anyfuture measures, 
either for the restoration of peace or the prosecutiOn 
of war. 	A. similar motion was made, in the house 
of commons by lord Howick on the 5th, and after 
very animated debates, the consequent add'resses 

Observ- were carried in both houses. 	On this occasion 
ations of 
Mr. Can- Mr. Canning expressed his regret that ministers 
ning. had suffered a negocration, of which the unsuc- , 

cessful termination was to be foreseen even in its 
earliest 
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earliest stage, to be protracted by the artifices of c 1-!fi P. 
the 'enemy, for his. advantage alone, and to the "xv" 
infinite detriment of this country. 	He rejoiced in 
the good understanding which we had maintained 
with Russia, but lamented that the existence of 
such an union had not been more openly manifested. 

1807* 

Was it notorious, he asked, that England. aixl 
Russiit acted in concert? was not the direct con-
trary more than suspected? Was any. inducement 
hold out for Prussia to apply to them for counsel 
and .assistance ? 	In the declaration 	published by 
the court of Berlin in October 1S16, it was said; 
in reference to the period when Prussia was goaded 
by France into measures. which lqd immediately to 
war, that " two negociations' were at that time 
carried on at Paris, 	one with Russia, the otheri 
with the English ministry ; in both which the in-
tentions of France against Prussia were abundantly 
manifested. 	An alliance lost half its value when 
it 	was not avowed in the eyes -  bf the 	world. 
" Separately in term, but substantially in concert," 
was a form of treaty which had all the disadvantages 
of combination, without any of the advantages for 
which combination was most to be prized. 	How 
could that concert be etli!ctual which was known 
to none but the parties who concealed it, and to the 
enemy who stipulated for its concealment in order 
that he might del-Cy it, and which presented to all 
other nations no other appearance than that of 
disunion of counsels, and diversity 	of objects ? 
Mr. Canning then adverted to the question con-
cerning the policy or impolicy of a rupture with 
Prussia for ,the sake of Hanover. 	Prussia had, in 
thee first instance, 	accepted the transfer of that 
electorate from France, on the condition that the 
possession should not be considered as valid until 
a general peace should be concluded, or until the 
consult of the king of Great Britain should be 
obtained. 	Bonaparte acquiesced for a toile ; but 

N 	 110.  
vc,L. VI. 
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C HAP.  no sooner was, he relieved from anxiety. respecting 
LXXVill. the Russian armies than he insisted that the Oecu- 

1807. pation should be no longer provisional, but aliso- 
1pte. 	Prussia had then no choice but war, or com-
pliance at the risk of war with England : she saw 
this risk, but 'could not avoid it. 	We fell into the . 
snare; and the ling's message of the .21st of April, 
1806, placed us in a state of hostility against her.' 
Bonaparte had apprehended the union of Prussia 
with the two great surviving powers of the con- 
federacy. 	He wished to insulate her, and to have 
her at his mercy. 	In the space of three months he 

'beheld her at war with England ; and England and 
Russia separately negociathig, for peace. 	He found 
means'to continue tliis state of things.as long as it 

• suited his convenience. 	After he had concluded a 
treaty with the Russian minister, which, fortunately 

.however for us;  the emperor Alexander found it 
impossible to ratify, we were amused with discus-
sions on the uli possidelis, until the arrangements 
for the overthrow of Prussia were matured; then 
the farce was ended, and Bonaparte hastened to 

of Mr. . the field of battle. 	Mr. Perceval, taking a similar 
Perceval. view of all the circumstances connected with the 

negotiation, declared his firm conviction that no . 
peace worthy of the acceptance of this country, 
could be made with France, so long as her force 
and her counsels were directed by two such men as, 
:Talleyrand and Bonaparte.. 	. 	 . 

Measures AT no period, indeed, had the insidious policy of 
fora vi- 
gorous pro. 
secution of 
the war. 

the enemy been more clearly applrent ; and as the 
hopc.‘ of pacification proved to be utterly delusive iir 
existing 	circumstances, 	it 	became 	necessary . to 

' direct the energy and resources of the motion to a 
vigorous prosecution of the war. 	Provision was 
made 	fbr an 'augmentation of ,the sea and land 
forces ; and when the estimates for these and other. 
branches of the public service hiul been disposed of, 

_the attention of parliament was called to the mea. 
12 	 sures 
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sures necessary for improving the revenues of the c H A P. 
country. 	On the 20th .of January the house of LXXVIII. 

commons having-resolved itself into.  a committee 	ism. 
of finance, lord 	Henry Petty, 	after. stating the Budget. 
aggregate supplies requisite for -Great Britain and Lord H. 
Ireland at nearly forty-six millions, and enumerating IttY.'sf  
among the ways and means a lolin of 12,200,0001., finance. 
proposed a new plan for °meeting the-exigencies of 
the country during the continuance of war, without 
the necessity of imposing new burthens on the 
peiile. 	Its alleged grounds were, the flourishing 
state of the permanent revenue ; the great produce 
of the war-taxes ;. the 	high and accumulating 
amount of the sinking fund, and some inferior aids 
derivable from, revenues set 	free 	by 	annuities 
originally granted for a term of years, and at this 
time expiring. 	It was adapted to meet a scale of 
expenditure nearly equal to that of 1806, on the 
assutnptiori that during the war, the annual produce 
of the permanent and temporary revenues would 
continue equal to the produce of that year, and 
with an understanding that unforeseen charges or 
deficiencies of revenue should be separately and 
speciAy provided for. 	The .war loans for the 
years 1807, 1808, and 1809, were rated at twelve 
millions annually ; for the year 1810 at fourteen 
millions; and for each of the ten following years at 
sixtten millions. 	Those several loans,, amounting 
for the fourteen years to 210 millions, were to be 
made a charge on the war-taxes, which were then 
estimated 	at twenty-one millions annually ; 	this 
charge to be at the rate of to per cent. on each 
loan : five per cent. for interest, and tile remainder 
as a sinking fund, 	accumulating at 	compound 
interest, 	to pay 	off the principal. 	The 	several 
portions 	of 	war-taxes, 	successively liberated  in 
periods of fourteen years from the date of the 
respective loans for which 	they , were pledged, 
might, if the war continued, become applicable 111 

N '2 	 a revoivm 
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C ri A P. a revolving series, and be again pledged for new 
LXXVII I. loans. 	It was next observed that the charge for 

1807. the interest and sinking fund of the proposed 
loans, being' taken from the annual produce of the 
war-taxes, a deficiency equal to that charge would 
be created in the amount of the temporary revenue 

Expedient. applicable to the war expenditure. 	To meet this 
.of supple-
-mentary 
loans, 

deficiency, supplementary loans were proposed on 
the established system of a sinking fund of one per 
cent. on the nominal capital. 	The 	charge . so 
created would be provided for, during the first 
three years, by the expiring annuities; and for the 
seven following years, the average annual sum to be 
raised for 	it would amount to no more than 
.293,000/. 	Thus a provision was made on the scale 
of actual expenditure, for ten years of war, without 
any additional taxes, except to that inconsiderable 

_ amount. 	After an ample illustration of the bene:. 
ficial results to be expected from the plan, it was 
added, that the augmentation-of the war-taxes, and 
particularly, of the property-tax 	during the last 
session, was a measure adopted not merely with a 
view to provide for present necessities, but.in  order 
to lay the foundation of a system which should be 
adequate to the full exigencies of the crisis, and 
combine the two apparently irreconcileable objects, 
of relieving the public from all future pressure of 
taxation, and of exhibiting to the enemy resources 
by which we might defy his implacable hostility to 
whatever period it might be prolonged. 	Repeated 	. 
discussions ensued, during which 	other financial 
arrangements were proposed by lord Castlereagh 
and sir James Pulteney ; but the resolutions moved 
by lord henry Petty, .as containing the substance 
of his plan, were ultim:Itely adopted.• 

A boli dm THE abolition of the slave-trade was one of the 
of the slave- 
trade. 

first measures effected in this session of parliainent. 
On the 2d of January, a bill for this object was 
brought into the house of peers by lord 'Grenville, 

' 	who, 
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Who, .during p its progress, introduced a proviso, c H A P. • 
allOwing all vesselswhich should have cleared out "xvill.  
from the ports of this country for Africa, previously 	1807. 
to the first of May ensuing, to complete their car- 
goes, and trade with them to the West Indies and 
other parts of America, until the 1st of January, 
1801 which should be the final period of the abolition. 
In the house of commons,' the opponents of this 
humane law were so much diminished in numbers, 
that the question of going into a committee was 
decided by 283 votes against 1(i; and on the 25th, 
the bill, after some amendments, which were agreed , 
to by the lords, received the royal assent. 	Thus 
did -  Great Britain set an example to the world, 
which neither the philanthropists of the French re-
public, nor those of the United States ot America, 
liad,,been sufficiently magnanimous to exhibit. 

ON the 5th of March, a bill was proposed in the catQic. 
house of commons by lord Howick, which, in par- lutesrot,t ed 

 
kiamentaryphrase, was styled ., the Roman Catholics' by lord 
Army and Navy Service Bill." 	Its object was to-H°wick• 
secure to all his majesty's subjects the privilege of 
serving' in the army and navy, upon their taking 
an oath prescribed by act of parliament, and fbr 
leaving to them, as far as convenience would ad-
mit, the free exercise of their respective religions. 
It was vehemently opposed by Mr. Perceval, who 
denounced it as tending to the abolition of those 
tests, which had been devised for the protection of 
our established church ; and he protested against 
the principle of innovation, which by this and other 
experiments, was daily gaining ground, and, if not 
checked, would be attended with most dangerous 
consequences. 	The second reading of the billy He relin-
though fixed for the ensuing week, was postponed VII s b.  e s  the  
tibtil the 19th; but on the preceding day, lord 
Ilowick, without entering into any particular ex- 
planation, 	gave notice 	that he should make no 
motion for advancing _ it to 	_that stage of its progress. 

rd ' 	 Tins 
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C H A P. Trns relinquishment of the catholic bill ••wa4 a 
',XXVIII. prelude to the total change,- which took place on 

1807. the 25th of March, in his majesty's councils. 	The , 
Change of following were the new members of the cabinet ; 
d 	inis" tration.  lord.Eldon, chancellor; the earl of Westmoreland, 

privy seal; the duke of Portland, first lord of the. 
treasury • earl Camden, president of the couNcil ; 
lord Mulgrave, first lord of the admiralty ; lord, 
Chatham, master of the ordnance ;. lord Hawkes-
bury, secretary for the home department ; Mr. 
Canning, secretary for foreign affairs ; lord Castle-
reagh, secretary for the dpartment .of war and 
colonies.; Mr. Perceval, chancellor of the exche- 
quer. 	The subordinate officers were, Mr. Robert 
Dundas, president of the board of control ; earl 
.Bathurst, president df the board of trade ; 	Mr. 
George Rose, treasurer of the navy ; lord Carles 
Somerset and Mr.. Long, joint pay-masters ; Mr. 
Huskisson and Mr. Wellesley, joint secretaries of the 
treasury; sir William Grant, master .of the rolls; sir 

• Vicary Gibbs, attorney-general; Mr. Plumer, solici-
tor-general.  

Explan 	• ON the following day, an explanation was given 
ation by * 

• by lord Grenville and lord Howick, in their re- 
vine and 
lord Gren• spective' 	places in parliament, 	of the measures 
!ord How" adopted by them for granting relief to catholics and 
'measures

of the dissenters, which had principally occasioned these • 
proposed 
bY them for 
the mid of 

changes in administration. 	By a law passed in 
Ireland, in 1778, protestant dissenters in that coun- 

68  iics. '1°-  try were enabled to hold employments of any kind, 
civil as well as military, without any restriction. 
By another law, passed in 1793, Irish catholics 
were admitted to any rank in the army, not above 
that of colonel. 	•English dissenters, on the con- 
trary, were eligible to no place, without takings  a 
sacramental test within .a certain -ape.  ; and if .the 
law of 1793 were not repealed, they.might complain 
of partiality. 	A draft of a dispatch to the lord-lieu- 
tenant of Leland was submitted to his majesty, and 

• met 
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filet with his approbation. 	Ministers pointed Out c n A P. 
the difference between the law of 1793, and that I.XXVI t1. 

which they meant to propose : his majesty, after 
some objections, consented that authority should 
be given. to the lord-lieutenant, to communicate by 
his secretary to the heads of the catholics, that the . 
army and navy would be opened to them.. The 
secretary, Mr. Elliott, • was unable to answer one 
question proposed to him, whether it was intended 
to allow the catholics to rise to all military offices, 
including the staff; and having written for instruc-
tions, was authorised to give a decided answer in 
the affirmative. 	The dispatch, containing this au- 
thorisation, had been laid before his majesty, who' 
returned it without any observation or comment. 

1807. 

Doubts, however, had. been entertained, especially 
by some members of the cabinet, who had strongly 
testified their disapprobation; and his majesty being 
apprised that the measure was of far greater extent 

• than he at first apprehended, expressed his objec- 
tion to it; 'in decided terms, to lord Greuville. 	To And of the 
obviate this objection, 	ministers endeavoured to r=rhich  
make such modifications as might be practicable, eased 
without destroying the vital essence of the bill; but their resig- 
f4iling in this attempt, 	they determined to relin- nation.' 

quish it alti)gether. 	At the save time, in vindica- 
tion of their own character, they proposed to insert 

• in 	the 	proceedings of 	the 	cabinet, 	a 	minute, 
reserving to lord Grenville and lord Howick, • the 
liberty of delivering their opinions in favour of the 
catholic question, and that of submitting the ques-
tion itself or any subject connected with it, from 
time to time, according to circumstanices, for his 
majesty's deckion. 	They were called upon *Not 
only to withdraw the 	latter reservation, but to 
pledge themselves by a written ottigation, never 
again to bring forward the measure they had aban-
doned, or to propose any thing  connected with the 
•eatholic question. 	Tut, this, the ministefs 6)1111d it 

N 4 	 impossible 
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C H A r. 
LXXVIII. 

impossible to assent, consistently with . the duty 
which they conceived to be imposed upon them by 

1807. their oaths. 	Lord Grenville and lord Grey having 
respectfully communicated their sentiments on this 
subject to the king, received on the neit day an 
intimation, that his majesty must look out for other 
ministers. 	. 

Different 
opinions on 
theivon_ 
duct. 

THE conduct of ministers, as explained by this 
statement, was regarded by some as purely con-
sistent and magnanimous, and by others as indi- 

• cating an unfortunate vacillation between the love 
.of office and a high sense of honour. 	*Why, it was 
asked, did they not at once resign on perceiving 

• the king's. insuperable objection to their proposed 
measures in favour of the catholics ? and why, after 
consenting to desist from those measures, did they 
by stipurating for permission 	to 	revive 	them, 
provoke their own dismissal? 	 . 

Mr. THIS event had been for some time anticipated ; 
Bankes's 
motion re- 
spearns 
oiliees in 
reversion. 

and the apprehension of a misunderstanding be-
tween the sovereign and his confidential servants 
had been strengthened by the rumour of various 

' arrangements for the formation of a new cabinet. 
Ina debate which took place 'on Mr. Bankes's 
motion, respecting'the grant of offices in reversion, 
Mr. Plumer took occasion to mention a current 
report that the chancellorship of the 	duchy of 
Lancaster had been offered to Mr. Spencer.  Perceval 
fbr life, as an inducement f.or that gentleman to 

March 9. accept a place in the government. 	A motion 'was 
in consequence made by Mr. H. Martin for an 
humble address to his majesty, deprecating the 
grant of any place in the duchy of Lancaster, or 
elseevhi:re, for life which .had hitherto been held 
during his majesty's pleasure. 	It was carried by a 
large majority; and the address was subsequently 
answered by an assurance that the place in question 
should be conferred only on the usual condition. a 

bread's h it- 
IN relation to the important measure which oc... 

- 	 casioned 
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casioned the dismissal'of the Whig administration, 	d H A p. 
the other proceedings in-parliament were but of LXXVIII• 

eecondary interest. 	A plan Was proposed by Mr.. 	1807: 
Whitbread for ameliorating the condition of the plan for 	• 

ing
eli

h
o
e
rat-• 1)001' j and a committee was appointed tp deliberate ' 

on the means of carrying it into effect. 	The bill _____ condition 
introduced by sir Samuel Romilly for making the of  the poor. 

freelugd estates of persons dying indebted, assets roZZsel.  
for the payment of simple contract debts, was.bah-espect- 
thrown out on the third reading. 	Some progress rogntrictP'e  

' was made in the measures instituted by lord Gren- debts re_ 
ville for improving the administration ofjustice in jected.  
Scotland, by dividing the court of session' into 
three chambers, of five judges each, and by ex- 
tending the trial,by jury to civil cases. 	• 

AFTER the explanation given by lord Grenville catholic 
and big colleagye, an adjournment took place to rgeTied.`" 
the 8th-of April, on which day, the new ministers 
entered upon their functions in parliament. 	Their 
opponents assembled 	in great 	force, 	and 	the 
catholic question was again agitated in a debate, 
which ensued on a motion made • by Mr. Brand, 
" that it was contrary to the first duties of the con-
fk,lential servants of., the crown to restrain them-
selves by any pledge express or implied, from of. 
fering to the king any advice that the course of 
circumstances might render necessary for the wel-
fare and security of any part of his majesty's 
empire." 	Ou one side it was arghed that such a Arguments 

led(re would have made the king absolute, and by P 	0 	
on the re- 
sponsibility 

removing 	the 	responsibility of ministers, would of minis. 

have endangered 	the privileges 	of tile country ; ters. 

while on the other, it was maintained, that although 
there was, generally speaking no act of the crown 
without responsibility, yet some exceptions might 
be taken to that proposition, • especially in sases 
where the king had no advisers. 	Such was the 
case when he removed his ministers, and unless 
the exception to responsibility were to be allowed 

	

in 	. 
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LXXVII I. 
in that case, the king's prerOgative of choosing his 

• own ministers mu4 be 'nugatory. 	Mr. Canning 
'1807. 	-particularly called the attention of the house to the 

stipulation claimed by the late ministers, that they 
should be allowed to recommend one policy while 
they pursued . another ; 	which would have the 
effect of making an unfair division of the popula- 
rity and the -odium. 	The odium would be .great, 
and fall entirely on the crown. 	The benefit that 
might accrue to the Catholics would.be small; but 
the whole oftthe popularity would fidl to the share 
of ministers. 	He added that it was painful to see 
the king brought, as it were in person, to the bar 
of that house ; but there was some 	consolation in 
rtfiecting that an appeal lay from theiice to the 
tribunal of the country. 	After a long and vehe- 
ment debate, not only on the pledge, but on the 
measure regarding which it bad been deinanded 
and refhsed, the original motion was suverseded 
by an amendment, for which there appeared 258 
votes, against 226, leaving a majority of 82 in 
favour c& ministers. 	In the house of lords a similar 
motion by the marquis of Staffbrd, on the 13th, was 
negatived by 171 votes against 90. 	A resolution 
soon _afterwards proposed HI the commons by Mr. 
Lyttleton, expressing theit regret at the late change 
in 	his 	majesty's 	councils, 	was 	rejected 	by 	4 
majority of 86. 	 Parliament was prorogued on the 
27th, by commission, 	and the • speech. from ' the 
throne announced his majesty's intention to recur 
to the sense of his people while recent events were 
yet fresh in their recollection. 	The usual procla- 
mation was accordingly issued tbr dissolving par-
liament. 

Result of PREVIOUSLY to this event, the noblemen who  
the investi- 
gation into 
the conduct 

th of 
ss 

 e prin. 
cc 	of 

had been appointed' by the king to investigate the 
conduct of the princess of Wales, made their re-
port, ill which they declared, that the charges of 

Wales. 	• criminality had not been subltitlitiated, and that the 
• minor 
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• minor imputations. against the character of her c H A P. 
royal highness houglit to be dismissed fr4m farther "x""•, 
notice, as unworthy of credit. 	 1807. 

IT may. be  proper, in this place, to advert to military af 
some measures of foreign policy adopted by the late falirslaundeP 

ministers. 	To favour the views of Russia, and to a tidminis e-
counteract the ascendancy of the French at Con- traticm• 
stantinople, they sent a fleet of seven sail 'of the tEaede  'Lion 
line, with frigates and bomb-ships, under the cop- dandies."' 
mand of sir ThoMas, Duckworth, with orders to 
force the passage of the Dardanelles; and if cer-
tain proposals were not accepted by the divan, to 
'bombard the capital. 	The fleet, which had been 
.stationed at Tenedos, proceeded to execute these 
orders on the 19th of February. 	A Turkish squa- 
dron, consisting of a sixty-four gun 5hip, four fri-
gates, and several corvettes, was atanchor within 
the inner castles of the strait. 	Sir Sidney Smith 
wits directed to bear up with three ships of the line 
and destroy them, should any opposition be made. 
This division 	was followed by the other ships, 
which forbore to return the inefficient cannonade 
opened upon them from the outer castles. 	But in 
passing between Sestos and Abydos, they sustaindd 
a heavy fire, which they retaliated very severely, 
and sir Sidney Smith then executed his orders by 

. driving on shore and burning the Turkish squa-
dron, while a detachment of marines proceeded to. 
Point Pesquiez, and spiked the thirty guns which 
its battery contained. 	On the' following day, the 
fleet anchored near the isle of Princes, about eight 
miles from Constantinople. 	The English minister, 
Mr. Arbuthnot, who wag with the admiral, imme-
diately sent, by a flag of truce, a letter to the Turk-
ish government, containing proposals for an ami- 
cable negociation. 	,The 	correspondence 	which. 
ensued Was artfUlly protracted at the instance of 
the French ambassador Sebastiani, 	who, 	in the 
mean time, was urging the phlegmatic Turks to 

• vigorokts 
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C H A P. vigorous measures of defence. .To obviate furthei 
"Xv"  • — delay, Mr: Arbuthnot Aespatched a note to the 

1807. reis effendi, explaining the purport of his fo-rmer 
communications, which was, to give to the Sublime 
Porte the option of declaring either in favour of 
the French or of the English; with an assurance, 
that even if it should prefer the former alterna-
tive, still the British admiral would spare the city 
one  condition that the whole Turkish fleet, with suf-
ficient naval stores, should' be surrendered.. Con-
tinuing their defensive exertions, and withdrawing 
their ships of' war to safer stations, the Turks found 
means to evade a direct answer ; and at length the 
reis effendi replied, that the proffered negociation, 
Was considered merely as an artifice to gain time. 
Sir John Duckworth indignantly observed, that 
those who. could impute such a motive were them-
selves the. just objects of suspicion, and declared 
that he would not be made a dupe. .On the morn-
ing of the 24th, he received a letter from the reis 
effendi, announcing the disposition of. the Porte tc) 
enter into a negociation for a definitive treaty of 
peace, and requesting that an English plenipoten-
tiary might be sent to meet one whom the sultan 

• had appointed. A correspondence ensued concern-
ing the place of conference ; and by this and other 
temporising expedients,. the Turks were enabled 
to carry on their defensive labours' without' inter- 

, ruption, though the British 'admiral had moved his 
squadron four miles nearer the city. 	A chain of 
batteries extended along the whole line of coast; 
and in the canal there were twelve Turkish line-of-
battle ships and nine frigates, filled with troops, 
and apparently ready for action. 	On the 1st of 
March, sir Thomas Duckworth found it necessary 
to repass the Dardanelles, as the delay ofanother 
week would have exposed thC fleet to destruction. 
The ships sustained a severe fire from the inner 
castles, where thg Turks had collected large mor. 

4trs, 
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tars, and discharged from them ponderous &beg c n A r. 
of marble, one of which, weighing 800 lb. severed LXXVIIL  
the main-mast of the Windsor, man-of-war.  1807. 

MEANWHILE, an expedition had been fitted out Expedition 
in Sicily against Egypt. 	On the 5th of March, a 
force of 5000 men, under the command of' major-
general Mackenzie Fraser, sailed from Messina, 
and having effected a landing near Alexandria, 
speedily compelled that city to capitulate. Ulterior 
operations against •Rosetta and Rhamanie were 

to EgilIt' 

-unsuccessful, 	and the troops were compelled td 
retreat to Alexandria, where they remainld until 
September.. General Fraser, unable, Vom want of 
reinforcements to cope with the formidable force 
which the enemy had collected, entered into a 
negotiation, and having obtained the restoration 
of the British prisoners, 	consented to evacuate 

. 

Egypt. 
SOME hopes were entertained that these reverses 

to
Extrai!;.;. 

in the Mediterranean would be compensated by 
successes. in South America.' 	In October 1806, 
ministers had sent out a reinforcement to the river 

Plate. 'Iv  '' 

Plate, under the command of sir Samuel Auchmuty, 
and convoyed by sir Charles Stirling, who was 
appointed to supersede sir Home Popham in the 
naval command on that station. 	Another armament 
consisting of 4200 iven, commanded by brigadier- 
&era' Craufurd, with a competent naval force 

. under admiral Murray, had been sent out against 
Chili, and the latter officer had the option of pro-
ceeding either by the Cape of Good Hope or by 
Cape Horn. 	 •  

ON arriving at Maldonado, sir Samuel Anchinuty Capture or 
determined to attack the strong fortress of Monte- 
video, the key of the river Plate. 	On the 18th of 

,2),,,,.' 

January, the troops, amounting to about 4000 men, 
mere landed near the place, and repulsed a superior 
force which had been ordered out to attack them. 
A battery was erected, which, though exposed to 

the 
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C li A P. the incessant fire of the enemy, effected a practicable 
1,XXVIll. breach on the 2d of February. 	In the evenisp: a 

1807.; summons was.sent to the governor to surrender;
and as no answer was returned, orders were issue& 
that the assault should be made next morning an 
hour before day-break. 	Meantime the enemy 
were on the 'alert, and had so barricaded the breach 
with hides that the head of. the assailing column . 
could not in tire darkness distinguish it fi•onr the 
untouched. wall, and the men remained under a 
galling fire for a quarter of an hour. 	Captain 
Renny I of the 40th light infantry at length dis- 
covered the 	breach, 	and fell gloriously as he 
mounted it; the gallant soldiers then'rushed to it 
anti fOrced their way into the town. 	The 40th 
regiment, led by colonel Brown, also missed the 
breach, and did not find it until they had twice , 
passed through the fire of the batteries.. Another 
regiment, the 87th, was posted near the north gate, 
which was to be opened by the assailants within; 
but the ardour of the men was so great that they,  
scaled the walls and• entered the town- as their 
companions were hastening to admit them. 	By 
sun-rise all was 'in the possession of the British 
except the citadel, which made a show of resistance, 
but soon surrendered: 	 . 

Operation% WHEN intelligence arrived in England of the 
agmnst 	. 
Buenos 
Ayres, 

re-capture of Buenos Ayres by the Spaniards, 
orders were sent by a fast-sailing vessel to direct 
general Craufhrd to proceed with the troops des- 
tined for.Chili to the river Plate. 	Conformably 
to these orders, which overtook hint at the Cape of 
Good Hope, in April, he sailed for his new desti-
nation, and•arrived on the 11,th of June at Monte- 

entrusted video. 	He there found 'general Whitelocke, who 
to general 

Whiteloc C. 

had arrived on the 9th of May from England, with . a reinforcement of 163Wmen, and to whom was 
entrusted the chief conimAnd of the British forces 
in South America, with mien to reduce the whole 
• province 
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ptovince of Buenos Ayres. 	He lost no time in c H A P. 
preparing to recover the town, and having, after 	Lxxv"'• 
fatiguing marches, • nearly surrounded it by the 	1807. 
different divisions of his army, he ordered a general His dis-
attack to be made on the 5th of Ally, each corps tots 
to enter by the streets opposite to it, and all with attack. 
unloaded muskets. 	The service was executed with 
great intrepidity, but with a 'loss of 2500 men' in 

*killed, wounded, and 	prisoners. 	No mode of 
attack could have been so ill adapted against a 
town consisting of flat-roofed houses, disposed in.. 
regular streets, intersecting each 	other at right 
angles. 	Volleys of grape shot were poured on our 
columns in. front and ,in flank as they advanced, 
and they were assailed also from the house-tops 
with hand-grenades and 'other destructive missiles. 
Sir Samuel Auchmuty succeeded in making himse,lf 
master of the Plaza de Toros, where he took S2 
pieces of cannon and an immense quantity of am- 
munition. 	General Craufurd with his brigade was 
cut off from all communication with the other 
columns, and was obliged to surrender ; so also, 
was lieutenant-colonel Duff; with 	a detachment 
under his command. 	On the folldwing morning, 
the British commander received 	it letter from 
general Liniers, offering to give up all his prisoners 
taken in the late AIM-, together with the 71st regi- 
ment and other troops 	captured with 	general. 
Beresford, provided that the British should desist 
from hostilities, and should evacuate both banks of 
the river Plate. 	The latter condition was proposed 
merely. in the way of bargain ; and the cabildo or 
town council of Buenos Ayres were prepared to 
relinquish their, claim on Montevideo, from a con- 
sciousness 	of 	their 	inability 	to 	reconquer 	that 
almost impregnable fortress. 	Liniers cid:breed his 
proposal by intimating that, in the exasperated state 
of the populace he could not answer fin- the sag'ty 
of his prisoners if hostile operations were continued, 

To 
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c it A r. To the titter astonishment of the cabildo, all the , 
LXX\ Ilf. proposed terms were acceded to,, and• a treaty was 

1807. concluded, by which Whitelocke agreed, not only 
The British t() evacuilte 	Buenos Ayres, but to deliver up 
agree CO  evacuate 
both banks 

MonteviZleo, which was at that time well garrisoned, 
and was not in a state of,siege: 	On his return to 

' 	river of the 
' Plate. England he was tried by court-martial, cashiered, 
Visgrace of and declai•ed totally unfit and unworthy to serve 
Whitelocke. his majesty in any military capacity whatex; er! 

The failure of the expedition was ascribed prin-
cipally to his mismanagement, and a share of the' 
public reproach 	by him was cast on Mr. .incurred 
Windham, to whose influence the appointment of 

Capture of Whitelocke was imputed.. In adding this to the 
Cur3cao. sum . of their misfortunes, the late administration 

had a solitary acquisition' to balance against it, in 
the island of Curacao, which surrendered on the 
1st of January, to a squadron under the command 
of captain Brisbane. 

Progress of MEANTIME the war on the continent of Europe 
war on 

nent
the 

conti. 
Battle of 

had continued with very little intermission through 
the winter. 	After several partial actions, a general 

Xylau. 
• 

engagement took place on the 8th of February, 
between the French and the Russians at Eylau, in 
which both pArties claimed the victory; filo Rus-
sians retired behind the Pregel, and the French, 
after remaining some days on the field of battle, 
tell back on the Vistula, without executing their 
meditated attack on Kumigsberg. 	Their attention 
was next directed to the siege of Dantzig, for 
which battering cannon was brought from the fbr- 
tresses of Silesia, a distance of 100 leagues. 	The 
reduction of such of those fortresses as still •held 
out was entrusted to the Bavarians and Wirtem- 
'bergers under Jerome Bonaparte ; while another 
army, 80,000 strong, consisting .of French, German, 
Dutch, and Spanish troops, was posted in Pomerania, 
under the orders of marshal Brune. 	To relieve 
Dantzig, the Russians made a general attack on the 

lines 
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lines of the French grand army which covered the c II A p. 
operations of the divmion employed in the -siege; 1'N"1-- . 
but they were repulsed with loss, and on the 19th 
of May the fortress capitulated. 	A pacific over- 
ture was then made by Bonaparte to thb emperor 

1807. 

Alexander, but it was rejected ; and on the 5th and 
6th of June the Russians again attacked the French 
lines, and were again repulsed. 	Bonaparte took 
upon himself the comniand of his whole army, and 
on the 	10th offered 	battle at Heilsberg, to the. 
Russians, 	who abandoned 	their 	intrenehments;' 
leaving their magazines and their wounded at the 
disposal of the enemy. 	On the 14th was fought Battle of 
the sanguinary and decisive battle of. Friedland,. 
which the French classed'among their most spl6ndid 
victories. 	One of its immediate consequences Ni,as 
the capture of Koenigsberg, containing large stores 
of grain, and 160,000 English muskets, which had 
been sent.for the use of the Russians, and had not 
yet been landed. 	The Russians retreated toward 
the Niemen, crossed that river at Tilsit, burned the 
bridge, and continued their march to the eastward. 

'Friedland. 

•The emperor Alexander and the king of Prussia, 
who had been there during the last three weeks,. 
retired to Memel, that town and. its territors being 
all that remained in the possession of the latter 
sovereign. 	Bonaparte entered Tilsit on the 19th, 
on which day an armistice IA as proposed to the 
chiefs of the French army, by the Russian com- 
mander-in-chief. 	Its terms were speedily settled, 
and a similar arrangement was made between the 

Armistice. 

French and the Prussians. 	Plenipotentiaries were 
appointed by the different parties to negotiate a 
peace, and it was agreed that there should he an 
inimediate exchange of prisoners. 	On the Q„rith of 
June an interview took place between the emperor 
Alexander and Bonaparte, on a raft, in the Ni well, 
where the "reach had prepared two tents tiff their 
reception. 	They 	landed 	O•oin their boats rit the 

VOL. VI. 	 o 	 same 
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. o id A P.. same moment and embraced. 	This meeting was 

l'"".111' the signal of festivity to the• soldiers of the three 
1807.. armies so lately engaged in hostilities, who now 

mingled in society with as little reserve, and as 
much apparent cordiality, as if they had been sub• 
jects of the same sovereign. 	At a magnificent 
dinner, given by Bonaparte's guards, to those of 
Alexander 	and 	Frederick 	William, 	the 	hosts 
•exchanged uniforms with 'their guests, and the 
whole company paraded the streets of Tilsit in a 
Motley costume, partly Russian, partly Prussian, 
and partly French. 	The joyof the Russians at tith 
conclusion of a contest in which• they had no 
immediate interest at stake might be cordial, but 
that of their unfortunate 'friends must have been 
absorbed in anxiety respecting the sacrifices about 
to be exacted from their prostrate country. 	• 

Treaty of 
tasit 
bet,. 

Br the treaty of peace which was concluded 
between Russia and France on the 7th of July, the 

France and  latter power engaged to restore, with some excep- Russia.' tions, the conquests made on Prussia in Germany 
and*Silesia. 	The provinces in Poland, which Prus-
sia had gained at the partition, or subsequently,• 

.were, ,with certain reservations, 	assigned to the 
elector, now king of Saxony, under the title of the 
duchy of Warsaw, and a military road through the 
Prussian territory was to connect them with Saxony. 
Dantzig was restored to its independence, and the 
navigation of the Vistula was declared free. 	The 
dukes of Saxe-Coburg, Oldenburg, and Mecklen-
burg Schwerin, were to be restored to their estates; 
but the ports of Oldenburg and Mecklenburg were 
to be garrisoned by French troops during the war 
between France and England. 	France accepted 
the mediation of Russia, on condition that England 
also should accept.it in one month after the ratifi- 
cation of the treaty. 	The emperor Alexander 
acknowledged Joseph Bonaparte as king of Naples, 
his brother, Louis, as king of Holland, and Jerome . 	 as 
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as, king of Westphalia. 	Hostilities were to cease 	

l'xx  
c imp  

betweed Russia and the Porte, at all points, when 
the intelligence of' the treaty 	 iould arrive ; and the 1807. 
Russian troops :Were to be withdrawn from Mol-
davia r but that country was not to be occupied by. 
the Turks until the signature of a 'treaty between 
Russia and the Porte, 	for effecting which the 
former power accepted the mediation of France; 

ON the 9th of July a similar treaty, with stipula- TreaV
n 

 
tions adapted to the relative condition of the par- prance and 
ties was signed between France. and Prussia. 	Fre- • Prussia.. . 

.derick William renounced all his territorial posses-
sions between the Rhine and the Mt, and ac: 
knowledged the kingdom of Westphalia, as consist-
ing of those territories and of others, then.  in the 
possession of FranCe. 	He acceded 'to all tte ar- 
rangements 

 
made in the treaty between the em- 

• peror Alexander and Bonaparte, and engaged that 
all the countries under his dominion, should be 
shut against the navigaticin and trade of the Eng-
lish, until the conclusion of peace between Great 
Britain and France. 	 • 

THE pacification of Tilsit necessarily decided the The 
fate of Swedish Pomerania. 	Early in the spring I eleduaeste 
the governor, baron von Essen, had compelled the Pomerania. 
French not only to raise the siege of Stralsund, but to 
evacuate the province. Encouraged by this success 
he distributed his army on an extensive line of po- • 
sitiOns from the banks of the Oder, to the confines 
of Mecklenburg Strelitz. 	On the 16th of April, 
he was attacked by Mortier, who compelled him to 

•recross.the river Peelle with considerable loss. 	An 
armistice was afterwards concluded, on condition 
that ten days' notice• should be given of the re-
newal of hostilities, and by another agreement on 
the 29th, this term was extended to one month. 
The king of Sweden arrived at Stralsund, early in 
May, and was there met by general Clinton, who 
was charred by the new administration. of Great 

o 2 	 Britain., 
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Britain, to assure him of cordial, prompt,•and efrec- • 

Lxxv i ni.  tual succour. 	The king gave .orders to improve 
isb7.. the fortifications and*to erect new works in the 

neighbouring isle of Rugen, declaring his inten-
tion to acknowledge only the first stipulation of the 
armistice. 	At: the 	eic,rpration of•,the time the 
Swedes were attacked in their lines by the French 
under marshal Brune: 4:111;d driven under the 'walls 
of Stralsund. 	Finding it useless with 	his small 
force' to resist an army of 70,000 men, the king 
placed the city at the disposal of the burghers, and 
•on the night of the l9-0th August, transported 
liis troops and stores to Rugen. 

Losses sus- ined by prim', 
THUS ended a contest in which the Prussian mo-

narch lost an immense territory, with nearly half 
his 	revenues,' and five millions of his 	subjects ; 
while France augmented her preponderance in 
Germany, 	established a vassal kingdom on the-  • 
Elbe ; and procured the acquiescence, if not the 
avowed concert of Russia in that continental sys-
tem, which was designed to ruin the commerce,. 
and destroy the maritime supremacy of Great Bri- 
tain. 	The suCcesses which led to these results 

P could not have been obtained without the German 
auxiliaries,.and no exertion had beep spared to ren- 
der their aid efficient. 	The troops of the Rhenish 
confederation, and of other states in alliance with 
France were disciplined according to the French 
tactics, and were commanded - by men who recom-
mended themselves to the favour of Bonaparte by 
their bravery, their skill, and their devotion to his 
service. 	This policy, by its tendency to elevate 
vassals into rivals, might have alarmed a less for-
tunate warrior ; but it accorded with the proud con-
fidence of a man whom past successes had encou-
raged to calculate on an uninterrupted career of 
victory. 
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CHAP. LXNI.X. 

Lord Castlereagh's military. plan. — Sir A. IVellesley's bill 
fur suppressing disturbances in Ireland.— Ezpedition to 
Zealand. — Overtures to Denmark rejected. — Bombard- 
ment of Copenhagen. — Surrender of the Danish fleet and 
arsenals. — His majesty's declaration respecting the Mottoes 
of the expedition. — Alienation.  of Russia. — Invectives of 
the French government. — Ord;rs of council to retaliate 
on the anti-commercial decrees of Bonaparte. — Further 
disputes with the United States. — Designs of Bonaparte 
against Spain. — Treaty,  for the partition of Portugal. — 
Measures adopted at Lisbon to conciliate France. — Emi-. 
gration of the court of Portugal to Rio de Janeiro. — Ma- 
deira occupied by the British. — Capture of Danish Trest 
India islands. — Affairs of India. — Revolt of Dundea 
Ahaun. — Revolution at Constantinople. — Gloomy aspect 
of affairs in England. —Meeting ofparliament.— Budget. 
-7- Financial plan of Mr. Perceval. — Modification of Mr. 
Windham's plan of limited service. — Alteration of the 
criminal law proposed by sir S. Romilly.— Bill for im- 
proving the administration of justice in Scotland.—Pro- 
rogation of parliament. — Determination of his majesty to 
support 	the cause of the. Spanish nation.— Affairs of 
Spain. — Abdication of Charles IV. and accession of Fer- 
dinand VII.— The French enter Madrid. —Bonaparte's 

. letter to Ferdinand. — Proceedings at Bayonne. — Fer- 
dinand resigns the crown of Spain to his father, who 
transfers it to Bonaparte. 

IN a short session of the new parliament, which c H A p. 
opened on the 522d of June, the first measure of 4„xxfx. 

' importance was a new military plan introduced by 	1807. 

lord Castlereagh, for increasing' the regular army meeting of 

from the militia, and for supplying the deficiencies rorliciamC
eat. 

arising from such a transfer, by a supplementary tlereagit's 
0 3 	 militia. miliwY plan. 
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.0 H A P. militia. Two bills were accordingly passed, through LXX4X. the operation of which it was calculated that 38,000 

men would be added to the gross military. force 1807. 
. of the country, and Q8,000 to the regular army. 
finis measure, his lordship observed, was rendered 
indispensable by the circumstances of the times, 
and by - the conduct of the late administration ; 
because, since the events of last winter and spring 
in Poland, the 	country 	,ii,as in 	a situation 	still 

Sir A. wel- more dangerous and alarming than before..,_ A liill 
lesiejcs bill 
for sup- was introduced by sir Arthur Wellesley for sup-was 
pres.sing esing insurrection in Ireland, and for preventing 
disturb- 
ances In he'd  isturbance of tile peace in that country. 	It 
Ireland. was founded on the act passed by the Irish par-

liament in 1796, empowering the lord-lieutenant 
to proclaim disturbed counties, and authorising the 
magistrates to arrest persons found out of their 
dwellings between sunset and sunrise; but it con-
tained a provision requiring that persons so ar-
rested should be tried at the quarter-sessiolis by 
the magistrates and assistant barristers, with the 
addition of a king's counsel 'specially sent down 
for the purpose. 	This bill was passed, together 
with another 'to prevent improper persons from 
keeping arms, 	by obliging every individual 	to 
register all such implements in his possession, and 
by authorising the magistrates to search for them. 
The expediency and even the necessity of these 
.measures were admitted by Mr. Grattan. 	In the 
house of lords the bill for preventing the grant of 
offices in reversion was negatived ; but an address 
was carried in the commons, on the motion•of Mr. 
I3ankes, praying his majesty not to grant any office 
in reversion until 4ix weeks after the commence- 
ment of the ensuing session. 	On the 14th of 
August .parliamerit was prorogued. 	. 

Expedition FRoiI recent events on the continent, ministers 
to Zealand. conceived strong apprehensions of a maritime eon- 

• federacy against Great Britain, which they deter- 
mined 
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mined to counteract by the timely adoption of de- C n A P. 
cisive measures. 	They sent out to Denthark a Lxx ix.  
powerful armament, consisting of about 20,000 
men, and a fleet of 27•sail of. the line, with vessels • 
of all other descriptions, to the number of nearly 
ninety pendants. 	.Admiral Gambier proceeded to,. 
the Sound,  with the main body of the fleet, in 
which the army :was embarked, and was there 
joined by some troops from the isle of Itugen, 
under lord Cathcart, who 'was appointed to the 

1807. 

• chief command of the land forces. 	Commodore 
Keats, who was detached with a division of the 
fleet to the Great Belt, executed his instructions 
so ably as to • cut off entirely the communication 
between Zealand, the adjacent isle of Funen, and 
the mainland of Holstein, SleSwig, and Jutland. 
No offensive operations were to be undertaken un-
til the result of a negociation should be known, 
which was commenced by a Omission to the court of 
Denmark from the British government, at the time 
when this formidable expedition sailed. 	Mr. Jack.. Overtures 
son, formerly British envoy at Berlin, was charged 'yon, formerly mak

Den-  
with this mission, aria leaving England on the 1st, . izroih

k_ 
 

arrived at Kiel; in Holstein, on the 6th of August. son: 
Upon the ground of Bonaparte's design to shut the 
ports of Holstein against the British flag, and 
forcibly to employ the Danish navy against Great 
Britain, he was instructed to represent the views 
and sentiments 'of government to the prince royal 
of Denmark, and to use every argument in his 
power to realise, on terms of friendly accommoda-
tion, the measure which was to be the main object 
of his proceedings. 	This measure was the delivery 
of the Danish fleet into the possession of the British 
admiral, under the most solemn stipulation that it 
should be restored at the conclusion of the war 
between this country and France. 	As that season 
of the 3 car was approaching which would impede 
um al operations, and give tune and oppoil tinuy 

o 4 	 for 
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C jirA T. for the French troops-  to possess themselves of tho 
LX X4X. arsenal of Copenhagen, the demand was to be 

steadily urged; and if other arguments should fin!, 
the prince royal was to be intOrmed that the Bri-
tish government were determined.to enforce it by 

3807. 

4neans of the powerful armament in the Sound. 
Having applied fort and obtained an audience, Mr. 
Jackson stated his proposals ,to; the prince royal, . 
whO answered hint with dignity, and rejected them 

in strong, but decorous terms, declaring that he 
should adhere to the line of policy which he had ' 
hitherto pursued. 	Mr. Jackson had then to exe-
cute the painful duty 'bf announcing the determin-
ation of his, court to- employ coercive measures. 
On the next day he was informed that the prince 
had set out for Copenhagen, and that any pro. 
posals on the part of the British government might 
be sent after him. 	Mr. Jackson proceeded to that 
capital, and on his arrival was informed that his 
Loyal highness, after a short stay, had returned to 
Sleswig, whither he had directed all communica- 
tions to be forwarded to him. 	It now became rig: 
cessary to ascertain whether any authority had 
been left with the Danish minister for negociating ; 
but the,answer was, that the overtures could only 
be taken ad referendum, and that no powers had 
been left to conclude an arrangethent at all corn- - 
patible with Mr. Jackson's instructions. lie there- 

. fore took his leave, and being furnished with the.  
necessary passports, repaired the same evening on 
board the advanced frigate of the British squadron 
at anchor 	within 	a few miles 	of the port of 
Copenhagen. 

Hostilities THE army landed on the morning of the 16th of 
commenc- 
ed. 

August, an(L closely invested the city on the land 
side. 	The fleet, removing to an advanced anchor-
age, formed an impenetrable blockade by sea ; at 
the same time a proclamation was issued by the 
comnanders, notifying to the inhabitants of Zea- 

land 
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land the Motives.  of their undertaking, a.na the c It A P. 
conduct that would be observed towards them, 
with an assurance, that at' any time when the de- 
mand of his Britannic majesty should be acceded 
to, hostilities should cease.  

"x' 
180.1• 

ON'the evening of the 2d of September theland Bothbard. 
batteries and the bomb vessels opened a tremen. Le;tnohr._ 
dous fire upon the town, with such effect as. to 
threaten a general conflagration. 	No proposals 
for capitulation being 'sent on the ,two ensuing 
days, 	the firing, 	which 	had - been considerably 
slackened, was vigorously renewed on the evening 
of the 4th, and next morning the ,  commandant of. 
the garrison sent out a flag of truce. 	A capitula- 

gem. 

surrender 
tion having been settled• on the. 8th, 	• the British °nfisthheseDeta. 
army took possession of the citadel, dockyards, 
and batteries, under an engagement of restoring 
them, and ofeevilcuating the island of Zealand, at 
the expiration of six weeks, or sooner if possible. 

na
aud aVse-

ls.t 

The ships and-vessels of war of every description, 
with the naval stores belonging to his Danish 
majesty were placed at the disposal of the British 
admiral, through whose prompt and active measures 
they were all at sea within the time specified. 
Eighteen ships of the line, fifteen 	frigates, with 
sonic smaller vessels constituted the amount of the 
capture ; and with the exception of one man of 
war, which grounded on the isle of Huen, and was 
destroyed, they were all brought safe to England 
in the latter end of October. 

Tim • Danes immediately commenced hostilities 
against this country, and fitted out privateers, which 
severely harassed our traders in the 13aktic. 	Even 
when the capitulation was just concluded, they re- 
jected the offer of Mr. Jackson to renew the nego-
ciation ; and a subsequent overture of'the same kind 
met m ith a similar refusal. 	British property was 
confiscated throughout the Danish dominions, and 

all 
• 
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ci,x7Lx. 
, 

all correspondence with England was prohibited 
under severe penalties. 	 - 

• 1607. IN these circumstances, ministers thought pro- 
His Ina" -  jestys d 
claration 

. per no longer to delay a public exposition of the 
motives which dictated the expedition to Zealand. 

respecting 
the expedi.. 
tion. 

On the 25th of September, a declaration wa pub-
fished in the name of his majesty, stating that he 
had received “ most positiye information of the de- 

• termination of the ruler of France, to occupy with 
a. military force the territory of Holstein, for the . 

• purpose of excluding Great Britain from all 'her. 
accustomed channels of communication with the. 
continent ; of inducing or .compelling the court of 
Denmark to close the passage of the Sound against 
the British commerce and navigation ; 	and' of 
availing himself of the aid of the Danish marine, for • 
the invasion of Gr6at Britain and Ireland." 	His' 
majesty, it was added*  forbore to act "Von this intel-
ligence as long as there could be a doubt of the 
urgency of the danger, .or a hope of an effectual 
counteraction to it in the means or in the disposi-
tions of Denmark; but on recollecting the avowed 
inability of that power to resist the influence which . 
engaged her in a maritime confederacy against 
Min at the close of the former war, he could not 
but compare the degree of influence, which then 
induced her to violate a solemn• contract, with 
that which France, with kingdoms prostrate at her 
feet, had now acquired. 	His demand for the tem-
porary possession of that fleet, which was the prin-
cipal inducement to France, for forcing DiTmark 
into hostilities with Great Britain, was accompanied 
with the other of every condition which could tend 
to reconcile it to the interests and to the feelings 
of the court of Denmark ; and, lest apprehensions 
should arise, that the surrender might be resented 
as an act of connivance, he had prepared' a force 
,,o formidable as to make concession justifiable, 
even in the estimation of Prance, by rendering re- . 	ststance 
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sistance altogether unavailing. 	If Denmark was c tra p. 
really: prepared to resist the demands of France, T.}' "Y• 
and to maintain her independence, his majesty. prof- ' 
fered his co-operation for her defence — naval,' mi-
litary, and pecuniary aid — the guaranty of her Eu-
ropean territories, and the security and ektension 

181. 

,of her colonial possessions. 	After deploring the' 
necessity of resorting to coercive measures, he ex- . 
pressed his readiness to enter into.amicable arrange-
ments with Denmark,. notwithstanding her declar-
ation of war, and to demonstrate to the world, 
that; having acted solely upon the sense of what was 
due to the security of his own dominions, he was 
not desirous, from any other motive, or for any 
object of advantage or aggrandisement, to carry 
measures of hostility beyond the limits of that 
exigency which produced them. 	• 

THE empdror of Russia 'strongly resented the Alienation 
conduct of England towards Denmark. 	In a d e , 7.rfZ41, 
claration issued 	at St. Petersburg on 	the 30th of Britain., 
October, he recalled his embassy from London ; 	-
dismissed that of his Britannic majesty at St. Pe-
tersburg, annulled every existing convention be-
tween the two courts, proclaimed anew the princi-
ples of the armed neutrality, and engaged that 
there should be no re-establishment of concord 
between 	Russia and 	England until satisfaction 
should have been given for Denmark. 

DEEPLY 'concerned at the alienation of Russia, Invectiv.es 
the people of England were little solicitous to as- LTA go- 

certain in what light the obnoxious measure which vernment. 
Caused it would be viewed by the French govern. 
!Tient. 	They judged of the designs of Bonaparte 
in regard to Denmark •by his conduct toward . 
auother  neutral power, and by the unprincipled 
violence with which he extended his cothinental 
system. 	After the peace of Tilsit, he demanded 
of the court of Lisbon to shut the ports of Portil- 

' gal -against England, to detain all Englislkimnre- 
siding 
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c it A P. siding in that kingdom, and to confiscate all English 
4_...xx".. property. 	He denounced war in case of refusal ; 

Js07. . and Ivithout waiting for 'an answer, issues orders 
for detaining all Portuguese merchant-ships that 
were in the ports•of France. 	By one of the secret 
articles of the treaty of Tilsit, he obtained posses-
sion of the Cattaro, in Aukust ; and Russia, then in, 
amity with England, employed her ships in trans-
porting French troops from Otranto to the Seven 
isles, whose independence had been recognised hr 
a treaty between the court, of St. Petersburg and 
the Porte. 	All the seaport towns of Italy, those 
of the ecclesiastical states not excepted, were• oc-
cupied by French soldiers, under the pretext of 
preventing their commerce with England. 	Large 
detachments of troops were poured into Spain, and 
an army was ordered to assemble at Bayonne, for 
the purpose of invading Portugal. While these mea-
sures .were in progress, a manifesto was published 
at Paris on the 12th of November, in which the 
late events in the Baltic, and the general policy of 
England were discussed in the furious and the 
sentimental style of the French military bulletins. 
The affairs of this country were represented as un-
der the direction of a committee of oligarchs, actu-
ated by a spirit equally atrocious with that which 
animated the revolutionary committees under Ma- 
rat. 	The four expeditions sent out within the last 
two years by England were considered as indicat-
ing in their results her moral and military decline. 
That against Constantinople ended in the expul-
sion of her commerce from the Levant and the 
flight of sir Thomas Duckworth and his squadron : 
the descent on Egypt was followed by the loss of four 
thousand chosen men, and by the surrender and' 
evacuation of Alexandria; in the river Plate, ten 
thousand English troops failed in their attack upon 
an unfortified town ; 	and in Denmark, an act, 
which covered the English government with indeli.b 
ble shame, was succeeded by "a disgracefid flight," 

10 	- 	when 
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'when the 	Danish 	government had 	refused 	to c 
ratify the capitulation, and when the engagement 

205 
14 A p. 

LXXIX.  
to evacuate Copenhagen and Zealand no longer 
existed. 	Such were the comments made on our 
waffarein this manifesto, and the sequel was in the 
same strain. 	The prince' regent of Portugal; in- 	. 
fluenced by the intrigues of England, was losing 
his throne, because he would not seize the English 
mei-ehaudise which was at Lisbon. 	The other 
nations of the continent had determined to bitak off 
all connection with . England, and scarcely had the 
emperor of Austria been informed of the,events at 
Copenhagen, and of.her refusal to accept the medi-,  
htion of Russia, when he declared war aghinst her. 
The blockade was complete; and her correspondence 
with every part of the continent was intercepted. 

So far from being intimidated either by the 
threat of exclusion, or the measures adopted for 
carrying 	it into effect, the English ministry had 	the 
already proceeded to acts of retaliation. 	In op- 
position to the Berlin decree, their predecessors had 
in January issued an order of council interdicting 
the trade of neutrals from port to port in the domi- 
nions of France and her allies. 	As this order did 
not answer the desired purpose, others were issued 
OD the 11th of November subjecting all ports and 
places in Europe, from which the British flag was 
excluded, and all those in the colonies of his ma-
jesty's enemies,. to the restrictions consequent on 
actual blockade;' declaring all trade in the produce 
or mailufactures of such countries or colonies- to 
be unlawful, and authorising the capture of all 
vessels engaged in that trade. 	Certain exceptions 
were made tbr the purpose of allots ing neutrals to 
furnish themselves with colonial produce for their 
own consumption and supply, and for leaving open 
for a time, such trade with his majesty's enemies 
as might bet :mica on directly with his own rwis 

ut 	lit, 'lilies. 	A. pros or thOs ' 	 ision was introduced 
for 

1807. 

• 
Orders of 
council to 
counteract 

anti- 
rer:merociral 
Bonaparte. 
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-CHAT'. ix xix. for defeating the collusion praCtised under certifi- 

cates of origin 	obtained from' French 	agents 
1807. ' resident in neutral ports. 	The sale to a neutral of 

any vessel belonging to his majesty's enemies was 
declared illegal iwonsequence of a declaration "bn 
the 'same 	principle 	previously promulgated bk 

Bonaparte's 
Wag de . 
cree. 

France. - To these orders Bonaparte published a . 
. rejoinder at Milan, in which he decreed that all 
ships of whatever nation which should have sill?: 
mitted4to a search, or to a voyage to England, or 
should have paid any tax to the English govern-
ment, were to be declared denationalised, and liable 
to seizure, either in the ports under the control 
of France, or at sea ; and that every ship sailing' 
from England or its colonies should be good and 

. 
Furthei 

lawfhl prize. 
THE orders of council could not operate very 

disputes 
with the 
United 

favourably towards an adjustment of the differences. 
between Great Britain and the United 	States, 

states. especially since an 	unfortunate occurrence had 
created another ground of dispute. 	,On the 23d 
of June an English man of war, the Leopard, fell 
in with the Chesapeak American frigate off, the 
capes of Virginia, and demanded some British de-
serterso  whom she was known to have on board. 
Her captain refusing 	to admit the search, the 
Leopard fired a broadside, which killed and wound-
ed several of his men ; after which he struck his 
colours. 	In consequence of this transaction the 
President of the United States issued a proclamation, 
ordering the immediate departure of all 'British 
ships of war from the harbours and waters of the 
Union. 	In his message to congress on the. 27th .of' 
October, relative to the pending negociation with 
Great Britain, lie stated that satisfaction had been 
demanded for the outrage. 	Meantime an investi- 
gation took place at Halifax, 	and alie of the 
deserters taken on board the Chesapeak was con. 
demned by a court.martial and executed; it being 

proved 
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proved, that he lad entered the British navy as an mn A P. 
Englishman. 	To prevent similar occurrences a J.L. X X i_x2_ 
proclamation was.published in the London Gazette, 
for recalling and prohibiting British sailors from 
serving foreign states, and for restricting 'the right 

.1807. 

• of search to merchant-vessels.. On the 22d of 
December, in consequence of the conflicting regu- 

' lations established by 	France and England re- 
specting the trade of neutrals, an act was passed in 

• the American congress, laying a strict embargo on 
all vessels belonging to the American States, and 
at the same time Commanding all foreign ships to 
quit the harbours of the United States with or 
without'cargoes as soon as the act should be notified 
to them. 	 • , 	 . . 
. 	THE designs of Bonaparte against Spain became Designs of 
• daily more manifest, and they were favoured in ,Bonaparte 

their full extent by the infatuation of its sovereign, Spain. 
Charles IV., the profligacy and baseness of the 
queen, and the machinations of •her minion, the ' 
prince or the peace. A treaty was concluded at Fon- Treaty for 

tainebleau on the 27th of October, for the partition ttlt?oPnaol. 
of Portugal, by which it 	was 	agreed 	that the Portugal. 

province of Entre Minho y Duero, with the city of . Oporto, should be made over to the king of 
Etruria, 	with 	the 	title 	of 	king 	of Northern 
Lusitania. 	Alentejo 	and 	the 	Algarves 	were 
to be given to Godoy with the title of prince of 
the Algarves. 	The provinces of Beira, Tra lose 
Monteg, and Portuguese Estremadura, 	were to 
remain in. sequestration until a general peace. 	In 
exchange for Northern Lusitania, the kingdom of 
Etruria was to be ceded to Bonaparte. Before this 
treaty was announced in Spain, the king had ar-
rested the heir apparent, Ferdinand, prince of the 
Asturias, on a charge of conspiracy to dethrone 
him, founded on a clandestine correspondence, in 
which Ferdinand, at the instigation of a French 
agent, offered to unite himself in marriage with 

0114, 
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C H A.R one of' the female relatives of Bonaparte. 	Cpiloy, 
Lxxix. finding that the arrest and imprisonment of the 

. iso7.. ..prince 	excited 	universal indignation 	among the 
Spaniards, caused him to send penitential letters to 

p his sire,' which procured him a pardon, at the in-
tercession of the queen. 

Measure% 	THE court of Portugal vainly endeavoured to 
adopted at 
Lisbon to 	conciliate France by closinab  the ports arrahis.t the 
conciliate 	English ; Bonaparte peremptorily insistedr' 	on the 
rnince* 	fulfilment of the other conditions which he had 

imposed.. 	Preparations were therefore made for 
securing a retreat. to Brazil ; all *ships of war fit for 
sea were ordered to prepare for sailing, and notice 
was given to the English residents 	to sell their 
property and leave Portugal, 	When, however, 
intelligence arrived at Lisbon, that an 	army of: 
French and Spaniards was marching on the frontier, 
the prince regent made a last effort to preserve 
his dominions, and on the 8th of November signed 
an order for detaining the few British subjects, and 
for confiscating the small portion of British pro- 
perty still remaining in his ports. 	A remonstrance 
was presented against this edict by the English 
ambassador, lord Strangford, who proceeded on the 
17th to a squadron commanded by sir Sidney Smith, 
and a rigorous blockade was immediately estab- 
lished at the mouth of the Tagus. 	The invaders 
having passed the frontier, a renewal of intercourse 
took place, in consequence of which lord StrangfOrd 
returned to Lisbon ; and on the '29th the prince, 
regent of Portugal with his family and court, and 

Emigration many faithful adherents sailed from the Tagus in 
of the court his fleet, consisting of eight sail of the line, and 
of Portugal 
to Rio de 	proceeded to Rio de Janeiro, escorted by an English 
Janeiro. 	squadron. 	The French army under Jimot, already 

on the heights above Lisbon took possession of that 
capital without resistance, disarmed the inhabitants, 
levied heavy contributions, and subjected them 
to military law, 

THE 
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THE Portuguese government committed the valu- c II A 1,. 
able island of Madeira to the protection of the —L.XXIX-__ 
British, until' the conclusion of a general peace. 	• 1807. 

.THE Danish islands in tha West Indies, St. Tho- 'Madeira • 

MaS; St. John, and St. Cfoix, 'surrendered in De- o
tic,ceuErrusbhy. 

cember to a squadron commanded by sir Alexander' Capture of 
Cochrane. Danish 

West India 
IN British India great exertions were necessar 

to appease and subdue the mutinous spirit which 
had of late roused the sepoys to open insutrection; 
and the general tranquillity was interrupted by the 
audacious contumacy of 4 native chief named Dun- 

islands. 
of p.fii; 

Ind ia: - 

Revolt of 
dea Khaun. 	For his neutrality during the war 
with Holkar and Scindia, this man had received a 
tract.of land in addition to that which he held of 
the company as A zemindar. 	Having been cited 
before the magistrate of the district fbr Arrears of 
tribute, he beheaded the hircarralk who brought the 
summons, and was in consequence besieged in his 
fort of Comona by a military force under major-. 
creheral Dickens. 	On the 18th of November, an 
attempt was made to carry the place by storm, 
but the assailants we,re repulsed with the loss of 

Dundea 
Ithaun. 

700 men in killed and wounded. 	On the ensuing 
night the khaun evacuated- the fiwtress, and pro-
ceeded to another called Ghurnowrie, which he 
abandoned on the 10th of December, and effected 
his escape across the-Jumna. 

IN Turkey, soon after the departure of the Eng- Revolution 

ltsh from tho Dardanelles, one of those occurrences 
took place which so frequently mark the precarious 
tenure on which the sovereigns of that country 
hold their sway. The new institution of the Nizann 

tftit„ocir.ta  

Jedid, a military force clothed and disciplined after 
the European manner, excited the implacable ani-
mosity of the janizaries, who, on the 29th of May, 
broke out into open revolt, and demanded a new 
sultan. 	The unfortunate Selim, foreseeing the re- 
stilt, proceeded to the palace, or rather prison of 

VOL. VI. 	 .I. 	 . 	hiS 
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C H A P. .his nephew Mustapha, and taking him by the hand, 
LXXIX. warned him against those counsellors who should 

ism. 	• advise great, changes in the, governthent. 	Then, 
after wishing him a happier reign than his own had 
been, he took up a bowl of poisoned sherbet ;  'but 
'Mustapha, who was melted into tears, dashed it to 
the ground, vowing that the life of his uncle should 
be held sacred, and that he should ever regard him 

• as a f'riend. 	 . 
Gloomy . 
aspect of 
affair, in  

• THERE are few periods in history at which the 
prospects of the people of England were more 

England, 
• 

gloomy and discouraging than at the close of the 
year 1807. 	They had 	to contend against 	an 
enemy, who, by force or intrigue, had closed the 
continent against them ; and their affitirs were in 

-the hands of men who had as yet the public con-
fidence to gain, and who had commenced their 
administration byan act of hostility against a neutral 
state, which, if justifiable on the ground of extreme. 

.necessity, 	nevertheless provoked the hostility of 
powerful nations, who 	had been accustomed' to 
venerate the magnanimity of England. 	Yet, with 
an enormous and accumulating debt, and a rapidly. 
declining commerce, the national spirit remained 
unbroken ; and had there arisen no statesman of 
transcendant abilities in the cabinet, no comman-
der of distinguished prowess at sea or in the field, 
it would still have borne up against difficulty and 
danger, oonfiding its cause and interests to com-
mon sense in council, and to ordinaay talents to 
action. 	It was under this spirit that the genius Of 
Bonaparte was rebuked ; its constancy excited his 
surprise, and amidst his most splendid triumphs 
extorted the unwilling tribute of his admiration. 
There remained, moreover, a hope that the domi-
nion which he had acquired would not be perma-
nent, and that the delusive notion which he had 
propagated would sooner or later be suddenly and 
for ever dispelled. In trampling out the last sparks 

. 	 of 
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of liberty among  the smaller states of the COhti. 
nent, he excited the jealousy of the 	power- .more 

Cmi
ri

x
Ajz,. 

ful ;.and, in aiming at universal Conquest, he over- 
rated his own means, and mistook the character of 
the age in which he lived. While promoting his grand 

1807. 

Political system,. he might palliate td himself the 
iniquity of the means employed, by the N;isionary 
hope of conferring some great and lasting benefit 

- on mankind ; but though 'he had defeated coalition 
after coalition, there were nations whom he could 

'not subdue, and who 'would disdain to. make him 
the arbiter of their destinies, or receive at his hands 
political 	advantages which 	they 	had • power to 
achieve for themselves. 	His violent and presump:  
tuous ambition was soon to be mortified by the re-
sistance of a people - who chose to support the 
despotism under which they were born, rather than 
be dragooned into the adoption of even a more 
liberal form of government. 

PARLIAMENT net on the 31st ofJanua'ry, and long 1808. 
• discussions. took place on the late expedition to parliament. 

Denmark, and' on the orders of council. Although 
the secret articles of the treaty of Tilsit were. not 

-produced, ministers obtained a considerable majority 
in approval of the former measure ; bat the manly 
and generous feelings of the English people still 
prompted them to wish that the odium of coercing 
a neutral power had been left to France, and that 
the capture of the Danish fleet bad been reserved 
as another triumph for our navy in defensive "%var. 
The orders of council were made valid by,  an act 
passed on the 25th of March, which was accom. 
panied by a bill for regulating the commercial in-
tercourse with America, until amicable arrange-
ments should be concluded with that country. 

THE supplies voted in this session afbounted to nudge'. 
48,653,1701., of which, the proportion to be fur- 

13,560/. 	deducted, nished by Ireland, 	5,7 being 
Malned 1Q,939,6011. to be defra id by there re 	 r ‘2 	 Great 
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CHAR Great Britain. 	The ways and -means were, three 
t x x ix. millions upon malt and pensions; three millions 

ism and a half advanCed by the bank, 726,870/. unap- 
•propriated surplus of the consolidated fund; war-
taxes twenty Millions ; four millions on exchequer 
bills, to be issued in' place of others funded to the 
same amount. 	These different items, with a loan 
of eight millions, made an aggregate of 39,576,870/. 
Adding to this three millions and a half, the esti- ,, 
mated surplus 'of the consolidated fund for the 
current year, there would then be a surplus of ways' 
and means above the supplies, of 137,0001. 	It re-. 
mained to provide for the interest, charges, and 
sinking fund of the exchequer-bills.funded, and of 
fhe loan, which amounted to 750,0001. 	To raise 
this, short annuities to the amount of 38,0001. had 
fallen in. 	There. was a saving of 65,0001. upon the 
management of the public debt. 	An improved 
mode of collecting the stamp duties would yield 
200,0001., and a new arrangement respecting the 
assescd taxes would produce 125,0001.; making in 
the whole, 770,0001., a small excess above the sum 

FinanAd actually required. 	A new financial plan was intro- 
Plan of duced by the chancellor of the exchequer, to• 

accelerate the reduction of the national debt.- 	It 	• 
was to enable pfoprietors of three per cent. consoli-
dated or reduced bank annuities, to exchange with 
the commissioners fbr the reduction of the national 
debt, such bank annuities,. for a life annuity during 
the continuance of one or two lives. 	To prevent 
impositions, the power of transfer was to be limited 
to persons under thirty-five years of age, and the 
amount of the transfer, to sums not less than 1001. 
the stock not to be transferable when the funds 
were above 80. 	The effect would be to secure to 
the nation, the redemption of the funds so transfer-
red, at the price at which they were when the 
transfer was made. 

Modifi- - ,.,,tion of .  
' 	IN their military arrangements, ministers adopted 

au 
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an important modification of Mr. Windham's plan cnAR 
of limited service. 	Tp prevent the evils which L XI_X.: —x  
might arise-from the periodical discharge of a mul- 180s. 

titude of soldiers, a• clause was introduced into the 
Mutiny bill, allowing the option of enlistment for 

hl'armr-1:11"„d: 
of IimiPted 

life. . To improve the internal -defence of the conn- 
try, an act *as passed for raising by ballot a local 
militia, to the aggregate aniount of 60,000 men, 
in the first instance, to inceease in proportion as the 
volunteer force should diminish, and to supersede 
that force, if, in the event of peace, it should with-
draw from service. 

service' 

AMONG other proceedings dining this session, 
may be noticed, a bill proposed by sir Samuel 

Alteration . 
m int': iat.  

Romilly, for the repeal of so Much of an act of proposed  by 
Elizabeth, as related to taking away the benefit of 
clergy from offenders convicted of stealing private- 
ly from the person. 	A clause was introduced by 
the solicitor-general, to provide that private steal- 
ing, 	as distinguished 	from 	robbery, 	should be 
punished by transportation for life, or fbr a term of 
years, at the discretion of the judge, at whose option, 
when the case might require it, the punishment 
might be commuted into imprisonment for arty 
period not exceeding three years. 	A bill framed 
by the lord chancellor, for the better administra- 

hilly, 

Bill foe im- 
60  aPdrIvii2 

tion of justicein.  Scotland, NA, as passed on the 25th tion oft,_ 
of June. 	Its object was to divide the court of ses- Liccoetliaand. sion into. two chambers ofsevenor eight judges, to 
give those courts certain powers of making regula-
tions with respect to proceedings, and to executions 
in pending appeals, and also of issuing commissions 

• 

,to ascertain in what cases it might be proper to 
establish a trial by jury. 	An act was passed for use of 
prohibiting,a 	for a limited time, the distillation of grain in disti lries 
spirits from corn or grain. 	It was strongly opposed 
in all its stages, as tending to prevent that accumu-
lation of grain in the hands of the farmers, which, 
in this country, supersedes the expedient of maga- 

r 3 	 tines ;, 

prohibited. 
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C H A P. zines ; and as checking that demand, which, by 

.LX XIX. encouraging 	agriculturists 	to 'grow more 	than 
isos. 	.was necessary for the ordinary support of the peo- 

ple, ensured a supply in seasons of scarcity. 	It was 
defended as a temporary measure, on the score of 
necessity, in the existing state of things, when the 
supply of grain from the continent was. cut off, and 
when no prospect was left of a sufficient resource 
in the last year's crop of this country. 

proro 
o par=   . 	PARLIAMENT was proro,re?ued on the 4th of July, 

tion  
]lament. 	on which occasion the lord ;commissioners delivered 

' a speechr, ekpreesing the lively interest with which 
his majesty received the loyal and determined spirit 
manifested by the Spanish nation, .in resisting the 
violence and perfidy with which their dearest rights 

Determin- 	had. bean assailed. 	Thus nobly struggling against 
ation of his the tyranny and usurpation of France, that nation 
majesty to 
support the was no longer to *be considered as the enemy of 
cap us sh na- S 	"' Great Britain, 'but was recognised by his majesty, 
don. 	as a natural friend and ally. 	Conformably with 

this declaration, an order of council was issued on 
the same day, 	directing that hostilities against 
Spain should cease, that the blockade of all her 
ports not in possession of the enemy, should, be 
raised, and 'that her ships and vessels should be 
treated by his majesty's naval forces as belonging 
to a friendly state. 	It will now be necessary to 
explain from whence arose this change in the rela- 
tions oft the two countries. 	 - 

Afrain, of 	• GREAT apprehensions were entertained inSpain, ' 
Spain. 	that the miserable king, after having permitted the 

French to occupy his principal fortresses, would be 
.persuaded by the queen and leer favourite to pro- 
ceed to Seville and embark for America. 	The ap- 
proach of Murat with a powerful army to the capi- 
tal, 	increased these alarms. 	In 	the 	middle of 
March, an insurrection broke forth at Madrid and 
Aranjuez, which the king vainly endeavoured to 
appease, by dismissing the obnoxious minister froin 

all 
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all his-employments. 	On the 19th he abdicated the c H A P. 
crown in favour of his son, the prince of the Astu- LXXIX. 

rias, who commenced his reign under the title of 	1808. 
Ferdinand the Seventh. 	One of the first acts of Abdication 

the iiew sovereign, was to confiscate the property ()fly. andes  
Godoy, who having fled from the popular fury at usmicm of 
Aranjuez, had been overtaken at Ocana. 	On the Ferdinand 
‘23d the French army occupied Madrid, and next VII. 
day Ferdinand made his 'public entry, amidst the emeerFilinach. 
acclamations of the people. 	Murat immediately i •established a military government, and appointed 
general Grouchy governor of the city, intimating 
at the same time that he must decline to acknotv-
ledge the. new monarch, until the arrival of his mas- 
ter, which might be shortly expected. 	He sent 
general Moutheon 'secretly to the old king, who 
was easily prevailed on to give to this emissary a 
letter for Bonaparte, and a formal protest, declar-' 
ing that his renunciation of•the crown, was a deed 

. to which he had been compelled, to prevent greater 
calamity, and to spare the blood of his subjects, 
and which must therefore be considered, of. no 
force. 	,, 	Full of confidence,' .said 	this 	abject 
prince, " in the generosity and genius of the great 
man 	who has at •eall times declared himself my. 
frignd, 	I 	have 	taken 	my resolution 	to resign 
myself into 	his hands, 	and await what he shall 
resolve on the fate of myself, of the queen; and 
of the prince of the peace." 	Meantime the ru. Charles re- 

.mour of Bonaparte's 	coming was industriously 'Jabal:Lit 
circulated, 	and 	it 	was 	hinted 	to 	Ferdinand, 	' 
that a delicate compliment 	might 	be 	paid, 	if ' 
the infante, Don Carlos, the young king's next 
brother, were to set out to meet this distinguished 
guest. 	The unsuspecting prince undertook this 
Journey, accompanied by the duke del Infantado. 
The same proposal was soon afterward; made to 
Ferdinand himself, who was advised by his minister 
Cevallos, by no means to leave his capital until he 

P 4. 	 had 
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C H A P. had received certain intelligence, that the Trench 

—__LIX__I2L ruler had actually passed the Pyrenne'es; 	It now 
1808. became necessary to employ another agent; and ge-

neral Savary was announced as envoy from France, 
to compliment the new sovereign, and to assure 
him that if lie maintained the same vntiments with 
his father in regard to that power, he should be im-
mediately recognised. as king of Spain and the In- 

Ferdinand dies. 	Yielding to the insinuations of Savary, the 
suits ma' drid.to 
meet Bona- 

king after announcing to the president of the coun- b,  
cii, that his mighty ally was already at Bayonne; 

parte on 
his way.  

• with the joyful and salutary purpose of passing 
thither.. through Spain, declared that he should go to meet 

him at Burgos. 	He set out for that city on the 
11th of April, attended by the envoy, who, on 
their arrival, persuaded him to proceed to Vitoria. 
There Ferdinand was informed that Bonaparte had 
reached Bourdeaux, on his way to Bayonne. 	To 
that place Don Carlos; who had been waiting at 
Tolosa, repaired, and was there some days before i 
the arrival 	of Bonaparte. 	His 	suspicions 	were 
awakened after the first interview ; and it is said 
that he wrote a letter strongly ilissuading his bro-
ther from pursuing his journey into France, and 
that 	this 	letter 	was 	intercepted 	through 	the 
treachery of Pignatelli, whom the Infante had cpn-
stilted, as a Spaniard and a man of honour. 

Bonaparte's SAVARY who had hastened to Bayonne to pro- 
ictter to cure fresh instruCtionsoyas 	back to Vitoria sent Ferdinand, with a letter addressed by Bonaparte to Ferdinand,. 

under the style of Highness. 	It is a composition 
in every respect worthy of the crafty head and cal-
lous heart of a tyrant, who could find consolation 
for his apostacy from the cause of liberty, in a so- 
vereign contempt fo'r mankind. 	One passage may 
exemplify the whole. 	Alluding to Godoy, a sol- 
dier of fortune like himself?  he tells Ferdinand, "it 
is not the interest of Spain to injure a prince who 
has married a princess of flick blood royal, and who . . 	11 	. 	fur 
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for a long time directed the affairs of the kingdom. . c ii A P. 
He no longer has any friends ; your royal highness .t.xxix. 
will possess friends no longer than you. shall be for- 
tunate. 	The people willingly r6enge`themselves 
for that hoinage which they. pay us. 	How also can 
the process be drawn up against the prince of the 
peace without involving in it th es, queen and the 
king your father? 	This process would give nou- 
rishment to hateful and factious passions, the issue 
of which would be fatal to your crown. 	Your royal 
highness has no other right to it than that which you 
derive from your mother. 	If this process degrade 
her, your royal highness destroys your own right." 

1808. 

In conclusion, he declares that if the abdication of 
Charles IV. should prove to have,  been voluntary, 
he shall have no difficulty in acknowledging Ferdi-
nand VII. ; and adverting to popular commotions, 
announces that the assassination of soldiers belong-
ing to his army shall be followed by the subjuga-. 
tion of Spain. 	This letter conveyed an insult 
which Ferdinand found himself no longer able to 
resent, surrounded as he *as by French troops. 
It was in vain that Cevallos, with his other counsel- Ferdinand 
lors, and the loyal 	of Vitoria, besought him people g°°6 to  
not to advance ; he suffered himself to be lest away 
by the protestations of Savary, who assured him of 
a speedy return to Spain, with a full recognition 

Bayonne. 

'of his title. 	 . 
SHORTLY after he had taken up his residence at Bonaparte 

Bayonne, Bonaparte paid him a complimentary rimr„.  
visit ; embraced him at parting ; entertained him at nounce his 
dinner next day as a friend, a guest, and an ally ; 
but on his return to his dwelling, sent after him 
general Savary to require that he should .renounce 
in his own name, and that of his family, the crown 
of Spain and the Indies, in favour of the Bonapartes. 

crown. 

ON the t011owing day, Cevallos, the minister of 
Ferdinand, being summoned to a conference with 
Champagny, the French secretary, declared that the 

king 
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C H A P. king neither could nor would renounce his crown ; 
Lxxix, he could not do a prejudice to the individuali of • 

his own family, who were called to the succession 
by the fundamental laws of the kingdom ; and still 
less could he consent to the establishment of a 
foreign dynasty, it being the right of the Spanish 
nation to elect another family, whenever the present 
should become extinct. 	The 	conference . after 
some time was interrupted by Bonaparte, who 

1808. 

' called Cevallos a traitor for continuing to serve the 
son in the same situation which he had held under' 
the father, and insisted that the renunciation should 
be made. 	Cevallos remaining inflexible, Ferdinand 
was required to appoint another negociator, but in 
complying he made no change in his determination. ' 

Bonaparte BONAPARTE, who had not expected. so  much 
sends for 

' Charles, his queen, and- 
firmness in his victim, found it necessary to change 
his course of proceeding. 	If he could have pro- Godoy. 	. cured the abdication 'of the son, he would-  have 
recognised as valid that of the father : he now' de-
termined to reverse that pulley by causing the father 
to reclaim the crown 'from the son. 	Orders were 
yonmstittetttly tiiRpttLclted to Murat to send the king, 
the queen, and (Iodoy to Bayonne; they arrived 
there on the Both of April. 	Of the humiliating 
scenes which ensued, the detailwould be wearisome; 
and the catastrophe of the drama may be easily 
anticipated. 	On.the 5th of May Bonaparte had an.  
hour's conference with Charles and the queen, at 
tile conclusion of which, Ferdinand was called in 
by his father. 	They were all seated; but he .was 	. 

Ferdinand kept standing, and his father ordered him absolutely 
thrercmw

ces
. 

 to renounce the crown, under pain of being treated 
in favour of with all his household as an usurper and a con- 
his ho  father' trans spirator against the lives of his parents. 	Ferdinand 
fers it to .obeyed the command by delivering a renunciation, 
Bonaparte. couched in such terms as at once to imply com-

pulsion, and to reserve the condition of his father's 
return to Spain. 	But CiNles had already trans. 

9 	 ferred 
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,ferred the -reclaimed sovereignty. :13y an edict C 1.1 4 P. 

. dated, the 	of Nay addressed to:the supreme vocix. .4th 	 , 
junta at ,Madrid, • he 1.nopunated Murat 'lieutenant,. 	II"' 

, general of the kingdodi ; "and on the sane day wrote . 
0 infdrni the .supreine_council'Of dastile-and-  the 
-ccint4 .of iuquisitipn, .that he had: abdicated . Mt 
, claims upon the,SVariiih kingdoms in-favour of liis 
'friend and ally the emperor of the•french„; 13onti-
parte afterwards extorted .ii farther renunciation 
from Ferdinand, surrendering his own rights and 
those of his brothers and his uncle Anionto, who had 

• been sent from.1114drid. 	Lands and pensions weic•' 
allotted to the captives, and they were sent into 
the interior of France. 	Thus was consummated 
this vile usurpation, by whicll Bonaparte earned a 
crown' for his brother Joseph, and fafeited • the 
'large tribute which he' had for years derived from 
Spain and the 'Indies. _ 
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CHAP. LXXX. 
• . 

Alizirs of Spain.—.Massacre at Madrid. — Proclum.  allow 
f Bonaparte to the Spaniards.-,—Resistance of the Spanish 
nation. — Formation of juntas. — Alliance -with England 
and Portugal.--Surrender of Dupont. — Siege of Zara- 

. goza. — Flight of Joseph Bonapartefrom Madrid. — De- 
feat of the patriots under Cuesta.— Eapfdition to Portugal 
ander Sir A. Wellesley. — Battle of Vimiera. — Convention 
of Cintra.— Sir John Moore commands the 'British in 
Portugal.— Release of Spanish troops 	the Baltic. — ,I;om 
Supreme central junta established at Madrid. — Meeting 
of Bonapaile and the emperor of Russia at Etlicrt.— Bo- 
naparte he'ads his (MU in Spain. — Reverses of the pa- 
triots. —Defeat of Castanos. — Surrender of Mairid. — 
Operations of 	army under Sir John Moore. — Advance 
to Salamanca. — Junction with sir D. Baird. — Retreat 
to Corunna.— Battle. —Victoty of the British. — Death 
of sir John Moore. — Affairs of the Spanish and Portu- 
guese colonies.—.Manifesto of the prince of Brazil. — 
4ilizirs of Europe. — Farther annexations to France.— 
tfoussia acquires Finland from Sweden.— Another revo- 
lution at Constantinople. ' 

•C H A P THE first news from Spain that greeted the usur- 
Lxxx. 	per, informed him that his troops had perpe- 

1808. 	trated a sanguinary massacre at Madrid. 'On the 
l'ia' aZidere  at  2d of May, a great ferment had been produced by 

Murat's preparations to send away the remaining. 
members of the royal family ; and though the queen 
of Etruria and her son were suffered to proceed, 
the people would not consent to the departure of 
Don Antonio. 	The Spanish troops were locked 
up in their barracks and could afford them no assist- 
ance, but they rushed to arms against their op-
pressors, and fbr some time sustained a brave, but 
desperate conflict. 	Tire French poured into the 

. 	city 
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city from all sides, making repeated charges with e it A p. 
their cavalry, and clearing the streets with volleys LXXX. 

of grape-shot. 	Wherever they dispersed the lieo- 
pie, they followed the fugitives into the houses, 
and bayonetted them on the spot. 	A resolute stand 
was made at the arsenal by a handful of artillery-
men and citizens, who maintained a destructive fire 
on their assailants, until they were.overpowered by 
numbers.. 	Through the personal interference of 
the council of Castile, and other public bodies, the 
tumult was at length appeased ; but the work of 
carnage was not over. 	A military tribunal under 

1808. 

Grouchy was appointed to try the prisoners;  and 
three groupes of forty each were successively shot 
in the Prado, besides untold numbers, who were 
put to death in various (palters of the city. 	On 
the 4th, the junta of government, with timid obse-
quiousness, appointed Murat their president, and 
Don Antonio was sent off to Bayonne, to join the 
rest of his tinnily in captivity. 	• 

This insurrection, which testified so strongly the Proelam- 

repugnance of the Spanisit people to the new dy- 
nasty imposed upon them, produced no sensible to 

tnnapaart. 
the 

change in the relentless policy of Bonaparte. 	rn 
a proclamation, dated the Qith of May, he admo-
nished them to prepare for the new government 
which he had designed for them ; adding, with con- 
temptuous arrokance, an oracular dictum, which 
applied rather to their late rulers than to them- 
selves. 	" Your nation is old ; 	my mission is to 
restore its youth." 	A junta of notables was assem- 
bled at Bayonne, amounting to about ninety per-
sons ; and on the 7th of July, a new constitution 
was laid before them, on which occasion Joseph 

Slumlords.  

Bonaparte was installed as king. 	He made his 
public entry into Madrid on the 20th, and on the 
same day his brother and Josephine departed from 
Bayonne for Paris. 

AFTER the massacre in the capital, and the forced.  
• resignation 

Resistance 

a  the 
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C H A P. resignation Of the princes, a patriotic spirit of re- Lxxx. sistance spre-ad rapidly throughout Spain. 	Acfu- 

mos. ated by this spirit, the people, in the first instance, 
Spanish. indulged in arbitrary deeds of vengeance ; but a 
nation. more salutary direction was soon given 'to their 
Formation 
of pro 
j' cid ju  

energies by the establishment of central juntas, or 
assemblies in. the provinces, to take measures for 
the general defence and to co-operate for the re- 
covery of the country. 	The clergy exerted their 
influence to stimulate the national zeal ; and many 
of the nobles who had witnessed the installation at 
Bayonne,successively abandoned the intruder, and 
espoused the cause of their patriotic countrymen. 
Among these was Don Joseph Palafox, who having 
escaped from Bayonne in the disguise of a peasant 
to' Zaragoza, was created by the people of that 
city,. captain-general of Aragon, .in the place of 
Guilliama, i traitor, whom they deposed. 	Though 	. 
almost destitute of regular troops and treasure, 
and though-the neighbouring provinces of Navarre, 
and Catalonia, were possessed by the French, he 
declared war against them in a bold tone of defi-
ance, to which the heart of every loyal•Spaniard 
responded. 	His 	proclamation 	deserved to be 
adopted by the central juntas, as the challenge of 
an united people. 	He declared that' Bonaparte, 
with the individuals of his family, and every French 
oflicer and general, were pergonallS7 responsible for 
the safety of king Ferdinand, 	his brother, and 
uncle ; that the transactions at Bayonne, and the 
acts of.the existing govetnment, were illegal, null, 
and void; that whatever might be done in France 
by the royal family, should be held equally void, 
as being extorted by force; and that all who took 
an active part in such proceedings 	should be 
deemed traitors to their country. 	If any violence 
should, be attempted against the lives of the captive 
princes, 	he declared that the nation would use 
their elective right, in favour of thg archduke 

Charles, 
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Charles, as nephew of Charles .III. , in case the • c n A P. 
other heirs should not be able to concur. LXXX. 

i THE standard of independence was raised 	n. 1808. 
Galicia, the Asturias, Aragon, Valencia, Granada, t!easunrtaes  01 
and Andalusia. 	The chief authority was by tacit ' 
consent assigned in the first instance to the junta 
of Seville. 	Their first measure was to establish in 
all towns within their jurisdiction, containing two 
thousand householders, corresponding juntas, who 
were to enlist all the inhabitants•between the ages 
of sixteen and forty-five, and to embody them. 

ev auk. Se ? 

They declared war against Bonaparte, and France, 
in the •name of Ferdinand VII. and of all the 
Spanish nation, and proclaimed a cessation of host 
tilttiq with England" 	'Pk mode of warfare which 
they proposed to pursue ,was suited alike to the 
state .of their military force, and to the peculiar 
nature of the country, its main objects being to 
avoid general actions, to harass the enemy inces-
santly in flank and rear, and to cut off his supplies. • 
. 	THE appeal to England was first made by de- Alliance 
puties from the junta of Astifrias, and it was an-• 
swered by piompt and effectual succours, consisting 
of arms, ammunition, clothing, and treasure. 	The 
suspension of hostilities had already been antici-
pated by our commanders at Gibraltar, and on the 

'th Eng-
land

' 
- 

Cadiz station. 	General Castanos, at the head of 
a Spanish army, stationed at San Roque to menace 
Gibraltar, declared for Ferdinand, and opened a 
communication with the governor of that fortress, 
who supplied him with a loan of .50,000 dollars, 
raised in a few hours among the merchants. 	At 
Cadiz the people pnt to death Solano, the governor, 
who was in the Irerich interest ; and Don Tomas 
de Morla  succeeded to the command. 	Admiral 
Purvis was invited to anchor with his fleet at the 
mouth of the harbour, to prevent the escape of a 
French squadron of five sail of the line under Ho-
silly, then in that port : they surrendered to the 

8Paniards 
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C H /CP., Spaniards on the 4th of June. 	Portugal, though 
LXXX. its capital was occupied 'by whostile army, made 
.isos. ,common cause with Spain, and on the 14th of July 

and Por- a treaty of alliance between the two nations was 
fugal. 	. signed at Oporto, in the names of the prince regent 

and king Ferdinand. 
THE hostilities which burst forth in every gnar- • 

ter gave ample occupation to the large force which 
Bonaparte had poured into the peninsula. 	A de- 

Surrender 
of Dupont. 

' 

tachment of 15,000 men under general Dupont was 
sent into Andalusia' by Murat soon after his arrival 
in Madrid. 	rt was ultimately destined. to occupy 
Seville and Cadiz, 	and its first exploit .was the- 
eizure and pillage of Cordova. 	Here Dupont was 

informed that the fleet had surrendered ; tlilt the 
passes of the Sierra Morena were occupied by the 
peasantry; and that Castanos was advancing against 
him with the whole force of Andalusia. 	A des- 
perate engagement took place at Bayles, which 
ended in the surrender of the French general and 
his army. 	 - 	 - 

Siege of ZARAGOZA, though an unfortified town, was de- 
Zaragoza. fended by its brave inhabitants against the attacks 

of a well-appointed army under Lefebvre. 	These 
attacks were continued, almost without intermis-
sion, from the 15th of June uutil the 4th of Au-
gust, when the enemy, having obtained possession 
of one half of the city, sent a summons to Palafox, 
containing the single word, " Capitulation." 	His 
reply, 	on behalf of his heroic 	countrymen 	Nva , 
" Guerra al cuchillo," " war at the knitifs point;", 
and an obstinate conflict was carried on from street 
to street, from house to house., and from room to 
room. 	At a council of war held on the 8th, it 
was determined that in those quarters of the city 
where the Aragonese still held their ground, they 
should continue to defend themselves with their 
wonted firmness ; and that if the enemy at last 
prevailed, They should retire over the, Ebro, burn 

the 
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the bridge, and defend themselves in the suburbs c H A P. 
till they perished. 	The determination, when made LXXX.  
public, was received with the loudest acclamations. 1808. 

The tide of success was now turned, and the citi-. 
zens, gaining ground upon the French, inch by 
inch, recovered all but an eighth part of the city. 
News arrived from other parts • of Spain, tending 
to discourage the assailants : it announced the sur-
render of Dupont; ;the failure of an expedition 
under marshal Moncey in Valencia, and the ap-
proach of six thousand men from that province for. 
the relief of Zaragoza. 	On the night of the 13th 
they opened a furious cannonade from their bat-
teries, and set fire to some of the buildings which 
they occupied ; on the following morning they 
were seen, to the great surprise of the patriots, 
retreating over the plain in the direction of Pam- 
plona. . 

JOSEPH BONAPARTE, after a residence of ten Flight of 
days in Madrid, decamped on the. 29th,of July, 
taking with him the regalia and crown-jewels, and 

nj  gpa°se Pr ihe  MI' 
from 

some other plunder from the palaces and treasury. Madrid. 

The French troops evacuated the capital after de-
stroying all the artillery and ammunition which 
they could not remove. 

Tim arn'is of the patriots sustained a reverse in Defeat of 
Leon, where general Cuesta, contrary to the judg- tunnedperioth 
merit of his second. in command, general Blake, 
risked a battle at Medina del Rio Seco against a 

cuesta. 

French division under Lesolles, and was defeated. 
Blake, who had displayed great talents in the en-
gagement, effected a masterly retreat. The French, 
on entering  Medina, massacred six hundred per-
sons in the streets and houses ; violated and mur-
dered the nuns, and when they had pillaged every 
thing that they could find, carried off infants, and 
made their parents redeem them. 	The troops 
which thus higlIaliSed themselves were destined to 
reinforce Junot in Portugal; but the course of 

vol.. vi. 	 tt 	 events 

   
  



M HISTORY OF THE 
.0 yr A P. events in other quarters required them to act upon 

LXXX. the defensive. 
.1808. MEANTIME, the British government had deter- 

Expedition mined to send a military force to co-operate with 
to Portugal  
under sir A. the patriots. 	An expedition, consisting of about 
weuesky. tett thousand men, under the command of sir Ar- 

thin- Wellesley, sailed from Cork on the 12th of 
July for the coast of Spain. 	That general pre- 
ceded it in a frigate, and arriving at Corunna on 
the 20th, consulted with the junta of Galicia con- 

.cerning the immediate employment of h_ is army. . 
They stated that they were in no need.  of men, 
but wanted arms, ammunition, and money : the 
latter want was supplied by the arrival of 200,0001. 
from England on that very da9-. 	They recom- 
mended that his operations should be directed 
against Junot, and advised him to land in the 
north of Portugal, that he might avail 'himself of 
the troops in that quarter. 	He accordingly pro- 
ceeded to Oporto, where he held a consultation 
with the bishop and the general officers; and after 
commdnicating with sir Charles Cotton, command- 
ing the fleet off the Tagus, he determined to land 
the troops in Mondego Bay. He WS there joined 
by a division from Cadiz under general Spencer. 
Directing his march on Lisbon, he *defeated a 
French corps under Laborde at Roleia, and ad- 
vancing toward Vimiera, was joined by another 
reinforcement of 5,000 men under general An- 
Strutiv, who had 	recently landed 	at. Peniche. 
Junot was meantime assembling his army near • 
Torres Vedras, being determined to risk an en- 
gagement 	before his antagonist should 	receive 

Battle of 	farther reinforcements. 	Battle was given on the 
Vimiera. 21st of August ''lien the French, commencing the 

attack on various points with their 	usual impe- 
• tuosity, met with a resistance to which they had 

been . long unaccustomed. 	The 	flower of their 
troops made a charge against general Ferguson's 

division, 
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division, who received them with a tremendous 	c ii A P. 
volley which brought them to the bayonet, and in LXXX. . 
one moment their front ratik fell like a line of grass 
from the mower's scythe. 	They gave way, and. 
abandoned six pieces of cannon in their flight. 

1808. 

Having failed in their other attacks, they corn", 
menced a retreat, after sustaining a loss of 3000 
men, and 13 pieces of cannon. 	In this decisive 
victory not more than half the British. army was 
engaged. 	Sir Harry Burrarcl, who had arrived 
in the morning to take the command, forbore to 
interfere in 	the dispositions already made ; 	but 
when sir Arthur Wellesley proposed to pursue the 
retiring enemy, he determined 	to iVait for rein- 
forcements. 	On the following morning sir Hew 
Dalrymple arrived from bribraltar to supersede sir 
Harry &maid ; and a few hours afterwards ge-
neral Kellerman appeared with a flag of truce from 
Junot to propose a cessation of hostilities, during 
which a convention might be concluded for the 
evacuation of Portugal by the French. 	The terms convention 
of the armistice were soon settled, and on the 30th 
a definitive convention was signed. 	Its conditions 
were, that the 	French troops in 	Portugal, with 
their arms and equipmcints should, at the expense 
of the 	British government, 	be disembarked 	in 

of Cintra. 

France, and in no case be considered prisoners of 
war ; that all individuals of their army should have 
liberty to dispose of their private property without 
future prejudice to the purchasers : and that the 
Spanish troops detained on shipboard in the Tagus 
should be set free, the 	British commander en- 
gaging  to obtain the liberation of all French sub-
jects in Spain, who, not having been taken in battle, 
were imprisoned. 	Sir Charles Cotton concluded a 
separate Om Qmtion with admiral Siniavin, by which 
the Russian ships in the Tagus were surrendered 
with their stores to he held as a deposit by England 
until s4 months after pacification with ktu*sia. 

4 q 	 Tiii5 

   
  



8 HISTORY OF THE 
C H A P. This lamentable convention, at a time when the 
• LXXX. destruction or absolute surrender .of Junoi's army 

1808. with its plunder, might have accelerated the de- 
Disap- liverance of the peninsula, 'was regarded with 
'd in Engla4  universal disgust and indignation in 	 and England, 	• became the subject of investigation before a board 

of military enquiry, the proceedings of which were 
terminated by-a declaration of his majesty, disap-
proving those articles in which stipulations were . 
made directly affecting the interests or feelings of 
the Spanish and Portuguese nations. 

Sir John THE command of the British army in Portugal 
Moore commands 
the British 

devolved on sir John Moore, who had recently 
arrived with a. reinforcement of ] 2,000 men. 	That 

In Portu. - officer had been entrusted early in the year with an 
Sal' expedition for the assistance of the king of Sweden, 

against whom .war had been declared by Russia, 
Prussia, and Denmark ; but through the capricious 
t nd violent conduct of that monarch, he had been 
constrained to bring back his troops without landing 
them. 	After the deliverance of Portugal, his in- 
structions were 	to 	march into 	Spain 	towards 
Burgos, and to combine his operations with thoSe 
of the commander-in-chief' of the Spanish armies. 

Spanish 
troops re- 
leased from 
the Baltic. 

THE patriots in Galicia received a timely rein-
forcement of ten thousand of their countrymen, 
who had been stationed by Bonaparte in Denmark, 
and were liberated by a well-concerted plan between 
their general, 'the marquis de la Romana, and 
admiral Keats. 	They disembarked at Corunna, 
on the Both of September. 

supreme  
central 

Tur resistance of the Spaniards to their invaders, 
had hitherto been ill concerted and desultory ; but 

Junta 'Its-.  tilished at 
Madrid. 

on the deliverance of the capital, and the renewal 
of communications with the prOvinces, measures 
were adopted for rendering it more regulars  con- 
sistent, and effective. 	A supreme 	central junta 
of government, formed by deputies from the pro-
vincial juntas was established at Aranjuez,„on: the 

25th 
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25th of September, under the presidency of count c it A p. 

• Florida Blanca. 	One of it3 first acts As to ap LXXX. 
point a new, council of. war, 	consisting of five 
members, at the head of whom was general Castanos. 

1808. 

The forces of the patriots were arranged under 
three divisions, so as to constitute, when the dis-
positions should be completed, one grand army. 
'The eastern wing -under Palafox, was computed at 
20,000 men ; the centre under Castanos, the gene-
ralissimo, at 65,000, and. the north-western wino-, ' 
under Blake, at 55,000. 	There was also a small 
army in Estremadura, and' another in Catalonia. 
The main French army, at this period, occupied a 
position with its right towards the ocean, its left on 
Arragon,and its front on the Ebro. 

MEANWHILE, Bonaparte found it necessary to Meeting  of 
secure the_ tranquillity of the north, that he might atoc117:earte 

direct his whole attention to the conquest of Spain. e
l
ppe!or of 

A meeting took place between him and the emperot 
of Russia, at Erfurt, on the 27th of September, 
where it was settled that the French troops should 
evacuate the Prussian territory, as soon as the con-
tributions, which were now to be reduced to one- 
third of their original amount, 	should 	be paid. 

EL. 
at 

The emperor Alexander was persuaded to regard 
the insurrection in Spain as a natural consequence 
of the treaty of Tilsit, and to coincide in the policy 
of Bonaparte, both for peace and for war. 	They 
wrote letters to the king of Great Biitain, offering 
to treat either on. the basis of the uti possidetis, or 
on any other basis consistent with justice. 	A di- 
plomatic 	correspondence 	ensued, in which the 

• 

British government professed their readiness to 
negociate in concurrence with their allies, among--
whom were comprehended the people of Spain. 
This stipulation was rejected as inadmissible and 
insulting, and the correspondence was termiciat

h
e
i
d
s 
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00  HISTORY OF THE 
C H A P. of the Spanish nation, and of the legitimate mo- 
LXXX. narchy (AI Spain ; andt that he rejected the preten- - 
1808. siori of France to exclude from the ncgociation the 

central and supreme government, acting in the 
name of his catholic majesty, as one which he could 
not admit without acquiescing in an usurpation 
unparalleled in the history of the World. 

Bonaparte 
heads his 
army in 

ON the 25th of October, BOnaparte informed the• 
legislative body that he should speedily put himself. 

Spain. at the head of his army, to crown, with God's help, 
the king of Spain in Madrid, and to plant his 
eagles on the forts of Lisbon. 	In a few days 
afterwards, he set out privately from Rambouinet, 
arrived at Bayonne on the 5d of November, and on 
the 5th, joined his brother Joseph at Vitoria, bring-
ing with him a reinfbrcement of 12,00() men. 

Reverses of THE campaign had already been opened; and in a 
theliatrigis. series of actions, the French had succeeded in 

cutting off the communication between the armies 
of Blake and Castanos. 	The former, after retiring 
from post to post, made a brave resistance at. 
Espinosa, but was at length compelled to retreat, 
and. took reflige with the remains of his force in 
the Asturias. 	On the 16th of November, the van 

Defeat of of Soult's army entered St. Andero. 	The defeat 
Castanos. of Castanos at Tudela on the 23d, decided the 

fate of the campaign, and left open to the French 
army the road to Madrid. 	In the mountains of 
Castile, the strong pass called the Puerto de Gila-
darama, guarded by 13,000 mqn, under general 
San Juan, was forced by a division of the French. 
army under general Victor. 	- 

Surrender TuE people of Madrid evinced a resolution to 
of Madrid. defend themselves, which was feebly secondtil by 

their leaders. 	The 	French encountered an ob- 
stinate resistance in obtaining possession of the 
Retii3O, and A5 ere several tinie 	beaten back in 
attempting to seize the gates of the city. 	On the 
4th of December, a deputation of the junta waited 
on Bonaparte, who told them that if Madrid was 

. 	 not 
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R•31 
not surrendered by six on the following.morningl  it c n A p 
would•  be taken . by assault, and all its armed. in. TAX X. 

habitants :put to the sword. 	In consequence of 
this threat, the Spanish troops remaining in the 
city were sent away during the night, and the 

1808. 

French entered on the following morning. 	Bona,. 
parte addressed a proclamation to the Spaniards, 
informing theni that it had cost him only a few 
marches to defeat their armies, and that he should 

' 	soon drive the English from the peninsula. 	lie 
- threatened, that if they refused to submit, 	he 

would treat their country as a conquered province, • 
and place his brother on another throne. 	" I shall 
then," said he, " place the crown of Spain on my 

'own head; and cause it to be respected by the 
guilty, for. God has given me strength •and in-
clination to surmount all obstacles." 

IT were to be wished that the Spaniards had operations 
earlier availed themselves of the co-operation of Lthe 137ri- 
their allies; or that, following the advice of the under 
junta of Seville, they had avoided general engage-,  
ments. 	When sir John Moore prepared to advance 
from Portugal it was found necessary to divide the 
army.- 	The artillery and cavalry, with four regi- 
ments of infantry, under general Hope, marched 
by Elvas, on the Madrid road ; two brigades, under 
general Paget, went by Elvas and Alcantara. The 
rest of the army molted through Almeida; two 
brigades, 	under 	general Beresford, by way of 

tot? 

ColInbra ; three under general Fraser, by way of 
Abrantes. 	They were to unite at Salamanca, and 
to be joined by general Hope, either there or at 
Valladolid. 	A reinforcement of 10,000 men, under 
sir David Baird, expected at Corunna, was directed 
to form a junction with the commander wherever • 
he should appoint. 	On the 13th of November sir Arm,' 
John Moore arrived with his advanced guard at rail nivesattea, 
Salamanca. 	He was there informed of the defeat 
of the 	st.reinaditran army at Burgos, and  shortly 

cm 4 	 after. 

   
  



9.52. HISTORY OF THE 
c H A P. afterwards of the entrance of the ,French into 
LXXX. Valladolid, distant from him only twent 	leagues. 

1808. He had With him only three brigades o 	infantry, 
and.  not i single gun. 	His first thoug it was to' 
fall back upon Cuidad Rodrigo ; but on yearning 
that the French had retired to Palencia,' and that 
none of their infantry had advanced beyond Burgos, 
he sent orders for the two divisions of his army, 
under generals Baird and Hope, that were approach-
ing ftom different points, to join him with all. speed. 

March of Sir David Baird had reached Corunna on the 13th David 
L .13aird to of October, but his troops were kept on ship-board 
Astorga. until an order for their landing could be received 

from the central junta. 	The Country before him 
had been drained by its own troops, and his corn-' 
missaries were not only inexperienced, but ignorant 
of the Spanish language. 	Dividing his force into 
small detachments, which followed each other at . 
considerable distances, he reached Astorga on the 
19th of November, and was there informed of the 
dispersion 	of Blake's 	army. 	Anticipating 	the 
defeat 'of Castanos, he consulted his officers, and 
apprised sir John Moore of their unanimous opinion 
that be ought not. to advance until the junction of 
all the detachments on the march, which could not 
be expeated before the 4th of December. 	After 

trio!) tdt 

terrain.: 
the defeat of Castanos, at Tudela, sir John Moore 
determined to retreat upon Portugal, and accord- 

retreat. ingly sent orders to sir David Baird to fall back 
upon Corunna, and sa.1 from thence to the Tagus, 
directing him also to write to England for transports 
to be sent to Lisbon. 	While waiting fbr the junc-
tion of general Hope, he received on the 5th of 
December a dispatch from castelfrauco and Moda, 
in the name of the central junta, informing him 
that 25,000 men Of the army of Castanos were 
falling back on Madrid, that 10,000 were marching 
thither from Somosierra, and that 40,000 would 
join them. 	They hoped that the British would be 

able 
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able either. to unite with these forces, or fall upon 
the rear of the enemy. 	This dispatch was written 

c H A 1, 
txxx, 

on the 2d, when the men who signed it were pre- 
paring 	to 	surrender 	Madrid 	to 	the 	enemy. 

"."-187-   

Dispatches 	soon 	afterwards 	arrived from 	the corm- 
British ambassador, Mr. Frere, who was then at 6P4dget 
Talavera de la Reyna, whither the central junta 
had retired from Aranjuez 	They were brought by 
colonel Charmilly, a French emigrant in the English 
service, who had quitted Madrid on the night of 
the 1st, when the inhabitants were working at the 
trenches by torch-light. 	He had seen the duke 
del Infantado, who spoke of a new junta, mentioned 
the vigoroui preparations for defence, and expressed 
a most earnest wish that the British would make a 
diversion for the relief of Madrid. 	Mr. Frere 
entrusted to Charmilly a letter to sir John Moore, 
urging him to suspend his retreat, as that measure 
would be highly injurious loth 	to * Spain and 
to England. 	He gave him a second letter, to be 
delivered in case the British general persisted in. 
his determination. 	The purport of this letter was 
to request that the bearer might be examined 
before a council of war. . 

livre:' 

. 

SIR JOHN Mooiu 	wrote to sir David Baird, 
ordering hint 'to suspend his retreat and return to I

T John 
adr„re  

Astorga. 	It was not known in Salamanca that he and effects 
had changed his intention, and as the officers loudly tirVn  
expressed their dislike of returning to Portugal, D. Baird. 
Charmilly deemed it necessary to present his second 
letter. 	The general tore it to pieces, and ordered 
the colonel to depart from the town ; but when his 
resentment had subsided, he explained himself to 

• 

Mr. Frere, informing him that all in his power 
should be done for the Spanish cause; but that he 
could not make a direct movement .on Madrid 
until joined by sir David Baird, especially 'as the 
passes of Guadarrama and Somosierra were in the 
hands of the French. 	Tidings arrived on the 10th 

that 

   
  



234 	 HISTORY OF THR 
C-H A P. that Madrid had surrendered, that Zaragoza was 
J•xxx• besieged,. and that Toledo was in the hands of the _____ 

1808, 	ellPilly., 	Sir John Moore determined to move to 
Toro, and unite his army there; and. he ordered 
general Baird to push on - his troops, by brigades, 
to. Benevente, from whence a junction might be 
effected, either by a forward or a flank movement. 
The junction took place- at Majorga on the 20th, 
when the united British forces amounted to 23,000 
infantry and about 2300 cavalry, besides some small 
detachments left to keep open the communications. 
On 	the 	following day the 	head-quarters were 
removed to Sahagun, and a co-operation was con-
certed with Romana, who was collecting the wreck 
of Blake's army at Leon.  

SQULT was posted beyond the Carrion,_ 	-with. 
18,000 men; Junot, with his 27,000 from Lisbon, 
was advancing'from,  Vitoria upon Burgos ; Lefeb-
vre, was counter-ordered fi•om the road to'Badajaz, . 
and directed toward Salamanca ; and "Bonaparte 
with his cavalry was hastening on from Madrid. 	• 

Prepar- 	ARRANGEMENTS were made to attack Soult before 
adorn for 	he should be reinforced, and the orders for that the attack 
of SOula 	purpose were received by the British troops with 

high exultation, 	On the 23d, at the hour ap_ 
pointed, 	they were all under arms ; 	the right 
column had begun its march, and the rest were ar-
dently expecting the Word of command to advance. 
At this juncture, intelligence was received from 
Romana, that the French were advancing from 
Madrid, either to Valladolid or ,Salamanca; and 
news  arrived from other quarters, that  considerable 
reinforcements had reached the Carrion from Pa- 
lencia. 	Orders were immediately issued for the 
troops to return to quarters, and by day-break next 

The British morning, to he again under arms. 	Every counte-. 
army ye- 	Dance instantly changed, and the high confideke 
treats. and resolution, which are the best presage of vic- 

tory, gave place to mortification and chagrin. 	Sir  
David 
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David Baird waeorderdd to march through Valen, c 1.1 A P. 
cia de don Juan, to Astorga, whither the main army /i.XX.  1., 

and the reserve, followed by the cavalry, retired by 
the route of Benevente. 	At the latter place, an 
action took place with the advanced cavalry of the 

1808. 

French; who were drivel} back across the Esla, 
with a loss of seventy men taken prisoners, among 
whom was general Lefebvre, commander of the im- 
perial guard. 	4?ro:n Astorga, the retreat was to 139 
continued to Corunna, through 250 miles of moun-
tainous country, rendered almost impassable by 
snow and rain. 	Two brigades timid. General 
Crawford, were detached by Orense to Vigo, at 
which place transports were expected.. 	General 
Fraser, with his division, was ordered to proceed to 
Lugo ; he was followed by generals Hope and 
Baird, who were instructed to make forced marches Disasters of 
to the coast. 	It would be a fruitless attempt to 
detail all the calamities of this retreat; the troops, 
stung by disappointment, and rendered desperate 
by cold, hunger, and fatigue, Ipcatne disorderly, 
and in some instances, 'committed excesses which 
could scarcely be expected from an enemy. 	The 
loss was enormous : even at Astorga, ammunition 
waggons were burnt, and an entire depot of en-
trenching tools abandoned : on one part of the road 
the reserve meta convoy of arms, ammunition, and 
clothing, brought from 'England 	for 	P.omana's 
army : of these supplies, a put was distributed to 
the soldiers as they passed, and the rest were de- 
stroyed. 	Nearly one hundred baggage-waggons 
belonging to the army .\\, ere abandoned, and as the 
military chest could not be transported over the 
mountain Cebrero, the dollars were thrown down 
precipices, in hope that the snow might conceal. 
them from the enemy. 

,Silt Jon v MomtE offered battle to Soult at Lugo, 
and in some partial actions, checked the pursuit of 
the French, A ho were unwilling to engage gene' 

rally, 

0  ma". 

Arrival at 
Corunna, 

Ja:9' It 
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C H A P. rally, without a superiority'of forte. 	The British 
LXXX. ' army gained twelve hours'  march, and reached 

1809. Corunna with little molestation, on the 12th of 
January, having lost one-fourth of its numbers 
The transports which had been ordered from Vigo, 
were detained by contrary winds, and it became 
necessary for the British army to make head against 
the enemy. 	The situation was so disadvantageous, 
that some officers suggested the proposal of terms 
to Sault, on condition that he should perfnit the 
troops to embark unmolested. 	Sir John Moore re- 
jected the advice, and declared his resolution to 
accept no terms which should be in the least dis: 
honourable to the army, or to the country. 	On 
the 14.th, the enemy, who had arrived it} consider-
able force, opened a cannonade, which was returned 
with such effect that they drew off their guns. 	In 
the evening of that day, the transports from Vigo 
hove in sight. 	Preparations for embarking were 
immediately commenced, and were completed on 
the 16th, when orders were issued, that if the 
French did not move, the embarkation of the re-
serve should commence at four in the afternoon. 

Battle At mid-day, while the general was proceeding to 
visit the out-posts, he .received information from 
sir John Hope, that the enemy were getting under 
arms. 	They descended from the heights in four 
columns, two of which directed their march (in the• 
right wing of the British, which was very disadvan-
tageously posted. -Sir John Moore hastened to . 
this part of the field, where the 4th regimetit on the 
right flank was menaced by a body of the enemy, 
who were hastening up the valley to turn it. 	Half 
of this regiment falling back, so as.to form an obtuse 
angle with the other half, commenced a heavy 
flanking fire, and this manoeuvre was highly ap- 
plauded by the commander. 	He proceeded to 
direct the movements' of the other regiments in 
this division, and was in the act of ordering up the 

guards 
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guards to support the 42d Highlanders, when he c H A P. 
was struck from his horse by a cannon-ball, which LXXX. 

carried away his left shoulder, and part of the col- 	lam 
lar bone; leaving the arm hanging by the flesh. 
lie was enveloped in a blanket, and borne away by 
six soldiers of the 42d. 	Sir David Baird, whose 
•arm was shattered by a grape-shot, had already 
quitted the field. 	The troops continued to fight victory or 
bravely"-  under sir John Hope, on whom the corn- the  
mand devOlved, and at night-fall, remained masters 
of the field. 	This victory was obtained under 
great disadvantages; the French force exceeded 

Bri"  

20,000 Men, well appointed and provided with can-
non;  some of which had fallen into their hands in 
the pursuit. 	The British scarcely amounted. to 
15,000, 	exhausted by harassing marches, 	and 
grieved by the loss of their military chest, their 
stores, their baggage, their horses, their sick, their . 
wounded, their -wives and children. 	Their artil- 
lery was already embarked. 	If British courage 
could achieve victory in such adverse circumstances, 
what must have• been its triumphs in a conflict 
on equal terms ! 	General Moore lived to hear that Death of 
t'he battle was won, and in his last moments, after 
an affecting reminiscence•of his mother, e3tpressed 
a hope that his country would do him justice. 	His 
body was removed at midnight, to the citadel of 

general moor,. 

Corunna, wrapped in a military cloak b and blankets, 
and buried in a; grave dug on the ramparts. 	The 
embarkation was continued during the night ; and 
next morning little remained, 	except the rear- 
guard under general Beresford, and the reserve 
under general Hill. 	The French pushed on their 
light troops, to some• heights commanding the har- 
bour, and began to fire on the shipping. 	Several 
of the masters of the transports cut their cables; 
and four of the vessels ran aground. 	The men on 
board were removed to other ships, and the strand- 
ed vessels burnt. 	During the night of the 17th, 

and 
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C H A P. and the following Morning, the sick and wounded 
LXXX. who could bear removal, were embarked, and the 

1809.. 

. 

rear-guard followed without interruption. Corunna 
capitulated soon after the departure of the army, 
and the French seized all the most important places 

. in the north of Spain.  
Affairs of THOUGH the mother country was enthralled by • 
the Spanish 
and Portu-
guese co- 
lonies. 

., mg usurper, the colonies and maritime provinces 
were beyond the reach of his power; but it was still 
necessary to preserve them from his intrigues. Tlre 
British eruizers exercised great vigilance in inter- . 

.cepting.all vessels bearing dispatches to those pos- 
sessions. 	Lord Collingwood, on sending 'out. ad-
vices of the Spanish revolution to admiral Coch-
rane on the Leeward Island station, apprised hind 
that the corvette La Rapide had sailed from Bay-
onne for Cayenne, and requested that he would 

• intercept her ; she Via taken, 	and carried into 
Batbadoes, but her papers were thrown overboard. 
Some suspicions being excited, a search took place, 
and duplicates were 	discovered. 	The Carolina, 
with luau stand of arms for Buenos Ayres, was 
taken soon after her, departure from Sr. Sebastian's, 
and carried into Gijon, where the arms were landed 
for the use of the patriot's. 	The brig La Mouche, 
bound to the flavannah on a similar service, -was 
also taken. 	'The Spanish prisoners in the West 
Indies were Liberated, and sent to the Alaiir in the 
Acasta frigate, 	A brig, with dispatches from Jo-
seph Bonaparte, reached LaGuayra before her. The 
English officers captain Beaver, immediately landed 
and presented himself to the governor, at the time 
when the French agent was endeavouring to ac- 
complish 	the 	object of his 'mission. 	The news 
brought by the Acasta confirmed the authenticity 
of a tnanitesto from Seville, which had previously 
arrived ; Ferdinand the Seventh was proclaimed 
amidst the shouts of the inhabitants ; the imperial 
brig was seized, 	and the colours 	of Spain.  and 

England 
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England were hoisted on all the forts, under ft 
general salute. 	In Cuba, the people displayed the 

C H A P. 
LXXX.  • 

same loyalty, and declared, themselves ready to die .18os. 
-in the cause of their country. 	In Mexico, a junta 
was assembled, and the oath of allegiance to Verdi. 
nand was taken by the viceroy and Pall persens in 
authority. 	Fourteen millions of dollars were voted 
by the city of Mexico for the service of the mother 
country, and the "people enrolled themselves for the 
defence of that American empire which their an- 
cestors had won. 	At Vera Cruz, where the gover- 
nor sheaved a disposition to favour the intruder, a 
patriotic junta was formed to counteract his ma-
chinations ; a French vessel, which arrived in the 
harbour, was seized, and her papers, consisting of 
proclamations and orders from Joseph Bonaparte, 
were publicly burnt. 	At 'Buenos Ayres, a French. 
agent was received by the govern* Liniers, who 
informed the people that the emperor of the French 
had been compelled to acknowledge the independ-
ence of the Spanish monarchy ; that a cortex was 
assembled at Bayonne, where it; fate would be de-
cided i that Bonaparte, applauding the constancy 
of the people of Buenos Ayres, lnnF bffered them 
succours, and that he, in reply, had expressed his 
readiness to receive arms, ammunition, and Spanish 
troops. 	He exhorted them to imitate the example 
of their ancestors during the war of the succession, 
by awaiting the fate of the mother tountry, and 
obeying that power which occupied the sovereign- 
ty. 	This temporising policy, which favoured the 
interests of the usurper, was counteracted by the 
popular spirit, which strongly inclined to the estab-
lishment of an independent government. 

IN Brazil, time 4n-ince regent of Portugal, soon mmun.sto 
after his arrix al, issued a manifesto, 	detailing the °per= of 
ao'arss,ions of France, and the immense sacrifices 0 0, 
which ile had made fin- the sake of preserving the 
strictest neutrality. 	Ile concluded by authorising 

Brazil, 

In§ 
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C H.A P. his subjects to wage war by sea and land against 
LXXX. the French, and by avowing his determination not 
1809.. to sheathe the sword unless in concert with his 

Britannic majesty, and never to agree to the ces-
sion of Portugal.. When intelligence arrived of the 
imprisonment of the royal family, the princess of 
Brazil, as daughter of Charles I.V., in conjunction 
with her cousin the infante Don Pedro, addressed 
a memorial to the prince regent, requesting him to 
maintain the rights of their royal house for the king 
of Spain, and for themselves, his nearest relatives, 
who had escaped. Through his aid they hoped that 
a perfect alliance might be established with the 
Spanish Americans against the common enemy, 
and that the quarrels would be appeased which 
were incessantly rising between the subjects of the 
two kingdoms. 	This stemorial, the prince's an-
swer, and a manifesto on their parts, were circu-
lated in the' Spanish provinces of South America. 
The policy of this measure was at best doubtful, 
at a time when the inhabitants of those colonies 
were disposed to•regard with more than usual 
jealousy any interposition from the court of Por- 
tugal. 	• • 

Affairs of INTENT on the great struggle in Spain, the people 
Europe. of England were comparatively indifferent to the• 

changes which occurred during this year in the rest 
of Europe. 	Though of little interest in them-
selves, they. require to he noticed, from their con-
nection with the chain of events which is yet to be 

Furthey unfolded. 	In January, 	Bonaparte 	annexed to 
annexations 
to France. 

France the military posts of Kehl, Wesel, Cassel, 
on the Rhine, and Flushing. 	In May, he appro- 
priated 	the 	dominions 	of the 	pope, 	together 
with Parma, 	Placentia, and Guastalla. 	On the 
intrusion of ,Joseph into the Spanish throne, *he 
transferred 	the crown of Napleg to Murat, his 
brother-in-law. 	To render his domestic policy still 
more subservient to his schemes of foreign subju- 

• gation, 
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gation, he issued a decree, subjecting all sell( ors a H A P. 
and seminaries of education in Frame to the con- LXXX 

trol of an imperial university, of which himself was 
the head ; and he virtually prohibited, by means of 
his inlvisitorial police, all the productions of an-
cient and modern literature which are favourable 
to civil liberty. 	By thus enslaving the minds of 
the rising generation, he sought to perpetuate the 
military despotism which he had•reared on the in-
secure and shattered foundations of the French 
republic. 

nos. 

IN the north of Europe, the interests of Great Russians. 
Biltain suffered greatly through the rash and ob- (11  .auind froFiran  
stinate conduct of the king of Sweden. 	After he 
had lost the assistance o his ally,-the hostilities in 
which he persevered against his powerful neigh-
bour terminated in a convention, by which Finland, 
the granary of his ,kingdom, was given up to Rus- 
sia. 	In consequence of .  the disastrous state of 
affairs in Sweden, the king of France with his 
queen, and the duchess of AngoulOme, took refuge.  
in England. 

Sweden. 

WHILE Russia was extending her dominion in 
the north, she strengthened her armies on the side 
of Turkey, and her hopes of conquest in that quar- 
ter were strengthened by another revolution at Another 
Constantinople. 	Mustapha 	Bairactar, • through reuvctuntion 
whose influence the late change in the government 
had been effected, undertook to enforce the ob- 
noxiousannovations in the military system. 	Intro. 
ducing an armed force into the capital, be de-
posed all the new ministers, put to death the aga 
of the Janizaries, and caused the dethroned Selim 
to be proclaimed. 	His soldiers forced an. entrance 
into the seraglio in search of the deposed monarch; 
they found him dead, and weltering in his blood. 

tinople. 

The reigning sultan Mustapha, to whom the 'mur-
der was attributed, became in his turn a prisoner; 
and his nephew Mahomed, a youth of fifteen, was 

VOL. VI. 	. 	it 	 Pro- 
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. 
CA A L. tkroglOmoil ii his- stead. '11aifactar, who, vas ap. 
$.4-xx• vciiitted V.izior, instituted many salutary inapravq- 

7ipii.—  - 
.. 

liel4s in the various branches of adininistraTtion, 
:bit his career was soon in 	,On thO latb: ;.-t`• 	' 	' .91-N,flvo!nh.or the Janizarios rose in grog force. and 

. 
• 
stormed the seragli0.; whentawactai*, seein4g tria,t 
all was lost, caused the deposed 11instavha to *be 

.. st4:afiglocL 4,pd thfew his bp Ay Opt to the insgrgent, 
lie himself disappeared, andjhe common, report 
was, that eluding the vengeance of his enemies, ILO. 
blew .kimself ttp in his owia palace. 	After six days 
of pillage and massacre, the' tfaeigaAjeS, ipbtaLiniiig- a 
p,rollAse that their demallds shopld he accelodko, 
renewell their allegiance to the young sultan lqako- 
Aligd. 	8101 was the state of. Europe at the :close 
of the year 1808. 	The only gnat:ter in wlilie4.it 
Tay of hope . for dohverance veApined, was -the 
ppeetiinsula, where the nup,galleled aggressions oI' 

• itance had roused nations to contend against hex. 
,armies, and _had identifioa. the cause cliff the sovo: 
reign with that ,of the people; 	It was glorious for 

' Great Britain to contend in such a cause; and .it 
was fgttnikate that the contest was take maintained 
in afield so favourable for tie co-op.eration of her - 
ramitigio and military force. 
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CHAP; LXXXI. 

Peacef 	between Great Britain and Turkey.— Milt-tau pre-. 
patrations of Austria. — Meeting of parliament. —mr. 
lrardle's charge against 	the commapder-in-chief --En- 
ryttiw concerning East 	India appointments.— Charges 
against lord Castlereagh and Mr. Perceval.— Mr. cur,. 
teen's rtybrne bill.-7 Budget.— Bill for augmenting the mi- 
litia. 	Capture of Cayenne — and Martinique.— At- 
tack on the French fleet in Basque Roads.— Campaign 
in the peninsula. —Defeat of Cuesta at Medellin.— Sir 
Arthur Wellesley expels Soultfrom Portugal.—Joins Cuesta.  
and it feats the•French at Talavera. -:-The British with-
draw into Portugal. — Resignation of Cuesta. — Guerilla 
tvaifizre. —French convoy destroyed near Rosas. 

• 

A.N EGOCIATION, which had been carried on for CHAP. 

	

some months at Constantinople by Mr. Adaii, 	LXXXL  
terminated on the .5th of January in a treaty of 	1809. 
peace between Great Britain and Turkey, by which Peace be- 

wee nt Bri- their relations were established on the same footing tcrm 
as before the war. 	In effecting this arrangement tain and 
the 	1:nglish minister had 	experienced the good Turkey 

offices of thd Austrian internuneio, who assured 
the Porte, that though his government was appa-• 
rently 	hOstile to 	England, 	their 	interests were 
in fact the same. 	To shew that no dread of Bona- 
parto ought to deter the Ottoman Power- from fol-
lowing its true interests, he announced that Aus-
tria, with armies more numerous and formidable, 
than she had ever -vet brought into the field, was 
about to join the league of Spain and England 
against 	Frai4ce. 	This 	declaration, 	which 	was 
founded iii truth, had its due weight in twinging 
the negoeiation  to a Kapp) issue. 

THE military preparations of Austria had c Neit ed Military 
prFpa the angry joalot is) of Bonaparte betive he im adeti. at 

	

... 	ions of 
R. 	,1/4Z 	 Spam i 4ustria, 
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c 0 A P. Spain i and they were pursued with such activity sf.xx3sr. while he was personally directing the war in that 
1809. country, that after the retreat of the British, when 

. 	. he returned from Astorga to Valladolid, he wrote 
to the confederation or the Rhine to furnish their 
contingents, and on the 22d of January hastened to 

'Bonaparte returns w  
Paris, followed by the imperial guard. 	Unwilling 
to embroil himself with Austria until he had 'con-
quered Spain, he' called for the interference of the 
Russian ambassador Romanzoff, who proposed ,a 

,triple 	compact 	between 	Russia, 	Austria, 	and 
France, by which each of those powers should in turn 
guaianty another against the interference of a third. 

. The proposal was ineffectual ; the remonstrances 
to the Austrian ministers were answered by coun-
ter-remonstrances ; and the demand for contin-
gents from the states.of the Rhenish confederation, 
was alleged as a justifiable pretext for placing the 
troops of the emperor on the war-establishment. 

Meeting of • AT this ixisis,4ben his majesty's ministers might Parliament. have fbund it desirable to direct their whole atten-
tion to measures of foreign policy, they were called 
upon to take their usual share in the deliberations 
of parliament, and to divide their time between 
discussions on what had been done, and consult- 
ations on what was to be done. 	The session com- 

.menced on the 19th of January by a speech from the . 
throne, relating principally to the late overtures from 
France and Russia, and to the affairs of Spain and 
Portugal.. In consideration of the immense in-
terests at stake, his majesty expressed a hope that 
effectual measures would be taken, with as little 
delay as possible, for the augmentation of the regu- 
lar army. 	But the adoption of.such measures, and 
indeed the ordinary business of legislation was in-
terrupted by a discussion, which for a considerable 
time engrossed the attention of parliament and of 

Mr. war- the country. 	On the 27th of January, Mr. War- 
dles charge 
against the 

 1  
due, a colonel of militia, callecl the attention of  the 

house 
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house of commons to a system.o.f.abuse, which he c it A P. 
asserted to have long prevailed in the military de-• LXXXI:  
partment. 	He alleged that a female, named Clarke, - 1809. 
who had formerly lived under the protection of the (!th

cli
marer 

duke of York, bad carried on a traffic iri commis- 
sions, of which the profits had been. participated; 
and he concluded by moving_ for the appointment of 
a committee to investigate the conduct of the com- 
mander-in-chief with regard to promotions, 	ex- 
chthiges, &c. 	The investigation took place in a. 
committee of the whole house, and it was not until 
the 15th of March, that a division, ensued on Mr. 

1 	• 

Wardle's motion, fig inculpating the duke, which 
was negatived by 364 against 123. 	On the 17th 
a resolution was voted, on the motion of Mr. Perce-
val, that the house having examined the evidence. 
before them, and having found that personal cor-. 
ruption and connivance at corruption had been im- Excul- 
pated to the duke of York, were of opinion that littinf 
the imputation was wholly unfounded. 	His inno- 
cence being thus declared, the commander-in-chief 
resigned his office, and was succeeded by general 
sir David Dundas. 

York; 	. 

his 
ion.  
resig. nat 

Tms memorable investigation had the salutary Enquiry 
effect of reviving and extending those inquiries 
into public; abuses, for which, and for the enact- 

concerning iin,,2 
appoint- 

ment of specific remedies, parliament stood pledged 
to the country. 	On the 27th of March, a bill was 
introduced by tU chanCellor of the exchequer for 
preventing the sale and brokerage of offices, and 
passed through the usual stages. 	A select com- 
mittee was appointed by the house of commons to 
enquire into the existence of any corrupt practices 
in regard to the appointment of writers or cadets 
in the service.of the East India company. 	In the 
course of the enquiry, it appeared, from the evidence 
of a Mr. Reding, of lord Clancarty, and lord Castle-
reagh, that the latter, being at that time president 

men"' 

-a the board of controul, had placed a wvitership 
at lord Clancarty-'s diqasal, which writership lord 

R 3 
	

Clancarty 
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. 	
f• Clancarfy was to, give to Reding as the price of a 

seat in parliament ; Reding, who was. a dealer im 
109. contraband promotions, meaning to sell this appoint- 

•, ment for 3000 guineas. 	In reference to-these litcts, 
lord Arcliibald Hamilton, on the 25th of April, 

Charge %moved that lord Castlereagh had been guilty of a 
agai tlens"-"d  Cas 
reagh ; 

violation of his official duty as presideut of the 
board of controul, and of an attack on the purity 

his de- 
fence. 

and constitution of the house. 	Lord Castlereagh's 
defence.was, that when this transaction happened 
he had no notion that such a person existed as a 
trafficking broker for places mxler government. 
Reding had represented to hijn that a member, 
who intended to vacate his seat, had a nephew 
whottt he intended to send out to India as a writer, 
and would favour the election of any of his friends. 
He had no suspicion of the improper motives from 
which Reding was acting. 	The only conversation 
which. lord Clancarty had with Reding, was for the 
purpose of learning who was the person disposed to 
retire from parliament, and being unable to obtain 
that information he broke off the business. 	A 
debate ensued, 	and -the motion was lost by a 

ag
Cha arge 

inst majority of forty-nine, 	On the 5th of day, Mr. 
Mr. Per- Madocks brought 	forward charges against 	the 
ce"lin th case of Mr.e  
Quintia 

'chancellor of the exchequer and lord Castlereagh, 
for corrupt and criminal practices to procure the 

Dick. 	• return of members to parliament. 	The course 
which he originally adopted being disapproved by 
the house, he renewed his motion in the following 
week, and after animadverting on the boroughs 
mongering 	system, 	proceeded to exemplify its 
operation. 	He hflirmed that Mr. Quintin Dick 
purchased a seat Ibr Cashel, in Ireland, through  
the agency of the Hon. Henry Wellesley, who 
acted on the behalf of the treasury: that on the 

forward brought foard by colonel Vardle, when 
11,ir. Dick had determined to vote according to his 
conscience, lord Castlereagh did intimate to that 
gentleman .the necessity either of his voting with 

govern.- 
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government, or of resigning his seat, and that Mr. e rf A P. 
ilick, rather than vote against his conscience, did TATOU. 
vacate his seat. ' Mr. Madocks charged Mr. Per- 
ceval as being privy to the transaction, and.as  
having connived at it; and this charge he engaged 
to prove by witnesses at the bar of the house, if' 
permitted to call, them: 	Mr. Perceval, 	in 	his 
defence, represented the prabtice of thus accusing 
publid men as merely introductory to the great 
question of refbrm ; he declined putting in the 
plea, which he conscientiously could adduce, until 
the house should have come to a determination on 
tile propriety of entertaining the charge or not; 
and le would then come befbre them prepared to 
meet the charge, and vindicate. his own honour. 

1809. 

Mr. Madocks's motion was negatived. 	While this 
business ekcited the. public attention, a measure 

,was befOre the house, which was designed to correct . 
and purify the representative system. 	On the 4th . Arr. cur- 
of May, Mr. Curwcn moved for leave to bring in a 
bill 	for better securing 	the 	independence and 
purity of parliament by preventing the procuring 
or obtaining of seats by corrupt practices, and like-
wise for the more effectual preVention of bribery. 

*7„,"  s rya 

The billy after undergoing very considerable modi-
fications, was passed. 

THE supplies voted for the year, exclusive of 
the proportion for Ireland, were 47,588,024/. ; and 
among the ways and means were war-taxes nineteen 
millions, and a loan of eleven millions for Great 

Budget. 

Britain. 	Three millions were also borrowed for 
Ireland, and 600,0001. for the prince of Brazil. 
For payment of the interest and sinking fund upon 

.this latter sum, and for the liquidation of the prin-
cipal, the revenues of the islata of Madeira had 
been assigned, together with a consignment of such 
produce of Brazil as belonged to the prince, to ills 
agents in this country. 	The whole loan had been 
contracted for at 41. 12s. l.d., a lower rate of in• 

R 4 	 terest 
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'c H A P. terest than had been obtained . on 	any former 
Lxxxr. biddings. 	in mentioning a vote .of credit which 

1809. had been taken for three millions,. Mr. Perceval, ., diklaimingcny detailed explanation of the Manner 
in Which this sum was to be applied, observed, that 
Austria, on going to war with France, had drawn 

Bill for 
augment-bob, 

_bills on this country without having had any com- 
munication with his majesty's goirernment. 	When 
these bills arrived, it was the intention of ministers 
to advise his majesty to recommend to parliament 
to enable him to pay them ; ;but before any appro-
priation could be, made for their payment, it would 
be absolutely necessary to procure the consent and 
sanction of parliament. . ... 

EARLY in the session, the proposed augment-
ation of the* military force was taken into consi- 

-militia. &ration. 	A bill was passed, for enlistment into 
the militia, which was followed by another for 
replacing the number of men rendered defective 
illy the bill of last session allowing militia soldiers 
to voltinteer into the line. 	The amount of the 
regular army was stated at 210,000 infantry, and 
27,000 cavalry i the infantry was disposed in 126 
first battalions, averaging 902 men- each, and 56 
second battalions, of which the average was about 
400 men each ; the object of the proposed mea-
sures was to complete these second battalions. 

AFTER an unusually busy session, alike remark-
able for long and animated debates on questions 
of great interest, and for the extraordinary number 
of public and private acts which were passed, the 
parliament was prorogued on the 21st of June. 

Capture!f 
Cayenne, 

1.  i x  resuming the transactions of the war, it may 
be .proper, before we enter on the affairs of the 
peninsula, to notice some operations of the British 
arms in other qurters. 	The French colony of 
Cayenne surrendered on the I 2th of J?nuary to a 
combined force of English and Portugueze, the 
former commanded by captain Yeo. 	On the 2.1,th .. 

of 
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of. February the reduction of Martinique Was ac- C ii A P. 
complished by an expedition under general Prevost LXXXL 

and admiral sir A. Cochrane. 	in April.an attack 	1809. 
was made on a French fleet of nine sail of the lide of Marti-
lying at anchor in the Basque Roads, by lord Coch- Lau  on 
rane acting under the orders of lord Gambier; he the French 
destroyed fbur of them, and might have been more Bat  U8 
successful if the state of the wind and tide had Roads. 
enabled the admiral more effectually to further his 
operatiohs. 

ON the return of Bonaparte to Paris, his brother state of the 
Joseph re-entered' Madrid, to assume the nominal ;I: 
sovereignty of a kingdom • in which the French 3P am. 

masters of no more territory than their armies 
could cover. 	They had over-run but not subdued. 
the provinces of Navarre, Arragon, Biscay, the 
Asturias, the Castiles; Leon, and Galicia. 	In 
Catalonia, where every town resisted them, a force 
was rallying round Reding at Tairagona. 	The 
duke del 	 fantado was refitting the army of. the 
centre, for which 4000 stand 	arms had been 
procured by Mr. Frere from Gibraltar. 	This army 
the French resolved to destroy before it should be- 
come formidable. 	The first division, 	including 
the advanced guard, and consisting of 10,0o3 
infantry and 1600 cavalry under Venegas, was at-
tacked by Victor on the 13th of January, who at 
first experienced a severe repulse, but captured 
3000 prisoners. 	Infantado sent reinforcements, 

, which deterred the enemy from renewing the at-
tack ; and afterwards commenced his retreat into 
Valencia. 	To disencumber his march, he'adopted 
the dangerous expedient of sending his artillery by 
a different route, and a considerable part of it fell 
into the hands of the enemy. 

IN Estremadara, where some of the French had Operations 
been called oft to march against sir John Moore, minar: 
the army of the patriots under Cuesta was gra-
dually reintoiced, and enabled to act on the okn- 

SiVe, 
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C H A P; sive. 	Toward the Close of January it was posted 

• LXXXL between Truxillo and Xaraicejo, having its van- 
4 	 4,  

mop. 	guard on the left branch of the Alamonte. 	Thd 
French had pushed their advanced parties nearly 
to the same place ; but they were repulsed.' and 
driven beyond Miravete. 	On the 28tli of January, 

--ihe patriots, having won the bridge of Almarez, 
moved their advanced guard to Naval-moral, and 
the French fled towards Talavera. 

Zaragoza 	ZARAGOZA, again besieged, made an he.roic de- 
again be- 	. fence, which occupied two French armies ; while sieged. 

the invaders were thus engaged on one side, they 
were harassed on the other by a force of Portu-

. gueze• and Spaniards stationed at Ciudad Rodrigo, 
under the command of sir Robert Wilson, who 
frequently extended his excursions as far as Sa- 
lamanca. 	 • 

Movements 	ON the retreat of sir John Moore, Romana, or Romans 
in Galicia. 	separating froni the English at Astorga, made his 

• way ever the mountains to Ponferrada, and on the 
10th ofJanuary reached Orense, where he collected 
about 2000 men. 	Blake, who had accompanied 

. 	him thither, set out with only two aides-de-camp 
for Seville, through Portugal. 	Romana, toward 
the end of the month was compelled to evacuate 
Orense, and falling back to Monterrey, established 
his head-quarters at Oimbra, a little village on the 
Tamega. 	The people of 	 alicia co-operated with 
him in that species of hostility which is most fatal 
to an invading enemy, attacking out-posts and de- 
tachments, and intercepting convoys. 	This war- 
fare, through the retaliation which it provoked, 
gradually assumed a degree of ferocity which had 
been long unknown in Europe. 

A force 	AFTER the disastrous retreat to Corunna, the 
under gene-. British government directed their attention to the 
ral Sher- 
broke goes 	South of Spain ; but they deemed it improper to 
to Cadiz. 	hazard an army in that quarter,unless a corps of 

it were admitted into Cadiz. 	At the instance of 
• Mr. 
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Mr. Frere; general Sherbroke, with four thousand c 14 A 1'. 
men sailed for that port ; and sir John Cradock, 	1.  XXXI. 

who commanded the fourteen thou§and British sta- 	1809. 
timed at Lisbon, was ordered to prepare for the 
same destination. 	A discussion .took place between 
the British ambassador and the supreme junta, the 
result of which was, that the expedition under gene- Returns to 
ral Sherbroke sailed for Lisbon, 	Geneial Beres, Lisbon. 
lord, returning to Portugal early in the spring, and 
being invested by the regency with the rank of 
field-marshal, occupied himself in orgzinizing and 
disciplining a native army to act in conjunction 
with the British, 	. 

. 	ON the fall of Zaragoza, which took place on. Operations 

the 14th, of February, the French force under St* C Blak! in 
ofa talotua. 

Cyr, which had co-operated in the siege, marched 
into 	Catalonia 	against the patriot army under 
Reding. 	That general, defending himself with 
great skill and bravery, 	was 'compelled to take 

,refuge in Tarragona, where he died of his wounds. 
He was succeeded in the command by Blake, who' 
fulfilled tliis charge with great ability at a time 
when the most important places in the province 
were in the possession of an enemy Superior to his 
own, in numbers and discipline, and deriving stores 
and reinforcements from France more easily than 
he could draw them from the exhausted provinces 
of Spain. 	Under all these disadvantages the Catad 
lana for some months severely harassed their inva- 
ders, 	chiefly by means 	of 	an, irregular 	 force, 
called the Miquelets, whose habits of life rendered 
theirs peculiarly efficient in predatory and excursive 
warfare. 

THE attention of the French was principally Defeat of 

directdd to the patriots in Estremadurft, and La Zed= 
Mancha. 	General Cuesta, having formed a junc-
tion with Albuquerque, del ermined. to march against. 
Victor, and  he encountered that general, at the 
bead of '20,00u foot and 3,000 horse, in front of 

Medellin, 
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C H A P. Medellin, on the Guadiana. 	A battle ensued on 
LXXX1b. the 28th of March, in which the Spaniards were 

1809. defeated with gieat loss. 	On the preceding day, 
SAstiarli defeatai the army of La Mancha, before 
Ciudad Real. 	After these successes, the French 

' push‘ed a corps,to the neighbourhood of Badajpz, 
which was routed by Albuquerque, with a loss ,of 
7.00 killed, and 	Si° taken. prisoners. 	The in- 
vaders, thus checked in their progress, retreated, 
instead of advancing into Andalusia ;• and Cuesta 

' was then enabled, without molestation, to take up a 
position, not many leagues from the field of battle, 
having his advanced guard at Altnendralejo. 	Here 
he collected his scattered troops, 	and.received 
reinforcements, which soon rendered him as for-. 
midable as before the action. 

souk enters IN concert with the operations or Victor, in 
Portugal. Estremadura, the army under Soult, in Galicia, 

was ordered to invade Portugal. 	Having entered 
that kingdom at Braga, the French marshal took 
possession of Oporto on the 29th of March, after 
a resistance of two days. 	His departure f'rom Ga- 
licia, was the signal for the renewal of exertions by. 
the patriots, whom Ney, who had been entrusted 
with the government of the province, found it 
impossible to overawe. 	They laid siege to Vigo, 
containing a garrison of 1300 men, whom they 
compelled to surrender as prisoners of war, and to 
deliver up their military chest and baggages 	non 
Pablo Murillo, who directed. the siege, 	attacked 
gnd routed a detachment sent from Tuy ; 	and 
another reinforcement was drawn back from Pon-
tevedra, by a division of the army under Romana. 

Operations This general, on receiving 3000 volunteers from 
df 11"a" in tlie Castile, regolved to march into the Xiturias, and on 
Asturias. his route into that principality, he detached a force 

under Mendizabal, to attack the French garrison 
at Villa Franca. 	The service was gallantly per- 
formed, 	and the result of its success was, that 

. 	 the 
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.the French, •evahating the Ilierzo, fell back from 
the neighbouring part of Asturias upon Lugo, 

C H A P. 
LXXXr•  

there to make a stand, supported by the main force, 
which was divided between Santiago, 	Corunna, 
and Ferrol. 	To preserve the communication of 
the French, between Galicia and Portugal, Soult 

1809. 

• 
.had found it necessary to reduce the tbrtress of 
-Chaves, and to leave there a garrison of 1300 men. 
This fortress was re-captured by the Portuguese 
general Silveira, who followed up his success by 
harassing the rear of the French, until they reached 
Oporto, when he took post at the bridge of Amar-
ante, a strong and important . position, which the 
enemy with great difficulty regained. 

- SUCH was the state of affairs . when sir Arthur sir Arthur 
Wellesley, 	having been again appointed to the 
chief command of the British in the peninsula, 
sailed with reinforcements for Portugal. 	Arriving 
at Lisbon on the 22d, of April, his first determin-
ation was, to expel Souk from the kingdom; where-
fore, after leaving a sufficient force at Abrantes, to 
secure the capital from Victor, he placed himself 
at the head of the army at Coimbra, from whence?  
detaching Beresford, with a body of Portuguese, 
and British, to the upper Douro, he advanced against 

turnes1.7, 
Portugal. 
. 	• 

Oporto. 	Soult, after evacuating that city, made Expels 
some dispositions for disputing the passage of the souls from 
Douro with his antagonist; but L e was compelled Oporto.,  

	• 
to a.precipitate retreat into Galicia, with the loss 
of his cannon and baggage, and about one fourth 
of his army. He was pursued by general Beresford 
as far as °reuse. 	. 

• 

SCARCELY had this success been achieved, when Marches to 
sir 	Arthur Wellesley received intelligence 	that therrth" 
Victor had broken .up from the Guadiana, and 
made himself master of Alcantara. 	He immedi- 
aely marched to the southward ; but Victor, m hose 
only object \N as to effect a diversion in fin our of 

w 
 

Souk, retreated, as soon as he heard that the British 
and 
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and Portuguese had recrossed the Detuu, and re. 
'1. tiring by the way he advanced, concentrated his 
#.......... .7:; 
1609. 

ftZult and 
Ney retire 
into Castik. 

army between the Tagus and the Guadiana, in the 
vicinity of Caceres. 	 , 

WHILE Soult, with his fugitite army, was enter-
ing Galicia, Ney was 'returning from the Asturias, 
whither he had marched in - pursuit of Romana; 
while Kellermann ehtered that province on the side 
of Biscay; and Bonnet an that of Leon. 	Romana, 
confined by illness at Oviedo, was nearly surprised, 
and had scarcely time to reachGijon with his staff, 
where he embarked, and put to sea. The Asturian 
troops, under BaNsteros and Worster, compelled 
Bonnet and Kellermann to evacuate the province, 
and Ney then found it• necessary to march to his 
former station, 	It was concerted that he should 
retake Vigo, nnd then join Soult at Orense, for the 
purpose of destroying Roniana's army. 	Taking 
with him 8000 infantry and 2500 horse, lie marched 
upon Santiago, and on the 7th of June encountered 
a Spanish fbrce at St. Payo, 	on the small river 

-SotOmayor, about three leagues from Vigo. 	The 
Spaniards, commanded by Carrara, Murillo, and 
the conde de Noronha, repeatedly attacked the 
French, and drove them back upon Santiago with, 
severe loss. 	They derived considerable assistance 
from-captain Mackinley and other naval officers at 
Vigo. 	After this reverse, the French general pre- 
pared to retreat into Castile ; he evacuated. Co-
runna and Ferrol, having demolished the land de-
fences, destroyed the magazines, spiked the guns, 
and disarmed the people. 	:While Ney retired into 
Leon, through Lugo, Villa Franca, and Astorga, 
Soult marched to Zamora ; and thus Galicia was 
evacuated by the French.  

Reverses of 
the patriots 
is  Arragon. 

IN Arragon, the arni of the patriots sustained a 
lamentable Teverse. 	After a fruitless attempt to 
recover Zaragoza, general Blake was attacked near 
Ilelchite by 1Suchet, on the 19th of June, w hell the 

whole 
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whole Spanish 4rnly, though opposed by only one. C 
third of their numbers, suddenly took flight, and 

Q55 
HAP. 

LXXXL 

left their commander, attended by only six or seven 
officers. 	The regiment of Valencia rallied about a 

.1809. 

• league from the field; but it was cut dowse and dis- 
persed by the pursuing cavalry. 	Nine pieces of 
cannon, with great quantities of stores and ammui; . 
nition, and 3000 prisoners, fell into the hands of 
the French. 	Mortified by this 	disaster,Blake 
quitted Arragon, and proceeded to direct the oper-
ations of the patriots in Catalonia. 

GREAT hopes Were founded on the co-operation of operations 
the•main British army with the Spaniards in Estre- irk 

c
stre- 

madura against the French. 	The head-quarters of ma
re..  

Victor, on returning from his movement in favour 
of •Soult, were at Truxillo : Cuesta was on his left 
flank, having his bead-quarters at Fuente del Maes-
tro, and his advance at Calemonte, on the Guadi- 
ana, a league from Merida. 	Sir Arthur Wellesley 
formed a plan for cutting off the enemy's retreat by 
a movement through Castello Branco and Plasencia. 
to the bridge of Almarez ; but he was obliged to 
relinquish it through' the obstinacy and incapacity 
of Cuesta, whose army was distributed with so little 
• jmlgment as 	offer an easy victory to the enein r 

t'‘)    	.   	3* victor, apprehensive of' danger from the 	British, 
broke up in the beginning of June, and retreated 
across the Tagus at' Almarez. It was then arranged 
that sir Arthur Wellesley,  should advance with his 
army to Plasencia. 	On its concentration there, it 
amounted tO 20,000 men. 	The force in La Man, 
cha at this time consisted of 16,000 foot and 1300 
horse. Cuesta had with him about 38,000 men, well- Junction of 
armed, but ill-disciplined •; and with this force the tahned 1.4)=- 
British army effected a junction on the '20th of ard9. 

31.11y at OropeNa. 	They marched up the Tagus 
towards (Nana, the head-quarters' of the enemy, 
whose fore,', consisting of the united corps of \ ic" 

gi  leneL 	y a 	of troops tor And ‘"eba,tiani, str6n 	I 	• 	I b 	body   
brouubt 
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C TI A P. brought from Madrid by Joseph: Bonaparte, Was 

1T,X XXI. estimated at 47,000 men. 	On the .26th, Cuesta's 
' 	.r809. advanced-guard was attacked near Torijost  and 

'obliged to fall back on the left bank of the Al-
berche. .The French, retaining their post/4at Olalla, 
indicated an intention to give battle, and the allies 

,in consequence occupied a position :near Talavera 
de la Reyna. 	This position extended rather more 
than two miles : the British, who were on the left, 
occupied a tract of open ground, commended by a 
height, on which was stationed a division of infan-. 
try under major-general Hill. 	The right wing, 
consisting of Spanish troops?  extended immediately 
in front of Talavera dOwn to the Tagus. 	In the 
centre between the allied armies was a command-
ing spot of ground, on which were posted a divi-
sion of infantry under brigadier-general Campbell, 
and general Cotton's brigade of dragoons, with 

„ some Spanish cavalry in the rear. 
Battle of IN the afternoon of the.Q7th, the enemy crossed 
Talavera. the Albtrche, and cannonaded the left of the Bri- 

tish position, 	while 	their 	cavalry attacked the 
Spanish infantry, and attempted to win the town of 
Talavera : they were bravely resisted, and finally 
repulsed. 	At 	nine 	in 	the evening the action 
ceased, but Victor ordered a night attack to be 
made on the +ieight occupied by general Hill, 
which he considered the key of the English posi- 
tion. 	Of this height the enemy gained a moment- 
ary possession, but the gallant general recovered it at 
the point of the bayonet. The attempt Was renewed 
at midnight, and again failed. 	The armies rested 
on the field, but a desultory engagement was con- 
tinued during the night. 	Whole  battalions of the 
enemy ventured into the English line ; some crying 
that they were Spaniards, 	and 	some that they 
were German d'eserters ; the trick was soon disco. 
tiered, and they met with a reception which caused 
them to repent their temerity. 	At day-break on 

the 
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the 28th, the French again attacked general Hill's . and were repulsed ; failing also in their position, 

c x A P. -LXXXI . 
other attempts, they rested about eleven, and .it is 
said; cooked their dinners' on the field. 	Solve re- 
freshments •were• then served out to the British 
troops. 	At noon Victor ordered a general attack 
along the whole line, and directed his own three di- 
visions against general Hill's position. 	They were 
driven back, and their retrograde movement exposed 

1809. 	• 

Sebastiani' 	right, which suffered severely. 	noir 
general at length rallied them, . and some columns 
under Vilatte advanced to their support. 	General 
Anson's brigade, 	consisting of the 1st German " 
light dragoons and the 23d dragoons, with general 
Fane's brigade of heavy cavalry,, were ordered to 
charge them. 	In this charge the British suffered 
dreadfully, and the 23d were almost almihilated ; 
but though they tidied in breaking the enemy, they 
frustrated his plins, anti deterred him from any 
farther attempt against the hill. 	The. attack upon 
the centte, Which 'commenced at the same time, 
was gallantly resisted by' general Campbell, slip-
ported by the Spaniards, who turned 'the flank of 
the assailants, while the English took theiv cannon. 
General Sherbroke repelled the fin-cc opposed to 

. him by a charge of bayonets from the whole divi-
sion ; .but the brigade of-guards, advancing too 
far, exposed themselves to the fire of the hostile 
batteries and retiring columns. 	At this moment, 
when the fate of the battle appeared worse than 
doubtful, sir Arthur Wellesley secured the victory, 
by moving from the heights a battalion of the 48th, 
Which, with the assistance of Cotton's brigade of 
cavalry, enabled the guards to retreat under cover. 
At the close of day the enemy were repulsed at 
all points, and effectually defeated. 

ON the morning after this victory, a light brigade, 
three thousand strong, and a troop of horse-artillery, 
arrived from Lisbon ; but though the British army, 

Ei
ft
loariced.  

VOL. VI. 	 s 	 after 
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C H A P. after this 	reinforcement, 	found itself nearly as Lxxxx:
r,----, strong asbefbre the battle, it was foiled in its hopes 

of farther success brthe complicated misconduct 
of the 'supreme junta and of the Spanish general. 

1 sos. 

The same, want of provisions' ana means of trans- 
'fort, which had impeded its former operations still 
retarded its advance, at a time when a movement 
concerted with Venegas might have recovered the 
capital. 	On the 2d. of August, intelligence was 
received that Soult, 	Ney, and Mortier, having 
united their forces, were advancing through Estre- 
.ruadura on the rear of the British, and that twd 
hostile columns 	had 	already entered 	Plasencia, 
General Cuesta then proposed to the British com-
mander, that half of the army should march to the 
rear, 'to oppose the enemy, while the other half 
should remain at Talavera. 	Sir Ar.thur Wellesley 
replied, that he was ready either to stay or go with tlid 
whold British army, but flint he could not separate it. 

"General Cuesta then desired him to choose whether 
ta iga or stay. 	Sir Arthur pieferred the former 
alternative, and left Cdesta at Talavera, under an 
engagement, that if compelled to quit that post, he 

The British should bring with him the wounded. 	On the Sd 
withdraw 
into Portu- 
gal, ' 

of  August, the British army marched to Ororesa, 
and finding that a strong .hostile force 	was inter-
posed between that plaCe and Almarez,srossed the 
',.L'agus next day over the bridge of Arzobispo, and 
continued its route through 	Deleytosa to 13ada- 
joz. 	Cuesta, leaving half the sick and wounded at 
Talavera, proceeded likwise to Oropesa, and on the 
the night of the 5th retired across the Tagus at 

Resign- .Arzobispo. 	lie 	shortly 	afterwards  resigned .the 
ion of 

C
scuesta. command. 	At this juncture.?  Which may be..cen-

sidered as the close of the campaign, the marquis of 
Wellesley arrived at Cadiz to supersede Mr. Frere, 
as ambassador to the Spanish government. 	His 
great taleilts were exercised in enforcing the neces-
sity of a more efficient administration, a wiser ap. 

• Plication 
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.plication of the public resources, and a reform of the v II A P. 
whole military system. 	 LXX XI. 

• THE subsequent operations of the patriots during 	 Ism 
this year may be briefly noticed. 	Venegas., at the state of the 
head of the army. of La Mancha, being defeated ;1:1:,4  
near Toledo by Sebastian}, was superseded in the • 
cominand by the marquis of Areizaga, who having 
collected about fifty thousand men, advanced upon 
Madrid, and On the 19th November was beaten at 
Ocana. The Frenchsoonafterwardsredutedeordoya 
and Seville, and thus laid open the road to Cadiz. 
In old Castile, the duke del Parque, at the head orcastae, 
thirty thousand men, after repulsing the French at 
Alba de Tormes, retreated to the mountain's of 
Faenza, on the borders of Galicia. 	In Catalonia, and  cata- 
Blake was unable to make head against the French l'ilia' 
army under Augereau, to whoa Gerona, after a 
long and heroic defence, capitulated on the 10th of 
December. 	Thus at the close of 1809, the princi-
pal thrtresses of Spain had fallen into the hands of 
the enemy, her numerous armies had been, dis-
persed, while the forces of her ally were constrained 
to act on the defensive. 	' 
' IN maintaining the fortresses however, the French The French 

found themselves exposed to an incessant anti- de- tirienVue  by 
structive wai titre against their eons oys, detachments, rata.% 
and outposts. 	In Catalonia they were so harassed 
by this guerrilla system that they found it extreme-
ly difficult to victual their garrison in Barcelona. 
About the middle of (Ictober they made an attempt 
to introduce supplies by sea. 	Lord Collingwood, 
haying obtained intelligence of their design, sailed 
front Minorca, and took his station off Cape St. Se- 

c" "p tYed  bastian, on the coast of Catalonia. 	On the 2,3d the 	Afi 	L hostile MilladrOn, 	consisting of three ships 	of the 	by rutr'iti;;.-at 
line, two frigates, two armed store-ships, and a C011* Mir".  
voy of ‘ixteen sail, came in sight. 	Item,admiral 
Martin w tts (ordered to give chase : he fell in s% ith 
the ships of ' ar offthe cntranco ofthe Rhone, but as 

s.  	 • the 
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c H Al". the wind blew directly on shore, they eluded him;  
LXXXL On the followinc,

b 	
day he drove' two of them, 

ma 	one of eighty and the other of seventy-four guns, 
On shoie off .1rontignan, where they were burnt by 
their own crews : the other ship-of tht line and.one 
frigate ran on shore at the entrance of the port of 
Cette. 	The second frigate hauled her wind• dur- 
lit the night, and escaped to Marseilles. 	Two 
brigs, two bombards,- and a ketch, were burnt by 
the Pomona, while admiral Martin was in chase. 
The other vessels made for the bay of Rosas, and 
took shelter under the batteries. Here they were at-
tacked on the 80th' by the boats of the squadron under 
Elie orders of captain Hallowell; and though bravely 
defended, and protected by a constant fire from 
the forts, the whole were qtptured, or destroyed. 
This success was of considerable importance, as it 
demonstrated the effective aid which might be 
derived from the British 'navy in the defence of 
the peninsula. 
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CHAP. MOOCH. 

Austria declares war against France. — Bonaparte renters 
Germany. — Advances to Vienna. —.Movements of the 
archduke Charles. — Battle of Aspern. — Insurrection in 
the north of Germany. — Operations in Italy.— Insure 

. rection in the Tyr9.1.—Ilostilities renewed on the Danube. 
— Battle of Wagram.— Armistice. — Daring march of' 

'the duke of Brunswick Oels through Saxony.—Erpedition 
to Walcheren.— Treaty of peace between-  Austria and 
France.— Fate of the Tyrolese. — Imprisonment of th4e 
pope, and annexation of Rome to the French empire.— 
Divorce between. Bonaparte and Josephine.— Revolution 
in Sweden. — War between Russia and Turkey. — Dis-
cussions with America. —Recall of Mr.Erskine.—Partial 

*change of administration. —"Jubilee. — Restoration 9.Ithe 
Ionian republic. 

• 
THE emperor of Austria declared war against c II A p.. 

LXXXIL France on the 8th of April, and shortly after. 
wards issued a manifesto, detailing the provocations 	1809. 
which he had received, the sacrifices which he had Austria dc.. 
Made, and the motives of Sclf-detnce, which, corn- dares"'"`
billed with a due regard to the welfare of other Fnuice. 
powers, guided his conduct in this appeal to arms. 
At the commencement of hostilities, the Austrian Amount 
forces were computed at nearly 100,000 men. abnuatiodinstorri- 

The) were divided into nine corps, of which the her 
first six were under the immediate orders of the 
archduke 	Charles, and were 	respectively com- 
manded by Bellegarde, Collowrath, the prince of 

forces. 

Hohenzollern, baron Rosenberg, 	the 	archduke 
Louis, 	and general Hiller. 	The seventh corps, 
under the areliditke Ferdinand, was sent into Poland; 
and the eighth and ninth, commanded by Cl iastel la r 
and Giula),  were 	stationed in Italy, 	under 	the 

s 3 	 MTh. 
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c jr A P. archduke - John. 	There were also two corps' of 
Lxxx1k reserves  one of 20,000 men, -commanded by prince 

1809. John of Lichtenstein, the other of 10,000; under 
-the orders of general Kienmayer, and troops to the 
number of 25,000, acting in small parties 'in the 

• Tyrol, in Croatia, and on the confines of Bohemia. 
In addition to these, there was a kind of.militia, 
called the landwehr3 in the Austrian kingdoms and 
provinces.   

Positicins of i Tut French had a corps under 'Davoust, at 
the French 
smiles. RatisbOn ; another under Massena, at Ulm ; and a . 

' third, under Oudinot, at Augsburg : the head.- 
quarters were at Strasburg. 	Of their auxiliaries 
there were three divigions of Bavarians, the first 
wider Lefebvre, at Munich ; the second under 
De ltoy, at Landshut ; and the third tinder Wrede, 
at' Straubing. 	A diviAon of Wirteinbergers was 

, posted at Hydenheim ; the Saxon troops were en-
camped near Dresden, and the Polish corps was 
posted near Warsaw, under :the orders of prince 

• Poniatowski. 	 . 
The Aus- THE main Austrian army passed the Inn on the til.-iameart 9th of April, and on the 10th crossed the Iser at 

Munich, having driven the .Trench before them 
through Landshut. 	Other corps,- advancing from 
Bohemia, expelled the 'French garrison left by 
Davoust in Ratisbon, and secured that important 
passage of the Danube. 	The archduke Charles 
extended his line from .the Iser, 'at Landsbut, to 
the Danube, at Neustadt, a distance of twenty- 
eight English miles. 	There was a body of reserve 
at Eekmuhl, near Abensberg. 

Bonaparte INTELLIGENCE having reached Paris by telegraph, 
quitsth Paris 

 
for 	e late in the evening of the 1,2th of April, that the 
army. Austrians had passed the Inn, Bonaparte quitted 

that capital early on the following morning, and 
arrived on the thtli at Dillingen, where he pro-
mised the old elector of Bavaria, that he would 
restore hint to Ins capital in fifteen days. 	On the 

17t14. 
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17th, he established his .head.-quarters at Donau- e  it A  p.  

werth, and soon afterwards, the different corps of, !.•xxxiL 
the French began to unite in conformity with his 	 1009. 
plan of operations, which was to manoeuvre on the 
extended line of the Austrians, and interpose be-
tween the forces of the archduke Charles, and the 
corps commanded by his brotheks. 	On the 20th, 
he defeated the archduke Louis and general Hiller, 
at Abensberg ; and on the 22d, the archduke 
Charles, at Eckmuhl, capturing, according to his 
own account, 40,000 men, and 	IN pieces of 
cannon. 	The archduke Charles, anxious to form 
a junction with general Bellegarde, crossed the 
Danube at Ratisbon; leaving -a garrison in that 
town, %which was speedily overpowered by the 
French. 	He despatched a strong reinforcement 
under general Hiller, to the Inn, expecting to 
rejoin him and the other corps for the protection of 
the capital ; but this precaution was anticipated. by; 
the rapid movements of the enemy. 	Bonaparte Advances 
appeared before Vienna on the 10th of May, and hav: to 'Vienna. 

ing dislodged the Austrians from the neighbouring 
islands of the Danube, took possession a the city ; 
but not until the regular troops had retired by the 
bridge of Tabor, to which they set tire. 	The 
emperor Francis Nt cut to Zuaim in Moravia. 

THE' archduke Charles having reinforced his Movements 
army to the number of 75,000 men, moved down tthee' 
the left bank of the Danube, and on the 16th of Charles. 
May, fixed his head-quarters at Ebersdorf. 	His 
outposts extended on the right as far as Kreivs, - 
while lower down the river, some of his battalions 
occupied Presburg. 	Bonaparte, resolving to attack 

, him, moved his army down the south bank of the 
Danube to the distance of six miles from Vienna, 
and crossed the river at the isle of Lobau, and a 
neighbouring  islet. 	Extending his troops on the 
right bank, he fixed his right wing at Essling, and 
his left at Aspern. 	The archduke Charles having 

s 4 	 retreated 
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c It A P. retreated as the enemy -advanced, halted. on a 
LXXXII. favourable position, and prepared for a 'general 

IF -1809.• attack of the French. 	On the 	and 252d of .1st 
Batde of May, was fought the obstinate and sanguinary 
Aspern. battle of Aspern, as the Austrians named it, or of 

Essling, as it was called by the French, each dis-
tinguishing  it by.the point on which they were 
successful. 	The victory was claimed by the Au-
strians, who, however, suffered so severely, that the 
French were enabled to effect their retreat in good 
order, from the left bank of the Danube to the isle ' 
of Lobau, where they threw up strong fortifications; 
and awaited the numerous reinforcements, which; 
Were rapidly advancing. 	The archduke Charles 
recruited his army by new levies, as well ,as by 
troops drawn from 4,he garrisons in Moravia and 
BOhemia, while be-  strengthened his former position 

. by new worts and entrenchments: 	Both parties 
were occupied for six Nyeeks in preparatiox for the 

. renewal' ,of hostilities. 	• 	. 
England I 

A c •a formidable expedition was under- ,a1EANWHILE 
undertakes 
a diversion 
in favour of 

taken in England, for the, purpose of creating a • diversion in favour of Austria. 	Its expected des- 
Au!tria, 

Insurre. 
non in the 
north or Ger- 

filiation was the north of Germany, where the 
people were impatient to free themselves from the 
execrable tyranny of the French. 	Colonel Schill, 
a Prussian officer, who had disthiguished himself 
in the campaign of .1806, reared the standard of 
independence, and was soon joined by considerablemany. numbers, at whose head he traversed Saxony, Hesse, 

-and Hanover, reached Lunenburg, and, there hoisted 
the colours of Great Britain. 	So great was the. 
alarm which he excited, that Bonaparte ordered 
60,000 troops to Li-larch against him from different 
quarters ; and Jerome proclaiming him an outlaw, 
set a price upon his head. 	Being closely pursued 
by a superior force, he took refuge in Stralsund, 
where he died fighting i and several of his adherents, 
after capitulating, were put to death. 	Another 
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opportunity. offered itself to Great 
same quarter ; and that was also 

Britain, in the 	c H A P. 
lost. 	The duke •Lxxxtr. 

of Brunswick Oels had made a convention with ..- ism 
Austria, to raise a small corps` at his own expense, 
as a prince of the empire, and to co-operate with 
her as an acknowledged ally: 	Unforeseen obsta- 
cles prevented hint from taking the field, until the 
day'when Vienna capitulated, and h'e had scarcely 
conutienced operaticins, 	when Schill was cut oft: 
Frustrated in his views by the weakness and irica- 

' pacity of the Austrian general Am Ende, he united 
himself with general Kienmayer, and obtained va- 
rious 	successes over the French in Franconia. 
They compelled Jerome Bonaparte to retreat from 
Schleitz, towards Erfurt, 	and made themselves 
masters of the provinces of the 
the middle Elbe. 	. 

pper Mayn and 

AFTER the great battle on the anube, the arch- Operations 
duke John was recalled from Ita y, where he had in ItalY' 
commenced the campaign successfully, by occu- 	' 
pying Padua and Vicenza. 	He was closely pursued 
by. Eugene Beauharnois, 	who defeated him at 
Raab, and. took from him 3000 prisoners. 	He 
then retired through Comorn, upon Presburg, and 
Beauharnois with las Italian army, hastened to join 
Bonaparte. 	To filvour the operations of the Aus- 
trians in Italy,. it was thought proper that the 
British army in Sicily should undertake an expedi- 
tion against Naples. 	Sir John Stuart, with 15,000. British ex- 
English troops, appeared off the coast of Calabria, Pe:It 
on the 15th of June, when the enemy abandoned a Naples. 
line of posts on the shore, which were seized and 
dismantled by a detachment under lieutenant-colo- 
lael Smith. 	On the 2,1th, the advanced division of 
the fleet anchored off Cape Miseno ; in the follow- 
ing week the garrisons of 	Ischia and Procida 
surrendered, and this success occasioned the capture 
of I*0 gun buats, on their passage from Gaeta to 
Naples. 	That capital being now ur a formidable 

statQ 
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C H 1 r. state of defence, the commander did, not risk a 
',XXXII,•-1 *escent, .but returned.  with the fleet and army to u 

1809. 	... $icily.. An unsuccessful attempt was made on the 
castle Of Scylla, which wgs afterwards abandoned 
and blown up by the enemy. 	The result of this' 
diversion was, the sudden recall of troops, which 
had beeri detached to the army of Upper Italy, 
and into the Roman states. 	 ' 

Insurrec- 
lion in the 
Tyrol. 

THERE was a • country much nearer the great 
scene of conflict, where the presence of a British 
army', at this crisis, might have been of the highest 
importance.• On the 10th of April, the day when 
the archduke Charles 'entered Bayaria; there was 
axeneral insurrection of the Tyrolese, headed by 
their heroic countryman, Andrew Hofer. 	A pre-
concerted signal was given, by means of saw-dust 
thrown into the Inn, on the appearance of which, 
the alarm-bells were rung; and the people along 
the banks of that river and in the remoter valleys, 
formed themselves into corps, and, fell upon the 
French and Bavarians, of whom 27,000 are said to 
have been either 'killed or taken. 	Indignant at the, 
success of the Tyrolese, who were aided by the 
Austrians under the marquis of Chastellar, Bona-
parte denounced this general as ap insurgent; liable, 
if taken, to be tried by a military commission, 
and shot within twenty-four hours. 	The emperor 
Francis proclaimed generals Durosnel and Foulers, 
taken ,at Aspern, to be hostages for r Chastellar's 
safety, upon which, Bonaparte seized prince Met-
ternich, count Pergett, and count Hardick, and 
sent them to France, to be answerable for the fate' 
of those captive generals. 	After his successes at 
Fckmulil and Ratisbon, he sent Lefebvre; and the 
Bavarian generals, Wrede, Deroy, and Siegbein, 
into the Tyrol, with 24,000 men : some smaller 
detachments, poured in from other quarters, were 
attacked and beaten as they arrived. 	Lefebvre re-
lieved the strong fortress of Kuffstein, which the  

patriots 
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patriots hid blockaded ; and his army, for some o H A P. 
time, bore diiwn all opposition. 	He invited the LXXXIr. 
Tyrolese to confide in the clemency of his master, 
declaring, that all commune's which did not submit 
in eight days, should be treated with military 
rigour, 	He executed these threats with murdereps 
and diabolical atrocity, subjecting his victims of 
either sex and of every age, to fire, sword, torture, 
and mutilation. 	His infamous cruelties, instead of 
appalling, enraged the Tyrolese, and they made 
such a determined retaliation, that when he was 
recalled to the. Danube, after the battle of Aspern, 
he fled rather than retreated with the relics of his 
aEmy, 	The Tyrol *then became an•asylum for all 
the Austrian prisoners who could effect their escape; 
and the brave mountaineers, thus reinforced, carried. 
on an excursive warfare in the neighbouring di;, 
tricts of Bavaria.. 	 . . 	. 

1809. 

Ix the beginning of July the great armies op- Hostaitie. 
posed to each other on the Danube prepared for "tint on  
another tremendous conflict: The archdu,keCharles nube. 
imcining that it would take plaee on the • same 
ground as the former, had thrown up lines, of which 
the left was protected by Entzendorf, and the right 
by Aspen' ; they were covered • by redoubts, sur- 
rounded by 	 alisades, and defended by 150    pieces 
of cannon. I le was confirmed in this opinion by the 
stratagems and demonstrations of the enemy until 
the evening of the. 4th, when perceiving that his 
left wing was in danger of being surrounded, he 
sent 	orders to 	the archduke John to join at 
Marcheck with his corps for its support. 	These 
orders were delivered on the morning of the .5th, 

. under the expectation that the battle would com-
mence on the Gth ; but the general was a day 
too late in his calculation. 	On the night of the 
4th the French sent over detachments in boats to 
Occupy time attention of the enemy,  and to secure 
positions fur the passage of the army by the means 

which 
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C H A P. which they had prepared. One bridge, eighty toisei 
LXXXII. lon-g", Of a single piece, was fixed. in five'minutes ; 

isos.- abridge of boats was completed in .an hour and a 
half, and one of rafts in two hours. • A dark and 
rainy night favoured the sudden and secret move-
ments of the troops ; and at daybreak the arch-
duke Charles was astonished to find that Bonaparte 

• had arranged his whole army in order of battle at 
Battle of' the extremity of his left wing. 	By six o'clock 
wag' all his fortifications between Essling and Entzendorf 

were taken, and almost the whole of the garrisons 
killed or wounded. 	The archduke then endea- 

• voured to outflank the right of the French, while 
they on the othdr hand. attempted. to break the 
Austrian centre near Wagram. 	In the evening 
•they had nearly gained that village:when a column 
of Saxons and another of French, Mistaking each 
other, were thrown into confusion,. which enabled 
the Austrians to recover the post. 	On the follow- 
ing day Nonaparte perceiving that the archduke 
had weakened his centre to extend his extremities, 
apprehended 	sbme stratagem, 	and for a wbile 
delayed to make those easy dispositions, by which 
the plans of his rival might be disconcerted. 	On 
hearing that the • Austrians were outflanking his 
left, and making their main attack upon the line 
between Aspern and Wagram, he ordered Mac-
donald to foun two divisions in columns of attack. 
Lauriston preceded them with.100 pieces of artil-
lery to within half gunshot of the Austrian centre, 
and then opened a tremendous fire, which silenced 
their guns and broke their rank4. 	Alacdonald im-
mediately charged, and the Austriaiis fell back. 
Their right wing, alarmed at this disaster, also re- • 
trograded, and was rapidly pursued by Massena. 
Their left was outflanked by Davoust, and from 
that moment the expected junction .of the arch- 
duke John became unavailing. 	At four 4 ..n  the 
afternoon, when he arrived at Ober Siebenbrunn, 

the 
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the .battle was decided. 	He took some prisoners c H A P.- 
in the enemy'srear, and retreated by the March- LXXXII. 

feld. 	In this battle the Freifell, according to their 1809. 
own account took 0;000 prisoners, while their own till en sAdu: 
loss was estimated at 1500 killed and 4.000 woundbd. feated. 
A,s early as ten in the morning the Austrians began 
to retreat; by twelve they were in disorder, and 
before sunset they were out of sight! 	The Vrench 
pursued their successes until the 12th, when the 

:emperor of Austria sent prince John of Lichten- 
stein to Bonaparte with proposals for an. armistice, 
which were accepted. 	The Austrians agreed to 
evacuate several strong pla&s, and consented to 
a line of demarcation, which secured great advan. 
tages to the French. Thdy also agreed to withdraw 
their troops from the, Tyrol *and the Vorarlberg. 

Artrdstice. 

Hostilities were to cease for a month, and to be 
renewed only after fifteen days' notice. 

WHEN the news of the armistice reached Saxony 
a report prevailed, that. the English had landed 
in considerable force between- the Elbe and the 

l

Daring 
f  the duke of 

Brunswick
h Weser. 	Thegallant duke of Brunswick, for whom 

no alternative was now left but that of sinking into 
dependence on tlfe Austrian court, or of seeking 
refuge in England, determined to light his nay to 
the sea. 	He commenced his march at the head 
of his small band, 	at Schleitz, 	on 	the 21st of 

tsax„ungy. 

August; and though deserted by many of his officers, 
proceeded through a, hostile country, defeating or 
outmanoeuvring the forces sent against him, and 
reached the mouth of the Weser, NA here he and his 
brave followers embarked on board an English 
squadron, sent .by lord George Stewart from Heli- 
goland for their reception. 	This daring enterprise 
of the duke m as regarded with wonder and admir- 
ation by his countrymen, who cited it as an ex-
ample of what might have been done in the north 
of Germans, if the people could havt raised the 

standard 
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'C Ei A P. standard 
LXXXII. a 

of independence under the protection of 
British army. 

   

1809. 	. Tun expedition which had been' p'repared in 
Expedition -.England, was on the point of sailing, when inten-t. Walche- 
ren. gence arrived of the armistice between the Frenli 

and the Austrians. 	The lind force amounted to 
nearly 40,000 gien ; and •the naval force.consisted 
of 85 sail .of the line, 23 frigates,, and 179 smaller 
vessels. 	The military command was assigned to 
the earl of Chatham, and the juival operations were ' 
'entrusted o sir Richard Strachan. 	The former ap- ' 
pointment excited• considerable surprise, for lord 
Chathadn's 	habits of indolence were such, that 
during the 	administration 	of his brother 	Mr. 
Pitt, it had been found necessary to remove him 
from .the admiralty: 	The 'service on which the 
armament under his command was destined ex- 
cited nO less astonishment. 	Its objects were, the 
capture and destruction 	of the enemy's ' ships, 
either building at Antwerp and Flushing, or afloat 
in the Scheldt ; the destruction of the arsenal And 
dock-yards at Terneuse and flushing ; the reduc- 
tion of the island of \Valcheren, and the obstruction, 
if possible, of the Scheldt, so is to xender it no 	' 
longer navigable for ships of war. 	The armament 
sailed on the 28th of July, and on the 1st of Au- 
gust lord Chatham, having established his head- 
quarters at 	Aliddleburg, 	invested 	Flushing.. A 
furious cannonade and bombardment cornmenceci • 
against the. town on the 13th, from 	which, 	tin_ 
happily', the inhabitants and not the garrison, were 

Capture of' the greatest sufferers. 	On- the 1.5th, the French Flushing. 	commander, Monnet, 	requested 24  suspension 	of 
arms, and shortly afterwards signed a capitulation, 
according to which 	the. garrison, amounting' to 
5800 men, lonid down their erms, and' were re- 
moved to ligiand as prisoners of war. The islands 
of Schapwen and Duiveland surrendered on the 
same day, and great hopes mere entertained that 

the .. 
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the ulterior. object of the expedition would be prO- C 1.1 A P. 
scented. 	Lord Chatham still remained 'at 'Mid- Lxxxtr. 
dleburg, and his indecision occasioned great per- 	1809. 

plekity among the military and naval officers in 
the division which had proceeded to Batz in South 
neveland. 	On the 17th, sir Richard Keats wrote 
to the earl of Rosslyn, commanding in that dis-
trict, that• he was ready to co-operate with his 
lordship for the 	reduction of Antwerp. 	Lord 
Rosslyii replied that he had receivod no instruc-
tions whatever on the subject of ulterior operations, 
but that he had some reason to expect the corn- . 
mandcr-in-chief at Ter-goes on the next day, and 
would not fail to apprise sir Richard of his arrival. 
It was not until the 21st that lord Chatham left 
Middleburg, and proceeded to Ter-goes, a distance 
of about fourteen miles. He had a conference with 
sir John Hope at Schen on the 22d, but returned to 
Ter-goes in the evening. 	Next dity he proceeded 
thirteen miles on his way to. Batz ; on the 24th he 
perfbrmed the remaining six miles, and established 
his head-quarters at that place, eight days after 
the surrender of Flushing. 	Difficulties .now pre- 
sented themselves which might have embarrassed 
a more able and active commander. 	Bernadotte 
arrived to take the command at Antwerp, v, here 
such means of defence were prepared as• would 
have proved insuperable to a hostile army. 	Dis- 
positions were made for laying under water the 
coimtry between that place and Bergen-op-Zoom, 
as well as the low grounds about IA° and Lief-
kenshoek, and fir sinking vessels in a narrow part 
of the Scheldt, on both banks of which strong 
batteries were erected. It was now discovered that 
the fiver above Antwerp was navigable fOr large 
ships, so that the hostile fleet might be removed 
a4 soon as danger was apprehended. 	It was too 
late 	even to attempt the reduction of Lillo and 
Liefkenshock : the 	supplies 	of 	:iota!' BeNelaud. 

anti 
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C H A P. mid the other islands in possession of our troops 
Lxxx. LI. were exhausted; there remained scarcel 	a week's y  

1809. 	,.provision for the army, and only a monthts pro- 
vision 	for the navy. 	An 	epidemic fever was 
raging among the soldiers, of whom .3000 were 
already on the sick list. 	In these circumstances 
the 	commander, 	on the 27th of August, 	as- 
sembled, a council of war, 	at which 	it was 
determined that the siege of Antwerp was itn, 
practicable, and that .no advantage could result 
from any minor operations. 	Arrangements were 
made on the following day for the evacuation of 
&Stith Beveland ; about 17,000 men were deStined 
to keep possession of Walcheren, and the rest of 
the troops were to be-scent home as early as possible: 

Lord Chat- On the 14th of September' lord Chatham, having 
hamreturns 
w England. transferred the command to sir Eyre Coate., sailed 

for England, leaving 8000 men on the .sick list. 
Drmaria The fever, generated by the prevalence of marsh 
the 	 s. troorg miasmata during the Autumnal season, produced 

all the horrors and havoc of a pestilence ; and its 
ravages were aggravated through the want of ac-
commodations, and especially of bedding, in an 
army intended fbr active operations, 'and therefore 
unencumbered with heavy baggage. 	This appall- 
ing calamity demanded the immediate evacuation 
of this ill-fated conquest ; but the English ministry 
were deterred from immediately adopting that sa- 
lutary menure 	by their 	alliance 	with 	Austria. 
While the emperor 	Franh,is was 	negociating a 
peace with Bonaparte, he solicited Great Britain to 
continue her operations in Holland, as the quarter 
in which a diversion might be most efficaciously 
made in his favour. 	This rcquqst might have been 
dictated by Bonaparte himself; who could desire 

' no other destinatioli for the troops which might. 
have so se:1,4)11;110y feinfiwct.d lliti 	Iliiikli innijo in 
span). 	Ainsms hes,nated whet her to retain cir 
abandon Witch. ;  eren• but they continued tostrengthen 

its 
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its fortifications. 	Labourers were constantly em- c il A P. 

LXXXI t ployed 	in 	repairing.  the ramparts of Flushing ; 
bricks and lime were sent out in large quantities 	1809. 

from England ; and about the end of October an 
hundred artificers arrived to go on with the .works. 
The reasonable opinion, however, at length pre-
vailed, and on the 13th of November orders were 
sent to general Don, who had succeeded sir Eyre 
Coote, to evacuate 	Flushing, and take effective 
measures fin- destroying the basin, and the naval 
defences of the island. 	Yet even in these orders 
a lingering.  hope was expressed that their execution 
might, through the course of events, be rendered 
unnecessary, and a similar feeling of indecision 
prevailed at Waleheren. 	On the 26th, when the 
work of destruction was begun-  on the parapet of 
the sea lines, six or seven hundred labourers eon. 
tinued the works between Ter Veer and Arne- 
muiden. 	In the basin of Flushing the piers of the 
flood-gates were blown up ; the strong pilework 
on the east side was destroyed ; that on the west 
was left, because its destruction would have ene 
dangered a part of the town. 	The arsenals and 
magazines in the dockyards were burnt, but the 
land fortifications 	ere left in a much better state 
than when they IA ..‘re taken. 	The demolition and 	Evacuation 
embarkation occupied a month, and on the 23d of cirefnwalche- 
December the island of Walcheren was completely 
evacuated by the British army. 

THE definitive treaty of peace between France Treaty of 

and Austria was signed at Vienna, on the 15th of rweaen'e;,.. 
October. 	The emperor Francis ceded to Bona- tria and 

parte, Saltzburg and Berchtoldsgaden, with part of France. 
 

Upper Austria along the Danube and Aller, to be 
allotted among the sovereigns of the Rhenish con- 
federacy as 	he might think expedient ; 	he also 
ceded 	to 	him 	those 'P it I q tit' the 	ItAllaii tcl!'- 
tory 	55 111A 	touched 	upon 	the. 	Adi iatic : 	to 	(no 

king of S.i  Al "iv, as duke of War,  ay., he I ed '41  the 
vol,. VT' 	 r 	 whole 
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C " A P. whole of Western Gallicia, with a district round LXII. 
--- — ,- Cracow, and the circle of Zatnose in,Eastern Galli- 

cia. 	To the emperor of Russia he ceded as much 
territory in 	the eastermost part of Gallicia, as 
should, contain 400,000 souls, the city of Brodi be; 
ing included. 	He recognized all the alterations 
which had taken place or 	might subsequently 
take plac6 in,Spain, Portugal;  and Italy ; 	he qc- 
ceded• to the prohibitory system against British 
commerce ; engaged to break off all intercourse 
with Great Britani, and to 	place himself in the 
same situation with respect to her in which he stood 
before the waer. 	Bonaparte engaged to procure 
a full and complete pardon for the inhabitants 

1809- 

-of the Tyrol and Vorarlberg, who had taken part 
in the insurrection; so that they should not be per-
secuted in person or property ; and the emperor of 
Austria engaged to pardon all persons in those parts 
of Gallicia, which were to be restored to him. These 
were more favourable conditions than might have 
been expected for Austria; Nit it was said thattbe eml 
perm' procured them by consenting to give his daugh-
ter Maria Louisa in marriage to Bonaparte, who un-
dertook to obtain a divorce from his wife Josephine. 

' This act of humiliation could' scarcely have been 
apprehended from the head of the house of Haps-
burg, even after his abandonment of the Tyrolese. 

Fate of the AT the time when the treaty was signed those • Tyrolese. brave patriots were pursuing their successes on all 
sides, and animating by their example the inhabit-
ants of the adjoining countries. • The king of Wir-
temberg, alarmed at the insurrections spreading 
around him, removed the public chests from Stitt-
gard to Strasburg ; and the court of Bavaria, ap-
prehensive of a surprise, hastily retired from Mu- 
nich. 	Hofer, after defeating his enemies at Lofer, 
Lustenstein, and Abtenay, drove them from Hallein, 
and pushed Iiirward his van into Styria, intending, 
on the renewal of hostilities to attack the French in 

their 
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their rear. • The peace of Vienna frustrated all his c H

AP. 
  

hopes,•and turned against him an immense superio- ll_x_xx  
rity of numbers. 	Lefebvre again advanced to Inn- 
pruck, and two armies entered the .Tyrol by dif- 

ferent routes from Italy. 	Hofer;perceiving all far- 
ther resistance hopeless, apphsed his countrymen 
that the emperor, for whom he had taken up• arms, ' 
was at peace with France; and .exhorting them to 
submit to their fide, resigned the dommand. 	He 
demanded from the hostile generals a cessation 
of hostilities, that the Tyrolese might return to 
their homes. 	At this time a wanton act Of mis- 
chief committed by the Bavarians in kiurning the 
large village of Zirl, rekindled the fury of the peo- 
ple. 	They obtained another victory over their in- 
vaders ; but they were soon afterwards surrounded, 
and made their last effort of despair at Brixen, 
where wives fought by the side of their husbands, 
daughters by their fathers, and sisters by their bro-
thers: they were no longer able to act collectively, 
and were hunted down by the remorseless Lefeb-
vre, who slaughtered  all thlt had distinguished 
themselves in the war. 	Hofer lived in conceal- 
ment, intending, according to circumstances, either 
to take up arms in the spring, or to retire into the 

1809. 

Austrian dominions. 	He was betrayed by a priest 
named How Donav, who, for a bribe of 600 loitis 
d'ors, guided the Trench to his hiding-place. 	Not 

'daring to provoke the indignation of the Tyrolese, 
by sacrificing him in the country which he had so 
bravely defended, they conveyed him to Mautua, 
where he was tried by a military tribunal, on the 
‘24th February, 1810, and sentenced to be shot. 
lie met his fate with firmness, rejoicing that he had Death of 
done his duty ; and his heroic death might excite "`"' 
some 	admiration 	even 	in his persecutors, 	who 
affected to detest the principles of freedom which 
they had been compelled to.  abjure. 

. 

THE pacification at Vienna was followed by some 
T '2 	 changes 
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c u A r. changes in Italy, which the emperor Francis had 
LXXXII. agreed in the treaty to recognise. 	On the 10th of 

iso9. June, the pope had excommunicated and anathe- 

The  pope 
• inatised Bonaparte, for having annexed 	papal .the brought 

as  a prisoter territories to 'his dominions. 	His holiness was hi- 
toAvignom consequence removed to Avignon as .a prisoner;  

-stripped of his external dignity;excluded from com-
munication with his cardinals, and deprived of the 
means of issuing balls, or assembling a council. Bo- 

Rome an- naparto declared Rome the-second city in the m- imed to 
the French 

,;„ 
im‘", and issued various decrees for iniproving the 

empire. government of the ecclesiastical states, in which he 
abolished the inquisition, abrogated. the temporal 
jurisdiction of the clergy, and annulled the right of 
asylum or sanctuary. 	His quarrel with the pope 
occasioned no delay in the act of policy which he 
was meditating; on the contrary it relieved him 
from the necessity of requesting a sanction for that 

. act, which be 'Was well aware must have been re- 
fused: 	On the 15th of December he assembled 

Ditorce be- 
tween Bo- 
naparte and 

the different members of his family, and the oill-
cers of' state, to whom he set forth the necessity of 

Josephine. dissolving his union with Josephine, and of pro-
viding by another marriage an heir to the throne. 

Revolution 

Josephine expressed her acquiescence, and the act 
of divorce was confirmed by the senate, who con-
timed to her the imperial title, with an annual in-
come of two millions of francs from the revenue of 
the state. 	Bonaparte either felt or affected the pro-
foundest grief in putting away a wife who had 
adorned fifteen years of his career ; he might feel 
some compunction in thus deliberately violating 
the religion which he -professed ; and fatalist as he 
was, he might fbrebode a change of fortune ; 'buf 
little did 	he suspect at this crisis that 	he 	had 
finished the last of his victorious campaigns, 

IT may now be expedient to notice some political 
in SwedenI events not 

	

	 with the  great immediately Connected 
contest which engaged the attention of all Europe. 

In 
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in Sweden, the zealous hostility of the king to the c H A P. 
continental confederacy 	formed 	by 	Bonaparte,. 
hurried him into acts so inimical to the welfare of 
his subjects, 	as 	to excite doubts respecting the 

Lxxxit, 
1809. 

'soundness of his mind. 	The discontents which 
pervaded the.kingdom.%vere aggravated by physical 
evils : 	a pestilential .disorder raged 	among the 
people ; 	the last crop 	had failed ; 	the fisheries 
proved unproductive, and apprehensions wero en-
tertained of a -famine, against which no resource• 
existed since the loss of Finland and Pomerania. 
In the beginning of March, an insurrection broke 
out artiong the troops on the frontier of Norway ; 
and an extensive conspiracy was formed among 
the nchtes.  of the capita!, at the head of whom was 
the king's uncle, the duke of Sudermania. 	To 
gain time for maturing their plot, they persuaded 
the king that the mutiny had been suppressed ; 
but on discovering that he had been deceived, he 
determined to march in person at the head of his 
guards against the insurgents. 	On the'morning of 
the 13th, as he was descending the grand stair-case 
of his palace, a party, of the conspirators, among 
whom was general Adlercreutz, advanced to meet 
him, as if in 	compliment. 	When they had ttli 
taken their preconcerted stations, Adlercreutz told 
him, that as all other means bad failed to make liim 
adopt measures consistent with the exigencies of 
the. times, 	recourse 	must be hdd to 	restraint. 

. 

'o What do you mean ?" 	said Gustavus coolly ; 
.. am I arrested ?" 	They all answered " Yes." 
lie then drew Ins sword, and attemptLd to run 

. 

Adlercreutz through the body; but the conspira. 
tors closed in, and overpowered him. 	Ile was sent ner's;:t.i'n  
as a prisoner to the palace of Drotninghohn, on an 
island about a SA edish mile to the westward of 

l' the 	g.  

Stbekholm. 	On the same day, the duke of Slider- 
mania a,suukyd the administration of the kingdom, 
as the lit— 	• 	and only branch of the ro,,, al family 

r 'Who 
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C.1-1 A r. who was of proper age, and issued a proclamation, 
.rxxxii• file incapacity of the deposed monarch. .declaring 

3809. The diet having assembled in May, elected him 
king,. under the title of Charles XIII. ; an act of 
abdication, signed by Gustavus, ,was produced ;' 
and it was declared, 	that- having forfeited 	the 
crown, he and hii issue born.and not born were for 
ever excluded from the throne and government of 
Sweden. 	A 	new 	constitution• was framed, 	by 
which the ancient rights of the different states of 
the kingdom were restored. 	The new king, being 

. without children, and far advanced in years, adopt-
ed as liis heir Christian Augustus, prince of An- . 
gustenburg. 	In the foreign relations of Sweden, 
one of the first consequences of this revolution was 
a treaty of peace with Russia, concluded on the 

C ession  o
to
r 

Finland  
Rpssia, 

17th of September, by which Finland, with its 
neighbouring islands, and part of West Bothnia, as 

• far as the river Tornea, were ceded to that power 
in perpetuity. 	The king of Sweden, avowing his 
desire to renew the most intimate relations with 
the allies of Russia, promised to adhere to the con-
tinental system, and engaged to close the ports of 
his kingdom against Great Britain; reserving, how: 
ever, *the importation of salt and colonial produce, 
which habit had rendered necessary. to the Swedes. 
The treaty with Denmark was' signed on the 10th 
of becember, but the negociations with France 
were protracted until the ensuing year. The delay 
was of little consequence, as Sweden had already 
conceded, in her treaty with Russia, all that France 
could require. 	Toward the end of December, 
Gustavus, with his family, was liberated from con-
finement, and, assuming the title of count Got-
torp, took up his residence in Switzerland. 

.War lie- IN the policy of the court of St. Petersburg, French 
tw"n RI's-  and 
Turkey. 

influence was more than ever predominant. 	Alex-
ander, for whose quarrel England engaged in war 
with Turkey, made war himself against that power, 

fOr 
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for consenting to a peace with England. The con- c II A P. 

_'__x! °Tess 	which had been assembled at Yassi, • was el 	I 
suspended, and the Russian troops, retaining pos- 	1809. • 
session ofWallachia and Moldavia, invaded Bulga-
ria under the command of prince Bagration ; theyF  

' obtained several advantages, 	and 	laid siege to 
Silistria, but after two sanguinary engagements with 
a force commanded by the grand vizir, they found 
it necessary, in the latter end of October, to re.. 
cross the Danube. Both parties were too exhausted 
for any operations of iMportance during the winter. 
• THE disputes between Great Britain4ind America State oithe 
were continued, notwithstanding the steps taken dwiistautaAme-on both sides towards an amicable adjustment. rice. 
On the election of Mr. Madison to succeed Mr; 
Jefferson . apresident, the embargo act was found thReepealwa.  
to have produced such ruin and distress, that its go. 

repeal was deemed necessary ; and a law was sub- Non-inter-
stituted, called the non-intercourse bill, which re- course.bill 

stricted the former prohibitions to the two belli- 
gerents and their dependencies. 	The government 
of Great Britain evinced their readiness to accom-
modate all differences, as far as could be clone 
without conceding her rights, by modifying the 
orders in council so as to permit neutral vessels to 
trade with any part of Europe, except France, 
Holland, and those territories in Italy which were 
under the control of France. 	They 	instrticted. Instruc- 

their envoy, Mr. David Erskine, to make this pro- rirn.sEserl"" 
posal under certain preliminary conditions : 	first, sti1Ptei  

that the American government should withdraw ninsteisr. 	- 
the proclamation of Jul) , 1807, by which our ships 
of war were interdicted from the American har-
bours, while those of France were allowed a free 
resort there ; second, that America must give up the 
pretension of carrying on any trade With the ene-
nlY's colonies, f'rom which she was excluded during 
peace ; anti third, that Great Britain must be allowed 
to captuit. all American vessels which should be 

T 4 	 fOlilld. 
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c x A P. found trading with the enemy in defiance of the LxiciKur.  . • American interdict. 	These instructions were pe- 

1809. 	' reipptory, and left him no other discretion than, 
that of complying with the wishes of the American 
gbvernment, if such wishes should be .expressed,, 
by anticipating the operation of the treaty, and 
endet,ipg that his majesty would withdraw the  
orders

)4 ._ 
of council on receiving an official note, in 

which the American government should formally 
engage to adopt the three conditions. 	In his cor-
respondence he waived 'tliNe preliminaries, and, 
announced that Great Britain would send an envoy 
extraordinary with full powers to conclude a treaty... 

Makes an 
nnauthor-
ised ar- 
rangement. 

The American secretary, judging that all was 
substantidly conceded, informed him, that such 
envoy would be received by the president with a 
disposituin correspondent to that of his Britannic 
majesty, and that in case the orders of council were 
withdrawn, a proclamation should be issued for 
opening the trade with Great Britain. 	On the 
next day, April 19th, Mr. Erskine declares him-
self authorised to assert, that the orders of council, 
as they respected America, would be withdrawn on 
the 10th of June following, and received in return 
an official declaration that the president would on 
the same day issue a proclamation for renewing the 
trade. 	The 	American government • immediately 
published the whole correspondence. 	On the re- 
ceipt of Mr. Erskine's despatches, ministers de-
clared that his conduct.was not only unauthorised 
by his instructions, but in direct contradiction to 

is recalled. them. 	He was in consequence recalled, and Mr. 
Jackson was appointed to succeed him. 	Care was 
taken that the Americans should sustain no injury 
from The confidence which they placed in the un-
ratified arrangement; and the orders of council 

. were suspended 	in favour of all American ships 
which should hare sailed for Holland between the 
19th of April and the 20th of July, by which time 

. 	 intei. 
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intelligence that the act of Mr. Erskine had been t II A P. LXXXII. disavowed might reach the United States. 	The • 
Americans declared, that in consequence of this 	1809. 
disavowal: their prohibitory laws were _ again in 
force ; and the discussions which ensued between 
their secretary and Mr. Jackson took so unfavour-
able a turn, that the latter, in consequence of a 
notification that no further communications would 
be received from him, retired from Washington to 
New York. 

THE close of this disastrous year was marked by Partial 
a partial change in tie English ministry. 	A ad2rtnir 
political misunderstanding having arisen between tics.. 
lord Castlereagh and Mr. Canning, which unhap-
pily terminated in a duel, they both resigned their Sept. 2,4 
offices, and a further vacancy soon after ensued in 
the cabinet on the retirement of the duke of Port-. 
land. 	Lord Liverpool, the only remaining secre-
tary of state, performed the business of the other 

'two departments, and conjointly with Mr. Perceval 
was instructed to communicate with earl Gray and 
lord Grenville, fir the purpose of forming an ex- 
tended and combined administration. 	Their over- 
tures being rejected, tire marquis of Wellesley was 
recalled from Cadiz, to succeed Mr. Canning as 
secretary for fbreign affairs ; lord Liverpool relin-
quished his post as home secretary to Mr. Ryder, 
and undertook the war-department ; lord Palmer- 
stone became secretary at war ; 	and 	Mr. Per- 
ceval united the office of first lord of the treasury 
with that of chancellor of the exchequer. 	By these. 
changes it was calculated that government gained 
rather than lost, since the members who retired 
could not coalesce with the opposition, and the 
accession of time marquis Wellesley raised them 
COnsiderably in the public estimation. 

GRIEvEn, though not utterly dispirited by the Jubilee. 
gloom?' 	al, k ct 	of 	affairs 	abroad, 	and 	sick of 
officia dissensions and cabals, the people of Great 

Britain 
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C H A ls. 

.. 	. 
Britain heartily concurred in a public testimony of 

L3P'ZII.  affeCtiOhl to their venerable monarch, who on the 
ifoo.; Q5th of 04ctober, commenced the fiftieth year of 

his reign; 	The. day. was celebrated as'a jubileeo, 
with thanksgivings, _feasts, illuminations,' and: the 
liberation of 'captives imprisoned for debt. 	Theie 
loyal demonstrations were mingled -With. a deep 
sympathy for the_ 'king, now labouring under • the 
infirmities. bf age, and afflicted. with almost total 
blindriesS, yet engaged 	in ' war against a power 
Which had shaken "every throne in Europe 'but his- 
'Own: 	The general Wish Was, that a more efficient 
adniinistiati9n might aid his majesty in sustaining 
the bUrthen and cares of government. 

zCptture 
an 

 of.  
oe  

otbef Ioni- 
1  hi the Mediterranean an expedition, consisting 

of a squadron from Lord Collingwood'a fleet, with 
an islands.. _a 

The septa. 

detachment from the' army in Sicily under .bri-
cradier-general Oswald, took the islands of .Zante, 

ephalonia, Ithaca, and' Cerigo. 	After.  this cap- 
insular re.; 
republic 
restored: 

I* tore, -die republic of the Idnian islands Was-restored. 
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CHAP. LXXXIII. 
Meeting of parliament. — Enquiry into the Walcheren expe-

dition. — Resignation of the earl of Chatham. —Exclusion 
of strangers during the enquiry. — Imprisonment of Gale 
Jones and sir F. Burdett.— Budget. — Catholic question. 
— Measures for procuring a general abolition of the slave 
trade. — Affair of captain Warwick Lake.— Instance of 
official delinquency.—Motion of earl Grey on the state of 
the nation. — Successes intMe IVest Indies and the Adriatic. 
6—Disturbances at Madras.—Conquest of the Spice Islands. 
—Of the isles of Bourbon and Mauritius. — Marriage of 
Bonaparte with an Austrian princess.— Holland united to 
France. — Other annexations.—Death of theprince royal 
of Sweden, and election of Bernadotte as heir to the crown. 
— Successes of the Russians against the Turks.— Progress 
of Me French in tlw south of Spain.—Siege of Cadiz.— 
Attempt 	to rescue Ferdinand.— Events  in the east of 
Spain' —in -the south.—Campaign on the Portuguescfrontier. 
—Pak of Ciudad Rodrigo and Almeida. — Lord Welling-
ton's retreat. — Battle ofBusaco. — Position of the allies at 
Torres Vedras, and.of the French it Santarem. — Proceed-
ings of the Cortes at Cadiz. — New regency appointed. — 
Guerrillas: — 4/fairs of the Spanish colonies. —Diprences 
still subsistingbetween Great Britain and the United States. 

AT the meeting of parliament, on the 2(1 of c H A p.  

January, the principal topic of the speech LXX X111. 
delivered by his majesty's commissioners, was the 	 1810. 
late expedition to the Scheldt. 	In the first week of Meeting of 
the session, lord Porchester moved for an inquiry PEarliain.  °It' 
into the policy and conduct of that expedition, by inrth7 
a committee Of the whole house, and the motion cw.ptitlorenn . 
was carried against ministers, by a majority of 195 
to 186. 	An address to the king was afterwards 
voted, for 	copies 	of instructions 	to 	the 	com- 
manders, 	and 	for other papers ; 	and 	a secret 
Committee %% as appointed to examine such con-
fidential COlumumeations pn the subject as were of 

a na. 
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C 11 A P. a nature improper to be made public. 	When these LXxxlit. do.cuments were laid before parliament, there was 
islo. 	. found aincing them a copy of the earl of Chatham's 

statement of his proceedings, dated the '15th of 
October, 1809, but presented to the king on the 
14th of February, 1810. 	The tenour of the nar- 
rative was to impute blame to the naval part of the 
expedition, and it excited strong animadversions 
from the members in opposition. 	In a subsequent 
examination before the committee, lord Chatham 
was asked if this was the only memorial on the 
expedition which he had presented to the king ; but 
he declined any answer to the question. 	On the 
following day, (Feb. 2g.) an address was voted to 
his majesty, on the motion of Mr. Whitbread, 
requesting that there might be laid before the 
house, copies of all papers concerning the expedi-
tion submitted to him at any time by the earl of 
Chatham. 	In the answer to the address, it was 
intimated, that his majesty had received the report. 
on the 15th of January, and had kept it until the 
10th of February, when, in consequence of the 
earl's wish to make some alterations, it had been 
returned to him. 	The report, as altered, was again 
tendered on the 14th, when his majesty directed it 
to be delivered to his secretary.  of state : he had 
kept no copy of k, nor had any other paper relative 
to the expedition been submitted to him by the 
earl of Chatham. 	Being again examined, the earl 
could not take upon himself to recollect the passage 
requiring alteration, or to state its substance. 	On 
the  2d of March, Mr. Whitbread moved two re-
solutions ; the first, stating the facts of the case, and 
the second, censuring the earl's conduct, as au 
abuse of his privilege of access to the sovereign, 
which atli-ded au example most pernicious, in its 
tendency to his 	majesty's 	service, 	and to the 
general service of the state. 	The previous question 
being moved, was rejected. by 221 against 188. 

The 
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The first resoltition being then carried, Mr. Whit- c H A P. 
bread assented to an amendment of the. second, Lxxxur. 
proposed by Mr. Canning. 	The next measure 	uno. 
would have been an address, praying his; majesty to Resign. 

ation of the remove lord Chatham from his councils• but this , 	 earl of Cha- the 	earl prevented, 	by 	resigning 	his 	office 	of them. 
master-general of the ordnance. 	On the 26th, the 
resolutions moved by lord Porchester, condemning 
the policy and conduct of the expedition, were 
negatived, 	after 	four 	nights' 	debate ; 	and 	the 
amendments moved by general Crawford, approving 
the . grounds on which* ministers undertook the 
expedition, 	and their motives for delaying the 
evacuation of Walelicren, were carried. 

Iv the course of these debates, the public atten. Exclusion 
tion was diverted from the main question by n  of strangers 

`-` during the 
series of occui:rences wholly unexpected. 	On the enquiry. 
*day preceding the enquiry, Mr. Yorke gave notice 
that he should move the standing order of the 
house for the exclusion of strangers. 	When that 
measure had been carried.into effect, Mr. Sheridan 
moved that a committee of privileges should be 
appointed to 	consider 	the standing order : 	his 
motion was negatived, and in the debate on this 
question, Mr. Windham made some strictures on 
the practice of reporting, debates in the newspapers. 
His conduct, and that of Mr. Yorke, became the 
subject of much conversation among the people., 
On the 21st of February, John Gale Jones, the Imprison-
manager of• a debating society, was committed to mze

t 
j
o
o
f

n e s. 
 

Newgate for having publi,,hed a placard, which the 
house of commons pronounced to be a gross breach 
of its privileges. 	On the Nth of March, sir Francis Sir F. Bur- 
Burdett made a motion for the discharge of Jones, d

m
e
i
t
t
t
t 
 :In  

to
- 

which was negatived. 	Ile printed the argument the Tower, 
used by him on this occasion, in Cobbett's weekly 
Register, and introduced it by 

e 1) inn. the 	
a letter to his con- 

stituents,  d 	n 	power of the house of coin- 
mons to Imp .1,,  on  the people of England. 	lie was 
committed to the 'l'o'wer on the filth of April, by 

virtue 
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C H A P. 
Lxxxiii. virtue of a warrant issued by the speaker, and was 

confined-there until the rising of parliament. 
1810. . 	THE supplies voted for the year were 52,185,000/. 

Budget of which the Irish proportion was 6,106,0001.leaving 
for Great Britain 46,079,000/. 	Among the ways 

. and means were the war-taxes, estimated at nineteen 
millions and a half, and a loan of eight millions at 
4/. 4s., 3:id. Fer cent., 	terms even more favour- 
able than those of the preceding year. 	The annual 
charge to be provided for was 970,8834 	It was 
proposed to Meet this charge from the surplus of 
the consolidated fund, which, owing to the-ad-
ditions and regulations made in the stamp duties, 
in 	1808, 	was unexpectedly great. 	The foreign 
subsidies were 400,000/. for Sicily, and 980,0001. foy 
'Portugal ; and a vote of credit was passed for three 
millions. 	Mr. Percevnl expressed his satisfaction in 
the growing prosperity of the finances. 	IIe ob- 
served that the official value of the imports was 
nearly five 	millions more than in the most pro- 
sperous year of peace ; that the exports of ou.E 
manufactures exceeded in amount those of 1802, 
by eight millions ; and that though there was 	a 
diminution of nearly four millions in the exports of 
foreign goods, yet the average was highly favour- 
able to the country. 	He added, that the orders of, 
council had already reduced t'he receipts of the 

,customs in France from two and a half millions to 
half a million, being a diminution of four-fifths of 
their whole amount. 

e athoih, 
PeAti ry eted.ticms  

THE petitions from the Catholics, presented by 
Mr. Grattan to the commons, and by the earl of' 
Donoughmore to the lords, gave rise to a pro-
tracted discussion ; but were rejected in both houses 
by considerable 	majorities. 	Several 	measures of 
reform, proposed by members in opposition, ex- 
perienced a similar fate. 	A bill, 	introduced by 
Mr. Bankes fbr rendering perpetual the act pre-
venting the grant of Offices in reversion, was reject-
ed by the lords.Mr. Brand's motion for a com- 

16 	 mittee 
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mittee to Inquire into the state of the represent- c I/ A P. 
ation of the people in parliament, and into the LXXXiii.  
means of rendering it complete, was negatived by a ism 
great majority. 	Various alterations were proposed 
by sir Samuel Romilly in the criminal code; and it 
was unanimously resolved, that the subject of his mo-
tion respecting penitentiary houses should be taken 
into consideration in the next session. 

' 

ON the subject of the slave-trade, addresses were 
voted in both houses, ma the motion of lord Hol- 

meazre, 
for procur- 

land and Mr. Brougham, beseeching his majesty raulzstroe; 
to persevere in his endeavours to induce foreign 
nations to co-operate in the abolition of that de- 
testable traffic. 	Mr. Brougham, with great ability 
and eloquence, exposed the practices of certain per-
sons even in this country, who carried on that traffic 
in a clandestine and fraudtilent manner; and a 
resolution proposed by him was unanimously adopted, 
fbr taking into consideration early in the next ses-
sion such measures as might tend to prevent five 
daring violations of the law. 	 • 

of th
e.  
e slave-

rad 

Amolio the miscellaneous affairs brought before Affair or 
parliament there was one which strongly excited 
the public indignation. 	From a communication 
made to Mr. Bragge Bathurst, and by him im-
parted to the house of commons, it appeared that 
captain Warwick Lake, when commander of the 

rapt. War-
wick Lake. 

 

Recruit, had thought fit to punish a seaman, named 
Jefferies, accused of theft, by placing him on the 
uninhabited island of Sombrero. 	An inquiry was 
instituted by the lords of the admiralty ; and cap-
tain Lake, being tried by a court martial, was sen-
tenced to he dismissed from his majesty's service. 
hy accounts received from America, it was found 
that 	,lvt4Ties, after 	remaining nine days on the 
island, had been rescued from a lingering death 
by a vessel belonging to the United states. 

. 

A FL kGli 1 v r instance of public delinquency „ as  I 	
ia c

taa
l 

 ced 
e. ffi

ns 	A. 
disclosed in the twtlfth report of the comtnisionerS 
of military enquiry, ti:oin which it appeared that 

o'iiquenq 

Joseph 
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c H A I. Joseph Hunt, esq. M; P. and late treasurer of the 
Lxxxiii. board.of ordnance, had been guilty of a violation of 

isio. the act of the 46th of his majesty, for regulating 
the office of treasurer of the 	ordnance, 	and 	of 
misapplyifig certain suing' of public money whilst 
lit held that office. 	On the motion of Mr. Cal.: 

'crdft, it was unanimously resolved, that fok those 
offences Mr. Hunt' should be expelled from •the • 
house of commons. 	The defaulter, on the plea of 
ill health, had emigrated 41 Lisbon. 

Motion of Toivnans the close of the session an elaborate 
earl Grey 
on 	 Grey 
of the na. 

speech  speech on the state of the nation was made in the 
house of lords by earl Grey, who proposed a series 

flu.. of resolutions in the form of an address to his 
majesty, tending to recommend a system of policy 
essentially' different from that of the existing ad- 
ministration. 	After a reply from the earl of Liver-
pool the address was rejected by 131 votes against 
72. 	On the 21st of June, parliament was prorogued. 

Successes THE British arms were crowned with new triumphs 
in the West over the colonies and insular possessions of the 
Indies. enemy. 	In the West Indies Guadaloupre stiffen- 
Capture of 
Guade-
loupe and 

dered on 'the .5th of February, to a combined force 
under sir George Beckwith and admiral sir ALA- 

st. Eusta- 
tius. ander Cochrane ; and this conquest was followed 

by the reduction of tlfe isles of St. Martin and St. 

Capture of 

Eustatius. 	In the Mediterranean, a force under 
brigadier-general Oswald, aided by the Magni-
ficent, ship of war, commanded by captain Eyre, 
attacked the Ionian island of Santa Maura, carried 

San 	. Santa ura. the fortress -by storm, and made prisoners the 
French garrison, consisting of 700 men. 

Disturb- IN India preparations were made for reducing 
awes at  madras. all the establishments of the French to the east-

ward of the Cape Of Good Hope ; but they were fig 
some time retarded by disturbances of an alarming 
nature at Madras, occasioned by certain refionis 
introduccd 	into 	the 	military system. 	Of the 
progress* and termination of those disturbances a 
detail cannot here be attempted ; they were, in a  

great 
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great measure suppressed on the arrival of lord 
Minto, as governor-general, who adopted timely 

c n A P. 
LXXXIII. 

 
1810. precautions for the complete restoration of tran- 

quality. 	On the 17th of February, the Dutch set- conquest  
Clement of Amboyna, with its dependent islands, 
surrendered to a squadron .from Madras under 
captain Tucker ; and Banda Neiva, the chief of 
the Spice Islands, was taken in August by captain 

3fsit.pice  

• 

Cole, by an exploit pf uncommon gallantry and 
hardihood. 	Before the close of the year, the isles of the isles 
of Bourbon and Mauritius, which had so long en- 
abled the enemy to annoy our trade, were sub- 
clued by a combined force from Madras and the 

ao.rditata 
ties. 

Cape of Good Hope; but the splendour of the 
conquest was somewhat dimmed by the previous 
loss of four frigates, the Sirius, Magicienne, Ne- 
reide, and Iphigenia. 	The French had not long 
to boast of this accidental advantage, for the ex-
pedition terminated in their total exchision from 
the Indian seas. 

IN Europe, the late rivalry between France and marriage 
Austria was strangely terminated by a marriage 
between Bonaparte and the archduchess Maria 

PfartBeTt; 
an Austrian 

Louisa, a daughter of the emperor Francis. It took 
place in the month of March, and was celebrated 
at Paris with much pomp and festivity. 	This alli- 
ance was regarded in a moral view, as adulterous ; 
in a political view, as most unwise. 	It could not 
fail to excite the suspicions of Russia, the appre-
hensions of the German confederacy, • and the 
jealousy of Bavaria, while it tended to mortify the 
vain-glorious spirit of the great nation itself'. 	So 
secure, however, did Bonaparte deem himself in the 
attachment of his soldiers, that he pursued without 
relaxation his former schemes of foreign and do- 
mestic policy. 	Their revolutionary ardour, which 
had won his early victories, might be chilled by 
the presence of another queen from the house 
of Austria ; Lot he made them feel that the) mug 

princess. 

VOL. vt. 	 o 	 eithev 
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C II A P. either maintain and extend his conquests, or be 
LXXXIII. conquered themselves. 	SoOn after his marriage, 

he provoked his brother Louis to resume his station /810. 
H olland to  . united  as a private citizen, and united Holland to France. 
France. He 	appitpriated the Manse-towns, 	and placed 

Hamburg, Bremen, and Lubeck, among .the num- 
- ter of cities, whose mayors were to be present at 

the oath of fealty, on' the coronation of the French 
emperors. 	The Valais was united to France, and 

Other 
annex- 
ations. 

called the department- of tire Simplon. 	He annexed, 
Hanover to the kingdom of Westphalia, governed 
by his brother Jerome. 	Part of the Tyrol, which 
had fbrmerly been given to the king of Bavaria, 
was ttansferred.to the kingdom of Italy, and called 
the department of the Upper Adige. 	The Roman 
Stites were divided into two departments of the 
same kingdom, and called Rome and Thrasimene. 
In all the territories under the sway of France, the 
conscription law 	was established in its utmost 
rigour, and the decrees against commerce were en- 
forced with unprecedented severity. 	Dealers in 
prohibited goods were branded in the forehead,- and 
condemned to hard labour for ten years : the pro- 

English hibited goods were burnt, and the piles of merchan- 
uterchan. 
dise burnt. 

Despotism 

(use thus destroyed in the public squares, were di 
recorded in the French journals as so many tri- 
umphs over the trade of Great Britain. 	The 
impolicy of these violent measures was so glaring, 
that it drew forth a remonstrance from Fouche,. 
who was in consequence sent into exile as governor 
of Rome, and was succeeded by Savary in the mi,  
nistry of police. 	New measures were adopted by 

of Bona- 
parte. 

the French government for restraining the liberty 
of the press ; and it was decreed that there should 
be only one newspaper published in.  each of the de-
partments, excepting that of the Seine ' • and that 
all those provincial newspapers should be seve- 
rally 	subject 	to 	the 	authority 	of the prefects. 
in  Paris, a regulation was established, which en- 

abled 
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abled the minister of police to extend his inquisitioii 
into 

	

	families:, 	All persons of both sexes private 
c n A P. 
LXXXI u.  

engaged, or desirous to be engaged h domestic 
service, were registered, and it was declared unlaw-
fill to employ them, without requiring a certificate 
of the registry, which was to be renewed on every 
change of situation. 	Servants in families were 
thus liable to be converted into spies of the govern-
men t. 

una 

WHILE Bonaparte was thus forging new chains Death of 
for the French people, an event occurred which ti4alrir 

rs7yea:n. seemed to favour his projects of foreign domination. 
On the 29th of May, the prince of Augustenburg, 
the elect&d heir of the Swedish monarchy, fell from 
his horse while reviewing some hussar regiments 
near Helsioborg, and died immediately. 	The po- 
pulace ascribed his death to poison, and fixed their 
suspicions on 	count Axel Fersen, whom 	they 
murdered on the 20th of June, while he was at- 
tending the funeral. 	A diet was assembled at 
Orebro, for the election of another successor to the 
throne. 	One party in the state wished to restore 
the son of Gustavus. 	The friends of Russia pro- 
posed the prince of Oldenburg, brother-in-law to 
the •emperor 	Alexander. • The other candidates Election or 

Berdo 
to
tte were, the king of Denmark, and the French mar- heir 

shal Bernadotte, who offered to the state a loan of the crown. 
three millions of francs, at four ,per cent., the inter- 
est to be applied to national purposes. 	The old 
king recommended him, and he was elected. 	In 
entering upon his new functions, he found that all 
parties in Sweden were desirous to avoid a declar-
ation of war against England, upon which France 
peremptorily insisted. 	Bernadotte found it impo- 
litic 	to 	resist 	their wishes, 	and he carried this 
conciliatory disposition so far as to vex and mortify 
his late master. 	In a conference with Lagerbjelke, 
the Swedish minister at Paris, Bonaparte declared 
that the election of Bernadotte had alone restrained 

v 9. 	
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c n A P. his resentment against the court of Stockholm, for 
"XXIII' the last three months. 	" I knew," he added, " bow 

081a to provideagainst the hatred of Gustavus; he was 
• • my declared enemy; while the present government 

has only sought my friendship for the purpose of reco-
vering Finland, an event which will never take place. 
It has moreover continued to trade with Great Britain 
in contravention of the treaty made with France,' 
and permitted colonial produce to be introduced for 
the purpose of being afterwards re-exported to the 
continent. 	In consequence of all this, my minister 
at Stockholm .has orders to demand that war be de- 

. dared against England:that English manufactures 
be burnt, and that colonial produce be subjected 
to a duty of fifty per cent. ; and in case of refusal 
lie must quit Stockholm immediately. .It is I who 
order it : such is my pleasure." 	On being told 
that some oC these measures could not be taken 
without convoking the states of the realm, he re-
plied, " let me hear no more of these silly laws of 
Sweden ;" and whenever the minister attempted to 
make any further reply, he was abruptly bidden to 

Sweden hold his tongue. 	These haughty demands being 
compelled 
to declare supported by Russia and Denmark, the court of 
war against Stockholm reluctantly consented to order the se- 
England  questration of English property, and to declare war 

against England ; but those measures effected no 
perceptible change,in the relations of the two coun- 
tries. 	Their interests were mutual: Sweden re-
quired support against her powerful neighbour ; 
and England felt the importance of maintaining so 
strong a barrier in the north. 

Successes ANOTHER sanguinary campaign was fought be- 
of the Rus- 
suns 
against the 

tween the Russians and the Turks,' 	in which, after 
sustaining some reverses, the former became mas- 

Turks. ters of all the strong places on the right bank of the 
Danube, from its mouth, to one hundred leagues up- 
ward. 	The Servians, under Czerni George, also 
gained'several victories. Negotiations for peace were 

opened, 
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opened, but Russia demanded larger cessions than c H A P. 
the Pprte was disposed to grant, and during the Lxxxill• 
discussions both parties renewed their exertions 	1810. 

for carrying on the war. 
IN Spain the invaders having received strong thPrInFre::: 

reinforcements, pursued their operations on an ex- ineth:south 
tended scale. 	The main 'army, commanded by or Spain. 
Souit, under whose oilers were placed generals 
Victor, Mortier, and Sebastiani, forced the passes 
of the Sierra Morena on the 20th of January ;. and 
the head-quarters of Joseph Bonaparte were esta- 
blished on. the following day at Baylen. 	.Sebas- 
tiani, with his division, over-ran Grenada, and took 
possession of Malaga. 	Victor occupied Seville on 
the 10th of February, the supreme junta assembled 
there having previously retired to the isle of Leon, 
near Cadiz. 	This last refuge of Spanish independ- 
ence had been exposed to the greatest danger 
through their vacillation or treachery, and it was 
saved by a rapid march of the duke of Albuquerque' 
at the head of 8000 men, from Estremadura. 	Ar- 
riving at Cadiz on the 3d, he found that the junta 
had been deposed, and the supreme authority 
vested in a regency until the meeting of the cortes. 
The government of the city was entrusted to a 
local junta. 	Vigorous preparations were 	now 
made tbr defence : all persons capable of bearing 
arms 	were enrolled ; 	reinforcements of British 
troops were received from Lisbon and Gibraltar .; 
and the Spanish fleet, amounting to twenty sail of 
the line, was moored in the harbour under the di-
rection of the British admiral Purvis, who brought 
in his own squadron. 	When the French appeared Siege of. 
before Cadiz, Victor sent a summons to the junta, Cadiz.  
informing them that he was ready to receive their 
submission to king Joseph. 	An answer was re:. 
turned, declaring, that they acknowledged no one 
as king of `paid hut Ferdinand VII. 	Soult sent a 
similar summons to the duke of Albuquerque, in- 

u 8 	 siirnating 
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c H A P. sinuating that the design of the English was to LXXXIII. 
----- seize Cadiz for. themselves. 	The duke treated this 

insidious slander with the contempt which it de- 
served ; 	informed the French general that the 

1810. 

Spaniards had gratefully accepted the friendship 
of the English, and that Cadiz had nothing to 
fear from an army of 100,000 men. 	The French 
occupiarthe shores of the liay, fortified their own 
position, and endeavoured to annoy the shipping 
and the town ; but they did not venture a regular 
attack upon the isle of Leon. 	Fort Matagorda, 
fronting 	the isthmus 	connecting that' isle with 
Cadiz, was bravely defended for two months by a 
body of British soldiers and sailors ; and when the 
enemy obtained possession of it, their heavy artil-
lery planted- there was fiu- from producing the 
effect that was' expected. 

Attempt to IN the month of April an attempt was made to. 
rescue Fez.- 
dinand 

• rescue Ferdinand f'rom his imprisonment in France. 
from capti- vay, The agent employed was a ypung Irishman, named 

Kelly, 	who had acquired some 	knowledge 	of 
Spanish aiiiiirs while acting in 	time capacity Of tra- 
veller for a mercantile house in London, which had 
an establishment at Madrid. 	Having made a plau- 
sible statement of his qualifications for accomplish-
ing the enterprise, lie was furnished with finids, 
which, on his al-1i\ al in France, he expended on a 
splendid equipage, 	and made a figure at Paris 
under the title of Charles Leopold baron de Kolli. 
The police suffered him to proceed to the castle of 
Valency', where his papers were seized, and published 
by order of Bonaparte. 

Events in IN Catalonia, 	the 	French 	under 	Augereau 
the east of  Spain. waged a war of extermination against the patriots. 

O'Donnell, who had collected a considerable force, 
was defeated on the plain of Vich after an obsti-
nate engagement, and was compelled to retreat in 
the direction of Tarragona. 	The castle of Hos-
talrich, seven leagues from Gerona, on the way to 

Bar- 
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Barcelona, was besieged by a division under Maz- c ii  A  p

. 
 

zuchelli i 	after a brave 	resistance 	during four LXXXIII. 

months, the greater part of the garrison fought 
their way through the enemy's lines by night, and 
joined their friends 	who 	were 	rallying under 

1810. 

0.'Donnell. ' The 	important fortresses of Lerida 
and Mequinenza were reduced in June ; but Tor_ 
tosa, 	which was besieged immediately afterwards, 
did not surrender until-  the commencement of the 
following year. 	Valencia, 	for 	the 	surprise 	of 
which a plan was concerted between Suchet and 
some traitors within the city, was defended by a 
brother of the marquis of Romana, don Jose Caro, 
who routed a French division that had taken pos-
session of the suburb of Murviedro, and compelled 
them to decamp, leaving most of their plunder 
behind them. 	Toward the close of the year the 
Catalans had to deplore the absence of their brave 
leader  O'Donnell, who being severely wounded, 
was obliged to retire 4o Majorca. 
- 	IN the south of Spain, the French were incessantly in the 

harassed by a desultory warfare, which the patriots south. 
maintained in concert with their allies. 	A force 
of six thousand men, stationed at Ronda, was sur-
prised by a detachment. of Spanish troops from 

. 

Algeciras, under, general Lacy, and fled 	in dis- 
order, 	leaving 	a 	large 	quantity of arms 	and 
ammunition, which were distributed among the • mountaineers of Alpujarras. 	The spirit of resist- 
ance having extended to the frontiers of Murcia, 
Sebastiani was ordered to march into that province: 
he encountered a Spanish force of about se% enteen 
thousand men, w ho, after a number of petty actions, 
were compelled to retire to Alicante, from whence 
they detached li)ur thousand to Carthagena. 	In 
August a French force, posted at Moguer, in the 
pro% ince of Seville, was expelled by a body of Spa-
niards and I' li I iih, who, on the appi each °fa host& 
reinforcement, rettunM to Cadiz. 	Another e‘pe- 

t 	1 	 dition, 
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c Tr A r• dition, undertaken against Malaga in October, prov- 
I-xxxiii* ed unsuccessful, and lord Blaney, who commanded 
iso the troops, was taken prisoner. 	These enterprises 

distracted the attention of the French generals, and 
obliged them to weaken their force by sending de-
tachments to the various points that were menaced 
with attack by sea, or were exposed to the sudden 

Campaign 
on the Por-
tuguese • 
frontier. 

• 

incursions of the mountaineers. 	Meantime the Bri-
tish commander,who after the victory of Talavera, 
had been raised to the peerage with the title of 
viscount Wellington, was engaged in the defence 
of Portugal, against the most formidable invasion 
with which that country had ever been threatened. 
The army collected for its subjugation, amounting 
to eighty thousand men, was entrusted to Massena. 
He arrived' to take the command on the 03d of 
June, when Ney and Junot were besieging Ciudad 

The French 
take Ciu-
dad Rodri. 
g'',  

Rodrigo. 	After a determined resistance, the gar-
rison of that fortress proposed terms of capitula-
tion, which being verbally agreed to, the French 

,to-Ok possession of the town. 	Massena treated not 
only the garrison, but the civil officers of the go-
vernment as prisoners of war, and marched them 
to Salamanca, in company with the governor, who 
alone was permitted to retain his horse. Almeidawag 
next besieged ; and the same causes which render-
ed it impossible for lord Wellington to relieve 
Ciudad Rodrigo, made it necessary that he should 
trust this fortress also to its own means of degnce. 
The works had been repaired, and the garrison, ccn-
sisting of about five thousand men, was commanded 
by brigadier Cox, an English officer in the Portu- 
gueze service. 	Massena opened his trenches on 
the night ofthe 15th of August. 	'While a false at- 
tack was made on the north pf the town; two thou-
sand men dug the first parallel to a depth of three 
feet; and on the 9,6th, at five in the morning, 
eleven batteries, mounted with sixty-five pieces of 
cannon, opened their fire. The expectation of 	long 

and 
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and vigorous defence was disappointed by a dread- c 1-1 A P. 
ful accident ; for, on .the following night the large "'I' 
powder magazine in the citadel, with two smaller 
ones contiguous to it, blew up. 	In this tremendous 
explosion, more than half the artillerymen, a great 
number of the garrison, and many . of the inha-
bitants perished : a great number of the guns were 
dismounted, and, with the exception of thirty-nine 
barrels ofpowder in the laboratoryand some cartridges 
for immediate use, the whole of the ammunition was 
destroyed. 	Massena was now enabled to dictate 
terms of capitulation ; the garrison were made 

1810. 

and AI - 
jirisoners of War, with the exception of the militia, 
for whom it was stipulated, that after having depo- 
sited their 	arms, 	they 	should 	return 	to their 
homes, and not serve during the war. Twelve•  hun-
dred of them were afterwards pressed into the 

meian- 

French service as pioneers. 
DURING these sieges, the allied army was posted Lord wa- 

in the province of Beira, between Viseu and G uarda. ! Ictutmlnces 
After the fall of Almeida, lord Wellington concen- 
trated his forces, and penetrating the designs of his 
antagonist, commenced a deliberate 	retreat 	on 

his retreat. 

Coimbra. 	In this retrograde movement the soldiers 
suffered 	no 	privations, and underwent no un- 
necessary fatigue; 	the inhabitants retired under 
their protection, and assisted them in breaking up 

destroying mills, bridges, 	 and laying waste the 
country. 	Massena advanced through a wilderness; 
he complained that women, 	children, and 	old 
men all fled before him, and that not even a guide 
was to be procured. 	In the town of Celorico he• 
found only two inhabitants, and nothing but bare 
Walls. 	his aim was to make himself master of 
Coimbra and 	its fertile district, for the refresh- 
ment of his exhausted army, and with this view he 
crossed and recrossed the Alondego ; 	but lord 
Wellington still interposed, and on the 26th of Sep-
tember posted the Bri t ish and Portuguese army on 

the 
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C H A P: the ridge of the Serra de. Busaco. 	Massena, by 
LXxxin. turnip°.

b 
 the left of the position, might have reached 

ism 	Coimbra by a circuitous route, but he determined 
Battle of 	to:give battle. 	At six in the morning of the 27th, 
Busaco. he ordered two attacks to be made, 	one to the 

right, and the. other to the left of the highest point 
of the Serra. 	One division of French infantry ad- 
vanced to the top of the ridge, and was driven back 
with the bayonet; another division farther on the 
right, was repulsed on the ascent. 	Of three divi- 
sions which made the attack on the left, only one 
advanced toward the summit, when it was charged.  
with the bayonet, and driven down with immense 
loss. 	In this action the Portuguese troops behaved 
so gallantly, as to extort the admiration of the 
hostile general Junot, who said, that lord Welling-
ton had adopted the stratagem of disguising Eng- 
lishhien in Portuguese unifbrms. 	The loss of the' 
allies in this action was 197 killed,. 1005 wounded, 
and 57 prisoners : the French left 2000 dead on the 
field, and lost 287 prisoners, among whom were 
general Simon, .3 colonels, and 33 officers. 	They 
made no attempt to renew the attack, but took the 
circuitous route toward Coimbra. 	Lord Welling- 
ton withdrew frornBusaco, and moved to the south 
of the Mondego, with the whole army, excepting 
the advanced guard, which remained in Coimbra, 
to give time for the inhabitants to remove them- 
selves and their effects. 	After their departure, the 
few provisions that remained were thrown into the 
river, and all else was destroyed that could be of 
use to the invaders. 	Lord 'Wellington continued 
his retreat, and fell back upon Leiria, while general 
Hill, with his corps, retired by way of Espinhal 
upon Thomar. 	The army halted on the 4th of 
October. 	Massena, leavino.b  his hospital at Conn- 
bra, advanced in pursuit through a country aban-
doned by its inhabitants : his Yiltn,,°.ry troops Ni, ele encouraged with the hope of driving  the 	4  b  13 flor h 

into 
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into the sea, and of plundering Lisbon ; but to C H A P. 
their astonishment and • Mortification they found L  XXXIIL 

themselves compelled to halt before Torres Ve- 1810. 

dras, about thirty miles from the capital, where Position of 
their adversaries took up 	a 	position, 	naturally Torres ve- 
strong, and by art rendered impregnable. 	The 
lines extended from the sea on one side to the Ta-
gus on the other; and while the British and Portu-
guese entered them, Itomana, according to a pre- 
concerted arrangement, 	brought his army from 

dras' 

Estremadura to co-operate in their defence. Before 
these lines Massena was now obliged to post him-
self, and the first intelligence which he received 
was, that colonel Trant, at the head of the Portu-
guese militia, had taken prisoners the 5000 French 
whom he left at Coimbra, and was advancing to 
Ourem in his rear ; the garrison of Peniche, and 
the Portuguese general Bacellar, 	from 	Midas, 
annoyed his right flank ; Abrantes was garrisoned 
behind him, and Silveira cut off his communication 
with Castile. 	After remaining a month with his mass.e 
right at Sobral, and his left upon the Tagus in ti:tk ,;),(a'si 
front of the British lines, he was constrained, on 
the 14th of November, to seek better quarters for 
the winter, by falling back upon Santarem. 	The 
division under general Hill was then sent across 
the Tagus to watch hi4 movements, while the rest 
of the army took up a position on the river Mayor,. 
lord Wellington's head-quarters being at Cartaxo. 

rem. 

Massena fortified himself in his new station, while 
awaiting his promised reinforcements.. 	Gardanne 
at one time had nearly effected a junction with him 
on the left of the Zezere, but he made a precipi-
tate retreat to the frontier, and late in December 
united himself with 1)rouet, who having now aug-
mented his fin-ce to about 15,000 men, entered 
Portugal by time valley of the Mondego, and fixing 
his 	bead-quam tors at Leiria, 	formed a 	line %%Alt 
Alassena, extenmling from the sea to Punhete on the 

Tagus. 
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C H A P. Tagus. 	Such was the state of the opposing armies 
LXXXIII. until the close of the year.- . 

isio. • WHILE the Spanish monarchy was plundered and 
Proceed- insulted by its invaders, the people persevered in 
ings of the 
cortes at asserting their ancient rights ; and the election of 
Cadiz. constitutional representatives was carried on even 

in districts occupied by the French. 	On the 24th 
of September, the general and 	 cortes, ,extraordinary 
in whom the sovereign power was declared to re- 
side, commenced their proceedings at Cadiz. They 
renewed the oath of fealty to Ferdinand VII. of 
Bourbon, as their true . and lawfid king, and de- 
clared null and void the cession of the crown 
which he had made to Napoleon Bonaparte, not 
only because of the violence which accompanied 
that iniquitous transaction, but principally because 
the consent of the nation was wanting. 	They 
declared alsd, that the persons to whom they should 
delegate the executive power in the absence of 
their king Ferdinand VII. were responsible to the 
nation during the time of their administration, ac- 
cording to the laws. 	They authorised the mem- 
bers of the council of regency to continue to ex- 
ercise the executive power under the same title, 
until the cortes should appoint a government, which 

New re- they might deem more convenient. 	On the 28th 
agp

o
po
n
led. 

 of October a new regency was appointed, consist- 
ing of general Blake, then commanding the army 
of the centre, don Pedro Agar, a naval captain, 
and don Gabriel Ciscar, governor of Carthagena. 
Among the measures which evinced the liberal 
spirit of the cortes was a decree for secuiing the 
liberty of the press, and freedom of discussion on 
all subjects except religion. 	A n 	ordinance was 
also enacted, .by which no member, during the 
exercise of his functions, and for a year afterwards, 
was permitted to solicit or accept for himself or 
any other person, any pension, reward, honour, 
or distinction from the execiiti‘ e power. 

DLIRD:,c 
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DURING this year, the French made great but c H A P. 

unavailing efforts to destroy the Guerrillas,, which, 1.XXXIII.  
in proportion as the regular troops were dispersed, 	1810. 

grew daily more formidable in every part of Spain. tsehervGicueLl 
The services which these patriotic bands performed las. 
in cutting off escorts or convoys, recovering'plun-
der, and intercepting dispatches, were too mul-
tifarious to be here detailed, and it may suffice to 
mention a few of their principal leaders, and the Their chief. 
districts in which they signalised themselves. 	Don taus. 
Ventura Ximenes extended his incursions from ximenes., 
Badajoz to Toledo; don Julian Sanchez harassed Sanchez. 
the French in Old Castille ; Longa distinguished 
himself in Aragon, and Mina in Navarre. Another Mina. 
chieftain, emerging from the mountains of Guada-
laxara, performed the most dating exploits in the 
very. neighbourhood of Madrid, and more than 
once endangered the personal safety of the intru- 
sive king. 	This chieftain was don Juan Martin, The Empe4 
who, after the atrocious murder of his whole family Canada  

by the French, vowed never to cease from seeking 
Vengeance while a single Frenchman remained 
alive in Spain. 	In token of this vow, he smeared 
himself with pitch (pez) and soon became the re-
doubted champion of his oppressed countrymen 
Under the fitmiliar name of the Empecinado. 	In 
the course of his, enterprising career, it was cal-
culated that he occasioned a greater numerical loss 
to the enemy than they sustained. in any one of 
their great battles in the peninsula. 	They de- 
nounced him as a brigand and an outlaw ; but he 
soon compelled them to practise towards him the 
established rules of war. 	In .  the mountains of 
Guadarama, he tlmnd eight of his men nailed to 
trees; he nailed eight Frenchmen to the same 
trees ; and after this severe retaliation, Bessieres 
felt it necessary to propose that prisoners on both 
sides should be treated according to the custom of 
civilised nations. Encouraged by the Empecinado's 

example, 
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1CHAPx. example, other partizans arose in the different pro-t 	vinces of Spain, and acting either separately or in 
I8IQe 	concert, waged by day and night a most destruc- 

tive war against the French. 
A 
th Affairs of isit 	

Tfirif  American colonies of Spain were agitated by. 
Span 	• 	^  

colonies two parties ; the loyalists, who adhered to the re-
gency acting in the name of Ferdinand; and the 
independents, who squght to establish a govern-
ment on the plan of the United States. 	The latter 
party gained ground' as the affairs of the mother 
country became desperate, and in Caracas espe- 
cially, their influence prevailed. 	•On the 19th of 
April 'that province, together with Cumana, Va-
rinas, Margarita, Barcelona, Merida, and Truxillo, 

0,,,fed,_ 	formed an union .under the name of the American 
anon of 	confederation of Venezuela. 	Anxious to ascertain Venezuela. 

the sentiments or the British government on this 
proceeding, the junta of Caracas opened a corre-
spondence with the governor of Curacao, who ap- 
plied for instructions to ministers. 	.A public de- 
claration of their intended course of policy was 
made by lord Liverpool in a letter'dated the 	9th 
of June, stating in substance, that his majesty must 
discourage every step tending to separate the Spa-
nish provinces in America from the mother-coun-
try ; but that if Spain sliould be compelled to sub-
mit to the yoke of the common enemy, he should 
feel it his duty to afford every assistance to those 
provinces in rendering them independent of French 

. ' Spain. 
Differences 	THE state of affairs between Great Britain and 
still subsist-  the United States was still unpromising. The Ameri- 
ing between 
Great Bri- can minister in London demanded the recall of Mr. 
rain and the Jackson ; which was accordingly ordered, but with- 
United 
States, 	out any mark of censure on his conduct. 	In Au- 

gust, Bonaparte, availing himself of the conditional 
repeal of the non-intercourse act by congress, de-
clared that the Berlin and Milan decrees were 
revoked, and should cease to operate on the 1st of 

I S 	 NOVem. 
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November ensuing, it being understood that in CHAF. 
consequence, of such declaration the English should "XXIII- 
revoke their orders in council,•  qt that. the United 	 1810. 
States should 'cause their rights to be. respeCted. 
The president Madison ihought pOper to accept 
the promised revocation, as if 'there 'had been no 
impossible condition anneked Wit, and on the Qd of 
November, issued a-proclamation declaring that all 
restrictions imposed by previouS acts,. shoiald be 
discontinued in relation to. France and her depen- 
dencies. 	A circular notice 	vas at the same time 
issued to the different ports, ordering that if Great 
Britain did 'not: in like mannek.,revOke o>:' modify 
her edicts violating, the neutral commerce of the 
United 'States, by the 2d of Yebruary, froni that 
day the interdict .shoUld, be enforced against her. 
Thus at the close of the year the 'prospect of re-
conciliation between the two powers was aeremote 
as ever. 
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CUAP. LXXXIV. 

Death of the Princess Amelia. — Illness of the king. — The 
prince of Wales appointed regent. — Affairs of Ireland. — 
Budget. — Relief of commercial distresses. — Enquiry into 
the state of the currency. — Bill for preventing the depre- 
ciation of bank-notes.— Regulations respecting the army.— 
The duke of York restored to office.— Failure of lord 
Sidmoialei bill for altering the Toleration Act. — Hostile 
policy of the United States. — Insurrection at Martinique. 
— Conquest of Java. — Measures of Bonaparte against 
English commerce. —lie menaces Russia. —His son nomi- 
nated king 9f Rome. — Change in Me policy of the northern 
powers. — Peninsular campaign. — Massena retreats from 
Portugal, pursued by lord Wellington.— Almeida taken.— 
Battle of Albuera. — Expedition from Cadiz. — Battle of 
Barrosa. —Fall of Tarragona, and horrible 	massacre 
perpetrated by the French. — Surrender of Blake's army 
at Valencia.—Lord Wellington's measures for the reify of 
Galicia. — General Hill surprises Me French at Arroyo 
Molinos. — Drives them from Merida. — Gallant defence 
of Tarifa. —Affairs of the Spanish colonies. — Earthquake 
at Caracas. — Siege of Montevideo. 

C H A P. AT the. time fixed for the meeting of parliament, 
LXXXIV. 	the _ public mind was agitated by apprehensions 

nilo. 	of a recurrence of that calamity which, in 1788, oc- 
Death of 	casioned a suspension of the royal functions. 	The 
the .. n, absorbed in grief for .the painful and pro- Ame 

plia.ss v:rince 	no, 
tracted illness of his youngest daughter, the princess 
Amelia, sought, by daily visits to her chamber, some 
relief for his paternal solicitude. 	On one of these 
occasions when he was led to the side of her couch, 
she silently placed a ring on his finger, enclosing a 
lock of her hair, and inscribed with her name, and 
with the words " Remember me !" This mute and 

affecting 
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affecting farewell went fo the heart, but it disturl*cl 
the seat of memory ; and when the sufferings of 

c H A P. 
LXXXIV  

the princess terminated on the al of November, 1810. 

a more awful woe was superadded to the sorrow of Illness of 
the royal family and the nation. 	 the king.  

PARLIAMENT had,  been formally prorogued until 
the 1st of November; .but no intimation had been 
given that it should then meet for the dispatch of 

'business. 	By an order of council the chancellor 
had been directed and authorised to issue a com-
mission, under the great seal, for a further prorog-
ation until the 29th ; but as the king was not in a 
state to sign the commission, both houses met at 
the time appointed, without having been summoned 
for the dispatch of business; and having no prece-
dent to guide them, were left to shape a course of 
proceeding for themselves. 	As the reports of the 
Physicians afforded hopes of his majesty's speedy 
recovery, successive adjournments took place, until 
it became necessary to appoint a regency. 	On the 
0ttl of December three resolutions, framed on the 

precedents of 1788-9, were proposed by Mr. Per-
ceval, as preparatory to the introduction of a bill 
for supplying the defect in the personal exercise of 
the royal authority. 	By this bill, to which the royal 
assent was notified by commission, on the 5th of ism 
February, the prince of • Wales 	was appOinted 
regent, and empowered to exercise in the name of 
his  majesty the royal authority belonging to the 
crown. 	He was to be deemed a person holding an 
office in trust, and was to contbrin to the statutes 

• 

'relating to persons in that capacity. 	fie was for a 
specified time restrained from granting peerages, or 
summoning heirs-apparent, or appointing .to titles 
in abeyance ; likewise from granting offices in re-
version, or for a longer time than during pleasure, 
excepting tho,e allowed by law to be granted for 
life, or during good behaviour, as well as pensions 
to the chancellor, judges, &c. 	These restrictions 

VOL. VI. 	 X 	 Were 
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C H A P. wete to terminate on the 1st of February, 181e, 
Lxxxiv. provided parliament should have been sitting six 

ism .weeks, and should be then assembled. 	The care 
of his majesty's person and the direction of his 
household were vested in the queen, who was to be 
assisted by a council of which the members ap-
pointed were, the archbishops of Canterbury and 
York, the duke of Montrose, the earl of Winchel-, 
sea, the earl of Aylesford, lord Eldon, lord Ellen- 
borough, and sir William Grant. 	If his majesty 
should be restored to health the queen and. her 
council were to notify that event by an instrument 
transmitted to the privy council, wild were to assem-
ble and make entry of it; after which .the king by 
his sign manual might require them to assemble, 
and at his pleasure direct proclamation to issue, 
when ,the powers of the act were to cease. 	The 

The prince  prince of Wales was installed as regent on the 6th 
of wales  

appnt. 	.
ointed 

re 

of February, and on the lethr  the session of parlia- 
ment was regularly opened by commission. 	His 
royal 	highness, 	whose 	filial 	deity and affection 
caused him to avoid any act which might in the 
smallest degree have -  the effect of interfering with 
the progress of his Royal Father's recovery, for-
bore to remove from their stations those whom he 
found in them as his majesty's official servants, and 
of course no change was made in administration. 

Afraire of THE attention of parliament was speedily called 
Ireland. to a measure adopted by the government in Ireland 

concerning the catholics, who 	had proposed to 
establish a committee in Dublin, 	composed of, 
delegates from each county, for the management 
of their afiiiirs. 	This convocation being deemed 
unlawfui, Mr. Wellesley Pole, secretary to the lord 
lieutenant, wrote a circular letter to the sheriffs 
and chief magistrates of the counties, requiring 
them to arrest all persons concerned in the election 
of such delegates. 	In both houses this letter  
excited considerable discussion; and on the 3d of 

March, 
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March, 	 Pole having returned from ,Mr..Wellesley c H A P. 
Ireland, entered . into an .explanation of the whole Lxxxlv• 
affair. 	He stated that the catholic committee of 1811. 
1809 had confined their deliberations to the business 
of petitioning ; whereas the delegates of 1810 were 
empowered to manage not only the petition but the 
catholic affairs ; and that a committee of:grievances, 
which met weekly, imitated all the forms of the 
house of commons. 	He added that, the lord lieu- 
tenant having taken the opinion of the great law-
officers, the attorney-general had drawn up the 
circular letter which was issued; 	and that ,the 
Irish government could not wait Ifor instructions 
from home, because, in that cases this self:con-
stituted parliament would have held one meeting, 
which might have produced a dangerous effect. 
. THE catholic petitions, 	presented 	&Irina. 	this Catholic 
session by Mr. Grattan and lord Donougrnore, 
were  rejected. 	Not discouraged by this defeat, the 

Petiti"s* 

Irish eatholics persevered in the proceedings which 
had demanded the interference of the government. 
On the 9th of July a meeting was held at Dublin 
for the appointment of delegates to the general 
committee of catholics, when five persons were 
apprehended for a breath of the convention act, 
one of whom, Dr. Sheridan, was tried and acquitted. 
A new committee of delegates met on the 19th of 
October, at a theatre, and having placed lord Fingal 
in the chair, dispatched their business before the 
magistrates arrived to disperse them. 	On the 26th 
the aggregate meeting was held, when it was 
resolved to present an humble address to the prince 
regent as soon as the restrictions on his authority 
should cease. 

rim supplies voted for the year amounted to 
56,021,86W, of whichthe  proportion for Ireland 
was 6,569,000/. 	Twelve millions of exchequer 
bills were funded, which, with a loan of seven. 

Budget. 

Millions and a hall; cleated a charge of 7,500,0001. 
x 2 	 No 
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C H A P.  txxxiv. No new taxes, however, were imposed ; the defi-
ciency, in the amount of customs, was balanced by 

1811. an increase in that of the excise ; the post-office 
., revenue and stamp duties had improved consider- 

ably, and, on the whole, 	thq consolidated fund 
affOrded a Surplus of five millions. 	The prosperous 
state of thq English finances encouraged the Chan- 

, cellor of the exchequer to propose a measure for 
relieving those of Ireland. 	Of the sum required 
for that country four millions and a half had been 
borrowed in England, the expences of which might 
be charged on the consolidated fund as a loan to 
Ireland, in order to•  procure for the public creditor 
a permanent security. 	This measure encountered 
no opposition. 

Relief of • EARLY in the session a select committee was 
commercial appointed to enquire into the state of commercial 
distresses. credit. 	They reported that great embarrassment 

and distress were felt among the manufacturers in 
the cotton trade, •principally arising out of exces-
sive speculations to South America. • The exporters, 
failing in their adventure, could not pay the manu-
facturers when their bills fell due ; many of them 
became bankrupts, and in their estates the property 
of the manufacturers layklormant. 	In the course 
of twelve or fifteen months a considerable part of 
their capitals might return, but they were exposed 
to severe distress, and many of them to imminent 
ruin 	during the tinterval. 	In the woollen-trade 
these commercial difficulties were not so severely felt, 
but they. pressed heavily upon the importers of pro-
duce from the foreign West India islands and South 
America ; for a great proportion of the returns 
for manufactures exported 	thither 	consisted of 
sugar and coffee, which were not entitled to sale 
in the home market, and of which there were no 
immediate means of raising the value. 	The exist- 
ing embarrassments in these and other branches of 
commerce were aggravated by the extent to which 

the 
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the system of warehousing had been carried. Great 9,xv,,r• 
Britain was now•become a free port where foreign ' 
goo& might be deposited •and re-exported without 
payment of importation duties. 	Of this advantage 
the merchants of other countries, whether neutrals, 
enemies, 	or 	allies, 	eagerly 	availed 	themselves. 

1811. 

Meantime the ships of the United States no longer 
introduced into the continent that large proportion 
of colonial produce of which they used to be the 
carrier. 	To relieve this• temporary pressure they 
recommended an issue of exchequer bills to the 
amount of six millions, for the repayment of which 
a greater interval should be allowed than had been 
granted on a similar occasion in 1733: the sum to 
be reimbursed in three quarterly instalments, of. 
which 	the • first should not be earlier than 	the 
middle of January. 	A•bill for this purpose, after 
considerable discussion, was passed; but it was of 
little  avail against the extensive distresses which it 
was framed to remedy. 

THE state of the currency formed another sub- Inquiry 
ject of interesting debate. The committee appoint- !fate of 
ed in the preceding session, on the motion of Mr. currency. 

Horner, made their report, in Nthich they stated, 
that there was an excess in the paper circulation, 
of which the most unequivocal symptom was the 
very high price of bullion, and next to that the 
low state of the continental exchange; that the 
cause of this excess was to be Found in the sus-
pension of cash payments, there being no adequate 
Provision against such an excess, except in the 
convertibility of paper into specie ; that the unfa-
vourable state of the exchange originated in the 
same cause, and was farther increased by the anti- 
commercial decrees of the enemy. 	They added, 
that the)  could see no sufficient remedy, except 
the repeal of the 	suspension 	act, 	which, they 
thought, could  not be effected at an earlier period 
than two years ; but they recommended that par. 

x 3 	 liament 
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c it A P. liament should make timely provision for that pur- 
Lxxxiv. pose. 	On this report Mr. Horner. founded a series 

181b 	4 of resolutions, which were all rejected ; and on the 
" i 13th of glay, the house of commons agreed to a . 

. counter-series proposed by Mr. Vansittart, declar-
ing that bank' notes were not depreciated ; that 

. the political and commercial relations of the coun-
try with foreign powers were sufficient VI account 
for the unfavourable stateof foreign exchange and 
the high price of bullion.; that it was highly im- 
portant 	that 	the 	restriction on cash payments 
should be removed whenever it was compatible 
with the public interest, but that to fix a definite 
period earlier than six months after the conclusion 
of peace, which was already fixed, would be highly 
inexpedient and dangerous. 

Bill for It very soon became necessary to adopt measures 
preventing for preventing an actual depreciation of bank-notes: 
the depre- 
dation of 

,-.... The purchase of guineas at prices above the cur- 
bank notes' rent value, was carried on to such' an extent as 

rapidly to withdraw them from circulation. 	The 
general alarm which this traffic produced in the 
country was increased by the conduct of some 
landed proprietors. 	Lord King, in particular, gave 
notice to his tenants that he would no longer re-
ceive bank-notes at par, and that his rents must 
thenceforth be paid either in guineas, or in an equi-
valent weight of Portuguese gold coin, or in bank-
notes amounting 10 a sum' sufficient to purchase 
such an equivalent weight. 	Apprehending great 
mischief from the tendency of this example, lord 
Stanhope, on the Q.7th of June, brought into the 
house of peers, a bill for preventing the current 
gold coin from being paid for a greater value 
than its current value ; 	for preventing bank of 
England notes from being received for any smaller 
sum than that which they represented; and for 
staying proceedings upon any distress, by tender of 
such notes. 	This bill was censured by the oppo- 

sition 
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sition as manifestly leading to the compulsory cir- C 
culation of a paper currency ; but it was approved 

H A P. 
LXXXIV  

by ministers as a temporary expedient, and was 
passed; its duration being limited to the 25th of 

1811. 

March ensuing. 	In reference to 	the principle 
acted upon by lord King, the chancellor supposed 
the case of a tenant who had to pay him a yearly 
rent of ninety pounds, and who had 30001. in the 
public funds. 	His lordship demanded the tenant's 
rent in gold, but the bank refused to pay him his 
,dividend in gold. 	Might not this individual justly 
say, ,, As a public creditor, I am refused any other 
payment than in bank notes ; but here is a legisla-
tor; one whose act has authorised this refusal, who 
insists upon my paying him his rent in gold, which 
I cannot procure ; and because I cannot procure 
it, my goods must be distrained.." 	The chancellor 
Olen adverted to his own peculiar situation with 
respect to this question : he had the otfCial  care 
of twenty-five millions of the property of his ma-
jesty's  subjects, yet had no means of enforcing the 
payment of any part of that sum except in bank- 
notes. 	So long as it should be expedient to con- 
tinue the measuare of 1797, this bill must become 
a part of it, otherwise there would be no equality 
in the situation of contracting parties equally enti-
tled to protection, nor would equal justice be dealt 
out to those who had equal claims. 

AMONG the parliamentary. regulations respecting Reguh- 
the army, may be *mentioned a clause added to the :ipecnclsurg-the  
mutiny bill, on the motion of Mr. Manners Sutton, army. 
the judge advocate, by which a discretionary power 
was given to courts martial, of sentencing to con- 
finement instead of corporal punishment. 	A bill 
was passed for effecting an interchange of Militias 
between Great Britain an.d. Ireland : its principal 
Pmvisions v  ere, that not more than one-third of 
either miliLla  should be sent from one country to 
the other at one time ; that the English militia 

x 4 	 should 
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C H A P. should not continue in Ireland more than two 
LXXXIV. years, nor the Irish in England more than three; 

that they should not afterwards be sent but in vita- 1811. 
' ' tion, and that in no event should either be sent to 

the other countr,r, but 	by an 	order from •his 
majesty. 

Rehm, of THE restoration of .  the duke of York to the 
the duke of office of commander-in-chief, which took place on York to 
office. the 25th of May,. excited some animadversions in 

parliament among those members who had been 
active in the late investigation • but the resolution 
proposed by lord Milton on this subject was ne- 
gatived by. 29G votes against 47. 	The disrepute 
unto which some of the. instigators of the charges 
had fallen produced a change in public opinion, 
which was favourable to the duke, and hig re-
appointment was no less gratifying to the army 
than satisfactory to the country. 

Failure of ONE of the most unpopular measures •proposed 
lord 

th's  
Sid- 

m 	bill 
for altering 
the tolera- 
don act. 

during this session was a bill introduced by lord 
Sidmouth 	for 	altering 	the 	toleration 	act, 	by 
exacting  from candidates for• the office of a dis-
senting minister more numerous and explicit tes-
timonials as to their qualifications for the sacred 
office than had hitherto been required. 	Dissenters 
of various denominations united in deprecating the 
measure, and their petitions were signed by such 
numbers, that ministers thought proper td relin-
quish their intention,. and the bill was accordingly 
thrown out. 	Parliament was.  prorogued on the 
24th of July. . 

Hostile TIIE United States of America persevered in a 
policy of d 
the Unite 
States. 

course of' policy favourable to France and hostile 
to England. Finding that the orders in council were 
not repealed on the 2d of February, they recalled 
their minister from London, and closed their ports 
against the ships of his Britannic majesty. 	An 
encounter, which took place between an English 
sloop of war, the Little Belt, commanded by captain 

Bingham, 
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Bingham, and. the American frigate, called. the C H A P. 
President, under commodore Rodgers, had nearly LXXXIV. 

proved the signal of open war between the two 	1811. 
nations ; 	but 	their respective•  governments dis- Encounter 
avowed, the issue of anrhostile orders to the com. IT: anucitic  
manders, amid were disposed to take no farther notice the Presi. 
of the affair. • In the•spring Mr..Foster was sent to nt::fri- 

ga
de 

America, as envoy extraordithy and plenipoten.. 
tiary from Great Britain ; he entered into a cor-
respondence with Mr. Monroe on the subjects in. 
dispute, but found it impossible to effect an ad- 
justment without exceeding his 	instructions, by 
holding forth an expectation that the orders of 
council would be repealed. 	On the meeting of 
congress in November, a message from the president 
Madison announced that in consequence of the 
hostile inflexibility of the British cabinet, it would 
be necessary to put the United States into an 
armour and an attitude demanded by the crisis, 
and corresponding 	with the national spirit 	and..  
expectations. 

IN the West Indies some alarm was excited by a insurrec-
conspiracy formed among the negroes and people tt:e.mar" 
of colour in Martinique, for the purpose of seizing 
the 	town 	of St. 	Pierre, and massacring 'all its 
White inhabitants. 	It was discovered on the day 	. 
Previous to that fixed for the enterprise ; some of 
the principals were taken, and fifteen of the most 
active were executed. 	In St. Domingo, Christophe, Christophe 
the negro chief, imitating the example of Bona- crowns
parte, changed the republic intoia monarchy, and kingCof  
declared himself king of Hayti. 	A short time Hayti. 
before his coronation he created a nobility consist- 
ing of princes, dukes, counts, and barons, to give 
greater splendour to the ceremony. 	On the day 
appointed he proceeded with his sable consort in 
great state to the Champ de Mars, where having' 
first placed the crown on his head with his own 
bands, he dclirered it to the archbishop to be 

replaced 
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c H A P. replaced in due form. 	He created a black legion Lxxxiv. of honour, 	called the order of St. Henri, and 
;ail.:  . altered the name of• his capital from Cape Francois 

to Cape Henri. 	His troops at this time amounted 
'to about 10,000 men, all negroes, and his fleet 
consisted of one 41-gtin frigate, 	nine sloops_ of 
war, eleven brigs, .and a numbr of schooners. 	He 
omitted no effort to cultivate the good will of the 
English, and his first toast at the festival of his 

• coronation, was, that his brother the king of Great 
Britain might prosper and be successfUl against 
Bonaparte, and continue the barrier between that 
tyrant and the kingdom of Hayti. 

Conquest IN the East Indies a formidable expedition was 
of Java. fitted out by lord Minto, against the Dutch settle- 

ments in the island of Java. 	He entrusted the 
command of the troops to sir Samuel Auchmuty, 
and accompanied them in person. 	On the 5th of 
August' a landing was effected without opposition 
at Jilinzing, a village twelve miles eastward from 
the city of Batavia. 	The principal force of the 
Dutch,. under general 'Jansens, 	was stationed at 
Cornelis; and sir Samuel Auchmuty's first inten-
tion was to march against it, keeping the city in 
his rear; but as some time was required to pre-
pare for an inland movement, he .determined to 
reconnoitre the coast road to Batavia, aware that 
it was strong enough, if well defended, to be nearly 
impracticable. 	The enemy; 	however, 	used no 
other means to impede his progress than that of 
destroying the 	ridge over the Antijol. 	The ad- 
vance of the army crossing that river in boats by 
night, possessed themselves of the suburbs, and on 
the 	8th the city surrendered' without resistance. 
The garrison retreated to Weltvreede, and subse-
quently retired to a fortified position, two miles 
distant from their works at Cornelis. This position 
was carried by a detachment under colonel Gil-
lespie at the point of the bayonet; a strong column 

advanced 
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advanced from Cornelis to recover it, 	but was C H AP. 
by the main body 	the British, and l lxxxiv* repulsed 	 of 

The driven 	under 	shelter 	of 	the 	batteries. 
most arduous part of the enterprise was now to be 
performed. 	The 	enemy, 	greatly 	superior 	in 
numbers, were strongly entrenched between the 
river Jacatra and a canal called the Sloken: seven 
redoubts, and many batteries mounted With heavy 
cannon, occupied the most commanding ground 
within the lines ; the fort of Cornelis was in the 
centre, and all the works were defended with a nu- 
merous artillery. 	It was expected that the re- 
sistance to the British might be sustained until the . 
tlimate should have ensuredy 	their destruction. 	Sir 

. 1811. 

Samuel Auchmuty 'was award of the danger of 
delay, and after cannonading the works for some 
days, made.  dispositions for a general assault on the 
Q6th. 	His orders were carried into execution at 
every point with the most determined bravery ; the 
lines were forced • the fort was stormed; and the 
Whole of the hostile army was killthi, taken, or dis- 
persed. 	Jansens fled with a few cavalry, and ar- 
riving at Samarang, employed himself in collecting 
all the .force that remained for defence, {nit he 
was soon compelled to capitulate, and the whole 
island of Java surrendered to the British arms. 
The French force in Madura likewise submitted, 
and thus were wrested f'rom the grasp of.Bonaparte, 
the oriental dominions which he appropriated in. 

.annexing Holland to his empire. . 
IN reverting to the affairs of France, we find the Measuresof 

government of that country equally intent on (tinnlarte. 
raising a navy, and on destroying the commerce of 
the continent. 	The conscription law was applied 

Engh,h 
"nun 	

. 

to the levying of seamen in the thirty maritime de-
partments, and the quotas liable to serve in the 
Aar 1813, and the three following years, were 
placed at the disposal of the minister of marine. • 
At Antwerp, eight three-deckers and thirteen other 

ships 
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ships of the line Were ordered to be built, and the 
basin was rendefed capable of containing fifty sail; 

ism . Spanish prisoners were employed in the dock-yards 
and fortifications, and men of all countries were 
collected.  to 'man the fleet. 	The enforcement of 
the anticommercial decrees•kept pace with these re-
doubtable preparations ; and while the people of . 
France were substituting horse-beans for coffee,' 
and extracting sugar from beet-root and palm sea- 
weed, they were called upon to applaud the wisdom 
and goodness which 	dictated the exclusion of 
colonial produce, and the burning of .British mer- 

, chandize. 	They were taught to believe that the 
arbitrary edict which subjected them to these pri: 
vations, would be made the 'supreme law of the 
continent, and that there were obstacles to such an 
extension of it, which must be overcome by force. . 
Bonaparte, while haranguing some merchants as-
sembled in a council of commerce, said to them : 
" All Europe 	has 	been 	too long tributary to 
England ; her. monopoly ought to .be destroyed, 
and it shall be by tne." 	Adverting to the quarter 
froth whence resistance to his policy was most 

ire me- to be apprehended, he added, " I am, and always 
n•ac" Rus-  6Ia. will be, master of the Baltic. 	The emperor of 

Russia has not, indeed, as yet, caused my decrees to 
be observed in his ports ; but ere six months be 
past he will, or I declare war against him. 	At 
Tilsit, what prevented my march to Petersburg ? 
What I did not do, I can do yet." 	Fi"om this. 
menace' it was apparent that no great cordiality 
subsisted between France and Russia; nor could it 
be surprising that the emperor Alexander, weary 
of his subserviency to France, should be disposed 
to resume a course of policy more consistent with 
the interests of his subjects, 	and with his own 
dignity. 	 • 

MEANTIME, the hopes which Bonaparte 	had 
founded on his marriage with a princess of the 

house 
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house of Austria, were gratified by the birth of a C 11 A. p. 
son. 	This event was celebrated with enthusiasm Lxxxiv. 
at Paris, and the infant was hailed as king of Rome, 1811. 
a title, which while it ,startled the democrats by re- 
minding them of the expulsion of the Tarquins, king 

ts is:anted  
of 

gave fresh cause of offence to the Pope. 	His 
holiness persisted in 	his fefusal 	to institute the 
bishops nominated by the French ruler; and the 
latter, declaring that this refusal nullified the con-
cordat, convoked a council of the Gallican church, 
to fill up the vacant sees?  and to invest him with do 

Rome. 

authority beyond the control of the pontiff. 	To 	of 
t
7
i
on

F
duct 

his great astonishment, this proposal was rejected bishops.rench  
by almost all the prelates, as inconsistent with the 
usages, and subversive of the unity of the Romish 
church. 	I-k had the policy to conceal his chagrin, 
by affecting to turn his whole attention to secular 
affairs, and especially to the regulations .of his new 
dominions in Holland. 	In September, he undertook 
a 	 -- journey to the sea-coast, and arriving at Boulogne, 
thought proper to signalise his presence at that 
Port, by ordering the flotilla•to attack the English 
blockading frigate. 	The result of the action served 
only to mortify his vanity: one of the praams, 
having on board 112 men, was taken, and the rest 
Were put to flight. 	At Amsterdam, where he was Bona_ 
receivedwith the homage that might be expected cefted

rte:ngpsri; 
from a subdued people, he issued twelve decrees, Holland. 
introducing into the seven Batapian departments 
the French system of taxation, education, and con- 
scription. 	After his return to Paris, he had so 
little reason to be satisfied with the conduct of the 
northern powers, that he called out•the conscripts 
for 181'2, amounting to 120,000 men, and took into Warlike 
his pay the contingent force of the Rhenish con- aPtireoPna:-  
federation, consisting of nearly the same number, 
which was ordered to assemble in the vicinity of 
Mentz. 	This warlike attitude was not prematurely 
assumed; the Russians, after a successful campaign, 

• Were 
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c II A P. were engaged in negociations with thp Turks, which 

• IIV 
' 	' 	• 

• might release their armies from the Danube ; they 
1811. 	. manifested no displeasure at the presence of a 

Change in British fleet, under sir James Saumarez, in the ?
r
e
ge

olicy Baltic ; 	and in this 	disposition .  towards a fair 
northern neutrality the Swedish government participated; 

• "we' for Bernadotte made ito scruple in preferring the 
interests of his adopted countrymen, to those of the 
despot whom he had so lately served. 

Peninsular IN the peninsula the campaign commenced with 
campaign. 

 some movements of the French in Estremadura, 
for the purpose of relieving Massena. 	The plans 
which lord Wellington had formed for defending 
the frontier in that direction were frustrated by 
the death of the marquis de la Romana, and by 

. the incapacity of his successor, Mendizabal. 	Oli- 
venza 	surrendeted on the 92d of January, 	to 
a force under Girard ; 	and Badajoz capitulated 
to Mortier on the• 11th of March. 	This success 

'Massena re- was achieved too late, for Massena was already 
treats from 
Portugal, retreating from Santarem. 	This retrograde march 

. pursued by toward the Monclego was conducted with consum- 
lord Wel 
lington. mate skill.; but his troops were permitted to per- 

. petrate barbarities which, in tile language of his 
pursuer, had been rarely equalled and never sur- 
passed. 	They burnt Alcobaca, Leyria, and Pom- 
bal, and threatened Coimbra with the same fate. 
On their approach to that city colonel Trant, the 
governor, having.with him only 200 of the Portu-
gueze militia, was preparing to evacuate it, when 
he received a summons to surrender, which .con-
virietd him that the enemy had over-rated his force, 
while aiming solely to alarm him by exaggerating 
their own. 	He Teturned a confident answer, and 
had the satisfaction to see them move off in the 
direction of Miranda do Corvo. 	Here Regnier, 
who had taken the road by Thomar and Espinhal, 
effected his junction, and the whole French army 
was concentrated. 	Lord Wellington, who was ra- 

pidlY 
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I .  pidly advancing, compelled it to abandon this po- cAlic tivP  during the night, after destroying a consi- sition 
derable proportion of baggage and ammunition. 	1811. 

The French were now severely distressed, and 
began to abandorrtheir wounded on the road; but, 
as if misery could not abate Their habitual cruelty, 
they hamstrung their horses and mules which sunk 
from exhaustion, and left them to A lingering and 
miserable death. • Massena took up a 'formidable 

. position on the Ceira, one of the tributary streams 
of the Mondego, and posted a corps in advance at 
Foz de Aroucc. 	Lord Wellington moved his divi- 
sions on their right and left, and attacked them 
briskly in front. 	The French retreated, and their 
loss was increased by a well managed movement of 
the English 95th. 	That regiment, perceiving a 
body of the enemy retiring in t‘O parallel columns, 
took advantage of the evening fog to penetrate into 
the wood which separated them, fired volleys on 
both sides, and when they were answered instantly 
withdrew. 	The two French columns kept up a 
heavy fire on each other as they passed the wood ; 
the darkness of the night increased their confusion; 
numbers were drowned in crossing the mountain 
stream, which was swoln by the rains ; and it was 
said that one column blew up the bridge while the 
other was upon it. On the following day, the 16th, 
lord Wellington's army was obliged to halt for 
provisions, which arrived slowly, as the roads were 
almost impassable. 	On the 18th he advanced to- 
ward the Ponte de Macella ; but the French, having 
passed this bridge during the night, blew it up by 
Means of the very mines which the British had 
constructed for the .same purpose on their retreat 
in the preceding autumn. Lord Wellington turned 
the left of their position at Alva, and manoeuvring 
in their front compelled them to retire upon Mouta, 
from  whence they  withdrew as usual, in the night, 
and were  pursued in their rapid retreat by the 

cavalry 
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C H A p. cavalry and the light division under sir William 
LXXXIV. Erskine, supported by the militia on the right of 

isii, . the Mondego. 	The main army halted for the pro-
visions, which had been sent round from the Tagus. 
On the 26th Ford Wellington again.advanced against 
the enemy, who now occupied Guarda, one of the 
finest military positions in Portugal. 	He moved 
forward his army iri five 'columns, which appeared 

' on the heights almost at the same moment, when 
the enemy, without firing a shot, retired to Sa- 
bugal on the Coa. 	There they took up A strong 
position, their right at Ruivina, their left at Sa- 
bugal, and their 8th corps at Alfayates. 	On the 
3d of April the allies• crossed the Coa and attacked 
their left above Sabugal : a sharp action ensued, in 

' which 	Regnier's division 	vas thrown into con- 
fusion and driven to Alfayates, from whence their 
main body continued their retreat to the Spanish 
frontier. 	On the 8th the last division of Massena's 
army crossed the Agueda, and not a 'Frenchman 
remained in Portugal except the garrison of Al-
meida, which lord Wellington immediately pre-
pared to blockade. 

Operations HAVING completed his arrangements, he took ad- 
of marshal 
Beresford vantage of the temporary inaction of the enemy, to n 
in Estre- go into Estremadura, whither he had dispatclled 
madura. a considerable force, under marshal Beresfbrd, to 

repair the mischief occasioned by the incapacity of 
the Spanish commanders. 	The French had taken 
the fortresses of Olivenza, Badajoz, Valencia de 
Alcantara, 	Albuquerque, 	and 	Cameo 	Mayor. 
Against the latter place, marshal Beresford, having 
been joined by general Cole's division, moved 
forward on the 25th of March, and compelled the 
force stationed there, under Latour Maubourg, to 
retreat in the direction of Badajoz. 	The marshal 
crossed the Guadiana on the 6th of April, and 
leaving general Cole to reduce Olivenza, continued 
his operations against the retiring enemy, and then 

9 	 repaired 
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repaired to Elvas to meet lord Wellington. 	While c H A P. 
they were concerting, measures for the •siege of Lxxxiv. 
Badajoz, intelligence arrived that Massena, having 
received reinforcements, was beginning to act on 
the offensive, and lord Wellington consequently 
returned to his army, which was cantoned along 
the Duas Casas, and on the sources of the Azava, 
the.light division being at Gallegos and Espeja. 

1811.,  

ON the 2d of May, the main body of the. French The French 
crossed the Agueda at Ciudad Rodrigo, and passed 
the Azava in the evening. 	The British light di- 
vision, and the cavalry, which were much tedkiced 
by hard service, fell back upon the little village of 

Locsuethe 

Foentes 	d'Onoro,• where the 1st, 3d,. and 7th 
divisions were posted ; the 5th, under sit' William 
Erskine, and the 6th, under major-general Campbell, 
were observing the passages Aver the Duas Pontes, 
and llrigadier-general Pack with his brigade was . 
maintaining the blockade of Almeida, while Don 
Julian 'Sanchez, with 	an 	active 	guerrilla force, 
occupied Navedeaver. 	A variety of actions and Are re- 

evolutions ensiled, in which the French were re- 
pulsed with loss, and on the night of the 7th they 
retreated 	and 	recrossed 	the Agued.a, 	Jeaving 

Pulsed' 

Almeida to its fate. 	From the inferiority of his 
number, and the distressed state of 'his cavalry, 
lord Wellington had been induced to avoid a 
general engagement ; and the same considerations 
deterred him from risking any great amount of 
force in the pursuit. 	On the night of the 10th, the Almeida 
garrison pf Almeida, pursuant to orders 	from taken. 

Massena, blew up part of the works, and under the 
able direction of their commandant Brenier, forced 
their way through the blockading piquets, and 
effixted their retreat to the Agueda. 	The forces 
stationed to support the picquets, had mistaken the 
explosion of the mines for one of the night cannon-
ades, which had frequently been practised, and the 
escape of the garrison was not immediately ascer- 

VOL. vf. 	 Y 	 tained. 
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C n A P. tahied. 	A regiment which was ordered to intercept 
i'"xlv• them at Barba del Puerco, missed'its way, and to 

isii.  this accident Brenier was mainly indebted for his 
good fortdne. 	He was severely harassed in his 
further retreat, and lost 490 prisoners with all his 
baggage. *  Shortly after the fall of Alme.ida, Mas-
sena returned to France, with Ney, Junot, and 
Loison , he was succeeded. in the command .by 
Matmont ; and the army of Portugal, as it was•still 
called, went into cantonments on the Tormes. 

Beresford • ON the morning of the 16th, lord Wellington set 
marches 
agoirftt 
Soule. 

out for'the 'south, in consequence of intelligence 
that 	Soult was 	advancing into 	Estremadura. 
Marshal Beresford, having invested Badajoz on the 
4th of May, had prosecuted the siege with great 
vigour until the night of the 12th, when the advance 
of tht enemy from Seville was announced to him 
by general Blake, who had left Cadiz • to' take 

'advantage of the success of the allies in Portugal. 
Leaving a force to cover the removal of the heavy• 
artillery and stores to Elvas, he met generals Blake 
and Castanos at Valverde, on the Nth, and. they 
agreed to give battle to the enemy. 	The cavalry 
of the allies effected a junction 'at Santa Martha; 
the British and Portuguese infantry were stationed 
at Valverde ; but general Beresford deterrdined to 
occupy a positiOn which would more effectually 
prevent the advance of the French to Badajoz. 
He therefore assembled his forces on the 15th, near 
the ruined village of Albuera, and a stream of that 

Battle of name whiCh flows into the Guadiana.-  'rbecavalry 
Albuera. retired hither from Santa Martha, and in the after- 

noon the enemy appeared. 	General Blake's corps, 
making a forced march: joined in the night; and 
general Cole's division, with the Spanish brigade 
under Don Carlos de Espana, which had been 
employed in dismantling the works before Badajoz, 
arrived in the morning of the 16th. 	The allied 
forces now consisted of 8000 British, 7000 rortu. 

• gueze, 
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gueze, did 10,000 Spaniards : their proportion of c 11 A P. 

was hardly 2000. 	Soult had' left Seville 
with 16,000 men, and was joined by Latour Mau- 

L._caValry 
1811. 

bourg with 5000 ; he had 4000 cavalry, and a great 
superiority Of artillery. 	Beresford formed.his army 
in two lines, nearly parallel to the Albuera, and on 
the .ridge of .the gradual 'ascent from its lianks. 

• 

The French began the engagement by a Elise 
attack on the village ; while Soult bore with his 
principal forcc on the right wing of the allies, 
where 	the . Spaniards 	were . posted. 	Having 
driven them from the height, he was enabled 
to rake the entire line of his antagonists, and 
their strongest efforts were required to dislodge 
him 	from' this 	commanding 	position. 	While 
th6 Spaniards were rallying, colonel Colbourne 
brought up the right brigade of general Stewart's 
division to .recover the lost ground ; but when 
they were in 	the act of charging, they were 
themselves suddenly turned and attacked in the 
rear by a body of Polish lancers, when a dreadful 
carnage ensued. 	The 31st regiment on the left 
was the only ,one composing the brigade which 
escaped this destructive charge, and it maintained 
its ground under the command of major L'Estrange. 
The fate of the day was now worse than doubtful, 
and nothing but the most determined courage could 
prevent a ruinous defeat. 	Major Houghton's bri- 
gade, and general Cole's division, advanced to re-
cover the heights, their officers declaring that they 
Would win the field or die. 	This object was ac- 
complished after a severe contest; the f'usileers and 
the Lusitanian legion, 3000 strong when they ad. 
vanced 'to the charge, could not muster one .thou. 
sand A hen they gained the rising ground. 	The 
enemy now suffered in their turn from the mus-
quetry and shrapnells, which mowed them down as 
tlAey descended toward•the river. 	Soult, from his 
great superiority of cavalry, was enabled to cover 

Y 2 	 his 
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C H A P.  his retreat to the ground which -he occupied before 

-
LXXXIV. the action, and on the night of the 17th heewith-

v. t°Nd. 	drew 	v 	Andalusia. 	In this destructive battle, 
the 	British 	lost 	900 killed, . and 544 	missing ; 

un 
: 

2732 were wounded: the Spaniards 'lost '1600; 
the Portuguese, of whom only a small part were 
brought into action, about 400. 	The French .Ieft 
2000 dead on the field, and about 1000 were made 
prisoners; their total loss was estimated at more than 
8000 men. 	Soult is said to have acknowledged to 
some of our captive officers, 	that in the whole 
course of his long service he had never before wit-
nessed so despectite and sanguinary a conflict. 

Lord Wel- 
lington in- THE operations, which had been suspended on 
vests Beds- the advance of the French, were now resumed. 
j°z•  ,The 3d and 7th 'divisions haNing arrived from 

Upper 'Beira, lord Wellington invested Padajoz on 
the.25th, and broke grained four Eys afterwards. 
A breach' having been effected in fort St. Christaal 
on the 6th of.Tune, an assault was made at night, in 
which our troops were repulsed, and it was renew- 
ed on the 9th with no better success. 	On.the fol- 
lowing clay an intercepted letter vas brought to the 
British general, in which Soult announced to Mar- 

.mont that he was ready to begin his march, and to 
effect a junction. 	By 'other communications lord 
Wellington ascertained that Drouet was advancing 
from Toledo, and that Marmont might be expected 
at Merida in a few days. This general had marched 
on the 7th from Ciudad Rodrigo by way of Puerto 
de Baiios and Plasencia, crossing the Tagus at Al-
marez, where the French had re-established the 
bridge, and covered it by strong batteries. 	Lord 
Wellington converted the siege of 13adajo, into a 
blockade, and advanced to Albuera on the Itith ; 
but finding that the enemy had collected from the 

. Castilles And from Andalusia a greater force than 
itske:dtehe the 	allies could oppose to. them, 	he raised the 

blockade, 'and recrossing the Guadiana, took up a, 
li;,p 
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line within the Portuguese frontier. 	Blake made C it A p. 
a movement into the county of Niebla, which was l''''' 
intended as a diversion to menace the enemy's 
rear, 	but it 	proued .Wholly unsuccessful. 	This. 
failure occasioned some disappointment to the Bri-
tish general, but he was aware that the enemy could 
not long subsist their forces when concentrated ; 
and, as he expected, they broke up from the Gua-
diana aboVt the middle ofJuly, after fortifying the 
old castles. of Medellin and 	Truxillo. 	Sonit re- 
turned to Truxillo, and Marmont to his.command 
in .the north. 	Lord Wellington then moved •the 

1811. 

*combined forces to thQ.left, and cantoned them in 
Lower Beira. 	.. 

IN the spring an expedition was undertaken at E xpedi 
Cadiz against the besieging army, which had been `47, ,di r,"' 
'weakened by large draughts 	to strengthen the 
force destined against Portugal. 	Don Manuel,La 
Pena was appointed to command it, and lieute-
nant-general Graham, with the British troops sta- 
tioned in 	Cadiz, •consented to 	act under him. 
The 	plan 	was to land on „the coast between 
cape Trafalgar and Tarifa, ,and after the junc- 
tion of 	a force stationed at St. Roque, to make 
a combined attack on the rear of the enemy's 
line, while a concerted attempt was to be under- 
taken from,the isle of Leon. 	The troops, consist- 
ing of 7000 Spaniards and 4000 British and. ePor-
tugue2e, disembarked on the 26th of February at' 
Algcziras, and advanced to Tarifa. 	On the 5th 
of March, having been joined by the division from 
St. Roque, they proceeded to execute La Pena's 
project of attacking the left of the enemy's lines 
near the Santi .Petri. 	By a well-conducted and 
successful] charge on a French force under Villatte, 
they established ,the desired communication with 
the isle of Leon, and general Graham was then 
directed to move down from Barrosa towards the Battle of 
Torre de Bermeja, leaving some Spanish troops Bum'. 

Y S 	 Under 
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C H X P. under brigadier Begines on the heights. 	When 
. LXXX1V. he had advanced into the middle of the wood 

through which his route lay, he was informed that 
the enemy were hastening eo possess themselves of 
the commandino•

t' 
 position which he had quitted; 

and he immediately counter-marched to support 
the troops stationed for its defence. 	On emerging 

1811. 

'from the wood he perceived that they had quitted 
the heights,' and that the left wing of the French, 
commanded by Victor, were rapidly ascending 
them; bu,t as a retreat at this crisis would have 
endangered the whole army, he resolved on, an 
immediate attack.. It was„executed with deter-* 
mined bravery, and in an hour and a half the 
enemy were in full .retreat, leaving behind them 
an eagle, the first which the J3ritish had won, six 
pieces of cannon, and'nearly 3000 dead on the• 
fielod, among whom were two generals. 	The loss 
of the British amounted to 1243 in killed and 
wounded ; not a single British soldier was taken. 
As there was no pursuit, they. took only 440 pri- 
soners. 	General, Graham remained some hours 
upon' the heights • but as no supplies arrived, he 
left a small detachment, and crossing the Santi ' 
Petri next morning, withdrew with his troops into 
the isle of Leon. 	La Pena, who was blamed for 
not having more effectually co-operated with the 
Britioh, returned with his forces to Cadiz, and the 
French resumed the blockade. 	At this period, 
while the Spaniards were deploring the fruitless , 
issue of the expedition, they had to lament the 
loss of their illustrious champion, the duke. of Al-
buquerque, who expired in London, of a fever, 
occasioned by indignation and chagrin at the ca-
lumnies heaped upon him by the junta of Cadiz. 

Operations 
ta 

Ionia. 	- 
IN Catalonia, the patriots, by, a well-concerted 

enterprise, recovered Figueras, one of the four 
fortresses which Godoy, before the usurpation, deg 
livered into the hands of the French. 	It was 

blockaded 
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blockaded by Baraggay d'Hilliers, while Suchet t H A P. 
advanced against Tarragona, the only strong place 	1-''''' 
which.thd Spaniards retaiped upon this part of the 	1811. 

coast. 	There was a British Squadron in the roads 
ready to.co-operate in its defence, and a reinforce-
ment of 4000 men from Valencia was sent under 
captain Codrington ; but these.  troops, at the re-
quest of Campoverde, who was stationed at Igua, 
lada, were transported to Sitzes, that they might 
,act with him on 'the flank of the besiegers. 	On 
the 21st of June the French won the lower town ; 
yet Contreras, the commandant of the ga'r.rison, 
declined the assistance of a British reinforcement, 
which arrived from Cadiz under colonel Skerrett, 
and desired that it might co-operate with Cam-
poverde's army, uppn which he placed all his hopes. 
Ile had'determined in the last resort, to abandon 
the place, thinking it of more importance to pre- ' 
serve his soldiers than to defend the ruins of Tarra- 
gona. 	On the 28th, the French effected a practi- Fall of 	. 
cable .breach, and their assault, which immediately mn'arna.• 
ensued, was too successful. ' The inhabitants, aware 
of the intentions of the commandant, were panic-
struck, and offered no resistance to the inhuman 
slaughter with which Suchet had menaced them. 
More than six thousand persons,  were butchered, Horrible 
old and young, man and woman, mother and in- mpeasmsaceuraeied 
fant ; the streets flowed with blood ; the churches, iv  ilia 
where the women had taken refuge, were profaned French.  
by rape and murder, and the French consummated 
these atrocities by throwing many of their victims 
into the burning hotises. 	They fired upon the 
landing-place where crowds of mothers and chil-
dren were collected, and upon the British boats 
which were employed in rescuing these hapless 

' fugitives: 	The fate of Tarragona was a practical 
corhmentary on the merciless threat of Napoleon, 
that if he could not reign over Spaniards, he would 
at least reign ox, er Spain. 

Y 4 	 AFTER. 
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C li A P. AFTER this bloody tragedy, Suchet reduced the 

T'"X‘r.  fortresses of Berga and Montserrat. 	With' these, 
misfortunes the Catalans had to deplore the, fall of 'an. 

sachet 
reduces 
Berga and 

Figueras, which capitulated on the 19th of August, 
after a blockade of four months. 	The garrison 

Mont- 
setrat. 

had obtained honourable terms, by which they were 
to march out with their baggage, depositing their 
arms only on the "glacis: 	When this was done .tlie 
French general commanded them to be stripped, 
and they were marched into France destitute of, 
clotliing. 	After this disaster, the spirit of. the pa-
triots:in this province was not subdued ; and they 
found in general Lacy, the Successor of Campo.;  
verde, a more determined and enterprising leader. 
He harassed the invaders in detail ; and his second 
in command, the baron d:Eroles, when pressed by 
a superior fbrce, surprised and disconcerted the 
commander opposed to him by seizing the pass of 

. 
Luerol, from wiience he penetrated into France, 
and levied contributions in Languedoc. 

Enters IN September, Suchet entered Valencia, old on 
Valencia. the 27th took possession of the town of Murviedro. 

He attempted to carry its fortress by assault, but 
was repulsed with Considerable loss., and found it 
necessary to reduce the little fort of Oropesa in his 
rear, which prevented the junction of his battering 
train from Tortosa. 	Ile endeavoured at the same 
time to provoke gentral Blake into the field, who 
had arrived with a force from Cadiz to tale the 
command in the eastern provinces, and who had 
withdrawp his army to Valencia. 	Blake Avoided 
a battle, in hopes that the French would weaken 
themselves in the field, and that they might be 
compelled to retreat by movements on their flank 
and on the side of Arragon. 	By his orders the 
guerrilla chiefs, Duran and the Einpecinado, united' 
their forces, laid siege to Calatayud, and compeKd 
the force stationed there to surrender. 	A strong 
body of French sent for its relief arrived too late, 

9 	 and 
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and while prdparing toefollow the patriots, vas re- c ii A P. 

' called into Navarre, to resist Espoz y Mina, who LXXXIV, 

.was enabled to extend his operations, by a move- 
ment of lord Wellington, upon Ciudad Rodrigo,. 
which compelled Marmont to withdraw troops 

. 	1811. 

' from that province. 	The Spaniards in Valencia 
were row eager to encounter Suchet, and Blake 
having consented to gratify them, an engagement 
took place on 	the 515th of October,. • when the 
French with considerable loss obtained a victory, 
which was immediately followed by the capture of 
the fortress of Murviedro. 	Blake retreated to his 
entrenched camp at Valencia, and defended that 
city 'against Suchet until the beginning of January, . 
when, after sustaining a bombardment of three days 
and nights, 'he agreed to a capitulatidn, which placed Surrender I 	• 	0 	' in the.hands of the enemy 18,000 troops of the line, of Blake. 
22 generals, 893 officers, and 374 pieces of cannon. 
Suchet engaged that no inhabitant should be mo-
lested for the part he had taken : no sooner was he 
master of the city than he executed in the public 
square the most distinguished of the patriots, and 
sent 1500 of the.monks prisoners to France. 

THE operations of the enemy on the Portugueze Lord wei. 
negta:unres8  frontier were again frustrated by the skill 	and hin  firmness of. their opponents. 	When Marmont re- for the re. 

turned from the Guadiana, •he directed Dorsenne, li!fof Gal" 
who had succeeded Bessieres in the north, to make cIa.  
a rapid movement into Galicia, hoping that the 
Britisli would be tempted to expose themselves by 
advancing 	upon 	Salamanca. 	Lord 	'Wellington 
adopted wiser measures for the relief of the threat-
ened province ; having fixed his head-quarters at 
Puente Guinaldo, he blockaded Ciudad Rodrigo, 
and floe; obliged Marmont not only to recall Dor-
senne., but to order up Souham's division from Na- 
varre. 	Ad N, ancing their joint *three, amounting to 
60,000 men, 	Kith 125 pieces of artillery, they 
offered him battle; but he declined to exhaust his 

army 
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C IT A P. army in contending for a plofitless victory, and re-.  Lxxxiv. tiring about three, leagues, took up a position at Al- 

1811.: fayates, and afterwards formed his army on the 
• . heights behind Soito, having the Sierra das Mesas 

on their right,. and their left extending to Rendo 
on the Coa. 	The French retired to Ciudad Rod-' 
rigo, and there separated, Dorsenne moving toward 

Gonern1 

Salamanca and Valladolid, and Marmont toward 
the pass of Banos and Plasencia. 	' 	•, 

MEANWHILE SCillit was 	devising measures to 
ai.in sses  dur" 
Pki

he  ench at 

destroy the army which Castanos had recruited in 
Estremadura ; and had sent a division of 4001J foot 

Arroyo and 1000 cavalry under Girard to Caceres. 	Lord Molinos. 
. Wellington directed an attack against this force,' 

and intrusted the execution of it to general Hill, 
who ateordingly moved from his cantonments at t  
Portalegre, on the 22d of October, and advanced 
to the Spanish frontier. ' He caused Girard to re- 

' treat, and making a fbrced march, surprised him 
on the morning of the 28th, at Arroyo. Molinos, 
captured 1400 men, and dispersed the remains of 
his force, which fled to the woods and mountains 
with a loss. of 600 killed. !Among the 'prisoners 
were general Brune, prince of Aremberg, two lieu- 
tenant colonels, and SO other officers. 	The whole 
of Girard's artillery, baggage, and commissariat, 
with magazines of corn, were taken, together with 
the contribution of money which he had levied at 
Merida. 	So great was the consternation of the 
enemy, that Badajoz was shut for two days ;..all the 
fords of the Guadiana were watched, and every de: 
tachment•was ordered to rendezvous at Seville. 

Drives 
them from 

GENERAL HILL returned to his cantonments, 
from whence, toward the end of December, he 

Merida. made a rapid movement upon Merida in tlie hope 
of• surprising the French stationed there ; . they 
were accidentally warned of his approach, and fled 
during the night, abandoning a large store of bread 
and grain. 	The gallant general marched on Al- 

• mendralejo, 
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mendralejo,'which he compelled .the French to eva- c ti A I', 
cuate ; and having thus cleared the country of them, LXXXIV. 	, 

he cantoned'his troops at Merida for the winter. 1811: 
IN Andahfsia the French were incessantly' ha- Gallant 

rasse4 by the' patriots under the command of Bal- defence or 
lasteros, 	and their vanity was mortified by the  Tarifa. 
spirited resistance, of Tarifa, •against a besieging 
force 'of eleven thousand men, commanded by 
marshal Victor. 	The garrison consisted' of 1200 
British untier colonel Skerrett, 	and about 1000 
Spaniards under Copons. 	A practicable breach 
having been made on the 31st of December, 2000 
picked men advanced to the assault, and were 
driven' back to their trenches., 	Preparations were 
made for a more formidable attack; but on the 5th 
of January the besiegers withdrew, leaving behind 
them a areat•part of their oannon, 	n, and b •  ammunitio 
stores. 

THE Spanish colonies continued .to be agitated Affairs or 
by conflicting parties. 	In, Mexico, the royalists t:tes."sh  
after much bloodshed, gained the ascendency. 	In 
Venezuela the cogfederates issued a declaration of 

.independence, and entrusted the command Oftheir 
'forces to Miranda, whose genius was expected to: 
emancipate all Soath America. 	He commenced- 
his career by an attack on Valencia, from whence he 
.Was . repulsed by an inferior force; but having re-
ceived fresh troops, he reduced the city by a block- 
ade. 	While he was, preparing to subdue Coro and 
Maracaibo, an event occurred which utterly blight- 
ed his hopes. 	On the 26th of March 1812, an Earth - 
earthquake laid in ruins the. towns of La Guayra, rake" 
Caracas, San  Carlos, and Barquesimeto. 	This ca-
lamity' happened on Holy Thursday, and it was on 
.a Holy Thursday that the independence of Vene- 
zuela had been proclaimed. 	The people of Cara- 
cas regarded it as a visitation from heaven, and hast- 
ened to offer their submission to Monteverde, the mirand. 
royalist genetal, who serif Miranda and some other sent pri- leaders 

 scoandi
el.t. 
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C n A P.' leaders prisoners to Cadiz. In the vice-ioyalty.  of La 
LXXXIV. Plata, Buenos Ayres declared its independence, and 
• ismm, claimed, as being the capital, authority.over Mon,te-

video, which adhered to the cause of the monarchy. 
On arriving at the latter place, Elio, the' new vice- 
roy, ordered 	a 	squadron 	to blockade Buenos 

Monte- Ayres, and the indtpendents retaliated by besieg- 
video be- 
sieged. ing him. in Montevideo. 	During a negociatibn, 

which afterwards took place, admiral de Courcy 
arrived in the river, and caused the blvekade to be 
removed with respect to British ships. 	The nego- 
ciation was brpken off in September., When a Portu-
gueze force arrived from Brazil to the assistance of 
Elio. 
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CHAP. LXXXV. 
. 	 . 

Gloomy aspect.of affairs in Great Britain.—Meeting ofpar-
liament.— Provision for the royal household.— Bill for 
improving ecclesiastical courts. — Returns under the popu-
lation act.— Measures for suppressing disturbances in the 
manufacturing districts. — Ciarency act afhended. — Re-
newal of the bill against Me grant of offices in reversion.— 
Discussion respecting colonel Mahon.— Overtnre to lords 
Grey and Grenville. — Marquis of Wellesley resigns. -.- 
Assassination of Mr. &meal.— Negotiations for the 
formation of a new cabinet.— Conference of earl Moira 
with lords Grey and Grenville. —Lord Liverpool prime 
minister.—Catholic offitirs. —+ Conditional revocation of 
the orders of council.—The United States declare war 
against Great Britain.—Budget. —Dissolution of par-
liament.—Spanish campaign. — Lord Mdlington takes 
Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajoz.—His victory at Salamanca. 
—Enders Madrid.— Marches to Burgos. — Retires to 
the Partugueze frontier.— Events of the war with the 
United States. — .East• Indies. — Capture of Palembang. 
— Ronaparie's 'expedition to Russia.— Battle of Boro- 
dino. — Conflagration 	of Moscow. — Retreat 	of the • 
French. — Passage of the Beresina.— The Russians ad-
vancdto Wilna. A— Bonaparte escapes to Paris. 

. . THE affairs of Great Britain were now approach- c H A 11- 
ing to a crisis. 	The contest in Spain was still Lxxxv.  

doubtfid ; theprotracted dispute with Americathreat- • 1812. 
cued an open rupture ; and Francep 	was preparing, Gloomy 
fbr the subjugation of Russia, a mightier armament fasarrseeitn 

f af 
 

than littl ever been collected in Europe, At home, GTeat  B"- 
the decline of commerce produced.severq distress hun.  
among the people ; secret combinations were form-
ed in one of the midland counties, for the destruc-
tion of machinery, and serious apprehensions were 
entertained that an organised insurrection would 

spread 
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. .LXXXV. 
• 

spread through . all the manufacturing 	districts. 
Amidst these difficnities .the country might desire, 

1812. 	• tout had little cause to expect, an union of the two 
great parties in the state; for.while ministers persist-
ed'inrecbmmending a vigorous prosecution of the' 
war, their opponents condemned it. a's ii4ontin, 
improvident, and ruinous. 	 • 

Meeting of PARLIAMENT was opened by commission on the 
parliament. 7th of January. 	At an early period of the session 

Mr. Perceval proposed a plan for the arrangement 
of the royal•household, p.nd recommended such an 
addition to the civil list as might support.the se-
parate establishments, now become necessary for 

Provision*  the regent and the king. He likewise suggested an 
fooyal

r the 
r addition of'10,0001. a year to the queen's income, to . 
hbusehold. meet the extraordinary expenditure, which her mat 

jesty might be likely to incur. 	When the bills for 
these purposes had been passed, an annuity of 
86,0001. was granted as a provision for the four 
princesses, each of whom was to receive 90001. a 
year exclusive of 40001. from the civil list: on the 
demise of one, the survivors were to have 10,0001. 
each, the same to be continued when there should 
be two survivors : the proportioh for the sole sur- 

.vivor was fixed at 12,000/. 	• 
Bill for A BILL for improving the ecclesiastical courts in 
improving 
ecclesiasti- 
cal courts. 

' 

England was introduced by sir William Scott,*andre- 
ceived the sanction of Ale legislature. 	Its objects 
were to abolish excommunication, and to remove 
the civil consequences attendant on that process, 
except in cases of great enormity ; to diminish the 
number of inferior tribunals, and to remove the pro-
ceedings which belonged to them into the diocesan 
courts. 	 . 

Returns 
under the 
population 
act. 

RETUkINS under the population act passed in the 
last session were laid before the house of commons, 
from which it appeared that since the census of 
1801, there had been an increase of more than one 
million and a half in Great Britain, in the ratio of 

. 	 . 	fourteen 
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fourteen per centum in England, thirteen in Scot- c H A P. 
land, and twelve in 	The total population LXXXV. 

41\rales. 
of Great Britain in 1801 was 10,471,048; in'1811 	1812. 

it was 11,911,644, making an increase of 1,439,596 
persons, 'actually resident in the country; which, 
.added to the number serving in the army and navy 
abroad, made a total amount of 1,609,498. 	These 
results revived the very important question, in What • 
degree the means of subsistence increased with 
the population. 	By accounts which were produced 
about this time, it appeared that during eleven years, 
from 1775 to 1786, the average quantity of grain 
imported was 564,413 quarters ; 	from 1787 to 
1798, 1,1.36,101 quarters; from 1799 to 1810, in': 
eluding three years of scarcity, 1,471,003 quartgrs. 
The average prices were 30s. per quarter in the first 
period ; 410s. in the second ; and 60s. in the third. 
During the last ,ear not less than 4,271,000/. went 
out of the country for the sustenance of its inha-
bitants.;  a fact of most serious importance to the 
public interest.  

THE alarming disturbances in the manufacturing Measures 
. districts demanded prompt measures for their sup- pfir %I' 

pression. An act was passed, by Which the bLeaking disturb! 
of frames used in the hosiery manufiicture, was antes in
declared a capital offence ; and it was followed by Luring dis-

another, which attached the same criminality to txicts• 
the taking or administering of an oath, binding 
the party to the commission of a °rime; with a pro- 
Viso, that any person, who, lifter taking such oath, 
should come forward before a charge was made 
against him, confess his guilt before a magistrate,' 
and take the oath of allegiance, should be saved 
from the penalty. 	A bill was also enacted, to pre-
serve the public peace in the disturbed counties, • 
by giving additional powers to the magistrates for 
a 	

. limited time.  
IN 	support of the regulations respecting-  the Currency 

Currency,, made in the last session, 	an act was. aeed"mend- 
Passed, 
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C H A P. passed, by which payments of hank notes, whither 
L 	- XXXV.  in or out of court, were declared legal, to the effect 

18M. 	of staying an arrest; 	and the provisions of this 
statute were extended to Ireland. 

prohibiting. 
THE act for prohibiting prohibitina the grant 'of 'offices. in 

the grant of reversion was renewed for two years. 	A bill was • 
offices in 	introduced.for abolishina• sinecure offices executed reversion 	 t, 
renewed. 	* by 	deputy, 	and for 	creating 	frcun 	the • profits 

of 	these 	offices, 	as 	they 	should 	fall 	in, 	a 
' 

	

	fund, from which the civil servants, of the public 
might after t  certain time, be provided 'with pen- 

Discussion sions according to their merits. 	In the discussions respecting  
colonel 	on this subject, the office of paymaster of widows' .. 
Mali 	. 	. oll. 	pensions, which bad thirty years before been noticed 

by,the commissioners of public accounts, as a use- 
' less sinecure, was abolished. 	The regent's confi- 

dential servant, colonel Mahon, by whom it was 
held, wa's appointed keeper of the privy purse, and 
private. secretary to his royal highness. 	Strong 
animadversions were made on the latter office, and, 
though a motion for the production of the appoint- 
ment was negatived, 	it was found expedient to 
adopt the suggestion of Mr. Wilberforce, that the 
salary „should be• paid out of the regent's privy 
purse. 

lov
,
e
i
rtir  to 	Jr was generally expected that, on the expir- 

und Greney- 	ation of the restrictions Unposed by the regency bill 
vine. 	some important changes wbuld e take place in the 

cabinet. 	On the 18th of February, 	the prince 
addressed a letter to the duke of'iork, in which, 
after stating his satisfaCtion 	with 	the measures 
'adopted by those ministers, whom, from a sense of 
duty to his royal father, he had retained in office, 
lie 	expressed a wish that some of the persons 
with whom tie habits of his early hie had been 
formed, would strengthen his hands and .constitute 
a part of his government. 	The letter concluded 
by authorising the duke of York to communicate 
the sentiments of the prince regent to lord Grey, 

wht 
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'who would dpubtless make them known to lord c IT A P. 
Grenville ; 	and a copy of the 	was at the 	LXXXV. ,letter 
same time sent to Mr. Perceval..• 	 0812 • 

1$ their answer to the duke of York, lords Grey Their an- 
and Grenville declared that • no sacrifices, except s' 
those of honour and duty, could appear to them 
too great to be ' made for the purpose' of healing 
the divisions of the 'country, and uniting both its 
government and people. 	They disclaimed • all 
personal exclusion, 	and 	expressed 	on 	public 

.grounds alone the impossibility of their uniting 
.with the existing :government. 	Their differences 
'of opinion embracing almost all the.  leading fea-
tures of the actual policy of the empire, were too 
important to admit of web an unio'n. 	On one sub- 
ject their sentiments were especially at' variance 
with those of his majesty's ministers : they were 
firmly persuaded of the necessity of a total change 
in the system of governing Ireland, and of the 
immediate repeal of those civil disabilities;  under 
which so large a portion •of the people laboured 
on account of their religious opinions. 	To recom- 
mend to parliament that repeal would le the first 
athlice which they would feel it their duty to offer 
to his royal highness. 	An answer so decisive pr& 
eluded all hope that these eminent statesmen, or 
any of those " early friends," for whom, as.it should 
seem, they were authorised to decide, would con-
stitute.a part of the existing government ; and it 
is.remarkable that their refusal was almost imme-
diately followed bythe resignatioq of the marquis Marquis 
'Wellesley, who was succeeded in the office of secre- r:VinetYnd  
tary for foreign affairs by lord Castlereagh. 	An 11 SLC;Cd- i 

attempt however was made to accomplish the coa- eccaa°1_°̀4  
.lition 	which had been so allX1011SV desired. 	On r...gli• 
the 19th•of Mareh, lord Boring don, in the•house 

f peers, moved for an address to the prince regent, 
to represent to his royal highness, that the adminis-
tration, to which he might -be pleased to CO1111114, 

VOL. VI. 	 z 	 the. 
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C H A P. the management' of affairs, should be so composed LXXXV. as to unite, as far. as possible, the confidence and 

good-will, of all, classes ,of the people ; that in the 1812. 

' present state of Ireland, it Was impossible that well 
general confidence could be enjoyed by any admi-
nisfration which opposed the claims of the Roman 
Catholics; anitthat his royal highness should en-
deavou'r to form a cabinet, which, by consulting the 
affections of all classes of the community, might 
eflbctually call forth the resource's' of the empire. 
In the debate on this motion, which was negatived, 
lord Grey explained the reasons which, induced 
him and hisliiend to decline a share iii,the govern- 
ment. 	An event soon afterwards occurred, which, 
while It filled the whole country with• consternation, 
rendered new arrangements necessary. 

Assassin- 
ation of Mr. ON Monday, the 11th of May, at about half past • 
rereeval. five in the afternoon, as Mr. Perceval was entering.  

the lobli 	of the house of commons, through the 
door at the head of the staircase, -Ile was shot by a 
person, whose name afterwards proved to bedIel- 
lingliam. 	lie 'staggered a few 	paces, and fell 
at the feet of a gentleman who was standing near 
ttle second pilid in the lobby. 	He was conveS•ed. 
to the speaker's apartments; but when brought 
thither, -all signs of, life 	had vanished, and on.  a 
surgical examination, it was found that the bhp, 
which was of unusually large size, had, penetrited 
the heart near 'its centre, and had passed com- 
pletely through it. 	For a short time the alarm of 
a'couspiracy pervaded both houses, but it .subsided 
after  the examination 	of the assassin. 	He pro- 
fessed to have sustained injuries f'rom the Russian 
government, which he had made the subject of 
memorials to several of his majesty's ministers', and. 
being unable to procure the redress which he 
sought, he determined to put ohe of them to death, 
that his case might be brought before a court of • . 
justice. 	It appeared on his trial, that the British 

. ambaassdor 
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ambassador at St. Petersburg .had attended to his c ir A P. 
applications, and had' ceased to interfere, only after LXXXV. 

he had been fully satisfied as to the legality of the 1812. 

,proceedings Instituted by the ilussian authorities 
against 	the 	unhappy man. 	Respecting 	these 
. claims, the reasoning of Bellingham was as absurd 
as his late ' copduct had been atrocious; but on 
other subjects, he gave proofs, of ,a sound ,mind : 
and as*the plea of insanity was manifestly inappli-
cable to his. case, he was found guilty, and under- 
went the sentence of •the law. 	Pursuant to a 
message from the prince regent, an ample pro-
vision was made by parliament for the widow add 
children of Mr. Perceval, and on this melancholy 
occasion, when political animosity gave way to 
regret for his untimely fate, men of all parties con-
curred in bearing testimony to .his upright and_ 
amiable character. 

OVERPURES were now made by -lord Liverpool Overtures 
to the marquis of Wellesley atttl Mr. Canning, but 7veredeY  those 	statesmen positively declined to associate and Mr. 
themselves with the government, assignineas their xcT,Tioing

. 
reason the avowed sentiments of ministers on the ca- 
tholic question. 	On the 21st of May, a motion was Mr. 
made in_ the 	house of common's by Mr. Stuart IsitioTtit, 

t  Wortley, that an address should be presented 	n.  ...... motioncYfosr 
the prince 	regent, 	pra3ing 	that he would be 	an 

. 
pleased to take suchmeastrres as might enable biraf  
in the circumstances of the country, to form a 
strong and efficient government. 	The motion was 
carried; the address was presented; and the answer 
of his royal 

	

	was, that he would take it ,highness 

efficient 
Ina nistry. 

into his serious and immediate consideration. 	The Negoci., 
•marquis of Wellesley, to whom was entrusted the 6°"' 
arrangement for effecting the object of the address, 
proceeded, through the medium of Mr Canning, to 
(Teti a communication with the earl of Liverpool, 
proposing, as t lie chief conditions oil which the new 

cabinet s I1 formed,ki be formed, the ea.rly consideration 
' 	*z '2 	 of 
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C H A P. of the catholic question, and the more vigorous 
Lxxxv. prosecution of the war• in Spain. 	The proposal 

1812. 	. was 'instantly declined by lord Liverpool and lord 
Melville, who expressed their resolution not to. 
become members of any administrationAo.be formed 
by lord Wellesley. 	.Their objection was said to lie-, 
founded principally oira statement o tlie causes of 
lord .Wellesley's resignation, which, 	a few days 
after the death. of Mr Perceval, found its Way into 
the public papers, and which contained severe re-
flections on the ralents and conduct of administration. 
The marquis afterwards communicated with lords" 
Grey and Grenville, who declined his proposals 
almost as promptly as the ministers themselves. 
*Lord Moira NiilIs afterwardsempowered to negotiate 
'with them ; and as a full understanding was esta- 
•blished on the principal points in,discussion, while 
an assurance was given, that it was not intended to 
impose any re§traint on their lordships, 2S to the 
policy .which theymight judge' it expedient to 
pursue, it was generally believed that the, treaty 

Lord moi. WOO& be brought to a favourable issue. 	In an 
ra's nego- 
ciation with 
lords Grey 
and Gren- 
ville. 

. 

interview with lord Moira, they expressed their 
,satisfaction with the fairness of the proposal, And 
their readiness to enter into such discussions as 

suisliprecede the details of any new arrangement. 
As a preliminary qnestion, which appeared to them 

`of great importance, and which they thought it 
necessary immediately to bring forward, to prevent 
the inconvenience and embarrassment of the further 
delay which might be produced, if the negociation 
should break off in a more advanced. state, the)' 
asked, *,‘ whether this full liberty extended to the 
consideration of new appointments to tliok great 
offices of the household which have been usually 
'included in thvolitical arrangements made on 0 
change of administration ;" intimating theiropinion, 
that it would be necessary to act on the same 
principle•on the present occasion. • *Lord Moirli 

answered, 
• 
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answered, that the prince 'had laid no restriction C H A P. 
upon him in that respect, and-bad never pointed in LXXXV°•  
the most (jistaAt manner.at the protection of those 
officers from removal ; . that it would be impossible 
for him, (lord Moira,) however, to.coiticur in mak-
ing the exercise of this power positive and indispens-- 

1812. 

Ale in the formation of the administration ; bedause 
.lie should deem it on public grounds peculiarly 
objectionable. 	...They• replied, 	that 	on - public 
grounds, it appeared to them indispensable, that 
the connection of the great office 	of the court 
with the political administration should be clearly 
established in its first arrangements. 	Thus the Its failure. 
negotiations terminated. • On the 8th of June, the Lord. 
earl of Liverpool intimated to the house of lords, pLriivmerrl  
that the prince regent had been pleased to appoint minister. 
bum first commissioner of the treasury, and.that his 
royal highness had given authority for completing 
with -all possible despatch the other arrangements 
of administration. 	 . 	 a 

THE affairs of Ireland, which occupied the atten- catholic 
Lion of parliament at an early period of the session, 'drain' • 
were again discussed on the revival of the import- 
ant question col 	erning the claims of the calholics. 
On the 22d of June, Mr. Canning, in the house 
of commons, moved a resolution, that the house, 
early in the ensuing session, would take into con-
sideration the laws affecting his majesty's Woman 
Catholic subjects in Great Britain and Ireland; with 
a vietV to a final and conciliatory adjustment ; it 
was carried by (.2.Q5 votes against lu(i. 	On the 1st 
of July, a similar motion was made by the marquis 
Wellesley in the house of lords, when the pre- 
\tons question moved upon it by the lord than-' 
tenor was carried by a majority of one, the num-
bers being I ts?6 to NO. This rejection of lord Wel-
lesicy's motion was by some ascribed• to the violent 
conduct 01' a cal holic meeting in Dublin, at which 
resolutions were passed, demanding a Conce,oion of 

z 0 	 the 
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e H A P. the claims 'as 1 matter of right, 'and. threatening 
....x/°-  exemplary vengeance on those who should be hos- . 

1812. 	tile to them.• 	. 	• 
Conditional 	THE committee, which had been appointed. to 
revocation 	enquire into the effects of the orders of council; of theorders 
!)f council, having made their report,. -Mr. Brougham moved, 

on the 16th of-Jun9, for an address to the pritice 
regent, beseeching Min to recall or suspend those 
orders; and to adopt such -measu'res as might tend 
to conciliate neutral powers, withoitt sacrificing the 
rights and dignities of the crown. 	The motion 
was withdrawn, in consequence of an intimation 
from lord Castlereagh that governineqt were about 
to make a conciliatory proposition to America. 
A declaration •was accordingly issued in the ga-
,ette, stating, that by a prior declaration of the 1:st 
of April 1812, the repeal Of the orders in council 
was to take place so soon as the French . decrees 
were formally revoked; that a communication had 
been pade by the American charge d'afiiiires to 
lord Castlereagh, of a copy of the alleged instru-
ment of repeal by the French government ; and 
although this revocation was not such as to satisfy 
the conditions required by the. British declaration, 
yet, as. Great Britain was anxious to replace the 
commerce of neutrals on its ancient basis, 	the 
brders'Of council of the 7th January. 1807, and 
the 26th April 1809, were suspended, as far as re-
garded American property, from the 1st of August, 

4b1lowing. 	As the armed vessels of Great Britain 
were excluded from the harbours of the 'United 
States, while those of France were admitted ; and. as 
all commercial intercourse with England had been 
suspended, it was declared, that if.  the Americlul 
government should not, after the regular commu-
nication of the present document; alter its policy, 
then the repeal of the orders ih-council should not 
take effect. 	Provision was also made, that Ameri- 
can ;hips seizesince the date of the communica- 

. 	 tion 
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tion relating to the trench decrees, should not be c H A P. 
Condemned ; and an express-reservation was made _ LXXXV. 

of the right of the British government to revive 
the orders of council, and to adopt such measures 
of retaliation as it might deem expedient., when cir-
cumstance§ should demand such, a course of pro- 
ceeding. 	This concession was made too late 'V/ 

1812. 

'The United 
b(± of any avail even as an experiment ; for,, on the States (k

r" • 
18th'of June, the prcsidena of the United States againswtd  
intimated this approval of: an act of congress, by 
which wgr was declared against Great Britain. 

Great Bri--coin. 

THE financial measures for the year had been Budget: 
nearly arranged by Mr. Percival before his death, 
and, were adopted, with some exceptions, by his suc- 
cessor Mr. Vansittart. 	The joint charge on Great 

' 

Britain' and Ireland.exceaded 58 millions, of which 
the proportion for Great Britain, joined to a separate 
additional 	charge of more than 	four millions, 
amounted to 55,350,6181. 	The following were the 
ways and means proposed by the chancellor of the 
exchequer for raising this enormous suitply : the 
annual duties were taeh as usual at 3,000,0001. ; 
the surplus of the consolidated fluid, including the 
property-tax, 20,000,000/. ; the lottery, 300,0001. ; 
the loan in the .5•per ccnt..annuities, contributeJ by 
the subscribers of exchequer bills in the spring of 
the current year, 6,789,625/. ; and exchequer-bills 
intended ' to be issued op 	the 	vote of credit, 

, 

3,000,0001. 	The last sum would make,no addition 
to the unfunded debt', as an equal sum granted on 
the vote of credit of the last year had been 	.tinded, 
hod not 'replaced by any.fresh.issue.. The old naval 
stores, caitied to public account, were estimated 
at 41.1,218/. ; 	and the sutplus of the ways and 
moans of last year at 2,'209,6.26/. 	To these items 
were to be added the loan effected on the preced- 
ing day, or 15,1; ;0,0001. 	,.

,_
"
,y  ; 

PARL1A.0 L.N1 was prorogued on the jOth of J 
z 1., 	 . and 

. 

D6solutiott 
ilfPri„, a:,„- 	• t. 
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C TI_ 	1" and on the 29th of?  SeptemSer was dissolved by gA  LX x X V. 	 • • ' 	. ,— proclamation. . 	. 

• • 1812. 

	

	AT an early period of. the year the campaign in , Spanish . 	the pepinstua, to the astonishment and confUsion of 	• 
campaign. the invaders, commenced with offensive operations 

on tho part of the British. 	Lord Wellington.hav- 
.ing made his dispysitions for.reducing the frontier 

fortresses occupied by the 	enemy, crossed the 
Agueda, and on the 8th of January invested 

.Ciu.dad Ro- Ciudad. _Rodrigo; while :general 	Hill, -advancing 
drigo be. - from Merida, compelled Drouet to retire-from Al-sieged. 

mendralejo upon Zafra and Llerena, leaving his 
stores and ammunitiop. Badajoz was thus reduced 
to the utmost extremity; the country between the ' 
Tagus and the Guadiana cleared of the enemy, 
and.the communication between Soult and Mar. 

"mont intercepted. 	The• siege of Ciudad Rodrigo 
was,  igorously pressed, and on the 19th an attack 
was made in five separate columns, which proved 
completely successful at every point ; the garrison, 

Surrenders. after a dtsperate conflict, surrendered to the num-
ber of 1700 men, besides officers, pacing in the 
bands of the captors the heavy train of the Frei-Sell 
army, with great quantities of amMunition and . 
stores. 	.The British army sustained a severe loss 
in theedeath of major-general Mackinnon, who fell 
at the head of his storming party in the moment of 
victory ; 	and the hardihood 	of the a'ssanit was 
'"hewn in . the number of killed and wounded, 
amotintins• to 1200. 	Thus, in the silage of ten 
days, was recovered a fortress, which, when in a 
state or weakness, and garrisoned by Spaniards, tee,  
sisted for a Whole month the effbrts 0' Massena, 
supported by an army of 110,000 men. 	Marmontr 
who had stationod his army on the Tagus to sup-
port the operations in Valencia, had caktilated 011' 
being in time for its relief by. the Q9th of January; 
he had advanced to Salamanca with a large army 
collected from the north and centre of Spain, when 

he 
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be was surprised and mortified by the news of its c ii A P, 
fall. 	After attempting in vain to ldre his antago-• txkxv.  
nisi to. a battle, he placed his army in cantonments . 1812. 
.along the Tormes.  

HAVING strengthened the fortifications of Ciudad Capture of 
Rodrigo, lord Wellington moved the greater part Badajoz. 

of his army to the southward, for the support of 
general Hill, who was blockading Badajoz with about 
12,000 men, aided by the Portuguese army under 
marshal Beresford. 	He urged on the, siege with 
such vigour and success, that on the 6th of April, 
three praCticable breaches were made ; and a reso-
lution was immediately taken to storm the place. 
Lieutenant-general Picton was ordered to attack 
the castle by escalade'; major Wilson to assail the 
riivelin of San Roque; and Major-general Colyille 
to attack the bastions of La Trinidad and Santa 
Martha. 	The conduct of a false attack was en- 
trusted to lieutenant-general Leith, with instruc-
tions to convert it into a real one, should circum- 
stances prove favourable. 	Picton crossed the Gua- 
diana with some resistance, and in an hour and i 
half was master of the castle. 	Wilson carried the 
ravelin of San ROque ; the light division' under 
Colville, after repeated attempts, was unable to gain 
the bastions; but the false attack under general 
Leith, and the other operations of the besiegers en- 
tirely succeeded. 	The French governor, with his 
staff; 	retired 	into fort St. Cristoval, and surren- 
' dered en the following clay. 	The garrison which 
amounted originally to .5000 men, had lost 1200 
killed and wounded in the pre%ious operations, and 
suffered severely in the assault, 	The British and 
Portuguese had 809 killed and 2000 wounded. • 

By the speedy reduction of this important for. Retreat of 

tress, lord Wellington again 	 opponents. and souls. •  
Marmont, after vainly attempting to surprise Ciu- 
Rad Rodrigo and Almeida, penetrated thin l'ortu- 

.Istello Branco, where he no sooner ' 11 as w 	 f in' as C 4  learnt' 
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.cri-LA p. learnt the result of the siege than he commenced a 
LXXXV- precipitate retreat. 	Soult, who had reached Villa 
1812. , Franca, fell back with.  equal 'alacrity, pursued. by 

. 	the British cavalry under sir Stapleton Cotton. 	On 
the 11th of April the dragoons tinder major-general 
Le Marchant charged the rear guard of the French 
with such impetuosity, a's to drive them itrthe ut-
most confusion into Llerha, where the main army 
was posted. 	On the same day Soldt evacuated the 

. 	place, and .thus the pi'bvince a Estremadura was 
entirely freed f'rom -the enemy. 	The British com- 

Destruc- 	mander, following up these successes, detached ge- 
tion of the . neral Hill to destroy the bridge of Alniarez, alinOSt bridge of b 
Ahrutrez. 	the only 'communication below Toledo by which a 

large • army could 'cross the Tagus. 	This bridge 
.was strongly defended on either side by Works 
which the enemy .had thrown up, and was' pro-
tected by the neighbouring castle and redoubts of 
Mirabete. 	The extreme badness of the -Toads re- 
tarded this enterprise ; but on the 19th of May the 
British carried the works on the left bank of the 

jiver by escalade ; the enemy attempted to escape 
over` the bridge,. but their comrades on the other 
side destroyed it, and fled with precipitation toWard 
Naval. Moral. 	Many of the fugitives, whose escape 
was thus intercepted, perished in the stream, and 
800 were taken prisoners. 	This and other positions 
front which the French, after carefully fortifying • 
them, were so Suddenly expelled, became formida-
ble barriers for the future defence' of the penin-
sula ; and the acquisition of them, while it gave fresh 
confidence to the British, augmented the alarm and 
embarrassment of the enemy. 	After thesurprise al., 
Arroyo Molinos they had good reason to apprehend, 
that if lord Wellington directed general Bill to do a 
service, it would be done; with the smallest possi-
ble loss of time, and in defiance of any ordinarx.  
measures of prevention. 	When Marmont heard (11 

. the movement upon Almarcz, he moved to the 
12 	 . 	south-. 
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south-east as far as fort Veras, where the 'intern- H A P. •c 
gene& of its success induced • him to retrace his ' XL XXV.  
steps,  and again occupy himself in fortifying the 
convents of Salamanca. 

1812. 

LORD WELLINGTON appeared before *that. city ..0,-ci wei- 
with his main army on the 16th of June„ when the advances to 
French general, leaving a force to defend - the fore  
tifications; retired with his troops across the Tor- 
mes. 	He-afterwhrds attempted t© relieve the forts, 
which from their strength had been formed into a 

Salamanca' 

• depot of stores ; but the British general, by a mas-
terly manoeuvre, compelled htm to abandon them 
to their fate. 	Major-general Clinton, with the 
sixth division, was ordered to reduce them, and 
the service, after.some.delay occasioned by an ac-
cidental scarcity of ammunition:was accomplished. 
Lord Wellington then put his army in motion 
against Miirmont, who hastily retired across the 
Douro, destroyed the bridges, and concentrated his 
forces at Tordesillgs. 	His rear guard, stationed 
at Itueda, was attacked by the British cavalry un-
der slt Stapleton Cotton, and driven in great con-. 
fusion upon the main body. 	Lord -Wellington 
deeming it imprudent to attack the enemy ifi his 
strong position beyond the Douro, menaced the 
Spanish capital. 	Marmont, having received a re- 
inforcement under general Bonnet, which gave him 
a superiority of numbers, 'extended his right as far 
as Toro, restored the bridge at that place, and. or-
dered a part of his army to cross the river, as it' to 
turn the British left. 	Suddenly recalling them, he 
made a rapid march with his whole army to Tor-
desillas, crossed at that point, and succeeded in 
turning the flank of the allies at Castregon. 	This 
lirilliant movement re-established his communica-
tions with Madrid?  and w ith the army of the centre. 

Menaces 
madrid. 

•Lord Wellington having made dispositions for the 
retreat and junction of his different di% ision,., took 
up a position, in which lie offered battle. 	Marmont 

declined 
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c H A p, declined it, but disdaining to wait for the rein- 
LXXXV. forcements that 'were 'hastening to join hint, per- 
7  ...812. . severed in his mapteuvres on the British flanks., 

A series of skilful• movements ensued on both sides, 
until. the'21st of July, when tilt allied army was 
concentrated on the Tonnes ; the French crossed 
the riveinai the same day,•and appeared.to threaten 
Ciudad Rodrigd. 	 Durinff

t' 
 the 22d and Q3d, Mar- 

mont practised a, variety of evolutions to distract 
the attention of the British general from his real 
plan, which was to inclose the-allies in their po-
sition on epeninsula- formed by the' river, and to 
cut off their retreat. 	He threatened their left, 
which he found well provided for defence, while 
their other flank, where the.real attack was expect- 

Battle of ed, presented a no Tess formidable resistance. 	In 
Salamanca. 'aiming to surround the British he extended and 

weakened 	his 	own. line, and. loud Wellington, 
- atching ,the progress of

. 
 this 	error, seized 	the w 

favourable moment for striking a decisive blow. 
His arrangements were soon made, and no time 
was lost in executing them. 	Major-general Paken- 

-ham, with. the third division, began a fiirious as-
sault on the flanks of the enemy's left, in which he 
was.  supported by brigadier-general Bradford's bri- 

.gade, by the fourth and fifth divisions, and by the 
cavalry under sir Stapleton Cotton in front. 	The 

Total de- 
fear of the 
French. 

French, though finely posted and• supported bj 
cannon, were Overthrown. 	Against the enemy's 
centre on the hill of the Arapiles, general Pack's 
atteinpt was at first unsuccessfid ; but the fifth di-
vision, after its success on their left, changed its 
front, and attacking the centre, drove it f'rom the 
hill 	with precipitation. 	The 	right wing of the 
French, being. joined by the fugitives, •maintaintd 
a show of resistance, but it was attacked in front 
and on its flanks, and driven iv Confilsion froin the 
field. 	The 	pursuit 	was 	continued 	till 	nightfall 
and :renewed next morning, when the French rear- 

guard 
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guard was overtaken, attacked, and put to flight, 
the-cavalry leaving the infantry to their fate, 	Three 

- 34.9 
c H A P. 
•LXXXV. 

whole battalions surrendered, and large quantitieS 1812. 
Of stores, baggage, and ammunition fell intd the 
hands of the conquerors, 	Eleven pieces of cannon, 
two eagles, and six colours were taken ; 5 generals, 

. 

3 colonels, 3 lieut.-colonels, 130 officers of different. 
ranks, 'and 7000 soldie6 were made prisonets, 
The loss• of the allies was about 700 killed and 
1000.  wounded. 	Major-general Le Marchant, a 
brave and skilful officer was killed; lieut.-generals 
,Leith anal Cole, and major-general Alten were 
wounded ; sir Stapleton Cotton was fired upon at 
night through mistake by a British soldier, but hap- 
pily his wound did not prove fatal. 	On the side 
of the enemy, Marmont and Bonnet were 'both 
wounded, and the command of the fugitive army 
devolved upon gener:al Clausel, who made a stand 
for some time on the Douro ; but on the approach 
of th8 victors crossed that river, abandoned Valla- 
dolid, 	and continued his retreat upon. Burgos. 
Thus terminated the battle of Salamanca, in which 
the Britisli general obtained a complete victory 
.ever an army superior in numbers to his'own, and 
commanded by one of the most distinguished of 
the French marshals. 	 . 	. 

LORD WELLINGTQN, leaving a force under gene- Lord Wel- 
ral 'Paget to watch the motions of the enemy, ad- t:";„d. 
vanced with the.main body of his army to the Spa- 
nish capital. 	Joseph Bonaparte, who with 20,000 

Nladrid•*. 

Men 	tinder . his command, had reached Segovia, 
when he heard of the defeat of Marinont, hastily 
retreated through Madrid to Almanza, a position 
from .wbich he could communicate either with 
Moult of with Sucliet. 	On the 12th of August the 
allied army enterOd the capital ; the Retiro, garri-
soned by 1500 men immediately surrendered, and 
GUadalaxara was at the. same time taken by the 
tmpecinado. 	Intelligence was received that an 

army 
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.• 	- 
army OrBiltiSh and Neapolitani, from Sicily,4mder LXXV .. general Maitland, with some Spaniards from Ma- 
jorca had reached Alicant. 	Expectations were 
formed that this force, uniting with the patriSts in 

1812. 

. Murcia and Valencia, might favour the operations 
of the giand arfn'y by a powerful diversion • but 
unfortunately the defeat of general O'Donnell by 
the French under Harispe, combined with other 
referses, disabled the Spaniards from acting, and in 
a great measure deranged the plan of the cam- 

. paign. 	* 	w . 
Concerted . MEANTIME the enemy, aware that their tosses had, . 
onne,re"t3 been aggravated by want of concert, were co-oper- 
French. atillg to retrieve them. 	On the 24th of August, 

Soult relinquished the siege or Cadiz, and bean to 
evacuate Andalusia, for the purpose of uniting his 
'forces with those of Joseph Bonaparte.and Suchet, 
for.  the recovery of the Capital. 	The -French . 
troops stationed in Biscay, evacuated that province, 
and joining the wreck of Marmont's army tinder 
Clausel, moved in the direction of Bilrgos, to watch 
the•British troops destined for the siege of that 
place. 	By thus threatening Madr,id anti reinforc- 
ing Burgos," they hoped 'to cOmpel the 	British. 
either to 	fight to A disadvantage or' to retreat. 
They had -stron&y fortified the latter place, and 

. made it the atitre of their owations in the north 
t • of Spain. 	 • 	 • 

.,,i-d wet- ON the 1st of September, lord Wellington quitted l't)tt ton 
ad wancos to Madrid and advanced to Valladolid, the enemy re- 
11Vg°5' tiring before him across the Puiserga. 	Tie pursued . 

them to Burgos, through which city they retired 
during the night of the 17th, leaving a strong gar- 
rison in the castle. 	Preparations were imtpe‘hatelv 
Jradefbi besieging this important stronghold, and 
as the heavy artillery had not arrived, recourse watt 
had to the slow and uncertain process of sapping. 
On the 11th of October a mine wis successtialy 
sprung, the breaches were instantly Stormed anti 

the 
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the lines escaladed; part.of the British actually 

351 
H 	P. 

L
c 
XXV. entered the works, but the fire from the garrison 

was so heavy that they;were.obliged to .retire after 
tuffering some loss. 	Preparations were made for 
renewing the assault; but at this critical period the 

1812. 

British encountered a series of disappointments. 
They had been led to calculate on the support of a 
Galician army, 30,000 strong, in the highest state 
'of order and equipment ; this army was fbund to 
consist of only 10,000 undisciplined troops. 	Bal- 
lastero§, instead of obeying the orders of the gene-
ral to harass the retreat of Soult into Valencia, 
made an appeal to the Spanish army and the na-
tion against the tortes who had invested lord Wel- 
lington with the chief command. 	A French army 
under Souham approached for the relief of Ilie be-
sieged regress, and after sustaining a spirited re-
pulse, appeared in great force on the 19tli in the 
vicinity,  of Burgos. 	Advices were received on the 
Qlst, that Soult, 	Suchet, 	and Joseph Bonaparti., 
With 50,000 men, were fast approaching the passes . 
against general Hill, who had no.adequate force to • 
oppose them. 	This intelligence induced 'lord Wel- 
lington 	to raise the• siege 	of Burgos, 	to 	retire 
toward the Douro, to recall his troops from Ma-
drid, find to direct general Hill to proceed north- 
ward to join him. 	He moved. upon Salamanca, Retires to 

where he hoped to establish himself; but Soult ad- Iti:ieespeofctol-.. 
vancing from Madrid, and uniting his forces with tier. 

those of Souham, obliged him to continue his re- ' 
treat. 	On the 24th of November he .fixed his head-
quarters at Freynada, on the Portuguese frontier, 
,after a masterly, retreat before an army of 90,000 
men, against which• he could Oppose only 62,000. 
The campaign might have had a different issue 
but for the miserable jealousy of Ballastero% who 
was arrested by order of the. 	cprtes and exiled to 
Ceuta. 	 . 

COMPARED with the conflict in the peninsula, the Events of 
war the war 
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CHAP. 
LXXXV. war with the United .  States dwas regarded 	by tip 

people of England as an affair of inferior importance. 
1812. The Americans obtained smile successes at sea, and 

with the 	• 
United 
States. 	• 

were beaten by larid. 	an the 19th of August, theii 
frigate, the Constitution, was enabled by great 
superiority in guns and men, to overpower tbe 
English frigate the Guerriere, whichwas burnt after 
the action. 	On the 25th of October, another of 
their ships, called the united States frigate, having' 
the scantling of an English 74, crippled the English 
frigate Macedonian ; their priateers made numer- 
ous captures in the West Indies. 	General Hull, 
after invading 	upper 	Canada, surrendered' fort 
Detroit, with 2500 men and 33 pieces of ordinance, 
to a much interior force' of .British and Indians, 
uncle'? general Brock. 	On the 13th of Octobee, 
the American general 'Wadsworth made.an attack 
on the British position at Queenstown ; general 
Brock hastening to its defence, 	as killed while 
cheering his troops, brat a reinforcement arriving 

• under major-general Sheaffe, the Americans were de- 
feated, and Wadsuiorth, with 900 men,' surrendered. 

East In- . • IN the East Indies, the strong fortress of Bundel- 
dies. cund capitulated 'to a British force, under colonel 

Capture of 
MaritindeTl. 	An expedition, fitted out at Batavia, 
against Palembang, was completely successful, and 

Palm-
bang. • 

the military force employed in it, afterwards sul;- 
clued the sultan of Jojocarta. 	A definitive treaty' 

. of alliance was concluded between Great Britain 
arid Persia. 	 ' 

Bona- ex. 
parte'a  
iledition to 

To secure the ascendancy.of France in Ehrope, 
Bonaparte went to war with Russia, on the pretest 

Russia. that she had violated the treaty of Tilsit. 	He had 
provoked her, hostility by seizing the duchy of 
Oldenburg, and insulted her by demanding that 
she should adhere to the continental system, while 
he claimed the privilegp of renouncing it at pleasure, 
by granting .licences to trade with England.' 	lie 
required from her the rigorous execution of his 

• Berlin 
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Berlin and Milan decrees, .while he adhered to C HAP. 

them only when it suited hii Convenience. 	The LXXXV.  
1812. quarrel was of no recent origin, and so early as 

the spring of 1811, both parties were engaged in 
hostile preparations. 	Russia had now a force con- 
sisting of 300,000 infantry, and 40,000 cavalry, to 
which might be added 50,000 Cossacks. 	A great 
proportion of this force, however, was employed 
against the Turks, and in watching the movements 
of Sweden. 	Bonaparte, having called forth the 
contingents of the Rhenish confederation, and an 
auxiliary force from the kings of Saxony and Naples, 
assembled an army on the frontier of Russian 
Poland, which, according to the most moderate 
computation, exceeded 400,000 men. 	A nominal 
treaty was concluded with Prussia, whose resources 
were already at the disposal of France ; and the 
emperor of Austria, by a compact signed in March, 
engaged to place at Bonaparte's disposal, 30,000 
men and .60 pieces of cannon. 	On the 30th of 
April, a French army of 80,000 men crossed the. th

Aedre
e
f 

armies. 
Vistula, and took possession of Elbing. and Konigs- 
berg. 	Swedish Pomerania had been occupied in 
January by 20,000 French troops, as a pledge for 
the conduct of Sweden in the approaching contest. 

BONAPARTE set out from St. Cloud on the 9th Of Bonaparte 
May, accompanied by his consort, and arrived on the Nlseseni.0 
16th at Dresden, where he had an interview with the 
emperor and empress of Austria. 	On the 6th of 
June, he passed the Vistula, and on the 22d, issued 
a formal declaration* of war, arid an address to his 
soldiers, in which he promised, " that Russia should 
be for ever excluded from exerting the unnatural" 
influence which she had too long maintained in the 
affairs of Europe." 	On the 24th, he passed the 
Nienren, and entered the Russian territory. 	The 
plan of iiis adversaries was, to resist the progress of 
the invader, at all points where a stand, could 
easily be made without risking a general engage- 

voiL. vi. 	 A 4. 	 ment • t 
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c H A P. ment ; to lay waste the country through which he 
Lxxxv. should aim to penetrate ; to harass him as he ad- 

1812. vanced, and to cut off his supplies. 	Bonaparte 
• encountered no formidable 'resistance in his rapid 

Advances .  
to wiloo. 

advance to Wilna, the capital of. Russian Poland, 
which he entered on the 28th of June. 	He there 
issued a proclamation, offering to restore freedom 
and independence to the Poles, with the exception 
of those who were subjects of the emperor of 

Movements Austria. 	The Russians, whose forces were dis- t
,t7
the Rue- tributed over an extended line of country, gradually 

approximated during their 	retreat, and in the 
beginning of August, their 	main army, under 
Barclay de Tony, were concentrated. at, Smolensio i 
while the enemy, whose head-quarters were at 
Vitepsle, were 	hastening the advance of their 
strongest divisions, in the hope of bringing on a 
general Ind decisive action. 	In this critical posture 
of affairs, the emperor Alexander was gratified by 
intelligence that peace had been conchided with 

Peace with Turkey, and that treaties of friendship and alliance 
Turkey, had been concluded with Great Britain. and with Great Bri- 
tain, _and Sweden. 	The army of the Danube, under admiral 
Sweden' Tchichagoff, 	after a long 	and 	difficult march, 

obtained some brilliant successes over the Saxons 
and Austrians, who had reached Minsk, Slonim, 
and Kobrine. 	In the north, 	a division of the 
invaders, 	under 	Macdonald, 	received 	a • severe 
check from general Essen, tb whom the defence 
of Riga was entrusted. 	Count Witgenstein 	de- 
feated marshal Oudinot and the Bavarian general 
Vrede, at Polotsk, after a conflict of twelve hours, 
in which the enemy lost 10,000 men in killed and 
wounded, and thus were they foiled in their attempt 
to open a passage to St. Petersburg. 	Meantime, 
Bonaparte 	directed 	his 'attention 	to 	the •inain 

sad. or RusLan army, which he attacked at Smolensk°, oil 
smoleosko• the 17th of August. 	After a furious contest, the 

Russians retired from the city, which the invaders, 
OIL 
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on their entrance, found burning and in ruins. c ii A P. 
Their leader gave vent to his chagrin by exclaim- LXXXV. 

ing, 	" never was a war 	prosecuted ;with such 	1812. 
ferocity ; never did defence put en so hostile a 
shape against the common feelings pf self-preserva- 
tion. 	These people treat their own country as if 
they were its enemies." 	He had certainly en- 
countered no suclrobstacles in either of his marches 
to Vienna. 

THE Russian army retired upon Viasma-, fol- The nue-
lowed by the rear-guard, which had been nearly tam v` re 
intercepted by marshal Ney ; but on receiving a nu. 
timely reinforcement, was enabled to repulse hiin. 
Viasma, not being considered tenable, every thing 
in it which could be of. use to the.enemy, was. de-
stroyed ;.40and the army took up a position nearer 
Moscow. 	At this juncture, the veteran general Kutitsote 

der  count Kutu4,off was, called from his retirement at ic:'enhTeain. 
St. Petersburg to take the chief command. 	On, 
his way to head-quarters he passed through Mos-
cow,' where be had an interview with count Ros- 
topehin, the governor. 	Arriving at head-quarters 
on the 29th of August, he put the army in motion, 
and halted it on the 31st, near the village of Boro- 
dino, on 	the great 	road 	leadino•

t' 	
to 	the capital, 

where he determined to hazard abattle. 
THE French entered Viasma on the 30th of Au- The 
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tember. 	It was 	remarked, 	that Bonaparte, 	on reinforce- 
being apprised that Kutusoff was opposed to him, "le''' 
became more cautions in his movements, and that 
he was more than usually anxious for the junction 
of' reinforcenwnts. 	The interval of preparation, Battle of 
however, was no longer than necessary for a con- Borodino. 
flict between two armies, each atiiounting to more 
tbalt 1'20,000 men. 	It commenced on the morn- 
ing of the 7th by a tremendous attack on the Rus- 
sian left, 	agaitist 	which nearly 	one-half of the 
French force m as directed, while Ney bore down on A A 9., 
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c H A P. on the centre, and Beauharnois' assailed the right. 
LXXXV. Kutusoff, finding that his left, after a combat of 

three hours, was giving way, reinforced it with 
grenadiers and, cavalry from the reserve, when a 
desperate effort wis made to recover the lost po-
sition, from which the French were at length 
driven. • Beauharnois made repeated efforts to carry 
the village of Borodino and the redoubts which co- • 
vered it, but he was ultimately repulsed with great 
loss. .The Russians were then enabled to reinforce 
their centre, where the battle raged with great fury 
until night, when the French withdrew at all 
points, leaving them masters of the field. 	They 
estimated their own loss at 40,000 in killed and 
wounded, and that of the enemy at 60,000. Among 
the slain were generals Touchkoff and Konovitzen i.  

1812. 

"'prince Bagration afterwards died of his wounds. 	0/ 
the French generals, Montb'run was killed, and 
twelve others dangerously wounded. 	' 

The Rus- ' 	AFTER this dearly purchased' victory, Kutusoff 
SUMS evacu- 
ate Mos-
cow. 

found himself unable to make head against the 
fresh troop-s which his antagonist was soon enabled 
to bring forward. 	Ile ordered Moscow to be eva- 
cuated, and retired with his army beyond it, to 
protect the rich provinces of Toula and Kalowbra ' 
where he maintained an uninterrupted communi,  
cation with Tchichagoff; while to the north of the 
capital, Winzingerode, by the occupation of Twer, 
completed the line which was thus extended round 
the enemy. 	The painful, but necessary measure 
of withdrawing ftom their homes in Moscow 200,0.00 
human *beings of both sexes, and of every age, xas 
c4rried 	into circa 	by 	count Itostopchin, 	who 
placed himself at the head bf 40,00b of its brave 
inhabitants, and •proceeded 	to join the Russian 
army. 	tie had a villa in the vicinity, to which be 
set fire- with his own hands, and affixed the follbw-
ing notification to one of its gates : ." Frenchmen i 
for eight years I found pleasure in embellishing 

this 
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this country retreat. 	I lived here in perfect hap- C H A P. 
piness within thebosom of my family, and those LXXXV. 

around me largely partook of my felicity. 	But 
you approach ; the peasantry of this domain, to 
the number of 1720 human beings, fly for mer- 
cy ; and I set fire•to my house. 	We abandon all ; 
we consume all, that neither ourselves nor our ha- 
bitations 	may 	be polluted with your presence. 

1812. 

Frenchmen ' • I left to your rapacity two of my 
houses in Moscow, full of ftAiture.and valuables, 
to the amount of half a million of roubles. 	Here 
you Will find nothing but ashes." 

TUE advanced guard of the French, under  Mn-_.- ___utrance of 

rat and Beauharnois, entered Moscow on the 14th thine
tot:ch 

of September, and soon overpowered the small capital. 

band which still lingered in the ancient palace of 
the Czars, called the Kiemlin. 	The deserted city 
was discovered to be on fire in several places; and 
the French soldiers, eagerly seeking their long-
promised plunder, rather increased than checked 
the conflagration. 	Bonitparte vas waiting at the 
barrier on the Smolensko road to receive the ho-
mage of the constituted authorities ere he made 
his triumphal entry. 	A Polish-general, whom. he 
sent to remind the citizens of their .duty, returned 
with information That there ewere no constituted 
authorities, and that Moscow would soon be a 
heap of ruins. 	The mortified conqueror entered 
without parade on the %Bowing day, and took up 
his residence in the Kremlin. 

THE first act of his authority was to order all 
Russians who could be suspected of setting fire to 

Conflagra- 
Lion. 

the city to be seized ; about one hundred were 
tried and shot. 	On the third morning after his 
entrance a violent wind arose, and the conflagra- 
tion became general. 	In less than an hour the 
whole extent of the capital for many versts ap-
peared like a sea of flame, rendered more horrible 
by the tremendous volumes of smoke which dark- 

A A 3 	 erred 
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HISTORY OF THE  
C H A P. ened the air, and by the atrocious excesses of the 
LXXXV. French soldiers, who might be truly called. the 

dwmons of this infernal scene.. 	They remembered 
the promise of their chief when he pointed to the 
distant spires .of Moscow ; " behold the end of 
your campaign ; its gold and its.plenty are y'ours;'' 
and they exercised this licence for rapine,. inr de' 
fiance of the civil magistracy appointed by himself 
to restrain their excesses; nor could-order be. re-
stored among• them until the conflagration abated, 
when their rage subsided into sullen discontent. 

1812. 

The Russians were in their rear, for \Vinzingerode 
had sent forward troops to Mojaisk, and was irl 
communication with the brand army under Ku- 
tusoff. 	Bonaparte still expected to be addressed 
as a conqueror, and obstinately remained in Mos-
cow, though his 'stores Were exhausted, his sup' 
plies intercepted, and his troops enfeebled 	IV 

The Rug- 
signs  el' to negociate 
with Bona. 

Lmine and disease. 	By a prompt retreat he might 
have secured winter-quarters in 	Poland, . but lii 
selfisri pride revolted. at a measure dictated alike 

parte. by policy and humanity. • Urged at length by the 
clamours of his soldiers, he sent Lauriston lith 0 
flag of truce 	to .the Russian head-quarters, all' 
nouncing his readiness to treat. 	The answer re- 
turned.was, tliat no terms could be entered into' 
while an enemy remained in the Russian territory' 
The roads leading to Alogcow were now occupied 
by detached corps under Dochtoroff, Korff; Milo' 
radovich, and Winzingerode, who cut off the sup/  
plies, dispersed the straggling parties of the French' 
and took many prisoners. 	Bonaparte sent Lauris' 
ton a second time to demand that if the Russian 
general would not listen to a negotiation, he shoulti  
forward a letter to the emperor Alexander. 	" i 
will do that," 	replied 	Kutusoff,• " provided .d1 
word peace is not expressed lin that letter. 	I wool 
not be a party to such an insult on my sovereign' 
by forwarding a proposal which he would order t° be 
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be instantly destroyed. You already know on what c n A P. 
terms alone offers of peace will be attended to." Lxxxv.  
The clamours of the French increased; their fo- 	1812. 

reign auxiliaries deserted in thousands, and made 
known the extent of their distresses. 	Lauriston 
was sent a thir'd time to the Russian head-quarters 
with proposals for an armistice, and an offer that 
the French should evacuate Moscow, and take up 
a position in •the neighbourhood, where the terms 
of a. treaty might be afterwards arranged. 	The 
answer was, 	" it is not time for us 	to grant 
either armistice or negociation,•  as the campaign, 
on our part, is but just opening." 	Bonaparte soon 
afterwards announced his intention of leading his 
army into other provinces 'tail the return of spring, 
when .he would advance on St. Petersburg, and 
erase the name of Russia from the list of European 
nations. 	He indulged his soldiers with an eight- 	lie com- 
days' pillage in Moscow, and commenced his re- zunecals. 

 hi, 
treat, leaving a force to blow up the 	Kremlin. 
General Iliovaskoy arrived in time to preVent the 
completion of this outrage, and on the 23d of Oc-
tober the exiled inhabitants of Moscow began to, 
return to their desolated city. 

MEANTIME general Essen, in the neighbourhood Succev‘es 
of Riga, 	harassed Macdonald until that general ..i• tn

im
on

ituz  i   found it necessary to abandon the banks of the Dwin... 
Dwina ; and Witgenstein, in a series of sanguinary 
engagements with the French corps stationed at 
Polotsk, captured two thousand prisoners, includ-
ing its commander, St. Cyr, and fbrty-five officers 
of 	different ranks. 	Tchichagoff compelled 	the 
Austrians and French to retreat upon Bialistock, 
and then, in consequence of orders from the gene-
ral in chief', commenced his march upon Minsk, to 
interrupt the retreat of the grand French army. 

IN the pressure.  of increasing difficulties, 130113- Plan of 
.t parte adopted an expedient, which, 	although it fBonapvtrte 

threatened to sacrifice one part of his armies, pro.. ptIrarroftlibls.  
A A 4 	 raised army.- 
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C H A P. mised to secure the flight of the other divisions, as 
LXXXV. well as his.own personal safety. 	He sent towards 

Smolensko his waggons filled with plunder, ammu- 
nition, 	and 	wounded .soldiers, 	and 	dispatched 

1812. 

Murat and Beauharnois, with 50,000 men, to at-
tack the Russian grand army by surprise, as if his 
object had been to cut his way through it, and 
reach the fertile provinces of the south. 	He en- 
deavoured, at the same time, to conduct the other 
divisions under his command to Minsk, 'where a 

Frustrated: grated depot had been 	established. 	Murat and 
Beauharnois were themselves surprised by a force 
which Kutusoff detached against them under gene-
ral Bennigsen, who attacked them. in front, while 
count Orloff Denizoff turned their left flank, and 
fell upon their rear. 	They lost 2500 killed and 
'wounded, 1000 prisoners, 36 pieces of cannon, and 
great quantities of ammunition, baggage, and plun- 
der. 	Bonaparte, foiled in this• plan, directed his 
march upon Mojaisk, while the defeated generals 
aimed ..a.t the same point by a more circuitous 
route. 	Kutusoff moved onward, and ordered twen- 
ty-five new regiments of Cossacks, under the het-
man Platoff, to scour the country in all directions, 
and 'harass the retreat of the enemy. 	The French, 
dispirited by hunger and fatigue, lost all confidence 
in their leader ; and he, charging his generals with 
the care of the multitude which was once an army, 
journeyed in the midst of a strong guard, 	and 

The meditated on the means of escaping to France. On , 
French 
beaten at 
Viasma. 

the Qd of November, general Miloradovich; with 
the advanc&of the grand Russian army, came in 
coi)tact with the French in the neighbourhood of 
Viasma. 	A line of battle was immediately formed 
by Ney, Davoust, and Beauharnois, but ere they 
could take advantage of the positions which pre-
sented themselves, they were attacked with impe-
tuosity, and driven through the town at the point 
of the bayonet. 	Beauharnois made a hasty retreat 

to 
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to Donchdvechina ; Davoust and Ney took the c 11 A P. 
road to Dorogobouche ; and the stragglers scat- LXXXV_ 

tcred themselves along thebanks of the Dnieper. 1812. 
The French losi in this affair 6000 men-  and 28 
pieces of cannon. 

TnE night which ensued was terrible to the Their 

fugitives : there was a heavy. fall of snow .after 
which the frost became intense, and increased the 

d,„ f̀f",`,.lifungi s, 
on the re- 

'mortality produced by warfiire, famine, and pesti- 
lence. 	Horses died by hundreds, and many of 
the troops either perished from cold, or in despair 
suffered; themselves to be taken by the enemy. 

're" 

Rapidity of movement was impossible, since, ac- 
cording to strict orders given at Moscow, the sol- .  
diers had to drag along with them, through roads 
nearly impassable, 	the 	whole of their cannon. 
Beauharnois, pursued in his retreat by the hetman 
Platoff, fled with one of his divisions toward Smo-
lensko ; the other, on its route to Douchovechina, 
was overtaken near the river Vop by the Cossacks, 
and dispersed, after losing 1500 killed, 8500 pri- 
soners, and 60 pieces of cannon. 	That part of the 
French army which reached Dorogobouche was 
routed by Miloradovich, who captured 6000 pri-
soners, with a great quantity of cannon and bag- 
gage. 	The carnage was dreadful, and numbers of 
the wounded, exposed to the intense frost, en. 
dured a painful death upon the field. - 

Bonaparte reached Smolensko on the 9th of Defeat of 
November, 	and remained there until the 15th, 
when he set out for Krasnoi. 	Davoust, who fol- 
lowed him, after blowing up the ramparts, was  
beaten by Miloradovich on the 17th, and escaped 
with the loss of 4000 killed and wounded, 900 
prisoners, and 70 pieces of cannon. 	He lost also 
the whole of his baggage, three standards, and 
his baton de morchal. 	Ney, who left Smolensko 
with the rear-guard on the day of this battle, was 
surprised by 	the victorious Russians, and coin. 

pellet]. 

Davottst, 

and of Ney. 
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Pelleeto. fly with a small proportion of his staff, 
leaving 11,000 of his troops 	in 	the hands of 

; um. 

Advance of 
witgen- 
stein. 

his 	pursuers. 	Meantime,' Witgenstein, 	after 	a 
series of successes against' the dorps of St. Cyr, 
Oudinot, 	and Victor, 	advanced from 	Polotsk, 
and onthe 8th of November- reached Vitepsk, 
wher,p he was informed of the disastrous retreat of 
the grind French army. 	On the 18th, he was in- 
formed of the flight of the Austrian mid Saxon 
auxiliaries, and of the rapid advance of the Rus- 
sians in pursuit. 	This intelligence was brought by 
colonel Czernicheff, who had perfoimed ;a. most 
arduous and extraordinary march from the army of 

' the Danube: 	Witgenstein was now in communi- 
cation with Platoff and the commander-in-chief, so 

;that the whole force of the Russian empire was now' 
directly co-operating against the retreating enemy. 

Bonaparte THE frost became daily.more severe, amid the dis- 
crosses the 
Beresina, 
and blows 

tress of the French increased ; they were nearly 
destitute of cavalry, of artillery, and of transport 

uP dg  thee. bri 	
• 

carriages. After leaving Krasnoi, Bonaparte was 10' 
formed that'his stores at Minsk were in the hands 
of the Russians, that his Polish general Dombrow-
sky was routed, that the corps of Oudinot and Vic' 
tor were dispersed, and that the Russian grand 
army, the .  army of the Dwina on its left, and that 
of the Danube on its right, were closing upon him,  
To secure his escape he ordered two bridges to be 
thrown over the Beresina, at Stoudenzi and Vase' 
lova. 	He had scarcely passed the river with his 
guard at the latter point, when Witgenstein opened 0  
cannonade on the troops who were preparing to 
follow. 	They rushed in crowds toward the bridge ;,, 
tt was blown tip by Bonaparte's order ; a shout of 
despair followed the explosion ; numbers plunged 
into the stream and disappeared amidst the floating 
masses of ice ; 5000 were killed, and 13,000 were 
taken prisoners. 	The artillery, baggage, and am' 
munition fell into the hands of the Russians, why 

• 7 	 011 
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on this occasion recovered the greater part of the c H A P. 
plunder which the French had taken from their LXXXV. 
cities. 	, 1812. 

AFTER. repairing the bridges, the Russian armies Kutuso5 
advanced, and.  on the 12th of December, prince 'will 
Kutusoff established his head-quarters at Wilna. 
The retreat of the French from the Beresina to the 
Niemen was attended with horrors, to which no 
parallel can be found in the annals of the world. 
For weeks before they quitted Moscow, they had 
no reguliF supplies of food ; they were. exhausted 
by long marches, harassdd by an indefatigable foe:  
and exposed to the severity of a Russian „:.iter, 
with scarcely a garment to protect their freezing 
limbs. 	Inesome places their route might be traced 
by the 	dead bodies, which 	appeared 	like the 
monads in a church-yard when covered with snow. 
The scene of 'a night-watch (Attu exhibited at dawn 
a circle of the dying and the dead wrapped in rags, 
matting, old canvas, and even raw hides stripped 
from the perished horses.. 	The fugitives set fire 
to houses and villages ; and many, when their 
joints were racked by the sudden transition from 
cold to heat, became frantic and fell into the flames. 
Numbers, with their feet frozen .and half mortified 
were left to perish in the snow. 	It would be tedi- 
ous to pursue the detail of these complicated mise-
ries, of which the result may be calculated when it 
is known that of the 400,000 men who composed 
the invading army, hot more than 50,000, including 
the Saxon auxiliaries, recrossed the Russian fron- 
tiers. 	Their losses by capture were stated by the 
accounts published at St. Petersburg to be 41 ge- 
nerals, 	1098 officers, 107,510 privates, and 1131 
Pieces of cannon. 

.130 \r ,kPARTE did not remain to 'witness the last Plight of 
scenes of the tragedy. On the 7th of December he 
reached \Vilna, and having appointed Murat to the 
chief command, he departed for Warsaw, accompa-

nied 

B"RP! r̀te  to Pax is. 
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q; U A P. vied by Canktincourt, and made -a rapid journey to Lxxxv. Paris. 	He. was the herald, cif his own digcom- 

i 812. awe ; and he proclaimed. .With circumstantial pre- 
• cision, the results of a campaign-olhich .did equal 

credit to his foresight as a politician, and to his 
skila as' a general. 	In making this plain • avowA 
which intimated that .France would be. more in 
need: of him than •he of *France, he betrayed- some 
compunction i• and that feeling would+have been 
paramount, if his love of glory had- not been' ex- 
ceeded br his Contempt for mankind, 	' 
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CHAP. LXXXVI. 

"lopes excited in England by the events in Russia. — Speech 
of the prince regent on the opening of parliament. — Expo-
sition of the causes of the war with America. — Discussion 
of ,the Catholic question. — Mr. William Smith's bill in fa-
vour of Unitarians. — Renewal of the East India Com- 
pany's charter. — New plan of finance. 	Budget.— Dis-
cussions on theireaty with Sweden, —Stipendiary curates' 
bill. — Speech on, the close of the session. — Campaign in 
America. — Defence of Canada. — Loss of the Java. — 
Capture of the Chesapeake. — Spanish campaign. — The 
French retreat beyond the Ebro. — Advance of lord Wel-
lington. — Battle of Victoria.— Suchet repulsed at Castella 
by the British. — Sir John Murray's abortii'e expedition to 
Catalonia.:Soult resumes the command qf Joseph Bona-
parte's army. — Battles of the Pyrennees. — Capture of St. 
Sebastian and Pampluna.—Lord Wellington enters France. 
—Drives Soult into his entrenchments at Bayonne. 

. . • IT was amidst the ferment of a general election, 	c m A p. 
that the conflagration of the ancient capital of 	LXXXV1. 

Russia was made known to the people of. England 1812. 
in one of those memorable bulletins, which issued Hopes e- 

ci   Englandn  from 
 

the Kremlin while Moscow was overwhelmed 
in ,, an ocean of flame." 	The sensation of asto- by the 

.11iShnlent and awe produced by this event gave eit„",,its„!' 
place to a hope that the Russians atter Flaking so 
tremendous a sacrifice, would perse'ere in oppos-
ing the invader, until She delusioh which repre-
sented his power'as irresistible should be dispelled, 
and the other nations of Europe should be relieved 
from the incubus which had so long oppressed them. 
Subsequent events soon heightened this hope into 
confidence ; and the new parliament assembled on 
the 	-1,th of November, 	under happier auspices 

than 
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C H A r. than the most sanguine politician could have ven- 
LXXXVI_ tured to anticipate. 

1812. . Tun session was opened on the 30th, by the 
Speech of prince regent, who pronounced from the throne . the prince 
regent on 
the opening 

a speech, containing a comprehensive view of the 
great events of the year. 	In Spain, the marquis of 

of parlia. 
ment. Wellington, by the gloriouS victory at Salamanca, 

had compelled the enemy to raise the'siege of Ca-
diz, and the southern provinces had thus been de- 
livered from the armies of France. 	The concerted 
movements of those armies had rendered it neces-
sary to withdraw from the siege of Burgos,-and to 
evacuate Madrid for, the purpose of.concentrating 
the main body of the allied forces; but those effbrts 
had been attended with important sacrifices on his . 	,. 	- part, which Must linti erlaliy contribute to extend 
the resources and facilitate the exertions of the 
Spanish nation. 	His royal highness expressed his 
firm reliance on the determination of parliament to 
continue every aid in support of a contest, which] 
had. first given to the continent of Europe the ex-
ample otl persevering and successful resistance to 
the power of France. 	.The recent treaties with the 
courts of Petersbiwg and Stockholm, were another 
topic, of congratulation, and the exertions of the 
Russian emperor and his people against the com-
mon enemy, tvere mentioned with high applause,  
As a proof of his confidence in the British govern-
ment, his imperial majesty had recently sent his, 
fleets to the ports of this couritry ; and the prince 
regent declared his fixed determination to afibrd to 
that monarch the most cordial support in the great 
contest in which he was engaged.. In reference to 
•the war with the United States of America, his 
royal highness, after noticing the measures pursued 
on either part, added, that his best efforts should 
not be wanting to restore the relations of peace and 
amity between the two countries, but until this ob-
ject could.  be  obtained without sacrificing the mari- 

time 
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time rights of Great Britain, he relied- on the cor- c a A P. 
dial support of parliament in-a vigorous prosecution LX_XXVI• 

of the war. 	The prince concluded by stating that 	' 
the approaching expiration of the East India com-
pany's charter, rendered it necessary that the early 
attention of rarlipient should be called• to the pro-
priety of providing for the future governarent of 
the Indian provinces of the British empire. 	The 
addresses were voted in both houses without a divi- 
sion. 	The principal proceedings before the ad- 
journment for the holidays were, a grantof 100,0001. 
to lord Wellington; the renewal of the gold coin 
bill, and a grant of 200,0001. for the relief of .the 
sufferers in Russia. 

1812. 

AFTER the Christmas recess, the attention of 1813. 
parliament was directed to the origin and causes of 0Errtion 
the war between this 	country and the United Causes of 
States. 	On the 3d a February, lord Castlereagh 
presented to the house of „commons a series of he =ea states. 
papers on this subject, accompanied by a declar-
ation issued on the 9th of January by the prince 
regent, containing a summary of the whole trans- 
actions, 	a 	vindication of the conduct of Great 
Britain towards America, and the following expo-
sition of the principles on which that conduct had 
been regulated. 	Great Britain can never acknow- 
ledge any blockade, which has been duly notified 
and is supported by an adequate force, to be ille-
gal, merely upon the ground of its extent, or Le-
cause the ports or coasts are not at the same time 
invested by land. 	She can never admit that neu- 
tral trade with Great Britain can be constituted a 
public crime, the commission of which can expose 
the ships of any power to he denationalised. . She 
can never admit that she can be debarred of her 
right of just 	and 	necessary 	retaliation through 
the  fear of eventually affecting the interest of a 

neutral' or that in the exercise of the undoubted 
't herto and hl 	

u ndisputed right of searching erch 
neutral 

mant- 

. 
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C H A P. merchant-vessels in time of war, the impressment 
"xxvi.  of British seamen, when found therein, 	can be 

1812. deemed any violation of the neutral flag. 	After 
refuting the various charges adduced by the Ame-
rican government against that,, of Great Britain, 
the declaration ascribed the origin of; the contest 
to thaespirit which had long acttrated the councils 

. of the United States, and which had induced thera• 
with marked partiality to palliate and assist the 
aggressive tyranny of Trance. 	This subserviency 
to the rulcr.of France, and.this.hostile temper to-
wards Great Britain, were evident in almost every 
page of the.official correspondence of the Ameri- 
can with the French government. 	On this declar- 
ation, which was also presented to the house of 
lords by earl Bathurst, 	addresses 	were 	voted, 
approving its principles, and expressing the deter-
mination of parliament to support the executive 
government in the conduct of the war: 6. « EARLY in the session, a bill, proposed by lord 
Itedesdale, was passed, for the appointment of a 
Nice-chancellor of England, with full power to de-
termine all cases of law and equity in the court of 
chancery, to the same extent as the chancellors 
had been accustomed to determine, and his decrees 
were to be of equal validity, but subject to the re' 
vision of the lord.chancellor,*and not to be enrolled 
until signed by him. 

Discussion 'THE annual discussion of the catholic claims 
of the Ca- 
tholie ques-
tion• 

commenced on the 25th of February with a mo' 
tion by Mr. Grattan for referring them to a coin' 
mittee of the whole house, which was carried by 
2Gi. votes against 224. 	On the 30th of April, 11If ,  
Grattan introduced a bill for the removal of the 
catlll'ilic disabilities, 	with certain regulations and 

May 24. exceptions. 	It 	encountered little 	opposition Oil 
the first and second reading; but on its passage 

• through a committee, Mr. Abbott, the speaker/ 
objected to that clause by which catholic members 

w.re 
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were to be admitted to sit in parliaMent, and refer- C H A P. 
red to certain circumstances which gave reason to 	LXXXVI  
believe that the ample concessions which the bill 	1813. 
conteniplated 	would fail do give satisfaction, 	in 
consequence of the conditions with which they were 
accompanied. 	The clause was rejected by a:majo-
rity of 251 against 21.7, and the bill was aban- 
doned. 	 • 
• ON the 5th of May, a measure was instituted Mr. WU-
for extending the provisions of the toleration act,. . 	

Liam 	bill 
by granting " further relief to persons differing in• in favour of 
opinion from the church.of England, with respect u'"`rians* 
to certain penalties imposed by law on those who 
impugn the doctrine of the Holy Trinity." 	The 
bill introduced for this object by Mr. William• 
Smith was read a third time on the 30th of July, 
when the archbishop of Canterbury and the bishop -
of` Chester, disclaiming all intention of opposing it, 
observed,- that it had not leeen called for bg any 
attempt to impede the worship of Unitarians, or 
inflict penalties upon them. 	This enactment, to 
which ministers neither offered nor encouraged any 
opposition, Was regarded as a pleasing proof of the 
progress of religious toleration. 	• 

THE important question concerning the renewal Renewal
h 

	of 
of the East India Company's charter, concerning 	°, East 

 ..,0tm. 
which so many petitions had been•presented, was pany's 
brought before parliament on the 22d of March, charter.  
aild gave rise to much. debate. 	The bill ultimately 
passed was founded on certain resolutions proposed 
by lord Castlereagh, of which the follocting is an 
abstract. 	The company was to continue in pos-
session of all its former territories in India, with 
the later acquisitions, continental and insular, to 
the north of the equator, for a further term of 
twenty y ears from the 20th of April, 1814. 	Their 
exclusive 	right 	to 	commercial intercourse with. 
China, and to the trade in tea, was confirmed to 

His majesty's subjects in 	were per- general them.  
vert.. vi. 	 B 13 	 milted 
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C H A P. mitted to trade to and from all ports within the 
LXXXVI. limits of the company's charter; .in such commo- 

ists. 	. dities as are. allowed by law, under certain provi- 
sions. 	All ships engaging in this private trade to 
the settlements of fort William, fort .St. Georges 
Bombay, and Prince of Wales's Island, were re-
quired to procure a liCence, which the court of di-
rectors,. upon application, were bound to grant : 
to all other -places, a special licence was required; 
which the directors might grant or refuse, but under 
appeal to the board of control, which might • oblige 
them to issue the licence,' The church establish-
ment in the British territories in India was placed 
under the direction of a bishop and three arch- 
deacons. 	The order of precedence for regulating 

Ahe company's territorial revenues was to be, thee 
• maintenance of the military force ; the payment 
'of the interest of their debts in England ; the pay-
ment of the expences eif the establishments at their 
settlentents ; 	the 	liquidation pf their 	territorial 
debt, their bond debt at home, acid such other pur-
poses as the directors, with the approbation of the 
board of control, might appoint. 	A sum equal to 
the payments made from the commercial fund at 
home, on account of territorial charges in the year 
preceding, was to be annually issued in India, for 
the purpose of investment, or of remittance to 
England. The dividend on India stock was limited 
to ten per cent; until the fund, called the separgte 
fund, should be exhausted, when it was to be 104 
per cent. • The number of king's troops, for which 
payment was to be made by the company,. wa4  
limited to ,20,000, unless a greater number should 
be sent to India at the request of the court of di- 
rectors. 	By these provisions, the East-India Com-
pany, as sovereigns, obtained nearly all that they 
could demand in regard to political power ; and 
their interests as merchants were but little affected, 
Since the. trade was opened to competition only it) 

t hose 
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those branches which were avowegy the least pro- c H A P. 
fitable. 	' 	• LXXXVI. 

ON the subject of finance, tin important measure 1815. 

was proposed in a committee of the whole house, New plan 
on the 3d of March, by Mr. Vansittart, which ("name.  
received the sanction of the legislature. • After 
suggestingsome arrawreralits of minor importance, 
respecting the redemption of the land-tax, and an 
addition to the sum appropriated to the sinking 
fund,' on each new loan, he proceeded to unfold 
his new plan, the general nature of which may be 
thus explained. 	By the original constitution of 
the sinking fbnd, the stock purchased by the com-
missioners was not cancelled, but was still con-
sidered to be their property ;' and the interest was 
regularly applied by them to the further discbaige 
of the national debt. 	This arrangement, securing 
an accumulation by compound interest, was now 
abolished ; tn whole stock purchased by the com-
missioners, which was now stated at 238 millions, 
an amount exceeding that of the debt when the 
.fund was instituted, was to be cancelled, and the 
interest to become disposable for currentsservices, 
.or for paying the interest of new loans. 	Au ad- 
dition of 8($7,9G31. was at the same time.to be made 
to the sinking fund. 	It was also proposed, that 
when the loans should in any year exceed the 
amount of the sinking fund, a new fund of 2+ per 
cent. instead of one per cent. should be provided for 
that surplus. 

THE budget was produced on the 31st of March, 
when the joint charge of supplies was 'stated at 

Budget, . 

72 'millions, of which the proportion for Great 
Britain, with the addition of the separate charge, 
arnountisd to 68,685,942/. 	Of the ways and means 
the principal articles were, war-taxes, L21 millions; 
exchequer bills 	 iiuded,155 millions ; vote of credit, 
six millions; and loan, 21 millions. 

THE treaty t& conArt and subsidy with Sweden, Discussions 
11 B ';? 	 which °I1  the 
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c il A P. which was laid before pailiament on the 11th of 
LXXXV1. T June, 	excited 	strong 	animadversions 	from the 
igil opponents of ministers. 	By its 	stipulations, 'the 

treaty with king of Sweden engaged to employ a force of not 
Sweden. less than 30,000. men, in a direct operation on. the 

continent, against the common foe, in concert with 
the Russian troops uvndet?the command of the prince 
royal ofSweden, according to a compact between the 
courts of Stockholin and Petersburg. 	To this com- 
pact his Britannic majesty accede& so far A not 
only .to oppose no obstacle to the annexation of 
Norway to the kingdom of Sweden, but to assist, if 
necessary, in obtaining that object by a naval co-
operation, it being understood that recourse should 
not be had to compulSion, unless the king of Den-
mark should preiiiously have refused to join the 
alliance upon the conditions stipulated between the 
two northern courts. His Britannic mairty engaged 
independently of othee'succours, to furnish to Swe-
den, for the service of the current campaign, the sum. 
of one million sterling, and also ceded toiler the island 
of Guadaloupe. 	The king of Sweden reaprocally 
granted ,ito the subjects of his Britannic majesty 
for twenty years, the right of entrepot in the ports 
of GOttenburg, Carlsham, and Stralsund, for all 
commodities of Great Britain and her colonies, 
upon a duty of one per cent. ad  valorem. 	Lord 
Holland deprecated the transfer of Norway •as 
irreconcileable with public law and national honour, 
denounced the cession of Guadaloupe as altogether 
unwarranted, and opposed the subsidy as incon-
sistent with the financial difficulties under which 
the country was labouring. 	His amendment, re- 
questing the prince regent to suspend the eNecution 
of the treaty was rejected, and the original address 
of thanks was carried. 

Stipendialy AMONG the proceedings of minor import during 
curates' 
WI this session, may be noticed, an act for augmenting 

the stipends of curates, and 'for establishing some 
pro. 
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proportion between them and the value of the 
livings which they served. 	The salaries were in no 

373 
c H A P. 
"xxvL 

case to be less than 801. or the whole value of the 
benefice, if inferior to that sum.; and they were to 
rise in gradations up to 1501. according to the value 
of the benefice and the population of the parish. 

THE. session closed on. the .22d of July with a Speech 

speech from the throne, in which the prince regent tu
t 

expressed his satisfaction with the favourable state 
of affairs on the continent, and his regret at the 
continuance of war with the United States, de-
claring, however, that he 'could not consent to 
purchase peace by a sacrifice of the maritime rights 
of Great Britain. 	He approved the arrangements 
made for the government of British India, and con-
cluded with avowing his resolution to employ the 
means placed in his hands by parliament, in such a 
manner as might be best calculated to reduce the 
extravagant pretensions of the enemy, and facilitate 
the attainment of a safe and honourable peace. 

THE war with the United States m'as conducted on Campaign 
a small scale, and its events will demand only a very in 
brief notice. 	Eager to retrieve the disasters of the 
former campaign, the Americans, having collected 
a large force in the back settlements', again ap-
proached Detroit. Colonel Proctor, who commanded 
the British, made a vigdrous forward nio‘ ement, and 
on the 	2'.2d of January, 	routed their advanced 
guard with great slaughter, and captured 500 men, 
among whom was their commander, general Win-
chester. Another division of the enemy, which took 
post at Ogdenbitrgh, and made excursions to the 
opposite bank of the St. Laurence, was disloked 
by a British force under major Macdonnel. 	In 
the end of April, an American expedition of 5000 
then, under general Dearborn, took possession of 
york, at the head of lake Ontario, from NN hence, 
creneral Sheaili, who had not 1000 men, Wag COM' 
b 
pelled to retire. 	About the spine time, general 

B B 5 	 \ intent 

1813. 

on. close 

America.  
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C H A r. Vincent was obliged by great superiority of HUM' 
LXXXVI. z_ _ piers-  , to evacuate. fort St. George, the main point 

ism of defence on the Nia.gara frontier. 	To these 
disasters was added, the failure of an attempt made 
by colonel Baynes to obtain possession of Sackett's 
Harbour. .On the tth of June, the enemy were 
defeated at Burlington, by general :Vincent, and 
compelled to fall hack on Niagara ; but soon after-
wards, colonel Proctor, failing in an attempt on 
Sundusky, was attacked by the American general 
Harrison with 10,000. men, who captured nearly 
the whole of his force ; he himself escaping with 
a few attendants. 	A mortifying reverse was sus- 
tained on lake Erie, in consequence of the delay of 
a dispatch from sir George Prevost to admiral 
Warren, demanding a reinforcement of shipping, 
On the 10th of •Septetnber, nine American vessels 
encountered six British ; the unequal contest was 
gallantly maintained ; the American commander's 
vessel, the Laurence, at one time struck, but came 
again into action, and at length the whole British 
squadron, reduced to a complete wreck, fell into. 
the hands of the enemy. 

Defence of 
Canada. 

THREE ,Americana armies, each amounting  to' 
ten thousand men, marched in the end of Octo-
ber from different points.  upon Lower Canada. 
Harrison proceeded along lake Erie, Wilkinson em-
barked Ofj lake Ontario, and Hampton marched to 
Montreal. 	The latter commander, with his whole 
corps was arrested for a day by three hundred Ca-
nadian militia ; and on the arrival of fresh Ibrce5 
against him, he evacuated the province. 	Wilkin- 
son, after having effected a landing near Kingston, 
was totally routed by a detachm ent amounting to one-
sixth of his force, under lieutenant-colonel Morrison, 
and compelled, with the loss of one thousand men, to 
cross the.St. Laurence, whence, after abandoning his 
boats, he retreated by a difficult country to Platts-
burg. On the 25th of December a British and Indian 

force 
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force surprised fort Niagara, and destroyed or made c H A P. 
prisoners the whole garrison. 	The British then LXX  XVI. 

crossed the rier, attacked general Hull, who was 
posted on the other side with ten thousand men, 
and put him to the rout. 	Thus, notwithstanding 
partial reverses, the campaign was on the whole 
glorious and fbrtunate for Great Britain. 

1815. 

AT sea the success of the belligerents was more Loss of the 
equally balanced. - The British frigate Java, of 
thirty-eight guns, rapt. Lambert, sailed from Spit-
head in November of the preceding year, for the 
puipose of conveying lieutenant-general Hislop to 

Java. 

Bombay. 	She was met off the coast of Brazil by 
the 	American frigate • Constitution, 	of fifty-five 
guns, captain Bainbridge ; and after a furious ac-
tion, in which captain Lambed and many of his 
officers and men were killed, she was • set on fire 
and blown up. 	This of 	loss was compen- 
sated in the ensiling summer, by an achievement pe- 
culiarly gratifying. 	Captain Broke, of the Shan- 

. 

Capture of 
non frigate, with another small vessel attending 
him, had been cruizing for some time near the ha r-
bour.of Boston, where the Chesapeake frigate then 
lay. 	As she did not venture to come out, though 
much superior, especially in men, Captain Broke, on 
the 1st of June, dismissed the attendant vessel, and 
with the Shannon alone, drew up before the har- 
bour of Boston in a posture of defiance; 	Captain 

pool?... 

Laurence of the Chesapeake accepted the challenge, 
and put to sea, while crowds of the inhabitants 
lined the beach to witness the approaching conflict. 
So great was the public confidence in Boston as to 
the issue, that, according to some account's, a pub-
lic dinner was prepared for the victors, and accom-
modations provided for their expected captives. . 
Theinterval of suspense was not long : the two vessels 
came almost immediately in contact, and the vo-
lumes of smoke which obscured them gave hopes to 
the spectators on shore that the contest Nwitid be 

B n 4 	 decided 
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c 1.1 A P. decided in their favour by superior weight of metal. 
LXXXVI. At this critical moment, captain Broke, observing 

1E3. that the enemy flinched from thenr guns, gave Or- 
ders to board. 	In less than ten minutes the whole 
of the British crew were on the decks of the Chesa-
peake ; and in two minutes more the enemy were 
driven sword in hand from every 	point. 	The 
American flag was hauled down, and the British 
Union floated 	over it in triumph. 	In another 
minutd they ceased firing from below, and called for 
quarter. The whole service was performed in fifteen 
minutes from its commencement. 	Both ships; ob- 
serves captain Broke in his letter to the admiralty, 
came out of action in the most beautiful order, their 
rigging appearing.  as perfect as if they had only 
been exchanging a salute. 	The Shannon sailed 
immediately.- with her prize for Halifax. 	- 

Spanish 
campaign' 

IN Spain, preparations were made for a vigorous 0 	. 
campaign against the enemy, Who, though still 
formidable, were reduced to act on the defensive. 

'
1,

i
ord Wel- 
'Emmi ge-  neralissimo 

of the •Spa. 

The corte's, on the suggestion of the regency, pas-
sed a decree investing lord Wellington with extra- 
ordinary .powers' as generalissimo of the 	Spanish 

nisb forces. land forces, .which were to be greatly augmented 
and 	disciplined 	under officers 	appointed 	or ,ap- 
proved by himself. 	During the period of repose, 
the British army, which had been reinforced by 
20,000 men after the battle of Salamanca, was 
brought to a high 	state' of efficiency. 	At the 
opening of the campaign in May, the disposable 
forces of the allies were estimated at about 80,000 
British and Portugueze, and 50,000 Spanish re-
gulars, besides a considerable guerrilla force, which 

Positions of was hourly increasing. 	Lord Wellington, with the 
the armies. main body of the British and Portugueze, occupied 

cantonments along the northern frontier of Por-
tugal, while general Hill, with a part of- the army 
and the Spanish forces under Murillo, was posted 
in Estremadura. 	The second and third Spanish 

armies. 
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armies, under the duke del Parque and general • c II A p. 
Elio, were stationed, the one in La Mancha, and 	Lxxx". 
the other on the frontiers of Murcia and Valencia. 	1815. 
An army of reserve, recently levied in Andalusia, 
was placed under the command.  of O'nonnel, who 
for his gallant conduct in Catalonia had been 
created Conde de Abisbal. 	The army of Galicia, 
under Castanos, was stationed on the frontiers of 
that province, and from the devotion of its leader 
to the British 	general, might be considered as 
placed entirely at his lordship's disposal. 

THE enemy, warned by the reverses of the last concen-
campaign, concentrated themselves in Castile, where thetr  at  tn: 
the three French armies, of Portugal, of the centre, armies. ch  
and of the south, were united under the order's of 
Joseph Bonaparte, whose head-quarters were, at 
Madrid. 	'Soult had been called off to assist his 
master in Germany. ; and niftneroils draughts had 
been made from the forces of the usurper, which 
Were but inadequately supplanted by raw troops of 
the new conscription. 	The army of. Portugal was 
commanded by general Reille; who had his head-
quarters at Valladolid ; that of the centre, under 
count d'Erlon, was posted.  near Madrid, and that 
of the south had its head-quarters at Toledo. 	Thus 
posted, in the centre of the kingdom, the French 
hoped, by rapid movements, to baffle the attacks of 
the allies from the differentpoints of the extensive 
semicircle which they occupied ; but these hopes' 
were frustrated by the profound and judicious tac-
tics of lord Wellington. 

THE campaign did not open until the end of Lord Wei 
May. 	'General Hill, who had made a movement lin°.,,,,, 
to threaten Madrid, turned to the left, marched the Douro. 

through Puerto de Banos, And joined the main army, 
which was assembling near Ciudad Rodrigo. 	Ge-
neral O'Donnel at the same time Marched through 
Estremattura, and the whole 	three' of the 	allied 
army directed its course northward on the Douro. 

Along 
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c H A I'. • Along the right or northern bank of that river, 
LX X xu. which, being rugged and precipitous, commands the 

1813. left, the French possessed a range of fortified po- 
Sitions, by Fhich they hoped, for a time at least, to 
dispute the passage ; but lord Wellington provided 
against thiS obstacle by a very admirable arrange-
ment. Advancing with the light troops of the centre, 
he-entered Salamanca, which the French general 
Villatte had scareely.time to evacuate, with the loss. 
of 300 of his rear-guard : 	the right, under sir 
Rowland 	Hill, 	moved 	in 	a 	parallel 	direction 
toward the left bank of the Douro : sir Thomas 
Graham, . with the main body of the army, passed 
to the north of the river at Braganza, and pro-
ceedint along the right bank, superseded the ne-
cessity of forcing a passage in the race of the 
fortified positions. 	The French precipitately with- 
drew their detachments from. both banks of the 
Douro, leaving no other obstacles to the advance 
of lord Wellington than those which nature pre-
sented. 

Junction of AFTER remaining a few clays at Salamanca, his 
toilM,Y o

f 
 lordship left the command of the centre and right 

and march to sir Rbwland Hill, and joined the left under sir 
ao0nli

V(Laila- Thomas Graham at Carvelejos. 	On the 31st of 
May this wing -crossed the Esla, and passing 

• through Zamora, arrived on the 2d of June at Toro, 
the French having evacuated both these places,  
On the following day lord Wellington halted to, 
give time fbr the rear to dose in. 	The army of 
Galicia had now effected a junction with this di- 
vision, and formed its extreme left. 	On the 4thf 
the whole allied forces marched on Valladolid. 

The French THE French, astonished and alarmed at these 
evacuate movements, determined. fo abandon. the eapitid 
and retreat the troops stationed there and on the Tagus began 
towards the Ebro.

,  
their march on the ‘27th of May, and on the 3d of 
June crossed the Douro. 	Though their different 
armies were thus united, they did not attempt to 

17 	 clef enti 
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defend Valladolid, or the passage of the Pisuerga, 
but continued their retreat without intermission to 

c n A P. 
LXXXVI.  

Burgos. 	Lord Wellington had advanced to Pa- 
lencia, and allowing the army a short repose after 
a march of such extraordinary rapidity,,pushed 
forward with the cavalry and light troops to re- 
connoitre the enemy. 	They were covering Burgos 
in a strong position ; but a charge of British cavalry 
soon turned both their flanks, and obliged them to 
fall back behind the river Urbclar. 	In the course 
of the night they withdrew through the town, 
having first destroyed the works of the castle, and 
on the following day all their troops were in full. 
retreat toward the Ebro. 	. 

180. 

CONCLUDING that if he continued the pursuit Lord wei_ 
along the main. road, his progress might be ob- isiinrone.u.r. 
structed by the strong fortress and detil6s of Pa; a- to the Za. 

corbo, he ordered the allied army to make a move- d'a- 
»lent on its left, with a view of passing the Ebro 
near its source. 	This operation, being- unforeseen 
by the enemy, was effected without opposition, 
and he was thus enabled to threaten their rear, and 
interrupt their communications with France. 	He 
directed his march on Victoria, which the French 
had made their central depOt in the frontier pro- 
vinces. 	They evacuated Pancorbo in the night of 
the 18th of June, and hastened to take up a posi- 
tion in front of Victoria, which they effected on the 
tbllowing day. 	Their left rested on the heights, 
which terminate at Puebla de Arlanzon, and ex-
tended across the valley of Zadora, in front of the 

' 

Village of Arunez. 	They occupied with the right 
of the centre a height which commands the valley : 
their right was stationed near Victoria, to defend 
the passages of the river Zadora. 	They were com- 
manded by Joseph Bonaparte, under IA hom rllar-
shal Jourdan acted as major-general. 

As the coluinns of the allied army had been (inch Rattle of 
extended during a rapid march through it ruy

ot
et

il
l 

and difficult country, a halt was made on the 
1 	't 	i ' 

in 
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•C H A P. in order to close them up, and lord Wellington 
LXXXVI. 	employed that day in reconnoitring the position of 

1813. 	the enemy. 	On the following morning he made a 
general attack, and obtained a complete victory, 
taking flom them 151 pieces of cannon, .415 wag-
gons of ammunition, all their baggage, treasure, 
provisions, cattle, and a considerable number of 
prisoners. . Among other trophies of this glorious 
achievement was the baton of marshal Jourdan. 
The 	operations 	commenced 	with 	a 	successful 
movement of sir Rowland Hill,- to obtain the 
heights of Puebla,- which the enemy bad strangely 
neglected to strengthen, and which they made 
strenuous but fruitless efforts to retake. 	Under 
cover of these heights general Hill passed the 
Zadora at. La Puebla, and took the village of Sabi-
jana de Alava, in the front of the enemy's line,  
From the difficult nature of the country the dif-
ferent columns stationed on the river Bayas could 
not attack-as soon as was expected. 	The fourth 
and light division, howeVer, passed the Zadora ikv-
mediately after general Hill had occupied Sabijana ; 
and almost as soon as these divisions had crossed, 
the earl ofDalhousie's column arrived at Mendonza, 
and the third division, under sir Thomas Picton, 
crossed the bridge higher up, followed by the 7t1) 
division. 	These four divisions, forming the centre, 
of the army, were destined to attack the right of 
the enemy's centre, 	while general- Hill moved 
forward to attack the left. 	The enemy abandoned 
his position in the valley; and retreated in good 
order towards Victoria. 	The British continued to 
advance in admirable order, notwithstanding the 
difficulties of the 	round. 

Movement 	MEANTIME 	sir Thomas Graham, commanding 
of air 	 ho- 
mos Gra 	the. left of the army, moved from Margina 011 
ham. 	Victoria, 	by 	the 	high 	road 	from Bilboa. ' ile 

attaacd and carried the villages of Gamarro Ma) or 
and AlSechinco, which the enemy had occulned 

as 
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as tetes-de-pont to two bridges over the Zadora. C H A P. 
On the left of that' river there were two divisions . LNXXVI. 

of infantry in reserve, and it was impossible to 
cross 	until 	the 	columns 	directed against 	the 
enemy's centre and left should have driven them' 
through Victoria. 	This 'Service having been gal- 
lantly performed, the whole army co-operated in 
the pursuit. 

1813. 

BY the capture of Gamarro and Abechinco, the Total &- 
fugitives were cut off from the high road to France, 
and were obliged to retreat towards 	Pampluna. 

tetnocrh.the 

They were unable to retain any. position for a suffi- 
cient length of time 	to carry off their artillery ; 
and consequently all the guns that remained, as 
well as their ammunition, baggage, and property 
of every kind, were taken- close to Victoria. They 
secured one gun and one howitzer; and that solitary 
gun was afterwards captured. 	They passed Pam- 
pluna without halting at that fortress, and purseed 
their 	retreat over 	the 	Pyrennees 	into 	France. 
Joseph Bonaparte tied in confusion through Salva-
tierra, and thus closed his ignoble usurpation of 
the Spanish monarchy. 

LORD WELLINGTON followed up this brilliant Put..- 
.victory with .his 	characteristic promptitude 	and vciaunec701-  
decision. 	After sending tke light troops toward lord wei- 
Roncesvalles, and directing.  general Hill to move 
through the mountains to the head of the Bidassoa, 
he prepared to intercept general Clausel, who, with 
that part of the army of the north which had not 
been engaged at Victoria, was posted at Logrono. 

lington. 

Clausel retreated by forced marches, and crossed the 
Ebro at Tudela ; but being informed that the Bri-
tish were upon the road, he recrossed, and marched 
towards Zaragoza, and thence retired by a cir-
cuitous route through Jaca across the Pyrennees. 
He 	was 	harassed . during 	these movements by 
general Mina, who took from him two pieces of 
cannon and 	some stores at Tudela, besides 800 

prisoners. 
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C H A P. prisoners. 	General Graham marched with the left 
t,xxxYl. wing against a force collected from the garrisons . 

un3. in Biscay, which made a stand on a hill near the 
road from Pampluna. 	He dislodged and drove 
'them into Tolosa, from whence they retired to the 
Bidassoa, and were driven across that river. .by a 
brigade of the army of Galicia under general 
-Castanos. 	The port of Pasages at its mouth was 
taken by Longa, and its garrison made prisoners. 
Pancorbo, where the enemy had left a force to 
maintain their communication 	with Burgos, was 
blockaded by the Conde de Abisbal, to whom it 

• surrendered on the 28th of July. 	After the right 
and left wings of the enemy had been withdrawn 
into France, three divisions of the centre, under 
general Gazan, remained in the fine and fertile 
valley of Bastan, which was full of strong positions. 
On the 4th, -5th, and 7th of July, they were suc-
cestively dislodged by a British and Portugueze 
force under sir Rowland Hill, 	and driven 	into 
France. 	After these brilliant Qperations, the Bri-.  tish invested St. Sebastian and Pampluna, two of 
the strongest fortresses in Spain. 

Suchet re- ON the eastern coast of the peninsula the cam- 
pulsed at 
Castella by Dal 011 had commenced in April 	whyn the Anglo- s 	b 

Sicilian
,  

 army, under sir John MI irray, left Alicant, the British. ,  

and advanced to Castella, while general Elio took 
post at Yesla and Villena. 	On the 11th, Suchet, 
having collected the whole of his disposable force, 
attacked the corps of Elio, while yet unsupported 
by the rest of the allies ; drove it with some loss 
from Yesla, and reduced the garrison of Villena. 
On the following day he assailed the advanced 
posts of the 	British ; 	a vigorous resistance was 
maintained for five lrours, and the troops at length 
fell back 'on the main body; only in compliance 
with orders from the general. 	At noon, on the • 
13th, Suchet presented himself before the position 
at Castello., where the British were concentrated. 

After 
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After having displayed all his cavalry, he advanced e x A P. 
a corps of 2000 infantry, with the view of•forcing ' LXXXVI. 

the left of the line, which was covered by the van- 
guard of general Whittingham ; these troops re-
ceived their assailants at the point of the bayonet, 
then charged them with destructive effect, and 
threw them into disorder. 	Suchet, unused to such 
treatment, performed a series of operations, which 
ended in a retrograde march. 	General Murray 
immediately ordered nine battalions of infantry and 

1813. 

1000 cavalry to pursue, and they occasioned great 
loss to the retiring columns. 	Perceiving, however, 
that their superiority in cavalry gave them great 
advantages for proceeding in a direct line, general 
Murray commenced a flank movement upon Alcoy, 
in hopes of seizing the entrenched c2.mp•at San 
Felipe, but they arrived at the former place a 
quarter of an hour before the allies, and the plan 
being frustrated, the British returned to their former 
Position. 

PURSUANT tO instructions from the 	duke of Sir John 

Wellington, which' had for their object an oper- atunrriive„.. 
ation on the rear of Suchet's left flank, general Pedition to 

Murray, on the 31st of May, embarked his force, Tarragona, 
 

and on the 3d of June invested Tarragona. 	After 
taking fort San Felipe, on the Col de Balaguer, and 
constructing batteries for the siege, he abandoned 
the 	enterprise, • in 	consequence of intelligence 
received on the night of the 11th, that Suchet was 
approaching from Tortosa, 	and that a French 
Column was marching from Barcelona. 	He rc-em- 
barked his army on the 17th, and returned to 
Alicant, 	leaving 	his 	cannon 	in 	the 	batteries, 
although admiral Hallowell was of opinion that if 
he had remained until night they might have been 
brought away. 	A court of military enquiry, which 
was afterwards held on the expedition, acquitted 
hint of all other chlrges, and ascribed this part of 
his conduct to a mere error in judgment. 	Lord 

Wil liana 
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C H A P. mxvi. William Bentinck, who succeeded him in the com-

mand, wsu med the siege of Tarragona, in *August. 
1813. Sachet, who had retired into Catalonia, advanced 

to Villa Franca.; and, the British general having 
withdrawn, he entered Tarragona, destroyed the 
works, withdrew the garrison, and again retired 
towards Barcelona. 	As the third Spanish army 
was -detached to co-operate against the enemy on 
the side of the western Pyrennees, the remaining 
forces in the east of the peninsula continued to act 
an the defensive.  

Pampluna To maintain and cover the sieges of the frontier 
and St. Se- 
bastinn be-
sieged. 

fortresses, lord Wellington was under the necessity 
of dividing his army. 	He established his head- 
quarters in Lesaca, at a small distance from St. 
Sebastian, and directed two divisions to cover the 
roads leading from Pampluna ; one under general 
Hill, in the Puerto de Maya, and the other under 
general Byng,, on the extreme right, at Roncesvalles. 
The siege of St. Sebastian was conducted by sir 
Tluimas Graham. 

Soult re- MEANTIME the discomfitedarmy on the Pyrennean 
SUM" the  command frontier of France was reinforced, and Soult was 
of Joseph dispatched in all haste from Germany to take the 
Bona- 
parte' command. 	On ascertaining the positions of the 
army.

s 
 allies, he determined, with his whole force, to beat 

one of the covering armies, amid then throw himself 
on the flank and rear of the other. 	On the 2.4th 
of July he directed a division against general Hill, 
at Puerto de Maya, and at the same time made a 
formidable attack, with 80,000 peen, on general 
Byngls division 	at Roncesvalles. 	This division, 
though reinfbrced by another under sir Lowry 
Cole, was obliged to give way, and take post at 
Zerbiri, while general Hill, whose rear was now 
threatened, retired to Irurita. 	On the 27th Soult 
arrived in sight of Pampluna, and immediately 
commenced operations for its' relief. 	On the fol- 
lowing day -he made a furious attack on the posi,  

tiong 
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Lions of the British, but his troops were every where c H A p. 
repulsed. 	.Generals Hill and Dalhousie arriving LXXXX:i

A 
with their divisions; placed themselves in line with - 1812. 
the rest of the force, 	On the 29th and SOth the of 

th
Batt

p
les 

opposing. armies continued to view each other, 
neither daring to attack the formidable heights on 
which its antagonist was posted. 	But in the course 
of these days the enemy cautiously withdrew a 
considerable body of troops. from the front,. where 
the former actions had taken place, and. moved 
them to the right, with the view of attacking the 

nees e  . Yren.  

British left under sir Rowland Hill. 	Qn the fol- 
lowing day they obliged him to fall back from the 
range _ of heights which he occupied• to another 
immediately behind. 	Lord Wellington, seeing the 
enemy's line weakened, instantly detached lord 
Dalhousie and general Picton to drive them from 
the heights on which their right and left rested; 
and this service having been rapidly accomplished, 
the centre advanced to join in the attack. 	The 
French were driven from one of the strongest Soult 
positions which it was possible for troops to occupy, 
and compelled to fall back on their own frontier. 

enrtirn back 
France. 

To cover their retreat they placed a strong rear-
guard in the pass of Donna Maria, from which it 
was .driven by lord Dalhousie. 	They endeavoured 
to make another stand on the heights of Puerto de 
Ichalar, 	but they were dislodged by a single 
tritish division ; and Soult, Who had been ordered 
to celebrate Bonaparte's birth-day in the town of 
Victoria, was reluctantly compelled to solemnise 
that anniversary in France. 

THE fortress of St. Sebastian was obstinately Capture of 
defended. 	A breach having been effected on the t-• sebas- 
2.5th of July, the besiegers made an attempt to 
storm, 	but they were unable, by their bravest 
eftorts to 	overcome the unexpected 	difficulties 
opposed to them. 	As the port was necessary,  for 
the supply of provisions and other necessaries by 

tian  

VOL. VI. 	 c c 	 sea 
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C HAP.  •txxxvi. sea to the army in its ulterior operations, not a day 

was lost in prosecuting the .siege. 	To cut off the 
1812. communication of the enemy.  with France, 	sir 

George Collier, with a party of marines, stormed 
the island of Santa Clara at the mouth of the 
harbour, and took the garrison prisoners. - New 
breaching batteries were in the mean time raised, 
and carried forward with such vigour, that on the 
81st of August it was determined to attack and 
form a lodgment on the breach, which now extended 
.to a large surface on the left of the fortifications. 
The assat‘lt was made at eleven in the forenoon by 
a combined column of British and Portuguese. 
The breach proved extremely fallacious; for when 
the assailants, after being exposed to a heavy fire 
of shot and shells, arrived at the foot of the wall, 
they found a perpendicular scarp of twenty feet.  to 
the level of the streets, leaving only one accessible 
point, formed by the breaching of the end and front 
of the curtain, which admitted an entrance only 
by single files. 	No 'man survived the attempt to 
surmount the narrow ridge. 	Two hours of severe 
but fruitless exertion ensued, and the attack was 
alMost in a desperate state, 	when 	sir Thomas 
Graham adopted the venturous expedient of direct-
ing the guns against the curtain over the beads of 
the assailants.• 	The firing was executed with admi- 
rable precision and proved effectual. 	In an hour 
the defenders were driven from their complicattd 
works, and retired to the castle, leaving the towo• 
in full possession of the allies, who had upwards of 
500 men killed and 1500 wounded. 

soutt re- 
crosses the 

ON the morning of this day Soult crossed the 
Bidassoa in great force ; 	but he .was gallantly 

aBniddoisssorae_, 

pulsed by 
the Spa-
niards 

repulsed by the Spanish troops whom lord Wel-
lington had posted on the hills near the right bank 
of the river. 	In the afternoon 	he renewed his 
attack at another point, and was again beaten. The 
castle of St. Sebastian surrendered on the 8th of 

- 	 scpt cm- 
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September, and the garrison, now reduced to about 
1800 'men, were made prisoners, . 

c il A 1., 
LXX XVL .  

THE left of the allied army Crossed. the Bidassoa 1812. 
on' the 7th of October, and gained a firm footing 
in the French territory. 	Pampluna surrendered, on 
the 31st of October, to Don Carlos de Espaiia ; 
and the rear of the army being thus secured, lord 

1F:w.f.  
mP u 	• 

Wellington was enabled to direct his' whole three 
against the French in their sacred country. 	They 
had formed and fortified two lines of defence; one Lord wo- 
along the river Nivelle, and the other immediately 
in front of Bayonne. 	The march of the allies was 
impeded by heavy rains ; but on the '10th of No-
vember the whole army was brought forward to 
attack the French intrenched position along the 

tutrz; • 

Nivelle. 	Three British and one, Spanish division 
drove them from the strong posts which they oc, 
cupied on the left of their centre. Lord Wellington 
then directed troops to advance upon the rear of 

,their right i but before this operation could be per-
formed, day closed, and the enemy took advantage 
of the- darkness to retire upon Bedart, leaving their 
strong lines in the possession of the allies. 

THEY withdrew 	into their intrenched 	camp souk 
at Bayonne, 	their left occupying the peninsula 1

(!
i
r
g
i w

e
e:  into 

formed by the confluence of the Adour and the entrench- 

Nive, their right and centre- extending from the 
left bank of the Nive to the Adour below Bayonne. 

leaiy,ownante. 

The front was here protected by an impassable 
morass. 	Lord Wellington deeming this position 
impregbable by a direct attack, determined to 
threaten the rear of the enemy, and accordingly 
directed generals Hill and Beresford to cross the 
river in two divisions. 	This operation was efThcted 
vn the 9th of December, and a series of actions 
ensued, in which the principal efforts of the enemy 

' 

Were directed against the British left, and were 
uniformly defeated. 	The Dutch regiment of Nas- 
au, and the German regiment of Frankfort came 

c c 2 	 over 
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C H A P. - Lxxxvi. over to the allies. 	On the 13th Soult suddenly 

moved his whole.force through Bayonne, and fell 
1812. upon the British right under sir Rowland Hill. 

Lord Wellington expected this attack; and sent 
reinforcements to resist it ; but general Hill's troops 
alone defeated the 'enemy .with immense loss, *and. 
drove them into their intrenclunents. 	The loss on 
both sides was considerable • but the allies "were 
completely successful, and they established them-
selves firmly between the Nive and the Adour. 
After the discomfiture of Soult, there was no hope 
for Suchet in Catalonia; and thus by the genius, 
activity, and perseverance of lord Wellington, and.  
the indefatigable exertions of the allied troops, 
who shrunk from no obstacle under such a leader, 
the liberation of the peninsula was accomplished. 
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CHAP. LXXXVII. 
s 

The Prussians under general York separatefrom-the French.. 
— Truce between the Austrians and Russians.— The king  
of Prussia declares war •against France. — Military pre-
parations of Bonaparte. r-- Positions of the allies. — Move-.  
ments of 'the French. — Battle of Lutzcn— of Bautzen.—: 
Armistice. —Austria joins the alliance.— Blucher defeats 
Bonaparte on the Katzbach.— Battle before Dresden.— 
Bernadotte's victory at Dennevitz. — Bavaria joins thee  
alliance. — Batik of Leipsic. — Bonaparte retreats, and 
returns to Paris. — Liberation of Hanover: —Revolution 
in Holland, and restoration of the prince of Orange. — 
Denmark joins the allies. — Declaration of the allied so-
vereigns. — Basis of the treaty proposed by them. — They 
cross the Rhine.— Bonaparte's reproof to the legislative 
body. — Caulaincourt sent to Chatillon. — Meeting of par-
liament, and measures for the prosecution of the war. 

THE coalition which Bonaparte had formed c n A P.' 
against Russia, 	him much anxiety after LMVII.  gave 

his ruinous expedition to Moscow. 	He was ap- 	1812. 
prehensive that Austria, Prussia, Saxony, Bavaria, Bonaparte

h and the smaller states of the Rhenish confederation, `ores., s ia  
would abandon a cause for .which they had been 
compelled to make so many sacrifices, and would 
espouse that of his victorious adversary. 	He could 
not hope to overawe them, except by levying 
another powerful army in France, and marching it 
into Germany. 	However disunited among them- 
selves, they . were bound to him 	by no tie of 
mutual interest ; they could -not applaud his vile 
usurpation of Spain, or justify his iniquitous and 
ill-timed invasion of Russia ; still less could they 
excise that per%erse obstinady in error, with which, 
by procrastinating his retreat, he exposed his oWn 

• c c : 	 forces 
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C It A F. forces 	and theirs to the triple scourge 	of 
Lxxxvii. pestilence, and- famine, amidst the• horrors of a 

t s 12. 	northern winter. 
The Prus- 

ns un 
generalder  

PaussiA was the first to shake off the yoke. 
When prince Kutusoff arrived on the" frontier, he 

York sepa- 	issued 'a proclamation, explaining the moderate 
rate from 
the French. views • of his government, and promising support, on 

. 	the part of his imperial master, to every people, 
who, being then obliged to oppose him, should 
abandon the cause of Napoleon, and pursue their 
real interests. 	It was to Prussia that this invitation 
was particularly addressed. 	At this time, 15,000 
Prussians; commanded by general Von York, were 
united with the 10th corps of the French army, 
under Macdonald, in the blockade of Riga. 	Mac- 
donald, retreating with great expedition, succeeded 
in extricating himself; but York concluded a con- 
vention with the Russians, by which, his troops 
were to remain neutral in eastern Pfussia. 	This 
defection alarmed Bonaparte so much, that he 
issued a senatus consult= for calling out 850,000 
men. 	There was a time when the mere promul- 
gation of such a decree would have rallied his 
troops ; but that time was past, and the scattered 
bands of his grand army continued their flight 
to the Vistula. 	Witgenstein, pursuing Macdonald, 

1813. 	entered Klinigsberg on the 7th of January., • On 
the 12th, admiral Tchichagoff; and count Platoff, 
took possession of Marienwerder, Marienberg, and 
Elbing; and on the following days, having crossed 
the Vistula, and its tributary stream, the Nogat, 
they pin'sued the French in different directions, oit 
the roads to Dantzic and Graudenz. 	On the side 
of Warsaw, the Austrians and Saxons were driven 
back by the Russians under Sacken and Vasilchikoff: 
The emperor of Russia crossed the Niemen on the 
13th, amidst the acclamations of his troops, and 
pursued his march in a westerly direction, while 
the columns under Miloradovich and Dochtoroti; 

' 3 	 moved 
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moved in a parallel line on the left. 	The Prussians c 1-I A P. 
every where hailed them as deliverers. 	The capi- Lxxxvit 
tal Was in the hands of a French garrison ; but the 
populace rose against these troopi, and obliged them 
to. remain : in 	their 	barracks. 	At Konigsberg, 
where 'a regency had been established, general 

1813. 

York was 	declared 	commander-in-chief • of the 
patriotic army, and numbers daily flocked to his 
standard. 	The king suddenly withdrew from 
Potsdam, and went to Breslau, where, on the yid 
of February, he issued proclamations, calling on 
his subjects to arm in support of their king and 
country. 	Volunteers from all parts of the kingdom 
presented themselves for enrolment in such multi-
tudes, that the 'new commander of the 'French 
forces prohibited the recruiting enjoined by the 
royal decree. 	This new commander was Eugene 
Beauharnois, who, on the retirement of Murat, 
through indisposition or disgust, was nominated to 
succeed him, as "possessing the entire confidence 
of the emperor." 

THE, Austrians, in the month of February, con- Truce be- 
eluded an unlimited truce with the Russians,_ in 
virtue of which they withdrew into Gallicia. 	The 

tAwZiinttes  
and Rus- 

Saxons under Regnier, availing themselves of this 
opportunity, retired towards their own country, 
pursued by Winzingerode, who made 9.000prisoners, 
and took seven pieces of cannon. 	On the 15th, 
the king of Prussia offered himself as mediator 

sians* 

The king 
a oaff.,Prsrussi  

between the belligerents ; he proposed that the mediate be- 
Russians should retire behind the Vistula, and the 
French behind the Elbe, leaving Prussia and its 
fortresses free from foreign usurpation. 	On the 
rejection of these terms by Bonaparte, he concluded 

Mr the 
eas.ger- 

Joins 
a treaty of alliance, offensive and defensive, with 
the emperor of Russia. 	The king of Saxony, un-
happily for himself, took a different course, and at 
a time when the approach of the allied armies 
obliged him to quit Dresden, issued a proclamation, 

(.., 	c 	4, 	 1 

Russia. 
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C H A P. in which he told .his subjects, that the political 
LXXXVII. system to which he had for the last .six years • 

1813. 	attached himself, was that to which. the. state had 
• beeti indebted for its preservation amidst the most 

imminent dangers. 	'General Blucher,. who corn-' 
manded the Prussian army. of Silesia, published an, 
address to the Saxons, stating that he entered their 
territory to offer them his powerful assistance, and 
calling on them to raise the standard of insurrection 

-against their oppressOrs. 	He made the following 
energetic allusion to the events of the late cam-.  
paign ; " In the north of Europe, the Lord of Hosts 
has held a dreadful court of justice, and the angel 
of death has cut off 300,000 of those strangers, by 
the sword, famine, and cold, from-  that earth which 
they,, in the insolence of their prosperity, would 
have brought under their yoke." 	Prussia now 
became one great camp; the militia and the levy en 
masse were called out, volunteers enrolled them- 
selves on all sides, and the national enthusiasm rose 
to a height which it had never, attained in the most 
prosperous days of the monarchy. 	Berlin was 
evacuated by the French on the third of March, 
and the Russian general, Czernicheff, entered it on 
the following .day, amidst a great concourse of 
people. 	The small force under Morand, which 
occupied Swedish Pomerania, followed the main 
French army ; but it was intercepted and beaten, 
its leader killed, and his remaining troops made 
prisoners. 	Hamburg was entered on the 18th by 
the Russian general fettenborn ; a Swedish force 
advanced to Stralsund, and in the following month, 
the strong fortress of Thorn surrendered to the 
Russians. 	On the 20th, the king of Prussia pub- 
lished an edict, abolishing the continental system, 
and regulating the importation of merchandize into 
his dominions, from which all French goods were 
prohibited. 	 . 

MEANWHILE Bonaparte was actively employed 
ill 
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in augmenting his military force, and in strength- c H A P. 
ening his authority by conciliating public opinion. LXXXV11. 

He released the pope from imprisonment at Pon- 1813. 
taineblean, restored the territories of the church, 
and procured the sanction of his holiness to his se- 

Military 
prepar-
ationsof 

cord marriage. 	A regency was provided, in the 
event of his death, during the minority of his son ;. 
it was vested in Maria Louisa, and she was to act 
with the assistance of a council. 	In preparing to 
take the field, he thought it necessary to make an 
addition, even to the immense armament already in 

Bonaparte 

.preparation. 	Ninety thousand men of the con- 
scription for 1814, originally destined for the re-
serve, were now rendered disposable ; and ninety 
thousand more were raised by a sort of retrospec- 
tive conscription. 	Requisitions of horses 	were 
made on the municipalities to replace the cavalry 
lost in the Russian campaign. 	The raw levies 
were disciplined by officers procured in drafts from 
the peninsula, or in the skeletons of regiments from 
the north. 	A large camp was formed on the Maine, 
where training could be carried on without inter-
ruption from the 'enemy. • On the lOth of April, 
Bonaparte set out for the army. 

ABOUT this period the allied forces were thus 
distributed. 	Witgenstein, with the main body of 
the Russians, had crossed the Elbe ; part of Tchi- 

position. 
th.e allied  ° 	es arrm. 

chagoff's army was in the vicinity of Thorn ; while . 
another division under Platoff was besieging Dant- 
zic. 	The army under Winzingerode was at Cus- 
trin, Lansberg, and Dresden ; another corps had 
crossed the Elbe at Schandau to turn Davoust; who 
was threatening Hamburg. 	Blucher had removed 
from Silesia into Saxony, and York was at Berlin 
with the main Prussian army. 	Detachments had' 
been sent to Hamburg and Rostock, which were 
now occupied by Prussian corps, and another de-
tachment had invested Stettin. • An army of 50,000 
men, under the crown prince of Sweden, was ex- 

pected 
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C n A P. petted at the commencement of the campaign. 
LxxxvIE The Prussians were estimated at 70,000, the Rus- - 1813. sians at 110,000. 
movements • THE French army on the Maine moved into 

• 
of then. Frenc Saxony ; that Under Beauharnois marched from 

Magdeburg to meet it, and a junction was effected 
on the left bank of the Saale. 	Their united num- 
bers were estimated at 170,000 men. 	On. the 25th 
of April, Bonaparte arrived at Erfurt, and imme-
diately ordered all the divisions to move forward 
in the direction of Leipzig. 	On the morning of 

Battle of the M of May he advanced into the plain -of. 
Lutzen. Lutzen, with the view of reaching that city, -and of 

throwing himself on the rear of the allies. 	They, 
however, suddenly crossed the Elster at Pegau 
with their whole force, and commenced a grand at- 

• tack upon the French army. 	An obstinate battle 
ensued, in which the village of Gros Gorschen was, 
six times taken and retaken by the bayonet; but it 
was at length won by the allies. 	They drove the 
French from their positions, and remained masters 
of the field ; but they Subsequently found it neces-
sary, f'rom inferiority of numbers, to fall back upon 

. the Mulda, and, afterwards to • retire beyond the 
Elbe. 	Bonaparte entered Dresden on the 8th, and 
was there joined by the king of Saxony. 

Battles of THE allies, having received strong reinforcements 
Bautzen. 	. under Barclay de Tony; Langeron, Sass, and Kleist, 

took up a strong position on the Spree, near Baut- 
zen, where they were attacked by the French. 	A 
series of sanguinary actions ensued, from the 190 
to the f2'.ld, in which the loss of the French by their 
Own accounts amounted to 1],000 men, and that 
of the allies to 6000. 	The latter retired in good 

•order upon Schweidnitz, southward through Sile-
sia, add along the frontier of Bohemia, with the view 
of dra.wing the enemy as far as possible from Berlin 
and the central prdvinces of Prussia. 	Bonaparte, 
gloving onward with 	his . main arm), raised the 

. blockade 
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blockade of Glogau, and took possession of Breslau, 
the capital of Silesia. 	He bad here the satisfaction 

c H A p. 
Lxxxvii. 

of learning that the negociations between Denmark 
and Great Britain had failed, and that Hamburg 
was occupied by a detachment from the corps of 

' 1813. 

Davoust.  
Turtotiou the mediation of Austria, an armistice 

was concluded on the Tst of June, of•which the 
duration was fixed to the 20th of July. 	By its 
terms, the line of demarcation for both 	armies 
took its departure from the frontier of Bohemia, 
and extended to the Oder, according to their actual 
occupation. 	Breslau, being between them, was de- 
clared neutral. 	The line which separated the de- 
tached corps was continued from the mouth of the 

Armistice. 

Katzbach, along the Oder, to the frontier a Saxony 
and Prussia, where it joined the Elbe. 	A congress Congress at 
was holden at Prague to arrange. a general pacitica-, 
tion ; and to alibi% time for the discussions the ar_ 
mistice was prolonged ; but ending that Bonaparte 
would not make even a nominal sacrifice for the re'-
pose of Europe, the emperor of Austria declared 
war against him on the 10th of August, and con- 

Prague.  

Austria de... 
eluded a treaty of alliance with Russia and Prussia. 

AT this crisis the forces under' the immediate 
:01877" 
France. 

command of Bonaparte, were estimated at 300,000 Force of 
men. 	He had established a strong fortified line, 
extending from Wittenberg . through Torgau and 

the French.  

Dresden, to the intrenched camp at Pirna. 	His 
main army was stationed between this line and the 
Silesian frontier. 	Mortier was posted with 70,000 
men in Upper and Lower Lusatia; Ney, with nearly 
an equal force, occupied Bautzen. 	The Saxons 
Were at Goerlitz. 	On the Maine there was an 
army of reserve under Augereau, and an army of. 
25,000 Bavarians was stationed near Munich. 	A 
considerable force . under Davoust defended Hol- 
stein and Hamburg, and threatened Pomerania. 

The 
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C H A P. The communication was maintained liy The .garri- LXXXV11. son of Magdeburg. 

1815. THE grand army of the allies, consisting of the 
Of the • whole Austrian force and large detachments of 
allies. Russians and Prussians, took its position in Bohe-

mia, thus threatening Saxony and the rear of the 
French: Blucher commanded about 100,000 men 
in Silesia. • Bernadotte, who commanded the army 
of the north of Germany, amounting to 120,000 
men, had 	his head-quarters at Berlin. . Ile ' was 
there joined by his early companion in arms, gene-
ral Moreau, whose counsel was considered of high 
importance in concerting the military operations. 

Blucher 
defeats Bo-
naparte on  
the Katz- 
bach. 

WHILE this army was occupied in repulsing a. 
combined force of the enemy under Marmont and 
Victor, general Blucher crossed the Bober, and 
drove in all the French corps which defended that 
river. 	On the approach of Bonaparte with a strong 
reinforcement, he retraced his steps, and took up a 
strong position near Lignitz, on the Katzbach. 	He 
was there attacked, but he defended himself with 
great intrepidity, took 18,000 prisoners, 103 pieces 
of cannon, 250 waggons, and two eagles ; and com- 
pelled the enemy to retreat. 	They returned in 
greater force, arid he retired in good order behind 
the Katzbach. 	During these demonstrations, which 
for a tide engrossed the attention of Bonaparte, 
the allies were issuing in great force from the passes 
in Bohemia, and moving upon Dresden. On the 28th 

Battle be- 
fore 	res- of An oust)  Bonaparte came out of that city with In 
den.

D  
1 30,000 men to attack them, having detached 3 
force tinder Vandamme to seize the passes in their 
rear. 	The battle was chiefly fought by the cavalry 
and artillery, and continued until evening, who,  
the allies retired toward the Bohemian frontier. 	1i 
the assault on the preceding day, general Moreau, 
while conversing with the emperor Alexander, was 
struck by a ball, which shattered one of his legs, 
and, passing through his horse, carried off the other. 

• Ile 
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He tore the wounds and .the amputation of both c H A r. 
limbs with great.firmness, and .was carried on a lit- Lx"'" - 
ter, formed by the lances of the Cossacks, to Topaz, 1813. 
where he expired: 	His death was greatly lamented Death of 
by the allies, and especially by • his countryman, More' 
Bernadotte, who knew how deeply he sympathised 
in.the sufferings of Filince under Bonaparte. 	Yet 
this death was not glorious for A man who  had 
served his country so well ! — On 	their retreat captureor 
the allies captured Vandamme and six other ge. vim- darcune. nerals,40,000 men, six standards, and sixty pieces 
of cannon. 	They were re-animated by intelligence 
that Blucher had attacked and beaten Macdonald 
on the 26th and the two following days, taking 
from him eighty pieces of cannon, great quantities 
of ammunition, and 15,000 prisoners, 

THE army of the north of Germany, under Ber. Berlr 
d 

 
nadotte, obtained a splendid victory on the 6th of __.  ortyteat

vic 
 - 

September at Dennevitz, over a strong force coin-.  
manded. by marshal Ney, taking 5000 prisoners, 
thirty pieces of cannon, and 200 =Munition wag- 
gons. 	Blucher, 	after 	driving before 	him 	the 
wreck of Macdonald's army, pursued his victorious 
career alMost to the gates of Dresden. 	The grand . 
army of Bohemia again advanced toward that city, 
and occupied Dohna and Pirna. 	Bonaparte re- 
mained there until the beginning of October, wait-
ing for reinfOrcements from France, and employing 
his troops in marches and countermarches, to fins- 

Dennevitz  

trate the plans of the allies. 	Their grand army in Advence‘of 
Bohemia, being reinforced by 40,000 men under th"nies• 
general Bennigsen and the 	lietman Platoff, pro- 
ceeded in three divisions towards Chemnitz and 
Freiburg, to interrupt his communications with the 
Rhine. 	Blucher and the crown prince at the same 
time advanced, and effecting a junction, moved on 
the 5th towards Leipzig, with a force amounting to 
180,000 men. 	..k, treaty of alliance was concluded 
oil  the 8th het 	vett the courts of Vienna and Mu- 

nich ; 
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C H A r. nick; in consequence of which, general Vrede, at. 
MC XXVII. the head of 35,009 Bavarians, immediately co- 

1813- operated with the allies. Bonaparte concentrated his. 
They art; 
jon ed 
the Bav

b
a
y 

 - 
rians. 

forces:at Leipzig, 	 wile the allies extended them- 
selves on every side, and prepared for battle. 	The 
united armies ofBernadotte and Blucher were posted 
on the north, from the Mutda to the &ale; the 
graiid army, on the south, extended from xhe latter 

satee or river to the Arulaa. On the morning  ofthe 16th, ge- 
Leipzig. neral Blucher attacked the three French corps com-

manded by marshal Ney, and after an obstinate con-
flict, drove them behind the Partha immediately un- 

. der Leipzig, taking 12,000 prisoners and 40 pieces 
of cannon. . On the same day a simultaneous at-
tack , was made by the grand Bohemian army on the 
side of Wachar and Liebert Wolkowitz. Bonaparte 
with his cavalry broke their centre; but at this'cri-
tical moment, his progress was checked by six regi- 
ments of Austrian cuirassiers. 	On the 17th the 
allies made a pause, to bring up their reinforce-
ments ; and 'Bonaparte drew his army closer round 
Leipzig, attempting no other operation than that of 
securing an opening through the hostile line in the 
direction of Weissenfels, in which he succeeded. 	A 
general battle ensued on the 18th, which was not 
distinguished by any bold manoeuvres or striking vi-
cissitudes. On the north, Bernadotte, reinforced by 
30,000 men from Blucher's army, crossed 	the 
Partha, and drove the enemy through the villages 
of Sonnerfeldt, Parmsdorf, and Schienfeldt, upon 
Leipzig. 	He was about to halt for the arrival of 
.his artillery, when a large body of Westphalian and 
of Saxon troops, the latter bringing with them twen-
ty-two pieces of cannon, came over to him, and ac-
cepted his offer to head them against the French. 
The grand Bohemian• army, against which the 
most strenuous resistance was made, pressed on-
ward, And towards evening effected a junction 
with the army of the north, under the walls of 

Leipzig. 
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Leipzig. 	Bonaparte had now lost in killed, wound- c H A P. 
ed, and captured, 40,000 men, with sixty-five pieces LXXXVB. 

of cannon ; all his outposts and fortified lines were 
carried, and the only line of retreat which ihe had 
secured Was over a marshy tract, intersected by 
five or six rivers running in a parallel direction,-at a 

1813. 

small distance from each other. 	His army began Retreat of 
to defile toward Weissenfels during the night, and Bonaparte. 

in the morning the magistrates of Leipzig, at the 
instance of Bonaparte; sent a deputation to the 
• head-quarters of the allies, requesting a suspension of 
arms for the purpose of arranging a capitulation. 
It was easily seen that this was an artifice to facili-
tate the escape of the remaining part of the French. 
army. 	The emperor Alexander openly declared 
that no respite could be allowed ; the allied forces 
were led to the attack ; after a short resistance they 
carried the city, and at eleven in the forenoon, the 
emperor of Russia, . the Icing of Prussia, and the 
crown prince of Sweden, arriving from different 
quarters, met in the great square, amidst the ac- 
clamations of the army and of the people. 	Bona- • 
parte had quitted Leipzig about two hours before. 
The French were flying in utter confusion over the 
Aster; the bridge was choked up with men arid 
cattle ; prisoners were taken by thousands ; 	and 
the greater part of those who plunged into the 
stream perished. 	The whole of the 	rear-guard 
fell into the hands of the allies : among the prison-
ers were Regnier, Brune, Vallery, Bertrand, and 
lauriston. 	Macdonald 	with 	difficulty 	gained 
the opposite bank; 	prince 	Poniatowski, making 
the same attempt, was drowned. 	The wounded, 
to the amount of 30,000, were all taken, together 
with the magazines, stores, and artillery remaining in 
the city. The king of Saxony, who, with his whole Ring of 

court, ranked among the prisoners, was sent under ,Srdc'enpYri_ 
a guard to Eysebnach. soner. 

BONAPARTE retreated through Erfurt w ith about 
70,000 
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' C H AP. 70,000 or 80,000 men. Blucher, supposing that he 
LXXXVII. would cross the Rhine at Coblentz, directed his 

march on that town, and was thus disappointed in 1813. . 
Bonaptoarte 
goes 
Paris. 

his hope of overtaking the enemy, who was en-
abled to turn his whole force against the 80,000 
Bavarians posted at Hanau, under general Vrede. 
They disputed his passage with great determination, 
and did not retire until they had sustained a severe 
loss, in this unequal encounter. 	Bonaparte con- 
tinued his retreat through Frankfort, crossed the.  
Rhine on the 7th of November, and proceeded *to 
Paris on the 9th, sending before him, twenty stands of 
colours, taken by his victorious armies in the bat- 

. ties of Weissen, Leipzig, and lianau! 
The allies THE grand allied army, consisting of the Aus' 
the 

	to 
the  main, trian, Bavarian, and part of the RUssian and Prus-

sian' armies, advanced to  the Maine; and the 
respective sovereigns established their head-quarters 

Hanover at Frankfort. 	The crown prince of Sweden, with 
liberated. 	• the army of the north, marched into Hanover, and' 

entered its capital on the 6th of November. 	The 
regency of the electorate was re-established, to the 
general joy of the people, who gave the most af-
fecting proofs of loyalty to their venerable sovereigns 
while contrasting his mild sway with the odious 
tyranny which had of late oppressed them. 	The 
crown .prince proceeded on the 17th to Bremen, 
where general Winzingerode's corps had lately 
arrived ; 	Bulow moved to Arnheini, 'while Ben' 
nigsen and Walmoden with the Hanoverians, and 
Adlercrautz with 	the Swedes, marched against 
Davoust and the Danes. 

Revolution Tim efforts of the allies for the liberation of 
in Holland. Germany encouraged the people of the United 

Provinces to recover their independence. 	In the 
month of April some partial disturbances had en- 
sued, 	in consequence of the enrolment of the 
national guard ; but they were speedily quelled, • 
and in the season of apparent tranquillity which 

. 	followed 
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followed this storm, the French made large drafts c 11 AP. 
from • their . military force in that country, until it "\)"". 
was reduced to 10,000 men. 	After the battle of •1813. 
Leipzig, 'secret confederacies were formed at the 	, 
Hague, and at Amsterdam, among • the principal 
burghers, for the purpose of directing and regu- 
lating 	the patriotic impulse ' in favour of the 
ancient government. 	On the 15th. of November, 
the populace of Amsterdam rose in a body, and 
proceeded to burn the wooden huts of the French, 
douaniers, or excisemen, and pillaged the house 
of a receiver of 	customs 	who refused to take 
down the arms of Bonaparte. 	On the 16th, count 
Styrum was proclaimed governor of the Hague, 
in the name of the Prince of Orange ; and the 
national flag was hoisted amidst enthusiastic Shouts 
of " Oranje Burch !" 	At this time the whole. 
force of the confederates scarcely amounted to 
900 men, badly armed. ' During' the three years 
and a half since its annexation to Fiance, the coun-
try had been drained of its arms, ammunition, pill;  
tary stores, 	accoutrements, artille7, and horses. 
General Molitor, 	with an army of 4000 regular 
troops, was at Utrecht, only twelve leagues front 
the Hague, and there was a French garrimm at 
Gorctun. 	These troops were recovering from then 
panic, and were advancing to the towns which 
they had evacuated. 	Of the allies, only a small 
band of Cossacks had arrived ; and it was known 
that the military plans of the allies did not permit 
general Bulow to pass the Yssel. 	The assembly of 
ancient. regents convoked by the confederates re- 
fused to assume the administration, 	even when 
informed that 	succours had been solicited ii•ont 
England. 	Patriotism, 	however, 	at length pre- 
vailed Over fear ; and on the c.23d the prince of 
Orange was solemnly proclaimed at Amsterdam. 
'I he example was followed by the magistracy of 
Rotterdam ; but au interval of anxious suspense 

VOL. VI 	 J D 	 ensued 
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C H A P. ensued until the- 27th, when Mr. Fagel returned 
1.XXVII. from 	England 	with 	intelligence, 	that- succours 

1813.. would speedily be sent, and that the prince would 
sail as soon as possible for Holland. 	A pressing 
solicitation having been sent to Mow at Alunstey; 
he ventured on his own responsibility, 'to pass the 
Yssel, and soon afterwards general Winzingerode 
received from the crown prince an order to ad- 
vance. 	On the 28th, four English men-of-war 
appeared. off Schmveningen, and on the following 
day a body of marines were disembarked to the 
extreme joy of the people, who had begun to dread 
the return of their vindictive oppressors. 	These 
alarms might be heightened by the report of a 
dreadful tragedy, which had recently been. acted 
at Woerden. 	The French recaptured that town 
on 	the 	21th,," and 	massacred 	the 	inhabitants, 
sacrificing to 	their indiscriminate fury three ge- 
nerations at once. 	On the 30th this atrocity was 
severely retaliated by the Prussians, Who put the 

Restoration whole garrison to the sword. 	On the same day 
of the 
prince of 
Orange. 

the Inince of Orange, accompanied by lord Clan-
carty, and the British embassy?  landed at Sclweven-
ingen, and proceeded to the Hague,' amidst the 
acclamations of a people from whom he had been 
separated during nineteen years of adversity. 	On 
the 3d of December, he made his entrance into 
Amsterdam, where he was proclaimed sovereign 
prince of the Netherlands, and on the following 
day he announced his determination to establish 0 
free constitution. 	The French, 	believing that a 
powerful army escorted him from England, con-
fined themselves to defensive measures; they still 
held the greater number of the fortresses, and the 
whole of 	Zealand, .including 	the isle 	of Wa1- 
cheren. 	The Brill was speedily reduced, and Hel- 
voetsluys surrendered on the 5th of December to 

. some marines of admiral Young's fleet, aided by a 
body of Dutch troops. 	The next day 1700 Piglisi' 

guodi 
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guards landed at Schwveningen. 	Notwithstanding c H A P. 

the strong hold which the enemy still maintained Z"xvit' 
ill the country, no doubts were now entertained of ..1813; 
its .speedy deliverance, and measures were imme- 
diately adopted for the .levy. of troops, and the 
regulation of the military force. 	Impoverished as 
the Dutch had been by the exactions of their 
tyrants, and diminished as their efficient numbers 
were by the conscription law, yet in the short space 
of four months 2.5,000 men were raised, armed, 
and equipped, from a population of 1,800,000 souls. 

' 

Their natural love of liberty urged them 	to re- 
doubled 	exertions 	against a strong 	and cruel 
enemy, 	who had deliberately ruined their com- 
merce, reduced them to a state of vassalage, and 
wasted their blood and treasure in'a warfare, alike 
iniquitous in its object, and disastrous in its issue.  

BONAPARTE: was now disposed to treat for the Surrender 

evacuation of all the fortresses on the Elbe, the Zcar rae„",:ilin  
Oder, and the Vistula, which would have liberated Dresden 

• 
50,000 of his soldiers ; but the allies rejected that 
overture. 	They refused to allow terms of capitu-
lation to the French garrison left in Dresden, 
under Gouvion St. Cyr and Lobau, who, with a 
force of 16,000 men, surrendered on the 12th of 

and Stettin. 
 

November as prisoners of war. 	The garrisons in 
Stettin and its forts followed the example, and the 
Dutch troops, who formed. part of them, imme-
diately mounted the Orange cockade, and were 
sent to join their countrymen. 

EARLY in December theecrown prince, moving Denmark 
his army northward, drove Dayoust into Hamburg, 
separated the French from the Danes, and con-
quered Holstein, while the Russians under his com-
mand over-ran Sleswig, and established themselves 
on the frontier of Jutland. 	These successes pro- 
duced a decided change in the policy of Denmark, 
and, on the 1 tth.of January, her ministers con-
cluded a treaty with Mr. Thornton on the part of 

isc'IT:21"' 

B D 2 	 . 	England, 
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c H A P. Eno•land, and with baron de Witterstedt for Sweden, 
LXXXVI I. b  'according to which 10,000 Danes, then stationed 

1673.• at Rensburg, were immediately united to the army 
• of the north of Germany. 	Bernadotte was thus 

enabled to march his. legions to the Rhine, after 
leaving 80,000 men, under Bennigsen, td form the 
siege of Hamburg. 	 • 

Declaration 
of the allied 
sovereigns. 

ON the 1st of December the allied. sovereigns 
issued a. declaration explanatoiy of their views and 
policy. 	Victory had conducted them to the banks 
of the Rhine, and the first use which they made of 
it was to offer peace. 	They desired that France 
might be great, and powerful, because in a state 
'of greatness, and strength 	she constituted one 
of the foundations of the social edifice of Europe. 
They. wished that France might be happy ; 'that her 
commerce might revive, and that the arts might 

• again flourish; because a great people can.only be 
tranquil in proportion as it is happy. 	They offered 
to donfirm to the French empire an extent of ter-
ritory, which France, under her kings, never knew ; 
because a valiant nation does not fall from its rank 
by having, in its turn, experienced reverses in an 
obstinate.  and sanguinary contest in which it had 
fought with its accustomed bravery. 	But they 
wished also to be free, tranquil, and happy them- 
selves. 	They .desired a state of peace, which, by 
a wise partition of strength, by a just equilibrium, 
might preserve their people from the numberless 
calamities which had overwhelmed Europe for the 
last twenty years. 	They would not lay down their 
arms until this great result should be obtained; 
until the political state of Europe should be re-. 
established ; and until the fidelity of treaties should 
have at last secured a real peace. 

Bona-,  
parte's arl-: 
dress to the 
council of ..e.  

THE temper in which Bonaparte 	met these 
pacific overtures may  be judged from his address 
to his council of state on the 1st of November, to 
which the above declaration seems to have been 

intended 
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intended as a contrast. 	" Wellington," said he, 
“.is in the south ; the Russians threaten the north- 

c n A P. 

LX_ _
ern frontier, Austria the south-eastern ; yet, shame • i43.13. 

to speak it, the nation has not yet risen in. mass to 
repel them. 	Every ally has abandoned me; the 

. 

Bavarians have betrayed me. 	Peace ! no peace 
till Munich is in flames ! 	I demand of your 300,000 
Men. 	I will form a camp at Bourdeaux of 100,000, 
another at Lyons, a third at Metz : 	with the 
remnants of my former levies I shall have a Million 
of men under arms. 	But it is men whom I demand 
of you ; grown men, in the prime of life ; not those 
miserable conscript striplings who choak my host 
pitals with the sick and my highways with their 
carcases. 	GiVe up Holland! rather resign it to 
the sea! 	I hear only the word peace, when all 
around me should re-echo the cry of war !". 	He 
determined not to sacrifice any of the conquests 
which he yet retained, and would hear of no pro-
position which should reduce him to the position 
which he occupied at the peace of Luneville. 	He 
caused the senate to pass two decrees for levying 
300,000 men, and for doubling the public con- 
tributions. . 	Apprehensive, 	however, 	that 	the 
moderation of the allies might alienate the minds 
of the French people, by throwing on him the 
odium of continuing the war, he authorised Caulain- Basis of the 

court to accept the basis of a treaty 'adjusted by treaposnry°- 
the Austrian. cabinet in the presence of lord Aber- the allies' 
Teen, the English ambassador. 	The terms of this 
basis were, that the allies were resolved to abide 
by their reciprocal engagements, and to insist upon 
a general peace, including England as well as the 
continental belligerents; that the allied sovereigns 
were agreed upon the limits which nature herself 
had assigned to France, namely, the course of the 
Rhine, the chain of the Alps, and the mountains of 
the Pyrennees; that Germany, including all the 
provinces on the right bank of the Rhine, should 

D P 5 	 recover 
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.Lxxxvii. recover its -independence ; 	that Spain should be 
evacuated, and the ancient dynasties restored in the 

1813. peninsula ; 	that the arrangements with Austria 
respecting Italy should be the subject of future 
discussion ; 	that Holland should beconie an in- 
dependent state; and that England would acknow-
ledge such freedom of commerce and navigation as 
could be justly claimed by France. . The discussion 
of these 	terms 	occasioned no 	interruption 	of 
hostilities,. and Bonaparte hoped that while nego-
tiation and warfare proceeded. together, he might, 
either by victory or intrigue, detach Austria from 
tile confederacy. 	'He professed to regard the im- 
pending invasion as a disgrace to France, and not 
to himself.  

Amount of 
their forces. 

AT this period the Russian army had received-
reinforcements, which swelled its amount to nearly 
Q.00,0.00 men. 	The main body of the Austrian 
army, amounting to 150,000, with a reserve of 
nearly equal numberS, was stationed along the upper 
Rhine, and extended its "operations from Geneva 
to Spires. 	The army of Prussia, which 'exceeded 
140,000 men, was under the command of general 
Blucher, whose head-quarters were at Frankfort. 
The German forces, exclusive of the Prussians, and 
Austrians were estimated at 144,000 men. 	A force 
of 10,000 men, 	sent from England, under. sir 
Thomas Graham, had arrived in Holland to co- 
operate with 	Bulow, 	whose corps 	formed 	the 
extreme right of that immense army, which oc-
cupying a frontier of 500 mites in extent, rested 
its left wing on the mountains of Switzerland: 

They cross THE A ustrians 	under Sehwartzenberg crossed 
the Rhine. the Rhine between I3asle and Schaffhausen ; the 

Russians 	near 	Rastadt ; 	the Prussians 	under 
Blucher between Coblentz and Manheim. 	The 
French marshals, Marmont, Mortier, Victor, and 
Ney, retreated, after attempting to resist the over- 
whelming torrent of invaders, 	and Macdonald, 

imitating 
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imitating their example, withdreir from the lower c n A P. 
Rhine into the interior. 	In the middle oftnuary taxxvii. 
Schwartzenberg established his 	head-quarters 	at 1815. 
VesOul in the department of Upper Saone, and his 
•advanced guard, under count Giulay, captured.the 
important 	town 	of Langres 	la Pucelle, 	while 
Blucher advanced to Nancy, the ancient capital of 
Lorraine. 	Thus the allies, adoptino•

b 
 the tactics of 

Bonaparte, penetrated,. by rapid and simultaneous 
movements, into the interior of the hostile country, 
leaving behind them the fortresses, to be observed 
and blockaded by their followers. 	They were 
enabled by the great numbers of their irregular 
forces to occupy almost all the towns and villages 
in Alsace, Franche Comte, and Lorraine, and thus 
to frustrate the conscription and the levy en masse 
in those frontier districts where the people would 

• have been mast likely to arm against invasion. 
• ALARMED at the dangers of the country, the Address of 

legislative body ventured to recommend pacific lihve. l  be go idsyl at-o 
measures to Bonaparte. 	He had communicated to Bonaparte: 

them documents relative to the negociation with 
the allies, expecting of course an address, declaring 
that he had in vain used every effort to procure 
peace, and that the French people were bound to 
support him with their lives anti fortunes in the 
inevitable war which the allies had forced upon 
him. They appointed a committee, under Monsieur 

28th Dec.  

Laing, to make a report to him on the documents 
laid before them, in which they suggested that the 
declaration of the allies should be answered by a 
counter-manifesto on his part, distinctly avowing 
the sacrifices which he was milling to make for the 
repose of Edrope. 	They intimated that it was 
only ou the rejection of such a. pacific overture 
that France could he considered as embarked with 
him in a common cause, for the defence of the 
liberty, safet, property, and rights of the ireople• 
lie forebade the printing of the report ; prohibited 

D D 4 	 their 
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'CHAP- their. future sittings,• stationed a•  military force in L.X2X,X1r1: the hall, and summoned. the legislators before him. 

1813. He told them that Laine was a traitor, in corre-
spondence with the prince regent ofEngland; others. 
of the committee were fools, treading the path. 
which had conducted the Girondists to the scaffold. 
" You 	are not," he said, 	" the 	representatives 
of 	the people ; 	you 	are but the deputies 	of 
the departments. 	I 	came to seek 	consolation 
from 	you ; 	courage ' I have 	of my own. 	In- 
stead of doing what I desired, you have sought 
to Calumniate me in the eyes of France,• and to 
draw a line of distinction separating the 'interests 
of the sovereign and of the people. 	I•am the only 
true representative of the people ; which of you is 
able to support such a charge ? 	The throne, is but 
a wooden chair covered with velvet. 	I am both 
the sovereign and the people. . In three months 
the enemy shall be repulsed, or I will be no more. • 
Is it a time to prate of reforming the constitution 
when the frontiers are attacked ? If France desires 
another constitution, 	and that constitution does 
not suit me, let her seek another sovereign. Have 
I not stooped sufficiently to attain peace, in sacri-
ficing my sense of superiority over those with whom 
I am treating felt ? 	If I have pride it is because 
I have courage ; it is because France is indebted 
to me for her greatness. 	Your address is un- 
worthy of me and of . the legislative body ; I will 
print it in my own time, with such notes as shall 
redound to your eternal disgrace. 	Begone to your 
homes ! 	Supposing I have faults, was it for you 
to reproach me with them before the.publie? They 
who have foul linen to wash .do not invite the 
world to be spectators. 	Begone! France has more 
need of me than I have need of France." 

Caulain- 
court sent 
to Chatil- 

THOUGH he dismissed the astonished deputies 
with this vulgar and angry valediction,.he could 

. Ion, not, on mature reflection; .wholly disregard the ad- 
vice 
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vice which they had offered.. He so far acted upon c H A P. 
it as to temporise at once with the demands of the "'vit. i  
allies and with the expectations "of the French 
people. 	The negotiations, which had been dor a. 
time suspended, were resumed, and Caulaincourt 
was ordered to repair to ChatillOn on the Seine, 
now the head-quarters of the allied sovereigns, 
and there to await the arrival of a plenipotentiary 
from England, who was to assist at the confer- 
ences.. 	In 	making this pacific 	demonstration, 

1813. - 

. however, Bonaparte did not for an instant relax, 
his efforts to augment his military force. 	TWelve 
new regiments of volunteers were speedily formed; 
the conscription was in full, activity, and the new 
levies were 	sent to 	compensate for the large 
draughts made from the army opposed to lord.  
Wellington. 	The march of Suchet from Catalonia 
'vas accelerated; and to render the evacuation of the 
peninsula less humiliating, 'Bonaparte had already 
had,  recourse to the expedient of concluding a 
treaty with Ferdinand the seventh. 	By this treaty, 
which was signed on the 11th of December, he agreed 
to ratify his prisoner's title to the crown of Spain, on 
condition that Ferdinand should reinstate in their 
honours, estates, and offices, all who had acted 

. under the authority of Joseph • exchange without 
delay the French prisoners made in Spain, whether 
by English or native troops ;. and compel the Eng- 
lish to evacuate the peninsula. 	This treaty was 
compulsory, and could not be ratified by the tortes; 
but it answered for a time its miserable purpose.. 

. As Great Britain was deeply interested in giving Meeting  of 
timely and efficient support to her allies at this 
great crisis, parliament had assembled so early as 
the 4th of November, for the dispatch of business. 

parka 

A bill was passed " to enable his majesty to accept 
the services of a proportion of the militia °fit of 
the united kingdom, for the vigorous prosecution 
of the war." 	The sanction of parliament was ob- 

tained 
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C H A P. tamped for a loan of 22 millions, as well as for the 

• LXXXVfl. aids 	granted 	to 	Sweden, Russia, Prussia, and 
1813. Austria, either in direct subsidies or in bills of 

Subsidiesto credit. 	Two 	millions 	had 	advanced 	to ,been 
the allies. Portugal, two millions to Spain, .and one million to 

Sweden. 	The sum to be allowed to Russia and 
Prussia was estimated at five millions.; and the 
advance to be made to Austria consisted of one 
million, together with 100,000 stand of arms, and 
military stores in proportion. 	These engagements 
were approved without a dissentient voice, and in 
both houses 	an 	unanimity prevailed respecting 
public measures, which had not been observed for 
many years. 	Men of all parties concurred in sup- 
porting the foreign policy of ministers, and the 
advocates of peace admitted, that there were no 
means of securing that blessing, but perseverance 
in the mighty contest which had been so gloriously 
begun. 	This unanimity was doubtless owing in 
some measure to the avowal of the prince regent, 
in his "speech from the throne, that no disposition 
to require from France sacrifices of any descriptions 
inconsistent with her honour or just pretensions as 
a nation, would ever be on' his part, or on that of 
his majesty's allies, an obstacle to peace. 
. On the 26th of December, parliament was ad-

journed until the 1st of March, 1814. . 
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CHAP. LXXXVIII. 
• 

Campaign in France.— Battles at Brienne and La RothiSre. 
— At Montmirail and Champ Aubert. — Movements of 
Schwartzenberg and Blucher.— Murat joins the alliance. 
— Advance of Bulow and Winzingerode..— Operations of 
lord Wellington against Soult. — Battle of Orthes. — In-
vestment of Bayonne. — Marshal Beresfird marches to 
Bowdeaux.— Treaty of Chaumont. — Battles of Craonne 

.and Lam' —Colferenees at Chatiilon terminated. — The 
allies march to Parisi,— Battle.—Suspension of hosti-
lities.— The allied sovereigns enter Paris. —Movements 
of Bonaparte. —Decree of the provisional governinent de-
claring his forfeiture of the throne.— His abdication. — 
Battle of Toulouse.— Sortie from Bayonue.—Reduction 
of Genoa. —Cessation of hostilities in Italy. —.. B6naparte 
goes to _Elba. — Louis XVIII. returns to France.—His 
declaration, forming the basis of the constitutional charter. 
—Treaty between France and the allied powers. — Libel.- 

• ation of Hamburg. —Parliamentary affairs. —Billrespect- 
ing colonial offices.— Alteration of law respecting felonies. 
— Regulation of the corn trade.—Budget. — Prosecution of 
lord Cochrane and others. — The sovereigns of Russia and 
Prussia visit England.—Return of lord YFellington, ond 
national rewards of his eminent services. 

THE grand army of the allies, having occupied c ci A P. 
Langres, sent forward two divisions, under the LX•XXVIII.  

Prince royal of Wirtemberg and count Giulay, to 	18'14. 
Bar sur Aube ; while Blucher, advancing from The allies' advance o Nancy, posted himself on that river at Brienne le the Aube

t
. 

Chateau, detaching squadrons on the left bank, 
towards Arcis and Troyes. 

THE French army, consisting of various  corps, Bonaparte 
under 	Marmont, 	Macdonald, 	Ney, and 	other r

c
e
o
s= 

ti
t he 

generals, who had retreated from the frontier, was of 
concentrated at Chalons sur Marne, where it was 

rein. 

the army. 
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c ii A P. reinforced by the imperial guards and the new levies. 
"xxvill- On the 25th of January, Bonaparte, having con- 
• - 1814. fitted the regency to Maria Louisa, under the 

direction 	of his brothers, quitted Paris to place 
himself at its head. 	Anxious to prevent the June- 

- tion 	of his 	opponents, he 	moved 	forward to 
Battles at. St. Dizier, and on the 29th attacked Blucher al 
Brionne, • Brienne, where, after a sanguinary conflict, 	he 

remained master of the field. 	On .the 	1st of 

and La Ro- 
February, he again attacked :the Prussian general, 
at 'La Rothiere, where he was beaten, and corn- . thiere. pelted to retreat over the Aube, to Troyes, with the 
loss of 60 pieces of cannon. 	He was joined at 
Troyes by the old imperial guard, and this rein-
forcement raised the total 15f his army to 50,000 
men. 	The advance of Schwartzenberg compelled 
him to retreat to Nogent, leaving the ancient 
capital of ClIampagne to be occupied by the troops 
under the prince royal of eWirtemberg. 	Perceiving, 
that the army of Silesia had taken the route of 
La Fere Champenoise, he determined to surprise it 
by a lateral movement on its *flank and rear. 

At Champ After a most arduousmarch over a swampy country; 
on and  
ontmi. in the depth of winter, he defeated its advanced 

rail• division, 	under 	Sacken, at Champ-Aubert and 
Montmirail, causing it to retreat through Chateau 
Thierry, whither general York, who had advanced 
as far towards Paris as Meaux, likewise retired. 
From thence, the Russians and Prussians continued 
their 	retreat 	upon 	Rheims. 	Bonaparte 	then 
countermarched to attack Blucher with the main 
body, who, after a brave resistance, retreated it; 
good order Upon Chalons sur Marne. 

Movements Tun grand army of the allies, advancing front 
(tithe allies. Troyes, seized Sens 	and. Nogent, secured the 

passage Of the Seine at Montereau, and compelled 
Victor to retire to Nangis. 	Their nearer approach 
to the capital was suspended in consequence of the 
defeat of Sacken; but they had already relict td 

17 	 131ucli 
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Blucher froni the attacks of Bonaparte, who, by a CHA P. 

march of fourteen leagues, reached: Meaux ,forced "x"1"-  
on .the 14th of February, and on the next day, ad- 
vanced to Guignes, where the forces under Victor 
and Oudinot augmented his army to 80,000 men. 

1814. 

Misplacing Oudinot, and appointing Girard to his 
division, he immediately marched against the prince 
royal a Wirtemberg, who was posted at Montereau 
with 20,000 Men, and was compelled to retreat 
suddenly, without having it in his power. to destroy 
the bridge. 	The grand army of the allies retired 
by Nogent, to .Troyes. 	Blucher, having refreshed 
his army, and strengthened it with the corps of 
York and Sacken, advanced from 	ChalonS to 
Arcis sur Aube, and pushed.  forWard his vanguard 

, to Mery, on the right bank of the -Seine. 	Bo- 
naparte, hastening from Nogent, made a fierce 
attack upon this village, and obtained possession 
of it; but it was soon recovered by the Prussians. 

THE two armies of•the allies might now have Retreat of 
effected a junction ; but intelligence arrived from 
• the south of France, which induced the Austrian 
general to retreat from Troyes, and fall back upon 
the line of communication with the frontier. 	Auge- 
reau, who was posted at Lyons, had received strong 
reinforcements from Spain, and threatened to oc-
cupy the departments of the Doubs, the Saone, and 
the Vosges, to raise the peasantry in mass, and to 
intercept the supplies from Germany. 	To counter- 
act these movements Schwa:rtzenberg not only re-
treated, but detached 12,000 nien, under .general 

Schw'wt-seuberg. 

Bianchi, to reinforce the allied troops stationed at 
Dijon. 	Bonaparte entered 	Troyes .in triumph ; 
while Blucher, relieved from his presence at Mery, 
made made a flank movement against Macdonald at Sc- 
zanne, pursued him through La Ferte Gauchere, 
and again threatening Paris, compelled him to unite 
his forces with those of Marmont at Meaux. 

Blucher Blucher 
advances. 

Wumg Bonaparte was thus harassed by the alter- 
- 	 nate 
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C H A  P.  nate advance and retreat of his oppiments in the 
LXXXVIII. heart of France, he had little cause to be satisfied with 

1814. 	the state ofaffairs in other qUarters ; though he was 
till 	prevented from ascertaining it by the uncertainty pf 
garrisons in his 'communications. • The garrisons which he had 
Germany. 	left in Germany maintained a hopeless resistance 

against the forces which had been left to blockade 
them.. Dantzig was taken on•the 2d of January, and 
its garrison were made prisoners of war. Wittenberg 
•was stormed by general Tauenzien on the 12th; 
its citadel surrendered at discretion, and the troops 
which had defended it were sent captives to Berlin. 

' In Italy Eugene Beauharnois, to whom the defence 
of that kingdom had been entrusted, was reduced 

Murat joins to a state of inactivity by the defection of Murat, 
the alli- 
ance. 	who opened his ports to the English, and engaged 

to assist Austria with an army of 30,000 men. 	A 
counter-revolution in Savoy, and similar movements 
in 	the 	Swiss 	states,- utterly blighted 	the 	hopes 
which Bonaparte might have formed of transferring 
the war into the north of Italy, and thence into the 
Austrian provinces. 	On the north eastern frontier, 
Bernadotte reached Cologne on the 1st of Febru- 

Advance of ary. 	The Russian corps of Winzingerode, Woron- 
Bulow 
Winzinge- 

and zow, and Bulow, were withdrawn from his comtnand 
rode. 	and ordered into France. 	Bulow, leaving the Eng- 

lish,  under Sir Thomas Graham, to blockade Ant-
werp, marched through Flanders, and penetrated, 
to Laon, where he united his forces' with those of 
Winzingerode. 	That general had marched fronl 
Namur; and being joined by general Woronzow, 
who had crossed the Rhine at Cologne, occupied 
Rheims, and pushed his advanced guard, 	under 
Czernichetf to Soissons. 	The British on the 7th of 
March made an unsuccessful attack on Bergen-or 
Zoom. 

Operations 	IN the south-west of France the state of affairs 

W
of lord g- 

	
was equally adverse to Bonaparte, and might he 

ellin 
ton against said to fill up the sum of his mortifications. 	The 
souk. 	 royalists 
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royalists in Bourdeaux were preparing to shake off 
his 'yoke ; and the army under lord Wellington 

c ILITT.  l'x' 
threatened to dislodge Soult from his fortified camp 
in front of Bayonne, by 'crossing the Adour below 
that town, and by forcing the passage of its tributary 
torrents, called the Gaves. 	In open violation, too, 
of the continental system, that army was now re-
ceiving supplies and reinforcements from the little 
harbour of St. Jean de Luz, which was crowded ' 
with shipping,.and displayed the bustle and activity 
of an English sea-port. 	The right wing under ge- 
neral Hill drove the French divisions of Harispe and 

1814. 

Paris over the Gate d'Oleron. Soult hastened in per-
son to their support with a strong body of troops, and 
lord Wellington, leaving the command of his left 
Wing to general Hope, made a movement corre- 

. sponding with that of his adversary. 	The Gave Battle of 

d'Oleron was passed, and Soult withdrew to a tine Orthes. 
Position in front of Orthes, where, being joined by a 
Powerful reinforcement under general Clause', he 
determined to wait the issue of an action. 	His 
right under Reille occupied the village of St. Bois 
and the heights near Orthes ; his left, commanded 
by Clause], rested upon the,  town itself, and com-
manded the passage of the Gave de Pau, while the 
Centre, following the direction of the heights, formed 
a sort of crescent supported by both wings. On the 
the 27th of February lord Wellington issued his 
orders for a general attack. 	Marshal Beresford and 
sir Lowry Cole assailed and carried the village of St. 
Bois on the enemy's right ; general Picton attacked 
the left and centre at once; but it was found im-
possible, from the nature of the ground, and the ob-
stinate resistance of the enemy to take advantage 
of the success on the right, by turning the enemy's 
flank. 	Lord Wellington instantly altering his dis- 
positions, united the troops of his reserve with those 
of his right, and by a sudden and desperate attack, 
gained the heights upon the French left, turned 

their 
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C H A P. their position, and 'compelled them to give way. 

LXXXVIII. Meanwhile general Hill, having forced a passlage 
over the Gave de Pan above the town, marched a 
strong body of cavalry upon the road from Orthes.  
to St. Sever, thus threatening the left and rear of 
the enemy., They were driven from one position 
to another, until, panic struck by the rapid ap-
proach of general Hill, they fell into inextricable 

1314. 

' 

p
eal

H 
General 

crosses the 

confusion, and fled. 	Whole battalions of conscripts 
threw down their arms and dispersed over the coun-
try ; some corps left their muskets regularly piled 
upon the ground which the-British were to occupy, 
as if to.evince their settled resolution to abandon 
a service into which they had been dragged by'the 
government. 	Soult retreated at first to St. Sever 
and. Aires ; .but afterwards directed his marclr to- 
wards Agen, 	leaving 	open the 	direct road to , 
Bourdeaux. 

GENERAL Holt, with the left wing of the army, 
was meantime, occupied, in conjunction with ad,. 

Adour, and 
invests 
Bayonne. 

• 

miral Penrose, in' achieving the difficult passage (A 
the Adour, below Bayonne. 	The river was defen- 
ded by several gun-boats, and a large frigate 3 and 
there was a bar at its mouth, on which ran so 
violent a surf; as to present a formidable impe' 
diment to the boats, 	destined to construct the 
bridge. 	Four of them were lost in the attempt, 
but by the exertions of the British seamen, the 
others were brought over-in succession, and moored 
ift their respective positions. 	An advanced guard, 
under major-general Stopfbrd, had already passed 
over, on pontoons and rafts, and, covered by the 

. fire of the rocket brigade, made good its landing. 
The gun-boats were destroyed, the frigate drivel' 
higher up the river 	by a battery of eighteen' 
pounders, and the whole corps passed to the right 
bank in view of the astonished garrison. 	General 
Hope immediately proceeded. to invest Bayonne. 

souLT continued his retreat with his disorganiicd 
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army upon Tarbes, to secure a junction with such c II A P. 
detachments of Suchet as were now crossing the "xxviu• 
Pyrennees. 	Lora Wellington sent general Fane to ' 	1814. 
take 	possession of Pau, and appointed marshal Sault re- 

Beresford, at the head of 15,000 men, to march to inrtbe,rn  
Bourdeaux. 	This army was, accompanied by the Beresford 
duke of Angouleme, who had lately arrived at 
'saint Jean de Luz. 	. 

march' Bourdeaux. 

IT was on the .,25th of February, during the ela- Bonaparte 
tion of his success at • Montereau, that Bonaparte 
received the proposals of the allies for.peace, which 

rejectstti  
>>o 	is oPr 

. had been settled at the conferences at Chatillon. the a)lies. 

He tore the paper asunder, saying, " I am nearer. 
to Vienna than they are to Paris. " 	He deemed 
it convenient, however, to continue the negociation, 
and directed his minister to name the 10th of 

. March, as the time within which he would produce 
the ultimatum on the subject of peade or war. 	He 
also promoted a correspondence with the Austrian 
head-quarters, and by a frequent interchange of 
courier excited a belief among .his troops that the 
emperor Francis was about to withdraw from the 
alliance. 	In that opinion they were utterly de- 
ceived. 	On the 1st of March, a treaty was signed T„,„5; of  
at Chaumont by lord Castlereagh, count Metter- Chaumont. 
/licit, count Nesselrode, and baron Hardenberg, 
in which England, Austria, Russia, and Prussia 
entered into an alliance, offensive and defensive, 
for twenty years ; engaged to enter into no se-
parate treaty with the enemy, and agreed to main-
tain each an army of 1,50,000 men, exclusive of 
garrisons, Great Britain having the option to sub-
sidize other troops instead of her own, and co-
venanting to supply five millions sterling, to be 
divided among the other powers for the expences 
of the war. 

• 

BONAPARTE 	remained 	three days at 	Tro).-es, 
without making any movement, 	either in 1 

Bonaparte 
against 

suit of Schwartzenberg or towards Blucher, who Blucher. 

VOL. VI. 	 E E 	 was • 
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C II A P. was, now in full communication - with Winzinge- , Lxxxvm. rode and BuloW, while his advanced guard, under ' 

)814. - .Sacker, occupied the suburbs of Meaux, and the 
Cossacks extended their incursions as far as Lagny, 
within fifteen miles of Paris. 	Finding the capital 
a third time. menaced, Bonaparte left Victor and 
Oudinot with only 30,000 men to press the retreat 
of Schwartzenberg, and moved with his in:tin force 
against Blucher. 	On the 1st of March he reached 
La Ferte Galichere, and thus threw himself sud-
denly on the flank of the Silesian army ; Sacken 
and York crossed to the right bank of the Marne, 
and Blucher, taking a similar direction, aimed to 
'concentrate his forces at Soissons. 	That town, 
having - twice changed masters, was most oppor-
tunely reduced by Winzingerode and Bulow at the 
head of 30,000 men, and Blucher thus found him- • 
self reinforced at the point where he had deter- 
mined to make a stand. 	Bonaparte attacked the 
Russians at Soissons on the 5th, and was repulsed. 
He then made a flank movement to the position of 

Battle of Craonne, which covered the left wing of Blucher's. 
Craorme. army. 	An obstinate engagement ensued,. during 

which the Prussian general detached 10,000 ca-
valry with instructions, by a circuitous march, to 
throw themselves on the flank and rear of the 
French. 	The manoeuvre was unsuccessfid, and 
Blucher retreated with his wonted firmness and 
skill upon Laon, without losing a single gun or 
waggon; and leaving only 50 prisoners 	in the 
hands of the enemy. 	This fine retreat, as well as 
all the masterly manceuvres of the Prussian army, 
was executed under the direction of the quarter-
master general, Gneisenau, whose military genius 
gained him the entire confidence of the stout- 
hearted field-marshal. 	But it was to Blucher him- 
self that the Prussian soldiers looked for an example 
of constancy in every vicissitude, 	and 	of heroic 
determination to avenge the wrongs of their coin- 

.1, 	 try. 
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try. 	In him 13onaparte found an antagonist who on A 1.: 
was not to be deluded by stratagem, crushed by !x. .̀".1 -_ 
overwhelming force, or discouraged by defeat; an 
antagonist to whose prowess he is said to have 
paid an involuntary tribute on one occasion by 
exclaiming, r. 1 would rather fight ten regular ge-
nerals than that old drunken hussar ; for the day 
after I have totally defeated him, I am sure to 
fi;d him as ready as ever to renew the .combat." 

1814. 

. 

THE Silesian army occupied a very strong position lutan of 
at Laon, and was there joined by the Russians who 
had evacuated Soissons. 	On the 9th of March, 

Lao!).  

Bonaparte brought Up his whole force to the attack. 
.He was repulsed in front, and his right wing, while 
hotly engaged at the village of Athies, was thrown 
into confusion by a mass of cavalry which Blucher 
had sent round from his rear. 	Marmont, who 
commanded this wing, endeavoured to extricate it, 
but he was attacked in front, and totally routed by 
prince William of Prussia. 	On the• following day, 
Bonaparte assaulted Blucher's right wing ; but he 
Was again repulsed, and he retreated in the night 
towards Soissons, having lost 48 pieces of cannon, 
and a great number of men, of whom 5000 were 
taken prisoners. 

MEANTIME Schwartzenberg again advanced, and schwart. 
after driving Oudinot and Victor from Bar sur ergd.. again  'i, 	a  
Aube, recovered Troyes, where, on the 3d of vancei. 
March, the allied sovereigns again established their 
head-quarters. 	It was now necessary to wait for 
intelligence from Blucher, and adopt measures for 
4'ecovering a communication with him. 	For this 
purpose, the hetman Platoff was detached to the 
right, and his .Cossacks soon scoured the whole 
country between the Seine and the Marne. 	The 
10th- of March passed away, but the promised Bonn- 
latiMalUM did not appear i it was presented on the p

a
n.r,L

e:s
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 ti
r
l
e
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15th by Caulaincourt, to the congress at Chatillon. 
tonaparte demanded the whole line of the Rhine, 

E E '. 2 	 and 

jected. 
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c HA P. and part of the •line ilf the Waal, with the fortre'ss Lxxx_vq. of Nimeguen ; he demanded.Italy, and even Venice, 

for Eugene Beauharnois ,._ he demanded indemnities 1814. 
Confer- 
ences at 
Chatillon 
telmillated' 

tizi his brother Jerome, for the kingdom of WeSt- 
phalia ; indemnities to Louis; for the duchy of Berg ; • 
indemnities to Joseph, not for Spain, but for Naples. 
The allies instantly declared the congress to be 
dissolved. 	 . 	.. 

Action at HOSTTLTTTES were now carried on with redoubled 
A rcia 
Aube.sur  activity. 	Bonaparte, who had. seized Rheims, left 

a corps there to observe Blucher, and marched 'on 
the 16th to Chalons sur Marne. 	He 	advanced 
from thence, on the following day, by Epinay, to 
the Aube, expecting to fall upon the allies, whom 
he supposed to be retreating. 	Moving his army 
along both banks of the river, he sent his -van 
through Arcis to drive away the few squadrons 
which appeared on the plain ; but to his astonish- 
ment, the 	allied army suddenly deployed their 
line, 	supported 	by 60 pieces of 	artillery. 	An 
obstinate engagement ensued under the walls of 
Arcis, while part of the French forces were crossing 
the river. 	Bonaparte, in rallying his men, was 
obliged to use his own pistols, and narrowly escaped 
the lance of a Cossack ; he had a horse killed under 
him. 	On the morning of the 21st, having been 
joined by the troops under Oudinot, Victor, and 
Macdonald, and by a numerous body of veteral' 
cavalry from Spain, he was strongly tempted to 

• risk a general action; but apprehensive of a surprise 
. from Bluchers he retreated upon Vitry and St. 

Bonaparte 
marches to 

Dizier. 	Vitry was occupied by a • Prussian com-
mandant with 3000 men, who had put it into a 
state of defence, and sternly refused to surrender,  
Bonaparte did not execute his menace to storm the 
place, but pursued his march to St. Dizier, leaving 

St. Dizier. ' open the communication between the invading 
armies. 	In making this movement,.he might con- 
template a junction with the army of the 'Saone,  

and 
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and an atfack on the rear of Schwartzenberg. 	But c n A P. 

Augereau was beaten on the 18th by the Austrian L'mvilL  
reserve, recently arrived ih France, under the 
prince of Hesse Homberg, who, in conjunction 
with general Bianchi:.  compelled him to retreat' 
through Lyons, toward the Isere, and interposed 
an army of 60,000 men between him and his master. 

1814. 

SCHWARTZENBERG established his bead-quarters The allies 
at Vitry on the 28d, having' placed a division-of 
of troops under general Ducca on the Aube, to 
ensure his communications with the reserve at 

7,1:1.1"11  

Lyons. 	He detached 10,000 cavalry with 50 pieces 
of cannon under Winzingerode and Czernicheff, 
to hang on Bonaparte's march, and impress him 
with a belief that they formed the vanguard of the 
grand army. 	He then prepared to move upon 
Paris, conformably to the resolution of the allied 
sovereigns, which was confirmed by an intercepted 
dispatch addressed 	to Napoleon, 	announcing a 
descent of the English in Italy ; the entry of the 
Austrians into Lyons ; the march of lord Welling-
ton toward Toulouse; and the declaration of Bour- 
deaux in favour of the Bourbons. 	Blucher having 
driven Marmont and Mortier over the Marne, .was 
now hastening toward Chalons and Vitry ; but he 
received from the king of Prussia the welcome 
order to direct his march to the westward, on Paris. 
The two armies were now in communication, and 
moved in corresponding lines toward the same 
point. 	Marmont and Mortier .arriving in the vi- 
cinity of Vitry, in expectation of joining Bonaparte, 
found themselves opposed to the allies, and made 
a hasty retreat to Sezanne, losing great numbers 
of prisoners, much baggage, and thirty pieces of 
cannon. 	While the cavalry of the allies were en- 
gaged in close pursuit, the infantry, having de-
filed toward La Fere Champenoise, intercepted a 
detached column of 5000 men escorting from Paris 
a large supply of ammunition and pros isions for 

E E 8 	 Bonaparte. 
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c It A r. Bonaparte. 	The advance to Paris was continued .i.x_xvit:i.  	 with such rapidity, that the grand. army fixed it's 

1814. head-quarters at Coulonimiers.  on the 27th, having 
marched in three days upwards of -seventy English 
miles. 	In the evening the van-guard of the Prus- 
sians reached Claye, driving before them the shat-
tered diviiions of Marmont and Mortier, which 
had lost 	during their retreat 80 pieces of artil- 
lery, and 8000 men! The allies, . having left ge-
nerals Vrede arid Sadken with a rear-guard of 
30,000 to secure the line of the Marne, moved 
along the three grand routes of Meaux, Lam, 
and Soissons, to the heights north-eastward of Paris. 
They posted their right toward Montmartre, and 
their left near the wood of Vincennes. 	The army 
opposed to them, consisting of about 40,000 men, 
and provided with 150 pieces of cannon, was com-
manded by Marmonf and Mortier, under the orders 
of Joseph Bonaparte. 	Its extreme right occupied 
'the wood of Vincennes, and the village of Charen-
ton on the Marne, and was supported by troops 
stationed on the heights of Belleville and Romain-
vine, and in• the butte de Charenton ; its centre, 
posted on the line of the canal de l'Ourcq, was 
defended by the village of la Villette, and a strong 
redoubt on the farm of Rouvroy, and protected by 
a powerful artillery planted in the rear, on the 
heights of Montmartre. The left wing was thrown 
back from the village called Monceaux, near the 
north-western extremity of the heights, and 'pro- 
longed itself to Neuilly, on the Seine. 	Joseph 
Bonaparte, acting as regent in the name of Maria 
Louisa 	who was sent with her son to. Blois, issued 
9 proclamation, describing the enemy as a solitary 
column, which had' approached from Meaux, and 
exhorting the Parisians to a brave resistance until 
the arrival of the emperor, who, he assured them, 
was in full march for their deliverance. 

ON the morning of the 50th the allies coin- 
. 	 menced 
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ineneed a general attack. General Rayefski pushed c n A P. 
forward a column for the purpose 	turning the LXXXV111.  .of 
heights of Romainville on the right; but the French 1814. 
resisted his progress by a heavy fire of artillery, tor Battle b 

d
e- 

and rushing forward, possessed themselves of the 	e ro.. 
village of Pantin, in advance of their line. 	It was 
recovered by the Prussian grenadiers at the point 
of the bayonet, and the French• were driven back 
on Belleville and 11enilmontant, while the allies 
pushed forward through the wood of Romainvitje. 
A fierce'conflict ensued, and at length the Russian. 
commander-in-chief, Barclay de Tolli, ordered the 
front attack on the heights to be suspended until 
the operations on other points should have taken . 
effect. 	The French re-possessed themselves of the 
village of Pantin. 	Blucher, who was opposed to 
their left, had not received his orders until late in 
the morning : he directed the columns of Lan-
geron by the road of Clichy against the extremity 
of the heights of Montmartre, while the division of 
Kleist and York attacked in flank the villages of 
La Villette and Pantin. 	These points were ob-
stinately defended; but the latter was carried with 
impetuosity by the guards of Prussia and Baden. 
Meantime the prince royal of Wirtemberg, on the 
extreme left of the allies, 	forced his way to .had 
Vincennes, and threatened the right of the French 
battalions posted at Belleville. 	Rayefski renewed 
his attack in front, and drove the French from the 
heights of' Romainville. 	The whole line of' de- 
fence occupied by the right wing of the enemy was 
soon in the possession of the allies. 	The French 
centre, which had hitherto stood firm, now gave 
way, and a body of cavalry sent against the assail-
ants, was destroyed by a charge of the black hussars 
of Brandenburg. 	The right wing of the Silesian 
army advanced to the foot of Montmartre, and 
.Langeron v, as preparing to storm it, when a flag of suspension 
truce appealed, to demand a suspension of hosti_ 1391C)stiii- 

E E 4 	 lities. 
tut,. 
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C H A P. lities. - It was sent by Marmont, whom Joseph left 
LX XXVIII. to obtain terms for the city, while he himself- and 

his attendants decamped. An armistice was granted, 
on condition that Montmartre, the only defensible 
part of the French line, should be given up to the 

1814. 

. allies. 	The French regular troops were permitted 
The allied 
sovereigns 
enter Paris. 

to retire from Paris unmolested ; and on the follow-
ing day the allied 'sovereigns made their entry, 
amidst the acclamations of the people. 	• 

Movements 
of Bona- 
parte, and 

BONAPARTE had the fortune to avoid a battle for 
tne preservation of the French capital. 	He was at 

rapid march  toward the 
capital. 

St. Dizier on • the 23c1, where Caulaincourt joined 
him and announced the rupture of the conferences 
at Chatillon. 	He directed his march to the south- 
ward, and halted the next day at Doulevent. 	On 
learning that his rear-guard under Macdonald, had 
been attacked by the hostile cavalry, he counter-
marched upon Vassy and returned to St. Dizier on 
the 26th. 	His light horse were at this time ma- 
king excursions in various directions for the pur-
pose, as it was said, of securing the person of 
Monsieur, who was known to be in Franche Comte 
without any escort. 	They did not penetrate to 
Vesonl, whither that prince went, and they failed 
to surprise the emperor 	Francis, who made a 
forced march of thirteen leagues from Bar sur 
Aube to Chatillon sur Seine, and thence retired to 
Dijon. 	At St. Dizier Bonaparte found Winzin- 
gerode with his cavalry, posted on the other side 
of the Marne. 	He ordered Oddinot to attack their 
right in the town, and forded the river to turn 
their left. 	They retreated hastily upon Bar sur 
Ornain with the loss of some men and a few guns. 
Bonaparte then.  presented himself before Vitry, 
and again summoned the Prussian commandant, 
whom he found as intractable as ever. 	While pre- 
paring to batter the town with his artillery, he was 
informed that the allied armies had united, and 
were marching on Paris. 	He broke up from Vitry; 

but 
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hut instead of hastening to pursue them, he went c 14 A P. 
back to Doulevent. 	On the 29th, however, he l'xxx"11.  
marched at day-break with 'all his army upon ism 
Troyes, where he arrived with his vanguard about 
abbut midnight. 	At the bridge of Doulaneourt he 
had receiiecl the first intelligence which fOr ten 
days had reached him from Paris, and it announced 
that a battle with the allies was hourly expected. 
Ordering his army to follow by forced marches, he 
pushed forward through Sens to Fontainebleau, 
and thence to Suvissy, within four leagues of the 
capital. 	He thence dispatched an aide-de-camp.to 
Paris, and, exhausted. by fatigue, lay down on a 
bed in the village-inn and slept soundly. 	Before 
dawn on the 31st he set out in a carriage and four 
with some attendants on the road to Paris, and' 
travelled until he met the returning messenger, 
who informed him that the capitulation was signed. 
He then returned to Fontainebleau to collect and 
embody his scattered army, and to unite it with 
that which had evacuated the capital and was 
falling back on the line of the Loire. 

ON the .1st of April the senate appointed.a pro- 
visional 	government, 	consisting 	of Talleyrand, visk,Zi 
Bournonville, Jaucourt, Dalberg, and the Abbe de 
Montesquiou. 	On the following day a decree was 
issued, declaring that Bonaparte had violated the 
compact which united him to the French people, 
by levying ,imposts and taxes otherwise than in 
virtue of the law ; by suppressing as criminal a re-
port of the legislative body, whose share in the 
national representation he disputed ; by infringing 
the provisions of the constitution relative to de-
clarations of war ; by. issuing various unconstitu-
tional decrees ; by annulling the responsibility,of 
ministers ; by destroying the independence of ju-
dicial bodies ; by subjecting the press to the ar- 
bitrary.  control 	of the police, 	employing it in 
disseminating doctrines favourable to despotism, 

and 

Ix. 
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•CHAP. Lxxxvm• -and insulting do foreign governments ; by refusing 

to treat for peace on conditions which the national 
18141 interests required him to accept ; by abusing all 

the means intrusted to him in men and money ; by 
the abandonment of the Wounded, without surgical 
aid and without subsistence ; and by various mea-
sures, the consequences of which were, the ruin of 
the towns, the depopulation of the country, famine, 
and cOntagio-us diseases. 	For all these causes., the 
senate in this decree declared that Napoleon Bo-
naparte had forfeited the.  throne ; that the here-
ditary right established-  in his family was abolished ; 
and that the French people. and the army were 
released from their oath of fidelity to him. 

Abdication ON the 4th of April Bonaparte abdicated, for 
of Botta- 
parte, himself and his heirs, the thrones of France and 

Italy. 	A treaty was signed on the 11th by the 
ministers of Russia, Prussia, and Austria, and by 

. 

Ney and. Caulaincourt ; according to which the 
island of Elba was to -be possessed by' him in full 
sovereignty; an annual revenue of two millions of 
francs was •assigned to him, with the reversion of 
one million to his consort, Maria Louisa, to whom 
were assigned the duchies of Parma, Placentia, 
and Guastalla, and a'revenue of two millions and a 
half of francs was assigned in various proportions 
to his mother, brothers, and sisters. 	These re- 
venues were charged on the great book of France. 

Flight of JOSEPH and Jerome Bonaparte fled from Blois, 
Joseph and 
Jerome after endeavouring to compel their sister-id-law to 
from Blois, accompany them to Orleans. 	Next day count 

Schouvalow arrived to take her tinder his pro-
tection, and to conduct her to the head-quarters of 
the emperor of Austria. 	At Paris the members 
of the provisional government were occupied in,  
preparing a constitution 	for the acceptance of 
Louis XVIII. 

Bourdeaux BOURDEAUX had already declared in favour of 
declares'" that monarch, and - on the 	l',!th of March had 

opened 
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opened its gates to" theBritish under marshal c H A P. 
Bcresford.. Leaving. there the earl of Dalhousie "XXVI"' 
with a garrison of 4000 men, 'he marched with the 	-1814. 
rest of his army to rejoin the duke of Wellington, front of 
who was waiting at Aires on the Adour for rein- xvin. 
fbrcements from Spain. 	On the 17th tli 	duke Movements 
resumed his operations against Soult, and compelled °:‘;ell'iridn  _ 
• him to retreat throughTarbes, upon Toulouse. That t0

07,:
Lg t 

ancient town having a rampart flanked with round s  
towers, and being bounded on.  three sides by the 
canal of Languedoc and the river' Garonne, pre- 
sented a 'formidable position, which in the course 
of a few days the French marshal improved by 
strong field- works. 	On the ridge extending from 
the canal to the eastward as far as the river Ers, he 
established five redoubts, connected 'by deep lines 
of entrenchment, and completely mounted with 
artillery; while by breaking down the bridges on 
the river, he rendered it impossible by a movement 
on the flahk to turn the town on the west side and 
avoid this line of defence. 

ON the 10th of April the duke of Wellington llattle of 
made his dispositions for the attack. 	Messengers 1oulouse. 
had been sent to inform both him and : marshal 
Soult of the change in the government; but they 
were arrested at Montauban, ten leagues from 
Toulouse, by Bouvier Dunioulart, acting under 
orders sent from Joseph Bonaparte at Blois. 	It 
Was by some suspected that Soult was apprised of 
the dethronement of Bonaparte through other chan-
nels, and that, while waiting for official informa-
tion, he was not unwilling to risk a battle, in the 
hope of retrieving his former defeats by a splendid 
victory. 	Marshal Beresford crossed the Ers below 
the enemy's position, and marched up the river to 
turn the heights, and attack them on the right 
flank, while the Spanish division, under don Ma- 
nuel Freyre, 	assailed 	them in front. 	General 
Picton engaged the attention of the enemy in the 

suburbs 
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c H A P.. suburbs of Si. Cyprien, 	while sir Rowland Hill 
LXXXVIII. threatened those on the left of the. town. 	The 

1814.. Spaniards commenced their front attack on the 
. heights. as soon as they saw the columns of marshal 

Beresford advancing on the right flank.; but they 
'were repulsed. 	When they again presented them- 
selves in front, the marshal, who had now esta-. 
Wished himself on the ridge, moved forward, storm-
ing fortified houses, trenches, and redoubts, under 
a furious fire- of musketry, which, though severely 
destructive, did not check his 	progress 	fbr an 
instant: 	As. the Spaniards were again 'repulsed 
from -the two centre redoubts, the 42d'regiment, 
Rojal Highlanders, were ordered to the assault; 
They marched up, against a most galling fire, 
without levelling a musket, leaped into the trenches, 
and carried them with the bayonet. 	Three of the 
redoubts were now in the hands of the British, 
and the two on the left were speedily reduced by 
general Beresford's division. 	In the meantime, 
sir Rowland Hill seized the outworks before the 
suburb of St. Cyprien. 	Soult withdrew his troops 
into the town, where he began to loop-hole houses, 
and barricade the streets, as if intending to make 
an obstinate defence. 	Lord Wellington made pre- 
parations for a general assault, and summoned the 
French marshal to surrender .the place. 	He re- 
plied, that hewould sooner bury himself in the 
ruins ; but he retreated during the night, unmo-
lested by the cannon of the British, who were un- 
willing to occasion any injury to the citizens. 	On 
the fqlowing 'day the victorious army entered 
amidst general acclamations ; the white flag •was 
hoisted, and during the fes.tivities which ensued, 
the duke of 'Wellington received dispatches, an- 

Sortie flouncing the revolution 	at Paris. 	This intelli- 
Bayonne. Bence did not reach Bayonne in time to prevent 

another superfluous effusion of blood. 	The gar- 
rison made a desperate sortie before day-break on 

the 
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the 14th j  and gained.  some. .temporary advantages c u a P. 

over the piquets in front of the British position. -X- K
:Mils 

1814. Major-general Hay was killed, and major-general . 
Stopford wounded. 	The commander. of ,the be- 
sieging army, sir John Hope, received two wounds, 
had his horse killed under him, and was made pri-
soner. The enemy were speedily repulsed, and the 
positions recovered. 	Hostilities soon afterwards 
ceased ; marshal Soult, as well as marshal Suchet, 
who had now entered France, sent to intimate to 
the duke of Wellington that they recognised the 
new government, and desired to avail themselves 
of the suspension of hostilities. 	Thus ended a 
series of campaigns, in which the British army, 
under the guidance oflord Wellington, confronted 
the legions of Bonaparte in their career of conquest 
'and plunder; drove them from the peninsula which 
they had invaded; led the Spaniards and Portu-
tugueze to vindicate their national honour by vic-
tories on the fields of France ;, and aroused the 
powers of GermanS,  and the north to' unite in 
breaking the sceptre of that tyranny which pre-
sumed to dictate the law to Europe.  

MEANTIME an English force was co-operating in Reduction 

the emancipation of Italy. 	Leghorn having fallen °f 
into the possession of Murat on his advance north-
ward, an army of 8000 British and Sicilians, com- ' 
manded by lord William Bentinek, landed at that 
port, and soon afterwards proceeded to undertake 
the reduction of Genoa. 	Having occupied Spezzia 
as a point of retreat, the British general advanced 
rapidly, and, on the 17th of April, after driving the 
enemy under the walls of the city, seized the 
strong forts which covered their left wing, while 
general Montresor's division threw their right into 
confusion, and drove it from its position. To avoid 

Gen°a• 

,the horrors of a bombardment, 	the inhabitants 
sent deputies to request a suspension of arms for a 
few days, during which the rumours of peace 

might 
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c x 
II A P. txvm. might be confirmed ; .but lord • William Bentinck•  

replied, that it was the part of the French .general 
18" to abandon a town which he could not defend. 	A 

capitulation was soon .afterwards signed, by which 
the city and fortress were surrendered .to the Bri-
tish and Sicilians, and every article belonging to 
the French marine* was delivered up to the -former. 
Besides a great quantity of stores,. two ships of the: 
line and some small vessels were found in the liar-
bour. In. a proclamation to the Genoese, lord Wil-
liam Bentinck held out. to them some hope that 
their former independent government, with. its an-
cient rights and privileges, would be restored'; and 
under this expectation a provisional government 
was established. 

Cessation 
of hostilities i„ Judy.  

THE Austrian army of Italy under Belleorde• 
obtained some advantages over Beauharnois, and 
drove him back on the line of the Adige. 	He-was 
there placed in a critical, situation by the advance 
of the Neapolitans under Murat ; and on receiving 
intelligence of the treaty of Paris, he concluded a 
military convention with Bellegarde, by which the 
French troops under his command were to be sent 
back to France, and the fortresses of °sop, Pal- 
Ma-nova, Venice, and Legnano, were to be deli- 
vered up to the Austrians. 	To them also his Ita- 
Tian troops . were transferred, 	and were sent 	to 
reinforce their garrisons in .Germany. 	This con- 
vention terminated the hostilities in Italy. 

Bona- 
artti's . 

journey to 
the evast•  

On the 20th of April, Bonaparte, having-taken 
leave of the officers and soldiers of the old imperial 
guard at Fontainebleau, set forth on his journey to 
the southern coast, accompanied by four commis- 
sioners from the allied powers. 	In some of the 
towns through which he passed, he was hailed with 
shouts of " Long live the emperor !" in others; the 
cry was, 66  Down with the tyrant !" 	At Valence, 
he had 	an interview with Augereau, who, like 
most of his brother marshals, had conformed to the 

new 
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new order of things, arid whom he abruptly charged c n A r>.• 

• with treason. 	" 'Tis thou art a traitor," replied l'x iiii.  
Augereau, 	" to the 	army and 	to 	France." -- 	1514. 
" Thou. hast chosen thyself a.new Master," rejoined 
Bonaparte. — " I owe thee no account of my con-
duct," retorted the marshal. —" Thou art void of 

. courage," said Bonaparte. —" 'Tis thou thyself 
art void of courage ' • begone!" answered Auo•e- 
reau'; and turning on his heel, concluded the inrer-..  
view. This was not the only mortification to which 
he was exposed on his journey; at ,Avignon and 

, La Calade the populace threatened him with, per- 
sonal violence. 	.1-le embarked on the 28th at Fre- Enitmks 
jus, on board the Undaunted, an English frigate, fur  Ell'''. 
commanded by captain Usher, and setting sail for 
Elba, quitted the shores of that France which .he 
had ruled by, means of a standing army and a hpst, 
of spies, and which he had almost unfitted for any 
other mode of government. 

Louis XVIII. having quitted his rural retire- Louis 
tnent in England, was conducted into London by txuvni,',I."'°-  
the prince regent with royal honours, 	and. was France. 
hailed by all ranks of people with enthusiastic 
greetings. 	On the 24th of April he embarked at 
Dover, and was joyfully welcomed at Calais. . A 
less gratifying reception awaited him in the capital, 
where the acclamations of the people scarcely dreW 
forth a response f'rom the soldiery. 	One of the His aedar- 
first acts 	of 	Louis was, 	to issue a declaration, '.tnti°R,,ifrn- 
fbrming the basis of that constitutional charter by IlLs of the 
which the liberties of the French nation were to 

charter. 
in 
be secured. 	The representation was to be vestvested 

• in two bodies, 	the chamber of peers, 	and the 
chamber of deputies; the taxes to be freely grant,  
ed ; public and individual liberty to be secured ; 
the liberty of the press, saving necessary precau-
tions for public tranquillity, to be respected; liberty 
of worship allowed ; property to be inviolable, and 
the sale of national estates irrevocable : the minis- 

ters 
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C 1.1 A P. ters responsible ;"- the judicial power independent ;. 
LXXXVIII. • the public debt guaranteed ; the pensioni,. ranks; 

1814. and honours of the military, and the ancient and 
new nobility; to be preseived; the legion •of honour 
maintained ; 	all Frenchmen to be admissible to 

milita, and no individual employments, civil and 	u 
be `molested for his votes or opinions. 	This de- .to 

. claration, recognising the fundamental principles 
• of a free government, was received with satisfac-
tion, .except by those royalists who wished to see 
.France *restored to the state in which she stood 
before the revolution, and- by those republicans 
who considered that the provisions for securing 
liberty and property should emanate directly from 
the will of the people. 

Treaty be- 'PEACE WAS concluded on the 30th of May, be- 
tween 
France and 
the allied 
powers. 

tween France, and the ?Hied poWers, 	Austria, 
Russia, ,Great Britain, 	and Prussia. 	The conti- 
nental dominions of France, were, generally speak-
ing, restricted to the limits which bounded then' 
on the 1st of January, 1792. 	She received some 
small additions on the side of Germany and Bel-
gium, and on that of Savoy a very considerable 
annexation, 	including 	Chamberi 	and Annecy, 
together with Avignon, the Venaissin, and Mont-
beliard. The navigation of the Rhine was declared 
free, and the regulation of the duties reserved for 
a future congress. 	Holland, under the sovereignty 
of the house of Orange, was to receive an increase 
of territory, the sovereignty in no case to devolve 
on a prince wearing, or intended to wear, a foreign 
drown. 	The German states were to be indepen- 
dent, and united by a federal league ; 	Switzerland 
to lie independent under its own government; 
Italy beyond the Austrian limits to,be composed of 
sovereign states ; Malta and its dependencies  to 
belong in full sovereignty to Great Britain. 	France 
was to receive all the colonies, settlements, and 
fisheries which she possessed on the 1st of January 

1792, 
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179e, with the exception of Tobago, St. Lucie, 
the Isle of France, and its dependencies, Rodrigue, 

c H A P. 
1./00/111. 

and the Sechelles, which were to be ceded to En g- 
land ; and of that part of St. Domingo, ceded to 

1814. 

France by the treaty of Basle, which was to revert 
to Spain. 	The king of Sweden ceded to France, 
his claims on Guadaloupe. 	Portugal restored to 
her French Guiaha. 	She was to enjoy in British 
India the facilities granted to the most favoured 
nations, but not to erect fortifications in the estab- 
lishments restored to her. 	The naval arsenals and 
ships of war, in the maritime fortresses which she 
surrendered in the late convention, were to be 
divided betweerir her, and the countries in which 
such fortresses were situated ; Antwerp in future 
to be only a port for commerce. 	Plenipotentiaries 
froth the contracting powers were to assemble at 
Vienna to complete the dispositions of the treaty. 
The,king of France engaged to co-operate with 
his.  Britannic majesty, to obtain at a future con-
gress the total abolition of the slave-trade by die' 
powers ofl  Christendom. 	Moreover Great Britain - 
,generously consented to remit, after the private 
claims of her subjects on France should have been 
satisfied, the whole amount of the excess in her. 
favour for the maintenance of prisoners of war. 
Shortly after the signature of this treaty the allied 
threes began to evacuate France. 	The garrisons 
.Which Bonaparte had left in Germany, Holland, 
and, Belgium, had already beguri to surrender the 

, fortresses entrusted to them, and.were marching 
homewards. 	Davoust, who had signalised his occu. Hamburg 
pation of Hamburg with the harshest crueltyto its rzted 
inhabitants, was one of the last of Bonaparte's ge- 
uerals, who submitted to the new government. 	He 
at length acquiesced in the orders sent for the 
evacuation of that city ; 	and the garrison, reduced 

FY  ...b. 

' by slaughter, disease, and desertion, from 40,000 
to 20,000 men, marched out on the 16th of May, 

' 
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c H A P. leaving 4000 convalescent in the hospitals. 	They 
Lxxxvin• were conducted. to their own country.  by Girard, 

1814. 	who succeeded Davoust in the command. ' By the . 
release of these troops, and of the prisoners of war 
in Great Britain, Russia, Prussia, Germany, and 
Sliain, 	the army of France 	received 	powerful 
reinforcements, which rendered it more than ever 
an object of anxiety to the new government. 

Parlia. 	HAVING traced to, its close the campaign which 
fairs. 	of 
fairs. 	gave peaCe to Europe, it may be proper to revert 

to the domestic affairs of Great Britain. 	Parlia- 
ment met on the 1st of March ; but in consequence 
of a message from the prince regent, a farther 

: 	adjournment took place until ;the 25th, when the 
Bin  , 	business of legislation was resumed. 	One of the 
specting of- first proceedings was the enactment of a bill intro-Sces in the 
colonies. 	duced by Mr. Goulburn, for preventing the grant 

of "any patent office in the colonies, for any longer 
'term than during such time as the grantee slioula 
dischate the dutiei of the office.  in person, and 
behave Well therein. 	A bill introduced by sir 

Bill for 	Samuel Romilly, 	for taking away corruption of 
taking'!"Y blood in cases of felony and. high treason, under-corruption 

,of blood in went an amendment, proposed by 	Yorke, pur- ,Mr. 
cuss of 	• "110 felony. 	.porting that 	attainder of felony not extending 

to high treason, 	petty treason, 	and murder, 	do 
• lead to corruption of blood," and was passed. 

Regula. 	The opening of foreign ports, in consequence of the 
tiwo.ro- 	peace, rendered necessary some regulations respect- specting the 

' corn trade, ing the corn trade: 	On. the 5th of May, sir Henry 
Parnell moved a resolution for permitting at all 
times the exportation of grain from any part of 
the United Kingdom. This being carried, a second 
resolution was proposed for regulating the import- 
ation of grain. by a schedule, according to which, 
when the home price of wheat was 6$ shillings 
per quarter, 	or under, foreign' wheat should be 

• liable to a duty of 21 shillings.; 	when the home . 
price was 86 shillings, it should 1Ye duty free; and 
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at all intermediate prices, the same ratio should be c ii A P. 
'A third resolution was 	foP the "XX"11.  preserved. 	 passed 

• importation and warehousing of foreign corn, duty- 	ism 
free, for re-exportation. A bill, founded on.the first 
resolution, was passed ; Fut in consequence of the 
unexampled number of petitions, deprecating any 
alteration in the corn-laws, the farther consider-
ation of measures for regulating the importation 
was postponed to another session. 	A grant of 
'3.5,000/. per annum, was made to the princess of 
Wales • and soon after the cloSe of the session, her • 
royal highness quitted England, to make a tour on 
the continent. 	On the 13th of June,. the budget Budget.. 
for the year was laid before the house of Commons, 
when tiw supplies were stateI at 75,624,772/.; of 
•which the share for Great Bfitain was 67,708,5451. 
Among the ways and means, were two loans, 
amounting to forty millions and a half, and a vote 
of credit for three millions. 	Parliament was pro- 
rogue 	the 80th of July. 	• 	' 	. 

DURING this session, the public curiosity was ProseCution 
strongly excited, by a prosecution 	against lord °j01:1,74  . 
Cochrane, and some other individuals,'' for a frau- and others. 
dulent conspiracy to raise the price ,of the public 
funds. 	A verdict' having been given against them, 
lord Cochrane was sentenced to pay a fine of 5001. 
and to be imprisoned twelve months. • His name 
was erased from among the knights of tile bath.; 
and to this disgrace vvas• superadded his expulsion 
from the 'house of COmmons. 	He was re-elected 
for Westminster.  

IN the beginning of June, the emperor of Russia meson,  
•and the king of Prussia visited England, attended by TeRiutVauf  a  
marshal Blucher, the hetman Plateoff; prince Met- Prussia 
ternich, generals 	Barclay de 	Tolly, Czernicheit Lisni'd..Eng.  
Woronzotf, York, Below, and many_ other dis- 
tinguished officers. 	On arriving in London, their 
majesties were welcomed by the prince regent with 
the honours and hospitalities which were due to 

F F `,2 	 such 
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C H A P. such. illustrious allies, 'and which his royal highness 
1,XXXVIII. was 	well qualified to administer. 	'They were ,so 

1814. hailed with enthusiasm by all ranks of persons, and 
when they appeared in public, the recollections of 
the two last years seemed embodied in one' long. 
peal of acclamation. 	In the festivities which en- 
sued, the affable and animated manners of the 
emperor AlexandeP diffused ,additional gaiety in the 
circles around him ; while a , deep sympathy was 
excited towards his brother monarcb,•whose calm, 
but dejected mien, showed that the recent triumphs 
of his subjects could not efface the remeinbrance of 
his amiable .consort, who had died of grief during• 
the evil days of Prussia. 	Count. Platoff and the 
other warriors sharedthe general applause ;„but the 
main interest centered in marshal Blucher. 	All 	. 
were eager to behold the brave veteran who had 
hunted Bonaparte from Silesia into the heart of 
France. His determined aspect fully accorded with 
the notions pre-eonceivedof his character; and there 
bad been something. so  direct and. thorough going 
in the zeal with which he had fought fbr his country, 
that Englishmen delighted to regard him as one of 
themselves. 	He bore with an unassuming spirit the 
honours that were showered upon him ; but there 
must have been no small ,mirth concealed under his 
solemn surprise and exulthtion on receiving in the 
university of Oxford the degree of a doctor of the 

• civil law. ' After a, residence of some weeks, these 
renowned strangers departed, highly gratified 'with 
their visit to theacountry which alone had resisted 
the fiery deluge of war, and whose resources had 
been so nobly employed in extinguishing it through-
out the rest of Europe. 

Return of 
the duke of 
Welling-
ton. • 

Tug duke of 	 11 i iV € n „, 0nt n's return was hailed with 
no less joy than the arrival of the allied sovereigns. 
On the 28th of June, he took his seat for the first 
time m the house of lords, when his various patents 
of honour, as baron, viscount, earl, marquis,.and 

duke 
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"(hike, were successively recited; and the thanks of 
the house, which had been voted on the evening 

C H A P. 
"xx"IL  
. 	1814. before, were addressed to him by the lord than- 

cellor. 	In his reply, the duke modestly expressed 
his acknowledgements for the approbation bestciwed 
on his conduct; And observed, that the entire con-
fidence which government Jiad been pleased to 
repose in him, .the ample means entrusted to his•  
disposal, and the cordial assistance which lie had 
received from the gallant officers' who shared his 
campaigns, had . contributed powerfully to those 
successes which their lordships had noticed in p. 

' 

' manner so gatifying. 	He added, that he should 
ever be found ready to serve the king to the utmost 
of his abilities, in any capacity in which his majesty 
might think proper to employ him. 	To support Itational 
the.high honours which he had so justly merited, 
the sum of three hundred thousand pounds was 
voted for the purchase of a palace and domain 
suitable to his dignity; and an additional grant was 
made, which augmented his parliamentary allow- 
ances' to 17,0001. per annum. 	Proportionate ho- 

r,:„arder:L.  

Parliamen- 
nours and .emoluments were assigned to his gallant 

. companions in arms ; generals Graham, Hill, and tn'orYurshot; 
other com• 

Beresford, were raised to the peerage ; and farther 
acknowledgements were made for the eminent 
services of lords Combermere and Exmouth. 	From 
one gallant officer, howeVer, who, ,in the cause of 
his country, had sought danger in every form, these 
distinctions were. withheld ; and the public were 
concerned to observe, (although the omission might 
arise from deference to public opinion) that the 
services of sir Thomas Pictpn, were acknowledged 
only in the general vote of thanks to the army. 	. 

'ander' 
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CHAP.. LXXXIX. 
• . 

Transfer of Norway to Sweden. — Fate of Saxony. —,The 
Netherlands united to Holland. — Hanover erected into a 

, kingdom. •:— Federal union of Switzerland. -,7  Genoa an-
nexed to the kingdom of Sardinia. — Acquisitions of 
Austria in Italy.-= Return of the: pope to Rome. — Pro-
ceedings in.  Sicily.— Conduct.of Ferdinand VII. in Spain. 

' — Expedition from Cadiz to South America. — Surrender 
of Montevideo.— Pacation in Chili. —F Apirs of the 
United States. — Congress at Ghent.— Capture of the 
Essex frigate. — Operations in Canada. — Expedition to 
Watahington.— Attack on Alexandria and Baltimore. --
Failure:  of general Provost's expedition. —.Close of the, cam-
paign in Canada.—Peace signed at Ghent.— Expedition 
against New Orleans.—Capture of the President frigate.--- 

. Cessation of hostilities. — Meeting• of parliament.— De-
bate one  the militia. — Committee on the corn laws. —Ex-
tension of trial 4 jury in civil cases to Scotland.—Bank 
restrictions continued. —.Message from the prince regent 
on the return of Bonaparte to Frhnce. . I 	 . 	 . 

CHAP. WAR had 'not yet ceased on the continent. 	10 
LXXXIX. the treaty 'concluded at Kiel, on the 14th of 

January, between Great Britain, Denmark, and 1814. 

Transfer a  Norway to ''Sweden, majesty  his Danish majesty engagpd to cede the 
Sweden. kingdom of Norway to the latter power, in ex- 

. change for Pomerania and the isle of Rugen. The 
Norwegians, .who Were at this time governed by 
Christian Frederic, duke of Sieswig Holstein, and 
hereditary prince of Denmark, chose him as their 
regent, and publicly asserted their independence. 
They refused to 'admit the Swedish commissioner, 
who arrived at Christiania in February, to carry the 
treaty into execution ; and, notwithstanding. the 
remonstrance of the king of Denmark, they sent 
an envoy to propitiate.the good will 'of the.Britisli ' 

govern- 
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governinent. 	This 'application 	proved fruitless; C H A P. 
and in April, a notification was made to the minis- LXXXIX. 

ters of friendly 'powers in London, that necessary ism 
measures 'had been taken for a blockade of the oltel,117,_ 
ports of Norway by the British navy. 6  Various 
parties arose in that country ; but at a general diet 
the majority concurred in placing the crown on the 
head of prince Christian, and in resolving to secure 
it to hinv and his posterity. 	For some time the 

wegians• 

• attempts of the allied powers failed either, to per.: 
shade or intimidate this bravepeoplei and it was 
noruntil the. end of July, when.Bernadotte passed' 
their frontier with an overwhelming - force, that 
they acquiesced in a compromise, by which the 

• 

comp... 
king of Sweden agreed to ,maintain the free con- 
stitution which had been established 'under the 
monarch of their choke: 	At a general diet, held 
on the 20th of October, the Union of Norway with 

raise' 	. 

Sweden was voted, on condition that the rights of 
her people should be recognised. 

THE fate of Saxony was to be decided at Vienna- , Fate of 
but before the meeting of the'cofigress, it appeared thS

a:o
d
n
u
y
ci

a
i
r 

very evident that Prussia would obtain Upper and of Warsaw. 
Lower 	Lusatia, 	while Russia appropriated the 
grand duchy of Warsaw. 

TIDE 'Netherlands were united to Holland, under The N E..- 
the sovereignty of the house of Orange; and be- uthneirte

iadlso 
fore the close of the year, all the strong fortresses 
in that country were occupied by British, Hano- 
verians, 	Dutch, 	and Belgians. 	In August, an 
arrangement was concluded between 'the prince 
regent of England and the sovereign of tbq Ne- 

Holland. 

. therlands, 	by which Great Britain retained the 
Cape of Good Hope, Demerara; Essequibo, and 
ilerbice, and restored all the other colonies which 
she had conquered from the Batavian republic. 

HANOVER was elevated to the rank of a kingdom Hanover 
under the rule of his Britannic majesty. 	On the 
15th of Deceniker, a general diet of the States was 

'Id  kingidnotion - 	' 
F F 4 	 opened 
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C li A P. opened by the duke of Cambridge, on behalf of 
LXXXIX. 

the prince regent, and a ' repKesentative • systeM 
. 	1814. was .established, analogous to that of the sister • kingdom. 	 • 
Fenideralf 
uon ci IN Switzerland, the nineteen sovereign cantons 
Switzer- availed tl'remselves of the great crisis in the 'affairs 
land. 	• of Europe„,to improve their constitution by intro-

ducing a proportional equality into the represent-• 
ation„. the levies, and the administration of the 
confederacy, by abating or abolishing ,particular 
taxes, and by. giving,  to the vassal districts, hitherto 
'called. suVects, the rights enjoyed by the provinces 
to which they were .attached. 	This federal com- 
pact was accepted by the diet in the beginning of 
July ; but it was strongly opposed by the canton 
of Berne, which possessed more subjects than the. 
others, and was hostile to the equalising.Principle. 
The dissensions which ensued had almost occa-
sioned an appeal to arms, when a timely remon-
strance of the allied powers occasipned a revisal 
of .the constitution at a general diet 'held in Sep-
tember, in which the disputed points were adjusted. 
A full equality of rights was recognised • among all 
the cantons and their inhabitants, and the name 
and incapacities of the subject districts was abo- 
lished for ever. 	About this time the lielvetie 
league received an increase of strength by the 
accession Of Geneva. ' 	. 	a 

Genoa an-  nexed to the 
kingdom of 

GENOA 'was annexed to the dominions of the 
king of Sardinia, conformably to a resolution of 

of Sardinia' the allies in congress, who judged that this would 
be the best mode of ensuring the tranquillity of 
that city. 	. 

Acquisi. FOR the cession of *Savoy, Austria richly inden- 
tions of nified herself in Italy. 	She annexed to her empire, 

• Austria in 
Icy, Lombardy, Mantua, Brescia, Bergamo, and Cref 

mona.•  She regained Tyrol and Vorarlberg, Venice, 
Carniola, and the whole coast of the Adriatic, fa:di 
the Po to the mouths of the Cattaro. 	These ac- 

. 	 quisition 
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quisitions could not fait to be viewed with uneasi- c n A r. 
ness by Murat in his•insecure throne of Naples. 1.xxxix. __- 

POPE Plus the seventh signalised his return to 1814. 
the Holy See by restoring the order of the Jesuits, 
which one of the ablest of his predecessors had 
abolished .forty years before. 	He also antrouhced 

th
m:iumpet 
aomP:. 

.his intention of reviving all the monastic institutions, 
and'invited the dispersed members of those frater-
nities to repair to .11.orhe, Where all the vacant . 
tonvents should be prepared for their reception. 	, ' 

IN Sicily, a system of representation had been. Proceed- 
established on the model of the English parliament. 'My: 
Of the proceedings instituted in the ' deliberative 
council during this year, one of the most remarkable 
was; a bill or prdject for alienating all landed 
Noperty, whether dominal 	or feudal, • held by 
churches, .pious foundations, orders of knighthood, 
episcopal sees, and universities, on condition of ah 

, annual payment to the actoal titulars, calculated on 
the basis of their emoluments. 	The executive 

'government evinced a hostile disposition towards 
Murat, by prohibiting all Neapolitan vessels 'from 
entering their harbours. 	 . 

SPAIN was but ill requited for her brave and sue- conludof 
cessfnl 	struggle 	against 	ad • • odious usureation. , 

t
r
e 
i
rtn

in
and 

Ferdinand VII. ought to have learned in *Iirance, 
that no man living deserves to be entrusted with an 
absolute monarchy ; but the lessons of adversity 
seemed to be lost upon him. 	On the 4th of May, 
he issued 'a manifesto at Valencia, declaring his royal 
intention not only not to accede to the constitution, 
or to any decrees of the cortes, derogating from his 
prerogatives as a sovereign, but.to pronounce that 
constitution and thost decrees as null arid of no 
force. 	The manifesto concluded by ordaining that 

spin. • 

kle 01 
..the cortes should cease 	their sittings, that their 
place of meeting should be shut up ; their books 
and papers be placed in the town-hall of Madrid, 
and those persons be held guilty of high' treason 

choro;  

. 	 who 
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C H A P. who should oppose this mand.ate. 	The people, 
LxxNix. strange to say, applauded. the decree with entliit- ' 

1814. siasm, and viewed with apathy the.arrest and incar- 
Persecutes Ceration of many distinguished patriots. 	'Ferdinand 
thePatri"; entered his capitaFin triumph on the 14th of May,, 

and having named an administration, at the head .of 
which was the duke dei San Carlos, be directed his 
vengeance against the fegency. ' 	The' venerable 

b3n6hesti.le regency; 

...Arguelles, 

cardinal of Bourbon was DAnished to. Rome, Agar 
to Carthagena, and Ciscar to a Catalonian fortress. 

one of the most eloquent of the liberal 
, party, was condemned to serve as a common.soJdier, 
and other able advocates of a free government were 
exposed to similar indignities. . 'Every measure 
tending to a• reform of old abuks, was indiscrimin-
ately annulled, and the despotic system revivethin 
all its odious absurdity. 	The council of the Mesta, 
under whose authority the royal flocks ranged • 
throughout $pain, to the infinite detriment of agri-• 

Restores culturists, resumed its functions; the liberty of the.  
the inqui- 
sition. press was annihilated, and the inquisition re-estab- 

lisped. 	Though the people in general 'submitted 
passively to these encroachments on 'their lights/ 
yet the spirit of freedom was not wholly extinct 

• among them.  , 	At Cadiz, some commotion took 
place, Which the captain-generat, don Juan de Vil- 
laviciosa, found it difficult to suppress. 	in Sep- 
tember, a conspiracy was discovered at Madrid, and 
ninety persons, supposed to beituplicated in it, were 
arrested on suspicion. 	In various parts of the 
countrythe guerrillas were still in arms ; and it was 
fpund necesszrry to direct the royal forces against 
them, with' orders to execute all prisoners by martial 

mina emi- 
grates to 

law. Among the leaders of these enterprising bands, 
the gallant Espoz y Mina became peculiarly obnoxi- 

France. Otis to the suspicions of the government. 	Orders• 
were isSued for him to live in retirement, and the 
troop's whom he. had so often led to victory, ,were 
placed !Lida the command of the captain-general 

<,f 
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of Aragon. ' After the disclosures at Madrid, he C H A P. 
resolved to try the fate of arms, and advancing to LXXX1X.  

1814. Pampluna; succeeded in scaling the walls of that 
fortress. 	Finding, however, that his fqllowers were 

. snot to be relied on, he suddenly dispersed them, and 
retired into. France, accompanied by his nephew. 
At the instance of the Spanish charge d'affaires, 
they were arrested by the police'; but on application 

.to Louis XVIII. the good monarch ordered them 
to be instantly set at liberty, and permitted them 
to 'fix 'their undisturbed residence in his capital. 

• FROM the arbitrary.measures pursued in Spain Expedition 
• it was evident that Ferdinand would be disposed to faucadth.'z 
reduce by force rather than reclaim by concili- •Americb: 
ation, the revolted colonies. 	A compulsory'loan, 
.imposed on the merchants of Cadiz; enabled him. 
to equip, 8000 troops, the command of which was 
entrusted to general Murillo ; and the expeditiii: 
saildd toward the close of the year for South 
America. 	• 	 . 	. 

IN the Spanish colonies the struggle for ,indepen- surrender 
dente was still undecided. 	Montevideo held' out 
for the mother country, though blockaded by land 
and sea, and reduced to great extremities. 	The 
naval force of Buenos Ayres was commanded by 

°,,ifdt°'".  

Commodore Brown, an Englishman, agaipst whom 
Vigodet, the governor of Montevideo, sent out a kay 15. 

. flotilla, consisting of four corvettes, three brigs, and 
severalsmallervessels. Brownsucceededin decoying 
them to some di stance from the harbour; where he 
attacked them, and obtained a complete victory. 
Montevideo soon afterwards surrendered. 	In chili pacific-Akin  
the contending parties, through the mediation of 
captain Ilillyar, of his majesty's frigate Phate, 
agreed upon terms of pacification, by which that 
province consented to send deputies to the tortes, 
for the purpose of sanctioning the constitution, and 
acknowledged the  authority of Ferdinand VIL and 
of the regency, with a proviso that the internal go. 

v eminent 

in Chili. 
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c H A P. vernment of Chili, should be maintained. in all its 
Lxvux. powers and privileges, and 'be permitted to' trade 

1814. freely with allied and , neutral nations, especially 
with Great•Britain. 	In' Venezuela the royalists 
obtained a decisive victory on the plains of Azuaza, 
whicli enabled them to regain possession of the 
province of Caracas.. 	 • 

Affairs of 
the United 
States. 

WAR still subsisted between Great Britain and • the United'States, although a correspondence had' 
taken place between the two governments, in con- 

, sequence of which commissioners were appointed 
Congress at to 'meet at Ghent, for the purpose of adjusting terms 
Ghent. of pacification. • Of the few naval actions during' 

• this year, the most important was that of captaill 
Hillpr of the Phcebe frigate, who took the Ame- 

capture of. rican frigate Essex, captain Porter,'at Valparaiso,' 
the Essex. and thus relieved the British traders in the South 

seas, from a most formidable enemy. The military 
operations were pursued with that inveterate hosti- 
lity, which had characterised the former • cam- 

Operations paigns... Early in February the American general 
in Canada. Wilkinson was , compelled to retreat from his posi- 

' tion on the Salmon Rider, to Sackett's Harbour, 
with considerable loss. 	An expedition was under- 
taken in April, by general Drummond and sir 
James Yep, against the American fort Oswygo, off 
the lake Ontario. 	The British drove out the gar- 
rison in less than ten minutes, destroyed the fort' 
with its barracks and defences, and re-embarked,  
On the 3d of July a large American force, under 
general Brown, crossed the Niagara, and advaine- 
ing into Canada, encountered an inferior body of 
British troops,.under general Riall, and compelled 
them to withdraw from their lines at Chippawa to 
a position near fort Niagara. 	On the 2.5tht gene- 
ral Drummond, having received a reinforcement 

' of veterans from Bourdeaux, advanced to the sup- 
port of general Riall, whom he found retreating 
upon fort George, and who soon after the junction 

of 
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of.their forces was wounded and taken priSoner in 
the sharp action, which ensued. 	The enemy, after 

c n A r. 
b  xxxix. 

losing MOO men, retreated precipitately to Chip- 
pawa, and thence to fort Erie. 	An assault upon 
that fort 'Was frustrated by the explosion of a mine, ' 
which,spread such a panic among the troops and 
their Indian allies, that it became necessary to 
withdraw them. 	 , 

1814. 

0 -the 10th of August, an expedition was un- Expedition  
dertaken,by admiral sir AleXander Cochrane, and to

f 
 the city 

major-general Ross, against the city.of Washington. Lgton. 
They entered the Patuxent ; and the army, on dis-
embarking, immediately commenced its march, while 
admiral Cockburn, with a flotilla of armed boats, 
proceeded up the river on its flapk. 	As these 
boats opened the reach above Vig-point, they per- 
ceived the Baltimore flotilla, under commodore 

. 

Barney, which had taken refuge in the Patuxent. 
Those vessels were soon afterwards discovered 
to be on fire, and sixteen of them blew up in suc- 
cession. 	The seventeenth fell into the hands of 
the British, and about thirteen merchant schooners. 
were either captured or destroyed. 	On the 21th, 
when the land forces came ,within five miles of 
Washington, they encountered. abOut 9000 Ameri- 
'cabs, whom they completely routed, add by this 
victory obtained possession of the new metropolis 
of the United States. 	They set fire to the capital, 
including the senate-house and the house of repre-
sentatives, to the arsenal, the dockyard, the treasury, 
the war-office, the rope-walk, the president's house, 
and a great bridge over the Potowmac. 	All pri: 
vate property was respected, except some houses 
from which guns had been discharged at the British 
troops; and when it was represented that the burn-
ing.of one of these would endanger the dwellings 
adjacent, the, order for setting fire to it was imme- 
diately recalled. 	The destruction of public build- 
ings not designed fbr military purposes was resented 

by 
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C H A P. by the Americans as an Insult, whichp  one free pee. 
LX XXIX. pie ought not to inflict on another. 	In his speedy 

1814. retreat from Washington, general Ross was obliged 
• to leave behind him 'colonel Thornton, and .other' 
• wounded officers and soldieis, who were treated 
with great humanity by the enemy. 	This.enter,  
prise was followed by an attack on the low!) of 

Attack bn Alexandria, situated 'lower down the .Potowmac. 
Alexandria. On the 29th; fort Washington: by 'which the river 

is there protected, surrendered to .captaiv Gordon 
of the Sea-horse, accompanied by other vessels; and 
the common-council of Alexandria capitulated on 
condition.that private property should be respected,  
All naval and military stores and me'rchandise be' 
ing delivered sup, were 'shipped on board twenty' 

. one vessels which were found in the harbour, and 
the British departed, laden with spoil, without sus' 
taining 	injury from the batteries on the ,much 

expedition 

.rivei; by which the Americans attempted to annoy 
their retreat. 	 ' 	 ., 

THE next object of attack was Baltimore ;. and 
against 
Baltimore. •on the 121,11 of September the forceS under'general 

Ross eflected a landing. near North Point, about 
thirteen miles distant from the town. 	Having 
forced an entrenchment which had been drawls 
across the peninsula, they advanced, and While 
their vanguard was engaged with the riflemen in 
the woods, a bullet pierced the breast of general 
Ross, who expired on the spot. 	He was deeply 
lamented by the army as one of the brightest Orna- 
ments of the profession. 	Colonel Broke,' who suc- 
ceeded to the command, attacked and dispersed a 
force of 6000 Americans, supported by cavalry and 
artillery. 	Advancing on the next day, he found 
the town defended' by a chain of fortified redoubts, 
and by a force which, according to information, 
amounted to 15,000 men. 	He, however, deter- 
mined upon a night. attack ;.but as the'precautions 
taken for the defence of the harbour prevented the 
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co-operation of the naval' force, he was compelled c n A F. 

LXXXLX. to relinquish the enterprise, and the troops were 
re-embarked. 	Among the losses sustained at this 	1814. 
perioil, was that of captain sir Peter Parker, com-
manding the Menelaus, who was mortally wounded, 
while leading' a body. of 100 seamen against an 
American force stationed :near Bellair. 	This gal-
lant:young Officer had commenced his career in a 
manner 'which justified the fondest hopes of the 
brave veteran from'whom he was descended. 

AN expedition, which sailed from' Halifax in Suceessesin 
July, under general Pilkinkton, had reducedMoose PaZtima- qu 	 bay. 
Island, and two others in the bay 'of Passama- 
quoddy. 	In September this advantage was f'ca 
lowed up by an expedition, which caused the enemy 
to burn a fine frigate called the John Adams, and 
compelled them to leave the whole district; from 
that bay to the Penobscot river, in possession of 
the British. 	 ' ' 

THESE successes were counterbalanced by the Failure  of 
'disastrous issue of an expedition against the state Moses . 
of New York, undertaken by sir 	 eorge Prevost, expedition. 

the governor-general 'of Canada, at the head of • 
14,000 men, some of whom were veterans from 
'the peninsula. 	His first operation was directed 
'against Plattsburg, a fortified place on lake Cham-
plain, , in 'conjunction with a British flotilla, con-
sisting of a frigate, a brig, two sloops, and•sgme 
gun-boats un4r captain Downie. 	The enemy's 
flotilla, consisting of about the same force, was 
anchored in the hay of Plattsbfirg. 	On the 11th 
an engagement took place between them . and cap-
tain Downie being killed in the onset; t'he British 
vessels were thrown into confusion and defeated. 
This disaster induced sir George Prevost to desist 
from the-land attack, and he commenced his re-
treat to the Canadian frontier, leairing behind him 
his sick and wounded, as well as sonic stores and 
ammunition. 

MEAN- 
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C H A P. MEANTIME, 'general Ditimmond was blockading LXXX1X. Fort Erie, which the Americans obstinately main- 

tamed as a sally-port on Canada. 	On the 17th of 1814. 
close of September *he was suddenly,sUrprised by a sortie. 
P' cam 	• map in ,of some troops from the garrison, which, after a 
'Canada.. severe lost, he succeeded in. repelling, and took a. 

considerable . number of prisoners. 	Soon after- ,, 
Wards the union of the troops of 'general Iziard 
with those of general Brown, presented so superior 
a force that, he was obliged to raise the blockade 
and retreat upon Chippawa. 	The Americans fol-
lowed, 'and were prqmring to•execlite their in-• 
tended invasion, when they ascertained that the 
British, having launched a vessel of one hundred 
guns, again commanded the navigation of the lake 
Ontario, and were advancing with their fleet to the 
support of general Drummond. 	On this intelli- 

wev. 5. gence they hastily retreated, ai3d without making 
a stmid,at Fort .Erie, blew up the fortifications, 
ancl retired to the other side of the river. 	Thus. 

• ended the campaign on the frontier of Canada. 
Peace 
signed at 
Ghent. 	• 

Tun negociations at Ghent were conducted oil 
the part or the Americans by Messrs. Adams, Bay-
nard, Clay, Russel, and Gallatin ; the Pritish coin- , 
missioners were, lord Gambier, 	Mr. G'oulburn, 
and Dr. Adams. 	On the 24th of December, a 
treaty of peace and amity between Great Britain 
and, the United States was signed, and was after- 
wards . ratified 	by both. governments. 	Various 
points had been conceded on either hand ; but as 
no mention, was made of the maritime rights which 
had been alleged as 'the cause of the war, the 
question tivas considered as tacitly decided in fa-
vour of Great Britain, especially since America 
renounced her demand of satisfaction for the cap- 
tures made und'er the orders in council. 	The Bri- 

.tish, restoring their other conquests, retained the 
islands in Passamaquoddy-bay. 	The Americans 
were excluded from our fisheries on the coast of 

New. 
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NeWfoundland, and from trading to our settlements c H A P. 
in the East Indies. 	The Indians were to be re- "xxix' 
stored to the' rights and possesSions which .  they 
held in 1812. 	It was reciprocally agreed, 	that 
commissioners should be appointed for settling the • 
disputes respecting boundaries ; and' both parties 
engaged to continue. their efforts for the entire 
abolition of the slave-trade. ' 

1814• 

THIS treaty could not immediately put an end Expedition 
to hostilities between the two countries. An expe- 1,g41,, 
dition had been for some time in preparation 
against New Orleans,•on the Mississippi, which the 

leans. 

Americans used every effart to fortify, having col-
lected for its defence an army of 30,000 men, under 
general-Jackson. 	In the beginning of December, 
admiral Cochrane's squadron arrived at the 'scene 
of action, with a considerable body of troops, com- 
manded by major-general Keane. 	The first object 
was to reduce a flotilla of gun-boats on Lac Borgne, 
and on the 14th this service was gallantly per-
fOrmed by captain Lockyer with the boats of the 
squadron. 	On the (23d, the first division of troops, 
amounting to 2400 men, were transported across 
the lake, and landed within six miles of the city. 
In the night they were surprised in their bivouac 
by a heavy fire from some vessels 	which had 
dropped down the river, and anchored near their 
position. 	Scarcely had they withdrawn beyond 
reach of the guns, when they found, themselves 
exposed to a considerable body of the enemy's 
troops. 	A singular conflict ensued•; for when the 
95th regiment approached the point of attack, the 
Americans; favoured by the darkness, concealed 
themselves under a high fence which traversed•the 
field, and calling to the British as friends, offered 
to assist them in getting over. 	Having crossed the 
fence, they found themselves exposed to consider-
able numbers, w ho summoned them to surrender. 
The answer was an instantaneous attack; and the 

VOL. VI. 	 G G 	 conflict, 
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conflict, which was maintained hand to, hand by • both officers and men, ended'in the repulse of the 
1 614. 

•  enemy. 	A similar stratagem was practised on the 
95th regiment, and was attended with the same 
result. • About midnight, the enemy made a gene-, 
ral attack, and drove in the advanced posts ; but 
colonel Thornton, rallying the troops, moved for-
ward.to  the charge, and repulsed them with con- 
siderable loss. 	On the 25th, the second division 
joined, and the whole army took up a position. 
.Majors-general Pakenham and Gibbs arrived, and 
the former took the command of the army. 	Front 

1815. this time until the 8th of January, preparations 
were made for a general attack. The British army 
was posted on a piece of flat ground, with the Mis-
sissippi on the left, and a thick wood on the. right. 
The enemy were stationed behind an entrenchment, 
extending from the river on their right to the wood 
on their left, a distance of about a thousand yards. 
This line was strengthened with flank ivorlis, and 
had a oanal in front, about four feet deep. 	On 
the fiather bank of the Mississippi, the Americans 
had a battery of twelve guns, which enfiladed .the 
whole front of their position. 	In the night, colo- 
nel Thornton crossed the river with a body of 
troops to attack this battery; he was impeded by 
unforeseen difficulties, and did not effect a landing 
until five o'clock in the morning, when the Bri-
tish, having commenced their advance; were as-
sailed by volleys from every part of the enemy's 
line, and exposed to a destructive fire on their 
flank. 	Colonel. Thornton at length reached the 
battery, and stormed it in the most gallant manner; 
the' enemy fled in confusion, leaving sixteen pieces 
of cannon and the colours of the New Orleans 
regiment of militia. 	Unhappily, this service wag 
performed too late to be of use in the main attack. 
The gallant general Pakenham had reached the 
crest of the glacis, and was in the act of cheering 

his 
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his men with his hat off, wIen he • was struck by c H A P. 
two balls, one in the knee, and the other in the LX)L'U);  
breast. 	He fell into the arms of his aide-de-cdmp, 
and almost instantly expired. 	Nearly at the same 
moment generals Gibbs and Keane were both borne 
off wounded. 	The troops became disheartened; 
and the resistance of the enemy in their strong 
position was so effective, 	that every man who 
reached the ditch was either drowned or obliged 
to surrender. 	The main column fell back on the 
reserve under general Lambert, on whom the 
command now devolved. He restored order among 
the troops, and placed them in.position ; but judg- • 
ing it improper, to renew the attack, he led the 
forces to the entrance of Lac Borgne, where, on 
the 27th of January,' the whole were re-embarked. 

1815. 

All the artillery, 	ammunition, 	and stores, were 
brought away, except six guns, which could not be 
removed from the position in which they were 
placed. 	The Americans treated the prisoners and 
wounded, who fell into their hands, with much 
kindriess and humanity. 	The whole loss of the 
British in killed, wounded, arid missing, amounted 
to 2000 men. 	The last operation of this armament 
was the taking of fort Mobile on the coast of Loui-
siana, which surrendered on the 11th of February. ' 

BEFORE 'the cessation of hostilities, the British capture of 
obtained one More naval triumph, which, however, Teen fn i  
did not redound to the dishonour of their brave 
enemy. 	A squadron stationed off New York fell 
in with the American frigate, the President, com-
manded by commodore Decatur, who was attempt- 
ing to get to sea. 	After a long chase, the Endymion 

gate. 

Caine up with him, when a sanguinary action was 
maintained fbr two hours and a half; in which the 
American, having crippled his adversary in the 
Pigging, was enabled to get a-head. 	The British 
/rigate Poinoile now came up, and after exchanging 
arm shots, the President struck. 	The loss was 
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C H A P. considerable on both sides, but greatest on that of 
E,XXXIX. the Americans. 	The relations of peace and amity 

1815. were soon afterwards entirely re-established between 
cessation the two kindred nations; and it was the wish of their 
of hostili- 
ties, 

• wisest patriots that the reconciliation might be 
lasting. 	 - 

Meeting of  parliament. 
1814. 

THE session of parliament opened on the 8th of 
Noveniber. 	The leadino•t, topics of the prince 

Regent's regent's speech were the pending negociations at 
speè 'h.  Ghent, for bringing the war to a conclusion. on just 

and honourable terms ; and the intended congress 
at Vienna, for establishing an eqUilibrium among 

' the powers of Europe. 	His royal highness adverted' 
to the supplies for the ensuing year; arid after re-
gretting the necessity of so large an expenditure, 
added, that the circumstances under which the 
long and arduous contest on the continent had been 
carried on, had unavoidably led to large arrears, and 
that the war still subsisting with the United States, 
rendered the continuance .of great exertions indis-
pensable. .The prince regent concluded by observ-
ing, that the peculiar character of the late war, and . 
the extraordinary length of its duration, must 	 ave 
materially affected the internal situation of all the 
countries engaged.ln it, as well as the commercial 
relations which 'formerly subsisted between them; 
and he recommended that parliament should pro' 
ceed with due caution in the adoption of such 
regulations as might be necessary for the purpose 
of extending the trade of Great 	Britain, 	and 
securing her commercial advantages. 	The usual . 
addresses were carried without a division. 

Debate on ONE of the most important questions which en- 
continuing • 
the militia. 

gaged the early attention of both houses, related to 
the continuation of certain militia regiments iii 
service. 	On the 11th, earl Fitzwilliana submitted 
to the lords, a motion on this subject, and observed 
that great care had been taken by the legislature to 
prevent the burthen of the militia ballot from 

pressing 
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pressing more heavily on the public than the exi- 

4.5, 
c u A P. 

gencies of the service required; that the prerogative LX XXIX.  
18t4. of the crown had been restrained, and the estab- 

lishment of this species of force had been regulated 
by various acts of parliament. 	Of the four specific 
cases in which the militia might bQ called out, he 
contended that not one of them then existed, and 
that, therefore, the balloted men were legally en- 
titled to return to their homes. 	Lord Sid mouth 
observed, that the acts of parliament which had 
'been cited were not to be construed narrowly, and 
that while the country remained at war, the service 
of the militia might be continued so long as the 
crown should judge it to be of public advantage. 
The counties and towns upon which any hardship 
was imposed by such a measure, might be eon-
sider4 as having an equitable claim for reimburse- 
ment. 	This question was afterwards discussed in 
the house of commons, on a resolution moved by 
sir Samuel Romill, that as peace had been con-
eluded for More than six-months, and the country 
enjoyed internal tranquillity, the measure by which 
Part of the militia force was still kept embodied, 
Was contrary to the act of the 42d of the king, and 
at variance With the principles of the constitution. 
The solicitor-general admitted, that ministers would 
act illegally if they advised the king to call out the 
militia, except in one of the cases mentioned in the 
act; but as no specific period had been assigned at 
which -it was to be disembodied, he would maintain; 
that having been once legally embodied, it might 
legally be so continued. 	Mr. Charles Grant ob- 
served, that the existing state of Europe, where 
our regular army was still 	required, sufficiently 
justified the policy of maintaining part of our 
domestic force. . A division took place, and the 
resolution was negatived. 	On the eve of the recess, 
a bill introduced by Mr. Peel, to amend the act for 
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C H A P. preserving the peace in Ireland, was passed ; and it Lxxxix. received the royal assent at the close of the session. 
1815. PARLIAMENT re-assembled on the 9th of Febru- 

Committee 
on the corn 
laws. 

ary, and resumed the consideration of various mea- 
cures of doinestic policy. 	00 the 17th the house 
of commons resolved itself into a committee, to ex- 
amine the state of the corn laws. 	The right hon. 
Frederic Robinson, vice-president of the board of 
trade, proposed a series of resolutions, of which the 
three first related to the free importation of grain to 
be warehoused, and afterwards exported, or to be 
taken for home consumption, when importation for 
that purpose was allowable. 	The fourth stated the 
average price of British grain, at which that of 
foreign growth might be 	admitted, and below 
which it must be prohibited : this maximum was 
fixed at 80s. per . quarter for wheat, . and propor,  
tionally for other corn. By an exception in favour of 
the British colonies, the wheat grown in them was 
admissible when that of home growth was at 67.5.. 
These resolutions having been agreed to, a bill 
framed on them was introduced by Mr. Robinson, 
on the 1st of Mara, and after encountering? fl • 
strong 	opposition in its progress through both 
houses, was passed on the 20th by the lords. 	Nu- 
merous petitions against it were presented from the. 
commercial and manufacturing districts ; and iii 
the metropolis the apprehension of dearth as the 
immediate consequence of this law produced alarm.. 
ing riots, which were not quelled without military 
aid. 

Extension ONE of the most important acts passed during 
atrial bYivil  jury in c 
causes to 

this session was that introduced by the lord than-
cellor, for extending the trial by jury in civil causes 

Scotland. to Scotland. It's provisions differed in several partial,  
lars from those of the English law respecting juries. 
The Scottish jury-court is merely subsidiary td the 
court of session, and it takes cognizance only of 

. questions of fact, which the judges of that court 
may 
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may refer to it at their pwn discretion. 	When a CHA P. 

of fact has been tried before the jury 	LXXX1X. question 
court, the verdict is returned to the court of ses- 	1815. 

sion, where the judges, in the further progress of 
the cause, roceed upon the fact so established, in 
the same manner as if it had been established in 
evidence before themselves. 	Thus the process of 
the jury-court is a substitute for the old method of 
taking proofs by commission. 	Another, peculiarity 
in this new institution is 	that if a jury cannot 
agree on their verdict within twelve hours, they are 
dismissed, and a new trial is granted. 	These mo-. 
dificatiims of the law of jury-trial, as established M 
England, were „judged necessary, in the first in-
stance, to render it acceptable in a country 'on 
whose forms of judicial procedure it made so great 
and sudden a change. 

As the restrictions on payments in cash by the Bank re-
bank of England, were to expire oil the 5th of costrnitunsed. 
April, it became necessary to enquire whether or 
not those restrictions should be renewed. 	On the 
2d of March, lord Archibald Hamilton moved for 
the appointment of a committee to examine and 
state the total amount of outstanding demands upon 
the bank of England, and of the -funds for dis-
charging them • also to enquire into the effect pro-
duced upon die currency and commercial rela-
tions of the United Kingdom, by the different acts 
passed since the year 1797, for continuing the re, 
striction on cash payments ; and lastly, to report 
their opinion how far, and under what limitations it 
might be expedient to continue them. 	This motion 
was negatived, and a bill, introduced by the chan-
cellor of the exchequer, was soon afterward passed, 
to continue the act of the 44th of his majesty, re-
stricting the cash payments of the bank of England 
• until the 5th of July, 1816. 

ON the 6th of April, a message from the prince Message 
fprnineethree- regent was delivered to both houses, communicat- °: 
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. ing information, that the Jvents which had, recently 

occurred in France, in direct contravention of the 
1815. engagement concluded with the al-lied powers at 

return 
rt  

of 
 e Bonapa 

to France. 
Paris in the course of the last year, and threatening 
consequences highly dangerous to the tranquillity 
and independence of Europe, had induced his royal 
highness to give directions for the augmentation of 
his majesty's sea and land forces; and that he had 
deemed it incumbent upon him to lose no time in 
entering into communications with his majesty's 
allies, for the purpose of forming such a concert as 
might most effectually provide for the general and 
permanent security of Europe. The events alluded 
to in this message were the return of Bonaparte 
from Elba,, and his resumption of imperial authority 
in France. 	The corresponding addresses 	were 
voted; and vigorous preparations were made for the 
renewal of hostilities. • 
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CHAP. XC. 

State of parties in France. — Conspiracy.— Landing of 
Bonaparte at 	Cannes.1— Defection of Labedoye-re. — 
Bonaparte enters Grenoble. :—. Proclamation of the king. 
—Events at Lyons. — Afection of Ney. — Bonaparte 
arrives at Paris.— Failure of the royalists in the pro-
vinces. —.Overtures of Bonaparte to the allies.— Declar-
ation of the congress. — Treaty of Chaumont renevLed. — 
Factions in Paris. — Reports of the ministeit—Additional 
act to the constitution. — Enterprise of Murat in Italy de-
feated. —Champ de Mai. — Assembly of the chambers. — 
Bonaparte departsfor the army. -- Hostilities on thefron-
tier of Flanders.— Battle of Ligny — of Qualm Bras 
— of •Waterloo. — Abdication of Bonaparte. .--- Advance 
of the British and Prussians. — Capitulation of Paris. — 
Return of Louis XVIII. — Bonaparte brought to Eng-
land in the Bellerophon— conveyed as a state prisoner to 
St. Helena.  

• 
WHILE Louis XVIII. was endeavouring to CHAP. 

secure to his people the blessings of peace xe• 
under a free constitution, he found it a hopeless 1815. 
task to reconcile the conflicting interests of the p8artat::1; 
parties into which they were divided. • The royal- 	e. Franc 
fists, by their imprudent zeal and high pretensions,. • 
excited"the jealousy of the constitutionalists, who 
felt little attachment to a dynasty so long estranged 
from them,•and inclined, as many of them feared, 
to disturb the possessors of the national domains ; 
while the republicans made common cause with the 
imperialists in fomenting a new revolution. 	The 
army, reinforced by 150,000 prisoners from Eng-
land, Russia, and Prussia, entered willingly into 
their projects for recovering its former glories ; 
and a conspiracy was formed in the capital, which, • Conspiracy. 

through . 
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c H A r. through the connivance or aid of the police, spread 

xc• rapidly in the different departments Of France. 	A 
1815. secret correspondence was carried on with the 

exile of Elba, and the soldiers were so well assured 
of the result, that they commemorated him over 
their cups by the name of corporal Violet, in allu-
sion to the approaching spring, when his return 
was expected.  

Bonaparte 
sails from 
Elba; 

ON the ,c26th of February, in the dusk of even-
ing, Bonaparte sailed from. Porto Ferro l°, on board 
a brig called the Inconstant, accompanied by six 
smaller vessels, having on board about nine hun- 
dred- men. 	Sir -Niel Campbell, the British com- 
missioner appointed to reside in Elba, was at this 
time in Italy ; and his absence might have bad 
some share in determining the moment of embark-
ation, though indeed he had neither authority nor 
efficient means to control the movements of the 
sovereign 	of Elba. 	The 	commissioner shortly 
afterwards returned, and, on landing, found the 
mother and sister of Bonaparte in a well-feigned,  
agony of anxiety respecting the adventurer, of 
whom they pretended to know nothing, except 
that he had steered toward the coast of Barbary,  
Colonel Campbell immediately put to sea ; but he 
was too late to overtake the flotilla ere it reached i 
the French coast. 	On the 1st of March, Bona,  
parte found himself off Frejus, in the gulf of St- 

lands at . • Juan. 	He lzinded about five in' the afternoon at 
Cannes. Cannes, with the whole of his small force, .except 

a party of five-and-twenty men, who had disem• 
barked, to possess themselves of Antibes, but were 
arrested by general Corsin, the commandant of the 
place. 	From Cannes, the invaders advanced to 

• 

Grasse, and leaving there six field-pieces which 
retarded their march, pressed forward to Cerenoti,, 
where they halted on the 2d 	after a march of 
twenty leagues. 	It is a remarkabre circumstance, 
that at this period large 	bodies of troops had 

received 
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received orders from Soult, the minister at war, to 

459 
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move towards Grenoble. The cause of these move- • x c. 
ments was alleged to be, a request* from Talley- 
rand, then at Vienna, that an army of `40,000 
men should be formed in the south, and that the 
kingdom might be placed in a state of military 
array, which would authorise the high tone he had 
begun to assume in the congress. 	The fitte of 
l3onaparte's enterprise seemed to depend on 'the 
temper of these troops; if they remained stegast 
in the royal cause, they might instantly overwhelm 
him ; but if they abjured it, they might afford him 
the surest presage of success. 	.There was a strong 
garrison at Grenoble under general Marchand, and 
another at Chamberi under camp-marshal des Vil- 
hers. 	Bonaparte Marched on the former place, 
and at the village of Mure found the outposts of 
the garrison opposed .to him. 	Accompanied by 
two or three officers, he advanced, and presenting 
himself before their ranks, said, " He that would 
slay his emperor, let him now act his pleasure !" 

1815. . 

The soldiers threw down their arms, and rushed 
forward, shouting " Vive l'empereur !" 	They 
then joined the troops from Elba,. and the march 
was resumed. 	While the commandant .at Gre- Defection 
noble was preparing for defence, twos battalions of 
the 7th regiment, commanded by Labedoyere, left 
the place without orders, and took the road fbr 

o
d 

 f
o  yLe rem 

Cap, by which Napoleon was advancing. 	Des 
Villiers overtook them, and conjured Labedoyere,• 
in the name of his family, king; country, and ho-
nour, to return to his duty ; but he replied only by 
declaring 	his 	determination to join Bonaparte. 
Returning alone to Grenoble, Des Villiers assisted 
Marchand in his unavailing efforts to reclaim the 
soldiery, who were preparing to follow the example 
of Labedoyere. Bonaparte soon afterwards entered, 
amidst the shouts of the soldiers and tlfe populace; 
the garrison joined him, and general Marchand 

became 

etenrsaPaGrir'e.' 
noble. 
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c H AR xo. became .his prisoner. 	AWare 	of the advantage 

which might accrue to his cause from a spew of 
1815. clemency, he.dismissed this officer with a compli- 

ment to his fidelity. 	He now found himself at the 
head of three thousand men, with a considerable 
train of artillery. 

Proelam- 
anon of the 
king. 

MEANWHILE the enterprise of Bonaparte, which 
at first appeared contemptible, began to create 
great alarm at Paris. 	Monsieur, with the duke of 
Orleans, set out for Lyons, and the duke of An; 
goureme, who was at•Bourdeaux, received instruc- 
tions to repair to NisilicA. 	The king issued a pro- 
clamation denouncing Bonaparte an outlaw ; the 
chambers hastened to testify their loyalty, . the 
foreign ambassadors and envoys assured him of the 
friendship of their respective -sovereigns, the na-
tional guards declared themselves decidedly in his 
favour, and addresses expressing devoted attach-
ment. to him poured in from all quarters.-  In con-
sequence of the mistrust excited by the defection 
at Grenoble, 'Souk tendered his resignation, and 
was succeeded in the -ministry of war by Clarke, 
duke of nitre. 	For the defence of the capital, 11  
camp was ordered to be formed at Melun. 	In the 

Conspiracy 
rustrated  in the 

north. 

north of France the schemes of the conspirators, 
for exciting An insurrection among the troops were 
happily frustrated. 	Their principal agents in.that 
quarter were Lefebvre Desnouettes, and general 
Lallemand, 	with hiS brother. 	On the 10th of 
March, Lefebvre, arriving from Lille at CambraP 
announced to his regiment of chasseurs the royal 
orders that they should advance to Compeigne- 
On arriving there, the officers insisted on knowing 
his real intentions, and after disclosing them, he 
was obliged to make a hasty escape from the arrest 
with which they threatened hiM. 	General Lalle- 
mand, acting in concert with Lefebvre, had put 
in motion six thousand men of the garrison of Lille, 
under pretext of an insurrection at Paris. 	Marshal 

- Mortier, 
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Mortier, who met 'them on the march, detected C n A P. 

defeated 	 X c,____ and 	this part of the conspiracy, and the 
two Lallemands, who fled, wereafterwards taken 	1815. 
by the police.  

AT Lyons the Bourbon princes were joined by boThe. B.°11ur- 
marshal 	Macdonald ; but their efforts 	failed to deapaPrtri  from 
awaken a spirit of loyalty among the troops and Lyons. 
people. 	Macdonald marched with two battalions 
to oppose the enemy, who were approaching the 
suburbs : his troops broke their ranks, and aban-
doned him as soon as they saw the eagles and the 
tri-colouied cockades of Bonaparte's followers; and 
their leader, returning to the princes, announced to 
them the loss he had sustained; and accompanied 
them in their flight. 	Bonaparte entered Lyons in Arrival of 

par triumph, and the submission of this important city 
Bois p was followed by that of Macon, Chalons, Dijon, 	 t city. 

and of almost all Burgundy. 	He now resumed.  the 
title of emperor, and issued h. series of decrees an-
nulling all changes in the tribunals which had taken 
place durino•

° 
 his absence, sequestering the pro- 

•perty of the Bourbons, dissolving the chambers of 
'peers and deputies, and convoking the electoral 
colleges, to hold in the ensuing month of May an 
extraordinary assembly, named, in allusion to the 
usages of the ancient Franks, the champ de Mai. 
The objects of this convocation were declared to 
be, first, to make such alterations and reforms in 
the constitution as circumstances should Tender 
advisable ; and, secondly, to assist at the corona-
tion a the empress and the king of Rome. 

Louis „placed great trust in the loyalty of mar- riefection 
shal Ney, whom he appointed to the command. of of Ney. 
about 14,000 men, posted at Lons le Saulnier. 
Ney quitted Paris on the 7th of March, afteras-
suring the king that he hoped to bring Bonaparte 
to him in a cage of iron. 	He arrived at Besancon 
on the 11th, and in three days afterwards he issued 
a proclamation to the soldiers under his commanki, 

informing 
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C II A P. informing them that the cause .of the Bourbons 

xc_  was lost for ever, and that he was now about to 
1815. join the,imnaortal -phalanx whom their emperor was 

conducting to Paris, to establish the happiness of 
France. 	This proclamation excited disgust in the 	, 
superior officers, several of whom quitted the army; 
but it was received with enthusiasm by' the sol-
diers, who marched under the colours of Napoleon 
to join their comrades. 	The defection of Ney and 
his corps shewed hoW little. dependence could be 
placed on the regular troops i and Louis, deeming 
it no longer prudent to remain in Paris, 'departed 
at one o'clock in the morning of the 20th, escorted 
by his household troops. 	He proceeded to Lille ; 
but as the troops of the line in that place could 
not be relied on, he went to Ostend, ' and frail 
thence to Ghent, where be established his court. 

Reception 
of Bona- 
parte at 

THE army at Melun, commanded by Macdonald, 
under 'the directions of the duke of Berri, was 

Melun. drawn up on the 20th to oppose gonaparte, who 
was reported to be approaching from Fontaine- 
bleau. 	About noon he appeared in an open car- 
riage, escorted by a party of cavalry ; his officers' 
leaped from their horses, and embracing their an-
cient comrades, implored them to unite once more 
under the authority Of their emperor. 	The sol- 
diers instantly threw down their arms, left their 
ranks, and crowded round the carriage with shouts 
of " Vive Napoleon !" Their superior officers, who 
remained loyal, were compelled to proVide for their 
own safety by a hasty flight. Bonaparte proceeded 
to Paris, and at nine in the evening alighted at 

Illa 
 ar
arrival  

at Pis. 
the Tuilleries, having completed his extraordinary 
journey in eighteen days from the time of his de-
barkation at Cannes. 

Failure of FOLLOWING the example of the capital, the prin- 
the royal- cipal cities of France successively declared in fa- 
provinces. your of the new government ; and the efforts of the 

royalists to excite a re-aCtion' in the provinces proved 
abortive. 
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abortive. 	,The duke of Bourbon failed to raise an c 11  A P. 
army in La Vendee, and sailed from Nantes, ac- XC_ 
companied by about forty officers. 	In the south, 
the &Ile and duchess of Angouleme were equally 
unsuccessful. 	At Bourdeaux, the duchess endea- 
voured to rouse the officers of the ,aarrison to a 
sense of their duty ; but perceiving their coldness 
and indecision, 	she turned from them with dis- 
dain, exclaiming, " You fear ; I pity you, and re- 
lease you from your oaths." 	She soon afterwards 
embarked on board an English frigate, followed by 

1815. 

Lynch, the mayor, and other loyalists. 	The duke, 
at the head of a small army, obtained Some tempo-
rary advantages near Valence ; but being menaced 
by Grouchy and Pire fiotn different points, by 
negociated a convention, by which he agreed to 
dismiss his army, on condition that the officers and 
soldiers should not be molested, and that he should. 
be  safely escorted to Cette, there to embark for 
Spain. 	Grouchy detained him as a prisoner until 
Bonaparte's pleasure should be known ; and the 
latter sent orders that the duke should be released, 
on condition of his promising to use his endeavour 
for procuring the recovery of the crown jewels 
which the•king bad• carried with him to Ghent. 
The duke sailed for Barcelona. 	• 

ON 'resuming the government; Bonaparte sent Overtures 
letters to the principal potentates of Europe, ac- of Bona-

parte to the 
painting them that he had been restored by the 
unanimous will of the French people, and express-
ing his desire to maintain peace on the terms which 
bad been settled with the Bourbons. These letters 
were in general referred to the congress ; and it 
was the determination of that assembly that no 
answer should be returned to them. 	The plenipo- 
tentiaries, soon after the landing of Bonaparte, had 
issued a manifesto, declaring, that by breaking the 
convention which established him in the isle of 

allies. 

Elba, he had destroyed the only legal title on 
which 
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C Ii A r. which his existence depended ; that he had placed 
XC.  himself out of the pale of civil and social relations ; 

1815. and. that, as an enemy and disturber of the tran- 
Declaration quillity of the world, he had rendered hiinself liable 

- of the con- 
grass. to public vengeance. 	They also declared the firm 

resolution of the contracting powers to maintain 
entire the_ treaty of Paris. of the 80th March, 1814, 
and the dispositions 	sanctioned• by that treaty. 
They expressed their hope that, all France, rallying 
round, its legitimate, sovereign, 	would annihilate 
this last attempt of a crimina 	and impotenf deli- 
rium ; and added, that, if, contrary to all calcula-
tions, there'should result any real danger, all the 
sovereigns of Europe would be ready to give to the 
king of France, to the French nation, or to any 
other government that should 13e attacked, all the 
assistance requisite to restore public tranquillity. 

Treaty of 
rCehnaerert 

This manifesto was followed, on the 2,5th of March, 
by a treaty between Great Britain, Austria, Prus- 
sia, 	and Russia, renewing and 	confirming 	the 
league contracted at Chaumont. They agreed each 
to maintain in the field air army of. 150,000 men 
complete, with the due proportion of cavalry and 
artillery, and not to lay down their arms until the 
purpose of the war should be attained, ór until Bo-
naparte should be rendered incapable of disturbing 
the peace of Eitrope. 	The other powers "of the 
continent were to be invited to accede to the 
treaty ; and by the 8th article it was agreed,' that 
the king of France should be particularly cacti 
upori to become a party to the league. 	On its  
ratification by the prince regent, a limitation was 
annexed, declaring that the 8th article should no't 
be understood as binding his' Britannic majesty to 
prosecute the war with the view of forcibly impos- 
ing on France any particular government. 	The 
other contracting powers agreed to accept the 
accession of his royal highness with this limitation. 

Factions in HAVING failed to conciliate the allies, Bonaparte 
Paris. soon 
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soon found. that the apprehension of danger was c II A P. 
likely to produce discord rather than union among XC.  

1815. the French people. 	He had deluded them with an 
assurance that .Austria favoured .his enterprise ; 
and had announced the speedy arrival of his wife 
and child as pledges of reconciliation. 	A plot had 
been laid to carry them off; but it was discovered, 
and frustrated by the police at:Vienna. 	To sustain. 
his popularity, he found it necessary to cultivate 
the good-will of the republicans, . and they were 
disposed to exact from him- the entire fulfilment of 
his promise to .respect the liberties of France. The 
freedom of the press, which he reluctantly conceded, 
enabled the royalists to circulate in Paris the pro-
clamations issued by the king at Ghent, forbidding 
the payment of taxes to the usurped government, 
announcing the hostile preparations of the allies; 
and inviting his subjects to avert the dangers which 
threatened them by returning to their allegiance. 
Pamphlets of the same tendency were industriously • 
dispersed, and when the police interfered to sup-
press them, the republicans resented such control 
as an infringement• on public rights. 	If the two 
opposite factions agreed in any thing, it was in a 
determined resistance to the despoti ! authority of 
Bonaparte; while he, 	unable to reconcile 	the 
functions of a generalissimo with those of a limited 
monarch, sought, but did not find, consolation in 
the clamorous applauses of the multitude. 	Those 
applauses were mingled with the Marseillois hymn, 
the Carmagnole, the fa ira, and other revolution-
ary songs, as well as with familiar expostulations 
concerning the absent empress and her  son. 	His 
only safe support was the army ; and even there he 

'missed some of his most celebrated generals, as 
Oudinot, Macdonald, Augereau, Clarke, Marmont, 
Victor, and Gouvion St. Cyr. 

IT now became necessary to sound the alarm Reports of 
which had produced such wonderful effects during 

vol.,. VI. 	 11 It 	 the 
=minis- 
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CHA P. the revolution, 	by proclaiming the 'country in • xc. •danger. A report .from Caulamcdurt 'announced 

1815-** that 	allies were about to enter the French. ,the 
• territories,- to wage war against the monarch who 

was willing to accept the treaty of Paris, and to 
deprive the nation of all that it had acquired during 
twenty-five years of suffering and glory. 	To meet 
these dangers, a levy was ordered of two millions of 
men, to be effected by calling out all from sixteen to 
sixty years of age throughout the kingdom.. 	Pre- 
parations ivere again made for fortifying the heights 
of Montmartre; strong measures were adopted: for 
defending the- frontiers; and comnrisioners were 
dispatched' to the different military departments ot.  
.France, to give the necessary impulse to the minds 
of the .people, and to subdue all opposition by 
persuasion or violence. 	Another report .was pre- 
sented by Fondle to Bonaparte, respecting the 
state of the interior ; and the publication of 	it 
at this crisis was highly prejudicial to the cause 
which its 	author 	profesSed to serve. 	In the 
northern departments and in Brittany, the national 
guard refused to come forth on the summons, and 
if compelled, took the earliest opportunity to desert 
the standard. 	In the department of Garde, a band 
of royalists had openly taken the field. 	Armed,  
bodies of refractory recruits traversed the depart-
ments of the Maine and Loire, and of the lower 
Loire. 	Committees of royalists in the principal 
towns 	corresponded with 	Ghent; 	La Vend6e 
threatened a general rising.; and in many districts 
the disposition of the public was such as to obstruct 
the measures adopted for the defence of the kingdom. 

Bonaparte 
issues the 

HARASSED by contending factions, perplexed 
additional with doubts, and annoyed by the daily gratulations 
act to the 
coinsticu. tion. 

of the Parisian populace, who hailed him as.  Pere la. 
Violette, Bonaparte suddenly withdrew' from the 
Tuilleries to the palace of Elysee Bourbon, sum-
moned around.him his military adherents, and once 

more 
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more assumed his imperial State. 	On the VA-  of 
April, be published a document under the sinkulat 

4 G7 
c II A 1'.. 
 x-c• 

title of An Additional Act to the Constitutions of the 
Empire, -closely resembling in all its essential pro, 
visions, the charter of 'Louis •XVIII., to which it 
was intended as a substitute. 	Neither the repub- 
licans nor the constitutionalists relished this antici-
pation of the solemn national compact, for which 
he had appointed the champ de Mai ; and the very 
objections which they had raised against the edict 
of the king, .applied with greater force to that 
issued by.the emperor of tin; republic. 	The royal 
charter, subsisting as a fundatnental law, could not -
be innovated. upon ; but the additional act in some 
measure confirmed the mass of contradictory laws 
already prescribed by Bonaparte, and was liable to 
be modified, limited, and controlled by the old im-
perial decrees embodied in the constitutions to 
which this act was proffered as a supplement. 	They 
began to apprehend that the object to be attained 
in.this revolution would be no increase of national 
liberty, but only the exchange of a pacific king for 
an ambitious conqueror, against whom almost all 
Europe was in arms. 

MEANTIME Murat, by an enterpris t against the Enterprise 
' Austrians in Italy, had lost the crown of Naples. le

t
ztt

. 
 

When the expedition from Elba reached France, 
he assembled his cabinet and declared his resolution 
to support the allies ; but on learning that Bonaparte 
had entered Lyons, he demanded leave of the pope 
to march a force through his territories. 	Pius VII. 
refused ; on which two Neapolitan divisions:pene- ' 
trated to Rome, and his holiness, hastily retiring, 
placed himself under the protection of the English • 
at Genoa. 	Murat himself ath anted to Ancona, 
and his army marched in four colunms on the routes 
of Bologna, Modena, Reggio, and Ferrara, while a 
fifth division drove the Austrian garrisons from. 
Cesena and' Rimini. 	lie then issued a proclaim- 

. 	 it n '2 	 anon, 

isms. 

• - 
rat in. 

March II. 
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C H A P. ation, calling.on .the Italians to assert their inde,  xc.  pendence, and to erase every vestige of foreign 

1815. domination' from their country. 	It obtained for 
- bird a few partisans among the students of Bologna ; 

but the mass of the people evinced no disposition 
to join his standard. 	His force, however, was suf- 
ciently' formidable to obtain a victory over 10,000 

Auitrians, under general Bianchi, on the Panaro.; 
and he soon afterwards occupied Modena: and 
Florence. 	Flushed with success, he rejected the 
advantageous offers made to him by Austria ; in 
consequence of which that power declared war 
,against him, and the British equipped an armament 
for• the invasion of his territories. 	Having failed 
in a movement against the Austrians on the lower 
Po,he abandoned all his acquisitions in the north, 
of Italy, and retreating with his dispirited army, 
imprudently determined to make a stand in -the 
Roman territory. 	The Austrians, having received 
reinforcements, adopted a combined plan of oper- 
ations against him. 	General Neipperg Was in 

to make demonstrations for the purpose of 
detaining him in the north-east ; while Bianchi, 
proceeding by forced marches to Foligno, inter' 
cepted his march toward his own kingdom ; and 
Nugent, advancing from Florence, recovered Rome, 
and proceeded" to Capua and Naples. 	Having in 
vain solicited an armistice, Murat, on the 3d of May, 
made a desperate attack ort Bianchi, near Toleiv 
tino ; but, 	notwithstanding 	the 	personal valour 
which he displayed, his troops gave way, and this 
defeat„ was soon followed by the total ruin of his 
army. 	After a disastrous retreat of ten days, in 
which he lost his artillery, ammunition, baggage, 
military chest, and royal treasure, he found on ar 
preaching Naples, that the inhabitants had declared 

• for the king of Sicily wherever the Austrians ap-
peared; that colonel Church, an English officer, 
was raising against him an army of his late subjects; 

that 
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'that both the Calabrias were :in a state of insiirree- c H A P. 

XC. tion ; that the •Lazzaroni of the capital had.' mu-. 
tinied, 	and that an 	English 	fleet, 	escorting a 	• 1815. 	. 
SiCilian arMy,.had appeared in the bay. 	Leaving 
his followers, who were now reduced to 4000 men, 
to make *their way toward Capua, and obtain such 
terms-as the victors would grant, he hastened to 
Naples, and entering the city after sunset with an 
escort of four. lancers, arrived at the palace ex- • 
hausted with fatigue. His first salutation to the queen 
was, " Madam, I have been unable to find death!" 
As there was no hope of redeeming his fortunes,. 
and as his stay might compromise her safety and that 
of their family, he escaped in disguise with a few 
adhdents to the isle of 'Ischia, and. embarking Murat 
thence for France, landed on the 25th of May at-!akesrefuge in France. Cannes. 	A courier was sent to court, to announce 
his arrival; but Bonaparte refused to see him in his 
distress, and would not permit him to come to Paris. 
Instead of sending consolation to his unfortunate 
relative, he is said to have asked with bitter scorn, 
whether Naples and France had made peace since 
their war of 1814. 

THE assembly of the Champ de Mai was held on Champ de  
' the 	1st of June, in a temporary amphitheatre, Mai' 
erected on the exercising ground in front of the 
Hospital of Invalids. It was not the wittena-gernote of a 
free and mighty people ; but a shewy and gorgeous 
pageant. 	There was a stage upon which appeared 
Napoleon, Joseph, Lucien, and Jerome Bonaparte, 
dressed in the Roman costume, attended by•cardi- 
nal Fesch and other courtiers. 	Subscriptionl" had 
already been collected for the additional act, and a 
report was made announcino•

b 
 its acceptance by 

1,4288,357, affirmative, against 4,207 negative votes. 
Napoleon took an oath to observe the constitutions 
of the empire, and to cause them to be observed ; 
and this was followed by an oath of obedience to 
the constitution and fidelity to the emperor, pro_ 

H H 3 	 flounced 

   
  



470 HISTORY OF THE  . 	- . C H A P. noinrced by the arch-chancellor,. and repeated by xe. the whole 'assembly. 	Napoleon then descended 
1815. friim his throne, and distributed eagles to the. 

• troops of the line and the national guards as they 
marched by him, adjuring them at the same time 
to defend those ensigns at the hazard of their lives, 
and never suffer foreigners to dictate laws to their 
country. 	They very readily swore ; for some of 
them had witnessed the effect of the laws which he 
had dictated to Prussia, Holland, and Spain.. Thus 
ended the ceremony. 

Assembly THE constitution. being accepted, the next point 
of the 	

rs. chambe • was. to assemble the chambers. 	The peers were 
tractable-, but the .representatives were so tainted 
with jacobinism, as. to elect for their president"Lan-
juinais, who in the preceding year had, drawn up 
the reasons which proved that Bonaparte was un- 
worthy. to reign. 	It was necessary to have' this 
election confirmed, and when application was made 
for that purpose, an intimation was given that the 
emperor's pleasure might be known next day on 
enquiry .of the chamberlain or page in waiting,  
The chamber suspended their sitting until a cate-
gorical answer should be returned ; and this .an-
swer was communicated in the laconic phrase, " i ' 
'approve." 	On the 7th of June, Bonaparte surren- 
dered, in the presence of both chambers, the abso-
lute power with which circumstances had invested 
him since his return, and professed himself a friend 
to liberty. 	He mentioned the coalition of mo- 
narchs against France, the.commencement of var 
in the capture of the Melpomene by an English 
ship 'of war, and the internal divisions of the coun- 
try. 	Ire urged the strong necessity fbr regulating 
the freedom of the press, requested financial aid, 
and demanded a general example of confidence, 
energy, and patriotism. 	An obedient address was 
carried by the peers; but the representatives, in 
promising unanimous support against a foreign 

enemy, 
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• enemy, intimated their intention to aMend•  the con- c n A P. 
stitution, and declared that the nation indulged no  xc. 

..schemes of ambition, nor should even the will of a . 
victorious prince draw it beyond the limits of just' 
defence. In reply, Bonaparte observed, that the na-
tion had not to dread the seductions of victory ; it 
had to struggle for existence. 	" Let us not imi- 
tate," he added, " the conduct of the Roman em-
pire, which, pressed on all hands by barbarians, be-
came the laughing-stock of posterity by occupying 
itself with the discussion of abstract questions, while.  
the battering ram shook the gates of the metropo- 
lis." 	After delivering this admonition he pre- 

-1815. 

noniparte 
pared to place himself at the head of his brave and 
devoted army, in the hope that a splendid victory 
would soon enable him to awe these oligarchs into 
pubmission, and enforce their obsequious homage to 
the empress and the king of Rome. 

'LIE allies were menacing the French frontiers 

departs for 
the 

 

• Y.  

Amount 
with immense forces ; and a loan of thirty six mil- r_ tuition otrii-  • 
lions, effected in England, gave a potent stimulus the allied 
to their exertions. 	The emperors of Russia and f"' 
Austria, and the king of Prussia, had again taken 
the field. 	An army of 150,000 Austrians was ad- 
vancing from Italy, and another of equal strength;  
under 	Schwartzenberg, approached 	the 	higher 

' 

Rhine ; 	5.200,000 Russians were pressing toward 
the frontiers of Alsace ; 150,000 Prussians under 
blucher occupied Flanders, and were united with 
about 80,000 troops in British pay, under the or- 
ders of the duke of Wellington. 	The contingents 
of the different German princes might swell this 
force to upwards of a million of men ; but the differ-
ent corps were necessarily distributed over a wide 
range Of country, and were at various distances 
from the probable scene of action. 	The regular 
forces of France amounted to about 4,10,000 men ; 
and the national guards numbered nearly a million, 

ti it 4 	 • 	but 
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xc. but their capacity and zeal for the public service 
could not be confidently relied on. 	• 

1815. BONAPARTE determined to attack the English 
Bonaparte 
heath' the 
army of the 
sambre• 	-. 

,WO Prussians before they should be joined by their • 
allies, and placed himself at the head of a select 
army of 150,000 men, on the frontier of Flanders. 
The.allied generals had made every disposition for 
the concentration of their forces, either for offen- 
sive, or defensive operations. 	Three of the Prus- 
sian divisions occupied Charleroi, Givet, and ' Na-
mur, and defended the left bank of the Sambre. 
The •foUrth, under Bulow, about 80,000 strong, 
was posted between Liege and Hanaut. 	The duke 
of Wellington had his head-quarters in Brussels. 
His first corps under the prince of Orange, with 
two divisions of British, two of Hanoverians, and 
two of , Belgians, 	occupied Enghien; 	Brain le 
Comte,. and Nivelles, forming a reserve to the Prus-' 
sian division under Ziethen, which was at Charleroi. 
Thesecond division under lord Hill, including two 
British, one Belgian, and two Hanoverian divisions, 
was cantoned at Halle, Oudenard, and Grammont. 
The reserve, under sir Thomas Picton, consisting 
of the remaining two British divisions, with three 
of the Ilanoverians, was quartered at Brussels and 
Ghent. 	The cavalry occupied Grammont and 
Nineve. 	The proportion of British, in the army 
under the duke of Wellington, amounted to about 
thirty thousand men. 

Attack on 
the Prus-
sians at 

ON the .15th of June, at day-breakf  the French 
drove in Ihe Prussian outposts on the Sambre, at- 

Charleroi. tacked general Ziethen at Charleroi, and compelled 
him to retire with his division through Fleurus, to 
unite himself with the main Prussian army, which 
lay in the vicinity of St. Amand and Ligny. 	To- 
wards evening they caused an advanced corps of 
Belgians to retire from Frasnes to Quatre Bras- 
Intelligence of their movements reached the head- 
quarters.  at Brussels about midnight; 	the troops 

12 	 were 
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were. immediately 	under arms; regiment c it A P. 
after regiment formed, and marched 'out of the xe_  
city, headed by their respective officers,. some of ' •

1815. 
whom came in full dress from a ball given by the 
duchess' of Richmond. 	The dUke of Wellington 
directed the whole army to advance upon Quatre 

• . 

Bras, where the division under general Picton ar-
rived at abOut half-past two in the day, followed 
by the corps under the duke- of Brunswick,' and by 
the contingent of Nassau. 	The prince of Orange 

" had recovered part of the lost ground, so as to re-
gain the communication with the Prussians. 

ON the 16th Blucher was attacked by Bonaparte, Battle of 
with his whole force, except two corps under .ley, Ligny, 

. which were detached against the British and Bel-. 
sans, and the first corps under d'Erlon, posted at 

Marchiennes to act as a reserve. 	A furious con-
flict ensued, in which the villages of St. Ainand and 
Ligny finally fell into the possession of the French. 
The combatants displayed the most determined 
animosity, and no quarter was asked, offered, or ac- 
cepted. 	A desperate attack of the Prussians, led 
by marshal Blucher in person,. suddenly recovered 
St. Amand and a height in its vicinity, and the.  
fortune of the day seemed to turn in their favour. 
Bonaparte instantly dispatched orders to bring up 

- the,  corps under d'Erlon, but ere its arrival the 
French had recovered the village. 	Wellington 
meantime was desirous to relieve the Prussians, but 
he was himself attacked ; and as the fourth corps 
under Bulow had not arrived, Blucher was obliged 
to withdraw from his position at Sombref; and re. 
tire upon Tilly. 	The retreat was effected with the 
same steadiness and precision which had marked 
the retrograde movement on Chalons in the pre- 
ceding campaign. 	In one of the charges of cavalry 
the gallant marshal hid his. horse struck down by a 
cannon shot, and was himself prostrated on the 
ground. 	His aide-de-camp determined to share his 

fate, 
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C H A P. fate, fell'down beside hint, and had the precaution 
XC. to'fling a cloak over him, to Ili-event his being rer 

• 1815. cognised - by the Rena. 	Their cUirassiers •rode 
.. over him ; and it was not until they were repulsed, 

and pursued 'by the Prussian cavalry, that he was 
raised and re-mounted. 	The French did not con- 
tinue the pursuit beyond the heights which their 
antagonist had been constrained to abandon. 

Battle of AT Quatre. Was the French commenced iheir 
Quatre' main attack early in 	the afternoon, 	advancing . 
Bras. . nearly at the same moment on the causeway lead-

ing from Charleroi to Brdssels, and on'the inter- 
secting cross-road from Namur to Nivelles. 	The 
division under general Foy, which was' foremOst, 
was compelled to retreat in disorder, and his first 
brigade was charged and routed by the Highland 
regiments. 	The 42d Highlanders pushed forward 
in line after the fugitives ; but from the nature 
of the ground, covered with high corn, the y ex"-
posed themselves'unawares to a body of hostile ca-
valry, and nearly two companies were cut off be- 
fore thehollow square could be formed. 	The rest 
of the regiment, supported by their gallant country-,

of the 92d, repelled the repeated.charges of 
cavalry, and completely' maintained their ancient 
renowp. 	Ney directed two regiments of cuirassiers 	. 
to advance in a solid 'column against the centre of 
the British position. 	They went at a hand gallop 
down the causeway towards Quatre Bras; but a 
part of the 92d, protected by a cottage and its 
enclosures, received them 	with so severe a fire, 
that joined to the discharge from a battery of two 
guns opposed to them, it threw their entire co- 
lumn into confusion. 	The road was strewn with 
killed and wounded ;, and the remaining horsemen 
fled to the rear of their army. 	The battle was not 
decided, as the French were still superior in force, 
especially in cavalry and artillery. 	About three 
o'clock the duke orWellington came on the field 

with 
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-with the British guards. At this period the French had -C H A p. • 

dispossessed the Belgian 'sharp-shooters from the xc. • 
Bois de Bossu, which enfiladed-the British position. 1815. 
General Maitland, with the guardso  was instantly • 
ordered to recover this wood ; and the service was 
speedily effected ; the French were driven into the 
open field beyond it, from whence a large body of 
cavalry advanced against their 	pursuers. 	The 

.guards retired into the wood, and the French, in at-
tempting to penetrate, were again repulsed; but 
the advantage could not be followed up against the 
strong 	force ,of cavalry...which 	protected them. 
The enemy was steadily repulsed in all his attacks, 
and the British remained masters of then: position. 
in this obstinate conflict they lost many excellent . 
officers ; and they had particularly to deplore their 
gallant ally the duke of Brunswick, who, with his 
brave followers had borne the brunt of theuction; he • 
was shot through the heart in a desperate charge, 
which he headed in person. 	Ney, perceiving WY 
chance of victory, but by an accession of numbers, 
sent to order up the reserve from Frasnes, conceiv- . 
ing it to be placed at his disposal ; on 'finding that 
it had been marched to the right, to support Bona-
parte's attack on St. Amand, he confined himself to 
the efforts necessary to maintain his position. 
• BLUCHER, continuing his retreat, concentrated Blucher 

his army on the Dyle, near Wavre, about six Tw
et

a
rlts

. 
 

leagues to the rear of his former position, and con-
siderably farther disjoined from the line of the duke 
of Wellington's operations. His march was followed 
and observed by Grouchy with the third and 
fOurth corps, and by the cavalry under Pajol. 	Bo- 
naparte, with. the rest of Ins army made a move-
ment to the left, to unite himself with Ney, and at-
tack the English at Quatre Bras. 

to 

. 

THE duke of Wellington, finding it necessary to corres. 
make a movement corresponding with that of Mu- Zonvdiemn gent 
cher, retired upon Genappes, and thence upon Witter. of the Bri- 

ll:XI tish. 
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CHAP. loo the next morning; the 17th, at ten o'clock. The' 
- XC

— 
 . enemy did not attempt td molest his march, though 

I815• - made in the middle of the day, except by following, 
. with a large body of cavalry brought from his right, 
the cavalry under the earl of Uxbridge. 	Near the 
village. of Genappes they attacked the rear of the 
retiring army, when lord Uxbridge ordered the 7th 
hussars to charge their Polish lancers. 	The charge 
was gallantly made ; 	but it 	proved ineffectual 	- 
against a force -Well secured on each flank,-and sup- 
ported by a mass of cavalry in the rear. 	Lord 
Uxbridge then ordered tip the 1st life guards, and, 
these powerful men, with 'their long swords and 
strong horses, bore down the ranks opposed to 

. them, both lancers and cuirassiers, who fled in the 
greatest disorder, and did not again molest the 
retreat. 	. 	 • 

Their Mir iim. THE position occupied by the British, called the 
field of Waterloo, from a village of that name, two 
-miles in the rear, traversed the high-roads leading 
to Brussels from Charleroi and Nivelle, and had its 
right thrown back to a ravine near Merke Braine, 
which was occupied ; its left extended to eheight 
above the hamlet Ter la Haye, which was likewise 
occupied. 	In front of the right centre, and near 
the Nivelle road, • the British occupied the house 
and garden of Hougoumont, which covered the re-
turn of that flank ; and in front of the left centre 
they - occupied, the km of la Haye Sainte. 	BY 
their left they communicated through Ohaim with,  
the 	Prussian 	army at 	Wavre. 	The 	chain of 
heights forming this position, of• which the extent 
was about a mile and a half, corresponds with a si--, 
milar, but somewhat higher chain, running parallels 
and separated by a valley of unequal width, but 
rarely exceeding half a mile. 	The two roads above 
mentioned cross the valley, and unite at the hamlet 
of Mont Saint Jean, considerably in the rear of 
the 43ritish position ; .the farm of Mont Saint Jean,. 

which 
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which must-  be distinguished from the .ainlet, C H A P. 
is much closer in the rear. 	Fronting this point, on xc. 
-tlie opposite eminence, and on the road to Char- . 
leroi, is the little.hin called La Belle Alliance.  

Isis• 

pN the:17th the British were on their. ground Order of 
for the night long before their enemies appeared. battle. 

They were drawn up in two lines : 	their right 
consisted 'of the second and fourth English divi-
sions, the :third and sixth thinoverians, and the 
first Belgians, under lord Hill. 	The centre was 
•composed of the corps of the prince of Orarige, 
with the Brunswickers and troops of Nassau, hay- 

. ing the guards under general Cooke on the right, 
and the division of general Alten on the left. 	The • 
divisions of Picton, Lambert, and Kempt formed 
the left wing. 	The second line was 'formed in all 
instances of the troops least tried in service, or 
which had suffered too severely in the action of the 
16th, to be again exposed to extremity. 	They 

. were placed on the slope of the heights in the 
rear, to be safe from the cannonade of the enemy ; 
but this situation could not shelter them from 
shells thrown over at a venture. 	The cavalry was 
distributed throughout the line; but the greater 
proportion was placed in the left of the centre, to. 
the east of the main' causeway from Charleroi. 
The, farm of la. Haye Sainte, serving as the key of 
the centre, was garrisoned by Hanoverians. 	The 
house and garden of Hougoumont were occupied 

• by a detachment of the guards under lord Saltoun 
and colonel Macdonell ; the wood or park by the 
'sharp-shooters of Nassau. 	The British passed the 
night under arms, exposed to a tempest of light-
sing, thunder, and rain ; from which, however, 
their adversaries suffered more than themselves, as 
they had to march -from Quatre Bras with their 
artillery. 	It was nearly twilight when Bonaparte 
arrived with his advanced guard at the fiirm-house 
of Caillou, about a mile in the rear of la Belle Al- 

. liance. 
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c Tr A P. liance. 	Most of his troops remained-in and near 

• xc'___ Genappes, and were not again marched until the 
1815. ,morning.. 	Thus the British troops had time tb• 

take some food, and prepare thcic arms for duty, 
whilq. the French divisions, as they arrived, were 
disposed along the heights in front of them. 	lio- 
naparte dispatched an aide-de-camp to Grouchy, 
whose corps of observation amounted • to •abon$ 
•85,600 men, to crass the Dyle, and compel the 
main body of the Prussians to a general action, 
hoping that Blucher, being thus engaged, would 
be prevented from interfering with the'operations 
which he meditated against the British. 	On re- 
connoitering their position, 	he is said to have 
expressed unusual surprise and satisfaction on find-
ing that they had. not retreated during .the nights 
and to have exclaimed, while stretching out his 
arm, " I have them then at last, these English !!' 

Position of 
theFrench. 

His line occupied an extent of about two miles ; 
'the left wino. 	ts- was commanded by Jerome, the 
centre by generals lteilLe and d'Erlon, the right 
by count Loki''. 	Soult and Ney acted-  as lieute- 
nants-general, 	Bonaparte himself directing every 
manoeuvre. 	The division under Lobau was kept 
in reserve to oppose the Prussian corps astsoon 0 
they should make their . appearance on the British 
left.. 	. 	• 	.. 	. 	- 	. 

Battle of ABOUT ten o'clock in the morning he cony 
wr  sestoo., . m.  enced a furious attack on the post of Hougow 

mont, on the right of the British centre, accom-
panied by a very heavy cannonade upon their 
whole line, 	which was destined to support the' 
repeated attacks with ,cavalry and infantry, some- 
times mixed and sometimes separate, 	which 1i 
directed 'against it until 	seven in 	the 	evening. 
This mode of onset comprehended rto profound,  
Combination of movement or ingenious display of 
tactics, but it was calculated to put to the test the 
courage and strength of the combatants ; and it 

shewed 
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spewed that, 	aiming at victory, Bonaparte paid c .in n A T. 
no regard to the waste of life by which it might be xc. 
purchased. 	-The -French brigade under general 1815. 

Foy, which attacked Hougoumont, drove the sharp-
shooters of Nassau-out of the:wood iii its front; 
but. their utmost efforts failed to' penetrate the 
court-yard, orchard, and garden. 	At one place 
they dashed through a hedge, which they conceived 
to be the only boundary 711ut they found beyond it 
a garden wall, loop-holed and scaffolded for the use 
of the defenders, who marked and shot down those 
that had passed the hedge. 	The gate of the 
court-yard was for a moment forced open, and 
four or five of the assailants entered ; but they • 
were instantly shot or bayonetted. 	Howitzers 
Were employed against the buildings, which soon 
took fire, and the garrison went forth into*the gar-
den. ,_The fire communicated to a hay-stack, and, 
dreadful, to relate, many of the wounded perished 
in the conflagration. 	The attack and defence 
Were obstinately continued, and, in a small space 
of time, upwards of two thousand men, lay dead 
around this position. 	While the conflict was raging 
here, the rest of Jerome Bonaparte's division made 
a furious assault on the British right. 	Under the 
fire of the artillery and sharp-shooters, heavy bodies 
of cuirassiers and lancers advanced, supported by 
close columns of infantry, ready to deploy into line 
when the desired impression should be made. 	To 
resist this formidable mode of attack, the duke of 
Wellington had formed his baltalions into separate 
squares, each side of which was four men deep. 
These squares were arranged alternately, so that 
each of those 'in the rear covered the interval 
between two of those in front. 	The artillery was 
placed on suitable positions in the intervals, and 
light troops were detached in front to oppose the 

but destructive fire of the French tirail-,desultory 
INrs. 	The guards and Brunswickers, disposed in 

this 
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C IT A P. this order of battle,.presented so snail a surface to xc• the eye, that the enemy's cuirassiers went to work 

1815. with them with the fullest confidence; they were 
received with a steady fire at the distance of ten 

• yards, which threw them into' confusion. 	Some, 
recovering from their surprise, 	rode up to -the 	. 
bayonets, cut at the soldiers, and fired their pistols 
at the officers, in the how of creating sortie con- 
fusion, 	by which their • comrades might profit. 
Others rode at ,Tandom in the open spaces, and 
were mowed down by the crossing fires: 	In no 
instance could they make an impression ; and at 
length the enemy were compelled to convert their 
attack on the right into a fire of artillery. 	The 
British, to diminish its destructive effect, deployed. 
into line and lay down on the ground, forming 
squares again with the greatest coolness and promp-
titude when new charges of cavalry were attempted. 
The repulse, of these attacks enabled them tot,hrow 
succours into Hougoumont.  

. 
th  
RePulse of 

e French 
cavalry. 

MEANTIME Bonaparte had organised a combined 
attack on the centre and left of 	duke of Wel- 
lington's positiori, with columns of infantry and 
cavalry. 	The post of la Haye Sainte was stormed>  
and finally carried by the enemy, who bayonetted .  
the 	Hanoverians stationed 	to• defend it; 	these 
gallant men, having expended their ammunition, 
fbught with their swords until they were extermi- 
nated. 	The French cavalry now renewed their 
effbrts to break the.11ritish centre, and 'were-for a 
moment partially successful, having cut down some 
Dutch troops ere they could form the hollow 
square. 	At this crisis sir Thomas. Picton, instead 
of awaiting the charge, led on his division to .at-
tack with the bayonet the Advancing columns of 
infantry and cavalry. 	They were driven down the 
causeway in mingled disorder ; but a ball through 
the head here terminated. the career of the gallant 
Pielon. 	The British heavy cavalry rustled from 

. 	 their 
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their station in the rear, to attack those of the 

48I, 
C H A P. 

enemy who were advancing against thp British in- xc. 
fantry. 	In this assault the Scots. Greys greatly . 
distinguished. themselves, and the life guards, by 
the weight and fury of their charge,- hurled a regi-
ment of cuirassiers over a broken and precipitous 
bank into the 'causeway, where they lay. rolling 
over each - other, exposed to a destructive fire of 
musketry and artillery. • Reinforcements were sent 
forward by Napoleon, and,. while the infantry 'con.: 

1815. 

tinned engaged, 	a general cavalry action took 
place, in which the British dragoons proved them-
selves superior to the.  brass-breasted cuirassiers of 
the French, and repulsed them, taking two eagles, 
and nearly three thousand prisoners, who were im-
mediately sent off, under an 'escort, to Brussels. 
Following the pursuit too far, however,. the British 
sustained considerable loss, and, among otlier gal-
lant officers, had to deplore sir William Ponsonby, 
who was slain by -the Polish lancers. 	It was now 
five o'clock, and while the battle still raged in every . 
part of .the field, the advanced troops of the Prus-
sians under Billow, consisting of two brigadd of 
infantry and one of cavalry, began to emerge from 
the woods of Saint Lambert, on the .British left, 
and threatened the flank and rear of Bonaparte's 
right wing. 	They were immediately oppoged• by 
the French reserve under count Lobau, and seemed 
to shicked their advance, as if waiting for the coin- 
ing up of their main army. 	The British continued 
to sustain alternate charges of cavalry and infantry, 
and destructive cannonades, along their whole line. 
Hougoumont was again closely pressed and invested; 
the farm of la Haye Sainte was obstinately main-
tained by the enemy, notwithstanding the shower 
of shells which the English threw into it from the 
heights. 	The duke of Wellington, regardless of i.,Efxt

elli
ehretiodiu

ng_
le 

Personal danger, hastened to every point where the of  w 
varying tide of battle demanded his presence ; he ton. 

VOL. yr. 	 1 1 	 rallied 
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C H A P. 

xc. rallied the regiments, which appeared 	to give 
ground, animated by his example those which 

ism stood firm, and repeatedly threw himself into• the 
squares when about to be .charged by the enemy's 
horse. 	At one moment the fortune of :the day in- 
clineildn favour of the French. 	The whole cavalry 
of Napoleon's guard, in a furious onset, drove 
back not only the sharp-shOoters, who skirmished 
in front 	the squares, but ago the' artillerymen, 
'and' seized thirty pieces of cannon. 	Before they 
could secure their prize, .the duke charged them 
in person .with three battalions of English and three 
of Brunswickers, and compelled them to abandon 

- the artillery.  
Bonaparte 
brings up 
leis imperial 
guard. 

JUDGING, from the havoc made . among them, 
that the British, must now. be  weal 	of resistance, 
and being anxious to strike a decisive blow before 
the Piussians should arrive, Bonaparte, about seven 
o'clock, brought up the infantry of his celebrated 
guards,' to 	break, 	by a: furious and 	sustained 
charge, through the centre of the British At Mont 
St...Jean.. He himself moved from la Belle Alliance 
to 'a spot in the causeway, about ta'lf way down 
the height, and, as the men marched past him, 
pointed' to,,the ridge which they were to assault, 
and said; 	gg  There, ' gentlemen, is the road to 
Brussels.' 	He assured them that the. hostile in- 
fantry and cavalry were destroyed, and that the 
artillery defending the heights might be easily 

' carried by a coup-de•main. 	The advanced division 
of this formidable body consisted of four regiments 
of the middle guard; it was sustained by four 
regiments of the old guard, all veteran grenadiers, 
the flower of the French army. 	Led on by Ney 
in person, they marched up confidently amidst 
strains of warlike music and shouts of Vine 1' empe• 
reur ./ while the Brunswick sharp-shooteis, acting 
as skirmishers, retired before them. 	From the re. 

• sistance whiCh they encountered; A well as from 
eager 
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eagerness and precipitancy in their progress, the c Vc.P. 
columns lost their interval, and became confounded ,— 

1"5. 
 

• in one.  mass as they approached the ridge of the 
nil). 	Here they were received by lord Wellington 
in person, Who called out to the foot-guards, then 
stretched on the ground to avoid the artillery, 

• 44  Up, guards, and at them !:' 	This welcome call 
was answered with loud acclamations ; the order 
was instantly obeyed, and not a Frenchman op- • 

•posed to them waited to cross bayonets. 	The dirclabraeck. 
assailing columns turned and fled in utter con- - 
fusion ; general Friant Was -killed, and Ney, struck 
from his horse, endeavoured, • sword in hand, to 
rally them; but all in vain. 	The old guard pre- 
served their squares to cover the retreat ; 	they 
were _charged by the British cavalry, and entirely • 
cut to pieces. • At this time, when the thickdning 
cannonade on the. French right, and the appear-
ance of squadrons and battalions emerging from 

I  

-the woods announced that the Prussians were coin- • 
ing up in•full force, the pritish army was ordered 

advance to the charge, the centre being formed 947,eYes. 
in line, and.  the battalions op the flanks in squares 
for their security : the duke of Wellington, with 
nis hat in his hand,. red on the whole.. 	Reanimated 
with the hope. of victory, the men seemed to have 
forgot all their former toil and hardship ;. and the 
accidental circumstance of a bright sunset' after a 

Die finish

to 

• day of clouds and rain, cheered their spirits as they 
moved .onward; while the enemy;  exhausted by 
their own repeated and unsuccessful attacks, scarcely 
waited • the charge. 	Their first line was thrown 

•back upon and• mingled with the second ; all at- Th etoFzencik 
tempts•at order and regularity, were abandoned; r°  
the panic spread rapidly ; and the whole .army, 
pressed by the British in front, and by the Prus-
sians oil the right flank and in the rear, gave way 
at-all points, and fled in irretrieable confusion. 

BONAPART4 had already left the field. 	While Bonaparte 

a 
	s 1 1 2 	 watchin 	2  ii
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C H A P. xc. watchingthe progress of his guards in their last  . 

attack, he was informed that the troops under Lo- 
1815* bau were giving way before the Prussians; but he. 

persisted in affirming that Grouchy must be so close 
in the rear of these assailants as to prevent their 
attack from becoming formidable ; and he directed . 
his whole attention to-the moveinent on the British 
centre. 	On seeing the columns recoil, he observed 
hastily, " They are mixed together ;" and when 
their confusion and rout, became 'more .apparent, • 
he said to his attendants, -" It is finished now ; we 
must save ourselves." • Attended by five 'or six 
officers, and a peasant who acted as guide, he 
galloped across the field of battle to the left, and 
hastened through Charleroi to- Philippeville, which 
he reached next day, and hiving there given di-
rections •tó rally his broken army at Auesnes, he 
travelled post to Paris. 	. 

Ferctive THE victory was rendered complete by the de- 
:VTthe cisive operation. of -the Prussians. on the enemy's• 
Prussians. left flank. 	On the 17th. Blucher had 'stationed 

general Thielman at Wavre with one division of 
his army to oppose Grouchy, and thus mask his 
own • lateral movement •thronsh Ohaim and the 
defiles of Saint Lambert with the other three di- 
visions. 	Thielman obstinately defended his post 
until next day, and then gradually fell back, while 
his opponent, exulting in a victory gained within 
six leagues of Brussels, prepared to follow it up, , 
and did not discover his mistake before night, when 
news arrived of the total defeat of his master. 
Having debouched near the village of Frischer-
mont, rather in the 'rear than on -the flank of Bo-
naparte's army, the Prussian Columns Wile into• 
action about half-past 	seven. 	General Ziethen 
charged the enemy's right flank near the village 
of Smouhen ; it was speedily broken : the rest of 

• the Prussians rushed forward, and at the same time 
the whole English line advanced. 	The victorious 

. 	 allies 
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allies speedily approlimating, hailed each other C H A P. 
with Loud cheers ; and by a singular coincidence, 
the duke of 'Wellington and the prince marshal ex- 
changed their congratulations near the post of La 

xc. 
. 	1815. 

Belle Alliance. 	As. the British and -Prussians were 
now On the same road, and the former, after a 
conflict of twelve hours, were much fatigued, .the 
duke readily relin'quislied the charge of pursuit to 
his gallant colleagues  who declared that he would 
continue it throughout the-night, and gave orders 
to send the last horse and the last man' after. the 
enemy. 	In this pursuit the Prussians took about 
150 pieces of cannon, Bonaparte's travelling equi-
page,- and the whole materiel and baggage of the 
army. 	An equal number of artillery had been 
taken by the British. 	• 

IN a. battle fought with 'such bravery and de- Loos sus- 

termination on both sides,"the loss cotdd .not. fail 
to be severe. 	On the side of the victors nearly 

:1`. ,2encedontt. 

.one hundred officers were killed, ana more than 
five hundred wounded: 	The total of killed and 
wounded exceeded 13,000 men, exclusive ••of the 
Prussians. 	The loss of the French must have been 
tremendous, thbugh it could not be •exadtly cal- 
culated. 	1,t, is 	supposed that they left' at least 
20,000 men dead on the field. 	The prisoners did 
not exceed 7000; among whom were count Lobau 
and genegal Cambrone. 	Being pursued after the 
battle by a fresh and inveterate enemy,.their num-
bers Must have been greatly thinned, not only by 
slaughter, but desertion ; and to this circumstance 
it must be owing, that of the 150,000 inert with 
whom 'Bonaparte 'commenced this campaign of 
four nays, not a third part remained in arms. This 
decisive victory was mainly owing to the valour 
of the British troops, and to the well-merited con-
fidence which they reposed in the skill and judg- 
ment of their heroic commander. 	They resisted 

• 

With lion-hearted intrepidity the furious attacks 
I 1 3 	. 	inces. 
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xc. C x A P. incessantly made upon 'them ; their ardour height- 
ened as the danger increased, and -when the word 

1815. of onset was given, they charged and overthrew 
the chosen :legions of France in the presence of 
the distinguished captain who bad so often con- 
ducted• those 	veterans 	to .Conquese, 	The ' final . 
triumph was secured by the cordial co-operation of 
the. Prussians, • and it.led to more important conse- • 
quences than have resulted from any battle in . mo- 
dern times. 	 . 

Bonaparte 	B6NAPARTE arrived at Paris on the -nidht•of the 
arrives in 	 rn 
Paris. 	QUth, and the extent of his disaster was soon made 

known. The two chambers hastily assembled, and 
after some discussion declared 'their iittingi per- 
manent., denouncing all attempts to dissolve them 
to be chargeable with. high-treason. 	Many of the 
members, especially those of the republican party, 

. made rio .scruple to avow that Napoleon was the 
sole obstacle: between the nation and peace. 	in 
this critical juncture his adherents suggested va-• 
rious projects, and even prOposed that• he should 
dissiilve the mutinous assembly with an armed force, 
and assume the dictatorship. 	Exhausted by bodily 
fatigue, mental anxiety, and loss of sleep, he dis- 
played little of his wonted onergy,.aud his vacil- 
lation was sue]) as to cause Lucien to say, that the 
smoke of the battle of Mont Saint Jean had wined' 
his brain. 	On the morning of the .622d4the cham- • 
ber of representatives assembled to receive .his act 
of abdication, as a measure which all now consi- 
dered •indispensably necessary for the• salvation of 
the country. 	They were informed that in 	an .half 
hour they would receive such ii. message as would 
be agreeable to their. wishes. 	A long interval of 
feverish impatience elapsed, during which Crochon, 
one of the members, proposed, that to soften the 
allies; France should disclaim all views of foreign 
conquest; .a proposal, which, even in this perloc1 of . 
awful suspense, suspense, disturbed the'gravity of 	e sth

onbly. 
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sembly. 	At length the minister of police appeared c i A 1. 
with a dpclaration; in which Bonaparte announced XC. 

1815. that his political life was terminated, and pro- 
claimed his son, emperor of the French, by the 
title of Napoleon the Second. 	The representatives 
voted to him an address of thanks for the sacrifice 
which he had' made, and it was pregented by the 
president Lanjuinais .at the head'of a deputation: 

Abdicates* 

Eluding any expres•recognition of the young Na-
poleon, both chambers proceeded to nominate a 
provisional government, of which the members 
were Carnot, Fouche, Caulaincourt, Grenier, and 
9ainette. 	•Bonaparte issued a kind df farewell- 
proclamation to the army • soon Mee which he 
was required to take up his abode at Malmaison, 
where he occupied himself in preparing for a, voy- 
age to America. 	On the 29th of.Tune•he set out Departs for 
for Rochefort, accompanied by general Beker, a Rochefort. 

 
Member of the chamber of deputies, whose orders 
were to see him speedily embarked on board a 
small squadron which the provisional government 
had assigned foi his conveyance. 	• 

THE victorious generals were meantime advancing' Advance of 
rapidly on Paris, without giving time for their an- awrIaBirton 
tagonists to recover from the tremendous shock cher. 	. 
Which. they, had sustained. 	The French fgund it 
impossible . to make a stand at Avesnes, and it.was 
only at Mezieres that Soult *as enabled to collect 
about 4000 stragglers, with whom ' he withdrew 
under the walls of Laon. 	He was there joined by 
about 20,000 men, under Grouchy and Vandamme, 
who had. effected their retreat from .Wavre by 
sacrificing their rear at Namur. 	'On the second 
day of the battle, Blucher was under the walls of 
Avesnes, which •he carried by escalade, taking 45' 
pieces of cannon. 	He continued his march upon 
Laon, taking St. Quentin in his route.- 	The. duke 
of Wellington, keeping the niore northern road to 
Paris, entered .the French territory on the. 20th, 

i 1 4 	 having 
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C H A.P. having issued a general order, apprising the soldiers ' xo. -that in marching through the dominions of an ally 

1815. to the respective sovereigns of the unionr they were 
to observe the strictest discipline. 	This order was 
so well obeyed, that the inhabitants of the country, 
on the route acknowledged that the British :paid . 
more respect to public and private' property than 
hal ever Marked the conduct even of their own 
troops. 	Cambray surrendered on the 24th to a 
detachment under general Colville; soon afterwards, 
the king of France made 'his public entry there, 
and was received with great rejoicing. 	The strong 
fortress of Veronne was reduced on the 9.6th by a 
a force under keneral Maitland. 	hi the delay oc- 
casioned by the capture of these two towns, Blucher 
gained a day's , march in. advance. 	At Villars- 

. Coteret, the corps under Souk and -Grouchy made 
a desperate' attack on the Prussian centre, 'in the 
hope of breaking through and forcing their way to 
Paris. 	The attack miscarried, with the loss of six 
guns and a thousand prisoners ; but the French 
generals, by a rapid movement to t'be right, eluded 

-the attempts made to, intercept them, and crossing 
the Marne, gained the road to Paris through Meaux. 
About ,this time commissioners were sent from 

overtures 
from the 
French pro- 
visional go- 
vernment. 

Paris by the provisional government, to announce.  
to tile Prussian and English generals, theabdicatioli 
of Bonaparte, and to solicit an armistice. 	They 
were directed to repair to Ilaguenau, where the 
alliqd sovereigns,- at the head of a large army, held 
their head-quarters. 	Three Austrian armies had 
crossed the Rhine, at Manheim, Philifisberg, and 
Grenzach ; a foiirth had crossed the Arve near 
Geneva, and a part of the forces which had defeated 
Murat, were advancing from Italy, under general 
Bubna. 	The grand Russian army, with many 
Prussian, Austrian, and other German troops, at 

. the head of which 'Were the, emperors of Austria 
. and Russia and the king of Prussia, had crossed the 

Rhine 
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Rhine at Spires, and were advancing by the route 
of' Haguenau and Saarebourg. 	The duke of Wel- 

c H A- p. xc. 
)ington crossed the Oise on the 29th and 30th, and Isis
marshal Blucher, gassing the Seine at Saint Germain, 
advanced to the heights of Meudon, having his left 
wing at St. Cloud, and his reserve at Versailles. Paris in_ 
By a combined movement, thb duke of Wellington vested' 
also passed the Seine,, near Argenteuil, and, thus.  
Paris was completely invested on its defenceless side. 
He might have increased the alarm and distress in 
the capital. by intercepting provisions ; but to the 
grateful astonishment of the Parisians, the usual 
supplies for their Markets reached their destination 
in safety, after having been' permitted to traverse 
the hostile camp. 	The corps of Vandamme and 
Girard, consisting of about 25,000 infantry, and 
10,000 cavalry; lay in the plain of Montrouge, the 
cavalry occupying the Bois de Boulogne. 	Grouchy, 
with a part of the troops brought frolic). -Laon, cones 
tinned- to garrison Montmartre. 	By a combined 
operation- of generals Excelman and Fire, ;the 
French obtained possession•of Versailles ; but they 
were speedily expelled by a superior 	force of 
Prussians. 	A general council of war vvas*held in 
Paris on the night.of the 2d of July; the result of 
which was, that a deputation was sent the next day 
to St. Cloud, to treat with the commissioners of the 
allied generals for the surrender of the City. 	It was capituia- 
ao-breed that the capitulation, should be a military don. 
convention 	withdut 	any 	reference' to 	political ' 
questions. 	Its 	principal terms were, 	that 	the. 
French army should on the following day com-
mence its march to take up a position behind the 
Loire, and completely evacuate Paris in'three days; 
that all the fortified posts• and the barriers should 
be given up ; that public property,. with the'excep-
tion of that relating to war, should be respected ; 
that private persons and property should be equally 
respected; and that all individuals in the capital, 

should 
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xc. should continue to enjoy their rights and liberties, 
without being disturbed or called to account, either 
as to situations held by. them, or as to their conduct 
or political opinions. 	. 	• . 

1815. 

Return of 
Louis xviii. 

On the 7th of July, the national guards at the 
several barriers of Pdris delivered up their posts to 
the allies, and their various forces of cavalry, 
infantry, and artillery, to the number of about 
50,000 men, were distributed with all the.  pre-
cautions %necessary to prevent insurrection in a 
captured, town. 	The chambers; which had con- 
tinued to deliberate after the signature of the 
convention, were obliged to separate, and their hall 
was closed by order . of the • commander of • the 
national guard.. On the 8th, Louis XVIII. made 
his public entey,. attended 'by-a large body of tile 
national.guard, and the royal volunteers, as Well.as 
by his household troops: 	In the rear pf these 
§oldiers .came a numerous etat major, among whom 
were marshals Victor, Marmont, Macdonald, Ou-
ilink, Gouvion St. Cyr, Moncey, and Lefebvre. 
The monarch was received with acclamations by a 
°Teat concourse of citizens, and was once more in- 
stalled in the palace of his ancestors. 	He had now 
to enter upon the difficult task of conciliating a 
people, who, however disposed to venerate his.mild 
and amiable qualities, could not fOrget the humili-
ating, disasters which preceded his restoration. 

Bonaparte ON the same 'day, Bonaparte, urged by general 
received on' 
board the Beker to hasten his departure, embarked at Rocfie- 
Bellero- 
phon. 

fort, on board la Saale, a small French frigate, 
which with the 	was destined to convey hint 
to America. 	The wind was fair', but a British than 
of war, the Bellerophon lay in sight, and rendered 
escape impossible. 	After devising and relinquish- 
ing various schemes to..get.  to sea, he -sent a flag of 
truce to the commodore of the British squadron, 
requesting permission to pass, which was positively 
4fused. 	He then sent two officers of his suite, 

Las 
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Las Casas and.Lallemand, to make proposals to cap.. c H A P Lain Maitland ; whose reply, was that he had. no au xc. 
thority to grant terms of any sort, and that ail. he 
could do was to convey Bonaparte and his'suite to 

1815. 	. 

England, to.124 received in such manner as his royal 
highness the• prince regent should deem expedient. 
On fhb morning of the 15th, Bonapaite left the 
isle of Aix, and presented himself, with his suite;. 
on b'oard the Bellerophcin, which immediately sailed 
for Torbay. 	Tlit decision of the British goverg- 
ment in concert with the allies was, that the captive • . 
shorilcl be conveyed to .the island•of St. Helena in Conveyed 
the Southern Atlantic, to reside there as a state- 
prisoner under the inspection of commissioners ap- 
pointed by each of the confederate powas. 	He 
and his attendants were accordingly transferrpd on 
the 7th of Augtist to the Northumberland, and 
next 'day that ship proceeded on her &stifled 
voyage.  

agrisa:taer  te  prisoner to 
St. 'Helena. 
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CHAP. X C.I. 

Parliamentary proceedings. —Subsidies to .the Allies. - 
Budget:— Parliamentary and national rewards for the. 
victory of 4fihterloo.— Marriage of the duke of Cumber- 

-nand, and rejection of 	bill for increasing his income. .the 
—prorogation.— Werks of art- and other trophies at 
L'aris 	reclaimed 'by 	the 	allies. — Conditions of. peace 
granted to France; —New ministry on the restoration of 
Louis XVIII. — Ordinance against offcers guilty of de-
fection.t- Change in the cabinet.—Execution of marshal 
Ney.— Fate of „Murat.— Suppression of revolt in Mar-
tini0e and Guadaloupe.-1PConstitution of the kingdom of 

• the Netherlands. — Great Britain protectress of the Ionian 
republic. — .Duchy of Warsaw united -to Bussict.—* Acqui-
sitions of Prussia from Saxony and De'nma'rk.— German 
confedetation.— Affairs of Spain.— Unsuccessful revolt 
of Porker.—Charge in the cabinet of Madrid--East 
India affairs. — War in Nepaul. — Annexation of Ceylon 
to the Dritishdominion.§. 

• . 	 ' 
C H A P. 

xCI. IN reverting to the proceedings in parliament, we •  . 	. 
find that little opposition was made to the 

1815. measures rendered necessaryby the sudden renewal 
Farlia-, 
proceed- 
ings. 

mentary  of war. 	On the 22d of May, a message was de- 
livered to both houses from the prince 'regent, 
followed by documents relative to the engagenfents 
concluded with the allies. 	When the subsidies came 
under the consideration of the hou'se of commons, 
lord- Ca-stlereaili .stated that Austria; Russia, and 
Prussia, were all prepared to - contribute to the 
common cause a much larger force than they had 
engaged for, and that several of the inferior powers 
were also to furnish very considerable,contingents. 

subsidies 
to the allies, 

The proportions were : Austria, .300,000; Russia, 
245,000 

 ; 
Prussia, 9236,000; states of Germany, 

10 	 150,000 
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150,000 ; Great Britain, 50,000 ; Holland, *50;000': C n A. P 
making a total of 1,011,000 men. 	As se only __xm. 
furnished 50,000, we were to pay for 100;000, which  
would require 2,500,000/. 	An equal sum was to be 
applied in aid of the confederacy,. in such manner as 
would be calculated to produce tbes most general 
satisfaction. 	To make, good the engagements with 

1815, 

Austria, Rtissia, and' Prussia, he moved for a grant 
• of five* millions, which was carried by a majority 
of 160 votes to 17. 	• 

ON the 14th of June, N.V. hen the budget was pros Budget. 
duced, the amount' of supplies for the -year, ex-
clusive of the Irish .proportiOn of 9,760,814l was 
stated ; at 79,968,1121. 	To meet this enormous 
demand, the property-tax and other war-taxes were 
continued, and were taken at twenty-two millions ; 
the other principal ways and means being a vote 
of credit for sii.millions, and two loans for forty-
five millions. 

IMMEDIATELY after the glorious victory of Wa- 
.terloo, a message from the prince regent recom- tt 

nook. to' 
e duke

. 
 or 

mended . an additional provision for the duke of ton land.  

Wellington, as a proof of the opinion entertained 11311u 
by parliament of his transeendant services, and as 
a mark of the gratitude and munificence of the 

. 

British nation. 	This call was unanimously an- 
swered by a grant of 200,0001.. in addition to the 
former rewards- by which his extraordinary merits 
had been acknowledged. 	The thanks of both 
houses were afterwards voted to his grace, and to 
many officers of distinction in his army ; to marshal 
Blucher and the Prussian army, and to the allied 
troops under the duke's command. 	In addition to 
these parliamentary acknowledgements, the.services 
of the British troops were, commemorated with 
various honourable marks of distinction. 	All the 
regiments of cavalry and infantry engaged u the 
battle, were allowed to bear on their colours and 
appointments, the word WATERLOO; an extensive 

pro. 
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c If A P. xcf. promotion took place among the officers, and the 

men were permitted to account two years for that 
1815. victory, in reckoning their services' for increase of 

pay, or for pension 'Mien digcharged.. 	But the 
waterloo 
a criP bsn. 	- 	• 

most splendid and substantial monument of national 
gratitude .was the public subscription for the relief 
of the wounded, and of the relatives of those 'wliO 
fell in the ,battle, which very speedily rose to the 
amount of half a million sterling. 	This munificient - 
fund was employed in securing life annuities tcrthe 

. widow' of the killed, and to soldiers disabled by 
loss of limbs; and in antluitiesTor limited periods, 
for the maintenances and suitable education of 
orphan children. ..In cases where annuities were 
not applicable, donations were given.to the wounded 
officers and soldiers, and to the parents and other 

. dependent relatives of the killed who had left no 
children. 	. 	 . 

Marriage 
of the duke 
of Cumber- 
land• 

ON the 27th of June, a message from the prince 
regent announced to both houses, the -matriage of 
the duke of Cumberland with the relict of the 

Bill for in- prince of Salms Braunfels. 	A motion was made in 
incomesing  his the house of commons for an addition* to the duke's 
jected. income; but as it appeared in' the subsequent 

debates, that the queen had expressed strong ob-
jections to the union, an amendment tending to 
throw out the proposed bill was carried by 126 

Prorog- Votes against' 1.25. 	Yarliament was prorogued on 
84". 	' the 11th of July, by a speech .from the throne, in 

. which the prince regent, after recapitulating the 
events which had led to so glorious a termination of 
the war, trusted that there would be no relaxatipn in 
the exertions, necessary to estapfish the  permanent 
peace and security of Europe. 

Workftof WHILE the aegociationsfor that object were ill 
art and 
other tro- 
pbies at 

progress 	those states which had suffeted from the r  
depredations of Bonaparte,.lost no time in reclaim- 

Paris re- 
claimed by 
the allies, 

ing the national monuments and works of art, of 
which he had deprived them. 	'Blucher recovered 

the 
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the spoils, not only of Berliti and Potsdam, but of C H A P. 
Aix la Chapelle and Cologne. - Through the sup- xct 
port of the British government, the king of. the . 1815. 

Netherlands' obtained the restitution of the va-
luable painting belonging to the Belgian churches. 
The.  Austrians -carried 	 ack  to Venice the cele-
brated Coriiithian horses ; the pope received the 
products of art and literature which• had been 
taken away from Rome ; and the other Italian 
states recorred their lOs1 treasures.  
: ;THE termsof peace.were.setfled in October, in Conditions 
fourireaties or conventions, founded on those of of peace' 

Chaumont and Vienna ; but including stipulations 
of a nature to restrain France from. disturbing the 
tranquillity of .the continent, and in some degree 
to indemnify the victors for the expenses of the 

France.. 

•campaign. 	Fiance ceded to the allies Landau, 
Saar-Louis, 	Philiptievillc, 	and 	Aftirienburg, Nyith 

' certain portions of territory. 	She ceded Versoy 
to the Helvetic confederation, engaged to demo-
lish the works of Huninguen, and to erect no 
others within 'a distance • of three * leagues from 
"Basle. 	She .relinq.uMed her rights to the princi- 
pality of Monaco. 	She • retained Avignon, the 
Venaissin, 'and the county of Mont Belliard. 	She 
engaged to pay to the allied powers, by way of 
indemnity for the expense of their last armaments, 
the sum of 700 millions 'of francs. 	She gave up, 
for .the temporary occupation of an allied army of 
450,000 men, the fortresses of Conde, Valenciennes, 
Bouchaih, Cambray, Le Quesnoy, Maubeuge, Lan-
drecies, Avesnes, Rocroy, Givet, Mezieres, Sedan, 

. Montmedy, Thionville, Longwy, Buche, and the 
tete-de-pont of Fprt Louis. 	The artily, occ,tpying 
these fortresses, upder the command of. a general 
chosen by the allied powers, was to be maintained 
solely at the expense of France. 	The duration of 
the military occupancy was fixed at five yea's, with 
a ri understanding that, at' the expiration of three 

YearS 
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C H A P. years, the allied sovereigns, having considered the x CI. situation of affairs, and -the advances made-  in the 

1815. restoration of order and tranquillity.  in Trance, 
might come . to a common decision* with 'its so- 
.vereign,whether the term might not be shortened. 
Of the pecuniary indemnity of 7700 millions aof 
fi•ancs, the slim of 187 millions was • set apart for 
fortifying4tlie north-easterp frontier of the Nether- 
lands and Germany. 	Twelve 'millions and a half 
were to be divided among the statesof Spain., Por-
tugal, alEieninark, and. Skvit?erland, which, though 
prevented.by the rapid course of events from bring-
ing up their troops, were, nevertheless, parties to 
thesleague. 	For the corresponding reason, the sum 
of fifty millions was :specially assigned to be di-
vided between "Great Britain and PrusSia, upon 
whom the burthen of the war bad. chiefly fallen.. 
Of the residue; being about 500 millions, Prussia, 
Ittissia, Austria, and England, were each to receive' 
one fifth; and the other states, which had acceded 
to the treaty of the 25th of March, were to receive 
the remaining fifth, to..  be divided among ;them 
according to the number of troops. supplied by 
each power. 	The sum. of fifty millions was fixed 
for the pay and other necessaries of -the army.of 
occupation, which was placed under the command 
of the duke of Wellington as generalissimo.' 

Retrospect 
of French 
affairs. 

THE affairs of France •may now demand a brief 
retrospect. 	On the day after his restoration, Louis 

July 9. XVIII., anxious to form a ministry wlicch.rniglit 
inspire confidence in all parties, appointed Talley-
rand secretary for foreign affairs ; -baron Louis 
minister of finance ; Fouche secretary of state for 
the department of police ' • Pasquier for that of jus-
tice ; St. Cyr for that of wari and the duke de 

Ordinance Richelieu for that of the household. 	On the. 24th 
of the 29th 
July. 

of July he issued an ordinance, declaring that 
thirty-eight peers, who had accepted °seats in the 
chamber summoned by Bonaparte, bad forfeited 

their 
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their dignity. 	Another ordinance *of the same c H A P. 
date contained .a list of generals and officers whet 	xci. 
.6etrayed the king before the 23d of March, or 	1815. 
who attacked France and the government by force 
of arms : they were all ordered to•be arrested and 
brought ,before courts martial. 	In a second and.  
more numerous list were inserted the names, of 
'persons •who were ordered to quit Paris within 
three days, and reside in the interior under inspec- 
tion, until the chambers' slibuld 	decide ,whether 
they were to depart from the kingdom, or be pro- 
secuted. 	Measures Ivere at the same time adopted 
for suppressing the factious disorders 'which still 
subsisted in the provinces, and various restrictions 
wereimposed on the public press. A proclamation 
wits • issued on the 11th of August for disbanding • 
the army, and for organising it on such principles 
as might render it a truly national forces 	It was 
long ere a semblance of tranquillity could be re-
stored in some ,of the departments; and that of 
the Garde in particular continued 'to be agitated 
by furious dissensions between the catholics and 
protestants until a late period of the year. 	At 
Nismes a sanguinary scene took place, which threat-
ened to revive the horrors of St. Bartholomew. 

THE rising influence of the royalists soon pro- Change in 
duced a change in the cabinet ; and on the resign- the cabinet. 

ation of Talkyrand, Fondle, and some of their 
adherents, the duke de Richelietrwas placed at tlw 
head of administration ; Des Cazes was appointed 
minister of‘police ; Barba Marbois, ministet of jus,  
tice ; and Coiwetto, minister of finance. 	The .pro- 
clamation of the '24th July, which had already been 
acted upon in the instance of Labedoyere, was now 
enforced against marshal Ney, who, having been 
accidentally discovered in his retirement, was tried 
for high treason, 	'ottlid guilty, and sentenced to be 
executed. 	Ile died with 'firmness, much regretted 	Execution 

bY numbers of his who  country men, who had hoped o
N
f
e
marsital 

that  VOL. VI. 	' 	K K 	 • 	 , 	1 x.Ye , 7, 
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C H A P. that, since Vonaparp was permitted to escape, the 
xet. 	.royal clemency might have been exercised in favour 
1815. 	of this brave but misguided soldier. 	It 	h 

. i 	t 

Fate of 	• His fall had been preceded by that of a man no 
mu' 	less distinguished for personal valour, y4?ho had 

once held" a pre-eminent rank among the_ marshals 
of France. 	Murat 'had resided in obscurity near 
Toulon, until the events succeeding the battle of 
Waterloo rendered that retreat ' nb longer safe; 
when, after eucounterini; many perils, he made his 
retreat in an open boat to Corsica. 	The Austrians 
and the English had reinstated Ferdinand IV. in 
the throne of Naples, and, 'after obliging Caroline, • 
the ex-queen, . to surrender the property of the 
crown of Sicily, had affbrded her a residence in ile 
Austrian 	dominions. 	In 	September,' proposals 
were made to Joachim, that he should assume the 
name of a private person ; that he should Choose 
his abode either in Bohemia, Moravia, or Upper 
Auhria ; that he should engage knot to quit those 
states without the express consent of the emperor ; 
and that, on these conditiong, he should receive 
passports to proceed to Trieste, for the purpose of 
joining his wife and family. 	.He rejected this 
overture, and undertook, in imitation of Bonaparte, 
an expedition for the recovery off his kingdom. 
HAving collected about 400 followers, and pur- ' 
chased five small vessels, with a quantity of arms 
qnd ammunition; he put to sea, with the intention 
of,disefnbarking at Salerno. 	His flotilla was dis- 
persed'by a storm ; and, when he landed at Pizzo, 
on the 8th of October, he could only muster about 
thirty officers. 	Disappointed in ' his hope of ex- 
eking a revolt among the people, he collected 
horses and proceeded towards Monteleone.. 	He 
was overtaken halfway by a very strong party, 
and, after fighting desperately, broke through his 
pursuers with about twerve of his party, and hot-
enect to the beach, expecting to regain his felucea ; 

• but 
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but its commander, Marti-led at the firing; had put 
to sea. ' He was seized by some fishermen, and 

'CHA r. 
xci. _____, 

conveyed before general Nanziante, the.command- 
ant of Calabria. 	On the 15th, pursuant to orders 
from Naple, he was 'tried by .court-martial, and 
found guilty of haIving attempted to excite rebel- 
lion and Civil war. 	Sentence of 'dedth was pro- 
nounced upon him, and executed on the same 
day., 	He behaved on this occasion with his wonted 
coigne; placed•on his'breast a picture of his wife, 
reflised to have his eyes bandaged, received six 
balli through his bead, and .expired without' a 
groan. 	It has been observed, that if his conduct 
at  Paris in the revolutionary massacres, and at 

Isis. 

Madrid after the usurpation, could be forgotten, 
he might deserve from posterity a •fltirer fame than 
his patron. 	As a king he conferred 'Many benefits 
on hiA subjects, and was generous and hospitable in 
his intercourse with strangers; .as a warrior, he led 
his men in person against the cannon to which he 
exposed them ; and ifs a genera!, he never forsook 
his army until it abandoned him. 

IN the French West Indiaislands, the intelligence suPils- 
of Bonaparte's successfid usurpation excited among Ziti„a... 
the military great enthusiasm in his favour. 	At tinique, 

Martinique this feeling was so openly manifested, 
that count Vaugirard, the governor, who remained 
faithful to the royal cause, found it necessary to 
assemble the troops, and to release from their olili-
gatiobs those officers who desired it, informing 
them at the same time, that they must quit the 
island, and that any attempt to raise the standard 
of. rebellion 	would be repelled .by fbrce. 	Ca 
learning the precatious state of this valuable colony, 
sir James Leith, commanding officer in the Leeward 
islands, sent to the aid of count Vaugirard a strong 
auxiliary force, which landed there on the 5th of 
June. 	All the French soldiers of the line, except 
about 450 men, who remained loyal, were disarmed 

K K 9. 	 and 
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C H A P. and suffered to leave the island.. 'In gratitude for 
---R''' this • aid, the government published a decree, 'ad- 

1815. mitting British vessels into their harbours on t14 
same terms as.those of their own country. 

and Guada- AT Guadaloupe, •the revolt of the. military in 
loupe. • favour of Bonaparte was much more decisive. 

Admiral. Liriois, 	the 	governor, ' affecting 	great 
loyalty, had declined the aid of a British force, and 
offered to be responsible for the good behaviour of 
the garrison. 	On the 14th Of June; having, for the 
sake of appearance, remained a few hours under 
arrest, he complied with the demands of the soldiers 
by displaying the three-coloured flag; and proclaim- 
ing the restoration of Bonaparte. 	Sir James Leith 
assembled a strong military and naval force at the 
small islands called the Saintes ; arid, having learned 
that Linois 	and Boyer intended to unite their' 
forces,, amounting to about 6000 men, betWeen 
Grande-terrd and l3asse-terre, he resolved to dis-
embark in three different places, and attack the 
troops in detail on their march. 	Thd preliminary 
operations having been judiciously executed, the 
Frenchgovernor was reduced to the necessity of 
proposing a capitulation; and the terms which he 
obtained were, that he and general Boyer, with`the 
troops of the liner and those militia who were still 
in arms, should surrender as prisoners of .war, and 
be sent to France, there to remain .at the dispos'al 
of the duke of Wellington. 	 . . 

Condi- WHILE the effects of Bonaparte's resumptiOn of 
tution of 
the king- 

;,.. power were thus successfully counteracted in the 
dom or the .colonies, the affhirs of Europe, which 	had ' been 
Nether" Lind& disturbed by thkt event, were,  again placed lit a 

train of adjustment. 	The union of Belgium with 
Holland, and the establishment of those countries 
as a limited monarchy, under the prince of Orange, 
were confirmed by a constitution, unanimously 
accepted in an assembly of. the States-general of 
the united Netherlands. 	It was framed after that 

of 
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of Great Britain, with certain modifications, adapted c n A I'. 
to the condition,. and circumstances of the people xcr. 
for 'whom it was destined, and whose approbation 
it obtained.. The cathOlic clergy of Belgium alone 
degr4ded: themselves by protesting against that 
article which granted general toleration to all modes 
of religious belief. 	Soon after the promulgation of 

1815. 

. this cOnstitutiol, a matrimonial alliance was nt- 
• gociated between the hereditary prince of Orange 
and the grand-duchess Anne of Russia. 

IN the conferences 'at Paris, Great Britain ob- Great Bri- 
tained the ratification ofher authority, as protectress tatecin  rG-s of  
of the seven Ionian Islands. 	By a special treaty, the Ionian 
signed on the 5th of Noveinber, to which all the 'ePublic* 
allied powers acceded, these islands were recognised 
as an independent state; to be governed by a con- 
stitution such as should be adopted with the consent 
of a lord high commissioner, nominated by 'Great 
Britain, the protecting power. 

THE congress at Vienna decided the fate 'of The empe. 
Poland, or of, the duchy of Warsaw, by uniting it „rchrd. eAriel- 
to Russia, with a constitution of its own, in 'which named king 
some of the ancient Polish laws were preserved. of Poland. 

Cracow was acknowledged a free and independent 
city. 	The rest of this once important monarchy 
was added to the dominions of the emperor Alex-
ander, who assumed the title of king of Poland: 

Prussia obtained from Saxony, Thuringia Upper Acquisitions 
'and' Lower Lusatia, and Hennebeig. 	She also 7.: Pr= 
recovered her Polish provinces, consisting of 'the ony, 
grated duchy 'of Posen, the cities and territories of 
Dantzic and Thorn, and the 'circles of Culm and 
Michelan. 	In the course of the year, her territory 
was enlarged by another accession. 	The king of wan  k. n- 
Denmark, who had received Swedish Pomerania in 
exchange for ,Norway,.finding his new acquisition 
too much detached to be of any advantage, gave it, 
together with the isle of Rugen, to Prussia, in con. 
sideration of a certain sum of money, and of the 

K 
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c Tr A P. duchy of Lauenburg, ceded to PruS,sia for that 

xer. purpose by Hanover. ' By these acquisitions the 
1815. Prussian monarchy once more regained its rank 

among the sovereign states of Europe. 	. 
'German 
confeder- 
mion. 

By an act of confederatiOn, signed ori.the '8th of 
June at Vienna, the German states confided the 
management of the general affairs of the empire to 
d diet, 	composed of representatives of all the 
princes and free cities, including the sovereigns of 
Austria and Prussia, for those of theix possession's 
which formerly belonged td the empire ; the king 
of Denmark, for Holstein.; and the king, of the 
Netherlands for the grand duchy of Luxemburg. 
All the members of the confederacy, were to be re- 

, .presented in the diet by their plenipotentiaries, 
either singly possessing orie vote, or several of the 
smaller states joining to form one, the total number 
of irptes being seventeen. 	Frankfort-on-the-Maine 
.was 'named as the place of assembly, and the' pre-
sidency of the diet wag assigned. to the represent- 
ative of Austria. 	Each member engaged to assist 
in. protecting not only all Germany, but every 
separate state of the league, against any attack ; 
and they reciprocally guaranteed to each other the 
tvhoie of their possessions included within the con-
federation.' . They severally pledgeil themselves to 
eater into no treaties hostile to the confederation, 
and not to Make war upon one another ort any 
pretext, but to submit their differences to the de= 
citron of the diet. 	By other provisions in the act, 
this assembly was charged with the formatiob of 
rules concerning tht general right of Germans to 
enjoy landed property, or' ,to enter into military 
service, in any state of the empire without distinc-
tion, as well as concerning' the freedom of the 
press, and general toleration throughout Germany. 

Affairs of 
Spa n. 

 IN the advantages accruing from the deliverance 
of Europe, Spain was doomed to take no share. 
Ferdinand continued to requite with disgrace, exile, 

and 
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and imprisonment, the patriots who had laboured C H A P. 
' • for the salvation of his kingdom ; and persevered in --2.‘i_!__ 

his tyrantlical misrule, as if he had secretly deter- , 
mined to alienate the colonies for ever, and goad 
the Spanish people to rebellion. 	Except in a soli- 	' 
tary instance, howeyer, his' subjects:remained ap- 
parently insensible to such *a stimulus. 	Pother, a 

1815• 
, 	. 

unsuccess- 
guerrillSchief, who had distinguished himself in the f

i
t

r
rIv

r
olt of 

late war, under the familiar appellation of the Mar- 
queSito, 	had been 'imprisoned-  in the castle of 

• 

St: Antonio' since the autumn of the preceding 
year. 	Having obtained leave to visit the baths of 
Artigo, he —conceived the project of exciting a 
spirit of resistance among the soldiery. 	He assem- 
bled the troops which lay at•St. Lucia, took posses- 
• sion of Corunna on the 18th of September, abotit 
•one in. the 'morning, arrested the captain-general 
of the province and other functionaries, and pub-
lished a proclamation addressed to the armies in 
Galicia. 	The restoration of Ferdinand, he said, 
had disappointed the hopes of the nation ; and the 
only remedy to the evils which his pernicious 
counsellors had occasioned, was to re-assemble the 
tortes, and let them determine the system by 
which. Spain was to be governed. 	In the, mean 
time he proposed the formation of a provisional 
junta of government in Galicia; but his patriotic 
call failed to produce the desired effect. 	After 
maintaining possession of Corunna and Ferrol for 

• 

' four days, he received intelligence that thevealthy 
Chapter of St. Jago had distributed money among 
the soldiers quartered there, to induce them to 
declare for. Ferdinand. 	He marched his forces 
against that place, leaving 300 .men in Corunna; 
but he had not been long absent when a counter-
revolution was begun, chiefly at the instigation' of 
the clergy. 	The spirit of defection became con- 
tagious ; Porlier was abandoned on his march by 
the greater part of his men, and those who ire- 

K K 'I, 	 mauled 
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x'cl' 
mained, at length suffered their general and officers c. to be arrested in the midst of their ranks, and am-' 

1815. 	. prisoned in the dungeons of the inquisition. a Porlier 
, 	. was condemned and executed four days After the 

miscarriage of his enterprise ; of bne hundrpd 
officers arrested at the same, time, several were 
severely punished; bid Romain, Porlier's second 
in command, bad the good fortune to escape to 

tChe 
hartg

n  
e in 

et cabi  England. 	On the first alarm of the insurrection, • 
of Madrid. a sudden change took place in'Ferdinand's cabinet; 

the duke of San Carlos was sent ambassador' to 
Vienna, and Escoiquiez, the bigoted preceptor of 
the king, was disgraced and removed' to Cordova: 
No beneficial effects resulted from this change, 
and the liberates were.persecuted with as much in- 
veteracy as ever. 	In the colonies the cause of. 
independence was slowly gaining ground, notwith,  
standing the force which had been sent qut under 
Murillo. 	• 	 . 	• 

East India ' IN the East Indies the British arms, toward the 
affairs. close of 1814, were directed against Nepaul, a 
War in 
Nepsui, mountainous and intricate country, which bounds, 

to the ,north eastward, the provinces of Oude and 
Bahar. 	The hardy and adventurous tribes called 
.Glioorkalis which inhabit it, had made encroach-
ments, and committed •  depredations on the frontier, 
not to be tolerated without detriment to the high 
reputation on, which the authority of the British in 
India is principally founded. , 	War was CODSC4 .  
quently' determined upon by lord Moira, the go- 
vernor-general, 	and the armies of Madras and, 
Bengal were directed to advance to their respective 
lines of frontier.. 	A chosen force of 'thirty thou- 
sand men was pPdered to penetrate into Nepaul 
wider the command of majbt-generals Gillespie 
and Qchterlony. 	The former officer secured with 
great ability and Komptitude the passes leading 
from the west into the Deyra Dh 	Sacred 
Valley ;" while 	the 	1. t,tei 	b" 	

oon, or Sacred 
Valley 

	--'t 	.7. a correspoin2vn! 
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movement, marched against the principal. army of C H A P. 
the Ghoorkahs, 	under their gallant• and expe- • xci. 
ricnced leader, Ameet Sing Thappa, occupying 
an entrenched camp at Irkea, on the Sutledge 
river. 	General Gillespie encountered a formidable 
obstacle in. the strong mountain fort of Kalunga, 
and made. several gallant attempts to• carry it by • 
storin • in one of which he was slain. 	Colonel 

18151  

Mawbey, on whom the command devolved, or-
dered up a battering train from Delhi, which he 
employed with such effect as to ruin the• defences, 
and at length compel the enemy to evacuate the 
place. 	Meantime general Ochterlony was operat- 
ing against Ameer Sing, who occupied a formid- 
able' position on a 	of heights called.the ,chain 

rk.v. 30. 

Malown 	Mountains, 	supported by several ' hill 
forts, and. by numerous redoubts, and stockades. 
The troops which defended this strong line, were 
in a higher state of diScipline than had hitherto 
been observed. among the natives of India. 	They 
were arranged in regular battalions • some' of .their 
chosen men• wore red uniforms, and used musquets 
4nd bayonets like the British sepoys. 	They de- 
fended their stockaded posts with great determin-
ation, and made several successful assaults on the 
positions of the British. 	Their chief even suc- 
ceeded in foiling an attack of the British general, 
by evacuating two of Ale points on which it was 
directed, and by concentrating such a force on the 
third, as to render an attempt to storm it 'highly 
imprudent. 	living received reinforcements from 
head-quarters; general Ochterloriy persevered in 
his operations against this skilful and adventurous 
enemy, and gradually cut off most of his com-
munications with the rest of the Nepaulese territory. 
By reducing the fort of Ithamgur, ht compelled 
the rajahs of Bellaspore to'set the example of sub-
mission ; kid as other British delaOments had now 
obtained a footing in Nepaul, the chief' rajah sent 

in. 
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4c,}1 • A P. instructions to Ameer Sing to open ti. negociation 
• xci.. with the British. 	This patriotic chieftain sent an 

1€15. answer, representing his own situation as, by no 
means desperate, and pointing out various resources 
by whiCh the war might still be 'protracted, and 
perhalis brought' to an honourable termination. 
He conjured 'his sovereign to maintain the inde-
pendence of the country, and' at all events, not to 
treat with the Biitish, but rather ,to invoke the 
protection of the emperor of China, and acknowt. 
ledge himself tributary to "that monarch. 	This 
answer, which was fortunately intercepted, spewed 
the .necessity of redoubled exertions for bringing 
the contest to a successful issue. 	A division under 
general Nichols, which had penetrated intd Ke-
maoon, reduced the strong fortress of Almora, and 
compelled the Ghoorkah chief's to evacuate the 
whole province. 	By this success, and by the well, 
combined 	movements 	of • general 	Ochterlony, 
Ameer Sing was ' at length completely insulated. 
Having collected his forces for a desperate effort, 
he attacked the reserve of the British, on the 1.5th 
of..April, and after an obstinate 'conflict of two 
hours, was repulsed and defeated with severe loss. 
Farther resistance being hopeless, he entered into 
a convention for evacuating the forts and provinces 
which he had so long arid so bravely defended. 
The most honourable teims were granted to so 
gallant an enemy ; and after a campaign of unusual 
hardship and difficulty, the whole country from 
Kemaoon to the river Sutledge was ceded to the 
British. 	 ' 

-Annex- AN 	important revolution took 	place 	at this 
t Cey 

ation  
lon 

f
o 

 

the British 
period in Ceylon. 	The kirig of Candy, who pos- 
sessed the interior of the island, had alienated the 

dominions. hearts of Ifis subjects by a series of the most 'atro-
cious and unparalleled cruelties, and had driven 
them to solicit the aid of the British in freeing 
themselves f'roni so odious a despotism. 	He had 

already 
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already provoked the hostility of .  his powerfUl c ii A R.. 
neighbours by various acts of malevolence, par- * xci. 
ticulirly by the treacheroug massacre of a de- 	18150  
tachment under major Davie, after its surrender:  
and in a more recent instance by the barbarous 
mutilation of ten natives in the British province of 
Columbo. 	Early in ,the year, general Brownrig, 
the governor, prepared an expedition against the 
inland districts of Candy, and issued a proclamation, 
declaring ,that he, made war on ,the tyrant alone, 
and offered peace and security to his, oppressed 
subjects. 	The invading force, consisting of seyeistal 
divisions, penetrated by various routes to the capi-
tal, which they occupied without opposition, amidst 
the acclantations of the, inhabitants. 	The king, 
dherted by all but a few Malay attendants, ,was 
taken in his flight by some soldiers belonging to 
one of the adikars or msbles, and was delivered up 
to the British, who took measures for his safe cus- 
tody at Coluinbo. 	Thus, without the loss of a 
single man, they acquired complete possession of 
the whole island of Ceylon. 	On the 2d of May a 

I treaty, was signed in a ' solemn assembly 'of the 
adikars and other chiefs of the provinces, by which 
the dominion of the Candian empire was vested in 
the king of Great Britain, with a reservation to 
those chiefs of their rights and immunities. 	the 
family of the deposed rajah was for ever excluded 
from the throne. 	All torture and mutilation was 
abolished, and no sentence of death was to be exe-. 
cuted, except by the written warrantof the Brktisli 
governor, founded on a report of the case. 	Sub- 
ject to these conditions, the administration of justice 
over the inhabitants was to be exercised according 
to established forms, and by the ordinary authorities, 
saving always the inherent right of government 'to 
redress grievances and reform abuses ein all cases 
where such interposition should become necessary. 
The religion of Buddha was declared inviolable. 

These 
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C H A P. These were the principal articles of .the • treaty by xcx.. which this fine and fruitful island was deliveted from 
. 1815. 	r  the cruel caprice of 'a tyrant, and placed under the • 

dominion of ,Great Britain. 'The acquisition was not 
*the less estimable or, glorious because it was made 
ivithOut bloodshed, and was secured by the general • . 	. consent of th6 people. 
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CHAP.' XCII.. 
. . 

Meeting of parliament.— Regent' s speech.—Mr. Brougham's 
motion on the Christian treaty. — Financial measuits.-.- 
Repeal of the property-tax. — Budget. — Affairs of the 
Bank. — Restriction-act renewed. — Marriage of the prin-
cess Charlotte to Me prince of Cobourg, and of the princess 
Mary to the duke of Gloucester. — Motion for abolishing 
the office of third secretaly of state.--Sir John Newport's 
motion respecting Ireland. — Catholic question. -7  Slave 
registry bill. — Parliament prorogued. — Expedition to 
Algiers.!--- East India afficirs.— Depredations of the Find 
darees. — Java restored. to the Dutch. — Affairs of France 
— the Netherlands — Spain and • South America—Ger-
many— Prussia — Austria — Russia — the United States. 
— Domestic affairs. — Distresses of the people. — Riot in 
London.. 	 , 

, • 
PARLIAMENT assembled on the 1st of Febru- c it A P. 

and the speech of the prince regent was 
delivered by commission. . It began.with adverting 

X
=ary, 

1816. 
to the glorious results of the late campaign, and to Meeting  of 
the arrangements made for 'securing the repose and Paritiam"t* 
tranquillity of 'Europe, according to several 'con- 
ventions and treaties, of which copies were to be 
laid, Wore both houses. 	The extraordinary situ- 
ation in which the powers of Europe had been 
placed by the circumstances of the French revolu-
tion, had induced the allies to adopt precautionary 
measutes, in which his royal highness had concur-
red, relying on .the co-operation of parliament for 
cArrying them into effect. 	The commons were 
then congratulated on the flourishi,pg condition of 
the manufactures, commerce; and revenue of the 
kingdom, and assured of his royal highness's dis. • . - 	 • 	position 

sitegent's  
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position to concur in such measures of econtmiy as 
XCIL would be found consistent with the security of the 
Ism country, and with its station and abigh character 

among .the European powers. • The speech con-. 
.eluded with expressing the..prince !egent's deter-
mination to maintain. that character, by the justice 
and moderation of, his conduct, in the sincere and 
earnest hope that the same internal union and 
confidence, by which so many dangers had been 
stirmotinted, might still continue to strengthen the 
public prosperity, and prolong the tranquillity of 
Europe. 	The usual addresses were voted, but not 
without a division in the house of commons, on an 
amendment moved by Mr. Brand, tending to cen-
sure ministers for not having, without unnecessary-
delay, convened parliament forthe purpose of com- . 
inurucating those important, treaties which were 
now to be laid before them, after having been acted 
upon for several months ; and to assure his royal 
highness, that the house would speedily undertake 
a revisal of the civil and military establishments,. 

. and would, at an early period, take into serious 
consideration the state of the country. 	This 
amendment was rejected by.  90 votes against 23, 
and the origins' address was carried. 

Mr. WHEN the various documents relative to the late 
Brougham 
moves  for a 

copy of the 

political arrangements 'on the continent bad been 
submitted to the inspection of both houses, Mr. .

t
C
reahristyti.an Bropgham, on the 9th of Febrilary; took occasion 

to move for a copy of a treaty concluded at 'Paris 
on the 26th of September, between the sovereigns 
of Russia, Austria, and Prussia, and since denomi- 
nated The Christian treaty: 	By the tenor of this 
compact, the three potentates, members of three 
different Christian churches, declared their ,resolu-
tion, both iii the administration of theik own states, 
and 	in 	theft' political 	relations 	with 	other 	go- 
vernments, to take lOr their,  guide the precepts of 
the holy religion taught by Our Saviour. 	They 

declared 
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declared that all the powers who should choose c H A P. 
solemnly to avow the sacred principles 'which had XCH.  
actuated them, would be received with .equal ar- 
dour and affection into this holy alliance. 	Mr. 

1816. 	' 

Brougham observed, that there was nothing in the ' 
circumstances of the times, which required those 

,sovereigns to put themselves ostentatiously for-
ward .as: the defenders of that Christianity which 
no danger menaced,. or 'of :those principles which 
all good men must be. ready to sustain. 	There 
was something so singular in the language of the 
treaty, as to warrant no little jealousy.' 	In the 
very first article, the contracting parties pledged 
themselves, on all occasions, and in all places, to 
lend each other aia and assistance, and declared 
that they would lead their subjects and their armies 
in the same spirit of fraternity which animated ' 
them, to'protect religion, peace,. and justice. 	He 
could not think that the treaty referred to objects 
merely; spiritual. 	On a former occasion, . these 
very powers, after professing great regard for truth, 
religion, and justice, had made war against an un-
offending country; the partition of Polandhad 
been prefaced by language very similar to that 
now used ; and the proclamation of the empress 
Catharine, which wound up that fatal tragedy, was 
couched in almost the same words. 	The treaty 
ha4 been concluded by these great military sove-
reigns without our participation, 'and it bore their 
own signatures, and not those of their ministers, 
according to the established rules of diplomacy. 
A suspicion might be entertained that the whole 
was meant as a prelude 'to some crusade against 
the Ottoman Porte. 	Lord Castlereagh vindicated 
the motives •of the emperor of Russia, in seeking 
the only glory now left him to acquire, by the 
establishment of a beneficial and lasting peace. 
lie stated that the prince regent, whose accession 
to this alliance had been solicited, had expressed . his 
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c 1.1 A P. his satisfaction in its tendency, with an assurance 
XCII. that the British government would not be one of 

..Isis. the least disposed to act up to its principles. 	He 
opposed• the production of the document itself,, on 

- the groUnd that it was contrary to the practice of 
parliament to call for copies of treaties to which 
this country was no party. 	 : 

Committee 
of supply. 
Financial 
exposition. 

6 In a committee of supply, on the 12th, the chan-
cellor of the exchequer commenced his financial 
exposition by announcing that provision was to be 
mule for the payment of outstanding exchequer 
bills, for the years 1814 and '1815, which he esti- 

• mated at 35,600,0001. 	The different branches of 
the revenue 	for 	1813► yielded 	an amount 	of 
66,443,802/. exceeding by more than a million that 
of 1814. 	In the application of this sum, 21 mil- 
lions had b.een employed in the payment of arrears 
by which the whole unfunded debt had been 
brought down from. 64i- millions to 47,700,0001. 
In reference to the commerce of the country he 
stated, that in the three quarters ' ending on the 
10th of October 1814, the value of exports had 
been 37,167,291/. ; in the parallel period for 1815, 
they 	had 	been 	42,425,357/. 	Notwithstanding 
these favourable' appearances, it, was not to be de-
nied that the community were labouring under 
many embarrassments, 	arising chiefly from the 
depreciation of agriculfur41 	produce. 	The ere- 
medics which he proposed were, first, a diminution 
in taxatioh, by reducing the properfy-tax from 'ten 
to five per cent., and by remitting some .minor 
taxes which particularly affected the agricultuial 
interest ; and, se'cbildly, a system of measures for 
the support of public credit, to consist chiefly in 
avoiding a loan, and in throwing into.'the money-
market a capital of fourteen millions for the sink- 
ing fund. 	Of the public expenditure the.princi- 
pal heads were the army and navy. 	The number 
of seamen to he voted wgs 33,000, of whom 10,000 

might 
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might be set down td the 'account of squadrdns .on C if A P. 
foreign stations, which it had riot' yet been in the xcii. 	., 
power of government to recall. 	The whole • ex- 
pense of this dep4rtment was estimated at seven 
millions. 	.The army .estimates would likewise•be 
greater for this that for subsequent years. Twenty-
five thousand men would be requisite for Great 

1816. 

Britain,. and an equal number for Ireland; which 
force, added to the quota necessary for colonies- 
and garrisons, would form an aggregate of 90,000. 
The 20,000 requisite for India would be paid by 
the India company.; and 30,000, forming part of 
,the allied force in France, would be supported at 
the expense of That country. 	The charges for this 
branch of expenditure, and for that of the navy, were 
necessarily high at the conclusion of so long a. war. 
Of the ways and means, the first article was a surplus 
of three millionspf the unapplied grants of the preced-
ing year; and the next was that of the consolidated 
fkind, estimated at two millions and a half. 	The or- 
dinary annual taxes were taken at three millions; the 
5 per cent. property-ta,,x p.t six millions; and the last 
item was an advance from the bank of six millions 
at 4 per cent. 	The resolutions founded on these 
statements were agreed to without a division. 

' 

IN consequence of numerous petitions presented „.147ertY- 
against a renewal of the 	property-tax, the chan- lished.°-  
cellor of the exchequer was obliged to abandon the 
measure ; and, as this change in his arrangements 
required him to have -recourse to loans, 	he also 
gave up the war malt-duties. 	On the 27th of. 	• 
May, when the budget was produced, the supplies 
for the year, after deducting the Irish proportion 
were stated at ‘27,279,29.51. 	The additional ways 
and means were, first an advance from the bank of 
three millions at three per cent. interest, on condition 
of being permitted to increase their capital by one 
fourth; and, secondly, an issue of exchequer bills to 

Budget. 

.the amount of two millions anda half.. 	The surplus 
VOL. VI. 	 L L 	 PUN, 
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C g A P. grants, which had been calculated at three millions, 
xcit.' were found, •on' accurate enquiry, to amount to 
1816. 	.5,668,7551. 	. 	. 	 . 	, 

Affairs of 	SEVERAL intelibitinidebates occurred during the 
the bank. . • 	session, respectilig.the public transactions with the 

bank. 	On the `14th of Mai•ch, 	Air. Cirenfell - 
entered into an examination of the advantages 
gained by that corporation, and ofthe corresponding 

Josses sustained by the public, from the balances 
. possessed by the bank since 1806, assuming their 

aggregate amount, during the subsequent period, to 
have been about .eleven millions and a half. 	In 
concluding this 	examination he observed,, that, 
instead of borrowing .six millions from the bank, 
at four per cent.,_ we ought, in consideration of the 
extravagant profits lately made by that company,. 
to borroy the sum without any interest at all. • The 
motion which he made for a select committee to 
enquire into this subject was lost. 

Restriction . OF the subsequent measures relative to finance, 
act renewed. the most important were, the extension of the rc-

striction act on cash payments until July 1818 ; 
• the consolidation of the English and Irish ex- 

• chequers; and an act for a new silver coinage. 
Provision 	ON the 14th of March, a message was sent from 
for the 
Princess+ 	the prince regent to both houses of parliament, 

	

Charlotte 	announcing the marriage contraceof his daughter 
mar-  the princess Charlotte Augusta, with his serene ragè  

. 	• 	highness the prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg, and 
expressing his persuasion of the concurrence of 

	

. 	parliament, in enabling him to make such pro- 
vision in regard to that marriage, as might be 
suitable to the honour and dignity of the country. 
On the motion of the chancellor of the exchequer, 
an annual sum of 60,000/. was voted to the illus.-
trious pair, of which 10,000/. was to form a sort of 
privy-purse for her royal highness, and the re-
mainder to defray' the domestic expenses of the 
prince of Coburg; this sum to be granted to them , 

"during their joint lives. 	If the prince should die 
I. 	 first, 
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first, 'the -whole sum was to be continued to her C TIIi.P. 
royal highness ; if he should be the survivor, the H_.±-'— 

• sum of.50,0001. was to be' continued to him. .0n 	. 1816. 

%. subsequent motion, the 'sum of 60,0901. was.  
granted by way of: outfit, and a bill was passed for 
the naturalization of the prince of Coburg. 	The 
marriage-ceremony was performed on the 9.d of 
May, at the Queen's palace, in the presence of'thc 

.prince regent, the queen,'and the rest of the royal 
family ; and the event called forth the sincere con-- 
gratulations of the nation: 	In July, another royal Marriage 

marriage took.  place; between 'the princess •Mary, Zeitit'iry41-. 
• fourth daughter of his majesty, and her cousin the with the 

d.uke of Gloucester. 	They framed their establish- (luke °C 
Gloucester. 

luent upon such a scale, as to render unnecessary . any applicatibn to the public pUrse. 	• 
AMONG the attempts made for the reduction of Motion for 

public 	expenses, was a motion by mr. Tierney, tait:ioisfinicinegof 
 

for abolishing the office of secretary of state for the third secre- 

department of war and colonies, which was lost by tary 

a majority of 82: 	On the bill for regulating the 
civil list, the same gentleman moved an amendment 
that the expenditure should not exceed the fe-
venues,' and that the several remaining charges 
heretofore borne upon the civil list expenditure, or 
made good by applications of the droits of the 
crown, should in future be made a charge upon the 
consolidated fund; or, that the amount of such 
expenditure, not provided for by parliament, if' ex-
ceeding the revenue arising from the droits of the 
crown. or other resources, should every year be 
submitted to parliament. 	This . amendment was 
rejected by a majority of 114. 

of state. 

THE state of Ireland was brought before the stateol 
onsidefation of parliament, on the 23d of April, Ireland, 

 
by'sir John Newport, who, after an historical view 
of. the mode in which that country bad been 
Roverned, moved for an address to the prince 
re rent, 	for 	documents 	to explain the praying L L 2 	 ' 	extent 
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c.TrA P. extent aid nature of those evils which' rendired it 

XCII. necessary to. maintain there an army of 25,000 men, 
14116. • in a period of prolound peace. 	This motion was - 

superseded -by an amendment, proposed -by. Mr. 
Peel, who, in defending. the theasures pursued by 
government, entered into an explanation of the 
actual condition of Ireland. The north, the extreine 
west, the south, and the east of that kingdom, were 
comparatively tranquil ;•• the disturbed 	districts 
were, Tipperary, King's County, Westmeath, and 

• Limerick. 	Nothing was 'more difficult than to.  
nature of the disturbances  characterise the precise ; 

they seemed to be the effect.  of a general con-
federacy in crime, a systematic opposition to all 
laws and • Municipal institutions. 	An animated • 
debate 'ensued, which . terminated by ici division in 

Catholic avour of the amendment. 	The discussions on the 
question. Catholic question were attended with the saint 

result as on former occasions; but an expectation 
was entertained, that they would be renewed in 
the ensuing session with happiersuccess. 	A strong 
impression was produced by-an opinion which the 
bishop of Norwich expressed, respecting the ob- 
jection- made against the 	emancipation of the 
catholics, on the score of danger to the church of 
England. 	The only way, he observed, to secure 

. permanently the existence . of any establishment, 
civil or ecclesiastical, was to evince liberal and con- ' 

• ciliatory conduct to those who differed from us, 
and' to lay its foundation in the love, affection, and 
esteem of all within its influence. 	This was the 
true foundation of our church ; with this it/was 
secure from all danger ; without this, every other 
security was futile and fallacious. 	. 

Slave regis. A BILL, relative to the registry and regulation of 
try NIL slaves, which had been introduced by Mr. Wilber- 

. force toward the close of the last session, was 
again discussed, and became the subject of warm 
debates, in consequence of a calamitous insurrec-

tion, 
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tion, which had taken place .at Barbadoeso 	A pe. C H A P. 
tition against-the proposed measure was presented 	XCII.  
on the 22d of May, on behalf.of the nierchan.ts of 	ism 
Bristol,, who deprecated it as disclosing a spirit of 
interference with the local legislation bf the colo- 
nies. 	On the suggestion of lord Castlereagh, who 

• alluded to 'the negotiations pending with certain 
foreign powers relative to the slave-trade, Mr.Wilber-
fokce postponed his intended motion, and in the mean 
time moved for papers on the subject. 	Mr. Paliner, 
on behalf of tbe planters, 'entered into a general ex- ' 
planation of the state of the colonies, followed by 
an account of the insurrection, in which he ad- 
duced facts to prove that it arose.from expectations 
among the slaves, bf entire -emancipation, fostered 
by the proposed registry bill. 	He moved an 
amendment on the address proposed by Mr. Wil- 
berforce, praying that the prince regent would 
order effectual measures for discouritenancing these 
Imfounded and dangerous impressions, and wottld re- 
commend to the colonial authorities to promote the 
moral and religious improvement, as well as the com- 
fort and happiness of the negroes. The amendment 
was carried, and a similar address was voted in the 
house of lords, with this additional clause ;— to 
make every necessary provision agAinst any vio- • 
lation of the abolition 	acts 	under the 	facilities 
which may be afforded by the restoration of peace. 
Parliament was prorogued on the 2d-  of July, after ,,Prorog- 
a speech delivered by the prince regent, in which tionapar ment. he testified his satisfaction in the pacific and friendly 	.  

' dispositions evinced by all the powers engaged in the 
late war, and expressed his deep regret at the dis- 
tresses sustained by many classes of his majesty's sub- 
jects, which he hoped would be found to have 
arisen from causes of a temporary nature. 

A NAVAL expedition was this year undertaken, Expedition 
in the success of which every civilized state was to Algiers.  
interested.. After the conclusion of the general. 

L L 3 	 peace 
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)(cu. peaCe in, 1811, the pirates of 'Tunis 'and Algiers, 
availing themselves of the favourable change in. re.- 

Ism gard to the freedom of commerce, had carried their 
depredations.to  suer' an extent, as to demand the 
prompt. interference of the British govetntilent. 
Early in the spring, lord Exmouth was sent to 
Algiers, and sir Thomas Maitland, his majesty'g 
lord liigh commissioner in the Ionian isles, to Tu-
nis, with a view to .procure some amicable arrange-
ment with, the respective governments of those 
states& 	They obtained, 	without difficulty, many 
important concessions ; a great number of captives 
were instantly 	set .at 	liberty ; 	and though the 
demand of abolishing Christian slavery was not im-
mediately complied with, assurances were given 
that.an immediate communication should be made 
on that subject to the Ottoman porte, and that 
if the grand signor expressed his disapprobation; 
the 	practice should 	be for ever discontinued. 
On the faith of these.promises sir Thomas Maitland 
returned to Malta,• 'and' lord Exmouth with his 
fleet to England. 	After.their departure, the Al- 
gerines instantly resumed their predatory system, and 
consummated their treachery 911 the 61st of May 
by a most horrible massacre of Christians engaged 
in the coral fishery at Bona. 	When. the news of 
this' outrage reached England, it was determined 
that lord Exmouth should return to Algiers with a, 
formidable armament to take vengeance for the 
infraction of a treaty so recently concluded. 	He 
sailed in his own ship, the Queen Charlotte, 110 
guns.?  accompanied by the Impregnable, 98, three 
seventy-fburs, 	five frigates, 	and 	several smaller 
armed vessels, and arriving at Gibraltar early in 
August, was there joined by a Dutch squadron 
under the command of admiral Van der Capenen. 
Before proceeding on his enterprise, the British ad' 
miral sent the Prometheus, captain Dashwoocl, to 
Algiers, for the purpose of bringing away the 

. _ 	 English 
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English. consul and. his family. 	The captain had C H A I,. 
an interview with the dey, who informed him that 	xcif_  
he' was well aware of lord. Exmouth's design's, and 	1816.. 

was prepared to resist any armament which might 
•be brought against him. 	He had already placed 
the consul in confinement, and positively rejected 
all applications for his release. • Captain Dashwood 
succeeded in bringing away in disguise the con-
sul's wife and daughter ; his infant child was to 
follow in a basket, but it was discovered by its 
cries, and carried back to the city ; the dey, how-
ever, had the humanity to send it to its mother 
the next morning. 	On the 27th of August the 
.whole armament came in sight of Algiers, and lord 
Exmouth sent a flag of truce with a statement of 
the demands which he was instructed to make. 
These were, the immediate release of all Christian 
slaves, without ransom ; the restitution of all mo-
ney which had been received for Sardinian and 
Neapolitan captives since the beginning of: the 
year ; a solemn declaration from the dey, that he 
would in future respect. the rights of humanity,, 
and treat all prisoners taken in war according to 
the usage of European nations • and lastly, peace 
With the king of the Netherlands on the same 
terms as with England. 	No answer being returned 
within the time stipulated, orders were issued fbr 
the ships_ to occupy the stations assigned to them. 
The firing commenced at three in . the afternoon, 
and was continued without intermission until past 
nine. 	It was answered from numerous batteries 
on the mole, and in the higher parts of the city, 
with such effect as to occasion a loss to the assail- 
.ants of more than 800 men. 	Next morning the 
scene of desolation exhibited by the city and har- 
'bour was such as must have considerably lowered 
the tone of the dey and his council; 	They had to 
grieve for the destruction of four.large frigates of 
44, guns ; five corvettes, from 21 to SO guns, all 

L L 4 	 their 
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C If A P. their gun and mortar-boats except seven, a great XCII. number of small vessels of all descriptions, the 
1  ' 1816. magazines, arsenal,; and.  a large quantity of marine 

stores. 	4,ord.Exmouth sent a letter to the dey, in 
which, after stating that this chastisement was in-
flicted on hill). for the massacre at Bona,-  and for 
the contempt with which the messenger of the pre-
ceding day had been treated, he offered him the 
same terms which • on this last occasion had been 
so rashly rejected. 	After an interval of three 

. hours, a signal* was made that the terms were ac-
cepted ; and deputies were sent on board the 
Queen Charlotte to adjust thec minor parts .of the 
negociatioli. 	At noon all the Christian slaves in. 
Algiers, except one, -whose liberation. lord Ex-
mouth afterwards extorted under a threat of re-
newing the bombardment, were marched to the- 
shore, and deliveied up to the allies. 	Nearly four 
hundred thou§anl dollars were paid . into their 
hands, as the amount of the ransom money re-
ceived from Naples and Sardinia since •the com- 
mencement of the year. 	Some Other points in 
'dispute being adjusted, and the dey having pub-
licly begged pardOn of the British consul in terms 
dictated by the captain of the_ Queen Charlotte, 
lord Exmouth departed on the 3d of September 
with the heartfelt satisfaction of not having left a 
single Christian captive in Algiers. 	This honour- 
able achieyement was applauded throughout Eu- 

• rope ; but it was •still doubted whether a mole se-
vere visitation might not be necessary to quell . those barbarians who had so long been permitted 

.. to outrage human nature. 
E;st India 
affairs. 

IN India, hostilities were resumed against Ne-
Paul, in consequence of the refusal of the rajah to 
ratify the treaty which had been signed. 	Early in' 
February the British reduced the strong and im-
portant fortress of II urryhurpore, and on the e7th 
obtained a decisive victory over the Ghoorkas, which 

• enabled 
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enabled them to advance against MUckwampore, c x A.P. 
The rajah,.trembling for the fate of 	capitals/ .his- xcir. 
acceded to the terms proposed in- the formerlreaty, 
and on the 4th of March the peace was ratified. 

1816. 

For the successes obtained against this formidable 
enemy the thanks of parliament were voted to the 
governor-general, and the' generals, officers, and 
troops under his orders. 	.Lord Moira was raised to 
the.  dignity of a marquis of the' united kingdom, 
by the 	title of marquis 	of 	Hastings ; 	and sir 
David Ochterlony, who had. been created a bah), 
net, now received the grand cross of the order.of 
the bath. 

On the side of Bombay, a force under colonel 
East was employed' in reducing some Afractory 
Arab troops in the service of the petty princes of 
Guzaret, and afterwards in bringing the state of 
Cutch under the control of the British govern- 
ment. 	In April there were some- disturbances of 
an alarming nature at Bareilly in Iiohilcand, origi-
nating in a small assessment imposed on the inha- 
bitants. 	Recourse was had to a military force, and 
many lives were lost ere tranquillity was restored. 
The state of the provinces possessed by the native• 
poWers became daily more deplorable, and many 
of the inhabitants, no longer .finding any security 
fbr property, emigrated to the company's terri-
tories; while others, who had been ruined by the . 
'depredations of the Pindarees, had no resource but Depreda- 
' to join them. 	These freebooters had been gradually 	 1,?nnlofethese.  
increasing in force since 180<t, and for some time had 
occasioned serious annoyance to the British. 	This 
year they made an inroad into Guntocr, one of, 
the northern circars, ravaged and laid waste that 

. rich district, and committed acts of the most un- 
paralleled barbarity against the inhabitants. 	The 
loss sustained by the government was estimated 
at a million sterling ; but the movements of the 
l'indarees were 	so b kali' I ly conducted, that our 

troops 
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c n A P. troops could never bring them to action, and they xcit. via only escaped with impunity, but carrieSoff most 

1816. of their booty. 	Another predatory force, under 
the rapacious. chieftain Ameer Khan, invaded the 
state pf Jugpore, and levied contributions on .the 
rajah, who was prevented from availing himself of 
the protection of the British, by the jealousy of 
the neighbotiring states.. 	• 

Java re- 
stored te 
the Dutch. 

TOWARD the close of the yeai-, the valuable island 
of Java was • delivered up to the Dutch. 	In the 
. treaty of cession; the interests of the native princes 
had been unfortunately neglected ; and it was in 
vain that Mr. Raffles, fhb lieutenant-governor, at- 
tempted to obtain 	from 	the Dutch authorities 
some stipulations in their favour. 

mrdi. or . IN Europe the restoration of peace left each state 
Frvce• at leisure to occupy itself with measures of domestic 

policy. 	. France, notwithstanding the restraint im- 
posed by a powerful army on the frontier, was agi-
tated by intestine discords, which induced the legisla-
ture to suspend the law for securing personal liberty, 

'and to revive for a time the jurisdiction of prevotal 
courts for the sake of summary procedure against 

• persons guilty of seditious practices. 	One of the 
most remarkable events was the trial of count 
Lavalette, who was fopnd guilty of treason in fa- 

• Oitating the usurpation of Bonaparte. 	On the 
night preceding the day appointed for his execu-
tion, he fled from prison, disguised in the dress of 
his wife; and through the aid of. three English 
gentlemen, sir Robert Wilson, captain Hutchin-
son, and Mr. Bruce, escaped into the Netherlands. 
For that pflence they were condemned to an im. 
ptisonment of three months .in Paris. . A law of 
amnesty was enacted in favour of persons who had. 
participated in the late rebellion, with certain re- 
servations and exceptions. 	In 	September the 
chamber of deputies was dissolved, and in the 
elections which ensued, the influence of the ministry 

was 
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was exercised in such a in anner as to call forth•the C H A P. 
severest strictures from 	their 	opponents. 	The xcu. 
session or the .new chamber was opened on the 4th 
of November by a speech from the.  king: 	In the 
course of the summer the hope of 	succession in a 
the royal line of Bourbon was strengthened by the 
marriage of the duke of Bern with Maria Caro-
lina, daughter of the king of Naples. 

1816. 

- 

IN the new kingdom of the Netherlands, the Tim xe- 
governinent was occupied in various financial re- 
forms, and in certain commercial regulations, ren-
dered necessary by the union of the Dutch and 

'1'1' 

Flemish provinces. 	A law was passed for restrain- 
ing the freedom of the press in respect to foreign 
'powers. 	On the 1st of July, the king announced 
to the states-general, that, in compliarice with the 
invitation of jiis powerful 'ally, 	the emperor of 
Russia, he had: acceded to the holy alliance. 	He 
afterwards laid before them a treaty concluded 
with the prince regent of Great Britain and Hano-
ver, for the abolition of the imposts exacted when 
an inheritance.  passed from the dominions of one 
party to those of the other. This arrangement was 
extended not only to duties payable into the pub,  
lic treasury, but to those levied on account of 
provinces, towns, corporations, and other public 
bodies. 	 i 

IN Spain, the distressed state of the .finances was 
apparent from various expedients adopted to re-
plenish the treasury, one of which was; that it 
should be open for receipt, but shut for payment. 

spin. 

•A royal edict was issued for restoring to the Jesuits 
all their houses, colleges, funds, and revenues. 	In 
September, Ferdinand VII. married his niece Isa- 
bel, 	a princess of Brazil ; and his brother, don 
Carlos, married her sister, Maria Francisca. 	To 
commemorate these nuptials, a general pardon was 
issued for all delinquents capable of receiving it ; 
but a great latitude of exception was taken, and it 

included 
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• ... c Jr A P. included those persons who, by their zeal fbr t- 	XCII• 	liberty, hid rendered themselves obnoxious to the 

1816. 	governinent The war in the colonies was gill- 
south 	undecided. 	Murillo had taken Carthagena, and 
America. 	had expelled the insurgents from Santa Fe, the 

capital of New Granada.. 	His antagonist,. Bolivar, 
was collecting a force at the- island of Margarita, 
for the purpose of recovering the ground which be 
had lost. In Peru the royal troops Obtained some 
advantages over thc..army of Buenos Ayres • and 
the interests'of the latter state were materially af- 
fected by the conduct of Artigas, who had placed 
his troops on the left bank of the Plate, and, thus 
affbrded to the goverffment of Brazil a pretext for 
interfering )n the affairs of the Spanish colonies.' 
A'Portuguese force was accordingly sent 'into the 

. 	territory of Montevideo. 	• 	- 
Germany. 	IN Gerhiany little progress was made' in the 

' 	establishment of those free institutions which the 
people had been led to contemplate -as the reward 
of their exertions against the tyranny of BOMA- 

rn'ssia- 	paste. The Prussian cabinet, while engaged' in 
ftaming a representative system, carried its hos- 
tility to political discussion sq.  far, as to suppress 
the Rhenish Mercury, a journal which had ob- 
tained extensive circulation, and to exercise a 
strict censorship ovcr all publications 'of the same 

wirtem- 	kind. •Ther king of Wirtemberg was at variance berg. 
with his states ; and this unhappy dissension termi- 
nated only in his death, which' happened on the 
30th of October. 	His successor evinced a more 
liberal spirit, and expressed his conviction that the 
happiness of his people and of himself could only 
be obtained by a representative constitution adapted 

Austria. 	to their various relations. 	Austria was involved in. 
financial embarrassments, which were but inade- 
quately relieved by the establishment of a national 

. bank for xegulaling the paper currency. 	The 
principal 
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principal eventsat-court were, the death of the C n A P. 
emperor's second_ wife, and his subsequent mar- XCIL  

Is 16. ,riage-to a princess ofBavaria.. On the opening of 
the _diet at Frankfort, a declaration' was made by 
the Austriah representative, that his master recogt,  
piled in the conferred presidency no real political 
privilege ; but merely acknowledged the honourable 
distinction -of being a conductor of its tra-nsac- 
tions. 	 • 

IN Russia, one of the most important measures 
adopted by the government was, a decree for the 
expulsion of the Jesuits from the two Capitals. 	So 

aus,ii. 

. far from manifesting a disposition to diminish his 
Military force, the emperor ordained, that all .his 
Polish subjects between the ages of twenty and . 
thirty, without distinction of rank, origin, .or re-
ligion, should. be  liable to serve as soldiers under 
the conscription law.. Two corps of reserve were to 

, be formed ; the conscripts of the first were destined 
to complete the troops of the line, and their places 
were to be filled-by those of the second. 

THE United. States of America were engaged in The United 

discussions with the Spanish government, concern-
ing a portion of territory in, Florida, which had 
been occupied by the former power in consequence 
of the Louisiana treaty. 	In consequence of me- 
morials submitted to the house of. representatives, 
concerning the decline of American manufactures 
since the renewal of trade with Great Britain, a 
duty was imposed, ad valorem, on cotton goods 
imported from any foreign country whatever. 	In 
the president's message to congress at the close of 
the year, complaint was made of the operation of 
the Beitish navigation laws. 	The British govern- 
ment had prohibited. a trade between its colonies 
and the United States, in American vessels, while 
it permitted a trade to be carried on in British 
vessels, thus . favouring its own navigation at the 
expence of the American. 	The rule of reciprocity 

' 	had 

States. 

, 
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Cal A P. had been urged upon the 1;ritish caliiiet; but it had xcir. declined any negotiation on the.subject. 

1816. 
Distrgses 
of the 	- peg 
pie in Oreat 

THE domdstic affairs of Greta Britain.were .in-. 
volved in a complication of embarrassments. 	In the 
earlier part of the year, the distress was principally 

Britain. confined to agricultural labourers ; 	and 	in 	the 
counties 	of Norfolk, Suffolk, Huntingdon, and 
Cambridge, a 'detestable spirit of conspiracy was 
manifested in the burning of houses, barns, and 
rick-yards. 	As the season Advanced, an unusual 
inclemency of weather threatened a general failure 
of harvest in Europe ; and a eonsequont rise in the 
corn-market, occasioned extensive misery among . 
the manufacturing poor, who began to complain 
that their reduced wages would no loria

b
er supply 

them with bread. 	The sudden failure of the war- 
demand for a vast variety of articles, for which the 
return of peace had hitherto opened no market, 
threw thousands of artisans out of employment, and 
reduced them to a state of extreme penury. 	These 
miseries were particularly felt by the 'colliers of 
Staffordshire, and the • workmen employed in the 
iron founderies .of South Wales ; but they pressed 
with more or less seydity upon all the productive 
classes. of the community. 	Meetings were held in 
various parts of the country, for the Purpose of 
discussing the causes and remedies of these' evils, 
and they gave rise to innumerable petitions for 
relief from the burthen of excessive taxation, and 

Riot in for a reform in parliament. 	Two assemblies of . London. this kind took 'place near the metropolis, in Sim- 
Fields, the last of which ended in a riot. 	A.young 

. man, named Watson, after uttering an  inflammatory 
harangue, seized a flag from one of.the by-standers, 
and placing himself at the head of the mob, led 
them into the city, and attempted to plunder the 
shop of a gunsmith on Snow-hill. 	He fired a 
pistol at a gentleman, named Platt, .who Was re-
monstrating. with him, and for this offence he was 

appre- 
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Appiehended, but he escaped in tile,cenifusion that-,en A. m The 	 shave ..produced 	xe 	.  .enstled.'... 	riot; „Which' .naioiht.  
'incalciiIable „mischief, was " checked by the spirited  18.1?.. 

Ouchlei of the magistrates, and was entirely quelled 
by the, aPpealtance vra, Military force. 
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CHAP, XCIII. 
. - 	. 

Insults offered to the Prince Regent on his way to parliament., 
.— Speech. 	Message on the state of the country. — Re- 
ports of secret committees.— Suspension of the habeas corpus 
act, and other precautionary measures. — Finance committee. 
:--- Billfor compensating civil services, and abolition of the 

Vice of justices in Eyre. — Issue of exchequer .billsfor local 
and temporary relici— Discussion of Catholic claims. 
Mr. Abbot resigns the office of speaker to the house of com-
mons, and is succeeded by 111r. Manners Sutton. — Debate 
on lord Sidmouth's circular to the lords lieutenants of coun-
ties. — Second message on- the state.of the country.-- Re- 

' newed suspension of the habeas corpus act. — Budget. — 
Motion on foreign slave trade. — Prorogation' of parlia-
ment. —Affairs of India — of France — Spain — Portugal 

• and Brazil -:-• Russia — Sweden — .Germany — Nether- 
lands— United States — South America.— Domestic (if' 
fairs — Trials for high-Meason.— Death of the princess 
Charlotte. 	 • 

C H A P. THE discontented spirit prevailing among the 
XCIII. _ inferior ranks of people, again broke forth on 

1817. the first public occasion on which it' could be ma- 
Insults of- 

p
fered to the 
prince re- 

nifested. 	When the prince regent' proceeded to 
open parliament on the Q8th of January, his pas- 

gent on his sage through Westminster was interrupted by a way to 	ar- 
harnent.

p 	riotous • multitude; and in returning, the glass of his 
. carriage was broken by a stone,. or other missile, 

which appeared to have been aimed at his foyal 
person. 	This outrage was nientioned to the peers 
by lord Sidmouth, and a conference was held with 
the house of commons, at which an address 'was 

. ao-1:7 retd upott, to congratulate Ins royal highness 0.  9 
i 

speech. 	.his escape. 	The principal topics of the opeliing 
speech were, the late splendid achievement in the 
Meditorraneah, the successful issue of the cam- 
paign in India, and the distresses which were felt 

not 
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not only in this country, but throughout Europe, 
and which had been aggravated by the unfavour- xe

c H A P. 
m* 

1817. able state of the season.. 	His royal highness ad- 
verted to the attempts made to take advantage of 
these distresses of the country for the .purpose of 
excitinc,  a spirit of sedition and violence; expressed 
his determination to omit no precaution for pre-
serving the public peace ; and testified his reliance 
on the cordial, co-operation of parliament in up-
holding a system of law and 'government univer-
sally acknowledged to be the best which had ever 
fallen to the lot of any people. 

ON the 3d of February, a message was sent to mr.sageon 
both houses, announcing that orders had been given of  ththee  csotaute  
for the communication of papers respecting certain 
practices, meetings, and combinations in the 'me- 
tropolis, and in different parts of the kingdom, 
evidently calculated to endanger the public tran-
quillity, to alienate the affections of his majesty's 
subjects from his person and government, and to 
bring into hatred and contempt the whole system 
of our laws and constitution. 	The papers were 

MTh  

Reports of 
taken into consideration on the following day, and 
referred by each house to a secret committee. The 
reports, which were presented on the 18th and 

the secret 
comma 

 

19th, stated in substance, 	that a traitorous con- 
spiracy appeared to have been formed in the metro-
polis for the purpose of overthrowing, by means of 
a general insurrection, the established government, 
laws, and constitution of the kingdom, and of ef-
fecting a general plunder and division of property. 
Spa Fields had been chosen for a place of meeting, 
a§ affording the greatest facilities for attacking the 
most important points in the city; and the ed of 
December appeared to have been the day fixed tbr 
the' execution of the design. 	Among the projects 
entertained by the conspirators, was.that of liberat-
ing and arming the prisoners in the different gaol, 
who were to display the tri-co_ 1 our cockade, and 

vol.. vi. 	M M 	 co-operate, 
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co-operate, by the most violent and sanguinary. • means, to ensure success: 	Attempts were to be 

1817. made to seduce from their allegiance the soldiers 
' 	in the different barracks. 	There was strong reason 

to believe .that the intended rising on the '2d of 
December was pdrt *of a general plan of rebellion • 
and revolution. 	Of the persons actually assembled 
on that dSy, some who had not engaged in the 
acts of plunder' and insurrection which ensued, had 
adjourned the meeting until the 10th of February ; 
and it appeared, that according to a plan concerted 
in London, 'meetings were to be held at the same 
period in various parts of the country. 	After the 
speedy suppression of the disturbance on the ,61d of 
December, the leading malcontents agreed that it 
.would be expedient for them to wait until the whole 
kingdom should, according to their expression, be 
more completely organized.' 	From the papers be- 
fore the committee, it appeared that the object con- 
templated was, by means of societies or clubs, es- 
tablished in all parts of Great Britain, under pre- 
tence of parliamentary reform, to infect the minds 

. of the people with a spirit of discontent,' of insub- 
ordination, and of contempt for all law, religion, 
and morality, and to hold out to them the plunder 
and division of property as the main purpose of 
their efforts 	 and the restoration 'of their natural r' rights. 	Among these societies was' noticed that of 
the London Union, to which various branch unions 
were affiliated. 	Another society was that of the 
Spencean Philanthropists, whose professed objects 
and tenets were, that there should be tb parochial 
partnership in land; on the principle that the land- 
holders are not proprietors in chief; that they are 
but the stewards of the 'public; that the land is 
the people's farm, and that landed monopoly is 
contrary to the spirit of Christianity,' and destruc- 
tive of the independence and morality of mankind. 
The country societies were principally to be found 

• in 
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in the midland and northern counties of England, c H A P. 

the west of ' Scotland. 	Various arts of se- X
_andin 

duction were employed to procure converts, and 
menaces were held out to those who refused to 
join. 	In many instances oaths of secrecy, of most 
atrocious and dreadful import, were administered ; 
and for further.security the proceedings were orally 
communicated, and but rarely committed to wait- 
ing. 	Every thing of iinportance was transacted by 
managers; delegatest  and missionaries. 	Among the 
most effectual expedients of this dangerous con-
spiracy was noticed the active and rapid circul-
ation of seditious. and inflammatory publications, 
marked with a peculiar character of irreligion and 
blasphemy, and tending to uproot those principles 

1817. 

Upon which alone any government or any society 
can be supported. 	In some of these tracts, all re- 
ligion as well as loyalty, was disavowed by an as-
sertion in answer to the question 6. would you live 
without gods or kings," — " we abjure tyrdnny of 
every kind." 	Another expedient was to take ad- 
vantage of the opportunity aflbrded by public meet-
ings to address the multitude in terms of unpre-
cedented licence and violence, amounting in some 
instances to an open declaration, that in case of 
non-compliance with their petitions, the sovereign 
would have forfeited his claims.. to their allegiance. 
The freqbency of these meetings kept the minds 
of the peaceable and well-disposed in a state of 
continual agitation and alarm ; while the appoint-
ment of them in various places at the same time 
was calculated to embarrass and impede the exer-
tions of the civil power, and to distract the atten- 
tion of government. 	The reports concluded by 
representing this state of things as replete with 

• dangers, which the existing laws had been found 
inadequate to prevent. 	• 

THE measures. proposed by ministers were, the 
temporary 	 erasion of the habeas corpus act ; the 

Suspension  
of the 
habeas air- 

A/ M 2 	 extension 
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C H A P. extension of an act, passed in 1795, fbr the security 

J
xc_ ii L of his majesty's person, to the p'rince regent, 11. 	the 
1817. person exercising the functions of royalty;' the incor- 

pus act, and 
other pre- 
cautionary 

poration into 'one act, of the provisions of the act 
of 1795, relative to tumultuous meetings and de- 

rneasures. 
it. bating societies ; and of the Provisions of the act of 

• the 39th of the king, declaring the illegality of 
all. societies bound by secret oaths or extending 

. themselves by fraternized branches over the. king-
dom ; and an act for punishing with the 'utmost 
rigour any attempt to gain over soldiers and sailors 
into any association or set of men, and withdraw 
them from their allegiance. 	These measures, es- 
pecially the 'act for preventing seditious meetings 
and assemblies, 	excited considerable discussion ; 
but they finally received the sanction of the legis-
lature. 

Finance' 
committee. AT an early period of the session, parliament 'was 

called upon .to deliberate on a permanent system 
for a peace-establishment. On the 7th of February, 
.lord Castlereagh, after a general statement of the 
various sums which would be demanded for the ser-
vice of the current year, moved for 'the appoint-
ment of a select committee to inquire into and es-
timate the income and expenditure of the united 
kingdom, during a period of three years, ending on 
the 5th of January,. [819 ; and also to consider what, 
further measures might be adopted for the relief of 
the country from any part of that expenditure, 
without detriment to the public interest. 	The 
first report of this committee, relating to the aboli-
tion of sinecures, was made on the 5th of May, 
when Mr. Davies Gilbert stated, that, in recom-
mending the suppression of certain offices,• it was 
necessary that some .other mode should be pointed.  
out, in which his majesty could reward meritorious 
services; and t system had been devised, which, 
under certain restrictions, might ans*er every pur- 
pose. 	This was, the granting of pensions for ser- 

15 	 .vices 
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vices perfornied, the time or duration of service 

t3 
c u A r. 

being one of the criteria by which the crown was x"". 
to be guided in rewarding the exertions of public 1817. 
officers. A bill, entitled the Civil Services Compen- Bills for 
sation„Bill, was accordingly introduced,  together 	Zenci-v a 
with another, for abolishing the offices of wardens services and 
and justices in Eyre, north and south of Trent ; and fl:',1', rot 
they passed through bothliouses with little opposition., 6ce of jus- 

To relieve the temporary distresses of the coon- t.  gy 
  rein   

try, recourse was had to a measure which had been Issue  of
. 
 

'repeatedly 	tried in 	cases of similar emergency. nclaqur 
On the 28th of April, the chancellor of the exche- local and 
quer, in a committee .of the house, moved that temporary 

his majesty might be enabled to direct that exche- relief. 

quer bills, to an amount not exceeding 500,000i. 
might be issued to commissioners, -to be by. them 
applied to the completion of public works in pro-
gress, or about to be commenced ; to encourage the 
fisheries, and to employ the poor in different pa- 
rishes of Great 	Britain, 	on due security being 
given for the repayment of the sums so advanced. 
He also moved that the lord lieutenant of Ireland 
might be emppwered to advance out ofthe consoli-
dated fund of that kingdom a sum not exceeding 
250,000/. fbr the same purposes, under condition of 
repayment in a time to be limited. 	The commis-
sioners entrusted with'the money were to be wholly 
Uncbnnected with government, and in the disposal 
of it they were especially to consider the influence 
which the prosecution of any public work might 
have on the occupation of the unemployed popula- 
tion. 	These resolutions were agreed to, and a bill 
framed Lyon them was passed. • 

THE motion of Mr. Grattan in favour of the Discussion 
catholic claims was rejected by 215 votes against clfaicamtsholic 
221 ; and that of lord Donoughmore on the same 
subject in the house of peers, by a majority of ,.52. 
in the debate whiCh preceded this decision, the earl 
of Liverpool, on eon.,idering the main question, 

iu, 1,1 3 	 whether 
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c x A P. 
xcrir.. whethe'r the catholics were entitled to enjoy privi-

. leges equal to those enjoyed by the members of the 
1817.. established'religion, observed, that, in point of ab- 

• stract principle, no description of persons could com-
plain of unequal privileges, who voluntarily _placed 
themselves in a situation, by which they forfeited 
their right to equal privileges. 	In reference not 
only to the catholics, -but .to other dissenters,. he 4, 	• asked, whether they, on requiring equal privileges, 
offered 	equal conditions ; 	and if they did not, 
whether it could be contended that there was any.  
injustice in distinguishing between them. 	He had 
always considered that the, civil establishment was 
necessarily interwoven. with that of the church. 
This was tho leading principle at the period of the 
revolution, and•to this he would adhere. Whenever 
parliament should throw open the door to equal 

" and general concession, and say thit.the only dif-
ference between the churches of the dissenters and 
that of Epgland. 	was our ecclesiastical 	establish- 
ment, they would cease to possess the means of 
maintaining what was essential to the security of 
their establishment. 	Parliament would cease to 
be a protestant parliament. 	Lord Grey consider- , 
ed the danger apprehended from the admission. 
of two or three catholic representatives into the 
commons, and of as many catholic peers into 
their hereditary seats in the upper house, to be' 
merely futile and imaginary, and declared that this 
was the first time he had heard the name of a thing 
prized beyond the substance. 

Mr. Abbott ON the 30th of May, Mr. Abbott, who had held. 
resigns the 
office of the high office' of speaker of the house of com- 0 
speaker. mons for five successive parliaments, tendered his 

resignation on the ground of 	continued illness; 
He was called to the house of peers by the title of ' 
lord Colchester, and an allowance of 40001. a year 
'was voted to him, as a proof of:gratitude for the 
ability, integrity, and unremitting attention to busi- 

ness, 
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ness, which had marked the whole elf 'his conduct. 
He was succeeded by •Mr. Manners Sutton. xcitt.  

535 
c II A P. 

A DEBATE •  took place in the house of.peers on 
the 12th of May, respecting a circular letter, writ- Emmi  
ten some weeks „before, by lord Sidmouth to the ners 
lieutehatits of counties throughout England and 
Wales, in which he communicated to them 	the 	lord.Sid- 
opinion of the law officers of the crown, that a jus- circ  -mftar.ui's 
tice of peace might issue a-warrant for apprehend-
ing persons charged on oath with the circulation 
of seditious pamphlets 	and writings, and might 
hold such persons to bail. 	Lord Grey, deeming 
the character of this proceeding unconstitutional, 
moved 	that 	the case submitted to the crown 
lawyers should be laid before the house. 	Various 
authorities were cited by lord Ellenborough to shew 
that the power ascribed to the magistrates was 
sanctioned by Jaw • and on a division, the motion 
was negatived. 	At a later period of the session 
this question was agitated in the house of com-
mons, and was decided in a similar manner, as were 
also two resolutions moved by sir Samuel„Romilly, 
declaring it to be highly prejudicial to the due ad-
ministration of justice for a minister of the crown 
to interfere with the magistrates in cases where a 
discretion was supposed to be vested in them, by. 
suggesting how that discretion was to be exer-
cised ; and that it was a dangerous extension of the 
prerogative' for the minister to declare in his official 
character to the magistracy, what he conceived to.  
be the law of the land, especially where the secu-
rity of the subject and the liberty of the press were 
deeply affected. 

ON the 3d of June, another message from the Second 
prince regent was communicated to both houses, rhe:ssatre 
followed ty papers containing information respect- the 
ing the continuance of those combinations in dif 
ferent parts of the kingdom, which had already 
engaged the attention of parliament, and were now 

. 	M .51 4 -carried 

1817. 

nir! 
Sut- 

Deirde 0. 

ul. 

rr 
country. 
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.c H,A.,p. carried on to: such an extent as to disturb the 
ar...")II•h public tranquillity. 	Committees of secrecy were 

"'U. again appointed, and •on the 12th, their ,reports 
Reports of 
secret com. were. presented ; from which it appeared, that the 
mitteeg more recent projects of insurrectkon.were confined 

• to the principal manufacturing districts, in'sthne of 
the midland and northern counties of England, 
and that Manchester and its neighbourhood might 
be considered the focus of insurrection. 	At a. 
numerous meeting, held there on the 3d of March, 
for the purpose of petitioning against the suspension 
of the habeas corpus act, an adjournment took place 
until the 10th, with the professed intention, that 
ten out of every twenty persons attending it, should 
proceed to London with a petition to the prince 
regent. 	In the interval, various consultations took 
place, 	and the people were told, 	that if their' 
petition was rejected, they must force it; that the 
large towns in Yorkshire were following the same 
plan, and that their deputations would march at 
the same time ; that there was reason to believe the 
Scotch were then on their march, and that when 
joined by the people of other manufacturing dis-
tricts on the road, the concourse would be one 
hundred ,thousand strong. 	Those intending to 

.march were exhorted to provide themselves with 
blankets, shoes, and knapsacks ; every ten men . 
were to choose a leader, and one was to be set over 
every hundred.. At the time appoihted, about 
.12,000 persons assembled, and though some of the 
main agents of the 	plot were 	arrested, large 
numbers marched off towards London, and one 
party proceeded,  as fiir as Ashbourn. 	Their pro- 
gress was prevented by the active interference cif 
the magistrates. 	After this fidlure, there 	were 
various mettings of delegates from the neighbour-
hood of Manchester, f'rom the borders of Derby- 
shire, 	and from the manufacturing districts of 

Yorkshire. 	On the night of the 30th of March, 
• it 
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it was intended that' a general insurrection should- c H A r. 
commence at Manchester ; the magistrates to be XCIII. 

 
seized ; the prisoners tobe liberated, and a number 
of cotton mills to be set.on fire, for the purpose of 
drawing the soldiers from the barracks, of which, 
a party stationed near them, was to take possession. 

ist7. 

- Proclamations were to be issued, declaring the 
king's subjects absolved from their allegiance, and 
denouncing death against all opposers. 	These 
atrocious designs were defeated by the apprehension 
and confinement of some of the ringleaders, a few 
days before the period fixed for carrying them into 

.execution. 	In the month of May, another general 
rising was to have taken place, and Nottingham 
was fixed upon as the head-quarters of the insur-
gents ; but the plan was again thwarted by the 
activity of the magistrates, and the ready assistance 
afforded, under their orders, by the regular troops 
and yeomanry. 	The intelligence procured re- 
speeting.the plans of the agitators, was confirmed by 
the appearance of bodies of men in arms, at the 
precise periods stated to have been appointed for 
the insurrection. 	The reports concluded by as- 
cribing the preservation of tranquillity to the actual 
exercise of the powers which parliament had en-
trusted to the executive government ; and by stating 
that the time was not yet arrived, when the pro-
tection of the lives and properties of his majesty's 
subjects could be allowed to rest upon the ordinary 

• 

. 
powers of the law. 	An act was passed for con- Renewed 

tinning until the 1st of March 1818, the suspension 
of the habeas corpus act. 

suspension 
of the ha- 
bens curl'"' 

• THE 	supplied 	for ?he 	year were 	stated 	at 
2,187,808/. ; the ordinary resources of the ex- 

chequer amounted to nine millions and a half, and 
the other ways and means were a sum of 3,600,000/.. 
to be raised by Irish treasury bills, and a new issue 
of exchequer bills, to the amount of nine millions. 

rdg t. 
-u —e  

ON the 9th of July, Mr. Wilbertbrce called the 
attention 
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c H /17 P.!attention of parliament to the slave trade, which, he 

XCJIL lamented to say, was still carried on bythe 'subjects 
1817. 	. of those powers who had -  pledged themselves to 

Motion on 
foreign co-operate in its abolition.. 	America and Holland 
slave trade. were not wholly free from this imputation, but the 

heaviest charge:. lay against Portugal and- Spain, 
whose flags formed a cover for .the illicit traffic of. 
other nations. 	After expatiating on the evil con- 
sequences of these. abuses, he moved an address to 
the prince regent, .praying 	that he would be 
pleased to pursue with unremitted activity, the 
negotiations into which he had.air4ady entered on 
this important subject ; and expressing a hope, that. 

' if all his amicable endeavours should prove un-• 
availing, the congress of Vienna would deem it their 
duty to adopt such a course of: commercial policy 
as would tend to annihilate that inhuman traffic. 
Lord Castlereagh hinted at the difficulty of coming 
to an understanding with two reluctant powers, 
without a danger of injuring pendent negotiations; 

• but he would not oppose an address which ex-
pressed the sentiments of his majesty's government; 

. 'and after some 'further discussion, it was voted 
• Proroga • without a division. 	Parliament was prorogued on 

tiara of 
parliament. the 12th by a speech from the prince regent, in 

which he expressed his determination to make a 
temperate, but effectual use of the extraordinary 
powers vested in his hands for the protection and 

. security of his majesty's loyal subjects. 
Affairs of IN India, several divisions of the Madras army 
India. were occupied, in hostilities against the tindarees, 

of whom a considerable gifce was surprised and 
defeated at Cowah, by major.  Lushington, at the 
head of the 4th regiment of light cavalry. 	Captain 

. 
Caulfield attacked another body of these freebooters, 
and drove them with great loss beyond the Ner- 
buOda. 	Some discussions which had arisen with 
the governMent of Poonah, terminated' in a new 
treaty. between the Company and the Peishwa, ex- 

plaining 
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plaining and amending the articles of the treaty of c I-I A P. 
Bassein, and containing provisions calculated to xcm. 
improve the alliance, and lender permanent the ism 
harmony of the two•  governmentg. 

FRANCE was this year relieved from a 'part of Of France. 

her burthens, by a reduction of the army of occu- 
pation,- in the proportion of one-fifth from 'each 
corps, the amount of the diminution being 30,000 
men. 	In January; the king issued 'an ordinance, 
declaring that every vessel, whether French or 
foreign, which should attempt to introduce - pur- 
chased negroes into the colonies, should be confis- • 
cared, and the captain, if a Frenchman, be deemed . 
incapable of holding a command. 	In November, 
a law was framed for preventing abtises of the 
liberty of the press, and another for abolishing with 
certain exceptions, the concordat of 1801. 	Seven 
-new archbishoprics, and twenty-five new bishoprics 

• were erected, the endowments to be taken from 
funds placed at the disposal of the king. 	Bulls 

_and other acts emanating from the court of Ronie, 
with 	the 	exception 	of 	indulgences 	from the 
penitentiary court, were not to be carried into 
execution. without the royal authority. 	In the 
course of the summer, some disturbances took place . 
in .the provinces, which were .chiefly ascribed to 
the high-price of provisions ; and a political con- 
spiracy was detected at Lyons. ' 	 . 

SPAIN remained in a state of reluctant submission Spain. 

to the odious yoke imposed upon her. 	In 3.anuary, - 	- 
' the city of Valencia was agitated by a tumult, 
which threatened to spread through the whole 
province ; the people raised the cry of the con- 
stitution, and were with difficulty reduced to sub-' 
jection by the rigorous mea,sures of general Elio. 
A more• formidable conspiracy was discovered in 
April, at Barcelona, in which generals Lacy and 
Milans were implicated. 	The fohner Wi/5 ti'an 
sported to Majorca, and was killed in attempting 

• to 
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d 11 A P. to escape from the soldiers appointed to guard him. 
__$,E1II• Ferdinand signalized his most catholic zeal by an 
11  Ism edict, prohibiting all books which impugned the 

authority of the Vman pontiff, and the holy 
tribunal of the inquisition, or which contained 
principles subversive of monarchical government. 
The'principal measure of his foreign policy was, an 
application to the congress in favour of his sister 
the queen of Etruria, and of ter, son, the infant 
don Carlos Louis, for whom 	he •proctu-ed the 
reversion of the duchies of Parma, Placentia, and 
Guastalla. 	In December, he issued a decree for 
the abolition of the slave trade, to commence north 
of the line immediately, and south of the line on 
the 80th of May, .1.820. 

Portugal Tic government of Brazil, now identified with 
and Brazil' that of Portugal, continued to maintain a military 

force in Montevideo, notwithstanding a strong re- 
monstrance from the allied powers of Europe, who • 
regarded this aggression as an act of hostility 
against Spain. 	In the spring, considerable alarm, 
was excited by an insurrection in' Pernambuco ; 
which, however, was very soon suppressed by the 
royal.  forces. 	A conspiracy was afterwards dis- 

. covered in. Portugal, the object of which was to 
• establish 	an 	independent 	government 	in 	that 
country. 	Its principal promoters were, general 
Gomez Freire de Andrada and baron Eben, who, 
with several of their adherents, were arrested on 
the night of the 2.5tli of May, and charged with 
attempting to seduce the troops, and other classes • 
of the inhabitants, from their allegiance. 	The con- 
tinued absence of .the court had afforded them a 

' pretext fbr disseminating a report, that the sovereign 
intended to abandon Portugal, and degrade it into 
the rank of a tributary state. 

Russia • No material change took place in the political . 
relation of the ttropean powers. 	The emperor of 
Russia was occupied in strengthening his immense 

empire, 
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empire, and in ordaining. regulations for reducing C H A P. 
the 'public debt of the state, for extending the XCHT• 
facilities of mercantile men, by the establishment 1817. 

• of a commercial bank, and for encouraging foreign 
• colonists to settle in the country. 	In Sweden, 
great sensation was produced by the disclosure of 
a conspiracy against the life of the crown prince, 
who received on this occasion, the warmest assur-
ances of attachment from the representatives of:the 
nation, and from the citizens of Stockholm. 	His 
son Oscar was admitted into the council of state by 
order of the king, who, in a solemn admonitory 
speech, exhorted him to respect the rights of the 

Sweden. 

• two free nations whom he would one day be 
called to govern. 	In Germany, the progress of 
political• improvement was 	slow and uncertain. 

Germany. 

The king of Wirtemberg found it necessary to 
dissolve the assembly of his states, in consequepce 
of their refusal to confirm a constitution which he 
proposed ttl them ; and he took into his own hands 
the administration of the finances, for this, and the 
ensuing year. 	The duchy.of Saxe Weimar adopted 
a free constitution ; a proposal of the grand, duke 
to the diet at Frankfort, that this constitution 
gliould be placed under the guaranty of the German 
confederation, was 	confirmed 	by the 	vote 	of 
Austria, in which the other powers concurred. 	In Nether. 
the Netherlands, the government adopted the very 
popular measure of abolishing the exclusive com-
mercial company which had been established in the 
northern provinces, and of throwing open 'the trade 
to China. 

hirld9' 

IN the United States, Mr. Madison was succeeded united 
in the office of president by Mr. James' Monroe. states — 
A cheering picture of national prosperity was 6.. 
hibited in the message to congress, on the: 2d of 
December, from which it appeared, tliat the re-
venue arising from imports and tonnage, and from 
the sale of the public lands, would be fully adequate 

to 
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Cl! A I'. to the support of the civil government, as well as x cm. of the existing military and t)aval establishments ; , 

1817.' and not only to the paymetft of the interest on the 
* public debt, but to the extinction of the debt itself,: 

at-the times authorised, without the aid of internal. 
taxes; for which reason, the president considered 
it his duty to recommend to congress the repeal of 
those taxes. 	This speedy relief from the burthens 
which .war had occasioned, was a gratifying proof 
of the resources of the country, and of the economy 
with whiCh they were administered. 

South FEW interesting or important events characterized 
America. the protracted war in the Spanish colonies. 	. Early 

• in the year, an adventurer, named Gregor Mac-• 
gregor, 	entitling 	himself general of brigade of 
the armies of Venezuela, and general-in-chief of 
the armies destined 	against 	the 	Floridas, 	took 
possession of Amelia island with a force composed 
of natives of different countries ; but being disap-
pointed of supplies, he quitted it in *September. 
A nephew of the celebrated Mina'was captured in 
Mexico, at the head of a small body of men, whom 
be had collected to' support the cause of independ- 
ence. 	The army of Buenos Ayres, under the com- 
mand of general San Martin, obtained a victory 
.at Chacabuco, oh the lab' of February, after which 
a new government was organised by the patriots at 
Santiago, the 'capital of Chili. 

'Domestic 
..affitir, IN England, the pressure of distress was some-

what alleviated by the prospect of an abundant 
haivest, abut 	the 	people 	in the manufacturing 
districts cohtinued to suffer from the depreciation 
of wages, consequent on an almost total stagnation 
of commerce. 	The public mind was agitated by 

.rumours of plots and conspiracies ; the renewed 
suspension of the habeas corpus act excited strong 
animadversions, 	and 	many persons 	began 	to 
questiOn the 	necessity 	of those 	extraordinary 
powers with which ministers had armed themselves, 

	

. 	for 
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for. the purpose of maintaining the tranquillity of .eflAP. 
the country. 	In the last reports of the secret xcin* 
committees, it had been stated, that softie of the 
intelligence before them rested on the depositions• 
and communications of persons who were either 
implicated it the crithinal transactions which they 

)817* 

' disclosed, -or, who had apparently engaged in them 
'with the' view of obtaining information, and im-
parting it to the magistrates, or to the secretary of 
state. 	That jealousy 	with which 'Englishmen 
resent any encroachment on 'their liberties, was 
fully awakened when it was known that spies had 
been employed in the disturbed districts ; and a 
natural suspidion was excited, that these secret 
agents would be interested in .fomenting.the plots 
which they , undertook to reveal. 	The discredit 
'thrown on the testimony of a witness of this stamp, 
named Castles;  was instrumental in causing the 
acquittal 	of four factious individuals, 	'Watson, Trials for 
Preston, Thistlewood, and Hooper, who Were tried 
for high treason, at. Westminster, in the month of 

hightrea- 

June. 	To the machinations of another spy, named • 
Oliver, many misguided men in the midland and. 
northern districts, ascribed the 	criminal acts 	in 
which they had been unwarily tempted to partici— 
pate. 	In October, a number of persons were tried 
for high treason, at Derby, by a special commission. 
Three .of them, Brandreth, Turner, and Ludlam, 
whose offence was. attended with circumstances of 
peculiar aggravation, were found guilty, an &under-
went the. geadfut sentence of the law,, on the 7th 
of November. 	Nine others were doomed to a 
lighter punishment,  and the hand of mercy was 
extended to the twelve who remained. 

• 

' THE hopes founded on the happy union of the Death of 
prince regent's only daughter, with the prince of the princess 

Coburg, were fatally 	blighted 	on 	the 	6th 	of Charlotte. 
 

November, by the death of that amiable princess, 
at a short period after her delivery of a still-born 

. 	male 
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,.c H A P.. "Oak infant, td.the .unspeakable' grief of the.Yoyal • 
L  tC114' , ,familyi ,arid 'the general sorrow of the whole nation.0„ 
:1811. 'All rankrdf :people monrnedfor the' illustrious lady 

whO had:: so zuany 'claims-  on their 'affection, and 
whom they had .cherisW .as " the expectancy' and • . .rose of the fair state." • 

" 	' 	• 
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CHAP. XCIV. 
. 	 . 

'Regent's speech on the meeting of parliament. — Repeal of the 
' 	suspension of the habeas corpus act. — Bill of indenznity.— 

Inquiry of Mr...Grenfell, respecting the affairs of the bank. 
— Restriction act continued. — Budget. — Treaty with 
Spain, relative to the slave trade. — Motion respecting 

• Spanish ships engaged in that trade. — Act for building new 
churches. — Marriage contracts of the dukes of Clarence, 
Cambridge, and Kent. — Alien act continued. — Amend-
ment of the regency act. — Mr. Brougham's bill respecting 
the education of the poor. — Dissolution of parliament. — 
Congress at Aix-la-Chapelle. — Army of occupation with-
drawn from „France. — Affairs of Spain. — Decree of the 
king of Portugal, respecting the slave-trade. — Death of 
the king-  of Sweden, and accession of Bernadotte. — Affairs 
of the United States. — Operations in Florida. — Policy 
respecting the Spanish colonies. —.East India efairs.— 
Success of the war. — Rebellion in Ceylon suppressed. --- 
Death of the queen of England. , 

Tilt session of parliament commenced on the' C H A P. 
28th of January, with a speech. delivered by x cw.  

commission, in which the prince regent, after ac- 
R 

 1818. 
knowledging the public sympathy in his affliction speetrosn 
for the untimely death of his beloved and only the meeting 

child& communicated his satisfaction in the favour- raepnatria-
able change which had taken place in almost every 
department of public industry, and added, that the. 
most important branches of the revenue were in a 
progressive state of improvement. 	Treaties had 
been concluded with the courts of Spain and 
Portugal, on the important subject of the abolition 
of the slave-trade ; a copy of that with the former 
court, was ordered to be presented, and the treaty 
with Portugal would be produced as soon as tike 

VOL.' ATI. 	 N N 	 ratifi. 
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ratifications should have 	exchanged. 	The .been _rev. attention of both houses was eStiecially directed to 
19§• the deficiency which• had so long exited in the 

number of places of public. worship b_gloflging to 
the established church, when compared. with alp' 
increased and increasing population of the countrl; 
and this important subject was recommended to 
their early considei-ation, convinced, as they must 
be, that the religious and moral habits of the people 
are the most sure and firm foundation of national 
prosperity. 

Repeal of ONE of the first measures instituted by ministers 
rt n te

nsu
or 

 e
he

- 
habeas 

was a bill for repealing the suspension of the habeas 
corpus act, through which his majesty had been 

corpus act. empowered to detain and secure such per'sons as 
were suspected of conspiring against his person and 
government. 	This 	bill 	having 	passed 	rapidly 
through both houses, a series 	papers .was pre- 
sented by command of the prince regent, containing 
information relative to the state of the country. 
In moving that these papers should be referred to 
a committee, lord Castlereagh avowed, that a bill 
of indemnity was necessary, as being naturally 
connected with the former law, since much of the 
information on which government had acted, was 
such as could not be disclosed consistently with the 
safety of individuals, and with good faith towards 
them.  

Report of a IN the Arouse of lords, the report of the secret s
rn
ec
it
r
t
e
e
t
e,
co
re-
m- committee, appointed to examine the papers, was 

lative.to -;1;he  
!
,
:

e
c!:stu

. 
 -. 

presented on the 23d of February. 	It related 
chiefly to the recent disturbances in the counties 
of Nottingham and Derby, and in the west riding 
of Yorkshire. 	The progress of insurrection had 

' been considerably checked by the arrests and trials 
which had taken place; while the improved state of 
the country, by aflording an increase of employment 
to the labouring classes, had rendered them less 
disposed to embrace the desperate measures of the 

disaffected. 
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disaffected. 	Some of the conspirators, especially c H A P. 

• in .London; were still active, ' and appeared deter: xcw. 
mine& to persevere, though with.  decreasing num- 
bers and resources ; for which reason, the com-
mittee represented that the vigilance of govern-
ment, and of the magistrates in the several districts 
which had been most disturbed, would be necessary. 

Hic  

In reference to the powers vested in government 
by the acts of. the preceding, session, the report 
stated, that forty-four persons appeared to have 
been arrested under warrants of the secretary of 
state, who had not bean brought to trial. 	Of these, 
seven had been discharged on eicamination ; war- . 
rants of detention had been issued against thirty-
seven, on Suspicion of high treason ; one, who was 
finally committed, was soon afterwards released; 
another was discharged on account of illness ; and 
a third died in prison. 	These arrests were stated 
to have been fully justified by circumstances, arid 
in no case did it appear that• any warrant of de- . 
tendon had been issued, except in consequence of 
information on .oath. 	The persons detained and 
not 'proiecuted had been at different times disl 
charged, when the state of the country, and the 
issue of the different trials were considered such as 
to permit their liberation. 	The committee added 
their conviction, that the government, in exercising 
the powers vested in them, had acted with due 

' 

discretion and moderation ; and that the magistrates '_ 
in the disturbed districts, had materially contributed, 
by their vigilance, to the preservation of the public 
peace. 

A BILL founded on this report was introduced BM of in- 
by the duke of Montrose on the 25th, for indemni- 
fying those persons who since the 26th of January, 

demnity. 

1817, had acted in apprehending,• imprisoning, or 
detaining in custody, 	persoils suspected of high 
treason, 	or treasonable practices, and in the sup- 
Pression of tumultuous and. unlawfbl assemblies. 

N N 0 	 Lord 
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C H A P. Lord Lauderdale considered •that this proposition xciv. involved a constitutional question of .considera,ble- 
1818. difficulty and importance. 	It was known by the 

journals .of the commons, that papers had also 
been sent to that house, and had been referred to 
a committee. That committee had not yet reported, 
and their report might be such as to render any 
proceedings .of the kind now prpposed very im- 
proper to be adopted by the peers. 	On a fbrmer 
occasion they had refused to entertain a certain 
measure, because if might come before them in a 
judiCial capacity, and for the same reason this bill 
was not fit to lie entertained.- 	This objection was 
answered by the earl of Liverpool, who observed, 
that if it were good for any thing, it would be 
equally good against the committee appointed to 
inquire into the conduct of ministers, on the papers 
snbmitted.to them. 	The committee, after examin- 
ing the papers inquisitorially, 	had 	come to. an 

. opinion which was now before their lordships, who 
were not bound to regulate their proceedings by a 
measure of which they could know nothing, except 
through the medium of the votes of the house of 
commons. 	Various objections were urged against 
the bill in its subsequent stages ; but it was ulti- 
mately passed, 'and sent to the lower house. 	In a 
committee, after the second reading, 	sir Samuel 

• 

• 

Romilly observed, that there were only three ob-
jects contemplated in the proposed measure;. first, 
to protect, the ministers in the acts of authority 
which they had exercised ; secondly, to indemnify 
the magistrates for what they had clone to suppress 
insurrections, or guard against imminent dangers to 
the state ; and thirdly, to protect private individu-
als, who had given inforthation to government, from 

• any peril which might be apprehended from the.dis- 
closure of their names and evidence. 	In regard.to 

the first object, the ministers could want ri% ibn- 

demnity for time 	 the powers exercise of 	gwe  paiY-- 
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pailiament ; the act which gave thoSe powers in- 
demnified them in their exercise.- 	If such protec- 

C H A P. 
' 	 cx iv. 

tion were requisite, it' must be for conduct. which 
the act did not authorise ; 	not for detaining men 
in -custody under that law, but for committing them 
to prison against all law. 	With respect to the 
magistrates, he asked, whether the country had been, 
in such a state as to call on them for the exercise 
of any thing more than the legal power with which 
they were invested. 	It was of most-dangerous con- 
sequence, by this bill, to inform magistrates that 
whenever the habeas corpus act was suspended, 
they might perform what acts of authority they 
thought would be most agreeable to ministers,. and' 
that every thing would be covered by a 	of in- 
demnity. 	He adduced lord Sidmouth's circular, as 
h strong instance of the mischief arising from the ' 
interference of government with those conserva-
tors of the peace, for the purpose. of prompting 
them, as to the modeln which it was desired that 
their judicial 'functions should be exercised. 	As 
to the protection to be aflOrded to persons who had -
given information to government, which formed the 
third object of the bill, he considered it to be a 
policy entirely new, and unheard of. 	No apprehen- 
sion of danger had been expressed by persons who 
had come forward to give evidence against Offen-
ders ; no witness, either at Derby, at 'York, or in 
London, had shown any reluctance in delivering 
his testimony ; nor had any thing occurred, to im- 
pede the due administration of justice. 	He be- 
lieved that government were not apprehensive of 
danger, but were desirous of concealing the un-
worthy means which had been used to obtain' 
information, and of sanctioning the future recourse 
to this new system of spies and informers. 	'The 
solicitor-general' denied that the propOsed measure 
had been supported on the presumption that minis-
ters had been guilty of irregularity ; and observed, 

N N 3 	 that 

.181§. 
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C H A P. that in the actual state of the country; the utmpst 
xciv. vigilance was necessary, as.there still existed in the 
• .1818. minds of. many persons a disposition to disturb the 

public peace. 	It would therefore be highly im-
proper . to point out those individuals whose infor-
mation enabled government to check in time those 
.evils.which threatened to overrun the country. 	On 
a division there appeared a majority of 173 in favour 
of the bill : 	it was read a third time on the 13th 
of March, and passed without farther discussion. 

Inquiry of THE important subject of finance occupied the 
tririres

orpeepal attention of parliament at an early period of the 
ing the session. ' On the .629th of January Mr. Grenfell 
affairs  ° ihe ban inquired of the chancellor of the exchequer whether 

any event had occurred, or was expected to occur, 
which, in its consequences, would prevent the re-
sumption of cash payments by the bank on the 5th 
of July ensuing. 	He introduced another •question 
of equal moment, by observing that the public 
stood in the situation of debtor to the bank, for the 
sum of three millions advanced without interest, . 
and for the sum of six millions, at an interest of 
four per cent., which would soon become payable. 
Until these loans should be repaid, the bank had 
secured to themselves the undisturbed possession 
of a balance of the public money deposited in their 
hands, which for the last twelve years had amounted 
on an average to eleven millions. 	Considering it 
highly advantageous that the government should 
be unfettered by these obligations, he desired to 
know whether any arrangement was in progress 
for discharging the loans in question, or for placing 
them on a better footing. 	The chancellor of the 
exchequer replied, that the bank had made ample 
preparation for resuming its payments in cash at 
the time fixed by parliament; but that pecuniary 
arrangements with foreign powers were going on, 
of such a nature and extent as might probably re- 
quire a continuance of the restriction. 	As to the 

loall 
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loan Of six millions; he should ,ere long have an C if A P. 
opportunity to. submit a propoSition for its payment, xciv.  
but with respect to the three millions 'without 
interest, which was to be regarded rather as a gift 
than a loan, he thought that the house would not 
be reconciled to any proposition for depriving the 
public of so important an accommodation. A similar 

1818. 

"inquiry was instituted in the house of peers, an'd 
on the motion of lord Lauderdale, accounts were 
ordered of the weekly amount of bank notes in 
circulation during the three past years. 	Off the 
9th of April the chancellor of the exchequer, in 
submitting to a committee of the house of commons 
certain propositions of which he had given notice, 
observed that in January 1817 the Bank had tried -  Result  of 
an experiment in the issue of specie, by giving notice that they were ready to pay off outstanding In: 

"Pelit -made 
issue 

notes of a particular description. 	Cash might then 	of 
have been demanded to the amount of about one 
million 	sterling ; 	but. so 	little 	interest 	did 	the 
public take in the offered payment, that a very in- 
considerable sum was called for. 	At that • time 
gold bullion was reduced to 8 /.. 18s. 6d. and silver 
to 4s. lOok the ounce. 	In October of that year 
notice had been given that the bank would be 
ready to pay cash for their notes of every descrip- 
tion dated prior to the 1st of January 1817. 	The 
result was greatly different front that of the former 
experiment ; cash was demanded, to a large amount, 
not for the purpose of internal circulation, but for 
that of being remitted , to foreign countries. 	Up- 
wards of two millions and a half had been issued 
under this last notice, • of which sum hardly any 
part remained in circulation. 	The difference in 
the 	result of the two experiments arose from 

specie. 

Various circumstances, especially from 	the large 
imports of corn rendered necessary by the scarcity, 
from the migration of Englishmen to the continent, 
and, from the negociation of a large French loan 

/4 isr 4 	 in 
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C HAP. • xciv. in tlii.S. country., 	In these circumstances it was not • advisable for .  the bank to resume cash payments.; 
1818:7' and accordingly two bills were passed,- the first for • 

Restriction continuing the restriction until the .5th of July . 
act con- 
tinued. 1819, and the second for authorising private bank-

ers in England and Ireland to issue and circulate. 
promissory notes, secured upon a deposit of public 
funds, or other government securities. 

Budget. ON the production of the budget, the grand 
total of supply was stated at 20,952,400/.1 the 
amount of what might be called the ready money 
of the ways and means was 7,271,4481.; and. the 
remaining fourteen millions were provided by va-
rious arrangements, including the creation of a 

"new species of stock, bearing an interest of three 
and. a half per cent. and the funding of a certain 
portion of exchequer bills, to effect a considerable 
reduction in the unfunded debt. 

Treaty with THE  treaty between England and Spain relative. 
Spain re- 
lative to the 

4. 
L.° the slave-trade was Jai& before the house of.. 

slaie•trade. commons on the btli of February, by lord Castle-
reagh. According to its regulations, no detention 
under, the stipulated right -of search was to take 
place, except in the case of slaves being found 
actually on board. 	It was necessary that each 
nation should have an equal right of discovering 
the illicit practices which had been carried on by 
the other ; and unhappily the guilt in.the present 
instance was chargeable on certain British subjects 
as well as on those of Spain. 	In return for the ad- 
vatitages and concessions obtained, 	the sum of 
400,000/. was voted as a compensation to his ea- 

- 	• tholic ,majesty. 	. 
Motion re. ON the 18th of March, a motion relative to Spa- 
specting 
Spanish 
ships  en- 

nish ships engaged in the' slave-trade was made. by , 
Dr. Phillimore, in reference chiefly to the case of 

gaged
trd 

in  
e. those claimants• who were in possession of sen- 

tences of restitution from British courts at home, 
and had not reeived the amount of the property 

decreed 
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decreed to be restored to them. .On the ground that .c%1P* 
these claimants were in equitfentitled to nothing, 	• 
and• that it was competent fbr 6ne sovereign to 	1818. . 
contract with another.as  to the claims of their sub- • 
jects 	with 	a *view 	to adjustment, - the 	motion 
Was negatived withotit a division. 	Various in-
quiries' were afterwards instituted by sir Samuel 
Thomilly and Mr. Wilberforce, of 'which the object 
was to ameliorate the condition and treatment of 
slaves in the British West Indies. 	 , 

To supply the deficiency of places of worship Act for 
belonging to the established church, a.grant of one bflueiwklin g 
million stet ling' 	voted, to be raised by exche- churches. 
quer bills, and applied as occasion might require, 
under the direction of commissioners appointed by 
the crown. 	A bill was subsequently introduced, of 
which the objects were, to empower the king in 
council, on a representation to that effect, to order 
the division of a parish, for ecclesiastical purposes, 
into two or more. parochial districts, each of which 
was to have its church and minister ; and to au-
thorise the erection of chapels of ease, of which 
the ministers were to be respectively nominated by 
the incumbent of the parish, subject to the appro-
bation 

 
of the diocesan, and without deranging the 

civil or secular rule of such parish. 	A consider- 
able sum was raised by subscription in aid of this 
pious work.: 	 . 

ON the 13th of April, a message from the prince provision 
regent announced the intended marriage of the for the 	. 
duke of Clarence with the princess of Saxe Mei- elkareseLe, Cam- ningen, and of the duke of Cambridge with the ail

ng:
c
tla 

 
princess of Hesse. 	An increase ' of • 60001. per 
annum in the income of each of those princes their  mar-
was voted, the same sums to be settled on the r-age.  
princesses, if they should survive their royal high- 
nesses. 	In May a similar provision was .made for 
the duke of Kent on his marriage with the widow 

of 
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•c H A P. of the late prince of Leiningen, sister of the prince 
xclY' of Coburg.  
i813. THE alien act-was continued for two years,. on, 

Alien act 	• continue& the ground. that it was necessary to keep out, as 
well as to send out of Great Britain, 	those per- 
sons who should avail themselves of the vicinity of 
France, to foster. a spirit menacing to the security 
of this, and the other governments of Europe. 	A' 
clause was introduced on the motion of the lord 
chancellor, by which all persons who might have 
been naturalised since the 28th 	of April. by the 
purchase of shares in the bank of Scotland, or who 
might claim to be naturalised by becomingpartners 

. in that bank after the passing of this act, should 
be deemed and taken to be aliens, notwithstanding 
any existing act of the p'arliament of Scotland,• so 
long as the provisions of this law respecting aliens 
should remain in force. 

Amend- ON the 19th of May, a bill was introduced into 
re
Em

enc
it of the 

act. 	
y parliament for varying and amending some of 

the provisions of the regency act. 	Its first ob- 
ject was to enable her majesty to nominate addi-
tional members to the council appointed to assist 
in the execution of the trust reposed in her with' 
regard to the care of the king's person ; and the 
second referred to the possible case of a cessation 
on the part of the queen to hold that charge. 	In 
this case the regency act had prescribed that parlia-
ment should assemble forthwith ; and in the event 
of a dissolution, the new parliament not having 
met, the old parliament should be immediately 
convened. 	It was now provided that the meeting 
should take place at fourteen days' notice ; and 
with a view to the possible event of the queen's 
demise, after the day of the meeting of a new par- 
liament, previous to the day of meeting, or on the 
day of tile dissolution, clauses were introduced for 
rendering the new writs operative, and for the 
summoning of parliament to meet within sixty 

• (lays. 
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days; 	The 'additional 	members .appointed 	to c n A r. 
the queen's council were, the earl of Macclesfield, 
the bishop of London, lord Si. Helen's, and. lord 

xciv. 
Isis. 

Henley.. 	' 	 ' 
• EARLY in the year, a committee was formed in m. ; .Broug. 
the house of commons, to consider of a bill pro- ‘,.hesampec'tilgi  
posed by Mr. Brougham, respecting the education the ea.c... 
of the poor;-  and an inquiry was instituted into the 
state and management of charitable fUnds. 	For 
this inquiry, fourteen commissioners were to be ap- ' 
pointed by the crown, six of whom were to. have 
no salaries. 	The commission was to be empowered 

pti:r1)f  the  

. 

. to examine upon oath, and to call for papers, per- • 
sons, and records. 	In 	its passage through the 
house of lords, the bill underwent various changes, 
which were subsequently noticed by Mr. Brougham. 
The first was, the limitation of.the commissioners 
to one description of charities, namely, those con- 
nected with education. 	Another practical change 
was, that the commissioners were precluded by 
circumstances, over which they could not have 
control, from investigating the state of the educa- 
tion of the poor generally. 	Some .of the powers 
originally conferred upon them were altogether ab-
rogated : they were directed to traverse the coun:. 
try and to call witnesses before them ; but they 
were to possess no authority for enforcing attend-
ance, or for demanding the production of any one 
document. 	The bill, as it now stood, left every 
thing to the good will of those who had an interest 
at variance with the inquiry, yet much good might 
still result from the exercise ..of the powers pos- 
sessed by the house. 	The means to be used were, 
that the commissioners,  should proceed and call 
witnesses ; that they should report occasionally to 
the house, and make returns of the names of all 

• 
' 

. persons refusing to give the information required; 
or to produce the documents demanded without 
alledging any just cause of refusal. 	The commit- 

tee, 
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tee, 'Which would be re-appointed nextSession, might 
be empowered to dall those persons before them. Mr. 

ler& 9  •• Brougham concluded by proposing an address-to 
the prince regent, praying for the appointment of 
•a commission to inquire into the state of education 
of the 	poor 	throughout 	England and Wales, 
and to report thereupon from.  time to time, to his 
royal highness-and to the housL Upon this address 
the previous question was moved and carried, and 
the same fate attended another proposal that the 
commissioners appointed under the bill should in-
quire into the abuses of charities not connected 

• with education. 	The amendmeifts to the billy 
made by the lords, were then read and agreed to. 

Dissolution At the close of the session parliament was dissolved: 
m parlia-

ent 	' 
congress at 

THE state of affairs in France appeared so fa-
vouj'able, that the time seemed-  tobe arrived when 

Aix-la- 
Chapelle. 	.that country might be safely relieved from the 

• burthen of maintaining a foreign military force. 
Ih the autumn, a congress of European potentates 
was held at Aix-la-Chapelle, in which it' was •de- 

• termined, 	that 	the 	allied army 	of 	occupation 
Army of should be withdrawn from the French territories. 
occupation 
withdrawn 
from 

Toward the close of the year a change took place 
ill• the cabinet of Louis' XVIII. when the marquis 

Frame' Dessolles was appointed foreign secretary; the count 
Des Cazes; minister of the interior; Portal, minister 
of marine; baron Louis, minister of finance ; and M. 
Serre, minister of justice and keeper,  of the seals. 
The ministry of police was suppressed. 

Afiltirs of SPAIN 	continued to sink deeper in 'adversity 
Spain. under the sway of Ferdinand, and her finances 

were thrown into a state of miserable confusion. 
Among other projects for repairing them, was that 
of establishing ports of deposit, where native and 
foreign speculators might obtain a year's relief 
from the payment of duties. 	It was decreed,. that 
foreign property should be placed under the gua• 
rantee of the laws, and never be liable to any reprisal 

,ou 
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on account of war between governments, except in C if A II, 
cases where . the property -of Spanish Merchants. xcugh 
should not have 	been respected. 	By another • 	1818. 
decree, Santander, . Corunna, Cadiz, and Alicant, 
were declared free ports. 	In a note to The allied 

'powers; transmitted in June, the king explained the 
principles on which he had determined to act 
toward the colonies 7 he proposed a general am-
nesty to the insurgents, on submission ; eligibility 
of native Americans, endowed with the requisite 
qualifications, 	to 	all 	offices, 	in 	common 	with 
European Spaniards ; and a regulation of the corn-.  

- coerce of the provinces with foreign states according 
to free principles; and conformably to the political 
situation of those countries and Europe ; and he 
avowed a sincere 	disposition to 'accede 	to all 
measures proposed by the allies, which should be 
consistent with the support of his rights and.dignity. . 	• 

ON 'the 6th of May, the king of Portugal Decree of 
published, at Rio - de Janeiro,. a royal alvara, to i,ortuXf  
enforce the articles of the late convention with the rtie,sPring 
British government, for the abolition of the slave- -trade, e- 
trade north of the equator. 	It imposed penalties 

' on those traders who should engage in the pro-
hibited traffic, and established,regulations for the-
protection and support of the slaves, who, in con-
sequence of such penalties, should be declared free.. 
In the ports to the south of the line, where the 
trade was still permitted, the regulations passed in 
1818 were to be observed, with certain modifications. 

IN Sweden, the death of Charles XIII. winch Dathorthe 
took place on the 5th of February, was followed by kingd  
the tranquil establishment of the French dynasty, Sweden. 

 
in the person of Bernadotte, who ascended to the 
throne under the name of Charles John. 	He was 
recognised by the other sovereigns of Europe. 	• 

THE United States were engaged in hostilities Affairs of 
against 	the 	Seminole Indians, 	a 	tribe 	dwellino• th e 0 states

United 
 

almost entirely within the limits of Florida, whom 
Spain, 
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C H A P. Spain; by the treaty of 1795, was bound .to.restrain 
l xii`Iv* .from committing acts of aggression. 	In pursuit 
4818. . of these savages, general Jackson entered Florida, 

Operations 	and found it necessary to take possession of St.. in Florida.  
Mark's 	and 	Pensacola, which were afterwards 
ordered to be restored to the Spanish authoiitiess 
A long correspondence took place on this subject 
between the two governtnents: 	The president 

. adverted to it in his message to congress, in No- 
liepo.rt re- 	vember, and afterwards detailed the informatiori 
S 'Peeling the,  received, from commissioners recently returned from panish 
colonies. 	- the Spanish South American colonies. 	It appeared 

that the government of Buenos Ayres, since its. 
declaration in 1816, had continued to act as an in-
dependent government ; that the Banda Oriental, 
Entre Ri6s, an'd Paraguay, were also independent, 
but unconnected with the former power ; 	that 
Chili 	had declared 	its independence, And was 
closely connected with Buenos Ayres ; that Vene-
zuela was maintaining the conflict with various 
success, and that the remaining parts of South 
America, except those held by. Portugal, were still 
in the possession of Spain; or in' a certain degree 
under her influence. 	Allusion was then made to' 

-an intention of the, allied powers, in the congress 
of Aix-la-Chapelle, to undertake a pacific medi-
ation between Spain and her colonies ; and it was 
recommended, that the United States should adhere 
to the course of policy which they• had hitherto 
pursued in regard to this contest. 	After expati- 
ating on the prosperous state of the public resources, 
the _president announced the accession of the Illinois, 
as another state, to the Union. 

Success of. 	IN India, the British were engaged in hostilities,  
the war in 	not Only against the Pindarees, but against a for- India. 

midable combination of the native princes, which 
ended in the capture and deposal of the Peishwa, 
and the destruction of the Mahratta power. 	A 
rebellion broke out in some of the provinces of 

Ceylon, 
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Ceylon, .in favour of a pretender to.Toyalty ; bub by c  ii A 1, 
the prompt and vigorous exertions of the governor,. 	xctv. 

1818. sir.ltobert Brownrigg, it Was effectually suppressed.' 
	ele AT home, tranquillity seemed to be in a great 1.11loa 

measure restored ; 	in several branches of trade snuppre'srd. 
there was a-  perceptible amelioration ; the harvest Domestic . 
proved abundant; and the bustle of a general -alai' 
election, by engrossing the attention of the people, 
caused'a temporary suspension in the schemes of 
the agitators. 	A disposition to riot manifested • 
itself among the labouring.  classes in Manchester 
and its neighbourhood, where the 'magistrates found• 
that the presenCe of a considerable . military force 
was necessary for the preseivation of the public 
peace. . 	 . 

"of YHE queen 	England, after along and severe Death of 
illness, was finally removed from this world, on the the 9""n• 
17th of November; And the public regrets on her. 

. demise, were mingled with a respectfulfeeling, in 
consideration of the care and tenderness with which 
she had watched over the infirmities of. her vener- 

. able consOrti 
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. 

Care of the king' s. person entrusted to the duke of York. —.. 
Changes in the Windsor establishment. — Mr. Tierney's 
motion on the circulatina

b 
 medium:— Finance committee. ---1 

Consolidated fund produce bill. — Reports on the state of 
• the bank. — Arrangements for resuming cash payments. --.- 

Budget.—Sir J. Mackintosh's motion on the state of the cri-
minal law. — Wager of battel abolished. — Discussion of 
the Catholic claims. — Marquis.  Camden's tellership bill. — 
Foreign enlistment bill. — Motion on the state qf the na-
tion. — Sir F. Burdett's motion on parliamentary rc form. 
— Reversal of lord E. Fitzgerald's attainder. — Motion 
on the slave-trade. — Bailor encouraging emigration -to the 
Cape of Good.Hope.— Concluding bill of supply. — Close 
of the session. — Affairs of France — Spain — Germang. • 
— Assassination of Kotzebue, and measures adopted in con-
sequence. — Discussion between Denniark and Sweden. — 
Cession of Parga by Great Britain to the Porte. — Conduct' 
of the Dutch in the Malayan archipelago. — Acquisition 
of Florida by the United States. — Affairs of South Ame-
rica. — Domestic events. — Public meetings.—.Catastrophe 
at Manchester: — Addresses to the prince regent on this 
subject. — Dismissal o.learl Fitzwilliam.—: Riot at Paisley, 
-7- Precautions taken by government. — Meeting of parlia-
ment.—Traverse bill.— Seditious libel bill. — Newspaper 
stamp bill jbr cheap tracts. — Seditious meetings bill. — 
Training bill. — Seizure of arms bill. — Lord J. Russell's 
motion on parliamentary rcform.— Decline of his majesty's 
bodily health. — Death qf the duke of Kent. — Death of 
the king. — Character. 

C H A P. `ONE. of the first measures which occupied the iccv. . attention of the new parliament, after its meet- 
1819. 	ing on the 14111 of January, related to the royal 

Care of the establishment, in which some changes were ren- king's per - 	
de • son en- 	red necessary by the late mournful events 	On 

12 	 the 
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the 25th, a bill was introduced into the, house of C IT A P. 
lords by the earl of Liverpool, for 	the cus- placing XCV. 

tody of the king's person in the hands of the duke 1819' 
of York; subject to the assistance of a council. 	A t

t
r
h
u
e
s
d
te

u
d
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e of 

 

'message was sent to the house of commons on the York. 
4th of February, by file prince regent, in. which lie 
informed them that the sum of 58,0001. per annum, 
appropriated to the establishment of her late ma-
jesty, having become diAposable for the general .  

• purposes of the civil list, his roydl highness placed 
that sum at the disposal of parliament ; stating, at 
the same time, that there existed certain claims, 
founded on the finthfulservices of persons belong-
ing to that establishment, which .he recommended 
to the, justice and liberality of the house: 	When 

• this message had been communicated, lord Castle- 
reagh, ,referring to the bill brought clown From the 
lords relative to the care of the king's person, 
observed, that the sums now to lie disposed of by. 
parliament vere, 100,0001. which had been appto- changesin 
printed to the Windsor establishment, 	58,0001. tsbo:es

Wtiand.. 

which had been assigned to the maintenance of 
thequeen,: and 10,0001. which had been granted 
to her majesty to defray the additional expense to 
which she had been subject, in the discharge of 
her duty as custos of the king's person. 	He pro- 
posed that this last sum Should . be continued to 
the duke of York as custos. 	Out of the remaining 

blishment. 

158,0004, the sum of 50,0007. was in future.to be 
appropriated to, the Windsor establishment ; 	the 
saving would therefore be 50,0001. on this esta-
blishment, and 58,0001. on that of the queen ; but 
this last sum would be burtheiled with the salaries 
of the servants of her late majesty. 	On the report 
bf a select committee, twif.cesolutions, conformable 
to the above proposals, were adopted, and the 
amount of the salaries was stated to be between 
18,0001. and 19,0007. a-year. 	OA the third reso- 
lution, a discussion arose respecting the fund from 

VOL. VI. 	 0 0 	 WiliCh. 
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c II A P. which the.guardian of the king's person was to be 
. x.cv. remunerated; and lord Castlereagh stated that he 

1819. was authorised to declare, that the duke of York 
• would in any event be. happy to discharge the 

duties which his situation rendered necessary to-' 
Wards his royal father and his country; but that 
no consideration could induce him to accept of 
any sum from the privy purse of his majesty. 	The 
resolution, 	as .originally framed, 	was at length 
agreed to, that the annual siim'in question should 
be issued out of the civil list revenues; and the 
bill for the regulation 'of the household was passed. 
A vacancy, which had occurred in the assistant 
connect 11 the death Of lord Ellenborough, was 
filled up,)3y the nomination of the marquis Camden. 

Mr. Tier- 
ney's mo- 
tion on the 

ON the 52d. of February, Mr. Tierney moved for 
the anointment of a committee to inquire into 

rune of the 
currency. the effects produced on ,the exchanges with foreign 

.countries, and the state of the circulating medium, 
by the restriction on cash payments 1)3,  the bank, 
and to report whether any reasons existed for con-
tinuingthose restrictions beyond the period fixed 
by law .for their termination. • The chandelloi of 
the exchequer proposed, as an amendment, that 
the committee should be-appointed to consider the 
state of the bank of England with reference to the 
expediency of the resumption of cash payments at 
the fixed period, as well as into other matters con-
nected with it, and to report such information as 
might be .disclosed without injury to the public 
interests. 	This amendment was carried, and a 
secret committee was accordingly appointed. 

Finance 
committee. ON the motion of lord Castlereagh another select 

committee was appointed to inquire into the in- 
collie and expenditure,  of the country. 	He anti; 
cipated a most favourable result f'rom this inquiry, 
and entered into a statement of the income; com-
paring the qUarter ending on the 5th of January 
1818 with that endifig at the same period in 1819. 

. 	The 
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The receipts on the former were 51,665,44.58/.; c It A P 
those of the latter 54,062,000/., sheaving an 'in- xcv 
crease upon the last quarter of 2,397,000/. 	Itwas 
material to observe, that upon the sum first named 
there were certain arrears . of war duties ,on malt 
and property, exceeding two millions, which re-
duced the income of ISIS to. 49,334,9271., while 
the arrears *of the same taxes up to January 1819 
amounted to only 566,6891.; so that the produce 
of the permanent taxes for the last quarter was in 
fact 53,497,0001., 	being 'an improvement in the 
whole of 4,163,000L, dedhcting from both the 
amount of the arrears of each. 	With respect to 
the expenditure, the finance committee of last year 
had stated it pt• 51,062,000/., 	bitt 	the estilnates 
before the house shewed that it was less by about 

1819. 

650,0001., than was.expected.. 	Adding this reduc- 
tion td the improved revenue, it appeared that the 
country was now in a better situation by ;20145,0001. 
than the former finance committee had

`
ventured 

to anticipate; and adding also to that sum the 
1,413,000/., on which that committee had calcu-
lated, the result Was a total surplus of 3,555,0001. 
applicable to the reduCtion of the national debt. 
Allowing one million for the interest on the loan, 
there remained two millions and a half of a surplus 
revenue. 	Mr. Tierney observed that in drawing 
this happy conclusion his lordship had altogether 
thrown out of view the sinking fund. 	There was 
an old debt upon that flint! of 8,300,000, which 
must be liquidated before one farthing of the sur-
plus in question could be made available for the 
expenses of the current year. 	The various taxes 
taken together exceeded seven millioliss but this 
was the extreme of the amount applicable to the 
army, the navy, the ordnance, and mirellanCOUS 
services. 	He  enquired how it could be possible 
that with an income of only seven millions, and an 
expenditure of twenty millions, bgth ends should 

o o 2 	 be 
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C H A 1). xcv. made to meet, and a surplus be left ; and whether • it Would not be a gross delusion to speak of the 
1819. sinking fund as applicable to the public service 

While government were obliged to borrow a sum 
of thirteen millions a year to support it. 	The 
chancellor of the exchequer observed, 	that this 
statement included certain particulars which could 
not be .admitted in making a fain. comparison. 	By 
taking the whole charge of the consolidated fund 
and ,the sinking fund, it had been shown, that our 
expenditure considerably, exceeded our receipts. 
This must necessarily lie the case since so great a 
part of the war.taXes had been abolished. 	Parlia- 
ment had thought . fit to relieve •the country from 
face]; millions of taxes, and thus they unavoidably 
prevented the effect ,which would liave been pro-' 
duced in the redemption of the• debt by these fif-
teen millions annually. • W411 respect to any plans 
of finance for thp present year, he should reserve 
to himself' the power of; adopting that 'which .the 
situation of public affiiirs rendtred most expedient. 

Console- AN important financial measure vas proposed by 
dated fund 
p °duce   i ministers 	n a committee on the exchequer con- 
bill. solidatibn acts. 	By the'practice of the exchequer 

the revenue received for the purppsds of the con-
solidated fund, accumulated until the end of the 
quarter; and as the sums were not made immedi-
ately applicable to the public service, the bank had 
the advantage of the interest of them. 	These 
accumulations the 	chancellor 	of the exchequer 
proposed to 	render 	available' until. required .f9r  
their original purpose, that the'public might bene- 
fit by them, instead of the Bank. 	A resolution 
was agreed to by the 'committee, declaring it expe-
dient that the growing produce of the consolidated 
fund 'should be made applicable in.each quarter to 
an amount not exceeding six, millions on the whole  
at any time for such services as should be voted by 
parliament, 	until it should be required ,for the  

services 
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services to which. it was appropriated. 	A bill 

565 
c 11.A. P. 

founded on this resolution was passed. 	. xcv. 
THE first report of the secret committee on the .1819. 	• 

state of the Bank, represented that the execution- ports on the of any plan for the resumption of cash payments 
would be obstructed by a continuance of the drain 
of treasure consequent on an, engagement to•pay 
off all notes of •a certain die, and to,  give specie 
for fractional sums under five pounds. 	A bill was, 
consequently passed to restrain the issue of sove- 
teig.tis for ,such fractional payments, 	in 	conse-% 
quence of notices in which the Bank had undertaken 
to pay in specie all notes dated previously to .the 

the *1.:;:trk.o  

• 
1st of January 1817. 	The second report was pre- 
sented on The.'5th of May, and it led to the enact-
ment of two bills founded • on a plan recommended 
by the committee for a gradual return to cash pay-
ments,*of which the following.\%:ere the principal 
provisions :— that after the 1st of May 1821 the Arrange- 
Bank shall be liable to deliver a quantity of gold,. rzestin,p. 

'.not less than 60 ounces of standard fineness, to be tion of each 

first assayed and stamped in the mint, . at the 
established mint: price of 31. 17s. 	MR/. per oz. 
in exchange for such an amount of notes pre-
sented to them as shall represent at that rate. the 
value of the gold demanded ; that this liability of 
the Bank to deliver gold in exchange for their 
notes shall continue for not less than two nor more 
than three years from the 1st of May 1821 ; and 
that at the end of that period cash. payments shall 
be resumed ; that ow a day to be fixed. by parlia-
ment, not later than the 1st of February 1820, the 

payments. 

Bank shh11 lA required to deliver gold of standard 
fineness, assayed and stamped as before mentioned, 
in exchange for their notes, (an amount of not less 
than sixty ounces of gold being demanded) 	at 
4/. 1s. per oz. tbat being nearly the 'market price 
of standard gold in bars, on an average of •the last 
tIlrei months. 

o o 3 • 
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C H A P. xtv. 'THE supplies for the 	yeas were 	stated 	at 

20,477,0001. 	Of the ways and means, the annual 
. 	1819% malt, and temporaly excise duties added to the Budget. .minor sums arising from the lottery and the sake 

of old naval stores, amounted to 7,074,000/. :• a loan 
of twelve millions by competition, and another of 
the.same. amount derived. froth the' sinking fund, 
joined to .the abOve 	produced a total of ssum, 

• 31,074,0001. leaving a surplus of 10,597,0001. to be 
applied to the reduction of the .unfunded debt, of 
•which five millions would be payable ,to the Lank 
of England, and thd remaining' 5,597,00/. to the 

. indivaual. holders of exchequer bills. 
Sir J. • THE state Of the criminal law was brought INIaaci o-  tosh's tfon on 

m the 
before the 'consideration of •the boucle of commons, 
on the 2d of Marth, by sir James Mackintosh, who 

criminal 
law. 

• e  

stated, 'that the main part of the reform. contem. 
plated by'llim, Was• to transfer to the statute bOok, 
the improvemenis which the wisdom of modern 
times had introduced.into the praCtice of the law. 
He divided into three classes, the crimes against,' 
which, capital punishment.  was denounced by the 
existing 	penal 	code. 	The fist comprehended 
murder, and other atrocious offences with a view to 
the.malicious destruction of human life, on which 
the law was invariably executed ; the second related 
to arson, highway robberies, piracies,•and crimes of 
similar magnitude, to the number of nine or ten, on 
which the laW was carried into effect in many cases ; 
'and he admitted,, that on these two divisions, it 
would for the present be unsafe. to propose any 
alteration. ' The third class comprised frauds of 
various kinds, with other offences, some 'of which 
were of the most frivolous. and fantastic description, 
amounting to abort one hundred and fifty, against 
which, the punishment of death denounced 'by the 
law, was no 'longer executed. 	For such offences, 
there were other punishments quite adequate And 
sufficiently numerous, which the wisdom of theslegis. 

lature 
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lature might order to be inflicted.. 	In reference to c H A r. 
a middle class of crimes, consisting Of larcenies and xcv. 
frauds of a heinous kind, he proposed to examine 
whether they should remain liable to. the punish-
ment of death, while in the administration of the' 
law, they were' never more severely punished than 

ism 

With, transportation for life, or for limited periods. 
After expatiating on the evil consequences to be 
apprehended from a continuance of the existing 
penal code, he moved, for" the appointment. Pf a 
select committee, to consider. of so much. of the 
criminal laws, as related to capital punishments in 
felonies, 	and 	to • report 	their' observations 	and 
opinion from time to time, to the h9use, 	The 
motion was carried; and a cbmmittee, congistirig of 
several 	distingUished members, .was,  accordingly 
appointed: 	In his speech on this important, subject,' 
sir James Mackintosh had to deplore, in common 
with every friend pf humanity, the untimely fate of 
his excellent friend, sir Samuel Romilly. 

Ig consequeii'ce of certain proceedings, instituted Abolition
of 

 
after a recent acquittal from a, charge of murder, Ltwteal! 
a bill, introduced by thb 	attorney-general, was 
passed, for abolishing 	by battel. 	Sir Francis .trial 
Burdett regarded this as a measure which tended 
to increase the power of. the crown, by depriving 
the subject of an appeal .against What might be an 
illegal and unjust 	extension of that ,power in i 
pardoning criminals in cases of murder. 	. .  

ON the 3d of May, Mr;Grattan presented eight nkcussion 
Roman catholic, and five protestant petitions, •in o

th
f
o
tit ca. 

.favour of the catholic claims, which he supported 
with his usual energy. 	The main points of his 
argument were, that the Roman catholics had a 
common law right to eligibility ; that the parliament 
had, in justice, no right to require .them to abjure 
their .religion ; that this religion was no evidence of 

claims. 

• 

• perfidy nr treason; and that while the catholics 
wererejected for what they had abjured, they were 

. 	 o 0 4 	 required 
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XCi. 
required to abjure that which did not belong to the 
cognizance of 'the civil magistrate, 	namely, .'the 

.1819.. articles of their religion. 	He concluded his speech 
with an animated appeal 'to the sovei-eign, whom he 
'invited to transcend the glories of the Plantagenet 
.and the Tudor, by relieving from civil disabilities 

- one-fourth part of his subjects. 	The motion of Mr. 
Grattan for the house to resolve itself into a cbm- 
mittee, was negatived by..a majority of two. 	On 
the 17th, This Tletiort WAS brdught before the 
peep by the .earl of 11onoughmore, who stated, that 
if the house went into a committee, he should 
propbse in the first place, the repeal or modification 
of the declaration oath, a great. part .of which, 
amounted to a denial of doctrines held by those 
who believed them to be the great truths of the 
Christian religion ;and in the second place, the 
repeal of the oath of abjuration. 	The lord chan- 
cellor 'considered the real point at issue to be; not. 
what would satisfy the catholic' algne, but what 
would, or ought to satisfy the ptotestant. 	He 
enquired what security by oath the catholics could 
give, which could reconcile the king's supremacy 
in things temporal, with the pope's supremacy in 
things ecclesiastical. 	Of all' the plans proposed to 
parliament since the commencement of the dis, 
cussions, not one appeared.to him to be practicable; 

: because, ifithe recorded.history of the country from 
/WO to 1688 were't.o be believed, it would there 
be seen how systematially the catliglics pursued 
the acconiplishment of their own objects, &URI:the 
destruction' of the national church. 	The  sena- 

' meats avowed by their clergy during ,the whole 
reign of Charles II:. wouhl show how strongly the 
necessity of these disqualifications was impressed 
on the mind of; the whole nation. 	At the close of 
the above period, it was resolved that there should 
be a protestant king, a protestant parliament, and. a 
protestant government. 	This great() 	principle? the 

• legis. 
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legislature ought ever .to keep.  in View, bolding in c H A P. 
due reverence the right which all men derived from xcv. 
God, that- they should 	not 	be 	persecuted for 1S19. 
religious opinions. 	Lord Grey contended, that the 
laws passed 'previous to, the revolution, were ,all 
founded on particular circumstances, which no 
longer existed. 	It was true . that our ancestors, 
after the 'expulsion of James, retained those laws, 
and added others of amore severe . tenor ; 61.1.t 
they' had strong reason for .so doing. 	The king 
had 	taken 	refuge 	with 	the. greatest 	catholic 

' 	- 

'sovereign in Europe ; ' and was supported by a 
number of partizans in this Country, of. whom the 
largest proportion 'were catholics. 	The great men 
• by whom the revolution was effeCted, were strongly, 
impressed with .alelief of •the deceitful character 
of the catholic religion, and of the abhorrent nature 
of its tenets.• • To those causes might be ascribed. 
enActments so contrary to the spirit which produced 
the reyolution. 	The mecessity for • those laws no. 
longer 'existing, the policy whicli induced ,`our 
ancestors to pass'them, could no longer be urged 
for their continuance ; but the policy which in- 

. duced them to declare 'that the English 'were free, 
required that freedom to be now extended to the 
catholics. 	The earl of Liverpool pursued the line 
of argument adopted by the lord chancellor, and on 
• a division,:the motion for a committee was negatived ' 
by a majority of forty-one., . 

Petitions having been presented during this ses- ntiftgm'd 
sion, fora re form of the royal burghs of Scotland, they tbnergshs.ttish 

• were referred to a committee, oh the motion of lord 
Archibald Hamilton. Anticipating the objections of 
the ministerial party, he'stated, that these petitions 
had only a remote and indirect connection with the 
great question of a reform in parliatnent. According 
to the.  existing practice in the Scottish burghs, the 
macristrates 	returned 	a 	member 	to 	parliament • 

b without any interference or participation of the 
burgesses ; 
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burgess.es ; the 'latter ' wished to have the  same 
power as to the election of the magistrates; which 

1819. * the magistrates exercised in the' election of the 
. 	' membdr. 	If this were granted, the magistrates 

would retain their power.; and the only difference 
would • be, that being theinseJves appointed and 
maintained by public opinion, .instead of being 
self-elected, and maintained in defiance of it, they 
Nyould. probably 	elect . guch 	members 	as 	were 
approved.by the burgh at large. 

Marquist
s 

 

tell 
bill

ership  
. 

ON the 11th of May a bill was introduced into, 
the house of .cOmmons, for enabling the public to 
accept the marquis Camden's magnificent sacrifice 
of the surplus profits accruing from his unreduced tel- 
Jership of the exchequers From the donation of that 
patriotic 'nobleman in ;this and other .forms the 
country had already derived 45,0001. 	He was now 
desirous to be enabled to give up during life the sur-
plus income of his office, amounting during peacp 

.to about '90001. 'a-year. 	Doubts _having .arisen 
whether this do.nation might not ,be considered as 
an illegal benevolence, ,unless sanctioned by parlia-.  
ment, it became necessary to bring in This bill, as a . 
former act, authorising contributions by his majeS-
ty's ministers and other public officers, had expired. 
This voluntary relinquishment of a patent office, 
which 	had 	always been 	considered as ,a legal .  
estate, was extolled as a more splendid sacrifice of 
private right to the public service than.was ever re- 

- corded in the' history of any statd.. . . 
r°reign  enlistplent 
bill.  

THE policy of ministers with respect to South 
America was manifested in the passing of.a bill to 
prevent 'enlistments and . equipment of vessels for 
foreign service. 	The attorney-general, ley whom 
it was introduced, observed that otie of the objects 
in view was to amend an inequality in an existing 

• statute,'which made foreign enlistment felony, by 
introducing after the words " king, prince, state, 
potentate," the words " colony or district, who do 

assume 
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assume the powers of a government." The law, as C H A P. 
it stood on two statutes, the 9th and 9th of Geo. II., 	xcv.  
could not punish those' who entered the service pf 	1819. 	• 

unacknowledged states, and it was important-to de-
cide that no man should have a right .to enlist in 
foreign service.. 	Thq second provision of this 
bill was rendered necessary by the consideration, 
that assistance .might be rendered to foreign states 
through the means of the 'subjects of this country; : 
not only by their enlisting in warfare, but by their 
fitting out ships for the purposes of warfare: 	The 
objects of this provision were to.prevent the 'fitting' 
out of armed vessels, for foreign service • and also to 
prevent the fitting out or supplying of?  other ships 
with warlike' stores' in any of his majesty's ports. 
He propoied that the penalty on the first offence 
shoUld be for a misdemeanor; on the second for 
a felony.. 	This enactment was vehemently censuf- 
ed by the members in opposition, as tending to re- 
press the•risincA spirit of liberty in. South America, tp 
and to assist Spain in re-imposing the tyrannous 
yoke, from .which the people a that continent were 
so nobly striving to free themselves. 	It was de- 
precated as an.act of ignoble concession to Ferdinand 
VII. which might tempt that despot.  to insist on 
other restrictive measures, and instigate an attack 
on the freedom of our press. 	 ' • 

A TarAL of strength between ministers and their Motion on • 
opponents took place on Mr. Tierney's notion, the pate offor a committee on the state of the nation. . He May 18th: 
proposed that parliament should institute an en- 
quiry 	into 	the 	political relatiOns with 	foreign 
powers,• the commercial arrangements with them, 
and the state of the. finances ; on alit  winch points 
he contended that the conduct of iministers had 
been so unwise, so feeble, and so vacillating, that 
their incompetency was now fully apparent, and 
nothing but' their removal would be satisfactory to 

the 
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c H A P.. the country at large. 	His motion was negatived by' 

xcv. 	3.57 votes against 178. 
' 1819. 	.QN the 1st of July, sir Francis Burdett moved 
Sir F. Bur- that early in the next session, the house of coin- detes mo- 

eion on par- mons shonld take into,its serious consideration the 
Hamentau 	sUbject.of the representatiop of the people in par- reform. 

liament. 	He observed,' that had he sooner stirred 
this question he should have been accused of throw- 

• ing•  the apple of discoed among the whiffs, mali- 
ciously and advisedly, for the purpose of defeating 
all those rational and moderate plans of reform, as 

'they were falsely called, of which that party were 
the advocates. 	But now, when all attempts at 
remedying minor abuses had failed, .and the hope-
lessness .of placing' any reliance 'on a new parlia-
incnt•Md become apparent, knowing the anxiety 
of the public mind, and the dissatisfaction preVail-
ir)g among the people from public burthens and 
distress ; knowing also that these evils were caused 
by the want of a fair representation, he felt it his 
duty to bring forward the subject. 	He did not 
'etKpect that the resolution which he proposed would.  
be  immediately followed by the adoption of.any 
specific measure ; but he doubted not that it would 
tend to tranquillise the public mind, which ought 
to be tranquillised ; that the people might give no 

' 	pretence to ministers for again proposing the sus- 
pension of the habeas corpus act. 	An interesting 
debate ensued, which terminated in a division, by 
which the house passed to the orders of the day. 

Reversal of 	ONE of the most acceptable measures adopted 
of lord E. 	during this sessibri of parliament, was an , act of Fitzgerald's 
attainder. 	grace on the part of the prince regent, for revers- 

. 	mg the attainder of lord Edward Fitzgerald, by 
which the blood of his two children, EdWard Fox 
Fitzgerald; and Louisa Maria Fitzgerald bad become 
corrupted. 	The preamble of the bill introduced 
on this occasion, stated that lord Edward Fitz- 
gerald had never been brought ,to trial ; that the 

• act 
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act of attainder.did not pass the Irish 'parliament .c H A r. 
till some months after his decease; and that, as he 	xcv.  
had not the benefit of a trial, the attainder could 	1819. 
not have issued against him upon a regular Con- 
viction. 	These were sufficient. reasons for miti- 
gating 

 
the severity of a measure decreed .in un- 

happy dnd unfortunate time. 	The duke of Wel- 
lington bore testimony to the brave and excellent 
conduct of the young man in question . during the . 
time that he had been acquainted with him ; and 
when the bill was sent to the lower house, it re-
ceived the strong approbation of sir Francis Burdett, 

.and was passed without opposition. 	 • 
IN renewing his efforts for the total abolition 'of I‘Totnn on'  

the slave-trade, Mr. Wilberforce complained that ttirlaeasel.avv  
two great powers had hitherto shewn a Tehictance 
to enter into thd ariemgeinents .necessai3% for car- 
rying that measure into effect. 	it grieved him to 
cast this reproach on a great and high-mind pd 
people like the French ; and he was still more hurt 
to find that America was not wholly free from 
blame. 	As 'soon a's the fgrmsof itheir constitution 
admitted of a law to that effect; the United States 
had abolished the slave-trade ; many of them were 
sincere in their endeavours to realise that measure,, 
but °Weis .had entered into it with manifest re- 
luctance. 	The congress, 	however, 	lead 	lately 
passed a law on the subject, appointing a large 
naval force, and giving a bounty for -bringing in" 
ships efigaged 'in the traffic. 	He trusted that care 
would be taken to enforce.the practical execution 
of.this law; and that all nations would cordially 
combine in ensuing to the inhabitants of Africa a 
progress in eiviliiation. equal to that of the other.  
quarters of the world. 	He concluded by moviiig 
an address, intreating the prince regent to renew 
his. beneficent endeavours, especially with the go-
vernments of France and of the United States, for 
the attainment of an object so generally interest. 

• ing. 
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C II A P.. ing. 	The address was agreed to mianimously, 
xcv. 	and another tb the same purport Was .voted- in the 
18199. house of lords, on the motion. of the marquis of . 	. 	. 
. 	• 	Latisdown, 	 . 

Bill for en- 	THE late distresses had given rise 	to.  various 
couraging • plans.fpr disposing of the surplus population of the emigration 
to &owe country, and -for directing toward home of the Bri- 
of Good 	tish possessions the current of emigration to 'the 'lupe. 

United States. 	On the 1.9.th of July the chancellor 
of the •exchequer brought this subject before the 
house of commons, and stated that• his majesty's 
government had selected the Cape of Good Hope 
as,the colony to which emigration might be.  most. 
advantageously.encouraged. 	The particular por- 
tion of territory assigned for this purpose was on • 
the south eastern coast of Africa, at some distance 
from Cape Towt). 	It was 'proposed to pay the 
expense of the passage, and to afford to the ethi-.  
grpt the means of exercising his industry on ar- 
riving at the 'destined spot. 	A small advance of 
money would be required froth each settler before 
embarking, to.be repaid him in' necessaries at the 
Cape, by which. 	means, and the assistance afforded 
by government, he wonid be furnished with a*com-
fortable subsistence until he gathered his crops, 
which in that climate were .of rapid growth. 	'The 
sum of 50,0001. was granted for the . purpose of 
enabling government to carry .this measure into 

"effect. 	. 	 . 
concluding 	...AT the close of the session, the 'speaker of the 
bill of sup- house of commons, on presenting at the bar of, the 
Clo  se of the lords the 'concluding bill of supply, ad dressed a 
sessipm 	speech to the prince regent, in which, after notic- 

ing the various proceedings in parliament, he ad-
' verted to the state of the finances, and observed,' that 
the excess of income had not.been found fairly ade-
quate for the purpose to which it was applicable, 
the gradual extinction of the national debt. 	It was 

. necessary 'that there should be a 'clear availabl 
surplus 
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surplus of five millions, and this object had been c H Ar  Pt 

effected by the imposition of three millions of .  , xc'' 
taxes. 	. 	 . 	. 	• 1819. 

IN France considerable agitation was created by Affairs of 

a proposal hi the.  upper Ohamlier 'of the legislature, 
for changing the election laW. 	To secure a pre- 
ponderance ,against the ultra royalist party, who 
favolred this measure, the king had recourse to' an 
extraordinary exertion of the prerogative in the 
creation of fifty-four new peers, and the rechll of 
twenty-tWo of the number .erased from the list by 
the ordinance of 1815. 	Public opinion was decid- 
ecily' hostile to the violation of so important an ar-
ticle of the. charter' as that relating to elections, 
and it was ultimately abandcined. 	The-discussion 
which led to this result•haa the effect of exciting 
disturbances at•Nistries, which threatened to•renew 
the persecution tsf the protestants ; and after the 
defeat of the ultraA, it was necessary to send an 
armed force into that city to preserve tranquillity. 

Tan ce. F 

One of the most important measures adopted dur-
ing ;this session, Was an act for abolishing the chvits 
d'aubaine. • SoMe modifications were .made in the 
law for restraining the liberty.  of the.Press. 	Peti- 
tion's having been presented in favour of the exiles,_ 
the king was pleased to authorise the return of 
five out of the thirty-eight pdliticai offenders ba-
nished by the, ordinance of the 28th July,' 18,15. 
'Oneof the persons.  thus restored to their country 
was marshal Soult ; and it was understood that the 
same favour would be extended to all, except those 

' 

. who bad voted for, the death of the late ling. 
IN Spiv the interests of Ferdinand"VII. were in 

some degree strengthened by the death of; his fa- 
the 	At Rome, whose restoration had. at one time 
been contemplated by the liberal party. 	Put the 
spirit of. disaffection spread rapidly through all 
classes of society, and especially among the military.. 

Spain. 

The discovery of another► plot at Valencia led to 
many 
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c3741). many severe acts of vengeance; colonel Vidal, the 

leader of' the enterprise, was hanged; twelve other 
1819. persons were shot, and •many were sentenced to 

the gallies. 	At Cadii, the sailing of an expedition 
to South Ainerica Was delayed in consequence of the 
bad condition of the Itusian ships, which had 
beqn procured for this service. 	Whenthe.prepar- 
ations were on the point.of being completed, the 
troops refused to embark, and evinced a de,termin-
ation not to assist in restoring the colonies 'to the 
domination of a prmoe,' with whose conduct they 
themselves were now thoroughly disgusted. 	On 
the 7th. of June, the cond6 de Ithisbal,commanjer 
in chief, was apprised cif a conspiracy in the first, 
division of the army, ,amounting to 7000 men. 
Having collected some forces at the isle of Leon 
and Pherto.Real, be invested the mutinous camp, 
caused the soldiers to lay down 'their arms, took 
into 	custody 	120 .of the 	officers, dismised the 
others, and dispersed the regiments among the 
towns of Andalusia., 	The soldiers by whose aid he 
suppressed this meeting had been induced to, co-
operate, only, on receiving his proinise that they 
should pot be sent to America; his own' conduct 
excited suspicion, and lie was dismissed from '`the 
command. 	To increase the woes of this distracted 
country, the yellow 'fever broke out at Cadiz, and 
its ravages extended to Seville, and ether towns in 
the south of Spdin. 	lerdinand VII., who had be: 
come a widower, contracted a marriage with a 
princess of Saxony ; but their 'nuptials, which took 

' place in September, were followed by no act of 
grace in favour of the exiled, patriots, nor by. any 
relaxation of the 'tyranny, which oppressed and en- 
slaved the Spanish nation. 	 4  

Germany. IN Germany, some of the states were benefited 
by the gstablislment of a representative sysiejil, 

.while others were . agitated by revolutionary Pro- 
jects. 	Various salutary reforms were effected in 

I i 	 Hanover 
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Hanover ; torture was abolished ; 	the'army was C IPA P. 
reduced from 30,000 to ''0,000 men ; the value of •xcic  • 
the paper currency was improved by paying off the 	1819. 

'arrears of interest of the royal chamber; aid it 
was decided that the nobles should share in the 
liability of .the third estate, to contribute;  to the 
public burthens. 	In Virtemberg, the plan .of a wine., 
constitution was accepted by the l:epresentative as- berg. 

setiably with few mcldificatimas ; and the king ob-.  
tained for it the guaranty of the emperor of Rus- 
sia. 	The states general. of Ba6riavere cony ked Bavaria. 
for the first time in February ; and the king in his 
speech from .the throne expressed his satisfaction in 
having attained the object of his constant wishes 
during a reign of twenty years, the establishment 
of a constitution calculated to promote the happi- 
ness of his people. 	• 

AN event occurred dining the summer, which Assassin_ 
causedgreat consternation in all 	the cotirts of tte'brue.  
Germany. 	Kotzebue, a dramatic writer, on re-
turning 

 
to. his country, after a .long residence in 

Russia,. had 	engaged to 	furnish' the 	emperor 
Alexander With frequent' reports relative to the 
German universities. 	His conduct provoked the 	. 
hostility of the students, who denounced. him as 
a spy, a traitor; and an apostate from the cause of 
liberty. He was stabbed to the heart in his residence 
at Manheim, by a' young fanatic, named Baud," 
belonging to the university of Jena. 	'After per- 
petrating .this horrible crime, the assassin walked 
calthly into the street, knelt down, raised his, hands 
to heaven, 	exclaiming 	,, Vivat Teutonia," and 
plunged a: dagger into his bosom. 	The wound did 
not prove mortal,, and he was conveyed to prison 
and strictly guarded.. This affair was immediately 
brought before the consideration of the diet, at 
Frai -fort. 	The duke of Saxe-Weimar issued an 
orde• prohibiting all foreigners from stud) ing at 
t 

Jena ; 	in 	consequence of which, the Prussian 
students were recalled, as were the Russians, frOm 

. VOL. VI. 	 P P 	 all 
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c IPA r. all the Getman universities. 	The general pan ic 

xsL, was augmented by the attempt of a medical pupil 
1819. to assassinate Mr. Ibel, president of the regency of 

Measures  Nassau. 	'Numerous arrests took place in various' . 
adopted in 
conse- parts of Germany; papers were seized, .and pro- 
quence.. fessors.distiliguished by their zeal fba"iiberty were 

subjected to severe examinations. 	On the pro-
position of Austqa, the diet lib Frankfort appointed 

m
c.

is
m
sio

-
p for .a 	general 	central commission at 	Mentz, 	with . 

pi eventing authority to prosecute 	wqpiries 	n alf parts Of i 
the diffusion 
of demo-
cratical 

Gernanyy concerning the. demagogical' intrigues 
said to be going forward; to 	witnesses; ,examine 

doctrines• to cause the arrest of suspected persons ; and to 
take into its own hiads the punishment of political 
offenders. 	This commission 	was 	comp6sed 	of 
delegate's from Austria, Prussia, Bavaria,' Hanover, 
Baden, Hesse, and Nassau.. 	Prussia entered with 
peculiar zeal into these•severe measures for pre-
venting the diffusion of democratical doctrines. 
Several professors in the universities 	were 	di§- 
missed from their post§; the papers of Mr. Goerres, 
who had written• a work entitled " Germany, and 
the Revolution," were sealed up, and the senate of 
of Frankfort was required to seize 'all copies of the 

' book; and to apprehend the author, who, however, 
found means to escape into France. 	.A commission 
Was appointed at Berlin, to enquire inta charges of 
"high treason, and to 	upon those which ,determine 
'might deserve to 'be referred to the tribunal at 
Mentz.; but the members composing it, had the 
spirit to libeleate most of the persons brought before 
them.. The perils which were apprehended, oc-
casioned new delays in preparing the  cotistitution 
which had been promised to the people of Prussia. 
Amidst the ardour for. liberty which animated the 
Germans, it is singular to observe, that a spirit of 
persecution was excited against the Jews, which 
in some instances was not repressed without the 
interposition of a military force. 

EARL Y 
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EARLY in the year, a discussion arose between C H A P. 

Denmark and Sweden, respecting the completion . 	 "- 
of the payments due frqm the latter power„as a 	1819.. 

us
n
sion compensation for Norway. 	Through the mediation bDeitse

wee  
of lord Strangford, the British minister at Stockholm, Denmark 
an arrangement was at length made, by which adnedi swe 
Denmark was to receive a smallpr sum than•had at 
first be.en stiphlated, but by instalments, at shorter 
intervals,. and securely guaranteed. 
. •BETIVEDN Great Britain and Turkey, a transaction cession of 

.took place Which excited much animadversion in rg":13b);i..  
they political circles. 	This was the fulfilment of a .fain to the 

convention concluded in 1815, by which the fortress Porte' 
and territory of Parga, on the Western coast of ' 
Greece, then'pxotected by the British flag, were to 
be ceded to the Porte, under a stipulation that those 
inhabitants .who those to emigrate, should receive 
from thd.  paella of Albania, an indemnification for 
the fixed property which they would be compelled 

• toabandon. . The intelligence of such a doom filled . 
this spirited people with consternation : they were 
the last of thefree Christian Greeks of Epirus, who 
had resisted the' intrigues and aggressions of Ali 
Paella ; in 1807, after the ereaty of Tilsit had given 

. the Ionian isles to Vonaparte, they had solicited and 
obtaipeil a French garrison fi.om Corfu ; 	and yi 
1814, they •had placed themselves under British pro-
tection, in the hope that they should be permitted 
to share the fortunes of the septinsulay eepublic. 
Finding the fate of their country irrevocable, they 
all chose to emigrate rather than expose themselves 
to' the vindictive malignity of. the Turk ; and an 
estithate was made of their buildings, lands, and 

. plantations, amounting to nearly 500,0001. ; but the 
compensation ultimately obtained for them ,from 
Ali Paella, was less than a third of that sum, A 
miserable requital for the loss of their native land. 
Little doubt was entertained,.that if firmness, and 
not. concession; had actuated our policy towards 

P P 	 the 
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the Porte, this sacrifice might have been avoided ; 
and it was matter of astonishment, that Great 

.1819. Baitain, in her day of triumph, Should have con- 
. des'c'ended to perform an act which trance disdained 

in the time of her adversity and humiliation: 
Conduct of 
the Dutch 
in the 

IN 	a more 	distant quarter, 	discussions arose 
which 'exposed to severe criticism the foreign po- 

malaYa" archipela- 
go. 

licy of Great Britain. 	Availing themselves of • certdin• defects in the treaty for the restoration of 
Java, the Dutch commissioners committed various 

'aggressions in the Malayan archipelago, and par-
ticularly against the sultan of Palembang, which 
drew forth a strong 'protest from the British lime- 

• tionary, 	sir a Thomas 	Raffles. 	It 	was 	directed 
against the whole political system acted upon by 
those conunissiopers, as be.ing exclusively suited to 
the views of their own government, hostile to ex-
isting engagements with the 'native princes, which 
they. were called upon fa' respect, and derogatory 
to the honour and interests of Great llritain: 	, 

Adquisition • 
of Florida 
by the 

. 
THE United States, by a treaty,' signed at Wash-

ington in February, obtained from Spain the cession 
Unted 
St

i de- of the Floridas. 	This treaty Ferdinand VII. 
clined to ratify; but, at.the same time,' intimated 
his intention ,of sending a confidential minister to. 
ask Explanations on certain points, •as Vell as to 
state the reasons which occasioned the delay. 'The 
American government continued to adhere to its 
neutral policy in regard to 'the contest between 
Spain and tier colonies, and refused to admit con- 
suls from Buenos Ayres and Venezuela. 	One of 
the mostiMportant questions discussed in congress, 
related to negro slavery, on which a collision of 
interests was observable between the  inhabitants of 
the northern or eastern states, who were zealous 

• for the abolition, and the planters of the south and 
west.. During the session of the former year, the 
state of Missouri was rejected as a member of the 
union, becatise its inhabitantsopposed the insertion 

,of 
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of a clause to preclude the further progress and c ii A P. 
continuance of slavery. 	'In the month of Mdy . 

XCV.  
a mteting was held at. St. Louis, where,  it was *1819. 
agreed, that a seqind . refhsal on the 'part of con- 
grass for the • same reasons, would be deemed an 
attempt to expel the territory of Missouri from the'. 
fedetition of the states, and.tvould compel its in-
habitants to exercise their inherent light of form: 

. 

ing a constitution and state ig (Arernment far them- 
selves. 	This important affair in which the interests 
of humanity Were threatened on the one hand, and 
the integrity of the union on the other, engaged' 
the most serious attention of congress. 	burmg 
this year America participated largely in the com-
mercial embarrassments and distress v7hich had 
been so ,prevalent . in • Eurppe. 	A sudden and 
ruinous depreciation took place in the value of 
merchandize ; many of the state banks were• in- 
volved 	in 	difficulties ; 	priidte 	failures became 
alarmingly frequent, and a great diminution of 
confidence was manifest in art mercantile trans-
actions. :These evils, howevei, did not diminilli 
the attachment of the people to their ihstitutions, 
and were not considered as affecting the permanent 
'prosptrity of the country.  

IN South America the indePendents prosecuted Affairs of 
the war with varidus success. 	Buenos Ayres was AMtherica: 
engaged in alternate hostilities and negotiations 
with the independent .chieftain'Artigas, who held 
the territory on the easterh bank of the Plata. 	In 
October 'a project* was discovered for converting 
the republic into a moliarchy in favour of'a Bour-
bon prince, the young duke of Llicca; and its 
instigators were charged with high frehson. 	Chili, 
having confided its maritime force to lOrd Coch-
rane, as vice-admiral, was enabled to carry oil an 
offensive wai; against Spain by .sea, and for some 
time to place the coast of Peru in a state of bldck- 
ade. 	In New Granada, Bolivar obtained softie 

P r 8 	 splendid 
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C H A P. splendid advantages over the royalist general Mti:- 
xcv. rillo. •  The adventurer Macgregor, who was not 
1819.. avowed,by any of the republics, seized Porto Bello,' 

.1)U was soon afterwards.surprised by a forte under 
general Hore, the comniandant of Panarha, and 
conlpelled to seek safety in a precipitate flight. 

*After iemaining.inaCtive for some months, he ex- 
posed the wreck of his force in ,an attempt upon 
Rio de la Hacha, the failure of:which sunk him 

. into his original obscurity. 	. 
DomeAtie 
events, THE internal 'tranquillity 'of Great Britain 'was 

again disturbed by a series of events, of which the 
immealte and ultimate consequences were alike 
to 'be deplored. 	The practice was renewed of 

Public convoking assemblies of the people,to hear speeches 
nly4611gs• froni political orators, aid to pass, by acclamation, 

resolutions drawn up. for the occasion, recommend-
ing annual parliaments,. universal suffrage, and the 
vote by ballot, as sovereign, remedies•fbr all exist- 
ing grievances. 	At one of these meetings, held 
near Birmingham ot. the 12th of July, where about 
16,000 Versons were supposed to be present, a vote 
was .passe6 that sir Charles Wolseley, of 'Stafford- 
shire, should be sent up to parliament as legis-
latorial Attorney and representative of the town of • 
Birmingham. 	A deputation was appointed to con- 
vey to him the instructions of. his constituents, 
and he pledged himself. to claim his seat in the 
house of commons.' 	He was. afterwards arrested at 
his own residence, taken to Knutsford, and C0111-
pelled to give bail for his appearance to answer for 
seditiouR words spokena 	by him at a public meeting 
in Stockport. 	A preacher of that town, 'named 	. 
Harrison, was arrested on .a, similar charge at a 

.public meeting in Smithfield and conveyed ,into 
Cheshire. 	The radical reformers of Leeds an- 
noufwed their intention to imitate the examPI! 
of Cirmingham as soon as a fit persbn could of. 
timid to act as their representative. 	Ti1Osivelan- 
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Manchester gave notice' of a meeting for the same ,c }I A P. 
purpose, but they afterward changed their design, 
and appointed a day when the people should as- 
serrible for the .legal object of petitioning for a re- 
form in parliament 	The magistrates issued a pro- 
clamation declaring, their intention to take effectual 
measures fol. 	preserving the, public peace, :and 
waffling the people of the peril to which they 
woulil expose themselves by attending the proposed 
meeting. 	'It was held about midday on the„ 16th 

_ix_cv.___ 
nns. 

rit ing at 
of August in an open space called St. Pet.eesOeld, 
near a church Df the same name in Manchester, 
and this area was soon filled by .a concourse of about 

ter,nches' 

60,000 persons. 	A band of special constables, 
statidned on the ground, disposed. theniselves so 
as to lap a line ,of communication fi-oth a house 
where' the magistrate's were, sitting, to the stage or 
wag'go4t fixed- for the orators'. 	Soon 	after the di;pmea 
business of the meeting had, been opened, a body 

a of yeomanry cavalry entered, the ground and ad-
vanced ;with drawn swords to the stage.; , their 
commanding officer called to Mr. limit, whd was 
speaking, and told him that he was his prisoner. 

ear" 

.Mr. Hunt, after enjoining the .people to be tran-
quil, said that he would readily surrender to any 
civil officer who should exhibit his•warrant ; and, 
he was taken into custody by a constable. 	Several 
other persons wtrie apprehended. 	Some of the 
yeomanry now cried out, ", Have at their flags ;" 
and they began to strike down the banners in the 
waggon, as well as others which were raised in ., 	6 
various parts of the field. 	A scene of dreadful 
collusion arose;  numbers were trampled under 
the feet of men and horses.; many persons, even 
females, were Tut down by sabres 	some were 
killed, and the , number of maimed and wounded 
amounted to between three and*four hundred. 	In 
4  very short time the ground was cleared of its 
former occupants, and military patroles were sta- 

r P 4 	 tioned 
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C H A P. tioned in the principal stroets of the town to pre- xcv. 9  serve tranquillity. 	 . 	. 
. 1E19.  THE interference of an armed yeomanry for the 

Public in- ,  dignation 
at their 

prevention rather than for the suppression of riot., 
produced a strong sensation throughout the COUll- 

conduct. try. 	The corporation of Loudon presented, an ad. 
dress to the prince regent, praying that he would 
lie graciously pleased to institute an immediate 
and effectual inquiry into the outrages which had 
been committed,. and to cause the guilty perpe- 
tratqrs 9£ them to be brought to signal and con- 
dign punishment, 	This Address was received with 
feelings of deep regret,. and an intimation was 
given that they who presented it must have been 
unacquainted with the Lcircumstances which' pre- 
ceded ,the.ineeting, and that they appeared to have 
received incorrect infognation respecting theemeet- 
ing itself'. 	His royal hiiiness. added, that.if• the 
laws were really violated on this occasion by those 
to whom it immediately belonged to asiist in,the , 
executiop of them, the tribunals, of the ,country 
were•open to 'afford redress.; but that to institute 
an extra-judicial inquiry in existing circumstances, 
would be manifestly inconsistent with the clearest 
principles of public justice. 	Addresses were also' 
prepared in the principal cities and towns in the 
kingdom, 	some simply calling for inquiry, 	and 
others censuring the Manche'steninagistrates, and 
the ministers by whom the royal sanction had 
been given to these acts of violence. 	A very nu. 
rnerous and respectable meeting of freeholders was 
hqld at York in consequence,of a requisition to the • 
high sheriff; signed by the duke of Norfolk,. earl 
Fitzwilliam, and many.pther noblemen and gentle- 
men. 	The resolutions passed expressed no opinion 
on the late occurrences, but dernande'd an inquiry. 

Dismissal 
o
w

f
wia

r
ra.
1 Phi- 

Carl Fitzwilliam was soot afterwards 	dismissed 
fr011i the office 	of lord 'lieutenant of the west 
riding of Yorkshite, a circumstance which _excited 

much 
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much surprise, but which procured for that fable- c H A P. 
man many testimonies of respect and attachment 	xcv. 
from his neighbours. 	The requisitions ad'clressed 	 Isis'  
to the. sheriffs of other counties *ere not all ata 
tended with the saline result; but the public senti-
ment was nevertheless strongly expressed.. On the' 
'other hand, loyal 'addresses were forwarded 'from Loyal ;d-
various parts, and associations were formed in the dresses. 
north of England and in Scotland for raising troops 
of yeomanry in aid of the civil power. 	• 

NOTWITHSTANDING 	the tragical ,issue of the meetings 
'meeting at Manchester, others of a similar.character :21;ir.  
.were ligld at Leeds and Birmingham, where the MingliaM. 
orators appeared in deep mourning, 	and coin- 

, mented on the late proceedings in a Strain , of ,ve- 
hement and' fearless invective. 	' At .Paisley the Riot at 
radical reformers, in defiance ofa proclamation from Paisley 
the sheriff and magistiates of Renfrewshkre, hold 
a• meeting on Mickleriggs moor, ancl afterwards cni 
tered the town in procession with banners and music. 
The magistrates, who exhorted them to disperse, 
were assaulted with stones; and it was not until a 
late hour that order was restored by the reading of 
the riot act, and the apprehension of about twenty 
of the ringleaders. 	For several days ensuing, simi-
lar acts of outrage.were committed ; houses .were 
plundered and many persons abused; and the civil 
authorities, unable to quell the rioters, were obliged 
to avail themselves of the aid of a body of cvairy 
from Glasgow; 	• 	 . 

AMONG other measures adopted by government Precau- 
in this alarming crisis, was an order issued in 	 ° ti:;ted by 
October, by which all able-bodied pensioners were govern- 
directed to attend at the times and places specified;  'ent' 
to be formed into a veteran battalion. 	It was cal-
culated that ten or eleven thousand men wouldul 
thus be added to the military force of the country. 
A circular was issued to the lords lieutenants of 
• counties 
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counties by loid Sidmouth, stating, that, according . xcv. to informlition received, there were many cannon 
41R19. in the ;maritime districts which were private pro-

perty, and requesting that steps might be 'taken, 
with the consent 'of the owners, for rendering them 
• useless, or for removing them to a place of secu- 
rity. 	l'arliament Novas summoned to assemble on ' 
the 23d of November, for the dispatch of busin,ess. 

Meeting of 
parliament. 

THE session was opened by the prince regent in 
person. 	. The speech related principally to the 
continuanceqf seditious practices in some of the 
manufacturing districts, which hail led to, proceed-
ings incompatible with the public tranquillity, and. 
to the manifestation of a spirit utterly' hostile to 
the,constitution. 	The immediate attention of par- 	. 
liament Was, directed to the consideration of such 
measures as might be requisite for counteracting 
a .systerp, which, if pot effectually checked, must 
bring confusion, and ruin op the nation. 	Addresses 
were voted after much discussion ;• and, on the' 
following day, 'a great mass of doCuments, relative 
to the state of the country, was presented to both 
hoUses. 	. . 

Traverse 
bill. A MEASURE, not immediately arising out of the 

circumstances of the times, 'was proposed:on the 
29th, by the lord chancellor. 	Its abject was to 
remedy the inconvenience and delay of justice 
caused• by the practice of the, courts, which allowed 
defen‘lants in cases of information or indictment, 
to impale or traverse. 	The bill introduced by his 
lordship took away the right of traversing,, but 
allowed the court to postpone a trial, upon ground 
being shown for delay. 	It encountered strong op- 
vosition, as tending to diminish the security of the 
subject, and increase the power of the crown; but 
it was filially passed. 

Lord Si 
mouth e

d- 
x- 

A kiN the 	Ot1), lord Sidmouth called the attention 
Plains the measures of the peers to the 	measures 	which ministers. 

deemed necessary in the actual state of the coml- 
. 	try, 
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try, when a conspiracy existed for the subversion c H A p. 
of the constitution in church and state, and of the . xcv. 
rights of property. 	Adverting to one of the main 1819. 
instruments which . had ,been employed . for that Proposed by 
purpose, he observed, that it was essential to the 
character of a' free press, 	that its 	producliOns 

4'5' 

Should .not be interfered with before Publication ; 
and added, that this. principle had been acPieKed 
to in the bill which he had to offer. 	No intention 
was entertained 'of visiting offenders with 'an .in-
crease of punishment in the first instance ; but Per sup- 
it was proposed that any person, having been P

se
ring 

tried, 'Convicted, and. punished fot a blasphemous 
of seditious libel, slioulds  on conviction of a second 
offence, be liable, al, the discretion of the court, to 
fine, imprisoumept, bajaishinent„ or transportation. 

liar's  

It was also ptdposed that, in case of a second con-
victidn, a power shOuld be given to seize the 
copies of the libel in the possession of the pub-
lisher ; the ,copies so seized to be preserved until 
it should be seen whether an arrest of judgment 
should • be moved, and to be returned to the 'pub-
lisher if judgment should be in his favour. Another For stb- 

. bill was to be proposed in the commons, by which jecting 

all 'publications, 	consisting of. less than a 1
,
,,,
i„,„ N cu 

cheap tracts 
to a duty. 

number of sheets, should be subjected to a duty 
equal to that paid by newspapers. 	If this should 
be deemed an infringement on the principle al-
ready laid down, .it would. be  for parliament to 

• 

.consider, whether such a check were not indis-
pensably necessary to arrest the progress' of blas- 
phemy and sedition. 	By another clause of this 
bill; persons putting forth a publication of that 
kind would be required y enter into recognizances, 
or give security for the payment of. any pen'alties 
which might be inflicted on them.. In the rep-. For pre- 

latiOns contemplated for obviating. the danger of "seed ititinogus  
'tumultuous or seditious.' meetings, it was not in 
tended to interfere with the right of subjects to 

. 	petition 

meetings, 
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petition the prince regent or parliament, or to meet 
for the discussion of any grievance under whiCh 

1819' the people might conceive that they were labour- 
ing. 	No impediment or interruption would be 
offered to meetings regularly called by ' a sheriff,. 
borOlighreeve, or other magistrate"; but it' would 
be proposed 'to enact, that any parties, wishing to-
meet for the consideration of matters connected 
with church, or state, should notify their 'intention 
in A requisition signed by seven householders ;'anti 
that it sliould be illegal for any person, not usually 
inhabiting the place where the _requisition origin- 
ated, to.  attend 'such assembly: 	Magistrates were 

a to have 	power, uncler certain timitations,• of ap- 
pointing the place and time ormeeting. 	In con- 
sequence of the alarming facts adduced respecting 
preparations for employing illegal" force, it was 

and mill- 
tarp train-
ing. 

proposed to prohibit military training, except finder 
the authority of a magistrate, or lord lieutenant of 

For stab°. a 'county. 	Proof having appeared, that the dis- 
rizing e of the 
seizu r 
aims in- 

affected were in possession of offensive weapons, 
it was proposed, 	magistrates in the disturbed ,that 

tended for 
seditious districts, 	on 	evidence 	affording 	well-grounded 
purpoies. suspicion that arms, were collected for seditious 

purposes, should live the power of seizing them. 
• They were also to have authority for apprehending 
and detaining persons found carrying anns for such 
purposes, and of seizing those arms; an appeal to 
the quarter-sessions being allowed to the persons 
so detained. 	Such was the outline Of five, bills, 
which, notwithstanding the strong arguments urged 
against them in both houses, received the sanction 
of parliament. 	The restrictions.on the press Were 
regarded as peculiarly obnoxious; and, in a pro-
test signed by sixteen peers, the bill for punishing 
libel by transportation was characterised as 66  sub-
versive)  in one.of their main defences, of the rights 
and liberties Whicif were secured to us by progres_' 
sive , struggles through a long succession of ages, 

• and 
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and at length asserted, declared, and, as we bad 
hoped, firmly established for ever, by the revolution 

.589 
c H i r. 

xcv- 	' 
of 1688." 	 ' 	 ' 

THOUGH the period during which' these measures Lord 
oceupied ,the attention of the legislature seemed ,„RouZnr  
peculiarly All adapted. for. the agitation of questions 
concerning the national represensation, lord John dry 
Russell was not deterred from bringing forward'a 
motion, of which be had given notice, on parlia-, 
mentary reform. 	Without entering into ,the dis-% 
cussion of abstract principles; he called the atten-
tion of the house of commons to the, Unrepresented 
towns, many of which had risen into places of great 
commercial wealth and importance, while.certain 
boroughs . had" sunk. into decay, and had become 
unfit to enjoy the 'privilege of sending represent-. 
atives. 	He adduced examples from the history of 
parliament to show that the principle of change 
bad been often, acknowledged, and .the suffrage 
withdrawn and conferred on various occasions. He 
pointed out• the practical evils resulting from the 
corruption of small boroughs, and the advantages 
to be eipected from an extension of the repiesent- 
ative privilege to populous towns; 	a privilege 
which could be extended to them only on the prin-
ciple of change, since neither the law of 1688, nor 
the act of,union would permit , the sovereign to 
issue his writ for adding to the number of members. 
After 'stating his views of the reform which the 
constitution required, and might safely receive, he 
proposed several resolutions, tending to establish 
the principle of change which he had laid down, 
and some rules respecting the voters of disfrah-
chised places, on whom corruption should not have 
been proved. 	The last resolution was for the dis-, 
franchisenient of the borough of Grampound, the 
corruption of 'which had already been proved to 
the house. 	On the suggestion of lord Castlereagh, 

*who 

1819. 	
1 

J. Russell's 
o  

paeitunept... 
reform. 
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' xcv. who, manifested a willingness to concur.in the ob•• - jects •of the motion, to a certain degree, lord John 
.--1819. Russell withdrew it, 'and a few clays afterwards 

Bill for dis, 
franchising 
gram- 
pound: 

brought in a bill for the disfranchisement of Grant-
pound, and the transfer of its representation to 
some .populous town. 	The second reading of this 

• .bill was deferred liphis lordship until 	 er the 
recess. 	. 	• 	 . 	. 

Decline of AT the Close of the year it, was announced that . 
s maj"" s ty 	bodily the bodily health of the king had partaken Of 

health. 	• some of the infirmities of age; and in the begin-
ning' orJanuary, symptoms appeared which por-
tended the rtpiddecay of his constitution. Amidst 
the anxiety caused by this change, the public mind 

Death 
ke of 
or 

the du 
Kent. 

received a severe shock by the death of •the duke 
of Kent, who expired on the 23d at Sidmouth, in 

• Devonshire, after a very short •illness. 	The re7  
grets excited by the loss of this illustrious prince 
were speedily absorbed in the greater grief occasioned 
by tidings from Windsor which forefold the approach-
ing dissolution of his august father ; and the illness 
of the lieir-apparent at this crisis augmented the ge- 
neral gloom. 	On.  Saturday, the 29th, all hopes for 
the recovery of his majesty were extinguished, and 
at thirty-five minutes past eight-in the evening, the 

Death of royal sufferer without a struggle expired, The 
the king. duchesS of Gloucester, and the princesses Augusta 

and Sophia, who had been unremitting in their 
attentions to their venerable parent, were at this 
time in the palace; and the duke of York watched 
with filial solicitude by the side of his couch. 	On 
that prince devolved the duty of announcing the 
mburnful event to the regent, who now succeeded  
to the kingdom, which fbr nine years he had faith. 
fully governed on behalf of his royal father.. 

His 
character. . 	THus terminated, in its sixtieth year, the reign 

of George the third, a monarch who deserved to 
be styled, in terms more emphatical than those 

of 
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of common courtesy, the father of his people. c 
Their loyalty and their affection he considered to 

591' 
it A P. 
xcv. 

be the most permanent security of his throne ; and 
he promoted among them, by his own example, 
the practice of thew duties Which alone could en-
able them to appreciate and enjoy' the blessings of 
civil and religious liberty, as secured by the con-
stitution which he and they weretbound to main- 
tain.' 	His . habitual piety, and constant 	trust' in 
ProVid'ence, exalted ,in a high degree the courage  
and firmness which he inherited from his ancestors, 
and for which, 'on 'occasions of personal danger, 
he was go eminently distinguished. 	If; "on sojne 
questions of state-policy, he evinced a tenacious-
ness of purpose, which seemed to border on obsti-
nacy, this must be attributed to his strong sense 
of the obligations contrasted at%his Goronatioll ; 
the same inflexible consistency actuated his whole 
conduct; and it has been justly observO, that lie 
never from unworthy . motives relinquished any-
measure, or abandOned any friend, or failed.in the 
performance of the• slightest prdtnise. 	He was 
punctually assiduous iri 'the exercise of his royal 
functions ; exemplary in' the fulfilment of all the 
social duties; affable, yet dignified an his deport-
ment toward his subjects ; and is works of charity 
unostentatiously munificent. 	Temperance alid ex- 
ercise secured to him for a long period the en-
joyment of uninterrupted health; - and his equable 
cheerfulness seemed to flow naturally from a con- 
science void of offence. 	By the firm exercise of 
his authority, and by the influence of his pure i),nd 
well-regulated life he preserved his court from the 
contahhlon of those dissolute manners which had 
caused so much confusion and mischief among 
fbreign courts at the era,of the French revolution. 
The 'English sceptre may have been .swayed by 
monarchs endov,ed with more splendid qualities 

than 

1819. 
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C H A P. than those of George the Third; but it may be xcv. 	questioned 'whether any of his 'predecessors, since 
' 	ism 	the sixth Edward, 	hasp borne his 	gculties So 

meekly, or has beeri " so clear in his great office." .. 	. 	• 
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ABBOT, Mr. resigns his office as speaker of the house of commons, 
vi. 534. 

Abercrombie, general, appointed to command in North America in 1758, i. 178. 
Expedition against Ticonderago, 179. 	Unsuccessful, ib. 	Subsequent suc- 
cesses, 180. 	 . 	 . 

lieutenant-colonel, killed 	Bunker's Hill, ii. 187. at 
general. 	commands the 	-army against Robert, 	 Malabar 	 Tippoo 

Saib, iv. 385. 	Progress of, 386. 	Prevented by the floods from joining the 
main army, ib, 	to-operates in the siege of Seringapatam, 387. 	Success 
in the West Indies, v. 214. 

Ralph, 	in the Netherlands
' 
 v. 1i. 	Commands general 	efforts of, 

the first division of the expedition to Holland, 350. 	Landing at the Hel- 
der, ib. 	Subsequent conduct in Holland, 552. 	Testimony of the duke of 
York in ' his favour, 354. 	Commands an expedition to the Spanish coast, 
431. 	Proceeds to Egypt, 464. 	Conduct on the 21st of March, wounded, 
472. 	Death, 473. 	And character, ib. 

Abstraction itypplities. 	See Parliament. 
Acadians or French neutrals, i. 140, 141. 
Acre. 	See Sir Sydney Smith. 
Adam, William, Esq., abilities and character, iii. 19. 	His speech on the in- 

fluence of the crown, ib. 	Adheres to lord North, 227. 	Proposed inquiry 
concerning the trial of Muir and Palmer, v. 45. 	Masterly view of Scottish 
law,-46. 	Eloquent speech on the conduct of the Scottish judges, 47. 	Mo- 

. 	tion.on the penal law of Scotland, 49. 
captain Charles, 	former, brilliant ---..- 	 son to the 	 achievement, v. 479. 

Adams, Daniel, secretary to an innovating society arrested, v. 52. 
---,--- Samuel, 	of the 	See Congress. - president 	congress. 
'Addington, Henry, Esq., is appointed speaker of the house of commons, iv. 

1 ts. 	Proposition of, respecting the slave-trade, 380. 	He proposes volun- 
tary contributions, 	v. 276. 	Is. Appointed prime-minister, 452. 	Defends 
the treaty with France, vi. 22. 	Resigns, 69. 	See Sidnioulh. 

Adultery, bill respecting divorces for. 	See Auckland, and Parliament. 
Agricola, effect of his conquest of Britain, i. 2. 
Aix la Chapelle,  congress at, vi. 556. 
Albanians, V. 383. 
Albemarle, commands the expedition to the Havannah, i. 274. 
Albuera, battle of, $1. 522. 
Alexander succeeds his father Paul as emperor of Russia, v. 439 	Character 

and pacific dispositions, 460. 	Adjustment between him and Britain; ib. 
See Russia. 

Alexandria (America), attack on, vi. 446. 
Alfred, genius and wisdom of, i. 9. 	Extricates his country from imminent 

	

danger, ib. 	Perceives the security and aggrandisement of Britain to depend 
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chiefly upon her navy, ib. 	Founder of English jurisprudence, navigation, 
dad commerce, 10. 	 • 	 . 

Algiers, expedition to, vi. 517-520. 
Alien act ,•continued, vi. 554. 	. 	• 
Ai/0i; Ethan, proceedings of on the lakes, ii. 192. 
Almarez, bridge of, destroyed, vi. 346. 
Almeida taken by the French, vi. 297. 	Recovered, 321. 
Amelia, princess, death of, vi. 504.  
America, Americans, and American colonies. ' America, discovery.  of, i. 24. 

First voyages to, by England, ib. 	First projects of colonisation in, by Gil- 
bert and Raleigh, 46. 	Colonies • planted in, under James, 56. 	South 
colony of Virginia and north colony of New England, 57. 	Genius of re- 
publicanism in New England, ib. 	Different political principles of the 
southern and northern colonies, 68. 	Navigation act for securing to Britain 
the commerce of the colonies, ib. 	New colonies in the north, south, and 
middle, 72. 	Progress of the American colonies under William, • 83 ; under 
queen Anne, 106; under George 1, 120. 	Opinion of Walpole on the 
taxation of America, lb: 	State of colonies at the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, 
136. 	Encroachments of the French, 1.37. 	Settlement of Nova Scotia, 
138. 	Farther aggressions of the French, 142. 	Internal state of the co- 
lonies, 145. 	Hostilities in America, 147. 	Campaign 1755, in, 149. 	Cam- 
paign 1756, .159 ; of 1757, 172. 	Expedition to Louisburgh unsuccessful, 
ib. 	Campaign 17,58, 211•. 	Conquest of Cape Breton, 179. 	Disappoint- 
ment at Ticonderago, lb. 	Capture of French forts, ib. 	Result of the cam- 
paign successful, 180. Campaign 1759. ib. Amherst, commander-in-chief, ib. 
Expedition under Wolfe to Quebec, ib. 	Victory and death of Wolfe, 184. 
Quebec surrenders, 185. 	Campaign 1760, 186. 	Complete subjugation of 
Canada, 187. 	Contraband trade in, 324. 	Projects of Mr. Grenville re- 
specting our colonies in, 325. 	Innovating scheme of taxation 	in, 326. 
State, character, and dispositions of the northern, middle,. and southern 
colonies respectively, 627. 	Plan of taxing America, 339. 	Stamp-act, 340. 
Effects of the new system in America, 343. 	The people- threaten to 
abstain from British commodities, 345. 	Violent proceedings in, 355. 	Non- 
importation agreements of the colonies, 557. 	Policy Of the Rockingham 
ministry respecting, 359. 	Repeal of the stamp-act, 364. 	Law declaring 
the British right of taxation, ib. 	New imposts on, 389. 	Colonies dis- 
pleased, 430. 	Massachusets especially, 431. 	Lord Hillsborough's letter to 
assemblies of, 432. 	Outrages at Boston, 458." Revival against the colonies 
of the statute for trying within the realm treasons committed beyond seas, 
443. 	Discontents in, '449. 	First policy of lord North toward the colonies, 
ii. 6, 	Tumult at Boston, 8. Trial and acquittal of captain Preston, 9. The 
colonies become tranquil, 18. 	Diversity of sentiment between New England 
and the other colonies, 29. 	Is not sufficiently regarded by ministers, 30. 
Southern colonies tranquil, northern turbulent, 54. 	Massachusets disavows 
the authorities of the British constitution, 55. 	Tranquillity and prosperity of 
the colonies, 74. Export of tea to, 78. Alarm at Boston, 79. Letters of the 
governor discovered. 	Tea arrives at 13oston, ib. 	A mob throws the cargo 
into the sea, 81. 	Effects of the new British measures in the colonies; 116. 
Ferment through the provinces, ib.. Resolution of the provincial assemblies, 
117. 	Solemn league and covenant, 120. 	Meeting of a general congress 
at Philadel )hia, 123. 	Spirit of colonial proceedings, 131. 	Military prepar- 
ations, ib. Massachusets the hinge of peace and war, 132: Provincial congress 
of, assumes the supreme power, 133. 	State of affairs and sentiments in the 
colonies at the beginning of 1775, 173. 	General enthusiasm, 174. 	War- 
like preparations, 176. 	Commencement of hostilities between the colonies 
and the mother-country, 177. 	Battle at Lexington, 178. 	Attempt on 
Ticonderago, 184. 	Battle of Bunker's Hill, 185. 	Washington appointed 
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commander-in-chief, 189,- 	Expedition to Canada, 190. 	Proceedings in 
Virginia, 199.. Scheme of lord Dunmore for exciting negro slaves, 8oi. 

• Project, of Connelly in Pennsylvania, 202.. Maryland and the Carolinas, ib. 
Campaign 1776, 235. 	Internal proceedings of the colonies, 243. 	DeclaN 
ation of independence, 247. 	The provincials refuse offers of conciliation, • 
256, 257. 	Defeated at Long Island, but escape, 258. 	Burn New York, 
268. 	Partially defeated at White Plains, but escape, 265. 	Consternation ' 
of, on the successes of Cornwallis, 269. Expect Howe at Philadelphia, ib.; 
but are agreeably disappointed by his termination of the campaign, 271. 
They are animated to offensive operations, ib. 	Surprise the Hessians at 

• Trenton, 272. 	Defeated on the lakes, 276. 	Their privateers annoy our 
trade, 278.. 	Distressed situation of their army during the winter, 309. 
Dispositions to oppose the British at Brandywine, 314. 	Their fortifications 
on the river, 31 8. 	Their distressed situation at White Marsh, 319. 	Valley 
Forge, 321. 	Their galleys destroyed at Skenesborough, .525. 	Stratagem of 
their general Schuyler, 326. 	They surround the British at Saratoga, 334. 
They conclude a treaty with France, 381. 	Skirmishes with the royalists in 
the commencement of 1778, 403. 	Refuse to treat with the British but as 
an independent nation, 407. 	Operations in the Jerseys, 408. 	Their at- 
tempt on Rhode Island, 414. 	They are dispossessed of Georgia, 461.; but 
assisted by the French, 464.. They besiege Savannah, ib.; but. are repulsed, 

-ib. 	Their defence.of Charlestown, iii. 49 ; but are conquered, 52. 	Oper- 
ations of their detached parties, .56. ' State of their army at New York, 62. 
They are deserted by general Arnold, 68. 	Defeated at the battle of Guild- 
ford, 140. 	Besiege Ninety-six, 143. 	Their successes against Cornwallis, 
147. Inaction in 1782,185. Their independence is acknowledged by Britain, 
214.; and peace concluded, 215. 	State of, at the peace, 223: 	Claims of 
loyalists from, iv. 23. 	American United States as affected by the revo, 
lawns in Europe, V. 506. 	Their spirited conduct respecting the French, 
307. 	United States purchase Louisiana from France, vi. 60. 	Spain ac- 
tpilesces in the cession, 90. 	Discussions with Great Britain, 165. 	Mission 
to England for adjustment of differences, 166. 	Non-importation act, 167. 
Jefferson refuses to ratify the treaty concluded in England, 168. 	Affair of 
the Leopard and the Chesapeak, 206. 	Measures adopted in consequence 
of Bonaparte's decrees and the British orders of council, 207. 	Repeal of 
the embargo, 279. 	Non-intercourse act passed, ib. 	Arrangements with 
Mr. Erskine disavowed by the British government, 280. 	Policy of Madi- 
son in regard to France and Great Britain, 303. 	Affair of the Little Belt 
and the President, 313. 	Declares war against Great Britain, 343. 	Suc- 
cesses at sea, and reverses in Canada, 552. 	Campaign of 1813, 373. 	Loss 
of the Chesapeak, 375. 	Progress of the war, 444. 	Congress at Ghent, ib. 
Washington entered by the British, 445. 	Attack on Alexandria, 446. 
Close of the Campaign in Canada, 448. 	Peace signed at Ghent, ib. 	De- 
fence of New Orleans, 449. 	Loss of the President frigate, 451. 	Cessation • 
of hostilities, 	452. • Discussion with Spain, 	525. 	Affairs of, 542. 557. 
Acquire Florida from Spain, 580. 

America, South, British expedition to the river Plate, 170. 	Buenos Ayres 
taken, ib. 	Recovered by the Spaniards, 171. 	Failure of Miranda's expedi- 
tion to the Caracas, ib. 	Capture of Montevideo by the British, 189. White- 
lock's failure at Buenos Ayres, 190. 	Affairs of the Spanish colonies after 
the usurpation of Spain by Bonaparte, 238. 302. 531. 443. 542. 581. 

Amherst appointed commander-in-chief in America, i. 180. 	Progress in 
Canada, 181. 

Andre, major, his character, enterprise, and fate, iii. 66. 
Anne, queen of England, i. 94. 107. 
Amiens treaty of, vi. 37. 	Debates on, in parliament, 41. 
Anson, lord, with Hawke, destroys the trade of the enemy, i. 188. 
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Anstruthe 	-John, appointed one of the committee for prosecuting Mr. 
' Hastings, iii. 452. 	Distinguishes himself on, the question about Muir and 

Palmer, v. 46:  
Ant werpe 	 i hopes through the emperor Joseph to re-open the 'Scheldt, ii. 532. 

Yields to the French, v. 94. 	Blockaded by the British, vi. 414. 
Arcis stir Aube, action at, vi. 420. 	 • 
Argyle, duke of, voluntarily raises two thousand men, ii. 371. 
Armada, Spanish, discomfited by the English, i. 50. 
Arnold, general, marches to join-  Montgomery, ii: 194. 	Arrives opposite 

Quebec, 195. 	Raises the 'siege, 198. 	His defection from the Americans, 
iii. 65. 	Incursion into Virginia, 141. 

Arroyo Molinos, the French surprised there by general Hill, vi. 330. 
Aspern, battle of, vi. 264. 
Assembly, general, of Scotland, debates concerning patronage, ii. 549. 
Athol, the duke of, cedes the Isle of Mail to government, i. 345. 	 • 

duke of, (son of the former,) voluntarily raises a thousand men.for the 
service of his country, ii. 371. 	Firm and prudent conduct of, during the 
militia disturbances, v. 265, 266. 	' 

Auckland, lord. 	See Eden. 
Auerstadt, or Jena, battle of, vi. 150. 
Austerlitz, battle of, vi. 116. 
Austria depressed,under the first war of Maria Theresa, i. 121. 	Assisted by 

Britain, 	128. 	Confederacy with France, 	164. 	War with Prussia and 
operations, 176. 	The Austrians are defeated, ib. 	Prove successful, 210. 
Again defeated, 214. 	Campaign of 1761, 240. 	Of 1762, 286. 	Joseph of 
Austria is chosen emperor of Germany, 392. 	He supports the Catholics of 
Poland against the dissidents, 428. 	Dismemberment of Poland, ii. 46-71; 
Character of Joseph opens, iii. 82. 	He aspires to the possession of Bavaria, 
ib. 	But is opposed and baffled by Frederic, 84. 	Peace of Teschen, ib. 
Death of Maria Theresa, and ambitious schemes of Josepho.333. 	Opposed 
and baffled by Prussia, 367. 	Operations of Joseph's armies-  against the 
Turks, in 	1788, iv. 49. 51. 	Unwise and unsuccessful, 55. 	Successes of 
the Austrians in 1789, 128, 129. 	Leopold disposed to peace, 278. 	Peace 
between Austria and Turkey, 279. 	War between Austria and France, 403. 
Campaign, 1793, V. 7. 22. 	Campaign, 1794, 86. 	Campaign, 1795, inde- 
cisive, 155. 	Campaign in Italy, 194. 	Campaign, 1797, 245. 	Treaty 'of 
Campo Formio, 250. 	Congress at Rastadt, 332. 	Encroachments of the 
French, 333. 	The war is renewed, 334. 	Campaign in Germany, 555. 
Progress in Italy, 338. 	In Switzerland, 354. ' Seige of Genoa, 420. 	Ca- 
pitulation, ib. 	Campaign in Italy, 422., In Germany, 425. 	Decisive 
defeat at Hohenlinden 428. 	Peace, 429. 	Decline of. her ascendancy in 
Germany, vi. 5. 	Disputes with Bavaria, 82. 	Francis II. proclaimed here- 
ditary emperor, 83. 	Accedes to the league between England and Russia, 
11o. 	Correspondence with France, 111. 	Conduct towards Bavaria, 	ib. 
Surrender of Mack, 112. 	Vienna entered by the French, _ 114. 	Operations 
in Italy and the Tyrol, ib. 	Battle of Austerlitz, 116. 	'Treaty of Presburg, 
118. 	The emperor resigns his title to the German 't mpire, 141. 	Remains 
neutral during the contest of Russia and Prussia with France, 160.' Military 
preparations, 245. 	Declares war against France, 261. 	Her forces enter 
Bavaria, 262. 	Vienna entered by the French, 263. 	Battle of Aspern 264. 

'Wag Operations in Italy, 265. 	Insurrection in the Tyrol, 266. 	Battle of 	- 
ram, 268. 	Treaty with France, 273. 	Marriage of the archduchess Maria 
Louisa to Bonaparte, 289. 	Assists France against Russia, 353. 	Truer, 391. 
Declares war against France, 395. 	Campaign in Germanyf  596. 	Battle of 
Leipzig, 398. 	Invasion 	of France, 406. 	Congress 	at Chatillon, 409. 
Operations of Schwartzenbag, 412.419. 	March to Paris, 421. 	Peace, 432. 
Acquisitions in Italy, 440. 	Manifesto on the return of Bonaparte from Elba, 
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• 463. 	League, 464. 	Advance of the armies; 471. 	Conditions of peace. 
granted to France, 495.' Affairs of, 525...541..578. 

E 
• 

Badajpz taken by the French, vi. 318. 	Inve&ted "by lord Wellington, 324 . 
Blockade raised; ib. 	Taken, 345. 

Baird, sir David, advances to join sir John Mooie at S;lamanca, vi: 232. 
Junction at Majorga, 254. 	Retreat, ib. 	Wounded at Corunna, 237. 	• 

'Baltimore, expedition to, vi. 446.  
Banda, taken by the British, vi. 289. 
Baiik." (See England, and Britain.) Restrictions continued, vi. 455. 514. 	In- 
• quiry. into the affairs of, 550. 	Result of experiments made in the issue 

of specie, 551. 	Restriction act continued, 552. 	Arrangement fbr resuming 
. 	cash payments,. 565. 
Bankes, Mr. his motion concerningoffices in reversion, vi. 184. 
Bannat, the, over-run by the Turks, iv% 55. 
Barbadocs, dreadful hurricane at, iii. 129. 	See West Indies. 
Barre, colonel, speech of, on American affairs, ii. 97. 	• 
Barrington, admiral, commands in the West Indies, ii. 455. 	Wounded, 456. 

Intercepts a French convoy, 204. • 	 -  
Barrosa, battle of, vi. 324.  
Basque roads, operations of lord Cochrane in, vi. 249. 
Battle, wager of; abolished, vi. 567. 
Bautzen, battles of, vi. 399. 
Bavaria. 	(See Franee, and Austria.) 	Dispute of, with•Austria, vi. 82. Joins 
•France against her, 	111. 	Acquisitions, in the treaty of Presburg, 118. 
Again joins France against Austria, 262. 	Acquisitions, in the treaty of 
Vienna, 273. 	Joins the allies in 1813, 398. 

Bayonne, transactions at, between Bonaparte and the Spanish princes, vi. 217. 
The 	 rench driven into, from Spain, 387. 	Invested, 416. 	Sortie from, 
428. 

Beatiby, Mr. iii. 423. 	See Parliament and Dissenters. 
Beaford, • noted reply of, to the king, ii. 19.  
Bedford, duke of, ambassador from Britain, concludes the .peace of Fontaine- 

bleau, i. 301. 	Takes a lead in the Grenville administration, 314. Severely 
attacked by Junius, 454. 

duke 	 former, 	 France, of, grandson of the 	opposes the war tvith 	v. 
65. 	Strenuous opposition of, to the treason and sedition bills, 168. 	His 
speech on the threats of an invasion, 295. 

Belgrade besiegedly the Austrians without success, iv. 52. . Captured, 129. 
Bender captured I.T the Russians, iv. 129. 
Beresford, marshal, his operations in Estremadura, vi. 320. 	Battle of Al- 

biters, 322. 	Enters Bourdeaux, 427. 	His gallantry at Toulouse, 428. 
Beresina, Bonaparte crosses it, and blows up the bridge, vi. 362. 
Berlin decree, of Bonaparte, vi. 156. 
Bernadotte, created prince of Porte Corvo, vi. 163. 	Elected heir to the crown 

of Sweden, 291. 	Commands the army of the northeof .Germatty, 396. 	His 
victory at Dennevitz, 597. His services at Leipzig, 393. ,,His accession, 557. 

Birmingham, riots at, iv. 358.  Bisset, captain James, answer of a French privateer to, v. 8. 
Robert, killed 	Alexandria, • -, major 	 at 	 v. 474. 

Blackstone, his opinion on general warrants, i. 311. 'Jae. 
Blair, Dr. character of, 11. 354. 
Blake, surrenders to Suchet, vi. 329. 
Illaheney, general, his gallant defence of Minorca, i. 158. 
Pkekade, maritime, discussed, • vi. 25. 
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Blucher; general, his retreat 'after the battle of Jena, vi. 153. 	Commands the 

Prussian army of Silesia in 1813, 392. 	His proclamation to the Saxons, 
ib. 	Defeats Bonaparte on the Katzbach, 396. 	His services at Leipzig, 
398. 	Marches to the Rhine; 408. 	Advances into Lorraine, 407. 	Defeats 
Bonaparte. at La Rothieref  412. 	Retreati to Chaloni sur Marne, ib. 
Again advances, 413. 	Movement of Bonaparte against him, 417. 	Obliged 
to retreat from Craonne, 418. ' Beats Bonaparte at Laon, 419. 	Marches to 
Paris, 421: ' Visits England, 435. 	Commands the Prussians in Flanders, 
471. 	Battle of Ligny," 473. 	Retreats to Wavre, 475. 	Joins Wellington 
at La Belle Alliance, 485. 	Marches to Paris, 487-489. 	Thanks voted to 

• him in the British parliament, 493.  
Bolingbroke directs his genius against sir Robert Walpole, i. 125. 
Bolton, duke of,' proposes an inquiry into the admiralty, i. tot. 
Bonaparte, Napoleone, a young Corsican, distinguishes himself in Fiance, v. 

158. 	Commands the French army in Italy, 192. Victories of, 194. Battle, 
of -Lodi, 197. 	Rapacious plunder, 198. 	Policy of,• 200. 	Fresh victories 
of, 205. 	Reduction of the pope, 210. 	Campaign in Italy, 245-250. 
Treaty of Campio Formio, ib. 	Iniquitous disposal of the Venetian terri- 
tories, 251. • Expedition to Egypt with a great army and fleet, 297. 	Mili- 
tary progress, 369. 	Professes a respect for the Maliomedan faith, 371. 
Compared with Mahoinet, 372. 	Marches into Syria, 373. 	Invests Acre, 
379. 	Vanquished the first time he ventured to encounter Englishmen, 384. 
Returns into Egypt and beats the Turks, 385, 386. 	Sudden departure for 

-Paris, 391. 	Popularity of, 393.; especially with the army, 394. 	Plan of a 
new constitution, ib. 	He declares himself the advocate of freedom, 399. 
The national representatives adverse to the change, ib. 	He enters their 
assembly with grenadiers and bayonets, who remove opponents to the will 
of the general, 400., and establish unanimity, ib. 	He is chosen chief cpa- 
Sul, 401. 	Offers peace to Britain, 402. 	Civil proceedings of, 417. 	Pre- 
parations for the campaign, 419. 	March over the Alps, 422. 	Progres; in 
Italy, ib. 	Battle of Marengo, 423. 	Signal victory, 424. 	Italy surrenders, 
ib. 	Settlement of that country, 425. 	Proceedings of, in 1801, 460. 	His 
negotiations with the continental powers on the cessation of hostilitiesowith 
England, vi. 3. 	His designs on Italy and Switzerland, 53. 	Sends an 
expedition to the West Indies, ib. 	President of the Italian republic, 34. 
Conduct toward Switzerland, 36. 	Domestic policy, ib. 	Hostile to English 
commerce, 37. 	Treaty of Amiens, ib. 	Convention with Holland, 39. 
Sends an army into Switzerland, 43. 	Consul for life, 44. 	Dispute with 
England respecting Malta, 46. 	Sends French agents to reside in British 
ports,and requires the adherents of the Bourbons to be sent from England, 
48. 	His interview with lord Whitworth, 50. 	His rudeness to that ambas- 
sador at a levee, '52. 	Hostilities renewed, 54. 	SeizePHariover, 57. 	De- 
tains Erfglish residents in France, 58. 	Sells Louisiana to the United States, 
60. 	Causes the arrest and murder of the duke d'Enghien, 70. 	Plots 
ascribed by him to British envoys in Germany, 72. 	Nominated emperor, 
73. 	Extorts money from Spain, ib. 	Causes the arrest of sir G. Rurnbold, 
93. 	Is crowned, ib. 	His overture to George III. 96. 	Reply of the British  
government, ib. Destruction.  of the French fleet at Trafalgar, 108. 	Crowns 
himself king of Italy, 110. 	His preparations against Austria, 111. 	Causes 
Mack td surrender, 112. 	Marches to Vienna, 113. 	Defeats the Austrians 
and Russians at Austerlitz, 116. 	His acquisitions in the treaty of Presburg, 
i 18. 	His declaration against the Neapolitan dynasty, 119. 	His overture 
to the British government, 123. 	Mr. Fox's answer, ib. 	Makes his brother 
Joseph king of Naples, 132. 	His troops beaten at Maida, 134. 	Hit con- 
duct toward Prussia, 159. 	Forms the confederation of the Rhine, 140. 
Orders Palm, a bookseller of Nuremberg, to be shot, 145. 	Makes war on 
Prussia, 147. 	His victory at Jena, 150. 	Enters Berlin, 153. 	Gains over 
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the Saxons, 154. 	His Berlin decree, 156. 	Advances• against the Russians, 
158. 	Makes his brother Louis king of Holland, 162. 	Threatens Portugal, 
164. 	Claims the victory at Eylau, .192. 	Gains the battle •of Friedland, 
• 193. 	Concludes 'peace at Tilsit with Russia; 194, and with Prussia, 195. 
Orders Portugal to shut her ports against the English, 205. 	His sentiments 
on the English expedition' to Copenhagen, 204. 	His Milan decree, 206. 
Treats with Spain for the partition of Portugal;  207. 	Sends as army to 
Lisbon, 208. 	Occupies the principal, fortresses of ,Spain;  214. 	Sends an 
army under• Murat to Madrid, 215. 	His letter to Ferdinand VII. 216. 
Causes him to abdicate at Bayonne, receives tli& abdication of his father, 
and detains hinny with his brothers and uncle, in captivity, 219. . Makes his 
brother Joseph king of Spain, ib. 	His proclamation to the $patziard&, 221. 
Meets the emperor of Russia at Erfurt, 229. 	They write letters to the king 
of Great Britain, ib. 	Answer of the British government, 230. 	He heads 
his army in Spain, ib. 	Returns to Paris, 244. 	Prepares for war against. 
Austria, ib. 	Enters Germany, 262. 	Advances to Vienna, 263.. Fights 
the battle of Aspern, 264. 	Defeats the Austrians at Wagram, 268. 	Makes 
peace with Austria, 273. 	Annexes Rome to the French empire, 276. 
Divorces his wife, ib. 	Marries the Austrian archduchess Maria Louisa, 
289. 	His demands on Sweden, 292. 	His measures against English com- 
merce, 315. 	Menaces Russia, 316. 	His son named king of Rome, 317. 
His expedition into Russia, 352. 	Crosses the Niemen., 353. 	Engages the 
Russians at Borodino, 355. 	Enters Moscow, 557. 	Conflagration of that 
city, ib. 	The Russians reject his overtures, 358. 	He retreats, 3.59. 	Suf- 
ferings of his army, 361. 	He crosses the Beresina, and blows up the bridge, 
362. 	His flight to Paris, 365. 	Distrusts his allies, 589. 	Joins his army 
in Germany against the Russians, Prussians, and Swedes, 393. 	Battles of 
Lutzen and Bautzen, 394. 	Armistice, 395. 	Austria declares war against 
him, ib. 	Ire is defeated by Blucher on the Katzbach, 396. 	Battle before 
Dresden, ib. 	He is beaten at Leipzig, 398. 	Retreats to the Maine, 599. 
Goes to Paris, 400. • His address to his council of state, 404. 	The allies 
cross the Rhine, 406. 	nis reply to a deputation of the legislative body. 
407. 	Sends Caulaincourt to Chatillon, 408. 	His. operations against the 
allies in France, 412-420. 	They join and march to Paris;  421. 	He 
marches after them, 424. 	Returns to Fontainebleau, 425. 	Is deposed, 
426. 	Abdicates, ib. 	Sent to Elba, 430. 	Lands in France, 458. 	Arrives 
at Paris, 462. 	Attacks the allies in Flanders, 472. 	Beaten at Waterloo, 
476-483. 	Returns to Paris, 484-486. 	Abdicates in favour of his son, 
487. 	Goes on board a British man •of war, 490. 	Is sent to St. Helena, 
491.  

Joseph, 	for 	Amiens, , 	minister 	France at 	vi. 32. 	Proclaimed king 
of Naples, 132'. 	Placea on the throne of Spain, 219. 	Escapes into France, 
381. 	Escapes from Paris, 422. 	Assists at the Champ de Mai, 468. 

Louts, 	 king 	Holland, 	162. 	Abdicates, 29p. , 	proclaimed 	of 	vi. 
Jerome, vi. 158. 469. 478. , 	 . 

Borodino, battle of, vi. 355. 
Boscawen, admiral, commands a fleet against the French, i. 147. 	Commands 

in the Mediterranean,  189. 	Victory off Cape Lagos, ib. 
Bourbon, isle of, taken by the British, vi. 289. 
Bourdeaux, march of the British to, vi. 417. 	Declares in favour of the Bour- 

bons, 426. 
Boulogne

' 
 attack Ian the flotilla at, vi. 88. 	• , 

Braddock, general, sent to command in America, i. 150. 	Surprised, defeat- 
ed, and killed, 151. 	• 

Brazil, conspiracy discovered at Pernambtico, vi. 540. 	See Portugal. 
Brienne, battle at, vi. 412. 
Brissot and other revolutionists, v. 16. 
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Bristol, city of, voluntary contributions for the war, ii. 372. 	 . 
Britain, early history of, ii. 103. 	Union, 104.. Accession of the Hanover 

family, 109. 	Violence of the Whigs, 111. 	Septennial parliaments, 113. 
Growth of ministerial influence, 114. 	Intercourse of, with foreign powers, 
115. 	Policy, of Walpole 119. 	Expence of subsidiary treaties, 121. 	War 
with Spain, 127. 	Interferes in German politics, 128. 	War with France, 
129. 	Effects of the rebellion, 130. 	Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, 133. 	Pro- 
sperity under Mr. Pelham, ib. Encrbachments of France on American terri- 
• tory, 137. 	Cotiimencemcnt of hostilities, 	147. 	Campaign in America, 
148. 	Byng sent to the relief of Minorca, 157. 	Behaviour, trial, and exe- 
cution of. Byng, 159. 	Dissensions in the cabinet, 170. 	Mr. Pitt is appoint- 
ed secretary,of state, 171. 	Concludes an alliance with Prussia, 173. 	Bri- 
tish operations in Germany, Us. 	Convention at Cloister-Seven, 174. 	Ex- 
pedition to the coast of France, 175. • Successes of Hawke, 188. 	Battle 
and signal victory, 189. 	Affairs in the East Indies. 	See India. 	Achieve- 
ments of our armies in Germany, 207. 	Battle of Minden, 210. 	Repre- 
sentation of Britain to neutral powers, 215. 	State of British affairs in Oc- 
tober- 1760; 	death of George II. 218. 	Accession of George III. 226. 
National' unanimity, 230. 	Campaign in Germany, 237. 	Negociations for 
peace, 241. 	Proposed interference with Spain, 247. 	Refused by Britain, 
lb. Change of ministry, 252. Marriage of the king to the princess Charlotte 
of Mecklcnburgh. 2.55. 	War with Spain, 262. 	Capture of Martinico, 271. 
Capture of Havannah; 279. 	Of Manilla, 280. 	Oldie Hermione, ib. Vic- 
tories in Portugal, 282. 	Birth of the prince of .Wales, 291. 	Peace of Fon. 
tainebleau, 295. 	Unpopularity of the Bute ministry, 301. 	Change of ad- 
ministration, 305. 	Prosecution of Wilkes, 311. 	Financial schemes of the 
new minister, 324. 	Indisposition of the king, 346. 	Change of ministry, 
352. 	Senjiments of Britain on American affairs, 557.. Object and spirit of 
the Rockingham administration, 353. 	Grafton ministry, 381. Weakness of, 
399. 	Irish 	affairs, 402. 	Prevalent discontents, 419. 	Return of Wilkes,' 
420. 	Declared ineligible, 441. 	National 	ferments, ib. 	Popular writ- 
ins. 	See Junius. 	Petitions, 457. 	Remonstrance. 	See City of London. 
dange of ministry, 460. 	Conciliatory attempt of lord North, ii. 6. 	Dis- 
pute with Spain about Falkland's Islands, 14. 	Adjusted, 18. 	Discontents 
begin to subside, 31. 	Death of the princess dowager of %Vales, 43. 	Treat- 4  
ment of Matilda of England, queen of Denmark, 52. 	Rescued by her royal 
brother, 53. 	War with the Caribs, 68. 	National prosperity, 75. 	Rise of 
the war with America, 77. •King's message, 82. 	Impression in Britain from 
the American disputes, 135. 	Majority of the nation favourable to the minis- 

- 	terial system, 204. • The American a popular war, 207. 	Apprehension of 
Sayer for high treason, 208. 	He is discharged, 209. 	The nation continues 
favourable to war, 280. 	Causes, reasonings, and.inotives, 281. 	Party vio- 
lence, ib. 	Conspiracy of John the. painter, 283. 	Conduct of France and 
Spain in the American contest, 356. 	British efforts an the fate of Bur- 
goyne, 370. 	Voluntary levies of men, lb. 	Britain compelled to go to war  
with France, 382. 	Naval operations uniler Keppel and Palliser unsatisfac- 
tory, 424. 	The nation is roused by difficulty to strenuous exertion, 430. 
Rupture with Spain, 450. 	Warlike operations in the West Indies, 45.5. 	In- 

, decisive, "457. 	An immense armament menaces our coasts, 471. 	Patriotic 
and loyal unanimity of Britain when'the country is threatened, 472. 	The 
resources and efforts of the country rise with her difficulties, .iii. 3. 	Minis- 
ters become unpopular, 20. 	Spirit of association, 21. 	Protestant society, 
22. 	Riots of 1780, 25. 	Dreadful conflagrations, 26. 	They are crushed, 29. 
The successes of Rodney restore our naval supremacy, 45. 	Capture of the 
merchantmen, and censure or ministers, 	46. 	Proceedings against the 
rioters, 	77. 	Political effects_of the riots, 	80. 	General election, 81. 	Hos- 
tile jealousy of the continental powers, 85. 	Armed neutrality, ib. 	A treaty 
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discovered between the Dutch and Americans, 91. .Rupture with Holland, 
93. 	Campaigns in India, 108. 	Plan of the combined maritime cowers 
against Britain; 	116. 	Invasion of Jersey, 117.. Gibraltar, siege of, 118. 
Operations in thd Atlantic, 124. 	In the North Seas, 126.. 	Action off the 
Dogger-bank by Admiral Parker, 1'27. 	On the capture of Cornwallis, the 
nation becomes adVerse to the war and to the ministry, 151. 	Dismission 
of the North administration, 159. 	Plan of .the new ministers, 163. • Mr. 
Secretary Fox endeavours to make peace with Holland and America, 169. 
Change of ministry, 170. 	Hostile ambition against Britain frustrated,..21 2. 

'Review Overtures for peace, 214. 	Treaties, 215. 	of the contest, 216.• 
Administration of lord Shelburne, 225, deficient in strength, 226. 	Coa- 
lition between Fox and North, 234. 	Change of ministry, 239. 	Consti- 
tuents and strength of the coalition ministry, 255. 	Dismissed, 269. 	Mt. 
Pitt, at twenty-five years of age,lnade prime minister, 277. 	Commencement 	• 
of his administration, 503. 	State of the country, and objects to be pur- 
sued, 305. 	Britain resumes her attention to the affairs of the .continent, 
322. 	Disposed to protect the rights of Holland, 339. 	Recovers from the 
distresses of the war, ib. 	Great and increasing prosperity of, 369. 	Con- 
fidence of the monied interest in the minister, ib. 	Alarming attempt 
against the king, 403. 	Commercial treaty between Britain and France, 
409. 	Popular sentiments respecting Hastings, 439. 	Causes of a change, ib. 
Interposes in the affairs of Holland, 476.; with effect, 477. 	Resumes the 
character of defender of Europe, iv. 58. 	Thwarts the ambition of.Catha- 
rine, ib. 	Illness of the king, 73. 	Joy and rejoicings at his recovery, 102. 
Defensive confederacy with Holland and Prussia, 1 g3, caused by the con- 
federacy of Catharine and Joseph, ib. 	Assists Sweden, 155. 	Efibcts of the 
French revolution in, 235. 	Dispute with Spain about Nootka Sound, 2g1. 
Spain yields to the demands of Britain, 269. 	Efforts for counteracting im- 
perial ambition, 272. 	Liberal and wise policy of, 279.. Better•understands 
the Frendh revolution, 301. 	Ministers forbear discussion of its.merits, 302; 
Effects of Burke's work on the subject, 504.._ Dispute with Russia, 309. 
Principle of British interference in continental politics, 312. 	Effects of 
Paine's works, 356. 	Riots at Birmingham, 357. 	Political enthusiasm, 360. 
Wide diffusion of superficial literature, ib. 	Multiplication of political clubs, 
369. 	Projects of reform, ib. 	Friends of the people, ih. „Rise and progress 
of the Corresponding Societies, 372. 	Proclamation against seditious writ- 
ings, 373. 	State of the police, 376. 	Britain anxiously contemplates the 
French revolution, but will not interfere, 592. 	English societies address 
the French national convention, 421. 	Anti-constitutional ferment, 431. 	, 
Association against republicans and levellers, 432. 	Discussion between 
Britain and France at the close of 1792, 437. 	France the aggressor, 44h 
Prance declares war against Britain and Holland, 457. 	Piblic opinion 
favourable to war with France, 462. 	Objects of Britain, 464. 	Campaign 
of 1793 in Holland, 488; in the Netherlands, v. 8. 	Soldiers of, excel in 
close fight, 9. 	Operations, 15. 27. 	Successes in the East and West Indies, 
28. 	Progress of revolutionary doctrines, 22-52. 	Leaders of democratic 
societies arrested, 54. 	Trials for treason commence, 112; conclude, 117. 
Treaty between Britain and America, 120. 	Marriage of the prince of 
Wales to the princess of Brunswick, 133. 	Campaign, 1795; disastrous 
expedition to Quiberon, 152. 	Britain victorious by sea, 156. 	Discontents 
from the war, 163. 	Scarcity of previsions, ib. 	meetings, 164. .Seditious 
Insults to the king, 165. 	Campaign of 1796, 214. 	Birth yf an heir to the 
prince of Wales, 216. 	An ambassador sent to Paris, ib. 	Negociation for 
peace commences, 291; concludes unfavourably, 224. 	Gloomy aspect of 
affairs, 229. 	State of the Bank, 250. 	Rapid decrease of cash, 251. 	Or- 
der of council to suspend payments in coin, lb. 	The Bank found to be in 
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a flourishing state, 232. 	Mutiny of the sailors, 234.; quelled, 236. 	Mar- 
riage of the princess royal, 243. 	Naval preparations of our enemies, 252. 
Victory of Jervis, 253; of Duncan, 254. 	Second negotiation for peace 
commences, 258; concluded, 260. 	Public opinions acrd sentiments after 
the victories of, 1797, 271. 	Voluntay contributions, 276. 	VOluntary as- 
sociations, 279. 	Threats of an invasion, 295, rouse the spirit and stimulate 
the efforts of Britons, lb. 	Splendid victories. 	See Nelson. 	Effects'of the 
battle of Aboukir,.302. 	Government is very popular, 310. 	Scheme of 
alliance with Russia, 313. 	Projected union with Ireland, 316-330, 	Bri- 
tish fleets•block up the ports of France, Spain, and Holland, 350.. Expe- 
dition to Holland. 	See Frederic. 	Capture of Surinam, 558. 	War with 
Tippoo Saib. 	See Illornington, and India. 	Gloomy prospect at the close 
of 1799, 	405; 	Wish 	for peace, 	404. 	Refuses Bonaparte's overture 
for negociation.-Campaign 1600, :429*-432. 	High price of provisions, 
435. 	Alarming illness of the king, 452. 	Expedition to the Baltic. 	'See 
Nelson. .Expedition to Egypt: See Egypt. 	Peace, 481 	Conditicns, 483. 
Britain ascertains her security, 484. 	Character of the treaty between 
,her and France, vi. 7. 	The peace 	considered insecure, 	12. 	Compari- 
son of her power with that of France, 	17. 	Defects of the treaty, 22. 
Convention with Russia, 24. 	Amount of military and naval force re- 
tained, 30. 	Congress at Amiens, 32. 	Definitive treaty, 37. 	Arrangement. 
respecting Malta, 38. 	Accession of Sweden and Denmark to the conven- 
tion with Russia, '40. 	Discussion with 	France concerning Malta, 46. 
Provocations of France, 49. 	Hostile preparations on both sides, 51, 52. 
War renewed, 54.. State of naval and military force, 55. .War declared 
against Holland, 57. 	Insurrection 	in 	Ireland, 	59. 	Suppressed, 	60. 
Blockade of the Elbe and Weser, 60. 	Success in the West' Indies, 61. 
In the East Indies, 62-66. 	 r. Pitt prime minister, 69. 	His col- 
leagues&  76. 	Measures for improving the defence of the country, 79., 
Forbearance toward Spain in her subserviency to France,°83. 	Remon-* 
strance on Her violation of neutrality, 84. 	Capture of Gor6e, 86. 	Of 
Surinam, 88. 	Operations on the French coast, s9. 	Detention of Spanish 
treasure ships, 90. 	Negociations at Madrid continued, 91. 	Declaration of 
war by Spain, 92. 	War in India against Holkar, 93. 	Reply to an overture 
from France, 94, 95. 	Impeachment of Lord Melville, 98-101. Victory of 
Trafalgar, 109. 	Alliance with Russia, 108. 	And Austria, 110. 	Reverses 
of the allies, 112. 	Battle 	of Austerlitz, 116. 	Treaty of Presburg, its. 
Death of Mr. Pitt, 120. . New ministry under Lord Grenville and Mr.. 
Fox, 121. 	Overture from France, 123. 	Negociation, ib.. Regulation of 
intercourse between the West Indies and the United States, 129. 	Bill for 
abolishing the slave trade, ib. 	Trial and acquittal of Lord Melville, 150. 
Campaign in Calabria, 132. 	Battle of Maida, 134. 	Progress of negoci- 
ations with France, 137. 	Remark of Mr. Fox on 'the transfer of Hanover 
from 	France to Prussia, 138. 	State of the negociation on the approaching 
rupture between France and Prussia, 144. 	Refusal to treat separately from 
Russia, 145. 	Lord Morpeth sent to the Prussian head-quarters, 148. 	Re- 
verses 	of Prussia, 1543-1-55. 	Bonaparte's Berlin decree, 156. 	Repulse 
of the Russians, 	159. 	Austria neutral, 16o. 	An English squadron at 
Constantinople, 161. 	Earl St. Vincent's mission to the Tagus, 164. 	Dis- 
cussions withdie United States, 165,166. 	New grounds of decision on the 
trade with neutrals, 166. 	Conferences in London, 167. 	Ratification of  
the treaty lefused by Mr. Jefferson, 168. 	Naval operations, 169. 	Cape of 
Good Hope taken, 170. 	Expedition to the river Plate, ib. 	Death of the 
Marquis Cornwallis in India, 172. 	Lord Minto his successor, 173. 	Death 
of Mr. Fox, ib. 	Changes in the cabinet, 174. 	Catholic question introduced 
into parliament by Lord Ilowick, 181. 	Change of ministry, 182. 	Result 
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of investigation into the conduct of the Princess of Wales, 186. 	Military 
affairs under the late adininistration : 	Expedition to the Dardanelles, 187. 
To Egypt, an. 	To Montevideo and Buenos Ayres, ib.. Capture of 
Curacao, 192. 	Treaty of Tilsit, between' France, Russia, and Prussia, 194 
Expedition against Denmark, 198. 	Alienation of Russia, 2,03. 	Orders of 
council to counteract Bonaparte's anti-commercial decrees, 205. 	Further 
disputes with the Uniad States, 2064 	Emigration of the court of P8rtu- 
gal to Brazil, 208. 	Occupation of Madeira, 209. 	Affairs of India, ib. 
Determination of government to support Spain against the aggressions of 
Bonaparte, 214. 	Alliance of Spain, England and Portugal, 223. 	Expe- 
dition to Portugal under Sir A. Wellesley; 226. 	Battle of Vimiera, ib. 
Convention of Cintra, 226. 	March of Sir John Moore into Spain, 228J 
Overtures from Erfurt, 229. 	Reply, 230. 	Retreat of Sir J. Moore to 
Corunna, 234. 	Battle, 	236. 'Death of the general, 237. 	Peace with 
Turkey, 243. 	Attack on the French fleet in Basque-roads, 249.. 	Progress 
of war in 'Spain, ib. 	Return of Sir A. Wellesley to Portugal, 253. 
Battle of Talavera, and subsequent movements, 256. 	French cony?),  in- 
tercepted by admiral Martin, 239. 	War between France and Austria, 261. 
Diversion undertaken by England, 264. 	Expedition against Naples, 265. 
Austrians defeated on the Danube,. 268. 	Armistice, 269. 	Expedition to 
Walcheren, 270. 	Capture of Flushing, ib. 	Fever, 272. 	Evacuation of 
Walcheren, 273. 	Peace between Austria and France, 273. 	Revolution in 
Sweden, 276. 	State of dispute with America, 279. 	Recall of NV. Erskine, 
280. 	Partial change of administration, 281. 	Jubilee, 282. 	Successes in 
the West Indies, 288. 	Disturbances at Madras, ib. 	Conquest of the Spice 
islands, and of the isles of Bourbon and Mauritius, 289. 	English Hier- 
chandize burnt by Bonaparte, 290. 	Sweden compelled to declare war 
against England, 	' 292 	Progress of war in Spain, 293. 	Retreat of Lord . 
Wellington, 297. 	Battle of Busaco, 298. 	Position at Torres Vedras, 
299. 	America favours France, 302. 	Illness. of the 	king, 305. 	The 
Prince of Wales regent, 306. 	Hostile policy of the United States, 213. 
Conquest of Java, 314. 	Change in the policy of the northern powers, 
318. 	Peninsular campaign ; 	Lord Wellington 	expels 	Messena 	from 
Portugal. ib. 	Almeida taken, 321. 	Battle of Albuera, 522.; of Barrosa, 
325. 	Movements of Lord Wellington to relieve Galicia, 320. 	Surprise 
of the French at Arroyo Molinos by General Hill, 330. 	Gloomy 
aspect of political affairs, 332. 	'Returns under the population act, 334. 
Measures for suppressing disturbances in the manufacturing distriets, 335. 
Overtures to Lords Grey and Grenville, 336. 	Their answer, 337. 	Assas- 
sination of Mr. Perceval, 338. 	Ministerial negotiations, 340. 	Result, 341: 
Declaration of war by the United States, 343. 	Spanish campaign: Capture 
of Ciudad Rodrigo, 344. 	Of Badajoz, 345. 	Advance of Lord Wel- 
lington, 347. 	Battle of Salamanca, 348. 	Madrid recovered, 349. 	Lord 
Wellington advances to Burgos, 350. 	Events of the war with America!  
352; Bonaparte's expedition to Russia, ib, 	Treaty with Russia and 
Sweden, 354. 	Disastrous retreat of the French from Moscow, 359. 	Cam- 
paign in America, 373. 	Defence of Canada, 374. 	Capture of the Chesa- 
peake, 375. 	Lord Wellington generalissimo of the Spanish forces, 376. 
Advances to the Douro, 377. 	Pursues the French to the Zadora, 379. 
Battle of Victoria, 380. 	Sir John Murray's abortive expedition to Tarra- 
gona, 583. 	Battles of the Pyrennees, 395. 	Capture of St. Sebastian, 386. 
Of Pampluna, 387. 	Lord Wellington enters France, 387. 	The French 
driven into Bayonne, ib. 	Prussia joins the alliance against France, 390. 
591. 	Junction of Austria, 395. ,Campaign in Saxony, 396. 	Battle of 
Leipzig, 398. 	Hanover liberated, 	400. 	Revolution in Holland, 400. 
Denmark joins the allies, 403. 	Declaration of the sovereigns, 404. 	They cross the Rhine, 406. 	Campaign in France, 411. 	Operations of Lord 
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Wellington 	in the South, 414. 	Battle' of Orthes, 415. 	Bayonne 	in- 
vested, 416. 	Bonaparte rejects the proposals from Chatillon, 417. 	His 
operations against Blucher and Schwartzenberg, 413-420. 	Their junc- 
tion and march to Paris, 42!. 	The allied sovereigns enter Paris, 424. 	Ab- • 
dication of Bonaparte, 426. 	Battle of Toulouse, 427. 	Sortie from Bay- 
onne, 428. 	Reduction of Genoa, 429. 	Bonaparte sent to Elbn. 430. 
LRuis XVIII. returns from England to France, 4151. 	Treaty of the allies 
with France, 432. 	The sovereigns of Russia and Prussia visit England, 
455. 	Itetorn of the duke of Wellington, 436. 	National reward of his ser- 
vices, 437. Continental arrangements, 439. Operations in Canada, 444. Ex- 
pedition to Washington, 445. 	Against Baltimore, 446. 	Failure of gene- 
ral Prevost's expedition, 447. 	Peace signed at Ghent; 448. 	Expedition 
against New Orleans, 449. 	Capture of the President frigate, 431. 'Cessa- 
tion of hostilities, 452. 	Return of Bonaparte to France, 456. 	Rejection 
of his overtures by the allies, 463. 	Enterprise of Murat in Italy, campaign 
in Flanders, 471. 	Battle of Ligny, 473. 	Of Quatre Bras, '474. 	Of Wa- 
terloo, 476. .Glorious victory of the allies, 482. 	Bonaparte abdicates in 
favour of his son, 487. 	Capitulation of Paris, 489. 	Bonaparte conveyed 
to St. Helena, 491. 	National rewards to the duke of Wellington, 493.* 
Conditions of peace granted to France, 495. 	Protectress of the onian 
isles, Sol. • Property-tax abolished, .513. 	State of Ireland, 515. ' Expe- 
dition to Algiers, .517. 	Distress of the people, 526. 	Riot in London, ib. 
Suspension of habeas corpus 	act, 531-537. 	Trials for high 	treason, 
543. 	Death of the princess Charlotte, lb. 	Disturbed state of the country, 
582. 	Meeting at Manchester dispersed by yeomanry cavalry, 583. 	Pro- 
ceedings in consequence, .584. 	Riot at Paisley, 585. 	Measures adopted 
in parliament for preserving public tranquillity, .586. 	Illness and death of 
the king, 590. 

Broke, Capt. takes the American frigate Chesapeake, vi. 375. 	• 
Brougham, Mr. his motion, respecting the orders of council, vi. 342. 	Respect- 

ing the holy alliance, sio. 	His bill for the education of 	the poor, 
555. 

Brunswick, duke of, commands the combined armies of GerMany, iv. 406. 
Proclamation, 408. 	Invades France. 425. 	Retreat of, 426. 	Mortally 
wounded at Jena, vi. 152. 

Oels, duke of, his daring march through Saxony, vi. 269. 	Slain 
at Quatre Bras, 475. 	 ' 	 • 

Buenos AYres, taken by the British, vi. 170. 	,Recovered by the Spaniards, 
171. 	Failure 	of . Whitelocke's 	operations 	against, 	191. 	See 	South 
America. 	 ' 	• 

Burdett, sir Francis, committed to the tower for a libel on the house of com- 
mons, vi. 285. 	Motion on parliamentary reform, 572. 

Burgos, advance of lord Wellington to, from Madrid, vi. '550. 	His ,retreat 
to the Portugueze frontier, 351. 

Burgoyne, general, successes imPortugal, i. 282. Commands in Canada, h. 323. 
Manifesto, 324. 	Progress and 	successes 01., 328. 	Difficulties

Into
begin,s 	

h 
 ib
is
. 

Distressed situation 	552. ' Surrenders at Saratoga, 334. 	Inquiry 
 

conduct. 	See Parliament. 
Burke, Edmund, Esq. supports the Rockingham party, i. 434. 	Speech of, on 

American taxation, ii. 91. 	Plan of, fiz conciliation, 163. 	Motion, 222. 
Motion on the employment of Indians, 576. 	Presents a petition in favour 
of the sufiring catholics, 450. 	His  part, of the attack on ministers, iii. '6. 
Bill for the reform of public economy, 14-17. 	Resumed, 97. 	Proposed 
inquiry into the capture of St. Eustatius 	152. 	Made paymaster-general 
of the forces, 239. 	Celebrated speech of,  on chartered rights, 263. 	Re- 
monstrance on the dissolution. of parliament, 307. 	Speech on the debts of 
the nabob a Arcot, 356. 	Opens an enquiry into the conduct of Hastings, 
388. 	Proposes impeachment, 589. 	Opinion of, on imprisonment for debt, 
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423. note.. His 'speech. on the commencement of Hastings's trial, iv. 28. 
Libels against, 11.7. 	 Declares his disapprobation of the French revolution, 
243. 	Deems the dissenters bent-  on, the downftd of the church, 	254. 
Writes on the French revolution, 308. 	Effects of, on the public mind, 509. 
Dispute with Fox on the.French revolution,- 314-517. 	Final separation, 
317. 	Real difference With 	Mr. Fox on the French revolution, 366. 
BurCe's view of the war with Franco, 458;  .Opinion of, on the objects and 
conduct of the war, v. t 1. 	Deems peace with regicides, impracticable, 58. 
Treatise against,  a regicide peace, 218. 

Bute, earl of, educates the king, i. 223. 	Made a privy counsellor, 228.. Se- 
cretary of state, 253. 	Administration of, commences, 256. 	Character, 
257, 	Unpopular, 264. 	Haughty deportment, 293. 	Totally unsuitable to 

• the English, ib. 	His peace reprobated, 297. 	IMpartial estimate o f, 299. 
Resigns, 305. 	Supposed by the people the prompter of the prosecution of 
Wilkes, 319. 	Charge of secret influence never proved, it,. 	The stamp-act 
imputed to his influence, 342. 	Supposed to have prompted the dismission 
of the Grenville administration, 348. The alleged influence never proved, ib. 

Busaco, battle of, vi. 298. 

C 

Cabot, voyages of, i. 24. 
Cadiz, besieged by the French, vi'. 293. 	Proceedings of the cortes at, 	500. 

'Siege raised, 350. 	Expedition from,.to South America, 445. 	Mutiny of 
troops at, 576. 

Calabria, campaign in, vi. 132. 	Battle of Maida, 134. 	Expedition of Murat 
to, 498. 

Calder, Sir R. engages the French fleet under Villeneuve, vi•104. 
Cambray, treaty at, an epoch in political history,.i. 52. 	- 
Cambridge, duke of, provision for him•on his marriage, vi. 553. 
Camden, Lord. (See Pratt.) His son, earl Camden,lord-lieutenant of Ireland, 

V. 141. 	Measures of, for repressing the Irish discontents, 288. 	Resigns 
the viceroyalty; 292. 	Marquis, sacrifices to the public the surplus profits 
of his office; as teller of the exchequer, vi. 570. 	Bill for enabling.the pub- 
lic to accept that sacrifice, ib. 	 • 

Camden, a town in America, battle at, iii. 55. 	See Cornwallis. 
Campbell, Dr. defender of christianity, ii. 351. 	 • 

ii. 	 Victory colonel, expedition of, to Georgia, 	459-461. 	and 
reduction of the province, 462. 

Canada, defence of, vi. 374. 	Operations in, 444. 	Close of the campaign 
in, 448.  

Vannes, landing of Bonaparte at, vi. 458. 	• 
Canning, Mr. treasurer of the navy, vi. 76. 	Succeeded by Mr. Sheridan_1122. 

His observations on the negociatiori with France and Russia, 176. 	Secre- 
tary for foreign affairs, 182. 	Resigns, 281. 	Rejects overtures from lord 
Liverpool, 339. 	President of the board of controL 	See Parliament. 

Canute conquers England, i. 11. 	Policy and benefits of his reign, lb. 
Capellen, Van der, admiral, joined with lord Exmouth in the expedition to 
. 	Algiers, vi. 518. 	 . 	 . 
Caracas, earthquake at, vi. 331. 
Caribs, war with, ii. 68. 
Carleton, general; defence of Quebec, ii. 238. 	Progress of, on the Lakes, 275. 

Crown-point taken, 277. 	Resigns,323. 	Appointed commander-in-chief 
in- America, iii. 185. 

Carlisle, earl of, heads a commission for offering peace to America, ii. 381. 
Arrives in America, 406. 	His offers are refused, 407. 	Directs the evacu- 
ation of Philadelphia, 408. 	Returns to England, 421. 	Lord-lieutenant of 

' 	 Ireland, . 	 • 
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' Ireland, iii. 164. 	Able speech of, on the commercial treaty; 417. 	Cor- 
' respondence between, and earl Fitzwilliam, on the state of Ireland, v. 140. 

Arguments of, against lord Aukland's divorce bill, 412. 
Carnot, opposes the nomination of Bonaparte as emperor, vi, 75. 	- 
Carolina. 	See America. 	 . 	- 	• 
Caroline, Queen of England, i. 120. 	. 	 ' 	. 

of Brunswick, 	George, 	Wales, 	134. princess 	 married to 	prince of 	v. 
Result of tbeinVestigation into her conduct, vi. T86. 	Income voted to her 
royal highnesi, 435. 	Departure on a continential tour, ib. 

Castlereagh, lord, secretary for the war-department, vi. 182. 	His military 
plan, 197. 	Motion of lord A. Hamilton, on his conduct when president of 
the board of control, 246. 	Succeeds the marquis Wellesley, as secretary for 
foreign affairs, vi. 337. 	See Parliament. 

Catalonia, operations ifl, vi. 251. 	See Spain. 	. 	• 
Catharine, spouse of Peter, emperor of Russia, ability and conduct, i. 289. 	Is 

appointed imperial sovereign, 290. 	Her lofty characte.r, 334. 	She raises 
' her creature to be king of Poland, 335. 	Supports the dissidentS, and con"- 
firms her influence in Poland, 429. 	Rupture between, and Turkey, 430. 
Military operations, ii. 9. 	Wiselycourts connection with Britain, 10. 	Her 
victories, 11. 	Alarms Austria and Prussia, 12. 	Her farther successes, 44. 
To remove their fears, proposes to dismember Poland, 45. ,  To which, they. 
accede, 46. 	Execution of the 'scheme, 71. 	She concludes peace with 
Turkey, 111. 	She unwisely 'adopts 	a policy hostile to 	Britain, iii. 85. 
Stimulates the armed neutrality, ib. 	Hostile to Britain, 86. 	Offers her 
mediation to the maritime powers, 214. 	Political concert of, with the 
emperor, 337. 	She unwisely avoids connection with Britain, 373. 	Her 
views upon Turkey, iv. 58. 	Endeavours to stir the Turks to revolt, 40. 
War with Turkey, 45. 	Operations of her artnies in 1788, 56. 	In 1789, 
126. 	Against Sweden, 140. 	In 1790, operations against the Turks, 280. 
Against Sweden, 283. 	Peace with Gustavus, 286. 	Peace with Turkey, 
335. 	Motives and views, ib. 	Her designs against Poland, 340. 	Stimu- 
lates hostility against France, 393. 	Effects a new partition of Poland, v. 
28. 	Death, 303. 	 . 

Catholic Question discussed in parliament, vi. 98. 181. 185.341. 368. 516.533.567. 
Caltaro, possessed by the Russians, vi. 137. 	 . 
Cavendish, lord John, motion of, for the removal of ministers. ii. 378. 	Made 

chancellor of the exchequer, iii. 163. 	Resigns, 170. Again appointed, 259. 
Cayenne, taken by the British and Portuguese, vi. 248. 
Cqlon, war in, vi. 66. 	Annexed to the British dominions, 06. 	Rebellion 

in, suppressed, vi. 559. 
Champ 'Wert, battle of, vi. 412. 
Champ de Alai, assembly of the, vi. 469. 
Chaumont, treaty of, vi. 417. 	Renewed, 464. 
Chesapeake, American frigate, taken by capt. Broke, vi. 375. 
Charleroi, Prussians attacked there by the French, vi. 472, 
Charles IV. of Spain ;r his abdication, vi. 215. 	 - 
Charles, archduke, successes against Jourdain, v. 211. 	A second time drives 

the French from Germany, 337. 	Operations of, against the French in Italy,  
vi. 114.-  Commands the Austrian army in 1809, 261. 	Battle of Aspern, 
264. ' Of Wagram, 268. 	 . 

Charlotte, of 11Iecklenburg, married to our king, queen of Britain, i. 254. 
Crowned, 256. 	Dignified and affecting answer of, to an address of parlia- 
ment during the illness of the king, iv. 95. 	Maternal feelings of, exhibited 
at the marriage of her daughter, v. 242. 	Conjugal anxiety, 452. 	Care of 
his majesty's person entrusted to, 306. 	Death, 559. 

Charlotte, princess royal, eldest-daughter of the king and queen, ingenuity and 
accomplishments, iv. 104. 	Display of her talents on the recovery of her 
royal father, ib. 	Married to the prince of Wirtmliberg, v. 242. 
• Charlotte 
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Charlotte of Wales, princess, born, V. 216. 	Provision for, on her marriage, vi. 
514: 	Her death, 543. 

Chatham, lord, commands the expedition to Wrdcheren, vi. 272. 
Chalillon, ncgociations at, vi. 409. 	Terminated, 420. 
Chesterfield, earl of, his remark on the patriotism of Wilkes and the piety of the 

earl of Sandwich, i. 318. note. 	 • 	• 	.. 
Churches, new, act for building, vi. 553. 	 . ,. 
Churchill, the poet, object and character °Phis writings, i. 331. note. 
C'hristoplic, proclaimed chief of the government of Hayti, vi. 172. 	Crowns 

himself king, 313. 
antra, convention of, vi. 227. 
Ciudad Rodrigo, taken by the French, vi. 297. 	Recovered, 344. 
Clairfait and other Austrian generals. 	See Austria. 
Clarence, duke of. 	See William Henry. 
Clinton, general, campaign in South Carolina and siege ofCharlestown, ii 241. 

Expedition of, up the Noith river, 322. 	Appointed commander-in-chief, 
405. 	Evacuates Philadelphia, 408. 	March through the Jerseys, with .the 
battle of Freehold Courthouse, 409, 	Carries on a var of detachments, 
465. 	Expedition against Charlestown, iii. 48. 	Capture of that town, 52. 
Returns to New York, 53. 	Operations at New York, 63. 	Over-reached 
by Washington, 145. 	Attempts to relieve Cornwallis, 148. 	Too late, ib. 
Resigns the command, 185. 

Clive, account of, i. 197. 	Achievements of, 198.* Receives the command of 
the British, ib. 	Campaign of 1757, 199. 	Battle of -Plassy, and revolution 
of Bengal, 202. 	Deposes Dowla, and mai:es Jaffier viceroy, ib. 	Returns 

'to India, 577. 	Restores peace, 379.; and obtains to the English an annual 
revenue of 1,700,0001. 379. 	Defends himself from attacks in parliament, 
ii. 42. 	Inquiry into, his conduct, 66. 	Terminated, 67. 

Clods, Anacharsts, heads an embassy from the whole human race, iV. 299. 
Preaches atheism on the scaffold, and dies blaspheming his God, v. 109. 

Cochrane, lord, 	his operations in Basque-roads, vi. 249. 	ProseCution of, 
435. 	Is re-elected for Westminster, ib. 	Vice-admiral of Chili, 5814 

Coghlan, lieutenant, heroic enterprise of, v. 450.- 	 . 
Commerce and navigation;  English, °Agin and progress of, i. 9-105. 	Princi- 

pies of political economy not thoroughly understood, 107. 	Commerce, Bri- 
tish, in connection with finance and funds : enthusiasm of avarice, 117. 
South Sea bubble, ib. 	Rapid advances of trade notwithstanding, under 
George and his minister Walpole, 119. 	Advances of, under Mr. Pelham, 
132. 	Increased by successful war, 227. 	Measures of Mr. Grenville, for the 
promotion of trade and revenue, 523. 	Measured for the suppression of 
smuggling, 324. 	Principles and system of British colonisation favourable to 
trade, 339. 	Cominerce injured by the disputes with America, 358. 	Influ- 
ence of our acquisitions in Hindostan, 379. 	With America revives, ii, 18. 
Mercantile failures, 55. 	Chanee of mercantile character, 56. 	Capture of 
the mercantile fleets, iii. 46. 	Revival of trade with America, 240. 	Rapid 
increase of, in Britain after the peace, 569. 	Unprecedented prosperity, iv. 
257. 	Rapid increase, 382. 	Measures of Bonaparte against, after the sig- 
nature of preliminaries, vi. 56. 	Bonaparte's Berlin decree; 156. 	British 
orders of council, 205. 	Bonaparte's Milan decree, 206. 	English merchan- 
dize burnt by the French. 290. 	Issue of exchequer bills for relieving com- 
mercial distresses, 308. 	Bonaparte enforces his decrees against English 
merchandize, 316. 	Measures for suppressing disturbances in the manufac- 
turing districts, 335. 	Conditional revocation of the orders of council. 342. 
War already declared by America, 343. Arrangements on the renewal of the 
East India company's charter, 369. 	Regulation of the corn-trade, 454. 
Issue of exchequer bills for local and temporary relief, 533. 

Coxgres8, general, of America, first meeting and acts, ii. 122. 	131. 	Second 
meeting 
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• meeting and effects, 182, 183. 	Proceedings of; and effects, 247. 251. 	See 
America, North. 

Consolidated fund produce bill, vi. 561. 	. 
Constantinople, revolutions at, vi. 209. 241: 
Conway, general, opposes the stamp-act, i. 340. 	Secretary of state, 553. 

Plan of conciliation with America, ni. 21. 	His 'motion for terminating the 
American war, 156. 

Cook, James, lieutenant, lands the .troops for ascending the heights of Abra- 
ham, i. 185. 	Heads an expedition of discovery and science, 426. 

Cooper, sir Grey, character of, ii: 138. 
Voatc,, sir Eyre, commands in the Carnatic, iii. 111:, 	Successive victories, 
4112. 	Battle of Porto Novo, 115. 	Splendid and decisive event, ib. 	Cam- 
Aig.4.1782, 196. 	Victory at Redhill, 197. 	Death, 201. 	The military 

Aosavionr of India, ib. 	• 
Copc.m7argen, bombardment of, vi. 201. .

. 
 

Cordcliers, French party. 	See France. 
Corn-trade, regulations respecting, vi. 434. 
Cornwallis, successes of, in theJersies, ii. 269. Distinguishes himself at Charles- 

town, iii. 52. 	Left in Carolina, 53. 	Wise administration of, 54. 	Obliged 
to take the field, 55. 	Battle of Camden, ib. • 	Decisive victory, 56. 
Marches towards Virginia, 139. 	Battle of Guildford, 140. 	British victo- 
rious with considerable loss, 141. Enters Virginia, 144. Is surrounded, 147. 
Expects succours from Clinton, ib. 	Receiving no assistance, capitulates on 
honpurnble terms, ib. 	Governor-general and commander-in-chief of India, 
iy.4584. 	Invades Mysore, 256. Dictates peace to Tippoo,258. 	Generous 
conduct of, 388. 	Appointed viceroy of Ireland, V. 292. 	Marquis, sent to 
France as plenipotentiary, vi. 32. 	Concludes the treaty of Amiens, 37. 
Appointed governor-general of India, 95. 	His death, 172. 

admiral, 	with the 	v. 156.  battle 	French, 
Corresponding society, forMation of, iv. 372. Proceedings'of, v. 52. Meeting at 

Chalk Farm, ib. 	Plan of national convention, 54. 	Ringleaders arrested 
and papers seised, ib. 

Corsica, gallant resistance of against the French, i. 448. 	Captured by the 
English, v. 105. 

Corunna, battle. 0f, vi. 237. 	 . 
Courtenay, John, Esq. member of the North party, iii. 227. Wit and satire of, 

265. note. 
Craftsman, character, scope, and effects of, i. 126. 
Craonne, battle of, vi. 418. 
Cuesta, general, defeated, vi. 225. 	Defeated at Medellin, 251. 	His junc- 

tion with Sir A. Wellesley, 255. 	Battle of Talavera, 256. 	Resigns, 258. 
Cumberland, William Augustus, duke of, commands in Germany, i. 173. 

Resigns his command, 175. 	Death and character, 354,  
'-----•--, Henry Frederick, duke of; his majesty's brother, marriage of, 

ii. 	5s. 	 . . 
-----, Ernest Augustus, duke of, his majesty's son, his marriage, vi. 494. 
Curacao taken bythe British, vi. 192. 
Curates, act for augmenting the stipends of, vi. 
Currency, inquiry into the state of the, xi. 	093.73i1r. Tierney's motion on, 

562. 
Curwen, Mr., his reform bill, vi. 247. 

D 

Dalton, general, minister of Joseph's tyranny, iv. 163. 	Drives the Nether- 
landers to revolt, 165. 	Obliged to leave the low countries, 167. 

Dance, 
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Dance„eaptqin, repulses admiral Linois; vi: 8f. 
Darby, adMiral, endeavours' to 	bring a superior fleet to battle, iii. 123. 

Which they wisely elude, 124. 	, • 
Dardanelles, expedition to the, vi. 187. 
Dempster, Mr., character'of, ii. 139. 	 • 
Demarara captured by the British, vi. 61. 	. 	. . 
Denmark. 	See Matilda. 	New revolution in, iii. 319. 	Dispide with:Britain 

,about the rights of neutral ships, v. 440. 	Accedes to the convention of 
Russia with Great Britain, .vi. 40. 	Her neutral policy in the war be- 
tween England and France, 162. 	Overturei of Great Britain to; through 
Mi. Jackson, 199. 	Copenhagen bombarded, and the fleet surrendered, sot. 
• Capture of her West India islands, 209. 	Joins the allies in 	1813; 403. 
Transfers Norway to Sweden, 438. 	Cedes Swedish Pomerania and the Isle 
of Rugen to Prussia, 501. 	Discussion with Sweden, 579. 

Dennevitz, Bernadotte's victory at, vi. 397. 
Despard's conspiracy, vi. 48. 	 ' 
Dessair, general, joins Bonaparte at Marengo, v. 423, 	. 
Dessalines, emperor of Hayti, killed by the negroes, vi. 179.  
Devonshire, the beautiful duchess of, her successful canvas in favour of Mr. 

Fox, iii. 302. 
Dick, Quintin, Mr. case of, vi. 246. 	. 	 • 
Dickson, colonel of the 42d, wounded in Egypt, v. 47"1. 	• 	' 
Digby, admiral, commands in a fleet for the relief of Gibraltar, iii. 119. 	At. 
• tempts the relief of Cornwallis, 148. 	But too late, ib. • 

Dissenters apply to parliament for relief, through sir Henry Houghton, ii. 36 
Apply for the repeal of the test act, iii. 422. 	Their attempts to gain the 
favour of the public, 424. 	The application is rejected, 926. 	New motion 
for the repeal of the test act, iv. 106. 	Fresh application, 248. 	Favourable 

. 	circumstances, ib. 	Their cause is undertaken by Fox, 251. 	But is unsuc.• 
cessful, 254. 	Mr. W. Smith's bill in favour of, 569. 

D' Onbril, Mr. treaty signed by him at Paris, vi. 144, 	The emperor Alexander 
refuses to ratify it, 145. 

Dowdeswell, chancellor of the exchequer, i.' 553. • 
Drake, sirFrancis, voyages and achievements of, ii. 45. 

Mr. 	Stutgard, 	by 	French, 	79. envoy at 	accused 	the 	vi. 
Dresden,. battle at, vi. 396. 	Surrender of the French garrison in, 403. 
Dumourier, the French general, successes of, iv. 427, 	Invades Holland, 488. 

Progress, 487. 	Evacuates the Netherlands, 489. 	Leaves the French, 490. 
Duncan, admiral, brilliant and importane• victory at Caiiiperdown, over the 

Dutch, vi. 254. 	 • 
Dundas, Henry, parliamentary character of, ii. 139. 	Chairman of a committee 

for investigating India affairs
' 
 iii. 100. 	Speech on the attempted removal of 

ministers,159. 	Exertions of, in India affairst 172. 224. .Proposes a bill for 
the regulation of British 	India, 246. 	Procures the restoration pf the 
estates forfeited in the Scottish 	rebellions, 519. 	Bill for improving the 
government of British India,-392. 	Presents a view of the financial state of 
India, 455. 	Bill for facilitating wages and prize-money to seamen, iv. 381. 
State of l ndia under his direction, 383. 	View of Indian prosperity on the 
established system, 477. 	He proposes its continuance, and the renewal of 
the charter, 479. 	Speech of, in defence of the Scottish criminal law, vi. 49. 
Plan of national defence, 278. 	Produces voluntary associations, 279 	Sup- 
ports union with Ireland. 527. 	Character of his administration, 451. 
See Melville. 

Dundas Robert, lord advocate of Scotland, nephew to Henry. able speech of, 
• on the criminal law of Scotland, v. 47. 	Defence of the Scottish judges, 48. 

------, general, one of the commanders in Holland, praised by the duke of 
York, v. 354. 

VOL. VI. 	 it It 	 Dunning, 
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Dunning, Mr. opposes ministry,si. 46,0. 	His opinion of lihels, ii. 21. ,Parlia- 
mentary character of, 140. His part of the attack on ministers, iii. 6. Motion 
of, concerning the influence of aft crown, 18. Created lord Ashburton, 163. 

Dupont, general, surrender of, vi. 224. 

E. 
Ecclesiastical courts, bill for improving, vi. 334. 
Eden, William, a commissioner for negotiation with America, ii. 381. 	Propo- 

sitions .in favour of Ireland, iii. 16.4. 	Negociates and concludes the corn- 
merciaItreaty, 409. 	Created lord Aucklands iv. 457. 	Negotiation with 
Dumouriez, ib. 	Bill for the prevention of adultery. v. 412. 	 " 

Edinburgh voluntarily raises a regiment, ii. 372. 
Egremont, lord, appointed secretary of state, i. 256 	Able answer to the Spa- • 

. 	nish manifesto, 262. 
Egypt, French expedition to. 	See Bonaparte, Lieber, -and .71.1enou. 	British 

expedition to, undet Abercrombie and Keith, v. 964.. Arrives at Marmo- 
rice, ib: 	Proceeds to Egypt, 465. 	Landing, 466. 	Battle and victory, 467. 

• Battle of the 13th of March, 469. 	Night attack by the French, 470. 	Bona- 
parte's invincibles conquered, and standard taken, 471. 	British heroism 
triumphant. ib. 	Loss. of their gallant commander, and other distinguished , 

'officers, 473. 	Arduous difficulties of the march to Cairo, 477. 	Patient for- 
titude of the army, ib. 	Reduction 'of 'Cairo, 478. 	Of Alexandria, 480.. 
Complete success of the expedition, 481. 	Expedition to. in 1807, vi. 189. 

Elba, Bonaparte sent to, vi. 426. 431. 	His return to France, 458. 
.Eldon, lord chancellor, in Mr. Pitt's last administration, vi. 76. 	See Parlia- 

ment. 	Resumes the great seal in 1807, 182. 	 . 
Elliott, captain, captures Thurot, 1. 193.  

Sir Gilbert, 	 ii. 138. 	Charges 	sir Elijah Impey, character of, 	 against 
iv. 31. 

defence 	Gibraltar, iii. 121. 	Masterly dispositions, general, 	of 	 .122. 
Completely destroys the preparations of the enemy, 123. 	Second attack, 
207. 	Numerous and formidable force, and extraordinary machinery of the 
enemy, 908. 	Invention of red-hot balls, ib. 	Entirely destroys their prepar- 
ations, 209. 	 • 	. 

'Elphinstone, Keith, 	captain, distinguishes 	himself at Charlestown, 	iii. 53. 
Made admiral, reduces the Cape of Good Hope, v. 157. 	Captures seven 
Dutch ships of the line, 215. 	Becomes lord Keith: 	blockades Genoa, 
420. 	Attempt pf, on Cadiz, 931. 	Expedition to Egypt, ib. 	Disconcerts 
Gantheaume, 979. 	Efforts bAmt Alexandria, ib. 

captain Charles, gallant exploit of; v. 479. note. ) 
Emmet, Robert, heads an insurrection in Ireland, vi. 59. 	Tried fur high trea- 

son, and executed, 60. 	• 	. 
.Empeeinado, the,ea Spanish guerrilla chief, vi. 301. 
Englrian, duke de, arrested and murdered, vi. 70. 
_England, attilirs of; before the union, i. 13-104. 	See Britain. 
Enlistment, foreign, bill for preventing, vi. 571. 
Fijurt, meeting of Bonaparte and the emperor of Riissia at, vi. 229 . 

	

Erskine, Mr. joins the party of Mr. Fox, iii. 227. 	Supports the freedom of 
the press, iv. n23. 	Defence of Hardy, v. 	116. 	Opposes the treason and 
sedition bill, 	175. 	His view of the causes and consequences of the war, 226. 
Chancellor, vi. 192-182. 

envoy to the United States, vi. 279. 	Recalled, 280. ,111x. 
Essex, American. frigate, captured at Valparaiso, vi. 444. 
Estaing, d', operations of, .on the coast of America, ii. 410. 416. 	.Operations 

of, in the West Indies, 	456. 	Siege Of Savannah, 464. 	Insolvent brava- 
does, 465, 	Totally discomfited, 466. 

Estremadura, operations in, Ni. 249. 233.  
Exmouth, lo d, his e).pedif ion I0 Al4ierl, 	vi 	51 4. 	 j: yift III 

1:  
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.Evlatt, battle of, vii. 192. '  . 
Byre, justices'in, bill for abolishing the office of, vi. 533. 

I; 
Ferdinand; prince of 'Brunswick, commands the allies in Germany, i. 207. Gains 

the battle of Minden, 210. Furtheroperations, 211; and successes, 239. 28G. 
VII. 	 Compelled 	 in of Spain, Vi. 215. 	 to abdicate, and detained 

FranCe, 219. 	Abortive attempt to rescue him from captivity, 294. 	His. 
conduct on his return to Spain, 441. 	See Spain. 	• 	• 

Fergusson, major Patrick, invents a new species of rifle, ii. 314. 	Distinguishes 
' himself at Chnrle'stown, 53. 	Made colonel, expedition, exploits, fate, cha-

racter, 57-:-61. • 
, 	character of 	philosophy, 	354. 	 the Dr. Adam, 	 his 	 ii. 	Secretary to 

commissioners sent to America, 381. 
George, 	 Tobago, iii. , 	governor of 	 134. 

Ferrol blockaded by the British, vi. 85. 	• 	. 
Finland ceded by Sweden to Russia, vi. 241.•278. 
Fitzgerald, lord Edward, reversal of his attainder; vi. 572. 
Fitzwilliam, earl of, viceroy of Ireland, v. 140. Misunderstanding with ministers, 

141. Is recalled, ib. Opposes peace wit1PrepublicanFraucc, 219. Dismissed 
from the office of lord lieutenant of the west riding of Yolishire, vi. 584. 

Flood, Mr. proposition of parliamentary reform, iv. 254. 
Florida, operations of the Americans in, vi. 558. ' Ceded by Spain to the 

United States, *vi. 580. 
Flushing taken by the British, vi. 270. 	Evacuated, 273. 
Far, Henry, resigns administration, i. 168. 	Character, 265. 
-, Charles James, enters parliament, i. 441. 	Opposes the coercive laws 

against America, ii. 99. 	Parliamentary character of, 140. 	Describes the 
inspiring effects of liberty, 154. 	Proposed inquiry into the war, 228. 
Proposes an inquiry into the state of the nation, 363. 	Which is partially 
granted, 364. 	Progress and result, 373-375. 	Inquirylinto the state of 
the navy, 385. 	Into the conduct of the war, 386. 	Motion of, for cen- 
suring lord Sandwich, 440. 	For Temdving him, 443. 	His part of the at- 
tack on ministers, iii; 6. 	Speech of, on the influence of the crown, 20. 
Chosen member for Westminster, 82. 	Attacks the administration of lord 
Sandwich, '94-97. 	Heads a general attack against administration, 154- 
158. 	Effects his purpose, 160. 	Appointed secretary of state, 163. 	Plan 
of the administration which he heads, ib. 	Offers peace' to the Dntch, 169. 
And Americans, ib. 	Resigns, 170. 	Details the reasons of his conduct, 229. 
Coalition with lord North, 233-236. 	His grand view of public credit, 
236. 	Made secretary of state, 239. 	Constituents and strength of his 
party, 255. 	His East India bill 	257. 	Unpopular, 266. 	Alleged to be 
disagreeable to his majesty, 267. "Its character, 270. 	Its author becomes 
extremely, unpopular, 273. 	Short sketch of Mr. Fox's character and coil- 
duct, 278. 	Classes hostile to him, 281. 	Contest for Westminster, 501- 
303. 	Opens a charge against Hastings for his proceedings towards Cheyt 
Sing, 591. 	His opinion of 	the 	means 	of supplying 	the 	deficiency 
from the illness of the king, iv. 76. 	Contest with Mr. Pitt thi•reon, ib. 
Determined against Mr. Fox, 82. 	Praises the French revolution, 241. 
His speech for the repeal of the test act, 251. 	Contest with Horne Tooke 
for Westminster, 305. 	His eflorts 	to prevent war with Russia,' 312.. 
Altercation with Burke on the French revolution, 314-317. 	Motion 	• 
of, concerning the law of libels, 523. 	Supports the abolition of the slave 
trade, 3.30. 	Real difference between, and Burke on the revolution, 366. 
View of the war with France, 459. 	He predicts it will he unsuccessful, uccessf

4
t1
1
1„ 

468. 	Arguments of, 	against the continuance of the war, 	y 	58_ 
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Predicts the dissolution oldie confederacy, 42.-  Denies the alleged acts of 
the reformists to amount to treason, 58: 	Reprobates the treason and sedi- 
tion bills, 171. 	Specch on that subject, 172.. Speech of, on the failure of 
the first negociation,. 226. 	His sentiments on the peace with France, 
vi. 18. 	His 	opinion 	on 	the coalition against France, 	109. 	Secretary 
for foreign affairs, 122. 	His reply to an overture from France, 123. 	Re- 
solution moved by him for abolishing the slave-trade, 130. 	Progress of 
negociation, 137. 	His remark on the transfer of Hanover by France to 
Prussia, 	158. 	Negociation continued, .144. 	Refuses to treat separately 
from Russia, ib. 	•His illness and death, 173: 	 • 

5"rance, early affairs of; i. 21-97. 	Connection with Britain under George 
I. 128. 	,Prospers by long peace, ib. 	But returns to' ambitious projects, 
129. 	'War with England, ib. - Peace, 133. 	Encroachments upon British 
America, 137. 	Renews hostilities, 147. 	Captures Minorca, 156. 	Treaty 

d with Austria , 164. 	Defeated by lanand by sea throughout the war. 	See 
.ritain, and America. 	Distress from the war, 532. 	Rising spirit of free- 
dom, 333. 	Disputes between the king and parliaments, 391. 	Death of 
Lou& XV. it. 113. 	Situation of his kingdom, 114. 	Changing sentiments 
of the French people, 356. 	Hostile intimations to•England, 381. 	M- 
knowledges the independence of .America, ib. 	Warlike operations against 
Britain. 	See Britain.. .Plans of; in combination with the Spaniards and 
Dutch, iii. 1 Ili. 	Her troops invade Jersey, Ui. 	Repulsed, ib. 	Opera-:  
lions in Europe, America, and East and West Indies. 	See British .or 
French admirals or generals. Peace, 214. 	Consequences of the war, mo- 
mentous and fatal, 220-224. 	Internal state, 368. 	Prevalence of infitle 
lity, 569. 	Commercial and political pursuits of, 402. 	Commercial treaty, 
See B,ilain, and Pitt. Revolution, view of the old government, iv. 171. Un- 
der Louis XIV. 173. 	Commereing change under Louis XV. 175. 	Infi- 
delity, 176. 	Voltaire, ib. 	Instances of, 177. 	Beginning of anti-monar- 
chical 	dobtrines, 178. 	Rousseau, &c. 	ib. 	Co-operating causes, 	179. 
Impolicy and burdensome expence of wars against Britain, ib. 	American 
war, 180. 	Pecuniary distresses, ib. 	Schemes of extrication, 181. . Con- 
vention of notables, 181-184. 	Disputes between the crown and parlia- 
ments, 	184-187. 	Ardent spirit of - freedom, 	188. 	Becomes excessive, 
190. 	Arbitrary 	measures of the court, 192. 	Ferment, 	193. 	Scarcity, 
194. 	Neckar recalled, 195. 	Who counsels the convocation of the states- 
general, 197. 	The commons display a licence inconsistent with useful 
liberty, 200. 	Meeting of the states, 201. 	Component parts, 202. 	Cler- 
gy and nobles disunited, ib. 	The commons declare themselves a national 
assembly. 205. 	Popular violence, 207. 	The orders meet in one chamber, 
109. 	The soldiers catch the popular enthusiasm, 210. 	Troops approach 
Paris, 211. 	Neckar dismissed, 212. 	Popular alarm, ib. 	An army of na- 
tional guards raised, 213. 	Capture of the Bastile, 214. 	The king comes 
to the national assembly, 216. 	Declatation of rights, 217. 	First proceed- 
ings of the French revolutioni,ts, 219. 	Literary men, ib.' Clubs, 220. 
Jacobins, 	ib. 	Reduction 	of 	the 	privileges 	of nobles, 	221. - Confisca- 
tion 	of the property of the clutch, 222. 	Annihilation of parliaments, 
ib. 	The law and policy of- the kingdom subverted, 223. 	New consti- 
tution, 	224. 	Entertainment 	at Versailles, 	227. 	Rage 	and 	alarm . at 
Paris, 228. 	A mob proceeds to Versiiilles, 230. 	The king is brought 
to Paris, 	234. 	Farther proceedings 	of 	the revolutionists, 	234-292. 
New and comprehensive principle of financial legislation, 294. 	Boundless 
power of the mob, 297. 	Abolition of nobility 299. 	Summary of changes, 
ib. 	Confederation of the 14th of July, ib. 	Progress of confiscation, 343. 
Invasion of the rights of German princes, ib, 	Flight of the kine. 	See 
Louit. 	Inviolability of the king's person decreed, 350. 	Dissolution of the 
assembly, 354. 	Result of its acts,_ 	th. 	Proceedings.eontrary to the law of 
nations, 396. 	Character of the French, 398. 	Progress of republicanism, 

399. 
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399. 	Declares war against the GerMan powers, 403. 	State of the armies, 
the first operations,. 406. 	Proceedings at Paris, 409-413. 	Riots, 414. 
Insurrection of the 10th of August, 415-417. 	Massacre of September. 
419. 	Meeting of the national convention, 421. , Congratulations from Eng- 
lish clubs, ib. 	Schemes of depredation, 425. 	Victories, 427. 	Decree of 
the 19th of November, 429. 	Opens the Scheldt, ib. 	Discussion with Bri- 
tain. 	Sec Britain. 	Parties and 	leaders, 445. 	Prosecution and trial 	of 
Louis. 	See Louis. 	Declares war against Britaib, 457. Operations. See Du- 
wearier. ' Proposes peace to Britain, v. 2. 	Unavailing, .7. 	Alarming state 
of, ib. 	Intestine contests, 16, 17. 	Astonishing efforts, 1s. 	Forced loans, 
requisitions, and levies en masse, 	19. 	Effects, 21. 	Successes in the close • 
of the campaign, 25-27. 	Full of Robespierre, 111. 	Commencing return 
of social order, 142. 	New constitution, 143. 	Effects of her victories, 145. 
Extent of territory, 149. 	Campaign, 1795, indeci,ive, 154: Internal affairs, 
1.57. 	First appearance of Bonaparte, 158. Dissolution and character of the 
convention, 160. 	Campaign, 1796. See Bonaparte, Jourdain, and Moreau. 
La Vendee reduced, 190. 	Negociation with Britain. 	.See Britain. 	Cams 
paign, 179,7, in Italy, 245-250. 	, Naval operations. 	See Britain, Jervis, 
and Duncan. 	Parties, 256. 	Negociation. 	See.Britain. 	,Finds projects of 
invading Britain chimerical, 295. 	Scheme of distant conquest. 	See Bona- 
parte. 	Renewal of war with Austria, 556. War against Russia, S39. 	Oper- 
ations. 	See Moreau, &c. 	Ultimate purpose of ' the expedition to Egypt, • 
362. 	Internal state, 389. 	Change of government. 	See Bonaparte. Cam- 
paign, 1800,419. 	Peace with Austria, 429. 	Obtains Louisiana from Spain, 
vi. 3. 	Her ascendancy in Europe, 4-7. 	Her treaty with Turkey, .5.. 	In- 
fluence in Germany, ib. 	Her views respecting the West Indies, 7. 	Advan- 
tages gained by her in the peace, ib. 	Expedition to the West Indies, 33. 
Treaty of Amiens, 37. 	Convention ivith Holland, 39. 	Embassies inter- 
changed between England and France, 43. 	Consular constitution, 45. 	Dis- 
cussion concerning Malta, 46. 	Renewal of war, 55. 	Her 'hostile prepar- 
ations, 56. 	Seizure of Holland, 57. 	English residents detained, 58. 	Her 
losses in the West Indies, 61. 	Bonaparte nominated emperor, 73. Compels 
Spain to violate her neutrality, 85. 	Flotilla at Boulogne attacked by the 
English, 88. 	Measures for the improvement of her marine, 92. Coronation 
of Bonaparte, 93. 	Overture to England, 96. 	Her fleets put to sea, 102. 
Defeated at Trafalgar by lord Nelson, 106. Coalition of Great Britain, Rus- 
sia, 108., and Austria, 11o. 	Her armies cross the Rhine, 112. 	Penetrate to 
Vienna, 113. 	Operations in Italy, 114. 	Battle of Austerlitz, 116. 	Treaty 
of Presburg, 119. 	Transfer of Hanover to Prussia, 119. 	Overture to Eng- 
land, 123. 	Campaign in Calabria, 132. 	Defeat of her troops at Maid;' 
135. 	Progress of negotiation with England, 137. 	Requires Prussia to ac- 
cept Hanover in full sovereignty, 	138. 	Preliminaries signed with Russia, 
141. Which the emperor Alexander refuses to ratify, 145. 	War on Prussia, 
147. 	Battle of Jena, 1.51. 	Her forces occupy Berlin, 153. 	A nd Ham- 
burg, 156. 	Operations against the Russians, 158. Her policy toward Spain, 
163. Menaces Portugal, 164. Treaty of Tilsit, 194. Invasion of Portugal, 208. 
Usurpation of Spain, 214. 	Resistance of the Spaniards, 222'. 	Hostilities 
in the peninsula, 2.14-237. 249-259. War against Austria, 261-267. 
Battle of Wagram, 268. 	Armistice, 269. Treaty of Vienna, 273. Marriage 
of Bonaparte with an Austrian .princess, 289. 	Progress of war in Spain, 
293-1-300. 	Birth of the king of Rome, 317. 	Her troops evacuate Portugal, 
518-322. 	Operations in Spain, 524-350. 344-351. •ExpedittOn to Rus- 
sia, 352. 	Retreat from Moscow, .559. 	Reverses in Spain, 576-386. 	The 
allies before Bayonne, 387. Campaign in Germany, 591. 	Battle of Leip. 

• zig, 398. 	Revolution in Holland, 400. 	France invaded on the side of the 
Rhine, 406. 	Campaign, 411. 	Bonaparte rejects the pacific proposals of the 
allies, 417. 	They enter Paris, 424. 	Abdication of Bonaparte, 426. 	Restor- 
Atkin of Louis XVIII, 431. 	Treaty with tlis allie., 432. 	Conspiracy, 457. 
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Return of Bonaparte, 458-463:: Renewal of war, 464.. Champ-  de Mai, 
469. Campaign in Flanders, 471. 	Battle of Waterloo, 476. 	Abdication of 
Bonaparte, 486.. Capitulation of Paris, 489.. Bonaparte conveyed to St: 
Helena, 491. 	Works of art in Paris claimed by their former owners, 494. 
Conditions of peace. 495. 	Affairs of, 500. 522. 539. 	Army of occupation 
withdrawn, 556. 	Affairs of, 579. . 	 • 	 . 

Francis II. emperor of Germany, tries to raise his -subjects in .Antwerp, v. 82. 
Opposed by Frederic William, 83. 	Joins: the allied armies, 84. 	Resigns his 
title to the.German empire,. vi. 141. 	See Austria. 	. 	 . 

, Philip, esq. discussion of the propriety of his being a manager of the 
prosecution of Hastings, iv. 25. 	Able speech in his own defence, 26. note. 

Franklin, Benjamin, diScovers the governor's letters, ii. 79. 	Character of, 358. 
Ambassador to France, ib. 	 • 

Frederic, prince -of Wales, imbibes English idea, i. 1'51. 	Instils the same into 

	

his son George, ib. 	 • 	 . 
to his 	George III. 	bishop 	Osna- 

	

, second son 	majesty 	 appointed 	of 
i 	burg, i. 332. • Education and character of, iv. 82. 	Duke of York, ib. 	Dif- 

fers from ministry, 83. 	Marriage with th6 princess of Prussia. 363. 	Cam- 
paign, 1793, in Holland; 488-492. 	Victory at Vicoigne, v. 9, 	Famars,10,. 
Capture of Cond6, 11. 	Besieges Valenciennes, ib. 	Capture, 13. 	Victory at 
Lineellet, 23. 	Siege of Dunkirk, ib. 	Concerts the operation of the cam- 
paign, 1794, as. 	Arrives on the continent, ib. 	Defeats the French, 87. 
Farther operations, 88-102. 	Expedition to Holland, 550. 	Battle of Alit, 
maer, ib. 	Victory at Bergen, 353. 	Conflict at Limnen, 355. 	The British 
fall back, 556.. Difficulties 	 f the army, 357. .They 'withdraw from Holland, 
35'8. 	Resigns his office as commander-in-chief, vi. 2.45. 	His return to of- 
fice, 312. 	Authorised by the prince regent to make overtures to lords 
Grey and Grenville, 336. 	Result; 337. 	Appointed custot of his majesty's 
person, 561. 	Attends his majesty in his last moments, 590. 

II. 	king 	Prussia, 	 of, i. 161, 162. 	Invades of 	character and efforts 
Saxony, 	167. 	Splendid achievements of, in 	campaign 1757, 176. 178. 
Admiration of his character in England, 206. His campaigns, 208. 210. 212. 
240. 286. ' State of his country at the end of the, war, 334. 	Coincides in 
the politics of Catharine respecting Poland, 335. 	Improvements of his 
kingdom, 392. 	Interference in Polish disputes, 429. 	Dismemberment of 
Poland, ii. 46. 	Jealous of the progress of Catharine, 113. 	Opposes and 
disconcerts the ambitious projects of the emperor, iii. 338. 	Again opposes 
the aspiring schemes of Joseph, 367. 	Death and character, 394. 

', William, nephew and successor to the above, interposes in behalf of 
the prince of Orange, iii. 468. 	With effect, 476. 	Defensive alliance with 
Britain and Holland, iv. 123. 	War with France, 403. 	Campaign, 1792. 
See Brunswick. 	1793, v. 15. 26. 	Shares the spoils of Poland, 28. Character 
of, 147. 	Abandon; the alliance, 148. See Prussia 	Visits England, 435. 

Friends of the people. 	See Grey. 
Frost, John, attorney and reformer, iv. 422. 	Presents shoes to the national 

convention, Z. 
Fried/and, battle of, vr. 192. 

G 

Gage, generpl, efforts to allay the disturbances in America, ii. 121. 123. 	Re- 
monstrance of,. to congress, 	130. 	Hostile operations, 	177. 	Bade of 
Bunker's Hill, 186. 	The British are blocked up at Boston, 188. 	• 

Gale Jones, irhprisoned, vi. 285. 	.. 
Gates, general, successes against Burgoyne, n. 531. 333. 	' 
Genoa ceded to France, vi. 93. 	.eduction of, 429. 	Annexed to the kingdom 

of Sardinia, 440. 	 - George 
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George I. king of Britain; attached to the whips, i. 109. 	Suspicions of the 
tones, 110. 	Partiality of, to* his native dominions, 116. 

II. 	the internal 	foreign 	his father, i. 120. 	Sub.' adopts 	 and, 	policy of 
sidies 	to 	German principalities, 	121. 	Partiality of, to Hanover, 	128. 
Natural in his circumstances to be partial to the whips, 130. 	Concludes an 
alliance with Prussia, 165. 	Death

' 
 218. 	And character, 219.. 

III, 	 i. 22.3. 	Sentiments 	 the death education of, 	 and character at 	of 
his grandfather, 224. 	Accession to the throne, 236. 	First proclamation, 
228. 	First speech to Parliament, ib. 	National satisfaction, 230. 	Recom- 
mends to parliament, to render the judges independent of the crown, 231. 
Act for the purpose, ib. 	Expresses his regret at the resignation of Mr. Pitt, 
252. 	Marriage to the princess Charlotte of Meeklinlmrg Strelitz, 254. 
Coronation of the king and,  queen, 256. 	Successes of his majesty's arms, 
271. 274. 	Birth of the prince of Wales, 291. 	Who is named George 
Augustus Frederic, ib. 	Overtures* for a 	negociation, 293*. 	Impartial ex- 
amination of the.peace, 300. 	Change of ministry, 305. 	Overtures to Mr. 
Pitt,•313. 	Unavailing, 314. 	The king's second son, prince Frederic, is no- • 
minated bishop of Osnaburg, 332. 	His majesty's eldest sister, the princess 
Augusta, is married to the hereditary prince of Brunswick, ib. Indisposition 
of the king, 346. 	Plan of regency, 347. 	Dismission of ministers, 350. 
Rockingham administration, 353. 	Well-meaning, but inefficient, 566: 	Mr. 
Pitt forms an administration, 381, of which the duke of Grafton is nomin- 
ally the head, ib. 	Marriage of the princess Matilda, the king's •youngest 
sister, to the king of Denmark, 583. 	Proposes to govern Ireland witligut 
respect of party, 414. 	Visited by the king of Denmark, 424. 	Favourite 
studies of his Britannic majesty, ib. 	Voyages of discovery, 42.5. 	Plans and 
orders an expedition for the advancement of science, 426. 	Insulting letter 
of Junius, 456. 	Reply to the city of London, ii 3 	Dignified answer to a 
London address, 19. 	Protects his injured sister, 53. 	Message from, to the 
parliament, on the riot at Boston, 82. 	Speech to parliament, 141. 	Mes- 
sage, 156. 	Speeches, 209. 286 360. 	Dignified speech of, on the unpro- 
voked aggression of France, 400. Speech, 430. Intimates dissatisfaction wish 
the events of the. campaign, 1778, ib. 	Speech, iii. 4. 	Speech to the new 
parliament, 1780, 94. 	Speeches, 152, 224. 	Sends a message to parliament 
about the establishment of the prince of Wales, 245. 	Speech, 256. 	Reply 
to an address of' the commons for the removal of ministers, 294. 	Declares 
his intention of taking the sense of the people, 298. 	And dissolves Par- 
liament, ib. 	Speech to the new parliament, 306 	Speeches, 353. 370. 593. 
Alarming attempt against, by Margaret Nicholson, 403. 	Providentially 
prevented, ib. 	Magnanimous humanity of the sovereign, 404. 	Anxious 
affection of all ranks, 405 	Speech, 411. 	Message to the commons re- 
specting the prince, 436 	Speech, iv. 2. 	Distemper, 73. 	General alarm, 
ib. 	Opinion 	of the physicians, 75. 	Second examination, 88, 	Report 
that the illness is temporary, ib. 	Recovery of the king 	96. 	Joy of his 

' gratellil people, 102. 	His majesty at St. Paul's offers thanks, 103. 	Speech, 
240. 	Message to parliament about Nootka Sound, 264. 	Speech at the 
tlose of the session, 265. 	Speech to the 'new parliament, 307. 	Speech, 
365. 	Speech on 	the 	extraordinary convocation of parliament, 	454. 
Speech, .v. 120. 	Message to the commons on the marriage of the prince 
of Wales, 132. 	Scandalous behaviour to;  on his way to parliament, 165. 
Birth of a princess, heir to the heir-apparent, 216. 	See Britain. . Speech 
to the new parliament announces pacific intentions, 218. 	The princess 
royal married to the, prince of Wirtembergs  242. 	Speech, stating time pro- 
gress and rupture of the negociation with France, 272 	Speech on the late 
splendid victory, 311. 	Attempt against, in the theatre, 	413. 	Magna- 
nimous coolness of, 414. 	The attempt found to arise from lunacy, ib. 
Alarming illness of, 452. 	Anxious concern of the public, 453. 	Indisp0. 
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. sition providentially short,-ib. 	Speech to-parliament on the restoration of 
peace, vi. I. 	Message reoommending measures of 'precaution, El. _De- 
clares war against France, 54.; and Holland, 57. 	His illness and recovery, 
67. 	His protest against the seizure of Hanover, 81. 	Letter to him from 
Bonaparte, 96. 	Reply of lord Mulgrave, ib. 	Concludes a treaty of con- 
cert with Russia, 108; and Austria, 	109. 	Overture from France, and 
subsequent negociation conducted by Mr. Fox, 123. 	Negociation with 
Prussia, 148. 	Changes in the cabinet on the death of Mr. Fox, 173. 	Dis- 
misses lords Grenville and Howick, and appoints a new administration, 
182. 	Determines to support the Spanish nation against France, 214. 
Jubilee on the commencement of the .5oth year of his reign, 281. 	Death 
of the princess Amelia, 304. 	His illness, 305. 	Regency, 306. (See George, 
prince of Wales.) 	On the death of the queen the duke of York appointed 
custos of his majesty's person, 561. 	Last illness, 590. 	Death, ib. 	Cha- 
racter, 591. 

George, prince of Wales, eldest son and heir of George III. 	His abilities 
and character; iii. 243. 	Provision for his establishment, 244. 	Magna- 
nimous sacrifice by, of splendour to justice, 432. 	Situation of his royal 
highness, 433. 	Affairs are happily accommodated, 436. 	Consulted by 
Mr. Pitt on the plan of regency, iv. 84. 	Expresses• his disapprobation, 
and reasons, 85. 	Testifies his zeal for the British constitution, 375. 	Elo- 
quent and impressive speech thereon, ib. 	General satisfaction, 376. 	Pro- 
poses to serve as a voldnteer with lord Moira on the continent, v. 91. 

• Marries the princess Caroline of Brunswick, 134. 	.Provision for the esta- 
blishment of their royal highnesses, 135. 	Birth of a princess; his heir, 216. 
Filial piety exemplified in the illness of the king, 453. 	Appointed regent; 
vi. 506. 	On the expiration of the restrictions endeavours to strengthen 
the administration, 336. 	Overture to 	lords Grey and Grenville, ib. 
Overtures after the assassination of Mr. Perceval to lord Wollesley and 
Mr. Canning, 339. 	Result of lord Moira's negociation. with lords Grey 
and Grenville, 340. 	Empowers lord Liverpool to form an administration,. . 341 	.Dissolves parliament, 345. 	Speech on the opening of the session in 
1812, 3611 	In 181.3, 410. 	Conducts Louis XVIII. into London on his 
return to France, 431. 	General treaty of peace, 432. 	Visited by the 
emperor of Russia and the king of Prussia, 455. • Message to parliament 
on the return of Bonaparte to France, 455. 	Message after the victory of 
Waterloo, 493. 	Insulted on his way to parliament, .528. 	Message on the 
state of the country, 528. 	Death of the princess Charlotte, 543. 	Reply 
to an address from the city of London, 584. 	His accession to the throne, 
590. 

Georges, conspiracy of, at Paris, detected, vi. 70. 
Germain, lord George, secretary of state, concerts the expedition of Bur- 

goyne, ii 324. 	Created a peer, iii. 162. 	Strictures thereon, ib. 
Germa  .y, 	influence of 	the French in, 	vi. 5. 	Indemnities settled, 	44. 

Plots ascribed by the French to British envoys in, 72.. States not disposed 
to resist the aggressions of France, 81. 	(See Austria, Prussia, Bavaria.) 
Campaign of 1815  in, 393. 	Battles of Lutzen and Bautzen, 395. 	Battle 
before Dresden, 396. 	Battle of Leipzig, 398. 	Advance of the. allies to 
the Rhine, 406. 	Fall of French 	garrisons in Germany, 414. 	Peace, 
43g. 	Fate of Saxony and the duchy .of Warsaw, 439. 	Acquisitions of 
Austria in Italy, 440. 	Declaration of the congress on the return of Bona- 
parte to France, 464. 	Armies, 971. 	Conditions granted to France, 495. 
Acquisitions of Prussia from Saxony and Denmark, 500. 	German con- 
leKleration, 502. 	Affairs of, 524. 541. 	Measures adopted in consequence 
of the assassination of Kotzebue, 577, 578. 

Ghent, congress of British and American commissioners at, vi. 444. 	Peace 
signed there, 448. 

Gibbon, the historian, character of, ii. 351. 	 Gibraltar, 
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Gibraltar invested by the Spaniards,. iii. 	I is. 	For defence, 	see Elliot. 
Blockade of, 1184-123. 

Gifford, John, answer of, to Esskine, v. 260. 
Gironde, French party. 	See Trance. 
Glasgow, city of, voluntarily raises a regiment, ii. 372. 
Gloucester, fluke of, his majesty's brother, marriage, ii. 39. 	• 

William 	to the duke, valiant 	556. 	Duke - , prince 	of, son 	 exploit, v. 
of, marries the princess Mary, vi. 515. 

Good Hope; cape of, restored at the peace, vi. 9. .Orders sent for retaining, 
46. 	Counter-orders sent to execute the cession, 47. 	Taken 	the .by 
British, vi. 170. 	Bill for encouraging emigration to, vi. 574. 

Gordon, duke of, raises a regiment, ii. 371.  
Lord George, 	 iii. 22. 	Becomes. an  enthusiast against , 	 character of, 

Popery, ib. 	Proceedings of 23-25. 	Committed to the tower, 29. 
Gorge, taken by the British. vi: 86. 	 . 
Gower; Earl, character of, ii. 140. 	.. 
Grafton, Duke of his administration, 1. 381. 	Weak, 399. 	Poignant invec- 

tives against, 453. 	Resignation, 460; and character, ib. 	Proposition for 
conciliating America, ii. 231. 

Grantpound, bill for disfranchising, vi. 590. 	 . 
Granby, Marquis of, achievements of, in Germany, 1..238. 285. 
Grattan Mr., address moved by, in the Irish parliament. iii. 164. 	See Ca- 

tholic Question. 
Green, American General, commands against the British in the south, iii. 143. 
Gi•enf 11, Mr. his enquiry respecting the affairs of the bank, vi. 550. 
Grenville, George, lion., his administration, i. 308-351. 	,His bill for regu- 

lating contested elections, ii. 5. 	Death, 21. 
William Windham, 	 former, , 	 son of the 	able speech on the commer- 

cial treaty, iii. 417.. 	Bill of, respecting contested elections, iv. 33. 	Chosen 
speaker of the house of commons, 84. 	Able speech of, on the plan of 
regency, 91. 	Appointed secretary of state, 112. 	His views of interior- 

' ence in 	continental politics, 	312. 	Created lord : 	discussion of with 
Chauvelin, 437-443. 	Treason bill, V.-167.` Character of his adminis- 
tration, 	451. 	Censures -the treaty with France, 	vi. 	8. 	Formation of 
a new ministry entrusted to him and Mr. Fox, 121. 	Causes of his resig- 
nation, 182. 	Overture to him, 336. 	Renewed by Lord Moira, 340. 

	

Grey, Mr. able speech of, on the commercial treaty, iii. 417. 	Education 
and character, iv. 370. 	Heads a society intitled the friends of the people 
to procure parliamentary reform, 571. 	Object, composition, and proceed- 
ings of that association, g. 	Motion for parliamentary reform, 472. 	Re- 
jected, 476. 	Lord Howick, first lord of the admiralty, 122. 	Secretary for 
foreign affairs, 174. 	Resigns, 182. 	Overtures-to, 337 - 341. 	. 

Sir Charles, afterwards 	father 	former, 	 v. 105. earl, 	to the 	victories of, 
Gua:laloupe; ceded-to the French, vi. 45. 	Taken by the,  British, 288. 	Re- 

stored, 433. 	Revolt in, suppressed, 500. 
Guerrillas in the peninsular war, vi. 259. 	Their chieftains, 301. 	• 
Vutehen, French admiral, operations in the West Indies, iii. 71-.74. 	De- 

parts for Europe, 75. 
Gustavus, king of Sweden, effects a revolution in that kingdom, ii. 48. 	Ca- 

tharine interferes in his government, iv. 62. 	Dispute with Catharine, 130. 
Genius and courage of the king, 132. 	Suppresses mutiny and faction, 136. 
1789, warlike operations against Russia, 139, 140. 	1790, campaign against 
Russia, 	283-295. 	Peace, 286. 	Preparations 	of, 	Against France, 402. 
Assassinated, ib. 	Character, ih. 

IV. king 	Sweden, 	 France, . 	 of 	declares war against 	vi. 161. 	Cedes Finland to Russia, 241. 	Deposed, 276. 
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'Habeas Corpus Act, suspended, vi. 531. 	Renewed suspension, 537. 	Re. 
peal, 546. 

Halifax, earl of, colonises Nova Scotia, i. 139. 	Secretary of- state, 309, 
Viceroy of Ireland, 415. 	Prudent and popular administration, ib. 

Hamburgh occupied by the French, vi. 1.56. 	Evacuated, 433. 
Hamilton, duke or, voluntarily raises two thousand men, ii. 371.  

Sir Charles, 	Gorce, , 	 captures 	v. 451. 

	

- Hanover, seised by the French,.vi. 57. 	Protest of his Britannic majesty to 
the Germanic body, 81. 	Transferred to Prussia, 119. 	Liberated from the 
French, 400. : 

Harcourt, earl, wise administratiOn in Ireland, ii. 341.  
Hardy, Sir Charles, commands the channel-fleet, 4779, ii. 471. 	Operations. 

See Britain: 	 • 
Thomas, -shoesecretary to 	for , 	 -maker, 	 a society- 	new-modelling the 

adnstittition, iv. 372. 	Congratulates the French convention on the aboli- 
tion of monarchy, 423. 	Apprehended, V. 54. 	Tried and acquitted, 113- 
117. 	• 	 ' 

Harland, admiral, commands under Keppel, ii. 422. 
Hastings, Warren, gos;ernor-general of India, iii. 41. ' Genius and character, 

ifr. 	Scheme for. dissolving the hostile concert, 42. 	Implicated in the re- 
ports of the committee of India afIliirs, 172. 	Scheme of, 	to 	procure 
supplies for the war, 186. 	Proceedings respecting Cheyt Sing, 127-190. 
The Begums, 191. 	Detaches the Mahratta princes from the confederacy, 
193. 	Puts an end to the India confederacy, 199. 	The political saviour of 
India, 201. 	Returns to England, 371. 	Cooimencement of inquiry into 
his conduct-. 	See Parliament, and Burke. 	His speech at the commence- 
ment of his trial, iv. 27. 	Slow progress of his trial, 116. 	Libels on ac- 
count of his trial, 260. 	Evidence for the prosecution closes, 532. 	Impres- 
sive speech of the defendant, 333. 	After seven years, the trial terminates 
in his honourable acquittal, v. 138.  

Havanna, expedition to, i. 274. 	Fortifications and strength, 276. 	capture 
of, 279. 

Hawke, admiral, expedition of to the coast of France, i. 175 	With Lord 
Anson, destroys the trade of the enemy, 188. 	His signal victory over 
Conflans, 191.  

Ilawkesbury, Lord, defends the treaty with France, vi. 10. 	Home secretary, 
under M. Pitt, 76. 	Retires on the death of that minister, 121. 	See Liver- 
pool. 

Mayne, general, distinguishes himself at Charlestown, iii. 52. 
Hesse Cassel, elector of, expelled from his dominions, vi. 155. 
Ilislands of Scotland, state and improvements of, ii. 346. 	• 
Mill 	sir Rowland, afterwards lord, his gallant services in 	the Peninsula, vi. 

29a. 330. 346. 	See Spain, and Portugal. 	At Waterloo, vi. 477. 
Hillsborough, earl, secretary of state for the Americati• department, i. 399. 

Letter of; to the governors of colonies, 432. 	Character of, ii. 140. 
Hofer, the Tyrolese patriot, vi. 266. 	His death, 275. 
1101kar, war in India against, vi. 93. 
Holland, 	unfriendly to England in 	her neutrality, 	i. 215. 	Favours the 

revolted colonies, iii. 90. 	Accedes to  the armed neutrality, 91. 	Treaty 
with the Americans, ib, 	Rupture with Britain, 93. 	Operations. 	See 
British admirals. 	Peace, 216. 	Meets of the war on, ib. 	Internal contest 
between the French party and the house of Orange, including a review of 
its causes and progress, 456,-461. 	Encroachments on the constitutional 
power of the prince, 461-464. 	Rebellion, 467. 	Mediation,. 	See Frau:- 

rtc 
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ric William, and 'Britain. 	Restoration of the stadtholder, 478. 	Defen- 
sive alliance with Britain and Prussia, iv. 123. 	Yields to France, v. 103. 

. Obliged to be hostile to Britain, 	157. 	Operations. 	See Elphinstone, 
_Duncan, &c. 	Influence of France in, vi. 6. • Colonies restored to her at 
the peace of Amiens, 28. ' Separate convention with France, 39. 	Great 
Britain declares war against her,- 57. 	Made a kingdom under Lotiis Bona- 
parte, 162. 	United to France, 290. 	Proceedings of Bonaparte in, 317. 
Revolution In, 400. 	Restoration of the prince of Orange, 402; 	Union 
with the Netherlands, 439. 	See Netherlands: . 

Home, John, a tragic poet, ii. 355. 	 . 
Hood, sir Samuel, captures four French frigates, vi. 169. 
Hotham, commodore, commands in the North River, ii. 322. 	Defeats the 

French off Corsica, v. 157.. 	 • 	 • . 
, Houghton

' 
 sir Henry. 	See Dissenters. 	• 	• 

Hood, sir Samuel, efforts in the West Indies, iii. 176-178. 
Horsley, Dr. defends the trinity against Priestley, iii. 347, 	Learning and 

ability, ib. 	View of the dissenters, iv. 249. 
Howe, lord, killed at Ticonderago, i. 179. note. 	. 

Richard lord, brother and 	to the former commodore, successor 	 corn- . 
mands an expedition to the coast of Normandy, i. 187. • Commander-in- 
chief of the fleet, ii. 256. 	Pacific overtures, ib. 	Maritime operations 
against the French and Americans, 410-416. 	Inquiry into his conduct. 
See Parliament. 	Relieves Gibraltar, iii. 210. 	Splendid victory, v. 106. 

. 	Quells a mutiny, 236. 	 • 
William, brother to the two. former, commands in ascending colonel 

the heights of Abraham, i. 153. 	Efforts at Bunker's hill, ii. 186. 	Ap. 
pointed commander-in-chief, 	235. 	Arrives at New York, 253. 	Pacific 
overtures, 255. 	-Takes the. field, 2.56. 	Battle of Long Island, 257-259. 
Capture of New York, 263. 	Battle of White Plains, 264. 	Capture of 
Fort Washington, 266. 	Surprise of the Hessians at Trenton, 272.* Occu- 
pations of, dpring winter, 309. 	Opens the campaign by detachments, 311. 
,Expedition to Philadelphia, 313. 	Battle of Brandywine, 314. 	Capture 
of Philadelphia, 317. 	Battle of German-town, ib. 	Farther operations of, 
319, 	Begins campaign, '1778, by detachments, 403. 	Resigns .the com- 
mand, 404. 	Mischienza in honour of, 405. 	Departs for Europe, ib. 	In- 
quiry into his conduct. 	See Parliament. 

Hughes, sir Edward, destroys Hyder's fleet, iii. 116. 	Reduces the Dutch set• 
tlements, ib. 	Naval. operations, 191-200. 	. 

Hume, David, character of, ii. 352. 	 - 
Hunt, Joseph, an official delinquent, vi. 288. 	 . 
Huntley, marqtlts of, wounded in Holland, v. 354. note.  
Hurd,.Bishop, defender of christianity, ii. 351. 
Hutchinson, gendal, succeeds to the 	command on the death of general 

Abercrombie, v. 475. 	Progress of, 477. 	Capture of Cairo, 478. 	Returns 
to the Coast,. 480. 	Capture of Alexandria and expulsion of the French 
from Egypt, 481. 	See Egypt. 

Hyder Ally, talents and character of, i. 445. 	His first war with the English, 
446. ii. 12. 	Instigates a combination against Britain, iii. 41. 	Prepares to 
invade the Carnatic, 43. 	Invades the Carnatic, 	109. 	Successes, 110. 
Discomfited by Coote, 115. 	Again defeated, 197. 	Death, 198. 

. 	 • 
I 

intpey, sir Elijah, charges against, iv. 30. 	Neiativesl, 33. 	. 	• 
Indemnity Bill, vi. .517. 
India, British, state of, at the peace of Aix la Chapelle, with the designs and 

• pro- 
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proceedings of the French, i. 195 - 197. 	Son Rajah Dowla, viceroy 
"of, Bengal, captures Calcutta, 198. ' Shuts the British officers in the Black 
Utile, 199. 	The British commander, Clive, avenges the cause of his coun- 

Ntry,rnen ib. 	Signal successes and acquisitions of the British, 202. 	Operations 
in_soudtein India, 208. 210. 	Conquest of Arcot, 206. 	Naval operations 
begin, 204-206. 	Farther operations against the French, with the reduction 
of Pondicherry, 255. 	Affairs of Bengal, 236. 	French entirely conquered 
in Jodi', 237. 	Transactions in, from the close of the French war to the 
appointment of the company to the collection of the revenues, 566-330. 

'First War with Hvder Ally, 445. 	Proceedings at Madras respecting lord 
Pigot, 297-299. 	In the India house thereon, 300. 	War, iii. 36. 	Cap- 

• titre of Pondicherry, 37. 	Confederacy against the British. 39. 	War with 
the Mahrattas, 40. 	Treaty of Poona, 41. 	Invasion of the Curnatic, 109. 
Defeat of colonel Baillie, 310;'' Sir Eyre Coote takes the command. 	See 
Coate., Naval operations. 	See Hughes; 	POlitical administration. 	See 
Hastiness. 	Peace, 202. 	New war; iv. 385. 	See. Cornwallis. 	Third war. 
with Tippoo v. 365. 	Complete reduction of Mysore, 367. 	Administration 

*of. 	See .idornington. 	Cession 	of Cochin at the peace, vi. 13,-11. 38. 
Successes of British arms in, 62. 	War in Ceylon, 66. 	Budget, 78. 	War 
against Holkar, 93. 	Marquis Cornwallis, governor-general; 94. 	His death., 
172. 	Lord Minto succeeds 'him, 175. 	Revolt of Dundea Khan, 202. 
Enquiry in parliament _concerning East India appointments, 240. 	Dis- 
turbances at Madras, 288. 	Affhirs in, 352. 	Renewal of the company's 
charter, 369. 	War in Nepaul, 504. 	Annexation of Ceylon to the British 
dominions, 506.. Conclusion of war in Nepaid, 520. 	Depredations of the 

• Pindarees, 521. 	Operations against them, 538. 	Arrangement with the 
peishwa, 539. 	The peishwa deposed, and Malirattit power destroyed, 558. 

Indies, West, successftil cultivation of, i. 88. • Operations in, 193. 	Farther 
operations. 	See Britain, Martinico, Ilavannah, 4-c. 	D'Estaing departs to, • .. It. 416. 	Hostilities, 	1779, 455-457. 	Operations,1780. 	See Rodney. 
Tremendous hurricane, iii. 129-131. 	Attack of Tobago. 	See Ferguson.. 
Dangerous situation of, 175-179. 	Extrication, 182. 	 Cession of British 
conquests at the peace, vi. 8. 	French expedition to, 33. 	Affairs of France 
in 45. • Successes of the British in, 61. 	Surrender of the French itriny in 
St. Domingo, ib. 	Capture of Surinam, 88. 	Lord Nelson sails to, in pur- 
suit of the Frenchfleet, 1-04. 	Insurrection' in Hayti; Christophe placed at 
the head of the government, 172. 	Curacao taken, 192. 	Danish Islands 
taken, 209. 	Cayenne and Martinique taken. 248;219. 	Gnadaloupe and 
St. Eustatius taken, 288. 	Insurrection at Martinique, 313. 	Cessions at 
the peace in 1814, 432. 	Suppression of revolt in Martinione and Guada- 

• loupe, 499, 500. 
Ionian Isles, republic of, restored, vi. 282. 	Great Britain protectress of, vi. 

501. 	Cession of Parga, 579. 
Ireland, retrospective view of; to the commencement of the present reign, 

402-.414. 	Viceroyplty of lord Halifax, 415. 	Of lord Townshend, 417. 
Octennial law, ib. ' Affairs of, from 1768 to 1777, 537-341, 	State of, 
considered in the British parliament, iii. 7-1o. 	Independence' of parlia- 
ment acknowledged, 164. 	State of, 359. 	Commercial propositions, 361. 
Unpopular, ib. 	They are relinquished, :565- 	Parliament offers the regency 
to the prince of Wales, iv. 100. 	Projects of political change, v.31. 	United 
Irishmen, ib. 	Convention bill, Fe 	Objects and projects of the united 
Irishmen, 281. 	Correspondence with France, 2045. 	Advances of democracy 
and 	discontent to rebellion, 289. 	Arrest of the delegates, 	290. 	Re- 
bellion suppressed, 292. 	Projects of union with Britain. 	See Union, 
anti 	Pitt. 	.Insurrection in,. 	vi. 59. 	Trial 	and 	execution 	of 	Em- 
mett, 60. 	Suspension of habeas corpus act in, 67. 	Symptom of' her 
growing prosperit y, 127; 

	

	 eat Britain, Free interchange of grain with Great 
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of English and Irish exchequers, 514. 	Motions on the state of that country', • 
516. _ 

Italy, influence of the French in, vi. 4. 	Bonaparte president of the Italian 
republic, 54. 	Operations of the archduke Charles in, 114. 	The papal. 
dominions, with Parma, Placentia, and Guastalla, appropriated by.Bonaparte, 
240. 	Operations in (1809), 265. 	Murat joins the allies, 414. 	Genoa 
reduced, 429.- Cessation of hostilities in Italy, 430. 	Acquisitions of Aus- 
tria in, 440••  Return of the pope to Rome, 441. 	Murat's enterprise 'in, 
467. 	Its result, 469. 	Murat's expedition to Calabria,,49s. 	He is taken 

*and shot, 499. 
• 

J 
• 

Jamaica, terrible hurricane in, iii. 130. 	Danger of, 178. 	Extricated by Rod- 
ney's  victory, 183. 	 . 

Janeiro, RI.) de, emigration of the court of Portugal to, vi. 208. 
Java, conquered by the British, vi. 314. 	Restored to the Duteh,.522. 

frigate, loss of, vi. 575. 
Jena, battle.of, vi. 150. 	. 
Jeni 	

., 

	

inson, Charls, character of, ii. 139. 	Vindicates himself from a charge 
of secret ihfltience, 239. 	Created earl of Liverpool; assists in the form- 
ation of the commercial treaty, iii. 409. 	Able speech thereon, 417. 

	

son to the 	able speed) on parliament- lord Hawkesbury, 	 former, 
ary reform, id. 475. 	Succeeds lord Grenville as secretary of state, v. 4.52. 
See flawkesbury, and Liverpool. 

Jervis, captain, gallant exploit of, iii. 204. Becomes admiral, obtains a signal 
andi decisive victory over the Spanish fleet, 169, 170. 

Jesuits, expulsion of, i. 595-397. 
John, archduke, operations of, against the French in Tyrol, vi. 114. 

the Painter, 	 instance 	depravity, ii. . 	 a spy, singular 	of 	 238. 
Johnson, doctor Samuel, his " False Alarm," a pamphlet, i. 452. " Taxation 

no Tyranny," ii. 171. 	Death, iii. 340. 	Character, 341. 	State of literature 
at his debease, 545-351. 

Johnstone, governor, his great knowledge of American aflhirs, ii. 99. 	Cha- 
racter of, 140. 	One of the commissioners for treating with America, 381. 
Charges against hini by the 'Americans, 917. 	Returns te. England, 419. 
Severe accusation against the Americans by, 453. 	Expedition of, to the 
Cape of Good Hope, 128. 

Jones, Paul, depredations by, 	ii. 426. 	Conflict with two British frigates, 
473. 

Joseph of Austria. 	See Austria. 	Character and projects of, iii. 324.*  Con- 
nection'with Russia, ib. 	Innovating schemes respecting the church, 329- 

. 331. 	For naval and commercial aggrandisement, 353. 	Claims on the 
Scheldt, 335. 	Designs of Bavaria, 566. Disconcerted, 367. 	• He abandons 
the navigation of the Scheldt, 368 	War with Turkey, and military ope- 
rations. 	See Austria. 	Violent desire of innovation, iv. 143. 	Progress of, 
in the Netherlands, 145-146. 	Confiscation and tyranny, 148. 	Remon- 
strances of the people, and pretended redress, 151-154. 	Increased op- 
pression and tyranny, 156. 	See Dalton. 	Directs the general not to spare 
blood, 158. 	Effects theological changes by iinisqueteers, 160. 	Drives the 
Flemings to rebel, 1.65. 	His troops are expelled from the country, 167. 
See Netherlands. 	Death and character, 274. 

Jourdain, victories of, in the Netherlands, v. 65-93. 	Campaign in Germany, 
811, Slit. 	 . 

Jubilee in 1809, vi. 281. 
Junius, 
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'Junius, ability, object, and character of his writings, i. 456. 
Jury, trial by, in civil causes, extended to Scotland, vi. 454. 

- 	. 

K 

Katzbach river, Bonaparte beaten there by Blucher, vi. 396? 	• 
Kaunitz, siegociates and forms an alliaitce between Austria and Trance, i. 164. 

Profound policy and momentous effect of that measure, iv. 121. 
- Kcmpenfeldt, admiral,, intercepts a French convoy, iii. 125. 	Lost in the 

Royal George, 207. 	Character of, ib. 
Kent, duke of, provision for him on his marriage, vi. 553. 	His death, 590. 
Kenyon, created lord; succeeds lord Mansfield as chief justice, iv. 71. 
Eeppet, admiral, cohimands the channel fleet, ii. 421. 	Operations, includ- 
• ing the battle of the 27th July, indecisive, 422-424. 	Disputes between 

' 	and admiral Palliser,.426. 	Tried and acquitted, 428. 	First lord of the 
admiralty, iii. 165. 	 • 

Kilwarden, lord, assassinated, vi. 59. 	 . 
Kotzebue, assassinated, vi. 577. 
Kospotch, general, distingqished at Charlestown, iii. 53. 	' 	• 
Kleber, general, left by Bonaparte commander in Egypt, v. 452. 	Conven- 
• tion with the Turks, ib. 	Renews hostilities, ib. 	Assassinated, 433. 

L 	. 

• . 
Labedoycre, defection of, vi. 459. 	Punished with death, 497. 
Lake, captain, dismissed for exposing a British seaman on the isle of Sombrero, 

vi. 287. 
Landaff, bishop of, able speech of, on the commercial treaty, iii. 417. 	His 

view of British interference in continental affairs, iv. 3. 
Laon, battle of, vi. 419. 	 • 	 • 	' 
Lauderdale, earl of, abilities and erudition, iv. 370. 	The votary of .parlia- 

mental),  reforto,:•ib. 	Speech of on the cases of 'Muir and Palmer, v. 51. 
Opposes the new treason and sedition bills, 168. 	His mission to Paris, 
vi. 145. 	His return, 196. 

Lee, general, capture of, ii. 268. 	• 
Leeds, meeting at, vi. 595. 	 . 
Legge, chancellor of the exchequer, dismissed, i. 232. 
Leipzig, battle of, vi. 398. 	. 
Leopold, emperor, character and policy, v. 277. 	Concludes peace with 'fur- 
. kef, 279. 	Offers the Netherlands a redress of grievances, 29o. 	And adjusts 
all 	differences, 	292. 	Circular 	letters to 	other 	princes concerning the 
French revolution, 341. 	Prudence of, 394. 	Convention at Pilnitz, it,. 
Disavows hostile intentions against France, 395. 	Sudden death, 401. 

the - prince of Strxe Coburg, his marriage to 	prince
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Wales, vi. 515. 

Lesley, general, distinguishes himself at Charlestown, iii. 55. Guil- 
ford, 140. 

Libels, seditious, law for suppressing, v1..587. 	 • 
Ligny,' battle of, vi. 473. 
Lincoln, American general, besieges Savannah with the assistance of D'Estaing, 

ii. 464. 	Forced to raise the siege, 466. 
Linois, admiral, sails for the East Indies, vi. 56. 	Repulsed by captain Dance, • 

87. 	Captured by sir John Warren,169. ,... Literary property, great question of, U. 105-109. Little Belt, her encounter with the President frigate, vi. 313. Liverpool: 
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'Liverpool, town of, voluntarily raises a regiment, ii. 372.. 	. 	. 	' '. 
London, city or, remonstrances to his majesty, i. 458 .--ii. 2. 19. 	Voluntary 

contributions for the war; 372. 	Police, state of, iv. 376. 	New law, 378. • 
Riot in, 526. 

Louis XIV. 	See France, 
-: XV. See France.  

XVI., benignant disposition, ii. 115. 	Moderates his abso- - 	amiable and 
lute power, v. 17.s. 	Popularity, 180. 	Public measures. 	See .  France. 
distressed situation of, 193. 	Speech to the states-general, 205. 	Repairs to 
the national assembly, 216. 	Forced to Paris, 234. 	Melancholy proces- 
sion, ib. 	Flight from Paris, 346. 	Seized and brought back, 347. 	Accepts. 
the constitution, 351. 	Notifies to foreign princes his acceptance of the 
constitution, 395.. Refuses to escape, 400. 	Deposed, 417. 	Attempt to• 
break his spirit, 950.' Trial, ib. 	No proof, 541. 	Condemnation, ib. 	Self- 
possession and magnanimity, 452. 	Last interview with his family, ib. 	Exe- 
cution, 454. 	Complicated iniquity of the prosecution; 455.  

XVII., to the 	death 	144. - 	son 	above, 	of, V. 
XVIII., takes refuge in Eugland, vi. 241. 	Restored to France, 431. - 

Basis of the constitutional charter, lb. . Treaty with the allies, 452. 	Con- 
spiracy against his government, 457. 	Retires to Lille, 462. 	Returns to 
his capital, 490. 	See France. 	 ... 	• 

Louisiana, ceded by Spain to France, vi. 3. 	Sold by France to. the .United 
States, 60. 	 - 

Lutz, Anthony, a private of the foreign brigade, retakes the Invincible standard, 
v. 475. 

Luken, battle of, vi. 394. 
Lyons, arrival of Bonaparte at, from Elba, vi. 461. 

M 

Macdonald, French general, efforts of to join Moreau, v. 539-341. 
Mack, general, surrenders to the French at Ulm, vi. 112. • 
illackenzies; clan of; voluntarily raise two thousand men, ii. 371. 
Mackintosh, Mr. answers Burke's work on the French revolution, iv. 362. 

genius and erudition; lb. 	Sir James, his motion on the criminal law, vi. 
566. 

Macpherson, Sir John, governor-general of India, V. 255. 	Able and suc- 
cessful administration of, ib. 	 • 

Madeira, occupied by the British, vi. 209. 
Madrid, massacre at, vi. 220. 	Flight of Joseph Bonaparte from, 225. Central 

junta established at, vi.•220. 	Surrender of, 250. 	Entered by lord Welling-. 
ton, 349. 

Mahon, colonel, discussion respecting, vi. 336. 	• . 
Maitland, colonel, gallant and succebsful defence of Savannah, 464-466. 
Maida, battle of, vi. 134. 	 . 
Malmsbury, lord, first negociation V ith France, v. 9.21-224.; second, 258--

260. 
Malta, article respecting, in the treaty of Amiens, vi. 38. 	Discussed it) par- 

liament, 41. 	Cohduct of France and Spain respecting, -11. 	Litigation 
between England and France respecting, 46: 99. 

Manchester, town of, raises a fegnuent, ii. $79. 	Meeting at, dispersed by 
yeomanry cavalry, 584. 

Mansfield, lord chief justice, disapproves of the proceedings against Wilkes, i. 
310. Opinion of, on the dispensing power, 385. 	Charged with altering the 
records; but the alteration found frivOlous, . 422. 	Doctrines on the law of 
libel, ii. 21. 	Controverted 1)y lord Camden, 22. 	Opinion of, on literary 

property, 
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property, 108. 	Parliamentary character of, 141. 	His house destroyed by 
the rioters, iii. 26. 	'Supports Mr. Fox's East India Bill, 265.. 	Retires from 
the bench, iv. 66. 	His Judicial and general character, 67-70. 

Martinique, insurrection at, vi. 313. 	Suppression of a revolt at, 499. 
Maria Louisa, archduchess, married to Bonaparte, vi. 289. 
Marie Antoinette, .queen of France, malignity of the Orleans faction against, 

iv. 230. 	In clang& of being massacred, 232. 	Magnanimous heroism, 233. 
Carried to Paris, 254. 	Situation after the murder of her husband, v. 70. 
Iniquitous trial and condemnation, 71. 	Execution, 75. 

Mary, princess, married to the duke of Gloucester, vi. 515. 
Massena, general,' operations of, in the GrisomN v. 336. 	Gallant defence of 

Genoa, 420. 	Capitulates, ib: 	His operations in Calabria, vi. 136. 	In the 
peninsula. 	See Portual. 

Matilda, sister tO his majesty,Married to the king of Denmark, i.383. 	Ta- 
lents and character, ii. 50. 	Plot against, ib. 	Charges, .51. 	False and slan- 
derous, 52. 	Unworthy treatment of, ih. 	Rescued by her royal brother, 53. 
Death, ib. 	 . 	 . 

Mauritius, isle, taken by the British, vi. 289. 
ilfawhood, colonel, gallant action of, ii. 274. 
Meadows, general, commands against Tippoo Seib., iv. 385. Generous conduct 
.sof,. 388. 	 . 	 ' 

Medellin, defeat of Cuesta at, vi. 451. 	• 
Melville, lord, proceedings against, vi.98. 	Impeached by Mr. Whitbread, 101. 

	

'His trial, 130. 	Acquittal, 131. 

	

ilfenou, General. 	See Egypt. 
Milan decree, of Bonaparte, :vi. 206. 
Mina, the Spanish Guerrilla chief, vi. 301. 	Emigrates to France, 442. 
Minorca captured by the French, i. 158. 	Restored at the peace, 295. 	At- 

tacked by the Spaniards, 	iii. 202: 	Gallant defence of, 203. 	Obliged to 
surrender, 204. 	Ceded to Spain at the peace, 216. 	.• 

Minto, lord, appointed governor-general of India, vi. 173. 
Miranda, his expeditfon to the Caracas, vi. 171. 	Its failure, ib. 	Second expe- 

dition, 331. 	Sent prisoner to Spain, ib. 
Mitchell, admiral, covers the landing of the troops at the Helder, V.350. 	Suc- 

cesses in the Zuyder Zee, 357. 
Moira. 	See Rawdon. 	vi. 540. 	Governor-general of India, 504. 	Created 

marquis of Hastings, 521. 
Monck/on, general, succeeds Wolfe at Quebec, i. 184. 	Captures Martinico, 

273. 

	

11 fonterideo taken by the British, vi. 189. 	Evacuated, 191. 	Besieged by the 

	

independents of Buenos Ayres, vi. 332. 	See America, South. 
Montniirail, battle of, vi. 412. 	 . 	 • 
illontgoineu, general, beads en expedition to Canada, ii. 191. 	Progress of, 

193. 	Besieges Quebec, 196. 	Killed, 198. 
Moreau, general, campaign in Germany, and masterly retreat, v. 212-214. 

Campaign in Italy, .33 8 - 3 4 2 . 	Invades Germany; 421. 	Masterly disposi- 
tioni, and movements, 4'22. 	Offensive operations 	425-427. 	Battle of 
H011enlinden, 428. 	He gains a decisive victory, il:. 	Joins Bernadotte at 
Berlin, vi. 396. 	Mortally wounded before Dresden, 397. 

Mdrninglon, lord, able speech for the continuance of the war, v. 40. 	Gover- 
nor-general of India, 3G7. 	Reduction of Mysore, ib. 	Humane and wise 
administration of, 568. 	See Wellesley. 

Mountain, French party. 	See France. 
Moore, general, wounded on the 21st of March, v. 47g. 	Commands the Bri- 

tish in Portugal, vi. 228. 	Advances into Spain, 231. 	Joined by sir D. 
Baird, 234. 	Retreats, ib. 	Slain- at Corunna, 237, 	. 

-----, capt. Graham, captures the Spanish treasure-ships near Cadiz, vi. 90. 
Mosrow, 
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Moscow evacuated by the Russians, vi. 556. 	Occupied by the French, 557. 

Conflagration, ib. 	Retreat of the rrenchi.:559. 
Murat, created grand duke of Berg and Cleves, vi. no,. 	Made king of 

Naples, 240. 	Serves in Russia, 353-363. 	Joins the alliance :against 
' 	France, 414. 	His enterprise in Italy,•467. 	Takes refuge .in France, 

. 469. 	Last enterprise and fate of,. 498.  
Murray, general, completes the conquest of Canada, I. 186. 	Is gorenor of 

" 	Minorca, 203. 	Indignant refusal, 6. 	And gallant defence, 204. 
his , sir John, 	abortive expedition, to ,Tarragima, vi. 3s3. 

N 

icapies, Bunaparte's declaration against, vi. 	119. 	Joseph Bonaparte kind  
of, 43$. 	British expedition against, 26.5. 	Murat 'sing of, X40. 

Neckar, the French minister, advises the convocation bf the states-oenet'al; 
iv. 196. 	Speech in the states, .903. 	Dismissed, 212. 	. 

Nelson,  admiral, sent by lord St. Xrincent in pursuit of the French armament, 
v. 298. 	Descries them in Aboukir bay, ib. 	Disposition for. attack, 299. 
Strong.  position of the enemy and collateral advantages, 300. 	Bold and 
surprising movement of the British, ib. 	Decisive and splendid victory of 
Nelson, 301. 	Estimate of this achievement, 309. 	Second in command 
in the fleet sent to the Baltic, 456. 	Undertakes to attack the Dane% 458:  
Victory of Copenhagen, ih. 	Terminates in amicable negociation, 439. 
Expedition of, to the coast of Ernnr”, 	ICJ. 	.1>atrepyc thr gl3n-bilatc

' 

 M 
Pursues 0.1...--,-. cif krs fleet to the AVest Indies, vi. •103. 	And back to Eu- 
rope, 104. 	Returns to England, and again sails in pursuit,.105. 	His vie- 
tory at Trafalgar, 107. 	And glorious death, 108. 

Netherlands, innovations and tyranny in. 	See Joseph. 	The people resolve on 
forcible resistance, iv. 	161. 	Declaration .of rights, 162. 	Defeat of thy 
Austrian troops, 16,5. 	Form themselves into a federal republic, W. 	Drive. 
the Austrians from their cdvntry, 167. 	Rise of a democrutical spirit, 286. 
Intestine contests, 287. 	Violence, 289. 	Civil war, 291. 	Obtain favour- 
able terms from Leopold, 292. 	And find secority in their ancient consti- 
tution, ib. United to Holland, kingdom of, vi. 13.9. 	Constitution of. 	50o. 
Atliiirs of, .523. 	541. 	Conduct of the Dutch in the Malayan archipelago, 
580. 	 . 	 . 

Neutral privileges discussed, vi. 25. 
New Orleans, expedition against, 419. 
Newcastle, duke of, inane prime-minister, i. 155. 	Deemed weak and incr- 
. 	ficient, 	109. 	hfilthle in manners, 	.2 13. 
4Wti, marshal, defection of, vi. 	41) t. 	Execution of, -trf. 
ivorway transferred to Sweden, vi. 47,4. 	 - 
A-0/1h, Frederic, lord, made chancellor of the exchequer, i 	..sim. 	first lord 

of the treasury, ii, 2. 	Conciliatory Ineqs,lres respecting America, 6. 	Ac- . 
res 	credit for financial ahilit), 4.7. 	Plan respecting India, 60- qui 	great  

•66- 	Prosperous state of the t onntry under, 74. 	Coercive plans respect- 
ing America, 92. 	parliamentary character ot, 139. 	jntlecisive policy, 145. 
Asserted to be only the tool 4 f a junto, ib. 	Plan 	of conciliation, 1.79. 
Irresolute and wavering, 165. 	Supposed not satisfied with the coercive 
system, 250. 	'Wear; less disposed to  coercion than his colleagues, 2J6. 
Behaviour of,' on the nets from Saratoga, 367. 	Plan of negociation 
with the colonies, 37ti. 	t iew of his administration, iii. 3. 	Plan for the 
relief.of Ireland, 10. 	His noted loan of twelve millions, 103. 	Incorrupt 
himself, permits corruption in others, io.5. 	His dexterous defence, 152. 
Skilfully addresses himself to different sentiments and opinions, 	158. 	An- 
nounces his resignation, 160. 	'Character of the North administration, ih. 

voL. VI. 	 s s 	 Coalition 
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Coalition with Fox, 233-236. 	Becomes. secretary of state, 239 	Op- 
poses the repeal of the test act as prejudicial to the church, 425. 	Afflicted 
with blindness, ib. 	Eloquent and witty speech of, on the regency, iv. 9$. 
note., 	 . 

Northern powers dispute with Britain, v. 459. 	See Denmark, Sweden, and 
Paul. 	Promoted by the king of Prussia, 456. 	Disputes adjusted, 460. 	' 

.Norton, sir Fletcher, speaker of the house of commons, address of to the king, 
• 4  ii. 306. 

.... 	0 J 	 • .. Orange, prince of, rebellion rigamst, iii. 467. 	See Holland. .His interests, 
how affected by the peace with France, vi. 16. 	His restoration, 402. 

Orders of council, to counteract the anti-commercial, decrees of Bonaparte, 
vi. 205. 	• 

Orleans, duke of, account and character of4iv. 228. Trial and execution, v. 74. 
Orthes, battle of, .vi. 415. 	 . 

. 
• P 

• . 	 . 
Paine, Thomas, ." Corninlpn Sense," a pamphlet, iffflames America, ii. 246. 

" Rights of Mtin," iv.,356. 	Dexterous adaptation of, to the vulgar, a.- 
' Astonishing popularity, 357. 	Second part of " Rights of Man;',372.2  1n= 

flume of, zh. 	 . 
Paisley, riot at, vi. 585.• 	 i 	 • 
Palembang, capture of, vi. 352. 
Palliser, admiral, commander under Keppel, ii. 422. 	Conduct of, on the 

27th July, 424. 	Dispute with Keppel, 426.. Tried and acquitted, 423: 
Ralm,' murder of, vi. 145. 	 . 
Pampluna, besieged, vi. 384. 	Taken, 387. 
Pgpli, general, herpic conduct of in CorsicZ i. 448. 	fteception of, in Eng- 

land, 449. 	, 
Parga, cession of to the Porte, vi. 579. 
Paris, march of the allies, to, vi. 421. 	Battle, 423. 	Capitulation, ib. 	Pro- 

ceedings there on the return of Bonaparte, 462. 	Invested, 489. 	Capitu- 
lates, ib. . 

Parker,'Sir Peter,: commands a fleet of Charlestown, ii. 242. 
Sir Hyde, battle with the Dutch off the Dogger Bank, iii. , 	 127. Com- 

mands an expedition to the Baltic, v. 456. 
Parliament, British, debates in on continental alliances, i. 108. 	Unanimity id 

the administration of Mr. Pitt, .230. 	Liberal supplies, ib. 	Act for the inde- 
pendence ofjudges, 231. 	Dissolution, 232. 	Meeting of,the new parliament, 
264. Debates on the war in Germany, 265. 	Discussion of the peace, 296-- 
301. 	Cyder tax levied by excise, unpopular, 503. 	Meeting in 1763-A, 515. 
Proceedings against Wilkes, 516-319. 	Question of general v. 2. rants/ 320. 
Finance, 322-3426. 	Abuses in madhouses represented to parliament, 551. 
Meeting, 176 , 336. 	Plan of taxing America, including the stamp act, dis- 
cussed, 337-342. 	Passed into a law, ib. 	Annexation of the Isle of Man, 
345. Regency bill, 347. 	1765-6. Meets, 359. 	Repeal of the stamp-act pro- 
posed, discussed, and  passed, 364. 	Law declaring the 	British right of 
taxation, lb. 	Popular acts, ib. 	Meeting, 1766-7, 364. 	Dispensing power 
disctIssed, 75. 	Indian affitirs 	considered, 385. 	Law for restricting divi- 
dends, 388. 	New imposts on America,  389. 	Meeting of, 1767-s, 400- 
Consideration of crown grants, O. 	Law of limitation proposed, 401. 
Postponed, 402, 	Parliament is dissolved, ih. , Parliament, new, meets,456. 

438-441.. Measures resPe5qnc.A. time_  Civil 
1769, proceedings against Wilkes, 	 us

i
t,
77

0,
0
.
, 

 
rice, 441-445. 	Affairs of the East India Company, 444; 
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1770, meeting,-459. 	Debates on the Middlesex election, ii. 2. 	On the 
London remonstrances, 4. 	On the qualifications of elections, "5. 	Repeal 
of the duties on America, except tea, 6. 	1770-1, discussion of libels, 21. 
Prosecution of printers, 23. 	Punishment of bribery, 25. 	 Discussion of 
adjustment with Spain, 26. 	Supplies, 26. 	1772,.applications respecting 
the thirty-nine articles discussed, 33. 	Propo'sed bill for the relief of the 
dissenters, 36. 	Law for restricting the marriage of .the royal family, 38. 
East India affairs, 41. 	Supplies, 42. 	-India affairs. as investigated 11,,Y 11 
committee in the recess, 58-60. 	Plan of Lord North for relieving the 
'company in three bills, 60-66, 	Inquiry into the conduct of Lord Clive. 
'See cfive. 	Increase of half-pay to naval captains, 70. 	Supplies and re- 
d uction of the national debt, 71. 	1774, meets; proceedings on American 
affairs, 82. 	Roston port bill discussed, 85-89. 	Act for changing the go- 
vernment of Massacluisets,. as. 	For changing the administration of justice 
in that province, 94. 	Quebec bill, 99. 	Passed, 102. 	Gold coin, 102, 10k. 
State of prisons, 103. Libels, 104. 	Supplies, 105. 	Dissolved, 137. 	General 
election, 138. New, meets, 141. Address to his majesty, 142. Declares Mas-
sachusets in a state of rebellion, 155. Prohibiting bill, 157. Further proceed- 
ings, 166-169. 	1775-6, Meets, 209. 	View *of reasoning of both parties con- 
cerning America, 210-215. 	Military force and militia, 219. •Examination 
of Mr. Penn, 219-221. 	Bill for prohibiting trade with America, 223. 
Discussion of the emplOyment of Irish troops, 227. 	Subsidies to German 
princes, 220. • Scotch militia bill, 233. 	1776-7, meetsP283. 	Proceedings 
respecting America, 287-291. Secession of inembers, 298. Reprisal bill, 294. 

* Bill for scizi na su4nir''''"' r""`""''' `.4) 	inquiry concerning the conduct and 
• tre...ment of Lord Pigot, 300. 	Supplies, 303. 	Debt on the civil list, 305. 
Address of the speaker to the sovereign, 306. 	1777-8, meets, 359. 	Pro- 
ceedings of, 360-365. 	Learns the disaster at Saratoga, 365. 	Discusses 
the propriety of voluntary contributions, 372. 	Various motions. 	See 
North, Fox, &c. 	Bill for conciliation with America, 380. 	Commissioners 
appointed, 381. 	Testfln onies of gratitude to the memory of Chathat, 394. 
Repeal of king William's laws respecting Roman catholics, .597. 	Finances, 
398. 	1778-9, meets, 430. 	Strictures 	on the employment of Indian 
savages, 432. 	Discussions on Keppel and Palliser; 435-439. 	Inquiries' 
into the conduct of admiral lord Howe, general Howe, and Burgoyne, 443 
-448. 	Finance, 453. 	1779-80, meets, iii. 4. 	Plan of systematic attack 
on ministers, 6. 	Measures for the benefit of Ireland, 7-,-9. 	Discussion of 
Burke's reform, 15-18. 	Of the influence of the crown, 18-21. 	Threat- 
ened by the mob, 25. 	Dignified conduct of, ib. 	Discussion of the riots, 
31. 	Finance, 83. 	Dissolved, 34. 	1780-1, new, meets, 93. 	Choice of a 
speaker, ib: 	Motions against ministers, 94-97. 	Economical reform, 98. 
consideration of India affairs, 99. 	Petitions of delegates for parliamentary 
reform, 101. 	Discouraged, 102. 	Finance, 103-106. 	1781-2, meets, 152. 
Plan of general attack against administration, 154. 	Motion for the termin- 
ation of the American war, 156. Carried against ministers, ib. 	Motion for 
the removal  of Ministers, 157. 	Ministers resign, 160. 	Adjustment with 
Ireland, 164. 	Adopts part of Mr. Burke's scheme of reform, 165. 	Discus- 
sion of parliamentary reform, 167. 	India affairs, 170. 	1782-3, meets, 228. 
Discussion of the peace and coalition, 229-236. 	Censure of the ministers, 
237. 	Question of parliamentary  reform, 240. 	Provision for the prince of 
Wales, $43. 	Indian affairs, 214-246. 	Finance, 247. 	1785-4, ineetS, 256. 
East India bill of Mr. Fox discussed in the commons, 257-265. 	Passes; 
rejected by the lords, 266. 	Alleged causes, 267. 	Canvassed in the house 
of commons, 267. 	Proceedings of the commons on the disniission of minis. 
ters, 283. 	Reject Mr. Pitt's East India bill, 289. 	Address his majesty for 
the removal of ministers, 294. Dissolution, 298; and character, 299. New, 
tgeeti, 1784; 306. 	Measures for the prevention of smuggling, 309. 	COM- 
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Mutation act,' :b. Discussion of Mr. Pitt's plans respecting India, 51'2. The 
bill is passed, 318. 	Debate on the Westminster election, 319. 	Restoration 
of estates forfeited.  in the ScottiSh rebellion, i. 	Finance, 321. 	1785, 

• meets,352. -CErnsideration of the Westtninster scrutiny, '554. Debts of the 
nabob of Arcot, ib. • Mr. Pitt's plan of parliamentary reform considered, 

' 556. Which is rejected, 359. 	state of Ireland, lb. 	Commercial propo 
sitions, 560. 	Finance, .365. 	1786, meets, 372. 	Considers the duke of 
Richmond's plan of fortification, 377-382. Which is rejected, 552; Ex- 

• amines and approves Mr.-Pitt's plan for reducing the national debt; 383- 
385. 	Sahjeds foreign wines to the excise, 385. 	Appoints commissioners 
'to examine the crown lands, ib. 	Commences an inquiry into the conduct 
.of Hastings, 387. 	Finds grounds of impeachment, 392. 	At the ihstance of 
Dundas, passes a law for improving the government of India, ib. 	Finances, 
393. 	1787,. meets, 411.. 	'Discusses the commercial treaty; 412.; and ap- 

i. provds the same!  418. 	Convention with Spain approved, 419. 	Coniolid- 
Ation of the customs, 419-421. 	Application from the dissenters, and 
reception, 422-,--427. 	Motion for the relief of insolvent 	debtors, 429. 
Negatived, .451. 	Inquiry concerning Scotch .peerages, ib. Affairs of the 
prince, 434. 	Satisfactorily adjusted, 436. 	Proceedings respecting Mr. Has- 
tings, 437-439. 	Charge of .tl?e Begums, 443-452. 	Finance, 455. 	Fi- 
nancial state of India, ib. 	1787-8, meets, iv. 2. 	Subsidiary treaty with 
Hesse, 3. 	Plans for the defence of the West Indies, ib. 	Promotion of 
flag officers cliscAlssea, 5. 	Law for explaining Mr. Pitt's India bill, 7-14- 
Extension of the mutiny bill, 14. 	Bill against the smugglcl exportation of. 
wool, 15. Bill for regulating the transportation of negroes, 16-22. Bill for 
the relief of American loyalists, 23. 	Proceedings respecting Hastings, and 
commencement of his trial, 26-30. 	Bill for regulating contest6c1 elections, 
as. 	Finance, 54. 1788-9, meets, 74. 	Proceedings on the indisposition 
of his majesty, 75-82. 	Determine that the supply of the deficiency rests 
with parliament, 82. 	Plan discussed, 88-96. 	"Bill founded on it provi- 
dentially unnecessary, 96. 	Repeal of shop-tax, i05. 	Penal laws. See Dis- 

- senters. 	Slave.trade. 	See Wilberforce. 	Finance,112. 	Bill for subjecting. 
tobacco to an' excise, 114. 	Unpopular, 115. , j\lodified, passes, ib. India 
finance, ib. 1790, meets, 240. Opinions on the French revolution, 241-247. 
Application about the test act, 248. 	Parliamentary,reforM, 254. 	Finance, 
257. Indian finance, 259. 	Address'to his majesty on the conduct of Spain, 
265. 	Dissolved, 266. 	Election, 304. 	New parliament, 	1790-1, meets, 
307, 	Expences of Spanish armament, 308. 	Unclaimed dividends, lb. 
Discussion of policy towards Russia, 309. 	Constitution of Canada, 312-- 
317. 	Question if impeachments abate by,  a dissolution of parliament, 51s• 
Determined in the nggative, 521. 	Liberty of the press, ib, 	Relief granted 
to the Catholics, 324. 	Discussion of the slave trade, 327. 	Bill fora settle- 
ment in Sierra Leone, 331. 	Finance, ib. 	Indian finance, 332. 	• Meets, 
165. 	Riots at BirininOarn considered, 368. 	Proclamation against 	

,
b'e'll-,. 	• 

tious writings considered, 575. 	Police bill, 37g. 	Insolvent debtor'. 3  , 	. 
See Rawdon. 	Stavetrade,'580. 	Crown lands, 381. 	Bill for iociosing the 
New Forest, ib. 	Finance, flattering prospect of, 382. 	III1Lfi

. 
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rishing state of, 382. 	1792-3, meets, 434. 	Alien 1,111, 	imignieht- 
ation of the army, 44,5. 	Traitcrous correspondence hill, 464. 	NIe 	fo

u- 
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the relief of  commercial credit, 476. 	Renewal of the India charter, 479. 
.. Finance, 484 	1794, meets

' 
 v.38. 	Discussions of peace and war, 38-44. 

Trials and criminal law of Scotland discussed, 44-51. 	Consideration of 
alleged treasons, 	55. 	Bill for detaining suspected persons, .57. 	Proceed- 
ings respecting warlike preparations, 5e.--61. 	Finance and subsidies, 52'• 
Funded property .of the French, 644 	Discussion of treaties, 65. 	Inquiry 
into the conduct of the last campaign, 66. 	1794-5, meets, 120. 	Discus,  
son of eeave, and war, 121-124. 	inquiry into the conduct of the war and 

state 
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state of the nation, 125. 	Provisions for the campaign; 128 	Finance, 120 
Discussion of the lateacquittals, 131. 	India fintufcer  133. 	1795, meets, 
.166. 	Treason and sedition bill, 	167-174. 	Peace and war, 177:---179. 
Finance, 181. Dissolved, 184. 	New, meets; 218. 	Discussion of the nego- 

*elation, 225. 	ConsideratiOn oFthe state of Bank, 233. 	Mutiny. 	See Bri-• 
taro. 	Augments the pay of the sailors, 237. 	Law for rendering instiga- 
tion to Mutiny felony, 240. 	1197-8, meets, 272. 	New plan of finance, 
273. 	Voluntary contributions, 276:. Redemption of the land-tax, 277. 
1798-9, 	meet4, .11i. 	Finance, 312. 	Income tats, ib. 	Subsidies, 	313.. 
Union with Ireland. 	See Union, Pitt, and :Ireland. 	Short meeting in Sep- 
tember, .1799, 359. 	1800, meets, 403. 	French offer of peace discussed, 
404. 	The rejection approved, 407.. An inquiry into the expedition to Hol- 
land proposed, 408. 	Rejected, ib: 	Progress of Union. 	See Union. 	Corn 
and bread bill, 411. 	Lord Auckland's bill for the prevention of adultery, 

'Last 414. 	Proceedings on an attempt against the sovereign, 414. 	British, 
meets 43'. 	Inquiries concerning the price of provisions and new regula- 
tions,ib. 	Negociation discussed, 439. 	United parliament meets, ib. • Dis- 
cussion of the northern confederacy, 440. 	Inquiries concerning the- last 
campaign, 453. 	Finance, 0. 	Further regulations for the importation of ' 
wheat, 454. 	Debates on the preliminary treaty with France, vi, 7. 	On the 
convention with the northern powers, 24. 	Budget, 40. 	Debates on the 
definitive treaty, 41. 	Dissolution, 43. 	New parliament, 47. 	Proposed 
augmentation of forces, 47. 	King's message, 51; 	War declared against 
France, 54, 	Conduct of ministers approved. 5a. 	War against Holland., 57. 
Suspension of luthon--epos iICL in Ireland continued, 67. 	Return of Mr. 
Pitt to office, 69. 	Plan for the military defence of the country, 77. 	India 

-budget, 78. 	Prorogation, 70. 	Discussions on the rupture•with Spain, 97. 
Budget, lb. 	Proceedings against lord Melville, 98. 	Change of ministry on 
the death of Mr. Pitt, 121. 	Overture from France, 123. 	Mr. Windham's 
military plan, 124. 	Bill respecting foreign troops in England, 126. Finance, 
127. 	Measures for preventing abuses in the public service, 128. 	Bill for 
abolishing the slave-trade, 129. 	India budget, 150. 	Trial of lord Melville, 
ib. 	Prorogation, 152. Death of Mr. Fox, 173. 	Discussions on the nego- 
tiation with France; 	176. 	Measures for a vigorous prosecution of the war, 
178.' 	Lord H. Petty's plan of finance, 179. 	Abolition of the slave-trade, 
180. 	Catholic question introduced by lord Howick,181. 	Change of -mini- 
stry, 182: Arguments on the responsibility of ministers, 185. 	Dissolution, 
186. 	Lord Castlereagh's military plan, 197. 	Sir A. Wellesley's bill for 
suppressing disturbances in Ireland, 198. 	Budget, 211. 	Financial plan of 
Mr. Perceval, 212. 	Bill for. improving administration of justice in Scotland, 
213. 	Mr. Wardle's charges against the duke of York, 244. 	Charges against 

'lord Castlereagh and Mr. Perceval, 246. 	Mr, Curwen's reform bill, 2.17. 
Budget, ib. 	Bill for augmenting the militia, 218. 	Inquiry into the %Val- 
eheren expedition, 283. 	Imprisonment of Gale Junes, and committal of Sir  
F. Burdett to the 'Tower, 285. 	Catholic question, 286. 	Measures for pro- 
c""riskic a general abolition of the slave-trade, 287. 	Expulsion of Mr. Joseph 
Hunt, a Public delimiter, 288. 	Regency bill, 305. 	Affairs of Ireland, 306. 
Budget, 307. Relief of commercial ai,>tresses, 408. 	Inquiry into the state of 
the currency, 310. 	Itegulatio us respecting the army, 311. 	Failure of lord 
Skimouth's bill for altering the toleration act, 312. 	Provision for the royal 
household, 334,. 	Returns under  the population act, ib. 	Measures for sup- 
pressing disturbances in the manufacturing districts, 535. 	Renewal of bill 
prohibiting grants of offices in reversion, 336, 	Assassination of Mr. Peree- 
Val, 358. 	Ministerial arrangements, 340. 	Catholic affairs, 541. 	Condi- 
tional revocation of orders in council 	342. 	Budget, 343. 	Dissolution, ib. 
State of affairs on. the opening Of parliament, 366.. Causes of war with the 
United States, 367. 	Catholic question, 368. 	Mr. W. &lids bill in fa- : 
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your of Unitarians, 369. 	Renewal of East India company's charter, 869. 
Mr. Vansittart's plan.of finance, 571. 	Discussion on the Swedish treaty, 
372. 	Subsidies to•the allies, 410. 	Bill for taking away Corruption of blood 
in cases of felony, 4344 	Regulations respecting the corn-trade, ib. 	Bud- 
get, 435. 	National rewards to the duke of Wellington, 436. 	Thanks to 

' the-army, 437. 	Debate on continuing the militia, 952. 	Extension of ti'ial 
by jury in civil cases to Scotland, 455, 	Bank restrictions  continued, ib. 
Message from the prince regent on the return of $onaparte to France, ib. 
Subsidies to the allies, 492. 	Thanks 	to the duke. of Wellington and 
marshal Blucher, 493: 	Marriage of the duke of Cumberland, 494. 	Mr. 
Brougham's motion on the Christian treaty, .510. Finance, 513. Property tale 
abolished, ib. 	Provision for the princess Charlotte on her marriage, 514 
Slave registry bill, .516. 	Message on the state of the cotin‘Py, 529. 	Ha- 
beas corpus act snspended, 531-. 	Finance, 	533. 	Bill for compensating 
civil services, ib. 	Catholic question, .534. 	Mr. Abbot, the speaker, suc- 
ceeded by Mr. Manners Sutton, 534, 535. 	Suspension act renewed, 537. 
Repealed, 546. 	Indemnity bill, 547. 	Motions respecting the bank, 550. 
Royal marriages, 553. 	Motion respecting slaves in the colonies, ib. 	Alien 
act renewed, 554. 	Mr. Brougham's bill for the education of the poor, 
55S. 	Change in the Windsor establishment, .560. 	Consolidated fund pro- 
duce bill, 564. 	Arrangement for resumption of cash payments, .565. 	Trial 
by battle abolished, 567. 	Marquis Camden's tellership bill, 570. 	Slave 
trade, .578. 	Bill for encouraging emigration to the Cape of Good Hope, 574. Traverse bill, 586. 	Seditious libel bill, 587. 	Seditious meetings bill, ib. 
Newspaper stamp bill, ib. 	Training bill and seizure of arms.  bill, 588. Lord 
J. Russell's motion on parliamentary reform, .589. 

Passamaquoddy bay, operations in, vi. 447.  
Paul, succeeds Catharine as sovereign of Russia, v. 305. 	Character and in- 

ternal regulations of, 304. • Rise and progress of his enmity to Britain, 
441. 	Lawless acts of, 442.. Embargo on British shipping, 443. 	Sudden 
death of, 459. 

Pelham; Mr. chief minister, flourishing state of the country under, i. 133. 
.Pillew, sir Edward, expedition of, V. 430. 	See Exmouth. 
Perceval, Mr. chancellor of the exchequer, vi, 182. 	His financial plan,- 212. 

Charges against him,by Mr. Madocks, 246. 	Assassinated, vi. 338.• 
Percy, Lord, saves the British troops'at Lexington, ii. 179. 
Peter III. of Russia, account of, 287-290. 
Petty, lord Henry, chancellor of the exchequer, vi. 122. 	His plan of finance, 

179.  
Picts and Scots, i. 3. 
Piedmont annexed to France, vi. 44 . 	 . • Pigot, lord, sent to India, ii. 298. 	Conduct and treatment, 299. 

Bunker's Hill, ii. general, efforts of, at 	 186. 
NI, VII. brought prisoner to Avignon, M. 
Pilnitz. 	See Leopold. 
Pitt, William, appointed secretary of state, i. 171. 	He turns the fortune of  

war, 172. 	Plan for the annoyance of France, 175. 	comprehensive. and 
energetic policy of, for carrying on the • war, 206- 	Result of his adminis- 
tration during  the first three years, 218. 	on ilia' and Frederic depended 

. the fortune of Europe, ib. 	Finding Spain hostile,  proposes to strike the .  
first blow, 250. 	Outvoted in council, 251. 	He resigns, 252. 	Character 
of his administration, 254. 	Severely Censures the peace, 296. 	Invited to 
administration, 313. 	Again invited, 552. 	Accepts unlimited dowers to 
form an administration, 364. 	The duke of Grafton, first lord of the Vol" 
sary,.381. 	He is himself created earl Chatham, 382. 	Opinion on the 

power of the crown; 384. 	On the territorial possessions of in- 
• ilia, 385. 	His had state of health prevents him from taking an efficient 

• share 
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share in administration, 398. 	Withdraws from tim.council, 4:75. 	Opposes 
ministers, 460. 	Strictures on the Middlesex election,- ii. 2. 	Parliamentary 
character and importance in debate, 141.. 	Takes an active share in parlia- 
mentary business,147. 	Speech, ib. 	Plan of conciliation, 150. 	Rejected, 
152. 	Motion of for terminating the war, 302. 	His last session in pailia- 
ment, 360. 	Takes an active share in' business, 362.. Opposes American 

.. independence, 3438: 	Last efforts, 389. 	Illness and Death, -590. 	Charac- 
ter, 391. 	Tributes of respect and gratitude paid to his memory, 394. 

Pitt, William, second son to William above-mentioned, talents and character, 
.ii. 97. 	First appearance in parliament, 98. 	Connects himself with no 
-party, l 66. 	Project of reform in parliament, ib. 	Appointed chancellor of 
the exchequer, 170. 	Keeps aloof from party projects, and intrigues, 326. 
ltesigns his office, 259. 	His specific plan .of reform, 240. 	• Advice to the 
ministers, 	257. 	Opposes Fok's East India bill. 	See Parliament. • Ap- 
pointed prime.minister, 370. 	Prime-minister in' minority; p77. 	His East 
India bill, 285. 	The Cing, lords, and public, favourable to the minister, 292. 
Attempt to effect an accommodation beiween, and the coalition leader, 293. 
unavailing, 294. 	Commencement 	of his Tfficient administration, 303. 
State in which 	he 	found 	the 	country, 	304. 	Measures of, 	 or the 

' prevention 	of smuggling, 	309. 	Scheme 	for 	the 	relief and regula- 
tion of the East India company, 313. 	Bills of Mr. Fox and Pitt com- 
pared, 319. 	Laborious investigation of public accounts, 321. 	Pip of 
parliamentary reform, 356. 	Negatived, 359. 	Irish propositions, 360. 	An- 
nounces a scheme for paying the•national dcbt. 565. 	Eorffidence of -monied 
capitklista ii,..._,fa. 	.mss.,. . 	..vutton on the eloquence of Mr. Fox, 574. 
plan for reducing the national debt, 383. 	For subjecting wine to the ex- 
cise, 385. 	Enlarged views respecting commercial policy, 407. 	Treaty with 
France, 409. 	His scheme for consolidating the customs, 419. 	Opposes the 
repeal of the test act, as politically inexpedient, 426. 	Conduct of; respect- 
ing Holland, unanimously approved. iv. 3. 	Introduces a bill for explaining 
his East India law, 6. ''His opinion on the means of supplying the deficiency 
front his majesty's illness, 76. 	Contest with Mr. Fox thereon, 77-82. 
Plan of regency submitted to the prince of Wales, 84. 	Disapproved, 85. 
Laid before parliament, 88. 	Opposes thc repeal of the test act as inex- 
pedient, 253. 	Deems the leaders of the dissenters inimical to our establish- 
ment, ib. 	Forbears discussing the French revolution, 302. 	Opinion oh 
continental interference, 312. 	Canada bill, at.5. 	Supports the abolition 
of the slave-trade, 330. 	Disapproves of Mr. Grey's association, 372. 	View 
of the war with. France, 459. 	Plan of, for the relief of commercial credit, 
476. 	Arguments of, for the continuance of the war, 38-40. 	View of. 
the proceedings of the democratic society, 55. 	Plan of, for manning the 
navy, 129. 	declares his majesty's willingness to make peace, if attainable 
with security, 139. 	Plan for preventing seditious meetings, 170,-174. 
Lessens his popularity, 176. 	Financial ability, 182. 	Eloquent speech of, 
on the issue ofthe first .negociation with France, 225. 	Recovers a great 
part of popularity, 272. 	Forms and proposes a new scheme offinanee, 275.; 
by alleviating the funding system, and raising a great part of the supplies 
within the year, A. 	Popularity after the successes of the campaign, 311. 
His plan for the administration of Ireland, 316. 	Proposes union„ v.2. 	See 
Union. 	Unexpected 	444. 	Character, 445-451. 	Ills senti- resignation, 
ments on the 	with Prance,  vi. 13. 	Rejects the overtures of ministers, .peace 
55. 	His motion on the administration of the navy, Gs. 	Returns to office, 
69. 	His overture to lord Grenville rejected, 75. 	Continental coalition, 108. 
its failure, 116. 	His illness and death, 12a 	. 

Plate, river, expedition to, vi. 170. 189: . Failure at Buenos Ayres, 190. 192. 

1qeocke commands the British fleets in India, i. 204. 
"kati, parties in, i. 428. 	Dismemberment of. 	See Frederic, Catherine, and 
• 3 $ 4 	 Austria. 
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- Austria. 	Wi,e and mitaanimous efforts for recovering liberty and inde- 
pendence, iv. 338. 	New constitution of, 338. . 

Pomerania, evacuated 'by the Swedes, vi. 1.95. 	 . 	, 
Popham, sir Home, his-expedition to the, river Plate, vi. 170. 
Population Act, returns Maier, vi. 334. . 
Portland, duke of:disputes between,.aad sir James Lowther, about A crown 

grant, i. 400. 	Lora lieutenant of Ireland, iii. .164. 	Made first lord of the 
• treasury, Vi. 260. 	. 	 . 

Portugal,-invaded by the French and Spanish troops, i. 281. 	31111.a. are  de- 
feated and driven off by the British, 282. 	Treaty with Spain, xi. 3. 	'With 

' France, 4. 	Mr.,Pitt's sentiments on the conduct of Great Brittlin towards, 
. 	15, 	Arrangement respecting, at the peace of Amiens, 58. 	Exactions of 

Bonaparte from, 60. 	Threatened with invasion, 164. 	Mission of earl St. 
Vincent to .the Tagus, ib. 	Invaded, 208. 	Emigration of the court to 
Rio de Janeiro, ib. 	Expedition to, under sir A. Wellesley, 296. 	Battle of 
Vimiera,o. 	Convention of Cintra, 227. 	March of sir J. Moore into Spain, 
228. 	Manifesto.of the prince regent at Rio de Janeiro, 259. 	Return of 
sir A. Wellesley, 253. 	Soult expelled from Oporto, 353. 	Retreat, of lord 
Wellington to Torres Vedras, 21i9. 	His March after Massena, 318. 	Al. 
meida retaken, 321. 	(For further campaigns in the peninsula, see Spain), 
Glorious termination of hostilities.  in 18143 429. 	Affairs of Portugal and 
-Brazil, 540. 	Decree of the king respecting the slave-trade, 557. 

1'owntd, governor, lab knowledge c.)f colonial affairs, and sentiments, ii. 99. 
Character of, 139. 	 • 

Pratt, lord chief justice, his opinion on time ruse of Wilkes, i. 311: 	Created 
' lord Camden and made chancellor, :58,2. 	His opinion on the dispensing 

power of the crown, 384. 	Opposes ministers, 960. Controverts Mansfield's 
doctrines 'on 	libels, ii. 22. 	Opposes 	the 	coercive system of ministers 
against tile colonies, 98. 	Opinion of, on literary property, 108. 

Prague, congress at, vi. 39.5. •  Preshurg, treaty of, 	vi. 	118. 	 • 
President, American frigate, taken, vi. 451. 	 • 
Prevost, general, failure of his expedition, vi. 447. 

	

Price, Dr. political writings or, ii 	171. 	A votary of the French revolu- 
tion, iv. 	301. 	• 	 • . 1;riestley, Dr., political writings, ii. 	171. 	Attacks 	the 	doctrine of. the 
Trinity, iii. 546. • Answerj Burke, 356..* 	Predicts the diffusion of virtue 
and happiness from the French Xevolption, ib. 	Destruction of his library, 
358. 	Correspondence thereon, 359..." 	 • 

Properly-tax abolished, vi. 513. 	 . -. 
Prussia, conduct on the. renewal of war between Great Britain and France, 

ti. 60. 	Not disposed to resist the aggressions of Bonaparte, 81. 	Rel"ainS  
neutral on the coalition of England, Russia, and Austria 	110. lig. 	Treaty 
at Vienna with France, 119. 	Hanover ceded to her, ib. 	Requiretos ff.: 
cept the territory in perpetuity, 138. 	Measures against Briti,

s
r
ti tf ,4.5i

. 
	ii'a

e
e 

Conduct of Bonaparte toward her, 139. 	Prepares for , %.,v1i6ist 	r  nee, 147. temporising policy, 	146. 	Tardy application to ,Russia .t1);ii 	, , 
Distrusts areat Britain, •148. 	Battle of Auerstadt or '' 

occupied by the French, 153. 	
van  „f various '1u0. 	Losses, 

152. 	Berlin 	 fortresses, 	155. 
Advance of the itinsians, 158. 	Their repul',°1; 59' 	Battle of Friedland, 
1q3. 	Peace of Tilsit, .1.95. 	Losses sustufaco by her, De. 	Compelled to 
assist France against Russia, .;g3• General York concludes a convention with 
the Russians, 330 .Offers to mediate, 091. 	Joins Russia, ib. 	Campaign .  
in 	Germany, 394. 	Battle Of Leipzig  398, 	Invasion of France, 406. 
Congress at Charilbon, 409. Ope1•at10116 of13Iucher, 412, 413. 417. 	March 
to Paris, 121. 	Peace, 432. 	Jule king visits England, 435. 	Manifesto of 
the return of Bonaparte from Elba, 463. 	League, 464. 	Forces in Flanders, 

. 	 472. 
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472: 	Battle of Ligny, 473. 	Retreat to Wavre, 475. 	Co-operation with 
the British at Waterloo, 484. 	March Of Wellington.  and Blucher, 488. 

• Capitulation of Paris, 489. 	Peace with France, 495 	-Acquisitions from 
Saxony and Denmark, 502. 	Affairs of, .524. 	Megiures of the king for 
preventing the diffusion of democratical doctrines, 578. 	. 	. 

Pulteney, sir William, his able treatise against Mr. Fox's India bill, iii. 282. 
sir James, 	in Holland, -praised by 	duke 	York; a general 	 the 	of 	v. 

354; 	Expedition of; 430. 	Attempt on Ferrol, lb.. 
Pyrenees, battles of the, vi. 385. 

• 

Q 
4 

Quatre Bras, battle of, vi. 474. 

it 

'Raleigh, sir Walter, achievements of, i. 46. 
Bandon, lord, signalises himself at the battle of Camden, iii. .55: Commands 

in Carolina, 141: 	Battle of Hobkirk-hill, 142. 	Masterly movement and 
victory, 145. Drives the Americans from Ninety-six, ib. Farther enterprises, 
144. 	Enlightened and liberal policy of, 429. 	Bill for the relief of insolvent 

Postponed, debtors, 430. 	Postponed, ib. 	New pronosition,-..;‘,-.59••:- 
- 	t,Ints i n expedition 'Mended for France, 380. 	Become Imo --e '1 4'6' ,  ...bat-is-ordereds  to the Netherlands, v. 91. 	Arrives at Ostend, masterly 

march to join the duke of York, 92. 	Able speech of, on finance, 182. 
Liberal and wise bill of, in favour of insolvent debtors, 453. 	See .114oira. 

Reid, Dr. investigates the human mind on principles of common sense, iii. 
351. 	 • 	• 	. 

Regency Act, amendment of, vi. .554. 	• 	• 
Reserve, army of, levied, vi. ,57. 
Rhine, confederation of, vi. 140. 	Passage of that river by the allies, 406. 
Richmond, duke of, character of, ii. 141. 	Proposed address to the king, 

387. 	Opposed by lord Chatham, 388. 	Notion concerning the profusion 
of public money, iii. 1i. 	Strictures of, on 	the execution of colonel 
Haines, 161. 	Contest with lord Loughborough, 241. 	Plan of fortifying 

• the dock-yards, 375.  Rigby, Mr. character of, ii. 13s. 	 • 	. 
.Robespierre, character iv. 447. 	Becomes ruler of France, v. 16. 	Abolishes 

Christianity, and abjures the Supreme Being, 18. 	'Extensive and ferocious 
tyranny, 19. 	Terrible system, ib. 	Murderous cruelties, 20. 	Progress of 
atrocity, anarchy, and atheism under, 75-79. 	Overthrow and death, 109 
-112.. 	 • 

Robertson, the historian, character of, ii. 353. 	Deprecates the agitation of a 
question about popery, 449. 	• 

Rochanzbeau commands the French in America, iii. 159. 
Rochefort squadron, operations of, vi. 102. 
Rockingham, marquis of, made prime-minister, i. 353. 	Plans of, respecting 

America, PS' 	Popular measures, 363. 	Treaty with Russia, 364. 	Ad- 
ministratioh terminated, 565. 	Character of, 	366. 	note. 	Opposes the 
coercive system respecting America, ii. 99. 	Weight, in parliament, 141. 
Appointed first lord of the treasury, iii. 163. 	Death and character, 169. 

Rodney, admiral, commands  against Martinico,  i. 270. 	Success, 273. 	Sails 
to relieve Gibraltar, iii. 43. 	Obtains a signal victory over the Spaniards, 
444 and retrieves the naval glory of England, ib. 	yroceeds to the West 

Indies, 
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Indies,71. 	Forms a ne:v plan of Attack by breaking the enemy's line, 72. 
Endeavours to draw the French to battle, 73.. 	Reduction of St. Eustatius, 
132. 	Offers batfleico the French, 153.4 	They avoid a close eneagement;- 
ib. 	Returns to England, 135. 	Goes back to the West Indies with a rein- 
forcement, 179. 	Pursues the enemy, 180. 	Battle of the 12th -of April, 
181. • Signal victory, 182. 	Important advantaaes,.183. 	Summary of his 
exploits against our three naval enemies, 184. ''He is created a peer, 185. 

Romana, marquis, his movements in Galicia, vi. 250. 	His death. 
Rome, annexed to the French empire, vi. 276. 
Romiily, sir Samuel, his proposed alteration of the criminal law, vi. 213. 
Rumbold, governor, charges against, iii. 172.  
Rumbold, sir George, seized by the french, vi: 93. 
Russel, lord John, his motion on parliamentary reform, vi. 589. 	• 

Russia, convelition. with Great Britain discussed,. vi. 24. 	Accession of Swe- 
den and Denmark to, 40. ' Her remonstrance with France after the murder 
of the duke d'Enghien, 80. 	Alliance with- Great Britain, 108. 	Accession 
of Austria, 110. 	campaign in Moravia, 114. 	Battle 	 f Austerlitz, 116. 
The. army withdraws from the Austrian states, 117. 	Dispute with the . 
French in the Adriatic, 137. 	Preliminaries signed between her and France, 
141. 	The emperor refuses to ratify it, 145. 	March of an .army to assist 
Prussia against France,. 147. 	Its repulse, 	161. 	War with Turkey, ib. 
Battle of Eylaii, 192. 	Of Friedland, 193. 	Peace of Tilsit, 194. 	Demands 
from Great Britain satisfaction for Denmark, 203. 	Overtures of Alexander 
and Bonaparte to. Great Britain from Erfurt, 229. Acquires Finland from 
Sweden, 241. 278. 'Progress of war with Turkey, 279. 292. .1VIenaced-hy 
Bonaparte, 316. 	Invaded,' 352. 	Battle of Smolensko, 854. 	Peace with 
Great Britain, Turkey, and Sweden, ib. 	Battle of Borodino, 355. 	Evacu- 
ation of Moscow, 356. 	Conflagration on the entrance of the French, 357. 
Overtures of Bonaparte rejected, 358. 	Expulsion of the French from Rus- 
sia
' 
 559-364. 	Coflvention with the Prussian general York, 390. 	Truce 

with the Austrians, 391. 	Campaign in Germany, 394. 	Battle of Leipzig. 
398. Invasion of France, 406. 	Congress at Chatillon, 409. 	Advance of 
Winzingerode and Czernicheff, 414. 	March to Paris, 421. 	Peace, 432. 
The emperor visits England, 435. 	Manifesto on the return of Bonaparte 
from'Elba, 463. 	League, ,M4. 	Advance of the armies, 471. 	Peace witlr 
France, 495. 	Expulsion of the Jesuits from Petersburg and Moscow, 525. 
Military measures, ib. 	Affitirs of, 541. 	Russian students withdrawn from • 
German universities after the assassination of Kotzebue, 577. 

- 	 • 

. 	S 

Salamanca, battle of, vi. 4?-47. 
Santarem, position of the French at, vi. 299. 	Retreat of Massena from, 318. 
St. Domingo, affairs of, vi. 4'5. 	Surrender of the French army there, 62- 
St. Eustatin , taken by the British, vi. 288.•  .5 
Si; flelena, Bonaparte conveyed to, vi. 491. 
St. Lucie, captured by the British, vi. 61. 	. 
St. Sebastian, besieged, vi. 384. 	Taken, 385. 
Saxony, alliance  of, with France, vi.  155. 
Sandwich, earl, prosecuted Wilkes for' impiety, .i. 318. 	Parliamentary character 

of, ii. 141. 	Motions against. 	See Fox. 
Saumarez, sir James, gallant enterprise at Algeziras, v. 462. 
Saville, sir George, character of, ii. 139. 	Proposes the repeal of an act against 

Roman eutholies, 397. 
&hill, colonel, heads an insurrection in the north of Germany, vi. 264. 	„ 
Scotland, affairs of, H. 343-355. 	Loyal levies of men, 372: Riots in, from 

' 	Zeal 
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zeal against popery, 449. 	Projects of political change, v. 34. 	Muir and 
Palmer, ib. 	Convention, 36. 	Misapprehension of the militia act, 26q. 
Riots in Perthshire, 265-269. 	- 

Scott, sir John, the attorney-general, bill against traitorous correspondence, 
iv. 464. 	See Eldon. 

Mr. Burke to 	inquiry 	Hastings, in. - major, challenges 	 an 	concerning-  
388. 	 • .. Scottish burghs, motion for the reform of, vi. 569. 	 . 

$ebastiani's report on his mission to the Levant, vi. 49„, 
Shannon frigate, captures the American frigate Chesapeake, vi. 375. 
•Shelburne, earl, adheres to Lord Chatham, 433.. 	Opposes the ministerial 

system, respecting America, ii. '98. 	Motion- of, concerning the profusion 
of public money, iii. 12. 	Secretary of state, 163. 	Succeeds Rockingham 
as prime minister,170. 	His administration deficient in strength, 226. 	His 
conduct censured in parliament, 237. 	Resigns, ib. 	Made marquis of Lans- 
down. 	Able speech of, on the commercial treaty, 417. 	• . 

Sheridan, Richard Brinsley,:his genius and fame, iii. 99. 	Entefs parliament, 
ib. 	A member of Fox's party, 227. 	Elegant and witty speech on the 
Duke of Richmond's fortifications;  379. 	Controverts the financial plan of 
Mr. Pitt, 384. 	Splendid eloquence,* on the Begum charge against Hast- 
ings, 441--451. 	Disputes the financial calculations of the minister, iv. 113. 
Praises the French revolution, 246. 	Proposes an inquiry into the alleged 
sedition, 471. 	Arguments of, against the continuance of the war, v. 42. 
Inquiry concerning the alleged treason, 	241,-- opposes the treason and 
sedition_41111A.- .,..... 	Treasurer of the navy, vi. 122-182. 	. 

shoreham, singular confederacy for bribery in, ii. 25, 	 • 
Sidinotah, lord, president of the council, vi. 95. 	Secedes from administra- 

tion, 101. 	Failure of his bill for altering the toleration act, vi. 312. 	His 
circular to magistrates, .535. 	Bills introduced by him for securing public 
tranquillity, 586. 	 . . 

Sieges, character and projects of, .v. 391. 	Plan of a new constitution, 392. 
Sinclair, Sir John, character and pursuits, iv. 480. 	Procures the establish- 

ment of a board of agriculture, 481. 
Slavery, negro, begins to occupy the public • attention, iv' 16.. Arguments 

against, from religion, justice, and humanity, 17-19. 	Opposite argu- 
ments, 20. 	Slave trade, motion for the abolition of, 109. 	Postponed, 
111. 	Abolition carried in the commons, 380. But rejected in the lords, ib. 
New motion by Mr. Wilberforce for the abolition of, 137. 	Negatived, 1-38. 
Progress of measures for the abolition of, vi. 16. 129. 	Measures for pro: 
curing a general abolition, 287-133. 	Discussion on the registry bill, 516. 

. Motion on foreign slave-trade, 538. 	The trade, north of the line, abolished 
by Spain, 540. 	Treaty with Spain respecting, 	552. 	Motion for en- 
suring the total abolition, 573. 

Smith, Adam, his philosophy of political economy, ii. 354. 
Sir Sidney, arrives at Acre, v. 378. 	Assaults by the French, 381. ----, 

Inspirited and headed by the English, the Turks repel the attack, ib. 
Grand' assault by the French, 382. 	Employs ,„his sailors as soldiers, ih• 
Bonaparte, entirely  defeated, retreats, 384. Efforts of, in the expedition to 
Egypt. 	See Egypt. 	Operations on the Neapolitan coast, vi. 133•' In the 
Dardanelles, 187. 

 

Spencer, 	 accused , 	envoy at Munich, 	by the French, vi. 72. 
Smoleniko, battle of, vi. 354. 
Saudi, enters Portugal, vi. 252.  
Spain makes war on England, i. 127. 	After the peace, England cultivates 

a close connection with that country, 133. 	Maintains her connection till 
the death of her King Ferdinand, 0 a. 	Becomes hostile to Britain, 246. 
Declares war.against Britain, 267 	Defeated by sea acid land. 	See Britain. 

Expul- 
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Expulsion of Jesuits, 595. 	Dispute about .Falkland's Islands. 	See ilri, 
Lain. 	Restricts the inquigtion, 	ii. 	115. 	Rupture with Britain, 150. 
Warlike operations. 	See Britain, and.  France. 	Attempts•to _swat Gib- 

' raltpr, iii. 120.. 	Mighty preparations and incessant 	efforts, ib. , Event. 
.See Elliott. 	Reduces West Florida, 136. 	Captures Minorca, 209. 	Re- 
newed preghrations of, against Gibraltar; with the assistart4e • of France,. 
207. 	Immense force, new and tremendous machinery, 208. 	Event. 	See 
Elliott. 	Peace, 215. 	Result of the war, 216-222. 	War with France, v. 7. 
Compelled to receive peace from France, 148.. War with Britain. 	See Bri- 
tain, and Jervis: Cedes Louisiana to France, vi. 5. Treaty with Portugal, ib. 
Colonies restored to her at the peace of Amiens, 38. 	Exactions of Bonaparte 
from, 60. 	Her subserviency to .France, 83. 	Remonstrance of Great Britain 
on her violation of neutrality, 84. 	Blockade of Ferrol, 85. 	Detention of 
her treasure ships, po. 	Negociations at .nadrid continued, 91. 	Declares 
war against England, 92. 	Jtinction of her' fleet wish that of France, 1.02. 
Battle of.Trafalgar, 108. 	Conduct of her government on the negociation 
between Fiance and Russia, 163. 	Treaty witlf France for the partition of 
Portugal, 207. 	Abdication of Charles IV. and accession of. Ferdinand VII. 
215... The French in Madrid, ib, 	Ferdinand goes•to Bayonne, 217. 	Re- 
nounces the crown in favour of hii father, who transfers it to Bonaparte, 218. 

• Massacre of Madrid,o220. 	Resistance of the Spanish nation, 221. 	Alli- 
ance with England, 22.3. 	Siege of Zaragoza, 229. 	Flight of Joseph Bo- 
naparte, from Madrid, 225. 	Bonaparte recovers that capital, 250. 	Re- 
treat of sir J. Moore to Corunna, 	234. 	Affairs of the- colonies, 	4511. 
Operatiorts in Estremadura, 249. 	State of affairs at Cadiz, 250. 	In Cata- 
lonia, 251. ' Cuesta defeated at Medellin, ib. 1  Reverses in Aragon, 254. 
Operations in Estremadura, 225. 	Battle of Talavera, 256. 	Resignation 
of Cuesta, 2N58. 	Guerrillas, 259. 	**Cadiz besieged, 293. 	Events in Cata- 
lonia, 294. 	Campaign on the Portugueze frontier, 296. 	Cuidad Rodrigo 
taken, 	ib. 	Proceedings .of the cortes at Cadiz, 301. 	New rerreney, ib. 
Guerrilla chieftains, 301. 	Operations in Estremadura, 3.20. 	Battle of 
Albuera, 322. 	Of Barresa, 325. 	Fall of Tarragona, 327. 	surrender of 
Blake at Valencia, 329. 	Measures of lord Wellington for relieving Gali- 
cia, &b. 	• Operations of general Hill in Estremadura, 330. 	Gallant defence 
of Tarifa, 	331. . Cuidad Rodrigo recovered, 344. 	Badajoz taken, 345. 
Battle of Salamance, 34g. 	Concerted movements of the French, 350. 
Campaign of 18.13; 376. 	Battle of Victoria, 379. 	Battles of the Pyren- 
nees, 385. 	Capture 	of St 	Sebastian, ib. 	Of Pamplona, 	387. 	The 
French driven into France, 	ib. 	Glorious termination df hostilities in 
1814, 433. 	Conduct of Ferdinand on his return to, 441. 	Unsuccessful 
revolt of Porlier, 503. 	AfEiirs of; .523. 	Marriage of Ferdinand VII. 
to his niece, 523. 	Affairs of4_559. 	Treaty with, respecting the slave- 
trade,. 552. 	Affairs of, 557. 	Distracted state of, 575. 

t.S'pencer, earl, character and efforts of his administration, v. 442. 	Secretary. 
of state for the home department, vi. 122-182. 

Stanhypc, earl of, motion for the relief of non-conformists, iv. 106.. His bill 
for preVenting the depreciation of bank-notes, vi. 310. 

Stirling, major of the 42d, captures the invincible standard, V. 474. 
Stuart, sir John, his victory at Maida, vi. 134. 
Surinam, taken by the British, vi. 88., 	 ' 
Surrey, earl of; motion of, for the removal of ministers, iii 	159. 
Sutton, Manners, Mr. elected speaker of the house of commons, vi. .53'5 
Suwarrow, marshal, beads the Russian  army against the French, 	v. 358.  

Campaign of, in Italy, 339-343. 	Marches into Switzerland, 348. 	Not 
properly supported, withdraws into Germany, 349. 

Sweden, revolution in, ii. 48 	Discussion with Britain about neutral ships, 
441. 	See Northern Powers. 	Accedes to the convention of Russia with 

Great 
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Great Brittiin, vi. 40:t 	King of, declares war against France, tet. 	Eva- 
cuation of Pomerania after the ..treaty of Tilsit, 195. 	Cedes Finland to' 
Russia, 241. , The king deposed, 276. 	The dukc,of Sudermania elected 
under the title of Charles-41M 27.8. 	The prince of Augiistenburg, crown- 
prince, 278. 	On his death, Bernadotte elected heir to the crown, 291. 
Compelled to declare war against England, 292. 	Change of policy, 3t8. 
Alliance with Great Britain and Russia, 354. 	Co-operation of the army 
in Germany, 393-400. 	Bernadotte at Cologne, 414. 	Cedes her claims 
on Guadeloupe to France at the, treaty of Faris, 433. 	Transfer of Nor- 
way to, 458. 	Death of the 	king and accession of Bernadotte, 557. 
Discussion with Denmark, .579. 	• 

Sivitzerland, influence of France in, vi. 6. 	Conduct of Bonaparte towards, 
36. 	He sends an army into, 43. ,The Austrians pass through into France, 
406. 	Treaty of Paris, 452. 	Federal union of; 440.  

T ' 	. 
Talavera, battle of, 'vi. 258. 
TaMyrand, his correspondence with Mr. Fox, vi. 127, 
Tarifa, gallant defence of, vi. 330. 
Tarld on, colonet, distinguishes himself at Charlestown, iii. 55. 	Exploits ut, 

56. 	Expedition and progress of, 139. 	Overpowered by numbers and de- P 
feated, 139. - 	 ,‘ .. 

Tarragona, horrible massacreperpetrated therein,  the .P.;•.;flell,' 'i.l 	7rd7. 	' 
Temple mld in cotninarttre opinion of Mr. Pitt, i. 251. 	Support.; 

wit. Wilkes on constitutioual grounds, 3 Id. .Disagrees midi Mr. Pitt about 
the new appointments, 381. 	Opposes the coerckfc system respecting Ame- 
rica, ii. 98. 	 • 

the 	alleged to intcrfere.against Mr.FON'i , earl, nephew of 	above, 
East India bill, 267. 	Secretary of state, 270. 	Resigns, ib. 

nehuall, John, lectures of, v. 53. 	Apprehended, 54. Tried and acquitted, 
119. 	Resumes his lectures, 164. 

Vionison, William, his able writings in die Political Herald, on the contest 
between Messrs. Fox and Pitt, iii. :Dig. 	Masterb,  views of the French re- 
volution, v. 301.  

Thur/orti, heads the prosecution against Clive, ii. GS. 	Parliamentary chat ac- 
ter of, I59. 	Created lord ; able ,peecli of, on the ptiofusiob of public mo- 
ney, iii. 18. 	Opposes Fox's East India bill, 265. 	Opposes the liberation 
of insolvent debtors; -430. 	Regards the acts of the innovating societies, se- 
dition, but not treason, v. 58. 	 . 

Throve, exploits of, i. 191, 192. 
Tierney, Mr., president of the board of control, vi. 174-1s'. 	Ili:,  inotirol 

on the state of the currency, 562. 	On the state of the nation, 571. 
T/i.,it, treaty of, le I. 194. 

	

Tippoo Saib, 	son 	to 	Hyder Ally, iii. 114. 	Defeats 	colonel Braithwaite':; 

	

corps, 1.97. 	Surprises general Mathews, 202. 	Wai with lord Cornwallis, 
IV. 385-387: 	Fonni a new ( onfederacy against the British, v. 363. 	War, 
565. 	Fall of geringapatam, 167. 	And death of Tipp°, M. 

Tooke, Horne, his comparison of Meisrs. Fox and Pitt, iii. 283. 	Coo vit. of', 
with Mr. Fox, iv. 305. 	ArreAeil on a aarge of high treason, v 	; l 	Trial 

_ of, 117.. Acquitted, 1.18. 
Torres liedras, retreat of.the British army to, Vi. 299. 
Toulon fleet, operations of, vi. 102. 	Reinforced at Cadut, Iii:+ 	Sails for the 

\Vest Indies, ib.  
Toulouse, battle of, vi. 426. 
rownskend, general and lord, compels Quebec to surrender, i. 	a:1 	Viceroy 

sof Ireland, 4 17. 
Townshand 
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Townshend, Charles, brother to the former, joins the Gli•enville ministry in the 
' 	stamp act, i. 310. 	Chancellor of the exchequer, 381. 	New project respect- 

ing America, 389. 	Death and character, 398.
• Trafalgar, battle of, vi. 106. 

Turkey, peace with France, vi. 5. 	War with Russia, 161. 	English squadron 
at Constantinople, ih. 	Expedition under sir T. Duckworth, 187. 	Revo- 
lution at Constantinople, 209. 	Another revolution, 241. 	Peace with 
Great Britain, 243. 	War with Russia, 278-222. 	Peace with Russia, 354. 
Cession of Parga to, 579. 

Tyrol, insurrection in, vi. 266. 	Fate of the inhabitants, 274. 

U. 
• 

Union with Ireland, arguments of statesmen and wrharirs for and against, v. 
317-320. 	Motives and views of certain parties and classes, :.;31. 	Mr. 
Pitt's reasoning on the subject, and plan of union, 523. 	Proposed to the 
Irish parliament, 325. 	Vehemently opposed, 326. 	Arguments in fitvour of 
it from the Scotch union, 327. 	The plan and time of commencement are 
finally fixed, 408. 

Unitarians, Mr. William Smith's bill in favour of, vi. 369. 	, 	. 

V 

ransitiart, Mr. chancellor of the exchequer, vi. 343. 	His new plan of fiiialice, 
371. 	See Parliament. 

Vaughan, general; defence of the Leeward Islands, iii. 71. 	Commands at the 
capture of St. ENtatius, 132. 

Veneznela, confederation of, vi. 302. 
Viasma, the French beaten at, vi. 360. 
Victoria, battle of, vi. 379. 
Vienna, entered by the French, vi. Int. 	Again entered by them in i 809, 

263. 
Vimiera, battle of, vi. 226. 
Vataire. 	See France. 

• 

Wag 'r of battel abolished, vi. 5ri7 
)t to 	battle of, vi. twin. 
Initcheren, expedition to, vi. 270. 273. 	Parliamentary inquiry into, 281. 
il'iden, prince of, late. 	See Frederick. 	Present. 	See George. 	Prince 

dowager, death of, ii. 43. 	Princess of. 	See Caroline. 	Young princess. 
<c ( 11(11.144% 

II ardle, Mr., his (barge against the duke of York, vi. 244. 	Result, 245. 
Warrants, general. 	See Partin ment. 
Warr( n, sir John liorlase, deft at, the French sqt adroit, V. 293. 	Expedition 

under, d 30. • 
Warsaw, grand duchy of, appropriated by Mt sia, vi. 439. 
Washington, colonel, masterly retreat of,. with the remains of Braddoek's 

troops, i. 152. 	Al piinted communder-in.chief of the American fncei, ii 
189. 	Dispositions during µpinta, 709. 	Devises means of re idering their 
arm) 	etficle ii, 310. 	Operations of, in conjunction with the French, iii. 
64. 	By a dexterous stratagem, overreaches Clinton, 145. 	Joiii,i the forces 
in Virt,inia, 146. 	And in %Jets ti e surrender of Cornwallis, 148. 	• 

Wa shington, 
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Washington,  city, expedition to, vi.  415. 
Waterloo, battle of,  476-483. 
Watson

' 
 and others, tried for high treason, vi. 545. 

Werlderburne, Alexander, defends lord Clivd, ii. 160. 	Parliamentary character 
of,  139. 	Created lord Loughborough, iii.  77. 	Chare to the grand jury on 
the rioters, ib. 	Trial of the rioters,  80. 	His speech on the appointment 
of judges,  241. 	Supports l'ox's East India bill, 265. 	Able speech on the 
commercial treaty, 417. 

Welksley, marquis,his able administration in India, vi.  62. 	Marquis Corn- 
wallis appointed his suceessor,.94.. 	his mission to Cadiz, 258. 	Secretary 
for foreign atliiirs, 281. 	Resigns, 	and is succeeded by lord Castlereagh. 
337. 	Declines the overtures of ministers,  339. 

general, 	DUKE OF WELLINGTON, his victories in India, , 	afterwards 
vi. 65. 	His bill for suppressing disturbances in Ireland,  198. 	His expedition 
to Portugal, 226. 	Battle of Vindera,  ib. 	Convention of Cintra, 227. 	Hi.: 
return to Portugal, 255. 	Expels Soult from that kingdom, ib. 	Battle of 
Talavera, 236. 	Withdraws into Portugal, 258. 	Operations against Massena, 
297. 	Battle of Busaco, 29i. 	Retreat to Torres Vedras, 299. 	Compels 
Massena to evacuate Portugal, 318. 	Reduces Ciudad Rodrigo, 344. 	And 
Badajgz, 3-15. 	Defeats Marmont at Salatbanca,  348. 	Advances to Madrid, 
349. 	Marches on Burgos, 351. 	Retires to the Portuguese frontier,  351. 
Advances to the Douro, 377. 	The French evacuate Madrid, and retreat 
toward the Ebro, 378. 	He pursues them to the Zadora, 379. 	Battle of 
Victoria,  380. 	Battles of the Pvrennees,36.s. 	Capture of St. Sebastian, ib. 
Of Pamplona 	8z. -Il 	cot..--.-- 	-,g nilcid-FIVes the French into Bayonne, 
irk 	Battle ot-Orthes,  415. 	Directs general Hope to invest Bayonne,  416. 
Sends a force under Beresford to Bourdeaux,  417. 	Movements against 
Souk, 417;7. 	Victory of Toulouse, lb. 	(glorious termination of hostilities, 
429. 	National gratitude on his arrival in England, 436. 472. 	His victory 
over Bonaparte at Waterloo, 478-485. 	Paris capitulates to him and 

• Blucher,  489. 	Acknowledgement of his transeendant services by parliament, 
493. 	Generalissimo of the army of occupation in France,  496. 	Votes for 
reversing the attainder of lord Edward Fitzgerald, 572. 	 . 

Weymouth,  NH, letter to the Sorry magistrates, i.  434. 
Whitbread, Mr., ingenious speech of, on parliamentary reform, iv. 474. 	His 
' plan for improving the condition of the poor, vi,  185.  
White/oeke, general, his failure at Buenos Ayres, vi. 191. 	His disgrace, 191. 
Whit worth, lord, sent ambassador to France, vi. 43. 	Interview with Bonaparte, 

50. 	Insulted by him at a levee, 51. 	Negociations protracted,  53. 	Quits 
'Paris,  54. 
"ilherforee,  Mr., talents and character, iv.  19. 	Benevolent zeal for the abo- 
lition of slavery, ib. 	Motitm for the abolition of the slave-trade, 109. 	' 

Wilkes, character, 1 	509. 	Writes the North 	Briton,  310. 	Proceedings 
against, 511. 	Popular enthusiasm in his favour, .312. 	See Parliament. 
Expelled the souse,  517. 	Retires into exile, 319. 	Returns, 4 .::1. 	Chosen 
thembcr for Middlesex, ib. 	Object, 437. 	And measures, it. 	Proceedings 
respecting. 	See  Parliament .,.12olloquial talons, ii. Pio. 

William  Henry, prince, third ,tilt to George In. created duke of Clarence, 
iv.  532. 	Masterly  view of the slove•trade, 380.- 	Reasoning on lord Auck- 
land's bill for the prevention of adultery, 413. 	Provision for him on his  

' 	marriage, vi. 555. 
William, David, El., application to,  by the Gironde rulers, v. 3. 
Windhamh Mr., his opinion on the commercial treaty, iii. 	117.. 	On  Par- liamentary reform, 255. 	Opinion on the conduct

I
of

il
% e

vnairt:sla.'n1d1v5irtiSiese-, cretary at war : plan of, for improving the militia, 	3  
451. 	Censures the treaty with 	France, vi. 19. 	Secretary for the 	war department, tic 	His military plan, 124. 	Is succeeded by lord Castlereagh,  
IC!. 	 . 

Irimisn, 
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Windsor establishment, changes in, on the death of the queen, vi. 561. 
Wolfe, 'genera), heads an •expeditioir td Quebec, .i. 180. 	His achievements, 

189-134. 	lie dies in the arms of victoryt.184. 	 I 
Wolsionecraft, Mary, 

.. 
rights of woman, iv. 361. 
. . . . . 

Y 
• 1 . 	 • . 

Yarmouth,. lord, employed in the negociation 	between. Groat Britain and. 
France, vi. 144. • )1 

York, Edward, _ duke of, dies, i.598. 
Frederic, -, duke of: 	See Frederic. 

• 
2 

--, 

Zante, capture of, vi. 
• 

Mt. 
j 

 . 
Zaragoza, siege of, vi. 224. Second siege of, 750. 

• 

THE END. 

Printed by A. and R. Spottiswoode, 
Printors-Strect, London, 
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